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STABILITY OF INTERFACIAL WAVES IN TWO-PHASE FLOWS

W. S. Liu

Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department

Ontario Hydro Nuclear
700 University Avenue

Toronto, Ontario, M5G-1X6

ABSTRACT

The influence of the interfacial pressure and the flow distribution in the one-dimensional two-fluid model on the
stability problems of interfacial waves is discussed. With a proper formulation on the interfacial pressure, the
following two-phase phenomena can be predicted from the stability and stationary criteria of the interfacial waves:
onset of slug flow, stationary hydraulic jump in a stratified flow, flooding in a vertical pipe, and the critical void
fraction of a bubbly flow. It can be concluded that the interfacial pressure plays an important role in the interfacial
wave propagation of the two-fluid model. The flow distribution parameter may enhance the flow stability range, but
only plays a minor role in the two-phase characteristics.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the absence of a satisfactory theory in two-fluid formulation, much of the analysis presented in the two-fluid
model leans heavily on intuitive, ad hoc concepts. This is, unfortunately, typical of the current status of knowledge
in this field. The two-fluid model is formulated by considering each phase separately in terms of two sets of
conservation equations. In reactor thermal-hydraulics, the general three-dimensional problem with moving interfaces
is too formidable to solve. The general approach is to introduce time and space averaging to remove the need to treat
the interfaces explicitly. The one-dimensional form of the two-fluid model is obtained by integrating the three-
dimensional model over the cross-sectional area and then introducing proper mean values. By area averaging, the
information on changes of flow variables in the direction normal to the flow is basically lost. The lack of
experimental data to properly verify the constitutive relations lends doubt to the dependability of the two-fluid model,
especially in the reactor thermal-hydraulics. To improve its dependability is the main task for researchers in the
reactor thermal-hydraulics. This work will be restricted to investigating some features of the interfacial waves in the
one-dimensional two-fluid model and only those features that can be supported experimentally.

In the one-dimensional two-fluid formulations (Reference 1), a term containing the difference between the phase
pressure and the pressure at the interface exists in the phase momentum and energy equations. Since the magnitude
of this term is usually small compared with other dynamic forces, neglecting this term will not affect the reactor
simulations in the cases where the pressure driving force exists. However, it has pronounced influence on the
interfacial waves of the two-fluid characteristics. Several flow stability criteria result from this term. Also, the non-
uniform distribution parameter resulting from the cross-sectional average of the instantaneous conservation laws may
have some impact on the flow stability criteria.

There are six roots in the characteristic equation of a two-fluid model. Two roots are the propagation velocities of



phase energy perturbations which are equal to the phase velocities. The two large roots, which are both real,
correspond to fast pressure waves moving upstream and downstream. The pressure wave propagation is the
predominant physical parameter in the reactor thermal-hydraulics. The physical effects of the non-homogeneous and
non-equilibrium factors on the pressure wave propagation have been discussed in Reference 2. The last two roots,
which may be real or complex, correspond to slow or interface waves. One of these two roots corresponds to the
void fraction propagation wave and the other corresponds to the phase slip propagation wave. The effects of the
interfacial pressure and the distribution parameter on the interfacial waves are discussed in this paper.

Even the characteristic equation is derived assuming a short wavelength. It has been postulated that if the
characteristics at the singular point are zero or imaginary, the flow pattern becomes unstable and a flow regime
transition will occur. For example, the onset of a slug flow can be estimated from the instability criterion of a
stratified flow. In general, characteristics and stability are to be related only in the limit of large frequency and short
wavelength; however, the complex characteristics can indeed provide a correct description of long-wavelength
physical instabilities. Also some physical phenomena, for example the hydraulic jump in a stratified flow and the
flooding in a vertical pipe, can be predicted from the conditions of stationary interfacial waves. It indicates that the
interfacial wave characteristics also play a role in the validation of the two-fluid formulation.

The interfacial pressure term was initiated and postulated by Wallis (Reference 3) for a stratified flow in a pipe. It
is well known that the simple ill-posed two-fluid model (perfect separation between two phases) is always unstable
mathematically as long as the phase velocities are different. However, the interfacial pressure term in the phase
momentum equation can render all characteristics real under certain conditions. The simple example is the classical
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability criterion on small amplitude long waves of a stratified flow. With the proper formulation
on the difference between the phase pressure and the interfacial pressure, the following flow phenomena can be
predicted from the interfacial wave characteristics: (1) onset of slug flow, (2) stationary hydraulic jump in a stratified
flow, (3) flooding criterion and (4) the critical void fraction for a stable bubbly flow. All of those physical
phenomena are discussed and compared with other models.

Except in the evaluation of the vapour velocity in the drift-flux model, flow distribution is normally neglected in one-
dimensional thermal-hydraulic models applied in the reactor simulations. This is due to the complexity of the flow
pattern encountered and its uncertainty in applications. In reactor thermal-hydraulics, two-phase flow through pipes
or ducts is considered. In problems involving such flows, often only cross-sectional average of flow properties are
of interest. The derived governing equations have the same structure as governing equations for one-dimensional
flows. The only difference between both cases is that the averaged governing equations are supposed to deal with
cross-sectional average properties, while one-dimensional flow equations are for local flow properties. By applying
cross-sectional integral forms to the conservation laws of a control volume, the flow distribution parameters appear
in the transport terms. Even though their effect on reactor thermal-hydraulic transients is not significant, the
distribution parameters have some effect on the interfacial wave propagation and flow stability problems. For
example, the simple ill-posed two-fluid model can become stable as long as the criterion is satisfied. Including its
contribution on the flooding criterion, the general form of the Wallis flooding correlation can be obtained. The effects
of the distribution parameter on the flow characteristics are discussed.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this work, the one-dimensional two-fluid formulation described in Reference 1 has been modified in the following
areas: (1) the form of the virtual mass force, (2) the term of the interfacial heat transfer due to pressure transient,
and (3) the interfacial pressures for different flow regimes. The effects of the first and second items on the two-fluid
model have been discussed in Reference 2. The last item will be the main subject of this paper.

Governing Equations

In the two-fluid model, the non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium effects are introduced through the governing



equation. The governing equations for the one-dimensional two-fluid model have been obtained from the cross-
sectional and time averages of the instantaneous conservation equations. For phase k in a two-phase mixture, the
mass, momentum and energy balance equations are (Reference 1):

^ ( A ak pk) + - A ( A ak pk vk) = A Amk [1]
at dz

d d dpk da.
— (A ok pk vk) + q — ( A ok pk vk vk) + A ok — + A (pk - p,) —
Ol dz dz dz

= - A x ^ + A x u + A Amk vH - A o k pk g - ^ + A f^
dz

| ( A ak Pk Hk) + Gk j - ( A ak pk vk Hk) - A ak ?h - A (pk - P l) ^

" A q'kw + A q u + A q^ + A Amk H b + A T U VU - A o k p k vk g — + A f r a v b

where the subscripts k denotes phase (k=g for vapour and f for liquid), and i denotes interface; t is time and z is flow
direction; A is the total flow area, a is the void fraction, p is the density, p is the pressure, v is the velocity, g is
the gravity constant, Z is the elevation, Amk is the phase change rate per unit volume for phase k, Twk is the wall
shear stress, Ty is the interfacial shear stress, fvm is the virtual mass force, v^ is the interfacial phase velocity, q "^
is the wall heat transfer rate which causes change in phase energy level, q^ is the conductive type interfacial heat
transfer rate, qj_ is the interphase heat transfer rate due to pressure transient which results in a phase change, and
Hk is the total enthalpy of phase k which is defined as

Hk = hk + \ vk + g Z W

where hk is the specific enthalpy for phase k. The interfacial pressure is defined by a constitutive relation which is
flow-regime dependent. The constants Ck and Gk are the momentum and energy covariant or distribution parameters,
respectively, which are defined by

[5]
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where < > denotes the area integration and the variables with prime denote local values. Since the contribution of
the energy flux distribution parameter Gk on the phase energy equation is very small, it is neglected in this work.

In the phase momentum equations, the virtual mass force is expressed in the form:

[6]

where Cvm is the virtual mass coefficient resulting from the streamline deflection around the interface. Equation [6]
is identical to the form suggested by Cook and Harlow (Reference 4) if the high order term in the virtual mass
coefficient is neglected.



Interfacial Pressure

In the method based on the area-averaged equations, the two-dimensional effects on the flow stability must be
included in the interfacial pressure term. As a consequence, we have to postulate an equation which relates the
pressure at the interface to the phase pressure. Physical intuition leads us to assume certain forms which must be
supported by experiments. The following general forms have been proposed in the two-fluid models: (1) hydrostatic
pressure distribution over the height of the pipe or duct for separated (stratified or annular) flow, (2) a function of
the square of phase velocity difference which is similar to that for flow over a wavy wall, (3) a form associated with
surface tension and (4) the form resulting from the turbulent shear stress. The interfacial pressures for stratified,
annular, bubbly and mist flows are discussed below.

For a stratified flow in a pipe or duct, the most used relation between the interfacial pressure and the phase pressure
is the simple hydrostatic pressure distribution over the height of the pipe or duct. This simple form can reproduce
the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability criterion on the long waves with small amplitude. However, it has been shown
experimentally that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability criterion overpredicts the gas velocity for the formation of slug
flow by a factor of two. Other experimental evidence, for example the hydraulic jump experiments, has also shown
that the simple hydrostatic pressure distribution is not a proper form for the stratified flow in a pipe. Banerjee
(Reference 5) has studied the higher order dispersion effect for the one-dimensional separated flow models.
Unfortunately, there is no experimental validation of his formulation. Also, practical applications of his model to the
reactor thermal-hydraulics require considerable simplifications. On the other hand, Mishima and Ishii (Reference 6)
have demonstrated that the onset of horizontal slug flow from a stratified flow can be predicted by a two-dimensional
potential flow analysis.

The instability problem of a stratified flow has been studied for more than a century. Two models have been
developed for two-dimensional stratified flow: homogeneous and density gradient models. For a homogeneous liquid
in a channel with a free surface, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability criterion is well known in hydrodynamics. This
instability criterion on long waves with small amplitude corresponds to a Froude number of one. However, for a fluid
in a gravity field with a vertical density gradient, the critical internal Froude number is 1/TI (Reference 7). It indicates
that the density gradient in the vertical direction has a strong influence on the flow stability. The most important
difference between the homogeneous and the density gradient models is that irrotationality persists in the former but
not in the latter, even if the fluid is incompressible and inviscid. In the one-dimensional two-fluid model, the phase
pressure and density are defined at the midpoint of each phase depth in a stratified flow. The effect of the density
gradient in the vertical direction is basically lost. In order to have a proper formulation of the interfacial pressure
in a one-dimensional stratified flow, the two-dimensional density gradient effect must be introduced in the area
averaged process. However, to formulate a proper factor to include the two-dimensional effect would be a
tremendous amount of work, since the factor may involve solving the two-dimensional wave equation. However, a
simplified form can be obtained from the work of Greenhill (Reference 8) in his treatment of the critical speed in
a stratified flow. His result will be applied in this work for the stratified flow to account for the density gradient
effect which is lost in the one-dimensional two-fluid model.

In general, the relation between the interfacial pressure and the phase pressure for a stratified flow can be written
as

P k " P i = ( - D k f « k P k g D 17]

where k=l for vapour and 2 for liquid, D is the pipe diameter or height of the duct, and t, is a factor to account for
two-dimensional effect during the cross-sectional averaged process. In most two-fluid models including that in
Reference 1, ^ is assumed to be unity.

Based on the assumption that the critical speed is taken as the speed of the fastest long waves which can exist in
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the stratified medium, Greenhill (Reference 8) has shown that if a channel of n+1 equal layers of fluid with a
constant density difference from one layer to the next is bounded above and below by rigid planes, the speed of long
waves can be determined by a matrix equation. From the determinant of the matrix equation, he has shown that the
critical Froude number is a function of the number of layers considered. This result enables us to obtain the two-
dimensional factor 4, which is given by

1 sec'
4 n ( n + 1) 2(n + 1)

[8]

The value of £ is 1/4 for the stratified flow (n=l, or two layers in each phase). It is interesting to note that %
approaches 1/71 as n goes to infinity. As a result, the famous Long (Reference 7) formulation of the internal Froude
number equal to l/7t for the condition of a critical stratified flow is obtained.

For an annular flow in a pipe, it has been postulated that the interfacial pressure is a function of the square of phase
velocity difference based on the result of flow over a wavy wall (Reference 1), or a function of surface tension
(Reference 9). Those postulated forms have not been verified experimentally. Based on the fact that a counter-current
flow in a vertical pipe is maintained by buoyancy forces due to the density difference between the gas and the liquid,
the interfacial pressure for an annular flow is written in the form analogous to that of a stratified flow:

Pk " P i = ( - D ' f « k P k g D [9]

where the parameter r\ is set to be 0.5 from the geometric symmetry of flow pattern inside the pipe. The effect of
the density gradient in the direction normal to the flow, which has been applied in the stratified flow, can be
neglected in the vertical annular flow, since there is no density gradient normal to the flow direction in each phase.

For a bubbly flow in a pipe, the following form for the interfacial pressure is applied in this work:

Pg - P, = P, " Pf = ^

where a is the surface tension and Db is the average bubble diameter. Some researchers, for example in References
10 and 11, have postulated a form proportional to the square of phase velocity difference. Due to lack of
experimental supports, this postulated form will not be discussed here.

Similarly, the interfacial pressure for a droplet or mist flow is written as

P, " P, = P, - Pg = ^ [111

where Dj is the average droplet diameter.

The pressure differences between two phases for the flow regimes considered are listed in Table 1. The validity of
those interfacial pressures will be examined from the analysis of interfacial wave characteristics.

Interfacial Wave Characteristics

The conservation equations, Equations [l]-[3], are algebraically manipulated into the following matrix form:

A ™ + g 3D = g [12]
d

g
dt dz



where A and B are square matrices of coefficients which are functions of the dependent flow variables, U is a vector
of dependent flow variables, and C is a vector containing the source terms for interfacial and wall transfers of mass,
momentum and energy. The nature of the set of equations is determined from the eigenvalues of the characteristic
equations:

| B -k A | = 0 [13]

The eigenvalues represent the velocities of propagation of small-amplitude, short-wavelength perturbations. For long-
wavelength disturbances, dispersive effects and the source terms, for example the wall and interfacial shear stresses,
become important. For small disturbances such as interfacial waves, the characteristic analysis is adequate.

To simplify the discussion, the effects of the interfacial pressure and the flow distribution on the interfacial wave
characteristics are considered separately. The interfacial wave characteristics with a uniform flow distribution (Ck=l)
are written as

k = v 1 ± v2

where Vj and v2 are given by

" p,* v , + g g p ; yf
v i =

V 2 =

°f Pg + ° g Pf [15]

't * « , pf')B

gf Pg + gg Pf

where the modified phase densities are defined as

P.* = PgO * Yg) + Yf Pf

[16]

Pf = PfO + Yf)
 + Yg Pg

and Yk IS defined as
_ Cvm g , Pf [17]

Yk ~
a k Pk

For the stratified, annular and mist flows, where the virtual mass coefficient can be assumed equal to zero, the
modified phase densities are equal to the phase densities. For a separated (stratified and annular) flow, the value B
is given by

B = ctg o f ( p f - pg) 8 g D [ 1 8 ]

where 6 denotes % or T|, respectively, for stratified or annular flow. For a bubbly or mist flow, B is given by

B = ± ( a f - a g ) — [19]
p

where the positive sign is for a bubbly flow and negative sign for a mist flow, and Dp is the bubbly or droplet
diameter.



The stability of the interfacial waves, which is the main concern in the flow regime transition, is determined from
the nature of Equation [14].

Stability Criteria of Interfacial Waves

The nature of the interfacial waves is therefore dependent on the hydrostatic gravity heads for the separated flow
and the dispersed particle diameters for the mixed flow. The criterion that the interfacial waves have real eigenvalues
is that v? must be real, or

(V, " Vf)

\

g g

«, « f P, Pf
[20]

This criterion is useful in examining the flow stability problems, for example the onset of flow slugging in a
horizontal pipe. Table 2 lists the stability criteria for different flow regimes. With a value of one for %, Equation [7]
gives the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability criterion on small amplitude long waves of a stratified flow. This result is not
surprising since each phase in a one-dimensional stratified flow is assumed to be homogeneous, which is the
assumption used in the Kelvin-Helmholtz formulations.

The condition that a stationary interfacial wave exists is that V| = V2I this can be written in the general form:

Fg
2 + Ff

2 = f [21]

where Fk is the Froude number for phase k and f is a constant value depending on the flow regime considered. The
definitions of Fk and f for different flow regimes are listed in Table 3. This condition is useful in examining the flow
phenomena such as flooding or stationary hydraulic jump. Table 3 lists the conditions of stationary interfacial waves
for different flow regimes.

3. FLOW REGIME TRANSITIONS AND PHENOMENA

To validate the interfacial pressures proposed in this work, several well-known experimental data and physical
phenomena are considered. The results are also compared with other theoretical models. No attempt is made to adjust
the physical parameters in order to match the experimental data. The main purposes of these comparisons are to
illusu-ate the importance of the interfacial pressure term in the two-fluid characteristics and to identify the possible
areas for modelling improvement.

Onset of Slugging in Horizontal Duct

The experimental information on the onset of slugging in horizontal stratified air-water flow in a duct is excellent;
there is substantial agreement between different sets of test data. However, discrepancy exists in the theoretical
treatments. Wallis and Dobson (Reference 12) found that the onset of slugging was correlated by a Froude number
of 0.5, where the Kelvin-Helmholtz theory of interfacial instability on small amplitude long waves of a stratified flow
predicts a Froude number of one. Wallis and Dobson have suggested that all various small wave theories of a
stratified flow are inappropriate for describing slugging. They have tried to interpret the Benjamin result (Reference
13), for the nose of a water flow, to an inverse slug flow bubble. Their arguments are questionable because the
slugging results from a stratified flow, where the Benjamin model is specifically applied to the nose problem.



Using the Wallis common notation j k * , which is defined as

g t vk [22]
Jk =

(P f - P t ) g D

Pk

and assuming that p . « pf and vf = 0 in Equation [20], the onset of slugging in a stratified duct becomes

j g * = 0.5 o j / 2 [23]

This is the correlation suggested by Wallis and Dobson (Reference 12). Figure 1 shows the theoretical prediction
of the onset of slugging, Equation [23], compared with the test data. On the other hand, Mishima and Ishii
(Reference 5) have obtained the following onset criterion based on a potential flow analysis of a stratified flow:

j ; = 0.487 a3
t
n [24]

Recently, the flow slugging in a large long duct (0.1m wide, 0.7m high and 28.3m long) has been tested at JAERI
(Reference 14). It is interesting to note that the empirical correlation obtained from the data is given by

j g * = 0.3 a3
t
12 [25]

which is close to the results predicted by Equation [20] with % = 1/n in Equation [7], or

J. = — [26]

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the JAERI test data with Equation [26]. It suggests that the Long instability
criterion (Reference 7) should be used.

Hydraulic Jump in a Stratified Flow

It is known in hydraulics that if the supercritical flow below a barrier is obstructed downstream, it can pass into a
subcritical flow through a stationary hydraulic jump. A stationary jump can only occur between two conjugate states,
one shallower and the other deeper than the critical depth. Similar physical phenomenon can happen in a stratified
two-phase flow inside a pipe. Usually, this jump will cause a flow regime transition to non-stratified flow. Recently,
a hydraulic jump experiment inside a large long duct has been performed at JAERI (Reference 15). The experimental
results on flow regime transition in supercritical and subcritical stratified two-phase flows in a horizontal test section
have been documented.

The condition of a stationary interfacial wave or hydraulic jump in a stratified flow, given in Table 3, can be written
as

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the prediction and the experimental data given in Reference 15. In the figure,
Equation [27] is plotted for a fixed value of gas flow rate (j * = 0.06 and 0.11). A stratified flow can be subcritical



only within the region bounded by Equation [27]. For the case with j * = 0.06, the minimum j f * value for the
supercritical flow is 0.214. The corresponding value for the case with j g * = 0.11 is 0.141. These values agree fairly
with the test data.

Flooding in Vertical Pipe

Much effort has been devoted to improved understanding of the flooding phenomena because of its connection with
the performance of nuclear reactor safety analysis. There are several existing analytical models for flooding. Most
models predict the onset of flooding in a single vertical tube, although a few models deal with the zero-delivery
phenomenon. A number of experiments have been performed to investigate flooding under various conditions. These
experiments have resulted in a number of useful empirical correlations.

The condition for a stationary interfacial wave of an annular flow, given in Table 3, can be written as

— 3
+ ~ = \ [28]

The maximum possible flow rates that are possible without the formation of stationary waves of indeterminate
amplitude must satisfy the following equation which is obtained from Equation [28]:

• 0.84 P»]

This defines the locus of the flow rate as the pipe is flooded. Based on other flooding correlations, Wallis (Reference
3) has proposed a similar form of correlation with a constant value of 0.775. Figure 4 shows the comparison of
Equation [29] with experimental data at the onset of flooding. Wallis (Reference 3) also has proposed a general form
for the flooding correlation which is given by Equation [39].

The flooding criterion presented in this work is based on the condition of stationary interfacial waves. A similar form
of flooding criterion can also be formulated based on the steady balance of three forces: the wall shear stress, the
interfacial shear stress, and the buoyance force. This approach has been widely applied in the formulation of flooding
correlation from experimental data. The logic of this approach is based on the physics described in the Appendix.
It is shown that equal phase pressures has to be assumed in this approach.

Bubble-Slug Transition in Vertical Flow

Transition from the dispersed bubbly flow regime to the slug flow regime requires a process of coalescence.
Experiments suggest that the bubble void fraction at which this happens is around 0.25 to 0.30 (Reference 16). A
semi-theoretical approach to this problem was given by Radovicich and Moissis (Reference 17) by considering a
cubic lattice in which the individual bubble fluctuates. They showed that the transition happens around void fraction
of 0.3.

When the bubble radius is greater than 0.07cm, it begins to deviate from a perfectly spherical shape and the terminal
velocity is not influenced by viscosity or the interfacial shear stress. The correlated terminal velocity in this region
is given by (Reference 3):

V" = ° 5 > r^7 f [30]



Using this result and from Equation [20], the critical void fraction for a stable bubbly flow with Cvrn = 0.5 becomes

«o = ° 2 7 [31]

which is close to the value of 0.26 predicted by Pauchon and Benerjee (Reference 15) from different considerations.
In most flow regime maps, the criterion for transition from bubbly to slug flow is that the void fraction reaches 0.25.
This criterion can be supported from the present analysis.

Similar criterion for the transition from a slug flow to an annular flow can be developed by using Equation [20] as
long as the effective slug diameter can be reasonably defined and the effect of hydrostatic gravity is taken into
account.

4. FLOW DISTRIBUTION EFFECT ON INTERFACIAL WAVES

In the formulation of one-dimensional flow equations, the flow distribution of the variables (for example pressure
or velocity) has been considered. The distribution parameter in the governing equations represents the macroscopic
effects of the flow microstructure that has been removed by the averaging process. However, the distribution
parameter is normally neglected in the one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic models used in reactor simulations due
to the complexity of the flow pattern encountered. Also, it has been neglected in most flow characteristic studies,
except in the work of Roy and Ho (Reference 18) for the pipe blowdown simulation. They have shown numerically
that the distribution parameter can be effectively used to maintain hyperbolicity of the governing equations.
Unfortunately, its effect on the interfacial wave stability has not been isolated due to the complexity of the
characteristic equation.

Distribution Parameter

Including the flow distribution in the governing equations of pipe flows (either single or two-phase), the covariant
terms in the phase momentum and energy equations are generated. These covariant terms, in general, can only be
calculated if a two-dimensional solution is known. To simplify the evaluation of the covariant terms, an approximate
value can be obtained from a pre-set flow profile.

If the velocity profile across the pipe cross section is defined by a power law,

v k
m + 2

m

[32]

where r is the radial position and m is the parameter (m=2 for a laminar flow and 10 for a turbulent flow), the
distribution parameter Ck becomes

C = m + 2 [33]
k m + 1

From the transverse distribution profile in an annular flow, Roy and Ho (Reference 18) have suggested C_= 1.116
and C p 1.380. The case with a value of C^ less than one exists in a countercurrent annular flow, depending on the
magnitude of the phase velocity. Based on the distribution parameter Co in the drift-flux model, the following
approximate forms for Ck have been suggested by Ishii and Mishima (Reference 19):

Cg = 1 + 0.5 (C o - 1) [ 3 4 ]

Cf = 1 + 1.5 (Co - 1)
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For an annular flow, they suggested Ck = 1.02 for a turbulent flow and Ck = 1.33 for a laminar flow.

Effect on Interfacial Waves

To examine the flow distribution effect on the interfacial waves, the simple ill-posed two-fluid model (p^ = pj ,
Cvm=O) is first considered. The condition for this model to be hyperbolic is

, vg - f C { v f)
2

' ' V
[35]

« , af pg pf

where E is defined as

E = ( o g p g Cg vg + af p f Cf v f )
2 - ( a f p g fC% vg + a g p f y T q v f )

2 [36]

It shows that the distribution parameter Ck has a positive contribution on the two-fluid model as long as Ck is greater
than one, even though the contribution of the flow distribution on the hyperbolic range is still small compared with
other dynamic terms.

To simplify the effect of the flow distribution parameter on the interfacial waves, the following approximations can
be made without loss of generality: the term E in Equation [35] can be neglected and the average phase velocity vk

is^eplaced by Ck vk in the formulations of the interfacial waves shown before for all flow regimes. As a result,
the onset of slugging in a horizontal pipe, Equation [23], becomes

o 3 / 2

j g * = 0.5 - ^ [ 3 7 ]

The flooding curve described by Equation [29] becomes

which is similar to the following general flooding correlation suggested by Wallis (Reference 3):

J;WV
 =c [39]

Using the values of Ck suggested by Roy and Ho (Reference 18) for an annular flow, we have m=1.05 and C=0.82
from Equation [38]. However, some experimental correlations have been suggested with a value of m less than one.
It indicates that the distribution parameter for the liquid film should be less than one for the countercurrent flow. For
example, an experimental flooding correlation has been suggested by Shoukri et al. (Reference 20) with m=0.55 and
C=0.763. Based on this correlation, the corresponding values for the distribution parameters are Cg=1.475 and
CpO.88.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The influence of the interfacial pressure and the flow distribution in the one-dimensional two-fluid model on the
stability problems of interfacial waves has been discussed. In the cross-sectional averaged one-dimensional model,
the two-dimensional effect can be introduced through the interfacial pressure in the area averaged process. With a
proper formulation on the interfacial pressure, the two-phase phenomena associated with the interfacial waves
instability can be reasonably predicted by the one-dimensional two-fluid model. The dependability of the two-fluid
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model applied in the reactor thermal-hydraulics can be improved considerably from the studies of the interfacial wave
characteristics. In spite of some uncertainties still remaining in the two-fluid constitutive relations, the two-fluid
model is probably the most accurate model for simulating the two-phase flow.

It can be concluded that the interfacial pressure plays an important role in the interfacial wave propagation of the
two-fluid model. With a proper formulation on the interfacial pressure, the two-phase flow instabilities and physical
phenomena can be predicted. The flow distribution parameter may enhance the flow stability range, but only plays
a minor role in the flow characteristics.
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APPENDIX: Flooding Correlation From Steady Forces Balance Equation

Consider a steady adiabatic countercurrent annular flow in a vertical pipe with a upward vapour flow. To simplify
the formulation, the following assumptions are made: the interfacial pressure equal to the phase pressure (or equal
phase pressures), uniform flow distribution and a possible situation that dv^Jdz = 0. The phase momentum equations.
Equation [2], become

dp
«f " ^ = ^w + Ti " «f Pf 8

where the coordinate z is positive for upward and negative for downward direction. The wall and interfacial shear
stresses are written in the form with the Darcy frictional coefficients for wall and interface:

[A2]

P.

First, the fictitious velocities uk are defined such that

fi 2
P U

f
[A3]

2D P f U
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and then a pressure slope Ap* is defined as

- ^ - P g
Ap- = - ^ —

g (Pf - Pg)

[A4]

The phase momentum equations become

^ p f u f
2 - a f g ( p f - P g ) ( l - A p ' )

*g g (Pf " Pg) Ap"

[A5]

2D Pg

Similar to the Wallis notation defined by equation [22], the following notation is defined:

okuk [A6]

(Pf - Pg) g D

Pic

As a result, the phase momentum equations can be written as

', - -r 2Ap'

ft [A7]

J r - a f
3/2

\

2(1 -

Eliminating Ap* from the phase momentum equations, the following form which is similar to Equation [28] is
obtained:

3 3
«j «f

[A8]

where <{>k is defined as

[A9]
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Therefore, the counter-current flooding limit is obtained from the envelop theory as

l [A10]

which is similar to the form expressed by equation [29].
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Table 1 : Interfacial Pressures For Different Flow Regimes
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Table 2 : Stability Criteria For Interfacial Waves
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Table 3 : Conditions of Stationary Interfacial Waves
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ABSTRACT

The three key parameters involved in the analysis of the hydrodynamic characteristics of a two-phase system
(i.e. pressure drop, void fraction, and flow pattern associated with the flow) are taken in vertical upward and
downward tubes, using water-air mixture at atmospheric pressure. The acquired data set covers a wide range of liquid
and gas flow rates, as well as void fractions. Using the acquired data set, two sets of flow pattern maps, for both
upward and downward flows, are developed in the present study. Furthermore, a set of correlations for predicting the
frictional pressure drop in both upward and downward flow were also developed.

INTRODUCTION

Two-phase gas-liquid flow has been an active research topic for the past four decades, largely due to its
application in the nuclear industry, petroleum industry, chemical processing industry, etc. In a CANDU nuclear
reactor, for example, boiling occurs in the fuel channels. Two-phase flow can be found in the fuel channels, the
outlet feeders, the risers, and the steam generators during normal operation. The research in two-phase flow is
largely aimed at providing theoretical and experimental information that allows for the prediction of several key
parameters; e.g. pressure drop, void fraction, flow patterns, heat-transfer rates, and interfacial properties. Such
parameters are used in the design and control of several industrial processes.

A comprehensive literature survey reveals that much of the work has been done on vertical upward and
horizontal flows, and relatively less work has been done on downward flow and upward / downward flow.
Furthermore, the literature survey also shows that these parameters are seldomly collected simultaneously, which is a
major shortcoming in the studies of two-phase flow. Rather, the information is collected from the work of different
researchers using different experimental set-ups and measuring techniques. Since the key parameters are inter-related,
they must be acquired simultaneously for an effective study that allows the researcher to accurately relate one to
another. The present study focuses on the pressure drop and flow pattern results, while the void fraction
measurements have been analysed and presented by Jiang & Rezkallah (1992).

Pressure drop is of obvious interest to a designer to determine the pumping power requirement in a forced-
circulation system, and hence governs the size and the cost of the system. In a natural circulation system, pressure
drop governs the coolant flow rate, and therefore, affects the heat-transfer rate. The importance of pressure drop is
also reflected in the large number of models and correlations that are available in the literature for upward and
horizontal flows. Comprehensive reviews of this work are given by Hestroni (1982), Cheremisinoff & Gupta
(1983), and Chisholm (1983).

Finally, the flow patterns associated with two-phase flow are essential in the design of a two-phase system
as they influence the pressure drop and heat transfer rates. For example, the pressure drop in a dispersed bubble flow
is different from that of a separated flow in which a liquid film on the tube perimeter and a continuous gas core at the
center characterizes the flow (annular flow). The flow patterns in a two-phase gas-liquid flow depend on such
parameters as the physical properties of the two phases, the liquid and gas mass flow rates, and the flow orientation.
The influence of the latter is presented in the present study.



EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Two main loops arc present in the apparatus; an
air loop and a water loop. The air loop consists of a compressor, two pressure regulators, two MKS air mass flow
controllers, as well as two non-return valves to prevent the liquid from getting into the air lines. The two air mass
flow controllers are capable of maintaining a constant air mass flow into the system regardless of the downstream
pressure. The setting of either of these two controllers, which ranges from 0 to 20 and 0 to 200 standard liters/min
respectively, is chosen by the user and can be changed anytime via the data acquisition / control system.

The liquid loop consists of a 150 liter storage tank, a positive-displacement pump, a set of turbine meters,
and a heat exchanger to control the inlet fluid temperature. The two phases are mixed in the gas-liquid mixing
chamber, in which the air is blown radially into the vertical upward moving liquid. The two-phase mixture from the
mixer then passes through a 0.00953 m i.d. calming length tube, 3.2 m long (L/D=335), which extends from the
exit of the mixer to the inlet of the upward observation section. The length of this calming section is based on the
distance required for the flow regime to attain a fully developed condition. The work done by Crawford ct al. (1985)
showed that the entrance effects are insignificant after 52 tube diameters.

The upward observation section is made of clear plastic and has the same inner diameter as that of the
calming length tube with a length of lm (L/D=105). At this upward observation section, flow observations and
void fraction measurements are taken for the upward flow. Downstream of this upward observation section is a
0.00953 m i.d, 0.632 m long stainless steel (type 316) heated test section in which the upward pressure-drop and the
heat-transfer data are measured. The absolute pressure is measured at the inlet of the heated test section using an
OMEGA® PX-621 optical pressure transducer, and the differential pressure gradient is measured over the total length
of the heated test-section with two optical pressure transducers. With these pressure transducers, the accuracy of the
absolute pressure measurement was + 0.21 kPa, and that of die differentia] pressure measurements was +1.0 kPa

The two-phase mixture from the heated test-section then passes through an inverted U bend to a downward
observation section. Along the latter section, downward flow observations, pressure-drop data, and void-fraction
measurements are also taken. The pressure tabs on (he downward section arc located at 0.667 m ( L/D=70)

downstream of the 180° bend, and are spaced 0.573 m apart. The calming length was chosen based on the minimum
distance required for the flow patterns to reach fully developed conditions after the 180° bend. Previous studies ( e.g.
Golan and Stenning, 1969) have shown that the effect of the inverted U-bend on phase distribution diminished after
10 diameters passed the bend. Furthermore, satisfactory results were reported by Oshinowo & Charles (1974) who

used 40 pipe diameters as the calming length after a 180° bend. The total pressure-drop along the downward section
is measured by using a PACE©P21 pressure transducer with a CD-17 carrier-demodulator, which has an accuracy of
+ 0.2 kPa

The data-acquisition and control system is based on an IBM compatible 286 computer and two Burr Brown
PCI-20000 data acquisition cards. The computer / experiment interface is achieved by using a control program that
is developed in-house especially for this apparatus. Through the data acquisition system and the control program, the
operator is able to acquire data and monitor the system continuously during an experimental run. During any run,
the computer perform 25 sweeps of all the channels in 8 seconds. By averaging the data acquired in all 25 sweeps, a
set of average values can be found for any particular setting.

RANGE OF VARIABLES

In the present study, distilled water was used in the loop throughout the experimental runs. The data set consists
of nine different runs; each run was taken by fixing the liquid flow-rate and gradually increasing the gas flow-rate. In
total, 103 data points were taken with superficial liquid velocity ranging from 0.03 m/s to 7.0 m/s (superficial liquid
Reynolds number ,RegL: 365 - 77000), while the gas superficial velocity ranged from 0.04 m/s to 41 m/s
(superficial gas Reynolds number, RcgQ : 35 - 31300). The corresponding void fraction for upward flow ranges
from 0.019 to 0.985, while it ranges from 0.021 to 0.993 for downward flow.

The data set includes most of the flow regimes in both upward and downward flow. These are bubble, slug,
chum, annular, and froth flow in upward flow; and bubble, slug, annular, froth, and "falling film" flow in downward
flow. The estimated uncertainties in the frictional pressure-drop measurements are + 6 % for upward flow



measurements, and ± 8% for downward flow measurements. Not included in these numbers are the data points at
very low liquid and gas flow-rates where pressure drop was either a negative value (due to flow reversal) or so small
that the readings were within the accuracy of the transducers. This accounts for 19% of the measurements in upward
flow, and 9% in downward flow.

DISCUSSION OF RES1JI/TS

Flow Patterns

The upward and downward flow observation results are plotted on two sets of flow maps with different
mapping co-ordinates. The first set of parameters are the superficial liquid and gas velocities ( V ^ and VgQ), which
are the most commonly used parameters in the literature owing to the convenience in using maps with such
parameters. The parameters used in the second set are two-phase Froude number (Fr^) and volumetric ratio (Rv "̂
of the liquid and gas phases; these are defined as follow:

^ [1]

The Froude number is chosen because it relates the inertia force to the gravitational force in the flow. However, the
contribution of each phase can not be distinguished since the sum of the two superficial velocities is used in the
calculation. With the volumetric ratio of the two phases as the other parameter, the contribution of each phase can
then be taken into account

The two sets of flow maps for vertical upward and downward flows are presented in Figs. 2 to 5. The solid
lines on the graphs are empirically obtained transition lines. There are five flow patterns observed in upward flow;
namely bubble, slug, churn, annular, and froth flow. For vertical downward flow, falling-film, bubble, slug,
annular, and froth flow are observed Note that the symbols used in Figs. 2 to 5 are defined in Figs. 2 and 3.

Comparing the transition boundaries shown on Figs. 2 and 3 for both upward and downward flows, though
not plotted on the same map, would lead to the following observations: Chum flow was not observed in die
downward section; instead an additional falling-film flow was observed at low liquid and gas flow rates in downward
flow. For VSL > 4 m/s, the bubble-slug transition was shifted towards higher gas flow rates in downward flow (for
the same liquid flow rate). This results in larger bubble region and a smaller slug region in downward flow. At high
liquid and gas flow rates (mostly in froth and slug'annular regions), there was very little difference in the location of
the transition boundaries. This observation is also apparent from a comparison between Figs. 4 and 5, where minor
changes in the transition boundaries were observed at large Frtp (a condition which corresponds to less influence of
gravitational forces).

Pressure Drop Results

Total pressure drop measurements A P ^ Q ^ across the upward and downward test section were taken during
the present study. Total pressure drop includes the factional pressure drop, static head, and the pressure drop due to
acceleration. Thus,

AP t o u l=AP f+AP,±APg P]

For the present study, APa is assumed to be negligible since the densities of the two phases change only slightly
within the upward and downward test sections. To obtain the frictional pressure drop "APf", the static head of the
two-phase mixture is subtracted from (or added to) the total pressure drop for upward and downward flow,
respectively.

The frictional pressure-drop component "APf" for upward flow is plotted against the ratio of the superficial
gas and liquid velocities in Fig. 6. Each curve on the graph shows a set of data with a fixed liquid flow rate, with



increasing gas flow rate. From this graph, it is seen that APf increases with increasing liquid flow rate ( or the
superficial liquid Reynolds number). For example, at V ^ / V ^ = 0.1, the frictional pressure-drop increases by a
factor of almost three when the liquid Reynolds number is increased from 36,000 to 76,000. Furthermore, the
pressure-drop generally increases with an increase in the gas flow rate at constant liquid flow rate. This was not the
case, however, for R e ^ < 1000. In this region, and particularly at V ^ V ^ < 100, the flow is mainly a
"transitional flow", i.e. slug or slug-churn, in which pockets of bubbles move slowly upward with a liquid film
falling downward on the side (flooding), with negative pressure drop values in some cases. This behavior was also
reported by Rezkallah & Sims (1989), and Oshinowo and Charles (1974). At higher gas flow rates (VSQ/V S L >
100), the flow becomes annular, and a monotonic increase in APf is once again observed. For the cases with
medium liquid flow rates (3400 < R e ^ < 18,000), the frictional pressure-drop increases very slowly when the gas
phase is first introduced. As the gas flow rate increases, the frictional pressure-drop increases at a much faster rate.
For the cases with higher liquid flow rate ( RegL > 18,000), the frictional pressure-drop increases initially at a slow
rate, followed by a rapid increase as the gas flow rate increases.

The frictional pressure-drop for downward flow is plotted against the superficial gas to liquid velocity ratio,
and is shown in Fig. 7. Similar to the upward flow case, the frictional pressure-drop is found to increase with an
increase in the liquid and gas flow rates. However, no negative pressure-drop values were obtained at the low liquid
and gas flow rate region. Rather, the pressure drop remained fairly constant within the region. For this case,
gravitational forces are acting in the same direction as the main flow, and therefore flow reversal can not occur in
downward flow.

The present pressure drop data were compared against some of the most widely used correlations in the
literature. The correlations used in the comparisons with vertical upward pressure drop data are those by Lockhart-
MartineUi (1949), and Qrisholm (1973). The comparisons show that the present upward flow data correlate
reasonably well with the correlations, giving 19.7% and 21.1% r.ms. deviation with the first and second
correlations, respectively. The correlation used in the downward flow comparison is that by Yamazaki & YamagucM
(1979). Due to die restriction given by the correlation, only 30% of the downward flow data points were compared
with the correlation. In the range of {$ given by the correlation, the overall r.m.s. deviation was 32%. More results
on these comparisons are shown in Lau et al. (1992).

Comparisons between the upward and downward flow pressure drop data are shown in Fig. 8. In each
section of the graph, both the upward and downward frictional pressure drop measurements under constant liquid flow
rate are plotted. It is shown that the frictional pressure drop for downward flow is generally higher than for upward
flow at the same RegL. A similar conclusion was reported by Oshinowo & Charles (1974). This difference is
primarily due to the change in the direction in which the buoyancy force is acting. In downward flow, the buoyancy
force opposes the main flow direction, giving rise to a larger slip velocity between the two phases, which in turn
causes larger interfacial shear when compared to upward flow under the same flow conditions. The pressure drop
difference between the upward and downward flow is less significant in bubble flow. As the flow changes to slug
flow, the difference becomes larger and the difference is further increased as the flow changes to annular

The pressure drop curves for downward flow are generally "smoother" compared to the presence of local
minima and maxima in the upward pressure drop curves. These differences are related to the flow pattern associated
with the flow. The presence of local maxima and minima in upward flow occurs mainly at low liquid flow rates
(Figs. 8a & 8b) in the transitional region from slug-to-churn and from slug-to-annular flow (Figs. 8g & 8e). In
these regions, the liquid falls back by gravity along the sides of the Taylor bubble in slug flow under the influence of
gravity , and hence negative values of frictional pressure drop are sometimes measured. This behavior is not
observed at higher liquid flow rates in which the liquid-phase hold up is high enough to move the liquid film
upwards.

Another feature that is apparent from Fig. 8 is that the pressure drop is almost independent of the gas flow
rate in the falling film region (see Figs. 8a & 8b). In that case, the frictional pressure drop remained almost constant
over the range 1.0 < V^/Vg^ < 100. The gas void fraction was also found to be constant in this region (Jiang &
Rezkallah, 1993), and independent of the gas mass flow rate.



Development of Pressure Drop Correlations

Using the pressure drop data acquired in the present study, two sets of correlations were developed to predict
the factional pressure drop in upward and downward flows. The correlations cover most of the flow patterns in
upward and downward flows. One of the proposed correlations take the form

t41

where <f> fL is the two-phase multiplier, defined as the ratio of the frictional pressure-drop in the two-phase mixture
to the single phase liquid flowing alone in the channel,
and a is the volumetric void fraction.

This correlation is based on the "Liquid-Acceleration Model", which implies that the presence of the gas
phase reduces the flow area of the liquid phase, and therefore causes the liquid phase to move at a higher velocity. As
the liquid velocity increases, the wall frictional pressure drop also increases, and consequently the total frictional
pressure gradient increases as well (compared to single phase flow).

The downward flow pressure drop data are plotted in Fig. 9 with <I> fL against 1 -a. It shows that for the
cases with 1-a greater than 0.1 ( a < 0.9 ), the present data correlate reasonably well with a line mat has a negative
slope of 1.14. This gives rise to the correlation

For the downward flow data within the same range, the rjn.s. deviation is 26.4% and the R2 value is 0.912. The
data presented in this range include bubble, slug, and froth, as well as transitional flows. For the data in annular and
falling-film flows, the deviation becomes much larger. This correlation is therefore not recommended for use when
a is larger than 0.9. Larger deviations should be expected as a approaches this limit.

A correlation in the form of Eq. [4] was also used with vertical upward flow. The upward flow pressure
drop data are plotted in Fig. 10 in terms of <£ f̂  against 1-a. The graph shows that most of the data are correlated
reasonably well with a line of a negative slope of 1-51. The correlation for predicting the pressure drop in upward
flow is therefore

Figure 10 shows that the correlation predicts the pressure drop fairly accurately except with annular flow. For the
data in the bubble, slug, chum, and froth flow regions, including the transitional flows, the r.m.s. deviation is
20.4% and the R value is 0.904. As with downward flow, this correlation is not recommend for use with annular
flow.

From the above analysis, it is obvious that the form of Eq. [4] is not suitable to predict the pressure drop in
annular flow. This is perhaps because the said equation fails to account for the additional gas-liquid interface, which
is one of the components in the frictional pressure drop. Unlike bubble flow and forth flow, the gas-liquid interface
is continuous in annular flow and therefore the interfacial shear has a significant contribution to the frictional
pressure drop.

With the importance of the gas-liquid interface in mind, a correlation was developed for annular flow. This
correlation takes the form

SL



In annular (low, the gas core is surrounded by a continuous liquid film, and the term RegL in the correlation accounts
for the pressure loss at the tube wall. At the interface, pressure loss occurs due to slip (the difference in velocity
between the two phases), which results in additional shear along the interface. The second flow parameter in the
correlation (V^/Vg^ is used to account for this interfacial shear. The correlations for upward and downward flows
are shown in Eqs. (8]and [9]; respectively.

< l > i = L 2 3 x l 0 s R e S L
1 0 4 ( - ^ - ) 1 6 4 [8]

^ S L

* £ . = 0. (XM2 • R e s L ° S1- ( ^ 2 C - ) 1 2 6 [9]
VSL

These newly developed correlations are compared with some of the available experimental data in gas-liquid,
two-phase, two-component, upward and downward flow in vertical tubes. The upward flow correlation is compared
with two sets of data, Zaidi & Sims (1986), and Rezkallah & Sims (1989). These two data sets cover a similar
range of liquid and gas superficial velocities. Also, the inside diameters of the test sections in which the
experimental data were taken are similar. The flow pattern observations were also given in those cases. For
downward flow, the correlations are compared with the data by Andreussi & Zandli (1979). This data covers a much
smaller superficial liquid velocity range compared to the present data, and it includes only falling-film, annular, and
annular-mist flows.

Figure 11 shows the results of the comparison between the present correlations for upward flow (Eqs. [6]
and [8]) and the water-air upward flow data of Zaidi & Sims (1986). This data set includes bubble, slug, froth, and
annular flow. From Fig. 11, it can be seen that excellent agreement is obtained with the present correlation, with an
overall rjn.s. deviation of 19.2%.

The results of the comparisons with the data of Rezkallah & Sims (1989) for vertical upward flow, which
includes bubble, froth, and annular flow are shown in Fig. 12. As shown in the figure, good agreement with the
present correlation is obtained except for a few data points. The flow map presented by Rezkallah & Sims (1986)
indicates that these data points are found to be located near the annular-mist flow boundary, and therefore should be
excluded in the comparison. Excluding these data points, the comparison gives an overall r jn.s. deviation of
19.6%. It is recommended that the present correlations should not be used in annular-mist flow.

The last comparison is made with the data of Andreussi and Zanelli (1979) for vertical downward flow. The
results of the comparison are shown in Fig. 13. In general, the present correlation predicts the downward pressure
drop fairly well, but it is not successful in the falling film and annular-mist regions. It should be noted mat no flow
pattern observations were reported by Andreussi and Zanelli. The flow pattern associated with each data point was
obtained using the superficial liquid and gas velocities and the vertical downward flow map developed in the present
study ( Fig. 3). The flow patterns determined in this manner are, therefore, best estimates. The pressure drop data
by Andreussi and Zanelli (1979) were taken in a 24 mm i.d test section, which is more than twice as large as that of
the present study. The results are shown in Figure 13 with the exclusion of the annular and annular mist data. The
overall r jn.s. deviation is 42% in this case.

In summary, the present correlations are found to predict well the two-phase water-air pressure-drop
experimental data available for upward and downward flow.

CONCLUSIONS

1. New data for vertical upward and downward two-phase water-air flow were reported for pressure drop and flow
patterns. This data set covers a wide range of gas and liquid mass flow rates, and most of the flow patterns
observed in bom upward and downward flows.

2. Flow pattern results showed that churn flow did not occur in downward flow, while an additional falling-film flow
was observed.

3. Comparing the upward and downward flow-pattern transitions, it was found that the bubble-slug transition was
shifted towards higher superficial gas velocity ( at constant liquid flow rate). At high liquid and gas flow rates.



very little shift in the transition boundaries was observed (slug-annular, bubble-froth, and annular-froth
transitions). Also, the annular flow region in downward flow was found to be significantly larger than the one in
upward flow.

4. In both upward and downward flow, APf increased with increasing both the liquid and gas flow rates. In general,
the increase in pressure-drop was gradual at low liquid and gas mass flow rates. As the gas and liquid flow rates
increased, the rate of change increased dramatically at high gas and liquid flow rates (annular and froth flows).

5. In upward flow, the frictional pressure-drop initially decreased as the gas flow rate increased, followed by a
monotonic increase. Negative frictional pressure-drop values were obtained in the flooding region at low water
and air flow rates. In downward flow, negative frictional pressure-drop values were not found. Instead, the
factional pressure-drop was found to be almost independent of the gas flow rate in such regions. The pressure-
drop curves for downward flow were also found to be free of local maxima and minima, normally observed with
vertical upward flow.

6. The downward frictional pressure-drop values were generally higher than those for upward flow, especially at high
gas flow rates and low-to-medium liquid flow rates (mostly in annular flow region), and at low gas and liquid
flow rate (mostly in the falling-film flow region). The difference in pressure-drop was almost negligible in the
bubble flow, froth flow, and part of the slug flow regions.

7. New correlations for determining frictional pressure-drop in vertical upward and downward flow were developed in
the present study. These expressions are based on the dimensionless groups a , Re^, and Vg^/V^. The
significance of the two dimensionless groups in the equation for annular flow lies in that each dimensionless
group corresponds to one interface. The ratio between the superficial gas and liquid velocity (VSG/VSL) accounts
for the gas-liquid interface, while the superficial liquid Reynolds number accounts for the liquid-tube wall
interface. These correlations were compared with some of the data available in the literature. The r.m.s deviation
ranged from 19% in upward flow to 42% in downward flow. The large deviation in downward flow is attributed
to the presence of annular-mist data points in the data set used. The present correlation is not recommended for
use in this region.
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ABSTRACT

The results of an experimental study to investigate the feasibility of using a passive flashing-driven natural-
circulation loop for CANDU-reactor moderator heat rejection are presented. A scaled loop was constructed
and tested at conditions approximating those of a CANDU calandria cooling system. The results showed that
stable loop operation was possible at simulated powers approaching normal full power. At lower powers, flow
oscillations occurred as the flow in the hot-leg periodically changed from two-phase to single-phase. The
results from earlier numerical predictions using the CATHENA thermalhydraulics code showed good qualitative
agreement with the experimental results.

INTRODUCTION

CANDU* moderator heat-rejection systems normally use pumps to circulate the heavy water to heat exchangers
cooled by pumped service water. However, heat rejection by natural circulation has advantages, and a system to
reject the heat passively using a flashing-driven natural-circulation loop is being developed.

An obvious advantage of a natural-circulation system is that the pumps can be eliminated with cost savings and
improvements in reliability. Another advantage lies in the role of the moderator as an emergency core-cooling
system. Elimination of the need for emergency power supplies would improve the diversity between the two
emergency core-cooling systems: the moderator and the emergency coolant-injection system. Postulated severe-
accident frequencies, which are dominated by common failures in pumps and their power supplies, can be
greatly reduced.

A flashing-driven natural-circulation loop works best if the calandria runs at a temperature near the boiling
point. For conventional fuel channels, considerable moderator subcooling is required to avoid dryout on the
calandria side of the calandria tube during low-frequency events, when the moderator has to act as a heat sink.
However, this requirement can be overcome by optimising the contact conductance when a hot pressure tube
distorts into contact with its calandria tube. A calandria tube roughened or ridged on its inside diameter to
optimize this conductance is under development [I].

The passive moderator cooling system (PMCS) is part of an integrated emergency heat-rejection concept being
developed for CANDU [2]. In an emergency, heat is transferred from the heavy-water to a light-water system,

'CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium. Registered trademark.
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which also circulates by natural convection.

In the PMCS design, the moderator is maintained close to saturation at the calandria pressure, and heat is
transported from the calandria to an elevated passive heat exchanger in a natural-circulation loop | 3 | . Under
normal operating conditions, heat has to be continuously removed from (he moderator. This is done in existing
plants by using a forced convection loop. An attractive feature of the PMCS (see Figure 1) is that flashing
(vapour generation caused by decreased pressure as the moderator flows upward in the hot-leg) occurs close to
the calandria exit. This provides a large driving force, because of the large density difference between the cold-
leg subcooled liquid and the hot-leg two-phase mixture. This design feature makes it possible to remove
moderator heat under both normal and accident conditions using natural-convection flow. Furthermore, having
the moderator temperature close to saturation provides the option of utilizing the moderator heat for feedwater
heating, which improves plant efficiency |3 | .

The main feature of the PMCS design is that vapour is generated by flashing. Because flashing-driven natural
circulation at low pressure is not a common mode of operation in existing systems, it has not been
experimentally investigated. Preliminary simulations using the CATHENA |4 | code have shown that a flashing-
driven natural-circulation loop can be used to remove normal moderator heat without any flow instabilities [3|.
The tests described in this paper investigated the feasibility of the flashing-driven natural-circulation concept at
experimental conditions that simulated those of a CANDU calandria, specifically the CANDU-3 calandria.

SCALING OF THE EXPERIMENTAL LOOP

Because of the large moderator heat load (= 66.4 MW for CANDU-3), a scaled model of the design reported in
| 3 | was constructed. A full-height scaling methodology |5] was used, in which the loop height was preserved
and the volume reduced by a factor of 60. The only exception to the factor of 60 scaling was the calandria,
which was scaled by a factor of 600.

CATHENA PRETEST SIMULATION OF THE SCALED EXPERIMENTAL LOOP

CATHENA simulations of the scaled experimental loop were performed to help develop an experimental run
plan. The loop parameters (flow resistance coefficients and heat transfer coefficients) were estimated using
handbook correlations. The results of the simulations showed that for a given calandria inlet temperature the
loop is unstable at lower powers, but becomes stable at higher powers. A sample simulation is shown in Figure
2, where power was increased from 150 kW to 400 kW. The initial conditions prior to the power increases
were as follows:

power = 150 kW
flowrate - 1.74 kg/s (single-phase natural circulation)
calandria inlet temperature = 75.6"C
calandria outlet temperature = 96.1 "C

Figure 3 shows the CATHFNA void fraction prediction at the top of the hot-leg for this simulation, ll shows
that for powers up to 250 kW, (here is a periodic change from (wo-pliasc (o single-phase flow in (he hot-leg, as
evidenced by the periodic zero void fractions. The flowrate at these powers is characterized by large amplitude
oscillations, as shown in Figure 2. As the power increases lo 350 kW, the flow begins lo stabilize (flowrate
amplitude becomes smaller) and the two-phase region in the hot-leg does noi disappear, as Figures 2 and 3 show
at approximately 1500 s. As the power increases to 400 kW, the flow becomes stable, as Figures 2 and 3 show
at approximately 1900 s.



EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Loop Description

Figure 4 shows a schematic of the scaled loop. The calandria was simulated using a cylinder with four
electrically heated bundles. Each bundle consisted of 49 heaters, providing a total heated surface area of 4.03
nr. The bundles were arranged so that a total power of up to 1.2 MW could be generated in the simulated
calandria. To allow visualization of the flashing flow, the 8.54-m-long hot-leg was constructed using glass
piping with a nominal inner diameter of 10 cm. The hot-leg was connected to an accumulator tank. A
condenser (operating at atmospheric pressure) was incorporated into the top of the tank, as shown in Figure 4.
The bottom of the tank was connected to a plate heat exchanger, which was then connected to the cold-leg. The
cold-leg was constructed using stainless-steel piping with an inner diameter of 7.4 cm. A turbine flowmeter and
a valve (to vary cold-leg flow resistance) were incorporated into the cold-leg.

Instrumentation

The measurements consisted of total calandria power, flowrate into the calandria, average void (7.92 m from the
calandria exit), and temperatures and pressure drops at various locations (see Figure 4). The flowrate was
measured using a turbine tlowmeter with a range of 1.8 to 36.5 kg/s. The average void was measured using a
gamma-densitoineter system with a fanned beam operating in the current mode [6|. Temperature and pressure
drop measurements were also obtained at various locations (see Figure 4), to help interpret any oscillatory data.

Procedure

The water in the loop was first heated and degassed for about three hours before testing. At the end of the
heating and degassing period, the water temperature in the whole loop was very close to saturation at the
condenser pressure (=IOO"C). Because pre-test CATHENA simulations showed that loop instabilities would be
encountered in the early stages of the test as the power was increased, the tests comprised of two parts: low-
power and high-power tests. The low-power tests were conducted using the condenser only (the heat exchanger
was not used). The inlet temperature to the calandria in the low-power tests was close to IOO"C (saturation
temperature at the condenser pressure). At this high calandria inlet temperature, we were able to investigate the
validity of the flashing-driven natural-circulation concept with minimum heat input. The high-power tests were
conducted alter the low-power tests, to approximate the full-power conditions in the CANDU-3 calandria (I.I
MW for the scaled loop).

In all tests, the basic run procedure was to increase the power until flashing was observed in the glass pipe,
which simulated the hot-leg. An experimental constraint was that the calandria outlet temperature was not to
exceed the saturation temperature at the calandria pressure (approximately 117T). This constraint was met by
manipulating the power (low-power tests) and the power and heat exchanger cooling (high-power tests).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

l.ow-Power Tests

Figure 5 shows the power and flowrate time histories for the low-power tests. Figures 6 and 7 show the
calandria inlet and outlet temperatures and the void fraction for the same time period. At powers up to 200 kW,
the flow oscillation amplitude is large, as shown in Figure 5. Visual observations at these powers indicated
periodic change from two-phase to single-phase flow in the glass hot-leg. This is consistent with the void
measurements shown in Figure 7, where the void fraction drops to zero periodically at powers up to 200 kW.
At powers above 200 kW, two-phase flow occurred at all times in the hot-leg and the flow began to stabilize.
Stable How was finally achieved at 350 kW and higher powers (see F'igure 5), with flashing occurring in the top



half of the hot-leg. The residual fluctuations in flow at these powers are believed to be caused by subcooled
boiling in the calandria, as void bubbles were clearly seen collapsing in the subcooled water above the calandria
outlet. Subcooled void existed in the calandria because of its reduced size (and consequently reduced heater
surface area), which was ten times smaller than the exact scaling value. In the actual CANDU calandria,
subcooled boiling would not be expected to occur.

As a check on the stability of the loop, two transients were performed: I) fast power increase from 0 to 400
kW, and 2) partial valve closure in the cold leg. The purpose of these transients was to determine whether the
loop conditions would be restored following a significant amount of perturbation in the loop conditions. Figure
8 shows the results of the fast power increase transient. In this test, power was reduced to zero from the 400
kW steady operating point shown in Figure 5. After the two-phase flow disappeared from the hot-leg, but with
a small residual single-phase flow caused by the density difference between the cold-leg and hot-leg, the power
was increased to 400 kW over a period of approximately 30 seconds. The calandria outlet temperature increased
until flashing occurred in the hot-leg and the flow increased significantly, as shown in Figure 8. The flow then
quickly stabilized to the 400 kW steady-operation conditions. Figure 9 shows the partial valve closure transient
results. Starting with steady flow at 400 kW, the valve located close to the calandria inlet (see Figure 4) was
partially closed and then opened, to cause a perturbation in flow. As Figure 9 shows (starting at time = 15700
s), the flow initially decreased and then increased when the valve was opened, and then quickly stabilized to the
original steady operation at 400 kW in approximately 50 seconds. Theses transient tests showed that a unique
stable operation was obtained at these conditions.

High-Power Tests

In the high-power tests, the calandria inlet temperature was decreased (by manipulating the heat exchanger
secondary-side flow) and the power increased to 1000 kW. Figure 10 shows the calandria inlet temperature
reduction, which was accompanied by the power increase. Figure 11 shows relatively stable loop flow at 900
and 1000 kW, with increased noise because of increased subcooled boiling in the calandria (increasing
subcooled void was clearly seen exiting the calandria as the power was increased). No attempts were made to
increase the power because of the increasing amount of subcooled void in the calandria, as we felt that 1000 kW
was close enough to the target power of 1100 kW, which simulated the CANDU-3 moderator heat load. Again,
the subcooled boiling in the calandria was caused by the significantly reduced size of the scaled calandria, and
should not occur in an actual CANDU calandria.

DISCUSSION

The above results show that a low-pressure, flashing-driven natural-circulation loop operates in a stable manner
at conditions approximating those of a CANDU-3 calandria. The results of the test agree qualitatively with
earlier CATHENA predictions, based on approximate loop parameters. A more detailed comparison between the
CATHENA predictions (Figures 2 and 3) and the experimental results was not made at this stage, because the
CATHENA predictions were based on approximate loop parameters. However, the behaviour of the loop at
lower powers (unstable flow) and higher powers (stable flow) was very well predicted by CATHENA. Refined
CATHENA analyses are planned after accurate loop parameters are obtained from future tests.

At lower powers, the periodic change from single-phase to two-phase flow in the hot-leg causes large-amplitude
flow oscillations, as shown by the CATHENA predictions (Figures 2 and 3) and test results (Figures 5 and 7).
As the power increases, the two-phase region is maintained and the flow begins to stabilize.

While most of the loop components were closely scaled to simulate a CANDU-3 natural circulation loop, the
calandria was undersized by a factor of 10. This resulted in a smaller heated surface area, and the heat flux was
therefore much larger than would be expected in an actual CANDU calandria. The increased heat flux caused
subcooled boiling in the experimental simulations, which may have caused residual fluctuations in the flowrate.



Subcooled boiling is not expected in an actual CANDU calandria because the heat flux is significantly smaller.

CONCLUSIONS

The tests reported in this paper have demonstrated that a flashing-driven natural-circulation concept is feasible
and can be used to remove moderator heat at conditions approximating those of a CANDU reactor. Stable
operation was obtained at a range of 350 to 1000 kW, which approaches full power in CANDU-3 and would
scale to approximately full power in any CANDU reactor. At powers less than 350 kW, flow oscillations were
obtained. The experimental results showed good qualitative agreement with earlier CATHENA predictions.
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INTRODUCTION

A critical break in the primary heat transport systems of a pressurized-water reactor can be identified as
the break size where primary circuit pumping forces are balanced by the hydraulic forces through the break.
When this criterion is met, the result is a prolonged period of flow stagnation in the channel downstream of the
break. This reduced flow limits heat transfer from the fuel lo the fluid, and severe fuel damage can result.

Experiments were conducted in the RD-14 test facility"'2' to investigate the thermal hydraulic consequences of a
critical break and to assess the effectiveness of the ECI (Emergency Cooling Injection) in cooling the fuel element
simulators. The facility is a prcssurized-water loop (10 MPa nominal) with the basic CANDU "figure-of-eight"
reactor geometry. A detailed description of the RD-14 facility is given in References 1 and 2.

In this study, critical break experiments were simulated by the RELAP5/MOD 3 code'3'. The RELAP5 code has
been developed for best-estimate transient simulation of pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and associated
systems. The code is based on a non-homogeneous and non-equilibrium model for one-dimensional, two-phase
system is solved by a fast, partially implicit numerical scheme. The RELAP5 code has not been assessed for the
CANDU reactor. There exists only one attempt to apply the code to a horizontal N reactor by the INEL.
Therefore, this study has been initiated to compare this code with test data and to identify the applicable areas of
analysis with the RELAP5. In (his study, two tests, a 35 mm ROH (Reactor Outlet Header) and a 30 mm RIH
(Reactor Inlet Header) breaks named as B8711 and B8713 lest'45' respectively, were analyzed with the RELAP5.
The results were compared with experimental data and those of CATHENA code calculation15'. AECL has
developed CATHENA code1*1 to predict the thcrmalhydraulic behaviors of CANDU system during the accidents.
The CATHENA uses a full two-fluid representation of fluid flow in a piping network, or circuit like the RELAP5
code. A number of works have been performed to validate the CATHENA code, as described in Reference 5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Although the experiments lasted over 250 s, only the first period before the initiation of pump injection (about 80
s) were simulated using RELAP5. The injection of emergency cooling water into the primary system significantly
affects the thermalhydraulic behaviors. Therefore, it is convenient to divide test period into blovvdovvn and ECI
period. In this study, blowdown period starts with break and ends by the ECI.

Broken Header Pressures
Figure l(a) and (b) shows the broken header pressures of ROH and RIH breaks, respectively. Following

initiation of the break at t = 10 s, the loop deprcssurizes rapidly prior to the ECI. The ECI starts at around 30 s.
The injection of emergency cooling water into the headers reduces the deprcssurization rale. The RELAP5 predicts
broken header pressures well during blowdown period, while it overprcdicts them during ECI period. These
discrepancies might be arisen from the complicated effects, such as header model itself, amount of ECI flowrate
and the predictability of slcam condensation

Differential Pressures Across Downstream Heated Section
Figure 2 shows pressure differences across downstream healed section. The CATHENA accurately predicts the

initial decrease at 10 and 14 s. During blowdown period, the RELAP predicts well the partial recovery behaviors.
For a ROH break, the CATHENA undcrprcdicts the pressure recovery, although the recovery lime is well
predicted. After the ECI, there are large deviations between the RELAP predictions and the experimental data.
These arc also appeared due to the uncertainties in modeling the complicated phenomena as mentioned earlier.
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FES (Fuel-Element-Simulator) Sheath Temperatures of Downstream Heated Section
Figure 3 compares the RELAP5 predictions with the experimental data and the CATHENA predictions for an

FES located at the top of the inlet end to downstream heated section. It should be noted that the RELAP calculates
one-dimensional temperature gradient. This means that it cannot predict the peripheral temperature distribution,
resulted from the flow stratification, of an FES with the current RELAP model; this is a limitation of the RELAP5
in simulating the CANDU reactor. Therefore, temperatures calculated by the RELAP should be considered as an
averaged one. In spite of its limitation, agreement between the RELAP and experiment is reasonably good.

CONCLUSIONS

RELAP5/MOD3 simulations of critical break tests in the RD-14 facility has been compared to the experimental
results and to the CATHENA simulation of the early stage of the lest. The RELAP5/MOD3 results agreed well
with the experimental results. The general conclusions from the present work are as follows:

1) The RELAP5/MOD3 predicted reasonably well thcrmalhydraulic behaviors in the tests, particularly during
blowdown period. However, some discrepancies were observed after the ECI. Pressure transient in the broken
header was overpredicted after the ECI. This might be arisen from the complicated effects, such as header
model itself, amount of ECI flowrate and the predictability of steam condensation.
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2) Pressure differences between headers govern the flow characteristics through the heated sections, particularly
after the ECI. In determining header pressure, there arc much uncertainties arisen from the complicated effects
as mentioned above. Therefore, it would be concluded that further works are required to reduce these
uncertainties, and consequently predict appropriately thcrmalhydraulic behaviors in the reactor coolant system
during LOCA analyses.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a multiple-channel flow stability model, dubbed MMOSS, developed
to predict the conditions for the onset of flow oscillations in a CANDU-type multiple-channel
heat transport system under thermosy phoning conditions. The model generalizes that developed
previously to account for the effects of any channel flow reversal.

Two-phase thermosyphoning conditions are predicted by thermalhydraulic codes for some
postulated accident scenarios in CANDU. Two-phase thermosyphoning experiments in the
multiple-channel RD-14M facility have indicated that pass-to-pass out-of-phase oscillations in the
loop conditions caused the flow in some of the heated channels to undergo sustained reversal in
direction. This channel flow reversal had significant effects on the channel and loop conditions.

It is, therefore, important to understand the nature of the oscillations and be able to predict
the conditions for the onset of the oscillations or for stable flow in RD-14M and the reactor. For
stable flow conditions, oscillation-induced channel flow reversal is not expected.

MMOSS was developed for a figure-of-eight system with any number of channels. The
system characteristic equation was derived from a linearization of the conservation equations.
In this paper, the MMOSS characteristic equation is solved for a system of N identical channel
assemblies. The resulting model is called MMOSS-I. This simplification provides valuable
physical insight and reasonably accurate results.

MMOSS-I predicts N modes of pass-to-pass out-of-phase oscillations. In only one of these
modes, the total or thermosyphoning is oscillatory. In this mode, the flow oscillations in the

* Paper presented at 15 Annual Conference of CNS, June 4-7, 1995, Saskatoon, Saskatchwan



channels in a given pass have all the same amplitude and phase. The amplitude of the
oscillations decreases with the square root of the number of channels. Therefore, a system with
a large number of channels (such as CANDU) is expected to be more stable than a system with
a small number of channels (such as RD-14M). Therefore, a system with a large number of
channels is less likely to exhibit channel flow reversal.

MMOSS-I and a previously-developed steady-state model THERMOSYPHON are used
to predict thermosyphoning flow stability maps for RD-14M and the Gentilly 2 reactor.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary heat transport system in CANDU consists of a large number of horizontal
pressure-tube fuel channels connected by individual feeder pipes to horizontal headers
(manifolds). The headers are connected to pumps and steam generators. The headers and steam
generators are located above the core. The steam generators consists of a large number of
inverted U-tubes.

In the safety analyses of some postulated loss of coolant accidents, it is assumed that
either the electrical power to the pumps are lost or the automatic pump trip logic trips the pumps
during the accident and after the reactor shutdown. Therefore, eventually, a natural circulation
flow, called thermosyphoning, removes the fuel decay heat and transports it to the steam
generators. (Thermosyphoning refers to a continuous co-current natural circulation flow of either
single-phase liquid or liquid and gas over the top of the steam generator U-tubes.) Under reduced
loop inventory conditions, two-phase conditions exist somewhere in the outlet piping including
the steam generator tubes and the thermosyphoning flow would be two-phase.

A large number of experiments were conducted in RD-14M to study thermosyphoning
behaviour in a multiple-channel system under two-phase conditions (References 1 to 6). These
experiments showed a thermosyphoning behaviour similar to that in the experiments in the single-
channel per-pass RD-14 facility (Reference 7). However, above some loop void in the RD-14M
experiments, the flow in some of the channels reversed due to oscillatory loop conditions. This
reversal had significant effects on the system behaviour.

It is, therefore, important to understand the nature of the oscillations and how the
multiple channels interact through the headers. It is also important to be able to predict the
conditions for the onset of the oscillations in the RD-14M and the reactor loop particularly in
view of some of the significant differences between the two loops. In particular, it is important
to predict the conditions for stable flow because, for these conditions, oscillation-induced channel



flow reversal is not expected.

This paper presents an algebraic linear model, called MMOSS, developed to
explain and predict the threshold conditions for out-of-phase oscillatory behaviour in a multiple-
channel system with a geometric configuration similar to that in RD-14M and CANDU. In the
following sections, the paper describes the experiments, the model derivation, the model
predictions for RD-14M and CANDU with identical multiple channel assemblies, and the
comparsion of the predictions with the experimental results.

RD-14M TWO-PHASE THERMOSYPHONING EXPERIMENTS

RD-14M (Figure 1) is a five-channel per pass loop experimental facility with its major
components arranged in a figure-of-eight configuration similar to that in a CANDU heat transport
system. The five electrically heated channels are located at various elevations below the
horizontal headers. End fittings and feeder pipes connect the individual channels to various
locations on the header circumference. The headers are connected to steam generators with
inverted-tube bundles. The end fittings and feeders are trace heated to reduce heat losses.
Nevertheless, significant heat losses have been identified in the loop. The RD-14M facility is
extensively instrumented.

A number of steady two-phase thermosyphoning experiments (References 1 to 6) were
conducted at 60, 100, and 160 kW pass power, and at 0.1, 1.0, and 4.5 MPa secondary side
pressure. In these experiments, single-phase thermosyphoning was initially established at the
desired conditions in power, primary and secondary side pressures, and secondary side feedwater
temperature. Subsequently, fluid was drained intermittently from one of the outlet headers to
obtain two-phase thermosyphoning conditions at various desired loop integrated void fractions.
This draining was continued until a process trip, usually high (600 °Q heater element
temperature, terminated the experiment.

The results of these experiments have been analyzed in some detail (References 1 to 6).
Some of the major phenomena observed in the 160 kW experiments are briefly as follows.

Above a certain loop void, the channel and thermosyphoning (i.e., total) flows and the
pressure at various parts of the loop became oscillatory.

At high pressure, the loop conditions were stable at low and oscillatory at high ( above
about 15%) loop void (Figure 2). The oscillations in the variables in one pass were nearly in-
phase with those in the other pass.

At low (i.e., at 1.0 and 0.1 MPa) pressure, the observed oscillations in the loop variables
in one pass were nearly out-of-phase with those in the other pass up to a high loop void (Figures
3 and 4). In each of the passes, the oscillations had a complex fine structure (i.e., the oscillations
consisted of superposition of a number of frequency components, and the more so the lower the
pressure. Nevertheless, the oscillations in two passes were mostly out-of-phase with one another.



Below a certain loop void, the oscillations, which were apparently excited by the draining
operations, were damped (Figures 3a and 4a). Above this loop void, the oscillations became
unstable and grew to a limit cycle with a significantly large amplitude (Figures 3b and 4b). In
a given pass, the flows in the individual channels exhibited various types of oscillations. In some
of the channels, the flows were steady or showed small amplitude oscillations. In the other
channels, the flows were oscillatory with various oscillation amplitudes and phases.

Above a certain loop void, the flow in some of the channels reversed in direction.
Analysis of the experiments (References 1 to 6) seems to show that, at high pressure, this channel
flow reversal was caused when the mean value of the inlet-to-outlet header differential pressure
became significantly negative. At low pressure, the out-of-phase oscillatory loop conditions,
specifically, in the inlet-to-outlet header differential pressure (about a near zero mean value)
apparently caused the flow in some of the channels to reverse.

The channel flow reversal increased the inlet header temperature, and reduced the
thermosyphoning flow and, therefore, pressurized the loop. Furthermore, during a draining
operation in three of the RD-14M experiments at low pressure, the fuel element simulators began
to heat up in one or more of the channels soon after the flow had reversed in these channels and
at a high loop inventory (References 3 and 5).

MODEL DERIVATION

The model MMOSS for a CANDU-type heat transport system with an arbitrary number
(N) of channels was derived similarly to that in References 8 to 11. This derivation is described
in detail in References 8 and 9 and is outlined in this section as follows.

For simplicity, the model neglects the relatively small: (i) pressure drops associated with
the fluid inertia, momentum convection, and friction in the two-phase region in the channels and
outlet piping of the system, (ii) variations in the subcooled density and channel inlet fluid
enthalpy, and (iii) contributions from the motion of the boiling boundary in the channels and of
the condensing boundary in the steam generator tube. (A steam generator with a single tube is
used.) MMOSS (a) assumes complete mixing of the fluids emerging from the outlet feeders and
flowing into an outlet header, and (b) for simplicity, neglects relatively small fluid transit times
along the header for a short header such as that in RD-14M.

For each of the channels, MMOSS linearizes and integrates the one-dimensional
momentum equation:

- gpsinO

(where A=flow area, W= mass flow, p=pressure, v=loss factor, p= density, g=acceleration due
to gravity, and 8=angle of flow direction to the horizontal) over the (subcooled) water region



from an inlet header to the boiling boundary in the channel. The resulting equation is perturbed
to obtain (References 8 and 9):

2v <*?*?'* = ~2p* k=1 tN

where * and subscript zero indicate respectively the perturbed and steady-state variables, Wk=
channel k subcooled water flow, and p= spatially uniform pressure in the downstream two-phase
region. In Eq. (1), a term corresponding to variations in the hydrostatic head in the outlet feeders
has been dropped for simplicity and but is accounted for in the MMOSS predicted stability map
presented below. This term is important at low void but small at high values of the loop void.

The pressure p* is related to the density and enthalpy as follows:

dh*

The one-dimensional two-phase mixture equations of mass and energy:

* % • -

(3)

d(ph) _ _ d(Wh) +

are linearized and used in eq. (2) and the resulting equation is integrated from the boiling
boundary in the channel to the condensing boundary in the boiler hot leg over the volume of the
outlet piping including the outlet header to obtain (similarly to that in References 8 and 9):

where hk= channel k outlet enthalpy, hBi= boiler inlet enthalpy, Wo= 2Nk-iwok> W*=2N
k_iW*k, V=

two-phase volume, and N= number of channels. In eq. (4), the flow variation in one pass is
chosen to be 180° out-of-phase with that in the other pass.

Linearizing and integrating eqs.(3) from the channel boiling boundary to the condensing
boundary in the boiler cold leg (including over the extended volume of the outlet header), one
obtains (References 8 and 9):



( 5 ) h*Bi = •

where the overhead bar indicates the Laplace transformed variables, x2k = two-phase region
transit time for channel k, and the Laplace parameter s= o + ja>, with a= oscillation growth factor
and (o= oscillation frequency. Eq.(5): (a) assumes complete mixing of the fluids emerging from
the outlet feeders and flowing into the outlet header, and (b) for simplicity, neglects relatively
small fluid transit times along the header for a short header such as that in RD-14M.

Linearizing and integrating eqs. (3) from the inlet to outlet end of the channel k, one
obtains (References 8 and 9):

(6) h \ = - _2k_[UeJtJ(i - ©-«*!) e - « * + Uote(i - e-"*)]tf\
Wat S

where qk= channel k power per unit length, uokl= steady-state fluid velocity in the channel k
subcooled region, uokc= steady-state fluid velocity in the channel k boiling region, and xk, and xkc

are the transit times in the respective regions.

Eq. (1) is differentiated with respect to time and Eqs. (2) to (6) are substituted into the
resulting equation to obtain the system characteristic equation for each of the channels j (similarly
to that in References 8 and 9):

=1 N

where

(8) Bk= \xok - -*£S [ l - ©•"« - e~n** + ©•"*««
8

where Lj=length of piping from the inlet header to the boiling boundary for channel j , Aj=flow
area for channel j , tk2c=Tkc+Tk2, Tk21c=Tk2+Tkl, and the parameters fio]L, X.ok, and rok are functions
of the loop pressure, pass power, heat losses, steady-state flow, and loop geometry for the
channel k defined identically to those in References 8 and 9.



OSCILLATION MECHANISM

Eq. (7) is the momentum equation for the fluid flow in the channel j . The first two terms
on the left-hand side (l.h.s.) of eq.(7) represent the pressure drops associated with respectively
the fluid flow inertia and friction. The third term on the l.h.s. of eq. (7) represents the difference
between the pressure in the two-phase regions in the two passes or, equivalently, twice the
pressure variation in one of the two passes. Eq. (7) is similar to that of an oscillator with a
frictional damping (second term) and a restoring force (last term). However, unlike a real
oscillator, the forcing (the last) term in eq. (7) can be complex (as observed in eq. (8)), i.e., in
addition to a restoring component, it also has a component which can cause the oscillation
amplitude to continue to increase.

Physically, as discussed in References 8 to 11, these two components represent (as may
be evident from eq. (2)) a pressure change arising from respectively mass and enthalpy changes
in the two-phase region caused by a change in the subcooled water flow at the inlet and outlet
ends of each of the two-phase regions. The mass change (related to the two-phase fluid
compressibility) has a restoring effect and, if it were to act alone, would result in a damped (due
to the presence of frictional damping) flow oscillations. The enthalpy change can have a
destabilizing effect depending on the magnitude of the transit time in the two-phase region.

SOLUTION OF CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION

Eqs. (7) are N coupled equations for the flow variations W*k. The solution of eqs. (7), in
the general case, will be studied elsewhere. In this paper, the solution of eqs. (7) is obtained for
the case of N identical channel assemblies. This simplification provides physical insight and is
not too unrealistic since a real system of multiple channels can have a group or groups of similar
channel assemblies. In any case, this solution, can be considered to be an approximation to that
of the real system.

For N identical channel assemblies, eqs. (7) predicts N oscillatory modes for the channel
and loop flows. These modes are found to be as follows:

Mode 1

(9) W% = - 4 Ao eat j = l , . ..,N



Mode k (k= 2, N)

ff* =
 A0 G

^(N-K+2) (N-K+l)

°

= 0 l=N-k+3, ,N

where Ao is an arbitrary amplitude. The complex frequency s in eqs. (9) and (10) is given by the
solution of:

(11) G(s) = S2+ 2WoJ\ojs + NB = 0

where B is defined identically to that in eq.(8) with subscript k dropped since the channel
assemblies are identical.

In the mode 1 given in eq.(9), the variations in the channel flows in a given pass have
all the same amplitude and phase (and are out-of-phase with those of the respective flows in the
other pass). (This result may not be generally valid for a system of different channels.) In a given
channel, the flow oscillation amplitude decreases with the square root of the number of channels.
Therefore, a system with a large number of channels, such as CANDU, is expected to be more
stable and, therefore, less likely to undergo channel flow reversal than a system with a small
number of channels such as RD-14M.

In the other N-l modes in eqs.(10), the flows in some of the channels are steady. In the
other channels, the flow variations have the same amplitude and phase except in one of the
channels. In this one channel, the flow variation is 180° out-of-phase with those in the other
channels and has a magnitude equals the sum of those in the other channels. Therefore, in the
N-l modes in eq. (10), the total (i.e., above-header or thermosyphoning) flow is steady.
Therefore, in these modes, the coolant in the channels continues to flow in the forward direction.



PREDICTED FLOW STABILITY MAP FOR RD-14M

RD-14M does not have identical channel assemblies although the three mid-elevation
channel assemblies, see Figure 1, may be considered to be similar. Nevertheless, the characteristic
eq. (11) was used to obtain a flow stability map for RD-14M under thermosyphoning conditions.
To do so, one of the mid-elevation channel assemblies was chosen to be any one of the identical
five channel assemblies in MMOSS-I. The power-to-flow ratio for each of the channels in the
model was chosen to be the same as the total power-to-flow ratio in RD-14M. The steady-state
thermosyphoning conditions for the RD-14M loop was generated using the model
THERMOSYPHON (Reference 5). (These steady state conditions can also be obtained from the
experiments.) These conditions were generated as follows. For a given pass power, secondary
side pressure, and loop integrated void, the loop flow and primary side pressure were calculated
using THERMOSYPHON.

A flow stability map was then generated as follows. For a given steady-state condition,
the characteristic function G(s) in eq.(ll) was evaluated and a Nyquist plot was used to
determine whether the flow was stable or unstable. (Nyquist plot is a plot of the real versus
imaginary parts of G(s) as s traverses a semi-infinite contour enclosing the right half of the
s-plane.)

Figure 5 shows the flow stability map generated for RD-14M as a function of loop
integrated void and secondary side pressure at 160 kW pass power. The solid curve bounding the
shaded area in Figure 5 indicates the threshold conditions for oscillatory flow, i.e., for the
conditions on this curve, the flow oscillations would be sinusoidal with constant amplitude. In
the shaded area bounded by the threshold (solid) curve in Figure 5, the flow oscillations are
unstable and grow exponentially in amplitude (to, in reality, a limit cycle). In the unshaded area
in Figure 5, the flow oscillations are stable, i.e., any flow disturbance decays to zero.

Figure 5 shows that, for a secondary side pressure above about 4.5 MPa, the flow is stable
at all values of the loop void. At a given secondary side pressure below this pressure, the flow
is unstable for a range of the loop void. This range is larger the lower the secondary side
pressure. Figure 5 also shows that the flow becomes unstable (i.e., on the lower boundary of the
shaded area) at higher loop void the lower the secondary side pressure.

The crosses in Figure 5 show the flow stability threshold conditions at low loop void
observed in the RD-14M two-phase thermosyphoning experiments at 160 kW pass power prior
to any channel flow reversal. These crosses were obtained from plots of pump discharge flows,
such as those in Figures 2 to 4, at the values of the loop void (indicated in Figures 2 to 4) for
which the observed out-of-phase flow oscillations became self-sustaining, i.e. grew to a limit
cycle of significant amplitude (as in Figures 3b and 4b). Some uncertainty exists in judging at
which loop void this limit cycle is achieved. Figure 5 shows no crosses at 4.6 MPa because, at
this pressure, the flow in the experiments was stable to out-of-phase oscillations. At 1.0 MPa,
Figure 5 shows only two crosses near the predicted lower flow stability threshold boundary. This
is because, in the eight experiments at this pressure and power and similar other conditions, the



flow oscillations started at about the same value of the loop void. At 0.2 MPa, Figure 5 shows
three crosses near the lower flow stability threshold boundary obtained from the data of the three
experiments at this pressure and power.

Figure 5 shows that MMOSS-I predicts reasonably well the lower boundary of the
unstable flow (shaded) region.

Figure 5 shows no experimental data for the loop void at which the flow became stable
at the higher values of the void (corresponding to the predicted upper stability threshold
boundary). This experimental data is available. Figure 5 does not show this data because the
predicted upper flow stability threshold boundary in Figure 5 does not account for any channel
flow reversal. However, in some of the low pressure experiments, the thermosyphoning flow
became stable at higher values of the loop void after the flow had reversed in either one or two
of the channels (see, for example, Figure 3b). In some of the other low pressure experiments, the
thermosyphoning flow stopped (i.e., thermosyphoning broke down) after the flow had reversed
in five or more of the channels in the two passes. Three of the low pressure experiments were
terminated on high (about 600 °C) fuel element simulator temperature after the flow had reversed
in one or more channels per pass and before the thermosyphoning flow could stabilize.

The steady states predicted by THERMOSYPHON and used to obtain the flow stability
map in Figure 5 do not account for channel flow reversal. Therefore, the upper flow stability
threshold boundary in Figure 5 does not reflect the effect of any channel flow reversal. To predict
an upper flow stability threshold boundary which accounts for the effect of flow reversal in a
given number of channels, the steady-state loop pressure and flows were predicted using the
model THERMOSYPHON modified slightly to account for channel flow reversal. This
modification is as follows. The thermosyphoning flow in THERMOYSPHON was reduced by
twice the sum of the reverse channel flows. The pass power was also reduced by the sum of the
powers in the channels with reverse flows. The number of channels was reduced by the number
of the channels with reverse flows.

The dashed and dashed-dot curves in Figure 6 show the upper flow stability threshold
boundary predicted by MMOSS-I for flow reversal in respectively one and two of the five
channels per pass. Figure 6 shows that, at a given secondary side pressure, a channel flow
reversal causes the flow to stabilize at a lower value of the loop void. This void is lower the
larger the number of channels where the flow reverses. (Note that in a steady state predicted by
THERMOSYPHON, the thermosyphoning flow stops or reverses if the flow reverses in more
than five channels in the two passes.)

The circles in Figure 6, at a given secondary side pressure, show the loop void at and
above which the thermosyphoning flow became stable in the low pressure experiments after the
flow had reversed in one (indicated by 1 on the circles) and in two (indicated by 2 on the
circles) of the channels per pass. (Note that some uncertainty exists in judging at which value
of the loop void the flow became stable.) Figure 6 does not show any circles at 4.5 MPa because
at this pressure the flow was always stable to out-of-phase oscillations. Figure 6 also does not
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show any circles for the experiments where the thermosyphoning broke down or for the
experiments which were terminated before the thermosyphoning flow could stabilize. Figure 6
shows that the values of the loop void at and above which the thermosyponing flow stabilized
in the experiments agree reasonably well with those predicted by MMOSS-I for flow reversal in
the same number of channels in the experiment and the model.

However, the objective of the model was to predict the lower flow stability threshold
boundary and thereby determine the conditions for stable flow. For these conditions and at low
pressure, the coolant in the channels continues to flow in the forward direction and channel flow
reversal is not expected. MMOSS-I predicts this lower (as well as upper) boundary reasonably
well.

PREDICTED FLOW STABILITY MAP FOR GENTILLY 2

Figure 7 shows the flow stability threshold boundary predicted by MMOSS-I for the
Gentilly 2 reactor at 2% and 3% full power assuming no channel flow reversal. (Note that at 3%
full power, the average channel power is about 160 IcW.) The geometry of the feeders of channel
M10 was used for one of the identical 95 channel assemblies in the model MMOSS-I. This
model is the same as that used for RD-14M. That is, no attempt was made, in this report, to
account for the differences in the channel assemblies and for the effect of the fluid transport time
along the reactor headers.

Figure 7 shows that the flow stability trend predicted by MMOSS-I for the reactor is
similar to that for RD-14M in Figure 5. However, at 3% full power, the onset of flow oscillations
(i.e., the lower solid curve in Figure 7) occurs at higher loop void in the reactor than in RD-14M.
This difference is due partly to much higher heat losses in RD-14M. MMOSS-I also predicts that
the upper flow stability threshold boundary occurs at higher loop void in the reactor than in RD-
14M.

At 3% full power and high pressure (for example, at 4.5 MPa), MMOSS-I predicts a small
(about 5%) range of the loop void where the flow is unstable in the reactor. For these conditions,
the flow in RD-14M was stable to out-of-phase flow oscillations (see Figure 5). This difference
between the reactor and RD-14M is due partly to much higher heat losses in RD-14M.

At lower (2%) reactor power and at a given secondary side pressure, the range of the loop
void, where the flow is unstable is smaller (compare solid and dashed curves in Figure 7).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper describes an algebraic linear model, called MMOSS, developed to explain the
mechanism and predict the conditions for out-of-phase flow oscillations in a figure-of-eight
CANDU-type loop with any number of channels under thermosyphoning conditions. A major
objective of the model is to predict the conditions for which channel flow reversal would be
precluded.

To simplify the results and obtain physical insight, MMOSS was applied to a loop with
any number of identical channels in each pass. (This model is called MMOSS-I.) This system
approximates a real multiple-channel system since such a system has usually a group or groups
of nearly similar channels.

For a system of N (an arbitrary number) of identical channels, MMOSS-I predicts N
oscillatory modes. In only one of these modes, the thermosyphoning or total flow is oscillatory.
In this mode, the flow oscillations in the channels have all the same amplitude and phase. This
amplitude decreases with the square root of the number of channels. Therefore, a system with
a large number of channels, such as CANDU, is expected to be more stable than one with a
small number of channels, such as RD-14M. Therefore, a system with a large number of channels
is less likely to exhibit oscillation-induced channel flow reversal. In the other N-l modes,
oscillation-induced channel flow reversal is not expected since the system pressure is steady in
these modes.

Using MMOSS-I and the steady-state model THERMOSYPHON, flow stability maps are
generated for RD-14M as a function of the secondary side pressure, loop integrated void
fraction, and the number of channels with reverse flow. MMOSS-I predicts a bounded region of
unstable flow (Figure 5). At lower secondary side pressure, the range of the void for which the
flow is unstable is larger. Above about 4.5 MPa secondary side pressure, the flow is predicted
to be stable to out-of-phase oscillations at all values of the loop void. Channel flow reversal is
predicted to cause the flow to become stable at a lower loop void. This void is prediced to be
lower the larger the number of channels where the flow reverses. Similar stability trends were
observed in the RD-14M experiments as the loop inventory was reduced. MMOSS-I predicts
reasonably well the flow stability threshold boundary observed in the RD-14M two-phase
thermosyphoning experiments.

A flow stability map is also generated for the Gentilly 2 reactor using MMOSS-I (Figure
7). This map is generally similar to that for RD-14M. However, there are significant differences
between the flow stability characteristics in RD-14M and the reactor due partly to much larger
heat losses and smaller number of channels in RD-14M. In particular, at a given power, the onset
of flow oscillations occurs at higher loop void in the reactor than in RD-14M. At lower power,
the range of the loop void over which the flow is unstable in the reactor is smaller.

MMOSS-I ignores differences in the geometry of the channel assemblies, the coupling
of the channels through the headers, and the fluid transport delays along the headers. These
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effects are expected to influence the flow stability characteristics. In the future, the MMOSS
characteristic equation will be solved for a system with N distinct channel assemblies and with
significant fluid transit time along the headers.
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Figure 6 : Loop integrated void versus secondary side pressure at flow stability threshold
observed in RD-14M two-phase thermosyphoning experiments at 160 kW pass power and

predicted by MMOSS-I
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Figure 7 : Loop integrated void versus secondary side pressure at flow stability threshold
predicted by MMOSS-I for Gentilly-2 two phase thermosyphoning conditions at 3 % and 2 %

full power using channel M10 geometry and average channel power and flow
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ABSTRACT

CATHENA MOD-3.5a is a multipurpose thermalhydraulic computer code developed primarily to analyse postulated
loss-of-coolant scenarios for CANDlf^ nuclear reactors. The code contains a generalized heat transfer package
that enables it to model the behaviour of a fuel channel in great detail. Throughout the development of the
CATHENA code, considerable effort has been devoted to evaluating, validating and documenting its overall
capability as a design and safety assessment tool. Specific attention has focused on its ability to predict fuel channel
behaviour under postulated accident conditions. This paper describes an investigation of CA THEN A's ability to
predict the thermal-chemical responses of a fuel channel in which the 37-element bundles were assumed to
disassemble and rearrange into a closed-packed stack of elements at the bottom of the pressure tube.

A representative disassembled bundle geometry was modelled during a simulated loss-of-coolant accident scenario
using CATHENA MOD-3.5a/Rev 0, with superheated steam being the only coolant available. Thermal conduction
in the radial and circumferential directions was calculated for individual fuel elements, the pressure tube, and the
calandria tube. Radiation view factors for the intact and disassembled bundle geometries were calculated using a
CATHENA utility program. Inter-element metal-to-metal contact was accounted for using the CATHENA
solid-solid contact model. An offset pressure-tube configuration, representing a partially sagged pressure tube, and
the effect of steam starvation on the exothermic zirconium-steam reaction, were included in the CATHENA model.

The CATHENA-predicted results show a dramatic suppression of heat generation from the zirconium-steam
reaction when bundle disassembly is initiated. The predicted results show a smaller temperature increase in the fuel
sheaths and the pressure tube for the disassembled bundle geometry, compared to the temperature excursion for the
intact bundle.

1. INTRODUCTION

The design of CANDU reactors takes into account the possibility of certain postulated accident conditions that result
in a degradation of the normal cooling provided by the primary circuit. During a postulated loss of coolant accident
with a coincident loss of emergency core coolant (LOCA/LOECC), the fuel cladding may achieve temperatures in
excess of 1400°C. The magnitude of the associated temperature excursion is determined by the dynamic balance
between the heat generated within the fuel channel, and that rejected from the fuel channel to the moderator. Heat
generation mainly originates from decay power in the uranium fuel, and heat produced by the exothermic zirconium-
steam reaction. The latter reaction becomes significant when the cladding temperature exceeds I5OO°C. Under
such circumstances, temperatures may rise to the point where the mechanical integrity of the fuel bundle end plates
is compromised, and they plastically collapse. Elements in the fuel bundle may consequently slump and collect in a
closely packed stack at the bottom of the pressure tube, such as that depicted in Figure 1.

Once the fuel bundle disassembles, an extra heat conduction path is created through the inter-element,
metal-to-metal contact and heat can be rejected to the pressure tube by conduction as well as thermal radiation. In
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addition, steam flow through the packed fuel pins is limited, since steam will preferentially flow through the less
resistant path above the bundle stack. As a result of steam starvation within the fuel bundle, the heat generation and
hydrogen production from the zirconium-steam reaction will be reduced. This reduction in heat generation, together
with increased heat rejection to the moderator, may mitigate the post-blowdown consequences of postulated
LOCA/LOECC accidents.

Our ability to predict such consequences is challenged by the fact that the bundle geometry has significantly
changed. Of considerable interest is whether, during and following fuel bundle disassembly, the temperature
excursion in the fuel and fuel channel will be curtailed to the extent that fission products will be contained within the
intact fuel elements. Due to the number of phenomena occurring simultaneously, computer codes are required in a
reactor safety assessment. To further understand the consequences of postulated LOCA/LOECC scenarios, a code's
ability to tackle a complex off-normal, fuel bundle geometry should be demonstrated, evaluated, and documented.
This paper describes such an effort to predict the thermal-chemical response of disassembled fuel bundles under
flowing steam conditions using the CATHENA MOD-3.5a/Rev 0 code (I ]. An arbitrary bundle disassembly time
(or temperature) has been assumed in this study. The study is not a reactor-typical accident analysis. This paper
shows CATHENA's ability to model the time-dependent temperature behaviour and hydrogen generation
characteristics of a horizontal fuel channel housing disassembled fuel bundles. The modelling methodology and the
CATHENA idealization are discussed.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CATHENA CODE

GENERAL

CATHENA (MOD-3.5a/Rev 0) [ I ] is a multipurpose thermalhydraulic computer code developed primarily to
analyse postulated LOCA scenarios for CANDU nuclear reactors. The code uses a nonequilibrium, two-fluid
thermalhydraulic model to describe two-phase fluid flow. Conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy
are solved for each phase (liquid and vapour). Interphase mass, momentum, and energy transfers are specified using
a set of flow regime dependent constitutive relations. The code uses a staggered-mesh, one-step, semi-implicit,
finite-difference solution method.

CATHENA contains a generalized heat transfer package that enables it to model the behaviour of a fuel channel in
considerable detail. It allows multiple wall surfaces to be attached to thermalhydraulic nodes. Thermal conduction
in the radial and circumferential directions can be calculated for individual elements within a bundle, the pressure
tube, and the calandria tube. Although axial conduction is not explicitly calculated, thermal variation in the axial
direction is accounted for by the axial nodalization of the channel. The effects of thermal radiation, pressure-tube
deformation, zirconium-steam reaction, steam starvation, solid surface contact, and the presence of noncondensables
can all be modelled by the code.

ZIRCONIUM-STEAM REACTION MODEL

Above I5OO°C, one of the important analytical components of CATHENA is its zirconium-steam reaction model.
The exothermic chemical reaction between zirconium and steam can be expressed as

Zr + 2H2O -»ZrO2 + 2H2 + 293.2 kJ/(mole of H2 production).

Under high-temperature conditions, the oxidation of zirconium alloy fuel cladding and pressure tubes can add a
substantial amount of heat to the nuclear decay heat in the fuel channels. When sufficient steam is available for the
reaction, the heat generation will be determined by the growth rate of the zirconium dioxide layer, and the
temperature. The oxidation rates at different temperature ranges have been determined from isothermal oxidation
experiments. Urbanic and Heidrick [2], Leistikow and Schanz |3 | , and Prater and Courtright |4] have documented
such experiments and recommended appropriate empirical correlations to approximate the oxidation kinetics.
Figure 2 shows some of these correlations available in CATHENA.
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CATHENA VALIDATION

Throughout the development of CATHENA, considerable effort has been devoted to evaluate, validate, and
document its capabilities as a design and safety assessment tool. Specific attention has been directed to its ability to
predict fuel channel behaviour under postulated LOCA/LOECC conditions. This includes high-temperature
validation using data from the CHAN Thermal-Chemical Experiments [5-8].

Results from post-test simulations of two single-element experiments and a 7-element experiment using CATHENA,
showed that the code was able to accurately calculate fuel element simulator temperatures and hydrogen production
rates [6]. CATHENA was also used in a blind simulation study where it adequately predicted the behaviour of a
7-element experiment when only the input parameters were known [7]. This experiment used a 7-element bundle
that was vertically offset inside an oversized flow tube. This bundle geometry, similar to the disassembled bundle
geometry investigated in this study, allowed a large fraction of the steam flow to bypass the fuel elements. Both the
blind simulation and the post-test simulation of this 7-element experiment show that CATHENA was capable of
modelling the effect of steam bypass on the thermal-chemical behaviour of the offset bundle.

Results from high-temperature validation using a CHAN 28-element experiment [8] showed that CATHENA was
able to accurately calculate fuel element simulator temperatures and hydrogen production rates for this experiment
when the Urbanic-Heidrick oxidation correlation (Figure 2) was used. An overestimation of test-section
temperatures and hydrogen production rates was found when the Prater-Courtright oxidation correlation was used at
temperatures above 1500°C.

The above documented studies demonstrated that CATHENA was able to accurately predicted phenomena occurring
in these simulated channels at high temperatures. The fact that both intact and slumped bundle configurations were
accurately simulated indicated that disassembled fuel bundles could also be simulated.

3. CATHENA FUEL CHANNEL IDEALIZATION

General Description

A standard 5.94-m-long CANDU fuel channel, containing twelve 37-element fuel bundles, was modelled using
CATHENA MOD-3.5a/Rev 0, without feeders and end fittings. Single-phase, superheated steam was assumed to be
the only coolant available for the channel, typifying LOCA/LOECC events. Buoyancy-induced free convection in
the channel was assumed to be negligible. Two CATHENA input files were developed, one for the standard (intact)
bundle and one for the disassembled bundle configuration shown in Figure lb. Differences between these two input
files were: (i) radiation view factors, (ii) local flow areas, and (iii) inclusion of metal-to-metal contact. Within the
CATHENA model, the bundles in the fuel channel were assumed to switch from the intact to the disassembled
geometry at a given elapsed time following the initiation of the LOCA.

Geometry Nodalization

All the fuel elements in a fuel bundle were assumed to remain circular. Recognizing lateral symmetry (Figure I),
only 19 fuel elements were modelled in detail. On each individual fuel element of the disassembled bundle there
were 2 to 4 points of contact with other solid surfaces (Figure 3a). Correspondingly, each element was
circumferentially divided into either 2, 3, or 4 sectors. The pressure tube was divided into 8 circumferential sectors.
In total, the fuel elements and the pressure tube were divided into 74 circumferential sectors, each representing an
isothermal surface in CATHENA. For comparison, the fuel elements and the pressure tube in the intact bundle were
sectored similarly.

Within a fuel element, the UO1 fuel was radially divided into 6 nodes and the Zircaloy-4 cladding (including an
assumed initial l-/im ZrOi layer) was radially divided into 4 nodes. The pressure tube and the calandria tube were
each divided into 5 radial nodes.
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The fuel channel was axially divided into 13 segments to account for axial variations in convection and steam
availability to the oxidation of zirconium alloys. Each of these axial segments represented a full-length fuel bundle,
except for segments 1 and 13 which were half the axial length of a bundle. This axial segmentation was used to
facilitate the application of the CANDU axial decay power profile to the CATHENA model.

Radiation View Factor Calculation

Radiation view factors for the intact and disassembled bundles were calculated using a CATHENA utility program.
This program employs the crossed-string method to calculate view factors for a two-dimensional geometry. It can
be used for any concentric or nonconcentric circular multi-element configuration.

The centre of each slumped fuel element was input to this utility program and the calculated view factors thus truly
represented the disassembled bundle geometry.

Thermalhvdraulic Representation

The inter-element contact within the disassembled bundle resulted in 20 pairs of flow areas (Figure 3a). Within a
bundle, steam flow in each of these areas was confined as if it were in a simple pipe geometry. Hence, steam flow
conditions in the disassembled bundle were represented using pipe components in CATHENA. In this model, 20
horizontal pipe components, each with an estimated flow area and an estimated hydraulic diameter, were used to
represent single-phase steam conditions in the disassembled bundle. Similarly, 20 horizontal pipe components were
used to approximate the axial steam flow in the intact bundle.

A schematic of the thermalhydraulic representation is shown in Figure 3c. Each pipe component contained 13 axial
thermalhydraulic nodes, matching the axial segmentation of the fuel elements and the pressure tube. Steam flow in
each pipe component was based on geometric considerations and no special flow distribution patterns were imposed
on CATHENA. The code calculated convective boundary conditions (a calculated heat transfer coefficient and a
calculated local steam temperature) for each solid surface modelled. The hydrogen concentration in each pipe
component was also calculated by CATHENA so that the effects of steam starvation were included in the
simulation.

Flow Mixing Assumption

Within each fuel bundle length, the 20 pipe components were assumed to have no "inter-communication"
(Figure 3c). However, mixing of subchannel flows was assumed at each end plate location. In this exercise, a very
short pipe component was used to represent an assumed "mixing chamber" for the steam flow at each end plate
location. Two alternative flow mixing assumptions were made, as illustrated in Figure 4. Pipe components 1
through 19 were connected to this "mixing chamber", so that steam flows through the packed fuel elements were
mixed at every end plate location. Pipe component 20 (the uppermost flow area) was not connected to this "mixing
chamber" and thus the flow in the top portion of the channel was assumed not to be mixed with flows from the other
subchannels associated with the packed fuel elements, along the entire axial length of the channel. This assumption
is consistent with the fact that the flow resistance in the large flow area above the disassembled bundle, is
characteristically low. Such an assumption is referred as "partial flow mixing".

A "complete flow mixing" assumption (Figure 4) was that flows from all pipe components within the fuel bundle,
and above the fuel bundle, were mixed at every end plate location. This represents the upper limit to flow mixing at
an axial location in the fuel channel. The complete flow mixing assumption would reduce the degree of steam
starvation for the exothermic reaction between the cladding of the packed fuel elements and steam, thus generating
more heat in the fuel channel. Such flow mixing probably does not occur in reality, so that the predicted fuel
channel behaviour using this complete flow mixing assumption may represent the worst case scenario.



Metal-to-Metal Contact

There were, in total, 34 pairs of contacting surfaces in the half-section of the disassembled bundle (Figure 3a) being
modelled. The solid-solid contact model in CATHENA was used to represent element-to-element and
element-to-pressure-tube contact heat transfer. The energy rate (Qc in Watts) transferred through the two contacting
surfaces is calculated by

Qc = AchcAT

where Ac is the contact area (m2), hc is the contact conductance (W/(m2 • K)), and AT is the temperature difference
between the contacting surfaces (K). In this study, the contact area was estimated based on an assumption that there
existed a 10-degree contact angle at a contact location on each fuel element. The contact conductance, hc, was
assumed to be constant at 2000 W/(m2 • K). This value was estimated based on an analysis of bearing-pad to
pressure-tube contact heat transfer experiments [9].

Modelling Pressure-Tube Sag

An offset pressure tube configuration (Figure 3a) was used to represent a partially sagged pressure tube. The degree
of sag was assumed to be limited by the presence of the garter spring. Thus, the pressure tube was not in direct
contact with the calandria tube, but was separated in its lower sector by the thickness of the garter spring.
Consequently, heat transfer by thermal radiation from the pressure tube to the calandria tube was calculated using
the CATHENA radiation model. View factors were calculated based on the offset configuration of the two tubes.
The emissivity for the outside surface of the pressure tube was assumed to be 0.85, while that for the inside surface
of the calandria tube was assumed to be 0.95, which represents a calandria tube with a black oxide during
manufacture [ 10].

Heat transfer by conduction through the CO2 gas annulus was modelled using the CATHENA solid-solid contact
model. In this case, the contact conductance hc did not represent "solid contact". Instead, it was determined by
dividing the thermal conductivity of CO2 (a constant value of 0.066 W/(nvK) used in this study) by the annular gap
distance which decreases from the top to the bottom of the fuel channel. The CO2 conductivity can be set as a
function of temperature in CATHENA and thus the contact conductance hc for the gas annulus can vary with
temperature, as well as the annular gap distance. Furthermore, the effects of free and/or forced convection of gas
flow in the fuel channel annulus could be included in this model through an equivalent gas thermal conductivity
(which can be obtained from known correlations).

Boundary and Initial Conditions

A pressure of 0.5 MPa and a void fraction of 1.0 were applied at the inlet of the fuel channel (Figure 3c).
Superheated steam (no noncondensables present) was introduced at the inlet of the fuel channel at a constant rate of
either 25 g/s or 50 g/s and at constant 700°C. The calandria tube was assumed to be surrounded by moderator water
subcooled by 20 °C.

A typical decay power transient, for a nominal channel power of 7.3 MW, was applied to the fuel channel. A cosine
axial power profile was used along the fuel channel. A radial fuel element ring-to-ring power profile of 0.78, 0.82,
0.92, and 1.13, from the centre element to the outer ring, was applied.

The fuel channel simulation, assuming single-phase steam conditions, was started at time=5 s when the decay power
fraction was 0.123, corresponding to a channel decay power of 898 kW. The first 5 s of the postulated LOCA was
not simulated in this study. During the first 5 s, the fuel channel was assumed to be depressurized and the water
inside the channel was assumed to boil off rapidly. At 5 s, the fuel channel was assumed to reach the conditions
stated above, i.e., 0.5 MPa and 100% void. An estimated temperature distribution in the fuel and fuel channel,
representing typical post-blowdown conditions, was used at the beginning of the simulation.
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4. CATHENA-PREDICTED FUEL CHANNEL BEHAVIOUR

Discussed below are some selected results from the CATHENA simulations. Our primary objective was to
demonstrate CATHENA's ability to model the time-dependent thermal-chemical response of a fuel channel in which
the fuel bundles were assumed to change instantaneously from the intact to the disassembled geometry shown in
Figures la and lb. The results presented here are based on the assumed conditions and CATHENA idealizations
given in this paper.

Intact Fuel Bundle

Figure 5 shows the CATHENA-predicted temperatures (over a time period of 160 seconds) and various energy
components in the entire channel when the fuel bundles were assumed to remain intact. Heat was generated by the
decay power in the fuel elements and by the zirconium-steam reaction. The fuel channel was either heated or cooled
by superheated steam (or steam-hydrogen mixture) via forced convection. Heat was also removed radially from the
pressure tube to the calandria tube by thermal radiation and conduction through the annulus gas and thence to the
moderator by liquid convection and nucleate boiling.

The decay power decreased from 898 kW at 5 s to 257 kW at 160 s, whereas the heat generated from the zirconium-
steam reaction increased from 5 kW at 5 s to 60 kW at 120 s (Figure 5b). The reaction heat increased sharply after
120 s when calculated cladding temperatures exceeded l500°C and the oxidation rate rapidly increased (the Prater-
Courtright oxidation rate shown in Figure 2).

The effect of steam convection was small when the inlet steam flow rate was 25 g/s in this simulation (Figure 5b),
while a significant amount of heat was removed radially to the moderator. The difference between the total heat
generation (decay heat, plus reaction heat, plus heat added by steam) and the total heat removal (by steam and by the
moderator) declined to a minimum at 120 s, and increased thereafter (Figure 5c). The resulting increase in stored
heat, once the zirconium-steam reaction became the dominant heat source after 120 s, caused a sharp rise in the
ambient temperature. This is evident from the temperature escalation of the centre-element fuel cladding at bundle
7, shown in Figure 5a. The rapid acceleration of this temperature transient will be examined further in the next
Section, together with the influence of steam flow rates and flow mixing.

Disassembled Fuel Bundle

The bundle disassembly was assumed to occur at 100 s in this study. At 100 s, cladding temperatures on some fuel
elements were predicted to reach the level at which the zirconium-steam reaction became significant. Again, the
selected time of bundle disassembly was arbitrary and not reactor-analysis typical. The CATHENA-predicted
results following bundle disassembly are presented below. They will be compared with the intact bundle case, with
a focus on examining the predicted effects of the following parameters:

zirconium-steam reaction products
flow mixing,
steam flow rate at the inlet of the fuel channel, and
metal-to-metal contact conductance.

Figure 6 shows the CATHENA-predicted results, for an inlet steam flow of 25 g/s, with the two different flow
mixing assumptions described in Section 3. For the case of the intact fuel bundle, these plots emphasize the rapidly
accelerating transients associated with the exothermic zirconium-steam reaction. As would be expected from the
radial symmetry of the bundle geometry, there is little influence on the overall behaviour arising from the alternative
flow mixing assumptions. Although the two flow mixing options do have a more significant effect on the
disassembled bundle behaviour, both cases show a marked departure from the intact bundle configuration. Such
differences are apparent in the rate of heat generation (Figure 6a), fuel channel energy balance (Figure 6b), and
centre-element cladding temperature (Figure 6c). These results all stem from the dramatic suppression of heat
generation from the zirconium-steam reaction when bundle disassembly was assumed to occur at 100 s. This is a
consequence of limited access of steam to the stacked fuel elements, and the consequent steam starvation that arises.
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With the complete flow mixing assumption, which represents one extreme of flow mixing, CATHENA predicted a
maximum of 50 kW for the heat generated by the zirconium-steam reaction in the disassembled bundles. The
predicted reaction heat was 10 kW when the partial flow mixing assumption was used.

The effects of steam flow rate on the CATHENA-predicted hydrogen production rates and the heat removed by the
steam flow are shown in Figure 7. Two simulations were performed under identical input conditions except for the
alternative steam flow rates (25 g/s or 50 g/s). Higher steam flow rates provide more cooling of the fuel channel, but
increase availability of the steam for the exothermic zirconium-steam reaction, and thus the heat and hydrogen
generation.
The CATHENA-predicted hydrogen production rates in the intact fuel bundles increased sharply and exceeded
0.8 mole/s once the predicted cladding temperatures exceeded 1500°C. In contrast, access of the steam to the
packed fuel elements in the disassembled fuel bundles was severely restricted. Hence, the hydrogen production rates
were predicted to be 0.03 mole/s at a steam flow rate of 25 g/s and 0.07 mole/s at a steam flow rate 50 g/s
(Figure 7a).

The effect of thermal contact conductance, hc, for element-to-element and element-to-pressure-tube contact on the
predicted moderator heat removal rate is shown in Figure 8. Two simulations were conducted for the disassembled
bundles using the same input conditions, but with the contact conductance varied from hc to 3hc. The predicted
moderator heat removal rates show only a small increase at the higher contact conductance. This modest effect
reflects the fact that heat removal is ultimately controlled by the insulating carbon dioxide gas in the annulus gap.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has documented CATHENA MOD-3.5a/ Rev 0 idealizations for modelling a CANDU fuel channel
housing intact and/or disassembled fuel bundles, when superheated steam is the only coolant available. A set of
hypothetical conditions have been used in the CATHENA simulations. The predicted results have qualitatively
confirmed the code's ability to model the thermal-chemical responses of the fuel channel with a disassembled
bundle geometry.

CATHENA's overall capability for use as a design and safety-analysis code is found in its inherent features which
facilitate the behavioural modelling of a fuel channel in considerable detail. CATHENA is able to model many of
the phenomena required to simulate phenomena associated with a complex disassembled bundle geometry, such as
that illustrated in this paper. These phenomena include thermal radiation for concentric and nonconcentric circular
geometries, transient two-dimensional conduction in the fuel and fuel channel, metal-to-metal contact, and the heat-
hydrogen generation and steam starvation effects from the zirconium-steam reaction. At the current time, feedback
effects due to changes in areas and surface emissivities on thermal and thermalhydraulic calculations are not
available.
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(a) INTACT BUNDI.li (b) DISASSEMBLED BUNDLE

FIGURE 1: The Cross Sections of the Intact and Disassembled Fuel Bundles, Assuming the Pressure
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FIGURE 3: CATHENA Idealization (a,b), Showing 20 Flow Areas in the Disassembled Bundle and 20 Pseudo
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INTRODUCTION

In certain postulated loss-of-coolant accidents, hydrogen gas from zirconium-steam reactions in the reactor core
can leak into the containment building to form a combustible mixture. If the hydrogen mixes with air and is
ignited, the resulting combustion pressure could pose a threat to the containment structures and other essential
equipment. The pressure development depends on the burning rate of the combustible mixture, usually expressed
in terms of its laminar burning velocity. In CANDU® (Canadian Deuterium Uranium) reactors', igniters are
used to mitigate the consequences of a H2 burn by burning off the hydrogen at near-flammability-limit
concentrations where burning rates are lowest. The resulting pressures are calculated using simple models.
Accurate laminar burning velocity measurements for H2-air-steam mixtures are required as input to transient
pressure calculations. For the extremely lean mixtures of interest, laminar burning velocities have not been
measured. There exist serious physical and theoretical limitations to measuring or even defining a laminar
burning velocity in these mixtures. What is needed is an effective value that serves the needs of the simple
models used in safety analysis.

The laminar burning velocity is a characteristic property of a specific fuel-oxidant mixture and is defined as the
speed at which a flame propagates into the undisturbed unburnt gas ahead of it. Laminar burning velocities for
H2-air and H2-air-steam mixtures have been measured by Liu and MacFarlane[l], Koroll[2], Berman[3], and
Andrews[4], among many. Various methods have been used over the years to determine these burning
velocities. They include the bunsen burner, soap bubble, cylindrical tube, schlieren photography, and double
kernel methods. In the double kernel method[4], flame propagation speed is measured using schlieren
photographs of two expanding flame kernels propagating towards each other in a combustion chamber. Just
before the flame fronts meet, the flame propagation speed equals the laminar burning velocity. The burner
method[l] uses the cone angle of the flame and the velocity of the unburnt gas to determine the burning velocity.
The schlieren photography method[4] uses successive photographs of an expanding flame kernel to calculate the
rate of flame propagation and hence the burning velocity. In the cylindrical tube method[5], an approximately
flat flame travels from the open end to the closed end of a tube. The propagation velocity of this flame is by
definition the laminar burning velocity. In all of these methods, the flame front needs to be stable and relatively
undistorted and needs to reach a steady-state velocity to allow meaningful measurements. However, near-
flammability-limit H2-air-steam mixtures are intrinsically unstable because the burning velocities of these
mixtures are so slow that buoyancy and selective diffusion effects significantly affect their shape and propagation
direction. Therefore, accurate measurements cannot be made for these mixtures using the above conventional
methods. For example, mixtures of 4-8% H2 in air can only burn upward, while the selective diffusivity of H2

causes wrinkles or cellular structures in the flame front. In upward propagation, buoyancy and selective
diffusivity are mutually enhancing. Some of the flame front becomes fragmented, creating isolated flamelets.
As a result, only a fraction of the mixture is consumed as the flame kernel expands. On a bunsen burner these
instabilities may cause blowoff or flashback. The cylindrical tube method would work if the tube was oriented
vertically, but the flame front would be grossly distorted. The double kernel method would also be limited by
the distortion of the expanding flame kernels. The unstable structure of H2-air-steam flames at near-
flammability-limit mixtures makes the accurate measurement of laminar burning velocity very difficult. A novel
approach is described in this paper which overcomes many of the difficulties described.

CANDU® is a registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL).
1



LAMINAR BURNING VELOCITY

A method based on the pressure-time history generated by an expanding flame has been developed to determine
the burning rate (kg/s) for near-flammability-limit mixtures. This "pressure trace" method assumes that the flame
kernel is thin-shelled and spherical in shape. It also assumes that the pressure rise caused by combustion in a
constant volume is proportional to the volume of gas already burned. To minimize precompression effects, only
the early part of the pressure-time history is used because precompression of the unburnt gas does not usually
become significant until the flame kernel is very close to the combustion chamber walls. Due to the slow
burning rate of these mixtures, the buoyancy effects of the hot combustion products can distort the flame front
from its ideal spherical shape. Such a distorted flame can also cause a non-uniform burning rate along its flame
front. However, schlieren photographs show that during the initial phase of flame kernel growth, the flame
kernel is not yet severely distorted by buoyancy. At this phase of flame growth, the spherical shape is still a
reasonable description of the flame kernel. However, because of the variation of the flame kernel from the ideal
shape and nonuniform burning rate along its flame front, the burning velocity determined by this method should
be considered as an effective burning velocity. At the initial phase of flame kernel growth, this burning velocity
is expected to be similar in value to the intrinsic laminar burning velocity. Therefore, it can be used as an
averaged value for modelling purposes.

Once the flame kernel touches the wall, the pressure record can no longer be used to calculate burning velocity
because the flame is no longer spherical in shape and the pressure is affected by heat loss to the wall. As a
result, only the burning velocity of a flame kernel which has a diameter smaller than the width of the combustion
chamber (described later) can be used for this analysis. This limits the maximum flame radius to 5-6 cm for
mixtures with more than 10% H2 and to only 2-3 cm for mixtures with less than 10% H2. The laminar flame
radius is limited to 2-3 cm in the leaner mixtures because buoyancy causes these flames to float up and touch
top of the combustion chamber before the flame kernel has grown beyond these critical values.

To ensure that the effect of flame curvature on the measured burning rate is minimal, the flame thickness, OL,
should be much smaller than the flame kernel radius. For mixtures with more than 10% H2, 8L is much less
than 1 mm, and the curvature effect is usually minimal. Unfortunately, flame thicknesses for near-flammability-
limit Hj-air-steam mixtures are not accurately known. Depending on the sensitivity of the mixture, 8L for these
mixtures should be of the order of 1 mm. The effect of curvature on burning rate can be seen by plotting the
burning velocity of an expanding flame kernel against flame radius. In general, the burning velocity will
increase until the flame kernel radius exceeds a certain critical value, and then stay approximately constant until
the flame reaches the walls of the combustion chamber. Burning velocities calculated using the pressure trace
method for mixtures with more than 10% H2 in air reach a constant value at a flame radius of 3-4 cm. For
mixtures with less than 10% H2, the burning velocity increases without reaching a constant value before the
flame reaches the wall. At this point the flame kernel has a 2-3 cm radius. This implies that the burning
velocities determined for these mixtures may be slightly lower than their limiting value. In view of the other
assumptions made in this method, these values should be considered acceptable.



THE "PRESSURE TRACE" METHOD

This is a brief summary of the derivation of pressure trace method of calculating the effective burning velocity
of a premixed flame.

Assumptions:
1. A spherical flame kernel, so that

Vb = ± n Rj Af =

Vb = volume of burnt gas
Rf = flame radius
A,= flame surface area

The fraction of mass burned equals the fraction of the total adiabatic constant volume
combustion pressure rise

773.

mb = mass of the burnt gas
m0 = mass of the total original unburnt gas
Po = starting pressure
Pcv = constant volume combustion pressure
P = pressure

Adiabatic compression of burned and unburned gases.

— = constant
dp

b =
dP

dt ybP dt

p = density
Y = specific heat
subscripts u and b refer to the unburnt
and burnt gases, respectively.

At Po, no burned gas is present in the combustion chamber, so we must assume that

Pi,

b, o

pb 0 = the density of the burned gas at Po.



Conservation of mass

mb + mu = mo

dm. dm,
dt dt

For a constant volume combustion chamber:

dt d t

mu and Vu = the mass and volume of the unburnt gas.
mb and Vb = the mass and volume of the burnt gas.

Vo = the initial volume of total gas. Also the
vessel volume.

The analysis begins with the following equation.

dt
= d(PbVb) _

dt dt dt

After applying the assumptions, the burning rate equation becomes:

dmb

~dt
Pu-Pi.d-5"

mo(P-Po) _P_

*o

l dP
P dt

The burning velocity, SL, is related to the burning rate by the following,

f dt



The area of the flame, Af, can be calculated using assumptions 1 and 2, so that
the equation for the burning velocity becomes,

$L
P. ±

Pb, o L " 5 "
r

The equations for the burning rate and burning velocity can be solved by measuring the pressure and the slope of
the pressure trace (P and dP/dt). The remaining numbers are constant for a given hydrogen-air-steam mixture.

APPARATUS

Hydrogen-air-steam mixtures were ignited at the centre of a 12 cm x 12 cm x 35 cm combustion chamber by a
30 kV electrical spark (~1 mJ). The hydrogen and air were delivered in the desired proportions by two Brooks
5850 electronic flowmeters. The steam flow rate was controlled by using a calibrated pump to deliver water to
the steam generator. Mixture compositions were periodically verified by a Nova thermal conductivity hydrogen
meter. The combustion chamber is equipped with two glass windows located on opposite sides allowing direct
observation of the flame using conventional schlieren techniques. High speed schlieren photographs (1500
frames/second) were taken using a Beckman and Whitley Model 351 Drum Framing camera. Pressure in the
combustion chamber was measured by a PCB piezoelectric transducer located in the combustion chamber wall
and recorded by a digital oscilloscope. The pressure trace was then transferred to a computer for further
analysis, where a polynomial equation was fitted to the pressure-time curve and the burning velocity was
calculated.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A typical pressure record for a laminar 6% H2-air burn is shown in Figure 1. The laminar burning velocities
were calculated using the marked portion of the pressure curve. Schlieren photographs showed that the dip in
the pressure curve corresponded to the flame kernel touching the top wall of the combustion chamber. The
pressure rise at this portion of the curve corresponds to 0 - 1.5% of the adiabatic constant volume combustion
rise, or 0 - 2.4 kPa. Most of the fuel in the combustion chamber remained unbumed, as is typical for extremely
lean mixtures. The maximum overpressure only reached 5% of the constant volume combustion pressure.

The results of the laminar burning velocity measurements using the pressure trace method for H2-air-steam
mixtures are plotted in Figure 2. A best fit curve was drawn through these data to determine the "best
estimated" laminar burning velocities. Some results for dry laminar burning velocities measured by Koroll[2]
using the double kernel method are presented for comparison. In general, the pressure trace method gives a
slightly lower value of burning velocity.

Burning velocities calculated using the pressure-trace method have been compared to burning velocities
determined from analyzing schlieren photographs of the flames. The H2 concentration range tested was 6 - 15%
H2 in air, and 6 - 15% H2 in air with an added 10% steam. This allowed the pressure trace method to be
compared to the schlieren method in the range where the latter is the most accurate, ie. when the flame kernel is
spherical. The schlieren method assumed that the pressure rise was small and that there was no significant
precompression of the unburnt or burnt gases. The actual pressure rise for the largest flame kernel measured in



the schlieren photographs ranged from 21.7 kPa for 15% H2 (corresponding to a 12 cm diameter flame kernel) to
1.8 kPa for 6% H2 (corresponding to a 6 cm diameter flame kernel because of buoyancy). The schlieren
photographs were used to determine sideways and vertical flame speeds, which were then converted to burning
velocities. The sideways and vertical burning velocities were then combined to create an averaged burning
velocity. The sideways flame speed is most indicative of the actual flame speed of the mixture since buoyancy
will strongly affect the flame kernel propagation in the vertical directions. The averaged value gives an
indication of the overall burning velocity. The sideways and averaged burning velocities are compared to the
effective burning velocities calculated from the pressure trace in Figures 3 and 4. For sensitive mixtures (10-
15% H2), there is good agreement between all three values. However, as the mixture becomes leaner, the
sideways and averaged burning velocity values become larger than the pressure trace burning velocities. As
well, schlieren images in the leaner mixtures are more difficult to interpret, increasing the uncertainty in the
results. The overall agreement between the schlieren method burning velocities and the pressure trace burning
velocities worsens when steam is added, as can be seen in Figure 4. It is postulated that this increased
disagreement occurs because the steam significantly affects the reaction kinetics along the flame front and the
structure of the reaction zone[8]. This could cause the reaction front to thicken so that the interior of the flame
kernel contains some unburnt as well as burnt gases. This would cause the observed burning velocity to be
significantly larger than the actual burning velocity. Since the laminar burning velocity is a parameter that
reflects the burning rate along the flame front, schlieren techniques will give erroneous results. On the other
hand, the pressure trace method derives an effective burning rate directly from the heat release. The effective
burning velocity derived from the pressure trace method is a more meaningful parameter than the laminar
burning velocity inferred by the flame propagation velocity.

CONCLUSIONS

Laminar burning velocities of lean near-flammability-limit H2-air-steam mixtures were measured using the
pressure-time history of an expanding flame kernel. Although flames in these mixtures are inherently unstable,
many of the associated difficulties for measuring the burning velocity were avoided by using the early pressure
rise of the burn. At this phase in the combustion, the flame kernel size is small and buoyancy and selective
diffusion have not had time to significantly affect the burning velocity by distorting the flame front. However,
the kernel is large enough so that the effects of curvature and a non-spherical flame were expected to have only
a small effect on the burning velocities measured. Moreover, the effective burning velocity obtained from the
pressure history is inherently linked to the energy release and is thus implicitly meaningful for use in modelling
pressure development. Results from this method were compared to burning velocities determined from schlieren
photographs of the expanding flame kernel. The agreement between the methods for dry and steam mixtures
with more than 10% H2 was good. This was expected, since these flames corresponded most closely to the
assumed thin-shelled spherical flame. Schlieren photographs of mixtures with less than 10% H2 indicated a
significantly higher burning velocity than the pressure trace method, especially for steam mixtures. This was
probably due to the buoyancy effect which distorts the flame kernel and because of the effect that steam has on
the reaction kinetics of the flame front. It is assumed that the pressure trace method provides a burning velocity
that is more closely related to the actual burning rate. Despite the difficulties involved in measuring the burning
velocities of the inherently unstable flames, it is believed that the pressure trace method provides reasonable
values that are of use in modelling accident scenarios.
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ABSTRACT

The interaction of a turbulent jet and an expanding flame kernel was examined using spark-schlieren
photography and piezo-electric pressure transducers. Experiments were performed in a 9 by 9 cm, 4-m-long
shock channel. Results show that an expanding flame kernel can be locally, or partially, quenched by flame
stretching. The mixing of the hot combustion products, containing reactive species, with the unburnt gas in the
turbulent flame-jet, created pockets of sensitized mixture. The subsequent re-ignition of the sensitized mixture
could result in a local explosion. In a number of experiments the blast waves produced in the local explosion
developed into detonation waves. A local explosion occurred only if there was partial quenching of the flame
kernel. Partial quenching occurs when the Karlovitz-Kovaszney factor approaches unity and, therefore, it is
possible to establish a set of conditions in terms of turbulent parameters for the transition to detonation.

1. INTRODUCTION

In CANDU™ reactors, during some postulated loss of coolant accidents (LOCA) with also the loss of
emergency cooling (LOEC), hydrogen gas can be produced by a metal-steam reaction. Under certain
circumstances, the hydrogen can leak into the containment building and form a combustible mixture. The
magnitude of the pressure wave resulting from the burning of the combustible mixture, and hence the damage
potential, depends directly upon whether the mode of combustion is a deflagration or a detonation. Direct
initiation of detonation in such a scenario is very unlikely because it would require a high-energy ignition
source, which is not present in a reactor. However, if the appropriate conditions were present, a detonation
could occur through a deflagration to detonation transition. A detonation wave could result in large dynamic
pressure loadings on structures, or essential equipment and, therefore, a fundamental understanding of the
transition process is required to properly assess the potential consequences of such accidents.

Qualitatively, the effect of turbulence on deflagration to detonation transition is well understood. In a
review paper by Lee and Moen [I], it was conclusively demonstrated that turbulence plays a central role in all
aspects of transition; not only in the formation of the critical conditions leading up to a local explosion, but also
in the creation of the necessary environment for the amplification of the blast wave to a detonation wave. They
also outlined the classical view on the role of turbulence in deflagration to detonation transition. That is,
turbulence enhanced burning, or the positive aspects of turbulence, cause transition. Currently, it is not possible
to predict a priori whether transition can occur for a given set of conditions because a quantitative theory of
transition does not exist. Consequently, there have been many investigations [1-9] involving deflagration to
detonation transition in turbulent reactive flows. These studies have provided insight into many aspects of flame
propagation within vortex structures, entrainment and flame quenching caused by turbulence. A number of these
investigations, however, contradict the classical view on the role of turbulence and suggest that flame quenching,
or the negative aspects of turbulence, ultimately cause transition.

Investigations involving jet-ignition experiments [6-8] indicated that turbulent mixing of hot combustion
products with unburnt gases could cause transition to detonation in the absence of turbulence-induced flame
acceleration. In all of these experiments, a propagating flame was vented into a container of combustible gas,
thus forming a turbulent flame-jet. The formation of the turbulent flame-jet and subsequent ignition of the gas
was examined using streak and schlieren photography and piezo-electric pressure transducers. Transition to
detonation occurred as a result of hot combustion products being entrained into the vortex structure of the
turbulent flame-jet. The hot combustion products were mixed within the flame-jet and a subsequent localized
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explosion lead to transition. Ungut and Shuff [8] developed a criterion for transition in a flame-jet based on a
minimum energy release rate and the characteristic time scales of chemical kinetics and fluid dynamics. This
criterion demonstrated that for successful transition to detonation, a minimum amount of hot combustion
products had to be mixed with unburnt gas to result in explosive combustion and a fast rate of energy release.

A number of experiments involving flame-vortex interactions further demonstrated the role of flame
quenching and entrainment in deflagration to detonation transition. Cattolica and Vosen [3] used two-
dimensional laser-induced fluorescence imaging to provide a visual distribution of the OH concentration within a
burning vortex-ring structure. This work quantitatively demonstrated the mechanism of flame quenching
resulting from shear at the interface of the vortex and the mechanism of reactive species entrainment into the
vortex core.

In a similar experiment, Jarosinski et al. [4] examined the interaction of a vortex-ring with a laminar (lame
and observed that ignition of the vortex occurred due to the entrainment and mixing of hot combustion products
in the vortex core. When a certain amount of hot combustion products were mixed with cold unburnt gas in the
vortex core, ignition would occur. They concluded that local quenching caused by flame stretching at the flame-
vortex interface may play an important role in determining the subsequent burning rate of the gas.

Chan et al. [5] investigated deflagration to detonation transition resulting from burning in a confined two-
dimensional vortex. They also observed that the high-velocity gradients within the confined vortex could
locally, or partially, quench an expanding flame kernel. It was postulated that the mixing of the hot combustion
products with the unburnt gas sensitized the gas mixture within the vortex. After an incubation time, a local
explosion could occur in the sensitized mixture. In some instances, the blast waves associated with the local
explosion were amplified via the SWACER mechanism [9] and deflagration to detonation transition occurred.

A common feature in the above independent studies is that transition to detonation is due to a local
explosion within the core of a vortex structure. The results suggest that a minimum amount of hot combustion
products have to be entrained into the vortex core in order to achieve a sufficient rate of energy release to cause
transition. The hot combustion products will contain reactive species that are formed as the flame is locally
quenched and entrained into the core. The presence of reactive species and non-uniform temperature
distributions were shown [10,11] to greatly enhance transition to detonation in combustible mixtures. This
suggests that flame quenching, or the negative aspects of turbulence, play an important role in deflagration to
detonation transition.

The objective of the present investigation is to further examine the role of turbulence in deflagration to
detonation transition. To accomplish this, a series of experiments was conducted to study the interaction of a
transient turbulent H2-O2 jet and an expanding flame kernel. By controlling the size of the expanding flame
kernel before it interacted with the turbulent jet, the effect of flame quenching on deflagration to detonation
transition was examined, using spark-schlieren photography and piezo-electric pressure transducers.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Experiments were performed in a 9 by 9 cm, 4-m-long shock channel, as shown in Figure 1. The channel
consisted of a high-pressure (driver) section that was filled with helium and a low-pressure (test) section that
was filled with a stoichiometric H2-O2 mixture at an initial pressure (Pn) of 20 kPa. Four piezo-electric pressure
transducers (PCB-model 105b 12) were mounted along the top of the test section and were used to monitor the
events of the experiments. The test section also was equipped with 25.4-mm-thick, tempered glass windows
allowing direct photographic observation of the experiment.

To initiate an experiment, an incident shock wave was formed by evacuating the driver section of the shock
channel and back-filling it with helium to a pressure of approximately 370 kPa. A mylar burst disk separating
the test section and the driver section was then punctured using a pneumatic plunger, forming an incident shock
wave (Ms = 1.9). The incident shock wave propagated into the test section of the shock channel and collided
with the block-pipe arrangement, as shown in Figure 2. Part of the incident shock wave propagated down the
pipe located in the centre of the block and exited at the outlet end of the pipe creating a three-dimensional
turbulent jet. Before the incident shock wave arrived at the block-pipe arrangement, the combustible H2-O2 gas
mixture was ignited by discharging a 0.05-pF capacitor, charged to 30 kV across the cross-wire arrangement of
the trigger plate, as shown in Figure 2. This created an expanding flame kernel at the outlet end of the block-
pipe arrangement. The time between the ignition of the mixture at the outlet end of the block-pipe arrangement
and the arrival of the incident shock wave was defined as the ignition lead time (xlcad). The size of the flame
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kernel was controlled by the ignition lead time, where a longer ignition lead time resulted in a larger flame
kernel.

The velocity of the incident shock wave was determined from calculations based on the pressure-time
histories, as recorded on pressure transducers P, and P2. The events of a number of experiments were also
monitored using a single-pass, spark-schlieren photographic arrangement. The spark light source was generated
by discharging a 0.05-uF capacitor, charged to 20 kV, across a 1-cm air gap. The duration of the light pulse
was approximately 1.5 (js, which was short enough to provide a clear image of the flame structure.

It was photographically observed that the expanding flame kernel diameter (d^,^) ranged from
approximately 2 to 40 mm for ignition lead times in the range of 0 to 400 us. During this time, the flame speed
of the expanding flame kernel (vkcmd) was approximately constant at a flame speed of 50 m/s, which agreed well
with published data f 12]. Therefore, the growth rate of the flame kernel diameter as a function of ignition lead
time was determined to be approximately 0.1 mm/us.

On the basis of results from a previous investigation [5], it was postulated that the amount of flame
quenching that took place in the turbulent flame-jet was inversely proportional to the size of the flame kernel
prior to the interaction. Therefore, the amount of quenching that occurred in the turbulent flame-jet was
controlled by the ignition lead time. A total of ninety six experiments were performed in which ignition lead
times ranged from approximately -100 to 400 ps. The strength of the incident shock was selected to minimize
(he possibility of auto-ignition of the gas mixture when it collided with the block-pipe arrangement.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Reaction Zone Velocity

One of the measurements used to characterize the outcome of the interaction of the flame kernel and the
turbulent jet was the average velocity of the reaction zone (v^.). It was calculated by,

where, Av,4was the distance between P, and PA, and AiM was the time it took for the flame to travel between P,
and P4. Photographic observations showed that the spacing between the flame front and the associated pressure
wave was approximately constant as they travelled between pressure transducers P, and P4. Therefore, the flame
velocity va,.ic was interpreted to be equal to the average pressure wave velocity between P_, and P4. Figure 3
shows vlcaL. as a function of TlKld for all of the experiments. From Figure 3 it appears that in the region where
•ck..ld ranged from 100 to 400 us, va..,t was approximately 1000 m/s. This value corresponds closely to the
choked deflagration velocities (v^. = 1000 m/s) for such mixtures and indicates that the reaction zone
essentially propagated as a deflagration front. In the region where X|Cad ranged from -100 to 100 us the values
°' vro.,c were slightly higher, ranging from 1100 to 1500 m/s. For a number of experiments higher velocities
(vrc,t > 2000 m/s) occurred. These velocities are of the same order as the Chapman-Jouguet detonation velocity
(Vq = 2500 m/s) for the mixture and indicated that for those experiments the burning of the turbulent flame-jet
resulted in transition to detonation between pressure transducers P, and P4.

3.2 Resultant Shock Wave Pressure

The other measurement used to characterize the outcome of each experiment was the pressure ratio (P* ),
defined as,

P + AP, + AP,
p' = _? _! 1 (2)

Po + AP(

where, P„ is the initial pressure in the test section of the shock channel and AP, is the initial pressure rise caused
by the pressure waves associated with the burning of the turbulent jet. The term APC represents a further
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increase in the pressure caused by blast waves associated with a local explosion. These terms are represented on
typical pressure-time histories recorded at pressure transducer P3 and are shown in Figure 4. The pressure ratio
(/•"*) represents the relative strength of the blast wave associated with a local explosion resulting from the
interaction of the turbulent jet and the expanding flame kernel. The values of AP, and &PC were taken from
the over-pressures measured at pressure transducer P, for all of the experiments.

The pressure ratio P* represents the relative strength of the blast wave associated with the local explosion
and is shown as a function of T|Cacl in Figure 5. On the basis of these results it appears that in the region where
Tlciid ranged from 100 to 400 us, P* was approximately 1. This corresponds to an over-pressure of approximately
30 kPa suggesting a relatively slow, overall burning rate. In the region where z[CMi ranged from -100 to 100 us
the values of P' were higher, ranging from approximately 2 to 10. The magnitude of P' in this region suggests
an increase in the burning rate, which caused the formation of blast waves. This increase in the burning rate
also caused an increase in the reaction zone velocity, as outlined in Section 3.1. In a number of experiments
higher resultant shock wave pressures were observed (P* > 15) and were of the same order as the Chapman-
Jouguet detonation pressure ratio (P^/P,, = 17). These results agree with the reaction zone velocity results and
suggest that for a number of experiments, for xlcixi in the range of -100 to 100 (is, transition to detonation
occurred.

3.3 Photographic Examination

The reaction zone velocities and the resultant shock wave pressure results indicate that there was a
difference in the burning of the turbulent flame-jet as a function of xlciui. Therefore, schlieren photographs were
taken for a series of tests where the ignition lead time was long (340 us) and relatively short (5 us).

3.3.1 Long Ignition Lead Time

The flame kernel diameter before the arrival of the incident shock wave varied in size from approximately
12 to 40 mm, when T]cild was in the range of 100 to 400 us respectively. For this range of ignition lead times,
the average flame velocity was approximately 1000 m/s indicating that the reaction zone essentially propagated
as a deflagration front. Figure 6 is a series of schlieren photographs taken approximately 40 us apart from
different experiments where ikiUi~ 340 us. Because the photographs are from separate experiments, they can
only be used to qualitatively describe the formation of the turbulent jet and its interaction with the expanding
flame kernel. The basic features of this interaction, however, were very reproducible. Frames 1 to 4 of
Figure 6 are from experiments exllO6_3, exll01_7, exll01_6, and exllO6_4 respectively.

Figure 6 includes a set of schematic diagrams corresponding to the schlieren photographs to outline the
major features of the interaction of the turbulent jet and the expanding flame kernel. Frame 1 shows the initial
development of the turbulent jet. The incident shock wave, expanding flame kernel and front edge of the
turbulent jet are clearly visible. The incident shock has propagated through the large flame kernel and has not
distorted the original shape appreciably. At the time that the turbulent jet begins to form, the diameter of the
flame kernel is estimated to be approximately 40 mm. Therefore, the turbulent jet is created within the flame
kernel and contains mainly burnt gases. Frames 2, 3 and 4 show the development of a large turbulent reaction
zone. The entire turbulent zone essentially acts as one large turbulent flame kernel with corresponding large
turbulent length scales. The outline of the flame kernel is very visible in these photographs indicating that little
or no quenching of the flame kernel has occurred.

3.3.2 Short Ignition Lead Time

Figure 7 is a set of schlieren photographs taken approximately 40 us apart from separate experiments where
xicad~ 5 us. Frames 1 to 4 of Figure 7 are from experiments exllO6_2, exll01_2, exll01_l, and exll06_5,
respectively. A set of schematic diagrams is also included. In frame 1 the incident shock exits the end of the
pipe and clearly has not quenched the expanding flame kernel. The flow behind the shock (vgas = 600 m/s),
however, convects the small flame kernel away from the outlet end of the block-pipe arrangement. During this
time the flame kernel grows from its original size of approximately 2 mm to approximately 15 mm. Because
the flame kernel is originally small, the formation of the turbulent jet takes place in the unburnt gas. Therefore,
the turbulent jet contains mainly cold, unburnt gas. In subsequent stages, as shown in frame 2 and frame 3,
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there does not appear to be a distinct flame zone as was seen in Figure 7. The absence of a well defined flame
structure, which is shown as dark bands in schlieren photographs, indicates that the expanding flame kernel was
partially quenched. Other studies involving the interaction of flames with turbulent jets and vortex structures
[3,4] showed that a flame could be quenched. In these studies, the flame was partially quenched by excessive
flame stretching resulting from the high-velocity gradients during the formation of the turbulent jet.

Comparing the photographic records for tests of long and short ignition lead times clearly indicates that
more quenching of the turbulent flame-jet occurred when the ignition lead time was short, or the expanding
(lame kernel was small. These results suggest that the amount of flame quenching was roughly inversely
proportional to the ignition lead time, as postulated. That is, shorter ignition lead times caused more quenching.
When the ignition lead time is short, the flame kernel is small and the turbulent jet consists mainly of unburnt
gas. However, in the formation of the turbulent jet, the flame kernel is mixed with the unburnt gas. The
mixing of the hot combustion products of the flame kernel, containing reactive species, with the cold unburnt
gas sensitized the gas mixture within the turbulent jet. The subsequent re-ignition of the sensitized regions
resulted in very high local burning rates and the formation of blast waves. This was indicated by the resultant
shock wave velocities and pressures and is commonly referred to as a local explosion. The strength of the blast
waves associated with a local explosion depends on the rate at which energy is released.

3.4 Energy Release Rate

Figure 8 shows the pressure traces recorded at pressure transducers P3 and P4 from experiment exlO31_5,
where x]c.,d was 340 us. The slow increase in pressure and the low magnitude in the trace recorded at pressure
transducer P, indicates that the energy release rate in the reaction zone was relatively low. For this experiment,
the reaction zone velocity was 794 m/s between pressure transducers P, and P4. Figure 9 shows the pressure
traces from experiment exlO31_7, where T,cad was 13 us. For this experiment, the rate of pressure rise and the
magnitude of the pressure recorded at pressure transducer P3 indicates that the energy release rate was much
greater. In this experiment the reaction zone travelled at an average velocity of 1771 m/s. This suggests that
the high-burning rate of the turbulent flame kernel had caused deflagration to detonation somewhere between
pressure transducer P_, and P4. The sharp increase in pressure and its magnitude of the pressure peak in the trace
recorded at pressure transducer P4 also support this observation.

Figures 10 and 11 are the schlieren photographs of experiments exl031_5 and exlO31_7 respectively. Both
photographs were taken approximately 110 us after the incident shock wave had emerged from the end of the
block-pipe arrangement. The location of pressure transducer P3 is indicated in both figures. These photographs
further demonstrate that the amount of flame quenching was inversely proportional to the ignition lead time. In
Figure 10 the flame structure is well defined, as indicated by the sharp dark lines in the photograph; in
Figure 11, there appears to be no distinct flame structure. The subsequent burning of the turbulent flame zone
shown in Figure 11, however, resulted in very high local burning rates and the formation of blast waves, as
indicated by the resultant shock wave velocities and pressures. These results suggest that partial quenching of
the turbulent flame-jet caused an increase in the energy release rate. This contradicts the classical view on the
effect of flame quenching, that quenching causes a decrease in the energy release rate.

3.5 Quenching of the Expanding Flame Kernel

There are two mechanisms that can cause an expanding flame kernel to be quenched. The first is the
lowering of the flame temperature by gas-dynamic expansion and the second is flame stretching as a result of
turbulence. It is believed that flame stretching caused by turbulence was the dominant mechanism in the present
investigation.

3.5.1 Quenching Resulting From Gas-Dynamic Expansion

Although the temperature of a jet can be lowered significantly by gas-dynamic expansion, it is believed that
gas-dynamic effects did not play a major role in the quenching process in the present experiment. Gas-dynamic
calculations showed that the temperature of the gas in the formation of the turbulent jet would decrease from
approximately 480 K to 360 K as it emerged from the block-pipe arrangement. This was assuming that the
formation of the turbulent jet took place in unburnt gas. Such a decrease in unburnt gas temperature would not
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significantly impair flame propagation. Furthermore, an expanding flame kernel is clearly visible in frame I of
Figure 7 and demonstrates that gas-dynamic effects did not quench the flame.

3.5.2 Quenching Resulting From Turbulence

It is well known that turbulence effectively increases the overall burning rate of gas mixtures by flame
folding and enhancing the heat and mass transport. Previous studies on turbulent flame propagation [13,14]
have shown that the overall burning rate increases as the turbulent fluctuating velocity increases, until a certain
maximum value is reached. Past the maximum value, flame quenching starts to take place and an overall
decrease in the burning rate will be observed. That is, past some level of turbulent intensity, flame quenching
starts to occur and causes an overall decrease in the energy release rate.

Abdel-Gayed et al. [15| demonstrated that the ratio of turbulent to laminar burning velocities (S-/SJ could
be represented as a function of the ratio of the root mean square (r.m.s.) turbulent velocity (u1) to the laminar-
burning velocity (SL). This is shown schematically in Figure 12. Initially, there is an increase in the turbulent
burning velocity as u' is increased. As u' is increased further, the rate of increase of the turbulent burning
velocity decreases until a maximum flame velocity is achieved. This is followed by a decrease of the turbulent-
burning velocity with increasing u' because flame quenching starts to take place. Further increases in u' will
eventually cause complete quenching of the (lame zone. The initial dependence of the turbulent burning
velocity on the r.m.s. turbulent velocity, which represents the turbulent intensity, illustrates that turbulence
initially enhances the burning process by increasing the flame surface area and the transport of heal and mass.
This results in an increase in the overall volumetric burning rate. However, as the turbulent intensities continue
to increase, and reach critical values, the overall volumetric burning rate reaches a maximum value. Beyond this
point the turbulent intensities lead to partial quenching of the reaction zone. This is caused by excessive llame
stretching and cooling of the reaction zone. Further increases to the turbulent intensity result in decreasing the
volumetric burning rate to the point of flame extinction, or complete quenching.

3.6 Quenching Criteria

Jarosinski [16] showed the quenching of flame structures due to turbulence can be correlated by the
Karlovitz-Kovaszney factor (Kf),

Kf = * 1 (3)

where 5 is the laminar flame thickness, L is the integral scale of the turbulence, and the other parameters arc
defined in Section 3.5.2. The Karlovitz-Kovaszney factor is essentially the ratio of the characteristic chemical
reaction time to the characteristic fluid dynamic time, or mixing time, of the turbulent How. The experimental
values for K, obtained by Jarosinski [16] for complete quenching ranged from 7 to 20. Following the
description of flame quenching resulting from turbulence in Section 5.5, partial flame quenching occurs when
the turbulent burning velocity, or overall volumetric burning rate, approaches its maximum value. Chan et al.
[5] observed that local, or partial quenching, took place when K, was approximately 1. In the present
investigation, Kt is estimated to be approximately 0.8, where u' = vfas = 600 m/s, 8 = 0.2 mm, L ~ 19 mm, and
S, = 7.4 m/s [12]. Although K, was not varied systematically in the present study, a turbulent How having a Kt

value of approximately unity can be expected to cause partial quenching of the mixture. Furthermore,
photographic records in the present investigation clearly indicate that for short induction lead times the turbulent
flame-jet was partially quenched.

In the previous investigation |5], burning in a confined two-dimensional vortex was examined and it was
shown that an expanding flame kernel could be partial quenched because of non-uniform flow within a vortex.
The partial quenching and subsequent turbulent mixing of hot combustion products with unburnt gas formed a
sensitized region in the vortex. After a certain induction time, a local explosion occurred in the sensitized
region and blast waves were formed. The strength of the blast wave was dependent on the size of the sensitized
region and the mixture sensitivity. Based on those results, it was speculated that partial quenching can cause an
increase in the rate of burning and hence, the energy release rate. That is, partial quenching can cause an
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increase in the rate of energy release that cannot be obtained by flame folding and enhanced heat and mass
transport alone.

Results from the present investigation further demonstrate that an expanding flame kernel can be partially
quenched by turbulence. It was observed that a local explosion and the formation of blast waves only occurred
when the expanding flame kernel was partially quenched. On the basis of these results, it is believed that partial
quenching of a turbulent flame-jet can create local sensitized regions in a gas mixture by mixing the hot
combustion products with the unburnt gases. This causes an overall reduction in the instantaneous burning rate.
The subsequent re-ignition of these sensitized regions, however, can result in very high volumetric burning rates
capable of generating blast waves. The energy release rate is very large in comparison to that associated with
turbulent flame propagation. This can be interpreted as a "time focussing effect" of turbulence on the
combustion process. Partial quenching, or the negative aspects of turbulence, results in focussing the energy that
is released in the combustion process into a very small period of time, as shown in Figure 13. As the turbulence
level in a reactive flow is increased, turbulent enhanced burning takes place and the overall burning rate is
increased. At some critical level of turbulent intensity, local, or partial, quenching of the reaction zone occurs.
Re-ignition of the sensitized regions, formed by the partial quenching and turbulent mixing, cause a very high
burning rate over a short period of time. This high rate of energy release, or local explosion, is capable of
producing strong blast waves, which is the essential step in deflagration to detonation transition. Since partial
quenching lead to the local explosion, a quenching criteria can be used as a necessary condition for deflagration
to detonation transition.

6. SUMMARY

The interaction of a turbulent jet with an expanding flame kernel was examined using spark-schlieren
photography and piezo-electric pressure transducers. Results indicate that an expanding flame kernel can be
locally, or partially, quenched as a result of the turbulence induced in the formation of a turbulent jet. The
mixing of hot combustion products, containing reactive species, with the cold unburnt gas can create sensitized
regions within the mixture. The subsequent re-ignition of these sensitized regions results in focussing the energy
released into a very short period of time, causing very high burning rates and the generation of blast waves.
This is commonly referred to as a local explosion. The blast waves generated from such a local explosion can
have strengths similar to those produced in constant-volume combustion. In some experiments, the blast waves
developed into detonation waves.

Results from the present investigation also indicate that a local explosion can only occur if there is partial
quenching in the turbulent flow field. Since a local explosion is a necessary step in the deflagration to
detonation transition, it is possible to use quenching conditions as criteria for transition. Partial quenching only
occurs when the ratio of the characteristic chemical reaction and fluid dynamic time scales, represented by the
Karlovilz-Kovaszney factor, approaches unity. By equating these characteristic time scales, a set of critical
turbulent parameters can be obtained for a given mixture. It is then possible to establish the necessary conditions
for deflagration to detonation transition for a given combustible mixture, in terms of fundamental turbulent
parameters such as turbulence intensities and length scales. This demonstrates that flame quenching, or the
negative aspects of turbulence, play an important role in deflagration to detonation transition.
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Figure 6: Schlicren pholographs of the interaction of the turbulent jet and a large flame kernel. (xK.,d = 340 us)
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Figure 10: Schlieren photograph of turbulent flame-jet from experiment exlO31_5. (T,cad = 340 us)
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Figure 11: Schlieren photograph of turbulent flame-jet from experiment exlO31_7. (xlead = 13 |is)
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Abstract

The publication of Regulatory Policy Statement R-7 in February 1991 by the Atomic Energy Control Board
imposes new requirements for the isolation of fluid piping penetrating the containment boundary. The
Appendix of R- 7 describes the detailed requirements for metal extensions of the containment envelope,
including the code classification of the pressure retaining portions and isolation requirements for fluid piping
and tubing. The application of these new requirements to the existing CANDU 6 design resulted in a number
of design changes, including the addition of manual and automatic isolation valves, changes in code
classification, and leakage monitoring considerations.

Introduction

The puhlication of Regulatory Policy Statement R-7 by the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) in
February 1991 imposes new requirements on future CANDU plants for the isolation of fluid piping
penetrating the containment boundary. This paper discusses the changes made to the CANDU 6 design to
satisfy the AECB R-7 requirements.

Isolation Requirements

The containment isolation requirements included in the Appendix of the AECB R-7 document (Reference 1)
arc written in terms of three types of penetrations, for which the main requirements are described below:

1. Penetrations that arc connected to the primary heat transport system.
These penetrations require two normally closed isolation valves in series, one inside the
containment structure and one outside (both inside or both outside may also be acceptable). For
penetrations which may be open during normal station operation, at least one of the valves must
be automatically closing or a powered isolation valve operable from the control room. A check
valve inside the containment structure may be used as one of the two valves. One closed isolation
valve is acceptable for lines 25 mm nominal diameter or less, when connected to an easily
defined closed system outside containment. The penetration, up to and including the isolation
valves, must satisfy CAN/CSA N285.O, Class 1 requirements.

2. Penetrations for systems directly connected to the containment atmosphere.
These penetrations require two closed or automatically closing valves in series, or one closed
valve for lines of 50 mm nominal diameter or less. The penetration, up to and including the
isolation valves, must satisfy CAN/CSA N285.0, Class 2 requirements.

3. Penetrations for closed systems (i.e. those which form an enclosed volume or closed loop inside
or outside the containment structure).
Closed systems which satisfy the requirements of Class 2 and are continuously monitored for
leaks need no further isolation. All others must be provided with a single isolation valve on each
line penetrating containment (valves used for process purposes may also be isolation valves).
Closed systems inside the containment structure may be constructed to a non-nuclear design



standard (CSA B51, which applies ASME/ANSI B31.1 for piping), if they have a design
pressure greater than 0.5 MPa(g), an operating pressure above the containment design pressure,
and are monitored for leaks.

Penetrations for small lines.
For each of the three types of penetrations described above, "crimping" is an acceptable method
of isolation for ductile piping of small bore (i.e. tubing of 3/4 inch nominal pipe size or less), but
details of each application must be submitted to the regulatory agency for approval (crimping is
the pinching together of the tube using a tool or clamp, so that flow through the tube is not
possible).

Application of AECB R-7

To assist designers in the consistent interpretation and application of the AECB R-7 requirements, a safety
design guide was prepared, in which different isolation arrangements were presented in terms of figures.
These figures, shown as Figures 1 to 3 in this paper, provide a reference for designers to quickly understand
the intent of the requirements, and form abasis for discussions of the complexities of individual cases. They
provide an interpretation of the AECB R-7 requirements, and define the extent of seismic qualification of
the boundary for the Design Basis Earthquake (DBE). These requirements are also reflected, in more general
terms in the standard for containment components, CAN/CSA N285.3-88 (R eference 2).

Penetrations connected to heat transport system

For penetrations connected to the primary heat transport system and passing through the containment
boundary (see Figure 3), the R-7 requirements resulted in few design changes. These penetrations include
the hydrogen addition lines, small nitrogen supply lines, the emergency core cooling lines, and a number of
small sampling lines. The only changes were to some of the sampling lines (under 25 mm diameter) which
are open during normal plant operation, to which were added single automatically closing valves (see
Table 2). For these small lines, this arrangement is considered to satisfy the requirement represented by
Figures 3(c) and 3(d), where the single isolating valve requirement is established by the automatically closing
valves. Those lines with manual valves which are normally closed, but opened infrequently during plant
operation, were also considered to satisfy the AECB R-7 requirement.

Penetrations connected to containment atmosphere

For penetrations normally open to the containment atmosphere (see Figure 1), the isolation was not changed
compared to previous plants. These penetrations are automatically closed on a signal from the containment
isolation system on detection of high containment pressure or high levels of radiation within the containment
structure. These penetrations, and their two automatically closing valves, are listed in Table 1. The isolation
valves for the resin handling system were duplicated (included in Table 2), due to a more conservative
interpretation of the containment boundary existing during resin transfer. Similarly, another valve was also
added to the valve interspace vent line, which vents the interspace between two closed isolation valves for
(he emergency water system. A new system open to the containment atmosphere, the post-LOCA instrument
air system, was added to the plant design to minimize containment pressure due to leakage of compressed
air from the instrument air system during a LOC A. It is located outside the containment structure due to space
limitations inside the reactor building, but obtains its air supply from inside containment. Therefore, this
system remains open to the containment atmosphere during a loss of coolant accident, and must be equipped
with automatically closing valves to satisfy Figure 1 (a). These are are not, however, actuated by the
containment isolation system, but by a radiation detector in the area of the closed system outside the
containment structure. Should the pressure boundary of the system fail during operation, the signal from the
radiation detector will automatically close the isolation valves on the inlet and outlet lines. This allows the



pressure boundary components to be constructed to a lower code class, and avoids the extreme cost of
constructing the entire system ouside the containment structure to Class 2 standards.

Penetrations for closed systems

The isolation requirements for the closed systems (see Figure 2) resulted in the most substantial changes
compared to previous C ANDU plants. The isolation of closed systems on previous plants generally consisted
of a single manual valve, with the valve and piping up to the seal plate at the penetration built to Class 2
standards and seismically qualified. Closed systems inside and outside the containment structure were
designed to Class 6 standards (Reference 3) to withstand the containment design pressure. The rationale was
that the closed system would form the containment boundary, and that operating staff could close the valve
at a convenient time after an accident if there was any leakage through the pressure boundary. Several of these
systems perform a safety function which must continue after an accident, precluding the use of automatic
isolation. However, due to the new R-7 requirements that closed systems outside the reactor building must
be constructed to Class 2 standards, and that those inside the containment structure must operate at or above
the containment design pressure and be monitored for leaks, additional isolation valves were needed.

Some of the closed systems could not be economically redesigned to satisfy the new AECB R-7 requirements,
particularly the requirement for leak monitoring for systems inside the containment structure, or alternatively,
the requirement for a Class 2 pressure boundary outside the containment structure. For some of these
situations, the system was assumed to be open to the containment atmosphere and a pair of automatically
closing valves were added outside the containment structure. The valves added include those listed in
Table 2, except for the PHT sampling valves, the resin transfer system valves, and the emergency water
system valve described above. It is noted that, even though these systems are equipped with automatic
isolation valves, they are systems having an closed pressure boundary and do not represent a direct path out
of containment should containment isolation fail.

Other closed systems inside the containment structure that could not be automatically isolated nor practically
upgraded to Class 2 to satisfy the requirements of Figure 2 (a), were designed to satisfy the requirements of
Figure 2 (b), with a Class 6 classification and satisfying the leak monitoring, design pressure, and operating
pressure requirements. An example of this type of system is the recirculated cooling water system which
could not be automatically isolated because it performs a safety function during accident conditions. For
these systems, the leak monitoring requirement was satisfied in a variety of ways, such as level indications
on head tanks, monitoring of makeup frequency, beetle indications, or increased vapour recovery indications.

The fuelling machine pressure boundary, while attached to the discharge port, was designed as a closed
containment boundary on previous plants, with a limited leakage rate allowed into the spent fuel transfer bay
through the vent piping. The spent fuel transfer bay is backed up by a water lock as the containment boundary.
However, the water lock is not designed for full containment pressure, and can be disabled by a high leakage
rate through the fuelling machine. The loss of dousing requirement imposed by AECB R-7 results in a high
containment pressure over a longer time period than previously, and results in additional isolation of the vent
lines being needed to reduce the leakage rate. This presented some problems for the normal operation of the
fuel discharge system, so instead, a containment gate was added to the spent fuel transfer canal at the reactor
building wall. This is closed should a loss of coolant accident occur, and eliminates the fuelling machine
as a containment boundary while it is attached to the spent fuel transfer port, and additional isolation valves
on the vent lines were not necessary.

Penetrations for systems which must continue to operate

In this first application of the AECB R-7 requirements, there seemed to be some lack of flexibility for systems
that must continue to perform safety functions after an accident condition. For example, the moderator cover
gas system is a closed system for most events, but for events which cause rupture of the calandria rupture



disks or for in-core loss of coolant accidents, it becomes open to the containment atmosphere in the accident
condition. To maintain the maximum moderator subcooling capability for some events, it is preferred to
maintain the helium How to the moderator. However, the AECB R-7 requirements (see Figure 1) dictate
automatic isolation of the line, as it may be directly connected to the containment atmosphere during an event.
The helium is supplied by bottles outside the containment structure, which cannot be designed to Class 2
requirements because they are commercially supplied, but are designed for very high pressure. An exception
was identified in this case to maintain the safety function, based on the capability of the pressure boundary
outside the containment structure to withstand the containment pressure and valves which prevent backflow
to the bottles once the helium is exhausted. In another example, the end shield cooling system is closed to
the containment atmosphere, except for a small vent line and rupture disks which could potentially fail during
reactor building pressurization. The AECB R-7 requirements for automatically closing valves (for a system
open to the containment atmosphere during accident conditions) would conflict with the safety requirement
for continued cooling of the end shields, particularly for severe accident cases where other forms of cooling
may have failed. Testing of the valves during normal reactor operation, to demonstrate the availability of
the containment isolation system, would cause temperature transients, potentially leading to a reactor
stepback and resulting in economic penalties. To resolve this problem, valves manually actuated from the
main control room, backed up by check valves inside the reactor building were used to provide isolation.
This type of isolation is similar in function to that for a line connected to the primary heat transport system
(see Figure 3 (a)).

Isolation of instrument tubing

Instrument tubing which penetrates the containment structure has typically not been provided with isolation
valves at the containment boundary in previous CANDU plants . For these small tubing lines, which are
typically 3/8 inch in size, such valves would introduce design and safety issues such as potential leakage
paths, potential for blockages, additional supports, and additional layout space. These issues become
particularly significant for large numbers of tubes. The traditional design approach for CANDU plants has
been to avoid using an isolation valve in these tubing lines. The tubing itself is designed to withstand
pressures far higher than the containment design pressure and represents a superior containment boundary,
compared to tubing equipped with Class 2 valves. Also, an instrument isolation valve normally exists at the
instrument location. To satisfy the R-7 requirement for isolation, a "crimping" point is provided near the
containment entry point. As noted previously, crimping is simply a method of closing off the tubing How
path by deforming the tube with a tool or clamp. This would permit the line to be isolated, should a leak at
the instrument develop during an accident condition. Crimping rules are provided in the AECB R-7
document. Sufficient redundancy of tubing exists so that post accident monitoring and control functions are
not affected. The tubing material, instrument isolating valves, and instruments are constructed to high quality
standards to ensure that leaks are minimized, so the probability of a leak occurring during an accident is very
low.

Summary

The application of the new AECB R-7 requirements to an existing design represented a major effort. Over
200 penetrations were individually examined. The number of automatically closing isolation valves were
more than doubled, and a number of manual isolation valves were also added. A number of changes were
made to closed systems forming part of the containment boundary, due to the more extensive application of
the Class 2 code classification, leakage monitoring, and changes to the method of isolation. In the discussion
above, only the more important examples addressed during the design phase of the project are described, and
are generally representative of the large number of detailed changes that were incorporated.
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Table 1: List of Automatic Isolation Valves on Previous CANDU 6 Plants

Number of valves

4

4

4

2

4

4

2

2

2

2

2

System

D2O Vapour Recovery

D2O Vapour Recovery

D2O Vapour Recovery

D2O Vapour Recovery

Reactor Building Ventilation

Reactor Building Ventilation

R/B Active Drainage

Spent Fuel Transfer

D2O Supply System

Resin Transfer System

Tritium Monitoring

Valve Size (NPS)

18

30

16

1

30

12

3

6

2.5

1.5

1

Table 2: List of Additional Automatic Isolation Valves for CANDU 6 Plants

Number of valves

4

2

2

2

2

2

4

2

4

1

2

2

4

1

System

Off-gas Management

Demineralizcd Water

Fire Protection

Breathing Air

Plant Service Air

Moderator D2O Collection

PHT Deut/Dcdcut

Nitrogen Addition

PHT D2O Sampling

PHT D2O Sampling

PHT D2O Collection

Resin Transfer

Moderator Purification

Emergency Water System

Valve Size (NPS)

1

3

6

2.5

2.5

1

1/2

2

3/8

1/2

3/4

1.5

3

3/4



1. Systems Open to the Containment Atmosphere

1 (a): Two Automatically Closing Valves

1 (b): Two Closed Valves

Class 2 •
- DBE *

Containment
boundary (typical)

Inside
Containment

(One or both valves
may also be inside
containment)

Inside
Containment

(One or both valves
may also be inside
containment)

1 (c): One Closed Valve

Diameter 50 mm
or less

Closed System

—*• Class 2
k— DBE "

Inside Containment

Closed system
under normal
conditions

Class 6

1 (d) : No Isolation Valve

Closed system operates above
containment design pressure,
monitored for leaks

Closed System

Class 2-
- DBE -

Inside Containment

1 (c): Instrument Lines (tubing 19 mm (3/4 inch) and smaller)

Valve may he omitted if
crimping rules satisfied

Instrument l ^^v l "

DBE

Class 2•

Inside Containment

Figures: Typical Containment Penetrations



2. Systems Closed to the Containment Atmosphere

2 (a) No Isolation Valve

Valve needed only if not
monitored for leaksr leaks \

—X

Class 6

2 (b) One Isolation Valve

-DBE-

Closed system operates above
containment design pressure,
monitored for leaks

losed System

Inside Containment
h Class 2

DBE-

Closed system design pressure > 500 kPa(g),
operates above containment design pressure,
monitored for leaks

Closed System

Inside Containment

alternative

Class 6

DBE —

3. Systems Connected to the Heat Transport System

3 (a) Open Isolation Valves
Manual valve operable from control
room, or auto closing valve

(i)

Class 6

—x-
• Class 1

DBE-

Inside Containment

Heat Transport
System

(ii)

—X-

Class 6

—•" Class 1
"• DBE-

Inside Containment

•Of- Heat Transport
System

Figures: Typical Containment Penetrations



3. Systems Connected to the Heat Transport System (cont'd)

3 (b) Closed Isolation Valves
Inside Containment

Class 6

Heat Transport
System

*- Class 1
•DBE —'

(alternative)

Inside Containment

•X- •Of-

Class 6

Heat Transport
System

Class 1 f i
DBE —

(alternative)

DBE-

3 (c) Small Lines (25 mm diameter or less)

Closed
System

Class 6

Inside Containment

DBE-

Heat Transport
System

Class 1

Class 1 or 2

3 (d) Instrument Lines (tubing 19mm 3/4 inch and smaller)

Valve may he omitted if
crimping rules satisfied

Instrument

\

>

Inside Containment

Heat Transport
System

Class 1-

-*. DBE

Figures: Typical Containment Penetrations
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MODELLING OF REACTOR AIR-COOLING EQUIPMENT UNDER ACCIDENT
\ CONDITIONS.

Sunil Nijhawan
Mir Consulting Inc.
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Toronto, Ont. M6B 3K3

Air-coolers are used as process and safety systems in containments of nuclear power plants. They
are designed with comfortable margins and redundancy. Typically, they are operated to maintain the
desired air temperature in their return air stream by modulating the cooling water flow.

In accident situations, the air cooler heat removal capacity can substantially increase under
conditions of high moisture content in the atmosphere. Cooler performance is not crucial in short
term since the plants have other effective pressure suppression systems (e.g. vacuum or dousing).
Only in later stages of accidents the coolers may not only become the dominant heat sink but they
are also important for scrubbing suspended fission product aerosols from the containment
atmosphere. An ability to produce best estimates of the air cooling equipment thermal loads is
essential for predictions of boundary conditions used for the environmental qualifications of the
nuclear plant equipment. This capability is also needed for realistic assessments of accidents.

This paper describes an analytical methodology for prediction of heat and fission product removal
capacity of an air cooler under a wide range of local environments. It can be used to interface with
larger safety analysis codes, or as a self-standing tool. Since prediction of condensation rates from
air streams with varying compositions of steam and non-condensibles cannot avoid some
uncertainties, the model is designed to be flexible and allow parametric analyses. A number of
correlations and various analytical choices are available to the user.

The stand-alone code AIRCOOL is described in this paper. It models the thermal response for
finned tube and plate air coolers. The predictions are compared against available data for various air
coolers. In addition to equipment specific geometric parameters, major independent variables are
the air composition, air temperature and the cooling water flow and temperature. Various
phenomena such as potential flooding of finned surfaces and effect of fouling are examined.
Methods of obtaining important geometric parameters from cooler drawings are demonstrated.
Sensitivity analysis to a host of condensation models, and presence of additional non-condensable
gases such as H2 is performed. The analytical methods assembled and employed in this study can
be adapted to assess behaviour of a variety of coolers.
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SUMMARY CA9700754

CANDU containment structures are designed to achieve a low leakage rate to ensure
the safety of personnel living in the vicinity of the nuclear power plant. All components of CANDU
containment structures are designed to achieve a low leakage rate throughout the service life of the
nuclear facility. This paper discusses the design and construction aspects which must be considered
in minimizing the leakage through CANDU containment structures. Specifically, design features of
the containment staicture and containment penetrations are discussed to illustrate how the required
containment performance against leakage is achieved.

Containment systems of a nuclear power plant are the ultimate barrier for preventing
the escape of radioactive materials produced during normal operation and for retaining radioactive
materials released during a postulated accident. One of the main elements of a containment system
is an effective and properly engineered leak-tight containment structure which encloses the reactor
and other systems. In CANDU containment structures, leak-tightness is achieved primarily through
the use of a rigid liner (steel or epoxy) located at the interior face of a reinforced or pre-stressed
concrete containment structure. Additionally, penetrations (air locks, piping and electrical
penetrations) are properly engineered to achieve a low design leakage rate.

The selection of a liner is a primary consideration for the minimisation of leakage.
For CANDU 6 containment structures, a rigid epoxy liner has been used with a pre-stressed concrete
containment structure. The epoxy liner has limited elasticity and ability to bridge cracks. The epoxy
liner is subject to stringent air leakage rate testing requirements and material environmental
qualification requirements. The pre-stressed concrete containment structure is designed with
stringent measures for crack control to ensure a crack-free structure to limit the leakage within
acceptable limits. Reported performance of this system has been good to excellent and containment
leakage rate tests have shown that acceptable leakage rates are easily achievable. Most recently, the
epoxy liner/pre-stressed concrete system has been used at the CANDU 6 units in South Korea and
Romania.

For the containment structures of the CANDU 3 and CANDU 9 nuclear power plants
currently under development, a steel liner located at the interior face of a reinforced concrete
containment staicture will be used. The steel liner will be rigidly attached to the concrete with shear
connectors. This system is being used to provide a leak-tight barrier and to facilitate the construction
of the containment structure by serving as formwork and reducing the required construction time.
The steel liner system has a long and proven service record for maintaining a very low leakage rate
in containment structures world wide. A critical part of the steel liner system are those liner welds
which contribute to the leak-tight integrity of the containment boundary by performing a sealing
function. For CANDU 3 and CANDU 9, these welds shall be subject to examination in accordance
with established practice. The design of the shear connectors and design of the liner around the
penetrations also requires careful consideration to ensure that a leak-tight barrier is provided.



Another major aspect which must be considered in minimizing the leakage through
a CANDU containment structure is the design of the penetrations which pass through the
containment boundary. Penetrations are devices or components which allow electrical cables or
process piping to pass through an aperture in the containment boundary while maintaining the leak
tightness and integrity of that boundary. Piping which passes through containment are provided with
isolation devices which complete the leak-tightness of the containment boundary. In future CANDU
designs, the number of penetrations will be minimized to reduce the number of potential leakage
sources.

For CANDU containments, the penetration assemblies are designed and
manufactured to survive the nuclear plant's most severe postulated design basis event while
maintaining containment integrity. The penetration assemblies must not leak in excess of the
specified leak rate at the maximum containment structure design pressure. To ensure that design
leakage rates of penetrations are met, CANDU penetrations assemblies are of a proven design and
meet international standards and practices. For CANDU 3 and CANDU 9, incorporation of testable
penetrations separate from containment structure leakage tests is being considered. This will permit
local leakage rate testing of all penetrations for improved monitoring of the potential leakage
sources.

For major CANDU containment penetrations such as airlocks and equipment hatch,
additional requirements for design, construction and testing are specified. These components
provide access to the interior of the containment structure while limiting the leakage of radioactive
materials. Added attention is given to the design of airlocks and airlock components including
equipment hatch, airlock doors and windows, airlock door seals and bellows for maximum leak
tightness and to ensure that the design leakage rate of the airlock is not exceeded through testing of
the airlock independent of the containment structure. Also, airlock seals are subject to stringent
design requirements.

Consideration of all the components of the containment boundary is required to fully
account for the factors affecting containment structure leakage. Interrelationship between the
components must be considered such as between the liner and penetrations or between the liner and
concrete structure. In general, all components of the containment leak integrity boundary for
CANDU containments utilize proven systems, materials and concepts to ensure that a containment
structure with a low leakage rate throughout the service life of the nuclear facility is achieved.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a software application tool for the initial specification and maintenance of
the thousands of alarms in nuclear and other process control plants. The software program is
used by system designers and maintainers to analyze, characterize, record and maintain the alarm
information and configuration decisions for an alarm system. The tool provides a comprehensive
design and information handling environment for:

• the existing alarm functions in current CANDU plants,

• the new alarm processing and presentation concepts developed under CANDU Owners
Group (COG) sponsorship that are available to be applied to existing CANDU plants on
a retrofit basis, and

• the alarm functions to be implemented in new CANDU plants.

BACKGROUND

CANDU plants employ a computer-based alarm system to alert operating staff to abnormal
conditions and changes in state as a result of the automatic responses of the control system. In
current plants, the main alarm system is implemented as part of the digital control computer
software. Each of these alarm systems contain a database of several thousand alarms that
provide coverage for all plant safety and power production functions.

Over a station's life, there is a continual need to make changes to the alarm system to improve on
the existing or add new alarm functionality to better meet operator needs. The impetus for
change can be as a result of several factors, for example:

• increased production targets (e.g., tightening of operating margins),

• improvements to station operational practices (e.g., addition of new alarms to provide
operators with better support for procedures), and

• compliance with evolving regulatory requirements.



Some of these improvements can be implemented by changes to the information in the alarm
system database alone (e.g, adjustment in an alarm threshold). Other improvements require
changes or additions to the alarm system functionality as well as changes to the information in
the alarm system database. In such cases, extensive changes to the alarm database structure and
entries can be required.

AECL in partnership with CANDU utility staff, have developed several improvements for
CANDU alarm systems 1>2,3 under COG sponsorship. A prototype system, called the
CANDU Annunciation Message List System (CAMLS), has been developed to demonstrate and
evaluate the proposed improvements. CAMLS introduces several new alarm system functions,
namely:

• dynamic reprioritization of alarms based on plant operating conditions,

• cause-consequence conditioning of alarms to improve relevance,

• combination of similar or channelized alarms into a single summary alarm,

• generation of alarms identifying the failure of expected automatic actions,

• separate presentation of alarms identifying problems in the plant from those identifying
only non-problematic changes in state, and

• organization of the presentation of fault alarms by order of importance.

The operational benefits of the CAMLS annunciation concepts have been proven in simulator
based evaluations at the Point Lepreau Generating Station. In comparison to the current plant
annunciation, CAMLS significantly improves operators':

• awareness of plant state,

• probability of detecting significant alarms and problems,

• probability of detecting alarms and problems independent of the primary or initial upset,

• confirmation of the cause of a trip,

identification of the cause of an upset,

• access to alarm response procedures and other alarm reference information, and

• overall performance through reduced demands on short term memory and the need to
interact with the annunciation system.

To support the implementation of the CAMLS improvements, several changes and additions
must be made to alarm information contained in the alarm system database. During the course of
the CAMLS development program, it became apparent that a key to realizing the benefits of any
improvements in existing plants or in a new plant design would be the availability of an effective
tool to support the analysis and categorization of alarm and related information.



THE ALARM SYSTEM DESIGN TASK

The implementation of alarm system changes and improvements requires the incorporation of
station specific rules, strategies, and guidelines for classifying, prioritizing, and conditioning
alarms to be entered into the alarm system database and/or alarm processing program. This
information is collected from the station's operating policies and principles, design
documentation, emergency operating philosophy and procedures, operating manuals, and from
station staff experienced in both safety and production activities. This is a design task and the
effort to analyze and record the alarm design decisions for all plant alarms must be practical,
manageable, and not too costly relative to the potential operational benefits.

While it may be possible to manage this design task manually, the large amount of information
that needs to be analyzed, consulted, recorded, and reviewed for consensus between several
experts makes conventional manual and paper-based management of the information labour
intensive, time consuming, and prone to error. Utility staff have stated that they have been
reluctant to pursue alarm system improvements due the perceived large and time consuming
effort to analyze, record and manage the information for the several thousand alarms in the plant.

BENEFITS OF AN ALARM ANALYSIS TOOL

With utility and design staff expressing considerable interest in alarm system improvements,
AECL undertook the development of a software tool to assist alarm system designers and
maintainers. The software application is called the CANDU Alarm Analysis Tool (CAAT) and
is being developed to:

• reduce by one half the effort required to initially implement and commission alarm system
improvements,

• improve the operational relevance, consistency and accuracy of station alarm information,

• record the basis for alarm related decisions, and

• make day-to-day maintenance of the alarm database more cost-effective.

The CAAT achieves these benefits by:

• enabling utility users to customize the application via configuration menus and design rule
entry to specify the station rules to be followed for alarm database definition (e.g.,
priority assignment rules),

• presenting a framework for making alarm design decisions that promotes an operations
perspective, as well as consistency and completeness of alarm database entries (e.g., each
alarm should be examined for operational relevance in each plant operating region),

• storing both the design rules and the results of their application within a common
database so that the effects of changes to design rules on the alarm database can be
consistently applied and immediately observable,



• substantially simplifying information recording and searching tasks by automating the
repetitive and labour-intensive task aspects in comparison to conventional paper-based
methods,

• providing electronic access via plant information system servers to the supporting
information to assist with making specific design decisions (e.g., alarm response
procedures, historical plant parameter and annunciation logs), and

• enabling the electronic comparison of design decisions among multiple station analysts to
determine overall alarm database consistency and identify outstanding discrepancies.

In performing analysis and design tasks, the CAAT assists users in accessing, sorting and
recording relevant information, design rules, decisions, and provides reports in support of system
maintenance, analysis of design changes, or regulatory inquiry.

The core functional requirements for the CAAT are generic and thus applicable to any nuclear
plant and other process control industries. It is already being used to support the analysis and
management of alarm information for three CANDU plants to support the demonstration and
validation of CAMLS alarm improvements.

TOOL FUNCTIONALITY

CAAT provides a computer-based design environment for performing analysis, design and
review tasks associated with the alarm database for a CANDU plant. It assists users in
accessing, sorting and recording relevant information, design rules, decisions, and provides reports
in support of system maintenance, analysis of design changes, or regulatory inquiry. CAAT
supports the recording, tracking and review of design decisions concerning specification of:

• plant modes (i.e., plant operating regions) and supporting parameters within which to
define alarm relevance and priorities,

• plant alarms including the:

- condition and threshold(s) that define when the alarm should be generated,

type of alarm (i.e., fault or status),

format and contents of alarm message text, and

relevance of the alarm for each operating mode (i.e., plant operating state),

• appropriate priorities for each alarm in each relevant operating mode (i.e., dynamic
prioritization),

• situations under which individual or groups of alarms are suppressed (i.e., conditioning),

• situations where several similar alarms can be combined into a single message for
presentation (i.e., coalescing),

• alarms that alert operators to expected conditions that fail occur (i.e., expected-but-not-
occurred alarms), and

• supporting alarm details including:



source instrumentation references,

flowsheet references,

- group affiliations (i.e., system, parameter group, function), and

- response procedures.

CAAT supports tasks associated with both specification of the information for an alarm system
and the transfer of the information to alarm databases of operational alarm systems.

Alarm Database Specification

Development of an alarm database involves two types of developer tasks. The first task (i.e.,
criteria definition) defines the database structure (e.g., names and number of plant modes). This
activity establishes the database architecture and selection options for specific information
categories. The second task involves entering information into a database for individual and
groups of alarms or related supporting information.

CAAT enables a developer to look at alarm information in several ways to support the work
approach chosen, for example information can be grouped to view:

• all information with respect to an individual alarm,

• all alarms with respect to a specific alarm category,

• the priorities for each relevant mode for an alarm,

• all alarms with respect to a specific conditioning or expected-but-not-occurred initiating
trigger,

• all groups of alarms that are replaced by a single coalesced alarm,

• alarms judged not be relevant for a specific plant mode, and

• all alarms with respect to an operating manual or procedure.

In addition, the following facilities are provided to support developers in establishing operational
relevance, completeness and accuracy of alarm entries:

• selection of alarm entries from predefined lists of possible values to simplify the manual
task of database entry and promote database integrity,

• the use of text fields to record the rationale for specific alarm information choices,

• search of the alarm database to identify alarms with similar specified properties,

• copying of database information for one alarm to new entries for similar alarms to
facilitate working on multiple related alarms simultaneously,

• comparison of database entries for specified alarms, and

• indication of database completion for each type of information stored.



CAAT provides the ability to track different versions of the same database and support
development of multiple annunciation databases to meet the needs of developers and maintainers
at multi-unit stations. More specifically, it permits developers to:

define a name for each alarm database,

create a new version of a database once a user completes a modification session,

permit a user to select which database version to work with (e.g., rollback the database to
a past configuration),

maintain a record of the names and database users and the times when a database is
modified and the reasons for the change, and

- permit only one user to make modifications to a database version at one time.

Alarm Database Use

The CAAT database contains information to support existing CANDU annunciation systems as
well as the CAMLS annunciation improvements developed under COG sponsorship. Once the
information for an alarm system is created, it can be downloaded directly to a specific
annunciation system for use. The initial CAAT implementation provides the capability to
download annunciation information directly to an annunciation system incorporating the
CAMLS improvements. The capability to download alarm database information into existing
CANDU Digital Control Computer (DCC) annunciation software modules has not been
implemented. The need for such a capability will be established as part of annunciation retrofit
discussions with specific stations.

Once an alarm database is created and used to support a fielded annunciation system, periodic
changes to the database will likely be required to accommodate changes in plant configuration,
reference material, operational practices or procedures. The same properties of the tool that
assist with initial alarm specification should support annunciation system engineers, safety
analysts, and operations staff in reviewing database entries and defining new database entries as
required.

OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

CAAT is intended for office use at CANDU stations or in design organizations. For alarm
information definition and maintenance, the tool can be used in a standalone configuration or
connected via a network LAN to station or design databases to access supporting sources of
information or print reports. When information from CAAT is required by an annunciation
system it can be downloaded by authorized station personnel to the specific system via a LAN
or serial port connection.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The system architecture used to implement CAAT is illustrated in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE.

Three application modules are used:

a user interface module that manages a user's requests to create, modify or view
database information and organizes the presentation of database information,

a relational database module that stores the alarm information, and

a network and serial communication module that enables downloading of information

from the alarm database to other systems.

CAAT was designed to operate from a Microsoft Windows 3.1 compatible computing platform
as this is a common environment for most utilities.

DEVELOPMENT STATUS

The core functionality of CAAT was developed and demonstrated during 1994. During this
development period, key functions of the tool were proven and the effectiveness of CAAT in
supporting alarm system designers was assessed through the analysis of alarms to demonstrate
and validate the CAMLS annunciation concepts. To date the tool has been used to analyze
alarms for the Darlington, Gentilly 2 and Point Lepreau Generating Stations. AECL is continuing
to work with utility and design staff to refine CAAT functionality to better meet designer and
maintainer needs.

CONCLUSIONS

AECL has developed an alarm system design tool (CAAT) that provides a computer-based
design environment for performing analysis, design and review tasks associated with the alarm
database for nuclear and other process control plants. Use of CAAT in place of conventional
approaches is expected to substantially reduce the time spent by alarm system developers to
define the information elements for a new application and result in a more consistent, better
documented and more easily licensible design.

The support concepts implemented within CAAT are expected to be essential to the cost-
effective implementation and maintenance of future CANDU annunciation improvements. For
example, several CANDU stations are considering annunciation system upgrades based on the



CAMLS concepts. In addition, AECL has adopted the CAMLS annunciation concepts for use in
future CANDU stations. It is expected that CAAT will play a key role in the implementation of
CAMLS improvements to current station alarm systems and future designs.
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ABSTRACT

Operating AECL CANDU reactors have received world-wide recognition for their exceptional plant
safety and performance record. The evolutionary design of AECL's next generation CANDU
nuclear power station, at the new AECL CANDU design centre in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, will
further enhance this performance. Plant safety and human performance improvements are major
goals for this design.

The estimated contribution of the human component to world-wide reportable Nuclear Power Plant
system failures is 70%. The emerging premise is that, it is not possible to directly observe many
of these "plant safety" related failures during stages of detailed design. Whereas traditional
Human Factors Engineering (HFE) activities have concentrated primarily on detailed design areas,
modern day HFE activities need to be broadened and assimilated into the entire design process.
Designing, in a manner which increases both human performance and plant tolerance to
inappropriate human actions, requires HFE involvement from early design stages.

Findings from the International Atomic Energy Agency are in support of these design initiatives.
They cite that a great number of abnormal events, both minor incidents and serious accidents,
are attributed to inappropriate human actions. These actions are frequently due to a lack of
awareness regarding the safety significances of plant conditions, a violation of procedures,
mis-information, inappropriate mindset, training, or insufficient skill base. To ensure plant safety,
the IAEA recommends a "defense in depth" strategy. This implies the use of a number of barriers
to prevent the occurrence of an event. Human Factors design is such a barrier. The IAEA
believes a Human Factors design program will improve the integrity of the Human Factors barrier.
They believe a Human Factors design program will result in a design which has reduced human
error, facilitates corrective human decisions, precludes incorrect human decisions, and provides
detection and defense against inappropriate human actions. The Nuclear Regulatory agencies
are also in support of a Human Factors design program and have incorporated it as a mandatory
requirement.

AECL has adopted this progressive attitude towards the widening role of HFE in the design
process for the evolutionary design of its next generation CANDU products. The Human Factors
Engineering Program Plan provides evidence of this and formally establishes an HFE defense in
depth strategy.

This paper will address the purpose of the Human Factors Engineering Program Plan (HFEPP),
the resources required, the technical program and HFE activities, and the processes and
procedures ensuring proper implementation. The HFEPP for the CANDU 3 control centre design
program will be discussed as an illustrative example.
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ABSTRACT

In 1992 a program was initiated to establish reactor noise analysis as a practical tool for plant per-
formance monitoring and system diagnostics in Ontario Hydro's CANDU reactors. Since then, various
CANDU-specific noise analysis applications have been developed and validated. The noise-based statis-
tical techniques are being successfully applied as powerful troubleshooting and diagnostic tools to a wide
variety of actual operational I&C problems. The dynamic characteristics of critical plant components,
instrumentation and processes are monitored on a regular basis. Recent applications of noise analysis
include (1) validating the dynamics of in-core flux detectors (ICFDs) and ion chambers, (2) estimating the
prompt fraction ICFDs in noise measurements at full power and in power rundown tests, (3) identifying
the cause of excessive signal fluctuations in certain flux detectors, (4) validating the dynamic coupling
between liquid zone control signals, (5) detecting and monitoring mechanical vibrations of detector tubes
induced by moderator flow, (6) estimating the dynamics and response time of RTD temperature signals,
(7) isolating the cause of RTD signal anomalies, (8) investigating the source of abnormal flow signal
behaviour, (9) estimating the overall response time of flow and pressure signals, (10) detecting coolant
boiling in fully instrumented fuel channels, (11) monitoring moderator circulation via temperature noise,
and (12) predicting the performance of shut-off rods. Some of these applications are performed on an
as-needed basis. The noise analysis program, in the Pickering-B station alone, has saved Ontario Hydro
millions of dollars during its first three years. The results of the noise analysis program have been also
reviewed by the regulator (Atomic Energy Control Board of Canada) with favorable results. The AECB
have expressed interest in Ontario Hydro further exploiting the use of noise analysis technology.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of reactor noise analysis is to monitor and assess the conditions of technological processes
and their instrumentation in the nuclear reactor in a non-intrusive passive way. This is usually performed
at steady-state operation, while the availability of the signals in their respected systems (e.i. shutdown
systems, regulating system) is not interrupted. Although reactor noise analysis techniques usually offer
an indirect way of diagnostics and require expert knowledge, often they are the only diagnostic indicators
of processes inaccessible to direct plant testing.

In 1992 an extensive program of reactor noise analysis was initiated in Ontario Hydro to develop
CANDU-specific noise-based statistical techniques for monitoring process and instrumentation dynamics,
diagnostics and early fault detection. A comprehensive "noise survey" of detector signals from the
standard instrumentation of Pickering-B, Bruce-B and Darlington units have been carried out in the past
three years at various operating conditions. Also, recommended standards and procedures for regular
station noise measurements have been developed. In these measurements the feasibility of applying noise
analysis techniques to actual operating data has been clearly demonstrated. The results indicated that
the detection and characterization of instrument and process failures, and validation of process signals
and instrument functionality can be based on the existence of certain statistical signatures derived from
the measured reactor noise signals.
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Multi-channel PC-controlled analog data acquisition hardware and signal processsing software ca-
pable of carrying out 48-channel simultaneous noise measurements have been developed and regularly
used in station noise measurements. The custom-built signal conditioning and data acquisition hardware
(isolation buffer amplifiers, filters, DC-compensators, noise amplifiers, ADC boards) are fully software-
controlled. The procedure for safely connecting analog station signals from the two shutdown safety
systems (SDS1 and SDS2), the reactor regulating system (RRS) and the fully instrumented fuel channels
(FINCH) to the noise measuring hardware has been established. Table 1 shows the typical instrumenta-
tion used in the noise analysis surveillance program in Pickering-B. Week long noise measurements can
be carried out with no interference with the normal operation of the plant. The PC-based off-line sig-
nal processing software includes FFT-based multi-channel spectral analysis, multivariate autoregressive
(MAR) modelling for cause-and-effect analysis and response time estimation, and sequential probability
ratio tests (SPRT) of MAR-based residual time series for fault detection. A newly designed portable noise
analysis system is being developed in AECL Chalk River Laboratories, which will eventually replace the
current system [1] and will transfer the technology to the stations. Application areas in which reactor
noise analysis has been successfully used are discussed in the following sections.

VALIDATING IN-CORE FLUX DETECTOR DYNAMICS

One of the most important applications of reactor noise analysis in Ontario Hydro's CANDU units
is the confirmation of the functionality and dynamic response of in-core flux detectors (ICFDs) and
their amplifiers. The validation is based on the signatures of intersignal spectral functions characterizing
the statistical coupling between detector signal fluctuations measured simultaneously. The first in-core
neutron flux noise measurements in Ontario Hydro's power plants at full-power operation were performed
in early 1992 at Units 6, 7 and 8 of Pickering-B [2]. Further in-core neutron noise measurements were
carried out in all units of Darlington and Pickering-B and in two units of Bruce-B between 1992 and
1995. Noise signals from regular in-service and spare ICFDs (self-powered flux detectors with Platinum,
Inconel or Vanadium emitters) of SDS1, SDS2, RRS and Flux Mapping systems were measured at full-
power normal operation before scheduled reactor outages. The results showed that neutron noise signals
contained process related dynamic information in the frequency range of 0-10 Hz. This indicates that the
detectors are "alive" and capable of following the small but fast fluctuations in the neutron flux around
its static value, even after 12 years of continuous service in the Pickering-B units.

In Pickering-B periodic and systematic noise measurements of all in-core flux detectors used in the
shutdown systems and the reactor regulating system are carried out in on a regular basis to confirm that
the detectors meet their transient response requirements. The statistical noise signatures characterizing
the normal detectors were learned for all vertical and horizontal detectors, regular and spare detectors
in all reactor units. A large database of signatures has been established in terms of auto power spectral
density (APSD), coherence and phase functions, and MAR-models of detector noise signals. Abnormal
signatures indicating the degradation of detectors/instrumentation dynamics can be readily identified. In
1992 one of the in-core flux detectors of RRS channel B in Pickering-B Unit 6 was identified as degraded
based on its unusual noise characteristics and low coherence with other ICFD noise signals. The same
detector was found to be degraded in the subsequent reactor rundown test as well. In 1994, two more
detectors were found to have degraded dynamics through the noise analysis surveillance program. Based
on the noise analysis results, the detectors have been declared failed by the station's engineering staff.
In other cases, detectors previously declared to be unavailable, were validated by noise analysis and put
back in service. Also, in-core flux detectors with low insulation resistance (< 100 kOhm) were confirmed
to be still operational.

Multi-channel measurements of ICFD and ion chamber noise signals are also used to estimate the
relative prompt fraction of ICFDs. The noise-based estimation of ICFD relative prompt fractions can be
calibrated either to the absolute prompt fraction of ICFDs derived from a subsequent reactor rundown
test (SDSl-initiated reactor trip from full power), or to the ion chamber noise characteristics, assuming
in both cases that the ion chambers are 100% prompt and truely represent the global flux changes in
the core over the frequency range of interest. Figure 1 shows the normalized APSD functions of fourteen



ICFDs and an ion chamber, all used in channel A of the reactor regulating system. The noise signals
were recorded in the latest measurement in Pickering-B Unit 5 on February 24, 1995. The coherence
and phase functions of an ICFD and the ion chamber noise signals can be seen in Figure 2. The narrow
high coherence range around 0.2 Hz is used to estimate the ICFD's prompt fraction. The cause of the
apparent lack of broad-band coherence expected between ion chambers and ICFDs is under investigation.

Typically, reactor rundown tests can be performed every two years for a limited number of ICFD
detectors only. A typical set of power-rundown response curves are shown in Figure 3. The first curve is
an ion chamber response signal, while the rest shows the slower response of the ICFDs. These rundown
curves also marked the end of 894-day continuous operation of the current world record holder Pickering-
B Unit 7. Once the ICFD noise signatures are calibrated to the results of the reactor rundown test or the
ion chamber noise, changes in the prompt fraction can be detected by noise analysis any time between
rundown tests. The noise-based monitoring of detector performance can reduce the need for further
rundown tests.

MONITORING DETECTOR TUBE VIBRATIONS

Evidence of mechanical vibration of horizontal detector guide tubes has been found in the spectral
functions of certain noise signals of horizontal SDS2 and vertical SDS1/RRS ICFDs. Detectors vibrating
in an inhomogenious static flux sense virtual flux fluctuations, and the mechanical vibration is mapped
into detector current fluctuations. Increase in the vibration amplitude or possible impacting on surround-
ing calandria tubes can be detected indirectly by neutron noise analysis. The vibration of the detector
tubes, induced by the moderator flow, resulted in strong peaks in the APSD and coherence functions
of ICFD noise signals in the frequency range of 3-5 Hz. Noise signals of detectors located in the same
vibrating detector tube have high coherence and zero phase difference at the fundamental frequency of
tube vibration. Higher harmonic frequencies of the detector tube vibrations were also observed in the
ICFD noise spectral functions as smaller and narrower peaks with 180 degree phase difference. As an
example, Figure 4 shows the spectral functions of two ICFDs located in horizontal detector tube No.8
in Pickering-B Unit 5. The vibration peaks in the noise spectra at 3.8 Hz result in 100% coherence and
zero phase difference in the ICFD noise signals. The first harmonics of the tube vibration at 7.0 Hz has
a smaller coherence peak and the phase difference in the two ICFD noise signals is 180 degree at that
frequency (not shown in Figure 4). Similar spectral functions of another ICFD pair housed in horizontal
detector tube No.9 are shown in Figure 5. The in-phase vibration peak occurs at 3.7 Hz (fundamental
vibration mode).

Noise signals from detectors located in different tubes have zero coherence at the vibration frequencies
since the vibration of different tubes are not correlated, even if they had the same vibration frequency.
Such a case is shown in Figure 6 with two ICFDs from two different horizontal detectors tubes. The peaks
at 3.5 Hz and 3.2 Hz in the respective APSD functions are caused by the vibrations of detector tubes. The
wide peak centered around 1.1 Hz in the coherence functions with zero phase was found in all detector
pair combinations. This peak is typical only in the Pickering-B units. A narrow coherence peak at 0.2 Hz
with zero phase shift was also found in all detector pairs. The flux oscillation at 0.2 Hz has been observed
in all CANDU units of Ontario Hydro measured so far. It was especially dominant in Bruce-B units. The
0.2 Hz and 1.1 Hz in-phase coherence peaks represent a global reactivity fluctuation affecting signals of all
in-core flux detectors in both horizontal and vertical guide tubes. The third common component found
in Unit 5 detector noise signals is a narrow vibration peak at 2.1 Hz. In Figure 6 the phase difference
between the two detectors at the 2.1 Hz vibration frequency is close to 180 degree, a strong indication
of core internal vibration. The fact that this peak can be found in ICFDs located in different tubes
excludes the possibility of detector tube vibration as a source of flux fluctuations at that frequency. Both
the magnitude and the phase of the vibration peak exhibit a spatial dependency on detector locations.
Further analysis is being carried out to identify the source of vibration.

The APSD functions of noise signals from ICFDs located in vertical guide tubes show signs of guide
tube vibration too, although the vertical detector tubes are less susceptible to mechanical vibration. The



0.2 Hz and 1.1 Hz global in-phase fluctuations are present in the noise signals of vertical detectors too.
Also, the 2.1 Hz core internal vibration can be seen in the spectral functions of some vertical ICFDs.

By monitoring the trend of vibration peaks in the noise spectral functions of the measured detector
signals, the mechanical condition of the detector tube can be assessed based on the following simple
principles: (1) increase in the magnitude of the peak in the noise APSD indicates increasing vibration
of the detector tube, (2) shift in the location of the APSD peak indicates changes in the mechanical
conditions/support of the detector tube, (3) widening of the APSD peak indicates increasing impacting
with the surrounding structures [3]. The long term monitoring of these vibration peaks is useful for early
detection of mechanical damages in the reactor core caused by vibrations.

ESTIMATING RTD RESPONSE TIME

Noise analysis also provides a non-intrusive method for monitoring and estimating the dynamic
response of RTDs installed in the process. The technique has been applied to both thermo-well and strap-
on RTDs used in temperature measurements of moderator, reactor inlet-outlet header, channel-outlet and
FINCH fuel channels of various reactor units. Measurable and physically reasonable fluctuations of RTD
signals have been analyzed in Darlington, Pickering-B and Bruce-B units, and their noise signatures have
been learned. Based on the established noise database, RTDs with degraded dynamic response can be
identified.

Signal fluctuations of SDS1 heat transport high temperature (HTHT) RTDs were recorded in PNGS-
B Unit 8 for 15 hours with the reactor operating at full power. The objective of the noise measurement
was to estimate the response time of the newly installed RTDs and to identify possible anomalies in
the RTD signals. The RTD response time derived from the APSD of noise signals was in the range of
14-16 sec for all the SDS1 HTHT safety RTDs. The APSD functions exhibited a clear corner frequency
on log-log scale at around 1.1 x 10~2 Hz with linear attenuation. Irregular bi-level changes were found
in some of the RTD signals. Earlier noise measurements of FINCH channel RTDs, reactor inlet/outlet
header RTDs, moderator inlet/oulet RTDs and fuel channel outlet RTDs in Bruce-B and Darlington units
also showed that the temperature fluctuations sensed by the RTDs are in the frequency range below 0.5
Hz for both the thermo-well and the strap-on RTDs.

Additional RTD noise measurements in the frequency range of 0-100 Hz were carried out in Pickering-
B Unit 6 in 1993, in order to identify the source of a strong electrical noise in the SDS2 HTHT RTD
temperature signals which has already tripped the reactor once. Based on our measurements, a design
fault in the circuit of one of the ground fault detectors was positively identified as the source of signal
transients. In fact, in 1989, one of the Pickering B units tripped on high temperature. Diagnosis at the
time could not confirm the cause of the trip, but a faulty ground fault detector was suspected. Based
on the conclusive results of the 1993 Unit 6 noise measurements, a surveillance program has been put in
place at the station to monitor ground fault detector integrity. This program has already prevented a
reactor trip in 1994 (on the current world record holder for continuous production, Unit 7 at Pickering-B)
by early detection of a fault in the ground fault detector.

INVESTIGATING PRESSURE NOISE AND FLOW SIGNAL ANOMALIES

Noise analysis is being successfully used in pressure and flow measurements of the primary heat trans-
port (PHT) system too. The application includes the following areas: (1) estimating the response time
of pressure and flow transmitters and validating their dynamics, (2) identifying the resonance frequencies
of pressure sensing lines, (3) validating FINCH flow and SDS1 safety flow signals, and (4) separating
anomalies in flow from instrument noise.

Transient alarms on SDS1 Low Gross Flow (LGF) safety signals were investigated, which involved
simultaneous noise measurements of four SDS1 flow signals, two reactor inlet and two outlet header
pressure signals and seven FINCH inlet flow noise signals in the PHT system of Pickering-B Unit 6 at



full power operation. The objective was to investigate the characteristics and the root cause of the strong
signal dips detected in the SDSl LGF flow signals, and to determine whether the signal dips represented
real flow transients in the PHT system (induced by pumps or process abnormalities), or if the dips were
generated locally in the flow measuring elements/instrumentation. The spurious alarms (dipping below
90% flow) caused by the dips in the Low Gross Flow loops has been a problem on PNGS-B units for
some time. In Unit 6 the SDS1-D Low Gross Flow F4D-FT1 signal was spuriously alarming at a rate of
up to 30 times per 12-hour shift. The typical time width of a signal dip was 70 msec.

The analysis proved that the signal dips in SDS1-D signals did not represent global flow reductions in
the process. Most likely, the dips are generated locally and independently by the flow (Ap) measurement
elements (orifice plate and impulse lines). Similar flow (Ap) measurements in FINCH channels do not
show any dips, only the normal flow fluctuations. In those channels a much smoother flow element
(Venturi tube) is applied to achieve a measurable Ap signals. No reactor inlet and outlet header pressure
signals showed any dips similar to those found in SDS1-D flow signals. The fundamental frequencies and
their higher harmonics of pressure sensing line resonances were also identified in all the pressure and flow
signals as resonance peaks in the noise spectra. These peaks are well-known and are considered as normal
components of the measured noise signals. They can be separated from the effect of the random dips on
the flow noise spectra.

Fluctuations in the FINCH and SDS1-D flow signals are totally uncorrelated even if they were
connected to the same reactor inlet header. The lack of coherence can be explained by the dominance of
the independent and random dips in the SDS1-D flow signals superimposed on the normal and correlated
fluctuations of the flow signals. The occurrence of dips in SDS1-D flow signals is random, resulting in
a white noise contribution to the flow noise spectra. Also, the dips are uncorrelated between the four
SDS1-D flow signals, indicating that the dips are generated independently. A subsequent study showed
that by applying a minimum necessary filtering (dampening) to the SDS1-D Ap transmitter signals, the
signal dips causing spurious alarms can be greatly reduced. Since the noise measurements proved that the
signal dips do not represent real physical flow reductions in the PHT system, applying low-pass filtering
to the transmitter signals would not corrupt the signal dynamics. Similar flow dips were found in the
LGF safety signals of other Pickering-B units. The problem seems to be generic in all orifice-based flow
measurements.

Further pressure and flow noise measurements were made in the low frequency range (0-1.0 Hz). A
sharp and strong peak in the pressure noise spectra was found at 0.025 Hz in all the measured inlet and
outlet header pressure noise signals with zero phase difference and maximum coherence (see Figures 7
and 8). This slow and correlated in-phase oscillation of pressure signals with about 40 sec time period
can be clearly seen in the raw time series as well. Most likely the pressure oscillation is caused by a
periodic "feed-and-bleed" control. Also, a smaller and wider pressure peak was found around 0.3 Hz
in the inlet and outlet header pressure signals with high coherence. The 0.3 Hz oscillation between
two reactor header pressure signals is in-phase or opposite phase depending on whether the two reactor
headers are in the same coolant loop or in different loops (see Figures 7 and 8). These low-frequency
pressure fluctuations have no effect on the measured FINCH and SDSl flow fluctuations, since the latters
are based on differential pressure measurements, in which both legs of the differential pressure transmitter
are equally affected by the pressure oscillations. However, the same pressure oscillations can be identified
in the in-core neutron flux fluctuations.

VALIDATING ZONE CONTROL SIGNALS

The objective of this application is to validate the cause-and-effect relationships between the ICFDs
signals, liquid zone level signals and their control valve position signals. The flux in the 14 zones of
CANDU reactor core is controlled by constantly adjusting the level of light water in 14 liquid zone
compartments located inside the core. The demand positions of inlet control valves of the liquid zones
are calculated by the control computer based on the readings of the 14 in-core flux detectors assigned to
the 14 zones. Faulty level transmitters, hunting control valves and possible instabilities in the coupling



between neutron flux and liquid zone level signals can be identified by multi-channel spectral analysis of
noise signals. Based on these measurements, the sensitivity of RRS in-core flux detector signals to the
changes in the individual liquid zone levels can be estimated as a frequency dependent complex transfer
functions derived from the spectra of the measured neutron flux and liquid zone level noise signals.

Dynamic coupling between fluctuations in zone level indicator signal and the in-core neutron flux
detector located in the same zone (Zone 1) in Pickering-B Unit 6 is shown in Figure 9. The very high
coherence (90%) and the 90 degree phase difference at zero frequency indicate that the slow changes
(below 0.1 Hz) in the liquid zone level and neutron flux signals are coupled through a time integral with
a delay time of 1.5 sec. Similar phase analysis showed that the zone level noise is the time integral
of the control valve position fluctuations. The former lags behind the latter by a time delay of 1.5
sec, derived from the phase slope. The corresponding spectral functions of zone level and control valve
position signals of Zone 1 can be seen in Figure 10. Liquid zone level fluctuations are also coupled with
in-core flux fluctuations and control valve fluctuations at 0.25 Hz, even if the signals were measured in
different zones. This wide peak represents a global and correlated coupling between zone control signal
fluctuations in the whole reactor core. The neutron flux fluctuations in different zones are also correlated
in phase, except below 0.1 Hz, where the slow flux changes are driven by the independent control actions
in the 14 zones. The slow zone level fluctuations (below 0.1 Hz) in different zones are independent (zero
coherence), while level fluctuations around 0.25 Hz are in phase and correlated between any two zones
(broad peak in coherence). In-core flux detector and control valve position noise signals are also strongly
correlated below 0.5 Hz with a constant phase shift of 180 degree. The above complex coupling patterns
of ICFD, level and valve fluctuations were found in all combinations of zone pairs. Similar zone control
noise measurements in Darlington (1993) and Bruce-B (1994) showed the same statistical coupling under
normal conditions. The frequency dependent dynamic coupling inferred from noise can be decomposed
into a local zone component and an overall reactor core component. Once these complex patterns have
been learned, they can be used to validate process/instrumentation dynamics. If these patterns are
reproduced in subsequent noise measurements, it indicates that the process and its instrumentation is in
normal condition.

VALIDATING ION CHAMBER SIGNAL DYNAMICS

Noise components of log N and log N Rate signals of the three ion chambers used in the reactor
regulating systems were continuously recorded during the startup of Darlington Unit 4 in 1993. Similar
noise measurements of three ion chambers used in SDS2 were carried out during the entire three-month
outage of Pickering Units 5 and 7 in April-June and October-December of 1994, respectively. Ion chamber
noise signals from both SDS1 and SDS2 systems are being continuously recorded in the current Unit 5
outage. The purpose of these measurements is to monitor the functionality of ion chambers and their
instrumentation at low power (10~2 — 10~8 % of F.P.). Should anomalies occur, corrective actions still
could be taken before the startup. In the Pickering-B applications, noise analysis identified faulty ion
chamber amplifiers. Also, the noise measurement provided supporting data for the relatively frequent
SDS1 spurious Log N Rate trips in Pickering Units 5 and 7. Both the Darlington and the Pickering-B
noise measurements showed that the multi-channel noise signatures of the Log N and Log N Rate signals
of the ion chambers had a certain pattern, which changed with changing reactor power. By analyzing
these patterns the ion chamber signals can be validated during the outage. The validation of the dynamics
did not require any step change in power or the temporary isolation of the tested instrumentation.

DETECTING BOILING IN FINCH FUEL CHANNELS BY FLOW NOISE ANALYSIS

The detection of coolant boiling in FINCH fuel channels can be based on the measurement of inlet
and outlet flow fluctuations. Noise measurements in Darlington showed strong correlation between the
occurrence of boiling (indicated by fuel channel outlet temperature) and the coherence and phase functions
of inlet and outlet flow fluctuations in the frequency range of 0-1 Hz [4]. The coolant is incompressible
in non-boiling state, therefore the inlet and outlet flow fluctuations occur simultaneously, in phase. This
results in high coherence and zero phase-shift between inlet and outlet flow fluctuations. Figure 11
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shows the statistical coupling between inlet and outlet flow fluctuations in FINCH channel H05 with
outlet temperature 305°C, which indicates that the coolant is in non-boiling state (one-phase flow). The
coherence is high over the entire 0-1.25 Hz frequency range, and the phase difference is zero.

In boiling FINCH channels the coolant becomes compressible, therefore the inlet flow fluctuations
propagate to the outlet with some time delay, which leads to a linear phase function and a characteristic
structure in the coherence function. In Figures 12 and 13, FINCH channels R17 and E14 with higher
outlet temperatures (305.5°C and 306°C, respectively) show smaller coherence and phase difference de-
viating from zero in a characteristic way. Other FINCH channels with similar outlet coolant temperature
exhibited the same behaviour of inlet/outlet flow noise coupling. In Figure 14 the noise signatures of
inlet/outlet flow in FINCH channel L20 with outlet temperature 309°C can be seen. This channel is most
likely in boiling. Both the coherence and the phase functions are significantly different from the previous
cases: (a) structured coherence function and linear phase as a function of frequency, (b) very high coher-
ence and opposite phase below 0.05 Hz. The above dependency of phase and coherence functions on the
channel power is typical and well-studied in light water reactors (in BWR, and in certain PWR), where
strong coolant density fluctuations are carried by the coolant flow.

These observations give an independent way of detecting coolant boiling in FINCH channels using
flow noise measurements (as opposed to outlet temperature and flow DC readings). The detection is
based on the shape of the coherence and phase functions between inlet/outlet flow fluctuations. Since
these functions have a relative amplitude scale, they are invariant to signal scaling factors and signal
DC-offset bias. Therefore, the noise-based method can be applied even if the flow meter is miscalibrated
(conversion factors and DC-readings are biased).

CONCLUSION

CANDU noise measurements carried out in the past three years proved that fault detection and
validation of process/instrumentation dynamics can be based on the existence of multi-channel complex
patterns of statistical noise signatures. The technique is being successfully applied now in a wide variety
of actual station problems as a powerful troubleshooting and diagnostic tool.
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Table 1. Typical CANDU Instrumentation Used in Noise Analysis
(Pickering NGS "B" shown)

System

Neutron Power
Measurement, Reactor
Regulating System
(RRS), SDS1 & 2

Neutron Power
Measurement, Reactor
Regulating System
(RRS), SDS1 & 2

Pressure
Measurement, Heat
Transport Pressure
Control System
(HTPCS), Emergency
Core Injection System
(ECIS)andSDSl &2
Channel Flow
Measurement, RRS
and SDS1
Liquid Zone Level (a
system used to control
zonal powers within
the reactor core)
Temperature
Measurement, heat
Transport process
indication (Process)
RRS, SDS1 & 2.

Type of Sensor

Platinum /
Inconnel in-core
flux detectors

Boron
Impregnated Ion
Chambers

DP Cell

DP Cell

DP Cell

Platinum RTD

Number per System

RRS: 28
SDS1; 34 - 3 4 Spare
SDS2: 23 + 23 Spare

RRS 3
SDS 1 3
SDS2 3

HTPCS 6 (Outlet Header)
ECIS 4 (Inlet header)

4 (Outlet Header)
SDS1 8 (Outlet Header)
SDS2 12 (Outlet Header)

RRS 22
SDS1: 12

RRS 14

RRS 380 (Outlet Channels)
22 (Inlet Channels)

SDSI 6 (Outlet Header)
SDS2 6 (Inlet Header)
Process 6 (Outlet Header)

4 (Inlet Header)

Location of
Sensor
Distributed
throughout the
core to measure
local neutron
flux
At the edge of
the neutron
reflector to
measure bulk
neutron power
and rate
Distributed
throughout the
four reactor
outlet headers
and four reactor
inlet headers

Selected inlet
feeders

Distributed
throughout the
core.

NOTE The 22 channels with full instrumentation, flow, inlet and outlet temperatures, are
referred to in this paper as "FINCH" (fully instrumented) channels In the case of the
Darlington and Bruce reactors, FINCH channel instrumentation also includes outlet flow
measurement The inlet and outlet flow measurements are used in a steam quality
calculation as these reactors allow some degree of boiling The Pickering reactors operate
sub-cooled in all channels
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Figure 1. Normalized APSD functions of fourteen ICFD and an ion chamber noise signals from
RRS Channel A in PNGS-B Unit 5, February 24, 1995
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The peak at 0.2 Hz is a global reactivity oscillation
(PNGS-B Unit 5, February 24, 1995)
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(PNGS-B Unit 7, October 7, 1994)
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The peak at 3.8 Hz is the fundamental vibration of tube HFD8
(PNGS-B Unit 5, February 24, 1995)
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The peak at 3.65 Hz is the fundamental vibration of tube HFD9
(PNGS-B Unit 5, February 24, 1995)
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Figure 9. APSD, coherence and phase functions of Liquid Zone Level signal and In-Core
Flux Detector signal in Zone 1 of PNGS-B Unit 6, August 25, 1994
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Figure 10. APSD, coherence and phase functions of Liquid Zone Level signal and Control
Valve Position signal in Zone 1 of PNGS-B Unit 6, August 25, 1994
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Figure 11. APSD, coherence and phase functions of inlet and outlet flow fluctuations
in FINCH channel H05 with outlet temperature 304.5°C

(non-boiling channel, DNGS Unit 3, 1993)
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Figure 12. APSD, coherence and phase functions of inlet and outlet flow fluctuations
in FINCH channel R17 with outlet temperature 305.5°C

(intermediate channel, DNGS Unit 3, 1993)
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Figure 13. APSD, coherence and phase functions of inlet and outlet flow fluctuations
in FINCH channel E14 with outlet temperature 306°C

(intermediate channel, DNGS Unit 3, 1993)
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The basic design for current CANDU control centres was established in the early 1970s. Plants
constructed since then have, for the most part, retained the same basic design. Several factors
have led to the need to re-examine CANDU control centre design for plants to be built beyond the
year 2000. These factors include the changing roles and responsibilities for the operations staff,
an improved understanding of operational issues associated with supervisory control, an improved
understanding of human error in operational situations, the opportunity for improved plant
performance through the introduction of new technologies, and marketing pressures. This paper
describes the proposed design bases for the development of advanced control centres to be
implemented in CANDU plants beyond the year 2000. Four areas have been defined covering
design goals, design principles, operational bases, and plant functional bases.

Background

The Control Centre Technology Branch of AECL Research has undertaken the development of an
advanced control centre for future CANDU plants. To guide the development activities, a basis
for the design has been established consisting of:

• design goals to be achieved,

• design principles to be applied,

• an operational basis that characterizes plant operation, and

• a functional basis that describes the plant functions and their preliminary allocation
between humans and automation.

These four components are briefly described below. Additional detail will be provided in the
paper and presentation.

Design Goals

The design goals for the advanced control centre are grouped around six factors:

• Safety - to provide one or more control centres for the operators to control the plant
safely in all operating regions so as to maintain the public and staff safety,

• Operability - to provide an assignment of control and monitoring functions to achieve
operational objectives through the effective utilization of operator and system capabilities,



• Maintainability - to permit necessary system maintenance safely, quickly, and cost-
effectively,

• Availability

to maximize the probability that the control centre functions as intended and when
required,

- to provide the operating team with the capability to monitor and control the plant as
intended, and

to provide, when required, the controls required to return the necessary plant
functionality to normal conditions, or the rules required to respond if no replacement
functionality is available,

• Overall Consistency - to base the control centre design on clearly documented and well
understood philosophies of design and operation, and

• Marketability - to incorporate design features that are commercially competitive and meet
the expectations of potential customers.

Design Principles
The control system design for CANDU plants permits the plant to be manoeuvred from one
operating region to another with little need for human control action beyond power setpoint
changes (e.g., from 60% to 100% Full Power). While the CANDU approach to computerized
plant control has been very successful and safe, process disturbances can result in highly dynamic
and not fully predictable behaviour of plant processes and systems.

Plant automation may also fail in unpredictable ways. Minor system or procedural anomalies can
cause unexpected effects that must be resolved in real time to avoid shutdowns. Even if the
effects themselves could be predicted and modeled, the computational engine that can cope with
such state variability in real time has not yet been constructed.

Though operators are far from perfect sensors, decision-makers and controllers, they possess
three invaluable attributes. They:

• are excellent detectors of signals in the midst of noise,

• can reason effectively in the face of uncertainty, and

• are capable of abstraction and conceptual organization.

Operators thus provide a degree of flexibility that can not now and may never be attained by
automation. They can cope with failures not envisioned by system designers. Also, they possess
the ability to learn from experience and thus the ability to respond quickly and successfully to new
situations. Automation can not do this except in narrowly defined and well understood domains
and situations. The CANDU system has been made robust by the ability of humans to:



• recognize and bound the expected,

• cope with the unexpected, and

• innovate and reason by analogy when previous experience does not cover the problems.

Each of these unique human attributes are compelling reasons to retain the human operator in a
central position in the CANDU system.

Thus, a requirement of the advanced CANDU control centre design is that the human operators
shall be ultimately responsible as licensed authorities for the safe operation, and as employees for
the productive operation of the plant. This requires that operators be supported in their roles as
system supervisors, intervenors, and manual controllers where appropriate. In recognition of this
important role for humans in overall plant operation, design principles have been established in
four areas covering:

• the roles of humans in supervisory control and plant automation,

• the role of human-machine interfaces in support of plant operation,

• human cognitive and physical capabilities and limitations, and

• approaches for preventing, accommodating and mitigating the consequences of human
error.

Operational Basis
The plant control centre must support the supervision and control of the plant in all possible
operating regions. The basis for this operation includes definitions of:

• the fundamental operating regions of the advanced CANDU plant based on process
parameters and equipment configurations (e.g., electricity generation, poison prevent, load
follow, zero power hot, etc.),

• the operational strategies used by plant staff to maintain stable operation in the regions, to
monitor the success of the automation, or to intervene to manoeuvre the plant to desirable
operating regions, and

• the roles and responsibilities of plant staff in each of the operating regions.

Functional Basis
The functional basis consists of descriptions of the plant functions that the shift operating team
must supervise and control in operating the plant to achieve both safety and production objectives
under all possible operating circumstances. These descriptions include:

• the plant functions to be monitored and controlled,

• the performance goals of the various plant functions,

• the relationship of each function to primary safety and production objectives,



• the relationship(s) of each function to other functions,

• the applicable state(s) of each function for each operating region,

• the initiating, on-going and terminating conditions that define the bounds of operation for
each function,

• the performance measures and criteria to be used in judging function performance, and

• the roles of humans and automation for controlling and processing information to perform
the component tasks for each function in all operational situations.

Conclusion

The paper will discuss in more detail the approach to establishing the operational and functional
bases, and then conclude by describing the process to be used to apply the bases to the design of
the advanced CANDU control centre.
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ABSTRACT

The Operator Interface for the CANDU 3 Fuel Handling (F/H) System incorporates several improvements over
the existing designs. A functionally independent sit-down CRT based Control Console is provided for the Fuel
Handling Operator in the Main Control Room. The Display System makes use of current technology and provides
a user friendly operator interface. Regular and emergency control operations can be carried out from this control
console. A stand-up control panel is provided as a back-up with limited functionality adequate to put the F/H Sys-
tem in a safe state in case of an unlikely non-availability of the Plant Display System or the F/H Control System.
The system design philosophy, hardware configuration and the advanced display system features are described in
this paper. The F/H Operator Interface System developed for CANDU 3 can be adapted to CANDU 9 as well as to
the existing stations.

INTRODUCTION

The Fuel Handling (F/H) System in existing CANDU 6 plants was designed in the early 1970's utilizing the tech-
nology available at that time. The system was designed to be operated in full automatic mode through a single
centralized computer system, which performs both the control and display functions. The F/H control computer
system is shared with one of the main plant control computers (DCC-Y). In order to ensure continuity of F/H
operations during the possible unavailability of the control computer system, a full manual back-up control panel
was provided using discrete hardware (such as relays, current alarm units, analog controllers etc.). This is a stand-
up panel and provided the operator interface through hardwired switches, push buttons and indicators. Two sets of
CRT's (Cathode Ray Tubes), alphanumeric keyboards and function keyboards are provided on this panel for auto-
matic supervisory control when the control computer is available. One printer is provided for logging of alarms,
events, operator commands and sequences. Independent closed circuit TV (CCTV) monitors are used to visually
monitor the Fuelling Machine in the reactor vault.

The control and display software was written in Assembly language and highly skilled computer engineering staff
are required to maintain the software. The CRT displays are primarily text based. This design has proven to be
adequate in meeting the basic control and display requirements. However, the sharing of the F/H control and dis-
play computer with the main plant control computers has resulted in some operational limitations for enhancing
the operation of the F/H system.

The CANDU 3 F/H system design and operation are conceptually different from the CANDU 6 system. The
CANDU 3 F/H system is based on a single ended re-fuelling method and is controlled by a dedicated F/H distrib-
uted control system. The normal F/H operations are carried out from a sit-down operator's console with multiple
CRT's. The stand-up control panel provides only limited control and monitoring functions pertaining to the safe
state of the F/H system and is not designed to be used for the normal F/H operations. The Operator Interface de-
sign considers these differences in the system design.



DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The design of the CANDU 3 F/H Operator Interface System is based on the latest available technology utilizing
the standard off-the shelf hardware and software to the maximum possible extent. The The system design is
based on the following primary design decisions:

1. Provide a functionally independent F/H Operator Interface. This facilitates maximum
flexibility for operation and maintenance of the F/H system with minimum impact on
the rest of the plant Operator Interface System. This is also in line with the current de-
sign practice at multi-unit CANDU stations such as Bruce and Darlington where the
F/H Operator Interface System is de-coupled from the rest of the plant Operator Inter-
face System.

2. Since a dedicated F/H distributed control system is being used, the functionality of the
display computer systems will be limited to Operator Interface functions only.

3. Operator Interface Design must meet the CANDU 3 Human Factors requirements.

4. Provide an easy to use and user-friendly system.

Even though the F/H Operator Interface System is functionally independent, it will still be part of the overall plant
wide Operator Interface System which is designed to meet the following criteria:

1. To provide high reliability and availability with dual redundant computer system con-
figuration.

2. To use the currently available and proven off the shelf hardware and software meeting
the international open systems standards to the maximum extent possible.

3. To use the advanced programming and display design tools to improve design and de-
velopment efficiency and facilitate simpler and faster system maintenance.

One of the primary goals of the CANDU 3 plant design is to provide an advanced, state-of-the-art Human-Ma-
chine Interface which is operator friendly and assures error free operation.

OPERATOR INTERFACE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The overall CANDU 3 Plant wide Operator Interface System configuration is shown in Figure-1. This is a generic

configuration which can be implemented by most commercially available computer systems.

The system architecture is based on a Local Area Network (LAN) with distributed functionality. A dedicated com-
munication module is provided for communication with the F/H distributed control system. Similarly a dedicated
F/H Control Console is provided. The main operator interface functions and a central plant-wide database are pro-
vided by the dual redundant Plant Display System (PDS) Computers.

F/H CONTROL CONSOLE

The F/H Control Console is located in the Main Control Room (MCR). This provides the primary interface to the
F/H operator. The Console consists of 3 CRT's and a set of alphanumeric and function keyboards and a pointing
device like a track ball or mouse. All normal and emergency control and monitoring operations can be performed
from this console. Each of three CRT's has a primary function assigned to it as given below:

Alarm CRT

The Alarm CRT provides full alarm display and management functions for current and past alarms.



Control CRT

The Control CRT provides the following functions:

1. Automatic supervisory control of F/H operations

2. Manual control of individual drives/devices

3. F/H system start-up and shut-down

4. Calibration of F/H mechanisms

Data Display CRT

The Data Display CRT provides the following functions:

1. F/H system overview information

2. Display of flow sheets

3. Animated displays of F/H operations

4. I/O, drive and equipment data

5. Historical data

Even though each CRT has a primary function, any function can be invoked from any CRT in case of failure of
any of the CRT's.

Two printers are also provided at the F/H Operator's work Station. One printer is dedicated for alarms and the
other is used for other logging functions.

A portable display terminal is also provided for use in the F/H maintenance room/ rehearsal facility during main-

tenance and calibration operations.

DISPLAY SYSTEM

User friendliness is a key feature of the F/H display system. Displays are primarily graphic oriented and facilitate
operator interactions. Displays are arranged in a logical and hierarchical structure to facilitate ease of navigation
through the system to help the operator to obtain correct and timely information. The display system is windows
based and is designed on the basis of function analysis. Both information oriented and task oriented displays are
provided. The operational status of the F/H system and messages to the operator are shown in simple English text
and graphics instead of using mnemonics. The following types of displays are provided at the Operator Work Sta-
tion:

1. Menu displays

2. Alarm displays

3. Event displays

4. System overview displays

5. Sequential control displays

6. Drive/Device Control displays

7. Process information/flow sheet displays

8. Start-up & Shut-down guidance displays

9. Fuel / Tool inventory displays



10. Mechanism calibration displays

11. Animated F/H operation displays

12. Equipment displays

13. Relevant information displays regarding the reactor & plant

A separate maintenance station is provided for F/H data configuration and display maintenance in the PDS main-
tenance room. It is proposed to integrate the real time video from the CCTV's into the same CRT's in a separate
window. F/H operations procedures are also proposed to be made available on-line to the F/H operator.

In addition a few pages of freely configurable displays are provided. The operator will be able to quickly confi-
gure and display specific data required for any non-routine operations without the help of a programmer on these
displays.

CONTROL OPERATIONS

The control displays are designed to facilitate full auto, semi-auto and manual control operations for each of the
jobs, sequences and drives. The control operations generally involve merely selecting the required operations,
commands and set points from menu's in pop-up control windows. The operator is rarely required to input any
data or command through the alphanumeric keyboard. Control command validation is carried out before any
command is sent to the F/H control system.

MANUAL CONTROL PANEL

All normal, non-routine and emergency control and monitoring operations can be carried out from the F/H Con-
trol Console in the Main Control Room. A complete backup manual control panel similar to CANDU 6 is not con-
sidered to be necessary as the CANDU 3 Plant Display System is dedicated for Operator Interface functions and is
designed for high availability and reliability. However, a stand-up manual control panel is provided with limited
control and monitoring functionality only pertaining to the safe state of the F/H system. This panel is used to place
the F/H system into a safe state in the unlikely case where the Plant Display System and/or the F/H Control Sys-
tem are not available. The control and monitoring functions on this stand-up panel are configured for direct con-
nection to the F/H drives/devices bypassing the F/H automatic controls.

OTHER FEATURES

The system provides context sensitive on-line help to the F/H operators. System security is implemented through
single and multi-level passwords. This prevents unauthorized control operations and also facilitates implementa-
tion of supervisory authorizations for certain critical manual operations.

APPLICABILITY OF CANDU 3 DESIGN CONCEPT TO OTHER NEW AND EXISTING STATIONS

The CANDU 3 F/H Operator Interface Design is generic and is directly applicable to new designs like CANDU 9

with minor modifications to accommodate the different F/H system configurations.

This design can also be adapted for retrofits to existing stations. In this case, the control data can be obtained from
DCC computers which perform the control functions. Some enhancements to the control software would be
necessary to be able to handle full manual control from the F/H Control Console.



CONCLUSION

The CANDU 3 F/H Operator Interface System design described in this paper provides the following advantages:

1. Enhanced flexibility for operation and maintenance due to the functional independence
of the F/H Operator Interface System from the rest of the system.

2. Reduces the amount of manual operations currently being carried out from the manual
control panels in the existing stations. This reduces the chances of operator errors.

3. The system is highly user friendly and facilitates easy navigation through the display

system to obtain the required data or perform the necessary control functions.

4. The data is presented in a simple and easily understandable form.

5. The system facilitates excellent operator interaction with the F/H system.

6. Fault diagnosis capability is improved.

7. By using the advanced display generation and programming tools, the time required for
display system development is considerably reduced.

This also facilitates better software maintenance, quicker display modifications and
improvements by the station operating staff.

8. Use of non-proprietary off-the-shelf hardware and software meeting the international
standards reduces the risk of obsolescence.

9. Elimination of full back-up control panel and the associated discrete hardware for con-
trols and indications. This results in savings in capital, engineering, construction and
site operation costs.

10. Elimination of back-up control hardware and panels results in saving of space in the
control room as well as in the control equipment room.

The F/H Operator Interface System developed for CANDU 3 can be adapted to new CANDU designs as well as to

the existing stations.
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ABSTRACT

At the request of the US Department of Energy AECL has examined the feasibility of using CANDU9 for the
disposition of weapons grade plutonium. Utilizing existing CANDU technology, the feasibility of using MOXfuel
in an existing CANDU reactor was studied. The results of this study indicate that the target disposition for
disposal of weapons grade plutonium can be met without the requirement of any major modifications to existing
plant design.

INTRODUCTION

In the course of investigating possible means for the disposition of weapons-grade plutonium, the US Department
of Energy asked AECL to study the feasibility of burning plutonium in the form of MOX fuel in existing CANDU
reactors. The spent fuel produced by the MOX cycle would be, upon exit from a CANDU reactor, similar to
natural uranium spent fuel. Due to its radioactivity, this would make it as unattractive as current stockpiles of
spent fuel from CANDU reactors. The 4 x 769MW(e) Bruce A generating station was chosen as a reference site.
The target for disposal rate was set at 50 tonnes of plutonium over 25 years. This study will demonstrate that this
can be accomplised using two of the four Bruce A reactors.

Two bundle designs were used in the study. One was the standard CANDU 37-element fuel bundle. The
plutonium, combined with depleted uranium, is contained in the outer 30 fuel pins of the bundle. The inner 7 pins
contain depleted uranium and a burnable poison to offset the excess reactivity of the plutonium fuel.

Additionally, an alternate fuel bundle design utilizing the CANFLEX bundle was studied. This bundle design,
currently being qualified for commercial use, has 43 fuel elements. The elements in the two outer rings are of
slightly smaller diameter than those in the two inner rings. This allows the elements to operate at lower ratings
compared to the 37-element design, for the same bundle power. As a result of this lower power rating, the MOX
elements, coupled with other internal element design optimizations, can achieve higher burnup without increasing
the risk of fuel failures. In turn, this permits higher concentrations of plutonium to be used, significantly reducing
the fuelling rate and thus reducing the fuel fabrication costs.

FUEL PROPERTIES

Due to the use of heavy water as both moderator and coolant, the CANDU reactor provides excellent neutron
economy. On-line refuelling enables the CANDU reactors to run with a minimum of excess reactivity in the core.
Together these two features of the CANDU reactor permit the use of a wide variety of fuel cycles, from the natural
uranium fuel cycle used in currently operating plants, to enriched uranium and mixed-oxide cycles.



To meet the requirement imposed by the US Department of Energy to dispose of 50 tonnes of weapons grade
plutonium over 25 years, the proposed MOX fuel must contain 1.5% fissile Pu, using the existing 37 element
bundle design and with the maximum burnup within current limits established for natural uranium fuel.

A number of neutronic changes result from the use of MOX fuel. These include an overall increase in the reactivity
of the lattice as well as a decrease in the reactivity depth of control devices. The neutron kinetics are affected as
there is a decrease in the delayed neutron fraction and the prompt neutron lifetime. The negative temperature
feedback is also decreased. These changes tend to make the MOX core more sensitive to reactivity perturbations
unless compensating modifications are made to the fuel design or to the control and safety systems.

The flexibility of the CANDU design allows modifications to be made to the MOX fuel bundle design such that the
MOX fuelled reactor operates within the current safety and licensing envelope. The major innovation of the MOX
fuel design is the addition of a burnable poison to the inner elements of the bundle. This suppresses the excess
reactivity of the MOX fuel, and reduces the coolant void reactivity. Dysprosium is used because its rate of
depletion due to neutron capture matches those of the fissile elements. The amount of dysprosium added is
sufficient to create a slightly negative void reactivity.

The 37-element bundle is composed of four rings of fuel elements containing the fuel pellets. There is a central
element surrounded by rings of 6 elements, 12 elements and 18 elements in the outermost ring.

In the reference MOX design dysprosium is added to depleted uranium (0.2% U-235) in the inner two rings of the
fuel bundle and plutonium is added to depleted uranium (0.2% U-235) in the outer two rings. The plutonium
concentration in the outer ring of fuel is 1.2%, while that in the third ring of fuel is 2.0%. The reason for the
increased plutonium concentration in the third ring is to compensate for the reduced neutron flux level due to the
poisoning of the inner two rings of the fuel bundle, as well as for the flux depression in the inner rings of the
bundle. This allows rings three and four, which produce virtually all of the power in the reference MOX design, to
operate at similar power levels, thereby allowing a high-power level for the fuel, without exceeding the maximum
allowable power rating for the individual fuel elements. The concentrations of the various fuel components are
provided in Table 1.

As the two inner rings of fuel elements contain only the dysprosium poison and depleted uranium, the power
ratings of these elements are very low. Thus the power produced by the bundle is essentially distributed over 30
elements rather than all 37. As a result, the overall bundle power limit must be decreased to maintain acceptable
element power ratings. The use of a two-bundle-shift refuelling scheme in a Bruce A core without adjuster rods
results in the flattening of the axial power distribution. As a result, the maximum channel and bundle powers in
the MOX fuelled core are lower than those for the natural uranium core. The maximum channel and bundle
powers for the MOX fuelled core are 7000 kW and 780 kW respectively, while those for the natural uranium core
are 7200 kW and 950 kW respectively.

The maximum fuel element burnup of natural fuel elements in Bruce A is about 15,500 MWd/te, and this value is
also used as the maximum burnup for the MOX reference fuel. The fuelling rate for the MOX fuel is 15.5 bundles
per full power day, which is less than the fuelling rate of 18 bundles per day for natural fuel. A comparison of the
k-infinity of natural fuel and that of the MOX reference fuel is presented in Figure 1. The MOX reference fuel
initially has a higher reactivity than the natural fuel; however, in the absence of the buildup of plutonium, as is
present in natural fuel, the reactivity decreases more quickly. The lattice code WIMS-AECL [1] was used to
calculate lattice properties for the MOX fuel lattice.

An important consideration in the use of plutonium based fuel is that of the reactivity coefficients during power
transients. This has been addressed by determining the reactivity change upon voiding as well as the reactivity
change due to temperature changes in the fuel. The core-average void reactivity for natural fuel is 11 mk while the
core-average void reactivity for the reference MOX fuel is -4.7 mk. The core-averaged fuel temperature coefficient
of the MOX core: -3.0 nk/°C, is slightly less negative than that of the natural fuel core: -6.0 nk/°C.



Full core voiding of the MOX fuelled core is estimated to result in a net reactivity of -4.7 mk. This compares to
+11 mk for the natural fuelled core. This inherent negative void reactivity of the MOX fuelled core results in an
enhancement of the effectiveness of the safety systems which exist in the current CANDU core, and as a result, no
hardware modifications to the existing control or safety systems would be required.

Table 2 lists the initial and discharge uranium and plutonium contents for the natural and MOX fuel bundles. As
can be seen from the table, over half of the fissile plutonium is annihilated by the MOX fuel cycle. The discharged
amounts of fissile material are similar for the natural fuel cycle and the MOX fuel cycle, even though the MOX
fuel bundle enters the core with nearly twice the fissile material of the natural fuel bundle.

The MOX fuel core has been designed to operate within the current limits established for the natural uranium fuel
core. A summary of the major characteristics of the reference MOX fuel core, as compared to those of the natural
fuel core, is presented in Table 3.

FUEL MANAGEMENT

A 100-Full Power Day (FPD) refuelling simulation was carried out for a Bruce-A equilibrium MOX core using the
37-element fuel design. This was accomplished using the 3-D neutron diffusion code RFSP [2]. The simulation
began with an equilibrium MOX core with a randomly chosen fuel distribution. The refuelling rate was 15.5
bundles per full power day. During this process the burnup and power of the bundles in the core, as well as those
bundles discharged, was recorded for each simulation period of one full power day.

The distribution of the peak element burnup for discharged bundles in this simulation is displayed in Figure 2.
The double peak of this distribution is due to the use of two burnup zones in the Bruce A core in order to flatten
channel power distribution. This distribution compares favourably with data from discharged bundles from Bruce
A using natural fuel. The median burnup is greater for the MOX fuel, due both to the higher average bundle
burnup and the distribution of power over only 30 of the 37 fuel elements. However, the peak element burnups
calculated in the simulation are less than those measured in Bruce A, because of the more uniform discharge fuel
burnup distribution due to the used of the 2-bundle shift fuelling scheme.

Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between peak element rating and element burnup at an arbitrary time in the
simulation. Each of the points in the figure gives the maximum element rating and corresponding element bumup
for a single bundle in the core. As can be seen from the figure, the peak in this data is significantly less that the
envelope for natural uranium fuel.

The maximum power boost, i.e. the change in power for MOX fuel elements after refuelling, was recorded for each
simulation step for the 100 full-power-day simulation. For low-burnup bundles this is the result of power increase
as the bundle is pushed towards the center of the core. For higher burnup bundles, the power increase is the result
of the refuelling in adjacent channels. Figure 4 presents the envelope of power boost for varying burnup. The
power boost envelope for MOX fuel is less than that for natural fuel (not shown) and is below the stress corrosion
cracking threshold.

The results of the fuel management study therefore indicate that the channel powers, bundle powers, element
ratings and refuelling ripples are all below the corresponding limits for the natural uranium core. The higher
burnup rate of the MOX fuel allows the use of a two-bundle-shift fuelling scheme without exceeding the capacity of
the existing fuelling machines. No additional risk of fuel failure due to the use of MOX fuel is expected.

NEUTRON KINETICS

In evaluating the safety of CANDU reactors it is necessary to evaluate the consequences of a Loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA). In natural uranium fuelled CANDU reactors, the reactivity of the core increases upon the loss
of coolant. Rapid shutdown is required to limit the energy deposited in the fuel upon a LOCA.
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For a given reactivity perturbation, the smaller delayed neutron fraction, and prompt neutron lifetime of the
reference MOX fuel will result in more rapid response than for a natural uranium core. However, the inherent
negative void reactivity of the MOX fuel core significantly improves the effectiveness of the safety systems during a
LOCA, which is one of Ihe most severe hypothetical accidents for CANDU reactors.

A point kinetic simulation was performed to compare the LOCA power transient in the natural fuel core with that
in the MOX fuel core. The coolant density transient which was documented in the 1994 Bruce A Safety Report [3]
is used for these simulations.

Fast neutronic signals initiate the reactor trip in the natural fuel core, because of the rapid power increase upon
LOCA. However, in the reference MOX core, a LOCA will automatically result in a reduction of reactor power
because of the inherent negative void reactivity. Therefore the relatively slow process system trip signals may be
used to actuate the safety system. Available process trips, for a LOCA accident in a MOX fuelled core, include:
Heat Transport System Low Pressure, Heat Transport System Low Flow, and Pressurizer Low Level. None of these
process trips is anticipated to take longer than three seconds to initiate shutdown.

Simulated transients for a LOCA are plotted in Figure 5. As can be seen, the energy deposition in the MOX core is
much less than lhat in the natural core for the same LOCA. The power deposited in the core for a natural-fuel core
with shutdown on neutronic trips (0.13 seconds) is 4.35 full power seconds, while that for a MOX fuelled core with
a three second trip delay is 2.35 full power seconds. The sensitivity of the power deposited in the fuel due to the
process trip is investigated by varying the initiation of shutdown in the MOX fuelled core. The difference in the
energy deposition as a result of a LOCA is 0.268 full power seconds or less than 15%, for a trip delay from 2 to 3
seconds. Hence, the LOCA transient in the MOX core is insensitive to the trip delay time.

Thus the absence of a LOCA power pulse greatly improves the effectiveness of the safety system. Evaluation of
trip coverage concluded that the fuel can be adequately protected by process trips alone.

CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that two Bruce A reactors can be used to dispose of 50 tonnes of weapons-grade plutonium in 25
years, without requiring major modifications to the existing reactor design. The inherent safety feature that is
engineered in the MOX fuel design enables the MOX-fuelled CANDU reactor to operate within the operational
and safety limits of current natural uranium CANDU reactors.
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Table 1: Comparison of Natural and MOX Fuel Compositions

Matrix

Ring 1 (1 pin)

Ring 2 (6 pins)

Ring 3 (12 pins)

Ring 4 (18 pins)

Natural

Natural Uranium
0.71% U235
99.29% U238

-

-

-

-

37 Element MOX

Depleted Uranium
0.2% U235
99.8% U238

5% Dysprosium

5% Dysprosium

2%Pu

1.2% Pu

Table 2: Comparison of Initial and Exit Fissile Materials

U-235

Pu-239

Pu-241

Total Fissile

Natural Fuel
(g/bundle)

Initial

133.0

-

-

133.0

Discharge

38.7

46.8

4.3

89.8

37 Element MOX Fuel
(g/bundle)

Initial

36.8

218.0

0.3

255.1

Discharge

17.4

78.8

13.2

109.4



Table 3: Comparison of Natural and MOX Core Characteristics

Average Burnup (MWd/te)

Maximum Burnup (MWd/te)

Bundles/FPD

Fuel Management Scheme
(bundles per channel refuelled)

Maximum Channel Power
(MW)

Maximum Bundle Power (kW)

Average Bundle Fissile Content
(wt%)

Natural

8,300

15,000

18

2,4,8

7.200

950

0.71

37 Element MOX

9,700

15,500

15.5

2

7.000

780

1.44

Table 4: Kinetic Data

Full Core Void Reactivity (mk)

Fuel Temperature Coefficient
(micro-k/degree C)

Total Delayed Neutron Fraction

Prompt Neutron Lifetime
(Seconds)

Natural

+11

-6.0

0.00582

0.0009

37 Element MOX

-4.7

-3.0

0.00383

0.0005
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Distribution of Element Burnup in Discharged MOX Bundles
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SCC Power Increase Assessment for Reference MOX Fuel
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Abstract — The determination of the reactivity coefficients associated with coolant voiding
in a CANDU reactor is a subject which has attracted a large amount of interest in the last few
years both from the theoretical and experimental point of view. One expects that deterministic
codes such as DRAGON and WIMS-AECL or the MCNP4 Monte Carlo code should be able
to adequately simulate the cell behaviour upon coolant voiding. However, the absence of
an experimental database at equilibrium and discharge burnups has not permitted the full
validation of any of these lattice codes, although a partial validation through comparison of
two different computer codes has been considered. Here we present a comparison between
DRAGON and MCNP4 of the void reactivity evaiuation for fresh fuel.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of coolant voiding in a CANDU reactor is of prime importance from the point of view of nuclear
safety because it may lead to an increase in the reactivity of the core. It is therefore important to have a
precise assessment of the void reactivity coefficient both in the case of new and equilibrium burnup fuels.

From the experimental point of view, it is impossible to extract the leakage component of the measured
void reactivity coefficient, and experiments for fuel at equilibrium burnup do not exist. More advanced
experimental techniques are currently being investigated and should lead to an improved experimental
database.!1- 2, 3]

Similarly, void reactivity coefficients computed using the codes WIMS-AECL^ and MCNP4'5] and
published in the literature are open to question because the predictions from both codes differ for some
extremely leaky lattices.t6' 7\ When one tries to identify the reasons for the inconsistencies between
WIMS-AECL and MCNP4 a few probable causes may be identified. First, the leakage model used in
WIMS-AECL may be inadequate to correctly take coolant voiding into account. Secondly, the continuous
energy MCNP4 calculation may be unreliable for the unresolved resonance domain where resonance self-
shielding calculations are required.

It is generally felt that most of the differences observed between the Monte-Carlo code MCNP4 and
the deterministic code WIMS-AECL can be attributed directly to the approximate leakage method used
in the latter code while the self-shielding errors are only marginal. The use of a more sophisticated leakage
model should therefore improve the prediction of the deterministic code. Such a model can be found in
the code DRAGON.^ Accordingly, by comparing the DRAGON and MCNP4 results, one expects that
most of the inconsistency observed at the theoretical level could be resolved.

In this paper we first briefly describe the codes MCNP4 and DRAGON. Then we present the calcula-
tion scheme that was used to evaluate the void reactivity coefficient for a CANDU fuel channel. We will
then compare the results obtained using DRAGON with those generated by MCNP4 and conclude.



II. THE MCNP4 AND THE DRAGON CODES

One argument justifying a comparison between the code DRAGON and MCNP4 lies in their very different
calculation scheme. Because of its Monte-Carlo basis, MCNP4 can be considered to be a numerical
experiment where many neutrons travelling throughout the cell are followed explicitly. On the other
hand, the deterministic code DRAGON is more a simulation tool where the physical processes taking
place inside a cell are modeled approximately. What follows is a brief description of the calculation
possibilities and restrictions which apply to both codes.

II.A. General Description of MCNP4

MCNP4 is a 3-D Monte-Carlo neutron and photon transport code which uses a continuous energy cross-
section library based on ENDF/B-V.t9! It simulates, using a random walk process, the path followed by
a large number of neutrons as they travel throughout the cell in order to obtain the flux distribution,
and the multiplication constant associated with the cell being investigated.

The precision of the results obtained using MCNP4 are essentially controlled by the validity of the
information stored on its cross-section library, the randomness of its pseudo-random number generator,
the adequacy of the biasing scheme, if any is used, and by the number of neutron histories followed.
Since the cross section library and pseudo-random sequence are believed to be reliable, the numerical
uncertainty associated with a specific measurable quantity (tally) in a MCNP4 calculation will be dictated
by the statistical errors resulting from the random walk process. These uncertainties can be evaluated
explicitly. They can also be reduced by increasing the number of neutron histories followed, at the expense
of increasing the CPU calculation time.

Even though MCNP4 looks like an ideal code to analyze the behaviour of the neutrons inside a cell,
it is generally used only for certain types of applications because it lacks some of the capabilities readily
available in most deterministic codes. One example is the impossibility of performing burnup calculations
in MCNP4 because of the absence of an isotopic depletion option in this Monte-Carlo code. Similarly,
MCNP4 does not contain any resonance self-shielding model, which may cause problems in the energy
domain containing unresolved resonances.

II.B. General Description of DRAGON

DRAGON is a 2-D and 3-D collision probability code which can use a Winfrith or an ENDF/B-V
based multigroup cross-section library. Because of its deterministic nature, this code relies on various
approximation schemes which are used to reduce the transport equation to a system of linear equations.

One consequence of using multigroup libraries with DRAGON is that the energy dependence of most
resonant cross-sections is group averaged. In DRAGON, part of the errors resulting from this averaging
process, which takes place during the library generation, can be corrected by applying a resonance self-
shielding technique. This self-shielding technique can be applied consistently to both the resolved and
unresolved energy domain.

The second important approximation considered in DRAGON is the collision probability technique
which is required to discretized the transport equation. It relies on the assumption that the neutron
source inside any given discretized region of the cell is flat. In the cases where a cell of finite extent is
analyzed using an infinite cell model, DRAGON also provides leakage techniques to simulate directional
neutron streaming taking place in the original cell.

Note that some of the approximations mentioned above can substantially restrict the validity of
the code as a means to represent the exact physical process taking place in the cell. As an example,
DRAGON is generally limited to linearly anisotropic scattering cross sections. In some cases, as in the
use of the collision probability technique, the precision of a given flux distribution can be increased by
considering a finer calculation mesh. In other cases, like the self-shielding process, even the validity of
the approximation for any given problem cannot be ascertained.

Both codes therefore have their benefits and disadvantages. DRAGON relies heavily on approximate
models to which no error bounds can be easily associated. MCNP4 often requires such a large number



of neutron histories to achieve the desired precision for various tallies, that it often makes calculations
impractical.

III. SIMULATION OF FINITE 3-D CELL USING AN INFINITE 2-D MODEL

It is currently impossible, using the 3-D capabilities of the code DRAGON, to analyze, in the exact
geometry, a CANDU 37-element fuel channel of finite extent in the axial z-direction. Accordingly, an
equivalent infinite 2-D x-y model for such a cell must be invented. The main problem is to insure that
the neutrons streaming in the axial direction of the 3-D cell are adequately simulated by this 2-D model.
As a first approximation, one could perform the 2-D cell calculation neglecting axial neutron leakage.
However, in codes such as DRAGON, neutron streaming in the direction perpendicular to the 2-D cell
can be approximately simulated using leakage models.

Most leakage model are based on the assumption that the angular flux <J>(r*, Q) inside a cell can be
factorized into a fine structure angular flux and a fundamental mode behaviour. This factorization takes
the form:

4>(r,n) = 4>(?,n,B)ei§r', (1)

where B is the buckling vector. The macroscopic function etB'T represents the global behaviour of the
flux in the cell and is related to neutron leakage. The fine structure function <f>(r, U, B) describes rapid
variations of the angular flux inside the cell. The above expression can be used directly inside the
transport equation and a solution of the form:

</>(f, 0, B) = *.(f, 0, B)-iB- j{r, (I, B), (2)

is considered where <j>,{r, Q, B) and j(f, fi, B) are respectively symmetric and anti-symmetric functions in
n. In order to solve the transport equation resulting from the above factorization, additional simplifying
assumptions are required. Here, we will briefly present two of the most significant sets of assumptions
that are implemented in DRAGON.

First, we will present the homogeneous B\ leakage model where the angular expansion for the diffusion
cross section is limited to first order in spherical harmonics.I10! For a homogeneous cell, the transport
equation is solved explicitly in terms of the space and direction independent flux <f>hom and current Jhom

defined as

= /
Jilt

J

ilt

h o m = \

For a heterogeneous cell, the following iterative scheme is considered. Assuming an initial value for Jhom

and ^hom and an imposed buckling vector B, an additional leakage cross section of the form

can be defined. It is then added to the total cross section and the resulting transport equation is solved for
the heterogeneous flux. Next, the cell is homogenized using the space dependent flux and the homogeneous
transport equation is solved for #hom and Jhom. This two step process is repeated until convergence for
the heterogeneous flux and Jfeeff has been achieved.

Another leakage model implemented in DRAGON is the simplified heterogeneous Bi model.t11' The
functions <f>,(r, Q, B) and j(f, fi, B) are first assumed to be real and independent of B. Then, a truncated
angular expansion to first order in spherical harmonics is used both for <j>,(f*, H) and j(r,Q) and the
diffusion cross section. As a result, the transport equation can be reduced, using the collision probability
technique, to a set of coupled linear equations involving the four angular modes associated with <f>,(f, Cl)



and j(f, Q) namely the flux <f>{r) and the three directional currents Ji(f).'13' 13' These equations are then
solved simultaneously.

Note that one added benefit of using a leakage technique in DRAGON is the possibility of evaluating
multigroup diffusion coefficients. In the case of the homogeneous Bi method, the diffusion coefficient in
each energy group turns out to be direction independent and spatially uniform:

( Thorn

For the heterogeneous Bi model, space dependent directional diffusion coefficients are generated using

The next step is to extract from a 3-D MCNP4 calculation a value for the buckling which is consistent
with the DRAGON model. Since both the MCNP4 3-D and DRAGON 2-D calculations will be performed
assuming no leakage at the cell boundary in the x- and y-directions, we consider the case that Bx =
By = 0. Accordingly the flux distribution associated with this cell will be affected only by leakage in the
axial z-direction.

Assuming that the fundamental mode factorization described above remains valid, the MCNP4 flux
distribution should be observed to satisfy:

*{x,y,z,n) = 4>(x,y,(i)coa{BMz). (6)

The validity of this factorization was tested by evaluating the MCNP derived parameter d(z) :

U(x,y,n)/*(x,y,z,n))
<i{z) = i--A—= V 8 i o n i <7>

)
cell average

which should be identically 0 if Eq. (6) is valid. No significant deviation in &(z) from 0 was observed,
except near the channel end-points where Ct(z) departed from 0 by a maximum of 4%J14J Accordingly, we
will use in DRAGON the buckling obtained from Eq. (6) by fitting the observed MCNP tallies, omitting
contributions from points near the channel ends, as a measure of the axial leakage out of the cell.

Note that, contrary to the DRAGON calculations where the diffusion coefficients can be evaluated
directly after the leakage calculation, the evaluation of diffusion coefficients using MCNP4 requires net
current evaluations.!14' 16' These calculations have also been performed and the MCNP4 axial diffusion
sub-coefficients have been compared with those obtained using DRAGON.'16J

IV. RESULTS

Here, we consider three finite fuel channels, of half-length 300 cm, 125 cm and 60 cm, terminated by a
thick slab of iron and fuelled by 37—element CANDU bundles. Two cases for each fuel bundle are studied
corresponding to a heavy water cooled and to a voided (coolant voided) cell. In order to ensure that
the problem studied using MCNP4 and DRAGON is equivalent, the following calculation scheme was
established.!71 First, a 3-D MCNP4 calculation with 24 Mh (24 x 106 neutron histories) was considered.
From the tally of the flux distribution inside the cell, the axial buckling Bz and kcg are evaluated. The
value of koo for this cell is computed for the same fuel omitting the terminating iron slabJ6' Second,
these calculations are repeated using DRAGON for an equivalent 2—D cell. Here, &«, was computed
assuming that the total buckling vanishes. Then, the flux distribution and fceff were evaluated, using both
the homogeneous and heterogeneous B\ model, assuming B* = 0 but with an imposed axial buckling
Bz deduced from the MCNP4 axial flux distribution.

A summary of the predicted void reactivities is presented in Table 1 for the MCNP4 calculations. The
results from various DRAGON calculations using two different cross-sections libraries can be found in



Table 2 and Table 3 for the homogeneous (B^0™) and the heterogeneous (J3jet) J3i method respectively.
Results for WIMS-AECL will be quoted from Reference [7]. The void reactivity p and the reactivity loss
to axial leakage (for fixed coolant conditions) £ are measured respectively by:

P — ^voided ™cooled

Let us first compare the void reactivity {poo) computed using &«, with that (pca) computed for finite
systems by looking at Ap defined by

A/J = pa, - peff (8)

MCNP4 predicts a value of Ap consistent with zero for long channels (-0.1±0.2 mk), while for very short
channels it becomes positive and quite large (7.8±0.4 mk). Both DRAGON and WIMS-AECL show
a similar trend as the channel length is decreased except for the fact that Ap remains positive for all
channel lengths. For WIMS-AECL, Ap increases from 3 to 14.1 mk while in DRAGON the variations in
Ap range from 0.5 mk to 6.2 mk when the B*°m model is used and from 0.6 to a maximum of 8.4 mk
for the B^et model.

This indicates that the Bj e t method of DRAGON can follow very closely the prediction of MCNP4
while the B^om method, even if it looks superior to WIMS-AECL, lags behind in its prediction when the
fuel channel is shortened.

The discrepancies between MCNP and DRAGON can be identified more easily by looking at the
following reactivity differences:

6kx = Jboo(MCNP4) - jfeoo ( D R A G O N )

<5*eff = fceff(MCNP4) - fceff(DRAGON)

6£ = /(MCNP4) - /(DRAGON)

6p = p(MCNP4) - p(DRAGON)

presented in Table 4 and Table 5. Note that the errors cited here come solely from the MCNP4 statistical
errors.

One first observes that the use of the ENDF/B-V library with DRAGON leads to a general over-
estimation of both jfceff and &<„ with respect to MCNP4. The averaged biases are around 3.5 (-2/5.1)
mk and 1.8 (-2.9/1.5) mk in the DRAGON reactivity for the Bj""" and the B^et techniques respectively.
These are slightly smaller than those observed in a WIMS-AECL calculation. However, in the case of the
£hom mo(jel the variance is much larger. In the case where the Winfrith library is used with DRAGON,
there is no easily identifiable trend except that in the cooled channel keg and koo are generally under-
estimated.

Let us look now at the variation in £ between DRAGON and MCNP4. Here the difference in
behaviour between the Bi°m, where 6£ increases as the buckling is increased, and the Sf"' model,
where 6£ decreases, is evident. Accordingly, in the case of short channel length, the B^°m model under-
estimates the leakage with respect to both the B\et model, as expected from the theory,'11' and the
MCNP4 calculation. Note also that the values of 6£ for a given channel length using the 5}"et model, is
reasonably independent of whether the channel is cooled or voided, indicating that the buckling computed
using MCNP4 is consistent with our B*ct DRAGON calculations. This effect is observed for both the
Winfrith and ENDF/B-V library.

The absolute values of 6£ computed using the Winfrith library with the B^om model are somewhat
smaller for a short channel than those obtained using the ENDF/B-V library with the Bj18' model. This
indicates that error compensation takes places when one uses the B j o m model with the Winfrith library.

In the WIMS-AECL calculations, 6£ for the voided channel decreases substantially as the channel
length is reduced while for the cooled channel, it remains nearly constant. This indicates a possible
breakdown in the leakage method of WIMS-AECL in the case when voiding occurs.



V. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented show a remarkable consistency between void effect calculations carried out using
one of the DRAGON variants and MCNP4. This consistency extends to the calculation of the leakage
component of the void effect, which has now been checked for the first time. The close agreement between
the two very different approaches also gives confidence in the validity of the new Monte Carlo method.

The procedure requires that MCNP4 be used to evaluate the axial buckling associated with a fuel
channel in a manner consistent with that used in a DRAGON calculation based on the simplified hetero-
geneous Bi leakage model. It is observed that the heterogeneous Bi model for leakage used in conjunction
with the ENDFB-V library best tracks leakage and void effect estimates over the lattices modelled, as
one would expect, although minor differences remain for extremely leaky cases.

Finally, since both DRAGON and MCNP4 lead to a similar void effect predictions we have confirmed
speculation reported elsewhere^7' that the differences observed between the MCNP4 and WIMS-AECL
predictions were not caused by a problem in the MCNP4 analysis.
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Table 1: Summary of MCNP4 reactivities (errors are given in mk) .

Observed B*
and channel length

0.2589 x 10-* c m " 2

0.2604 x 10"* c m " 2

600 cm

1.393 x 10-* c m " 2

1.377 x 10-* c m " 2

250 cm
5.591 x 10~* c m " 2

5.516 x 10-* c m " 2

120 cm

Cell type

cooled
voided
P (mk)
cooled
voided
P (mk)
cooled
voided
P (mk)

1.1284±0.1
1.1503±0.1

21.9±0.1

1.1284±0.1
1.1503±0.1

21.9±0.1
1.1284±0.1
1.1503±0.1

21.9±0.1

fceff

1.1175±0.1
1.1395±0.1

22.0±0.1

1.0730±0.1
1.0927±0.1

19.7±0.1
0.9295±0.2
0.9436±0.2

14.1±0.3

/(mk)

10.9±0.1
10.9±0.1

55.4±0.1
57.7±0.1

198.9±0.2
206.7±0.2

Table 2: Summary of DRAGON reactivities for the B\om model.

Bl (cm-2)
Channel length

0.2589 x 10-*
0.2604 x 10-*

600 cm

1.393 x 10~*
1.377 x 10-*

250 cm
5.591 x 10-*
5.516 x 10-*

120 cm

Cell type
and p

cooled
voided
p(mk)

cooled
voided
p(mk)
cooled
voided
P(mk)

Winfrith Library

1.1277
1.1513

23.6

1.1277
1.1513

23.6
1.1277
1.1513

23.6

*eff

1.1172
1.1403

23.1

1.0728
1.0948

22.0
0.9296
0.9473

17.7

/(mk)

10.5
11.0

54.9
56.5

198.1
204.0

ENDF/B-V Library

1.1299
1.1536

23.7

1.1299
1.1536

23.7
1.1299
1.1536

23.7

*eff

1.1196
1.1428

23.2

1.0760
1.0980

22.0
0.9347
0.9522

17.5

£(mk)

10.3
10.8

55.5
55.6

195.2
201.4



Table 3: Summary of DRAGON reactivities for the B^ci model.

Bi (cm-2)
Channel length
0.2589x 10-*
0.2604 x 10-*

600 cm
1.393 x 10-*
1.377 x 10-*

250 cm
5.591 x 10-*
5.516 x 10-*

120 cm

Cell type
and p

cooled
voided
p(mk)
cooled
voided
p(mk)
cooled
voided
p(mk)

Winfrith Library

1.1277
1.1513

23.6
1.1277
1.1513

23.6
1.1277
1.1513

23.6

1.1168
1.1398

23.0
1.0708
1.0925

21.7
0.9230
0.9393

16.3

£(mk)
10.9
11.5

56.9
58.8

204.7
212.0

ENDF/B-V Library

1.1299
1.1536

23.7
1.1299
1.1536

23.7
1.1299
1.1536

23.7

fceff

1.1192
1.1423

23.1
1.0742
1.0955

21.3
0.9284
0.9437

15.3

/(mk)
10.7
11.3

55.7
58.1

201.5
209.8

Table 4: DRAGON-MCNP4 reactivity differences (mk) for the £{""" model.

Bl (cm-2)
Channel length

0.2589 x 10-*
0.2604 x 10-*

600 cm
1.393 x 10-*
1.377 x 10-*

250 cm
5.591 x 10-*
5.516 x 10-*

120 cm

Cell type
and Sp

cooled
voided

Sp
cooled
voided

Sp
cooled
voided

L_ 6f>

Winfrith Library

0.7±0.1
-1.0±0.1
-1.7±0.1
0.7±0.1

-1.0±0.1
-1.7±0.1
0.7±0.1

-1.0±0.1
-1.7±0.1

0.3±0.1
-0.8±0.1
-l.l±0.1
0.2±0.1

-2.1±0.1
-2.3±0.1
-0.1±0.2
-3.7±0.3
-3.6±0.3

6£

0.4±0.1
-0.2±0.1

0.5±0.1
l.l±0.1

0.8±0.2
2.7±0.2

ENDF/B-V Library

-1.5±0.1
-3.3±0.1
-1.8±0.1
-1.5±0.1
-3.3±0.1
-1.8±0.1
-1.5±0.1
-3.3±0.1
-1.8±0.1

-2.1±0.1
-3.3±0.1
-1.2±0.1
-3.0±0.1
-5.3±0.1
-2.3±0.1
-5.2±0.2
-8.6±0.2
-3.4±0.3

S£

0.6±0.1
0.0±0.1

1.5±0.1
2.0±0.1

3.7±0.2
5.3±0.2

Table 5: DRAGON-MCNP4 reactivity differences (mk) for the B{"et model.

Bi (cm"J)
Channel length

0.2589 x 10"*
0.2604 x 10-*

600 cm
1.393 x 10-*
1.377 x 10-*

250 cm
5.591 x 10-*
5.516 x 10-*

120 cm

Cell type
and Sp

cooled
voided

6P

cooled
voided

Sp
cooled
voided

Sp

Winfrith Library

0.7±0.1
-1.0±0.1
-1.7±0.1
0.7±0.1

-1.0±0.1
-1.7±0.1
0.7±0.1

-1.0±0.1
-1.7±0.1

«fc«ff

0.7±0.1
-0.3±0.1
-1.0±0.1
2.2±0.1
0.2±0.1

-2.0±0.1
6.5±0.2
4.3±0.2

-2.2±0.3

hi

0.0±0.1
-0.7±0.1

-1.5±0.1
-1.2±0.1

-5.8±0.2
-5.3±0.2

ENDF/B-V Library
Skoo

-1.5±0.1
-3.3±0.1
-1.8±0.1
-1.5±0.1
-3.3±0.1
-1.8±0.1
-1.5±0.1
-3.3±0.1
-1.8±0.1

SkeW

-1.7±0.1
-2.8±0.1
-l.l±0.1
-1.2±0.1
-2.8±0.1
-1.6±0.1
l.l±0.2

-0.1±0.2
-1.2±0.3

SI

0.2±0.1
-0.5±0.1

-0.3±0.1
-0.5±0.1

-2.6±0.2
-3.2±0.2
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ABSTRACT

The Reactor Regulating System package extracted from SMOKIN-G2 was linked
within RFSP to the spatial kinetics calculation. The objective is to use this new capability in
safety analysis to model the actions of RRS in hypothetical events such as in-core LOCA or mod-
erator drain scenarios. This paper describes the RRS modelling in RFSP and its coupling to the
neutronics calculations, verification of the RRS control routine functions, sample applications
and comparisons to SMOKIN-G2 results for the same transient simulations.



CAPABILITY TO MODEL REACTOR REGULATING SYSTEM IN RFSP

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work is to incorporate the Reactor Regulating System (RRS)
algorithm for the CANDU 6 reactor in the RFSP code W, so as to have in this code the calculational
capability to model RRS action, duplicating as closely as possible the logic and calculations performed
by the station control computer^. The prime motivation is to use this new capability in safety analysis
to model the action of RRS in hypothetical events such as small loss of coolant accidents (LOCA),
in-core breaks, and slow moderator drain.

The SMOKIN code (3) has the capability to model the RRS, together with a modal
synthesis approach in the neutronics calculations. The major advantage of incorporating the RRS
modelling in RFSP is the increased accuracy of the diffusion-code approach relative to that of the
modal-synthesis method.

The RRS routine package from SM0KIN-G2 (4) was transplanted into RFSP. The
coding of the RRS routines was maintained unchanged as much as possible; minor programming
changes made were to mesh the subroutines with the remainder of RFSP or to correct acknowledged
"bugs". The RRS package was linked up with the well-established time-dependent diffusion kinetics
methodology implemented in the ""CERBERUS module of the RFSP code. This paper describes the
RRS modelling in RFSP and its coupling to the neutronics calculations, verification of the
implementation and demonstration of the functionalities of the RRS control routines, sample
applications and comparisons to SMOKIN results. Future developments and validation of this new
simulation tool against site data are also discussed.

2. REACTOR REGULATING SYSTEM MODELLING AND COUPLING TO
NEUTRONICS CALCULATIONS

The purpose of the RRS is to measure and control reactor power to a specified setpoint,
and to permit smooth automatic changes in reactor power in response to operator-entered setpoints or
boiler-pressure demands. It is also designed to provide several automatic modes for reducing power
when certain process or neutronic parameters exceed limits, or certain impairment conditions exist in the
RRS itself.

Neutron power is controlled to a given setpoint by RRS manipulating the reactivity
control devices. A demand power is established based on the difference between the current power and
the power setpoint. The difference between the demand power and the current power, together with the
difference between the demand power change rate and the measured power change rate, is used to
establish an "effective power error".

The movements of the three "solid" devices (zone controllers, adjusters and MCA's) are
controlled by RRS. The zone control system is the primary reactivity control mechanism. The bulk
valve-lift signal is determined as a function of the power error. Adjuster bank movements follow a set of
rules based on the power error and the average zone fill. The speed of movement, defined in terms of
fraction of full speed, is also specified as a function of power error. Similarly, when the MCA's arc
driven, their movement follows a set of rules based on the power error and the average zone fill. The
speed of MCA movement has the same dependence on power error as the speed of adjuster movement.
In addition, if the power error is positive and excessively large, automatic poison addition is initialed.
Note also that shutoff rod withdrawal is also controlled by RRS.



The RRS continuously monitors the core conditions and initiates power reduction at a
specified rate if certain setpoints are exceeded. Two modes of automatic power reduction are available -
stepback and setback. Both process signals and neutronic signals are monitored for stepback and setback
conditions.

There are two neutronic signals for stepback: high zone power and high log rate. The
MCA's are dropped to rapidly reduce power with the terminal power set at zero power. The stepback is
cleared when the initiating condition clears. There are also two neutronic signals for setback: high local
neutron flux and spatial control off normal. The power reduction rate for both setback conditions is
controlled at 0.1%/s, with an end power at 60% of full power.

In the context of RRS modelling in RFSP, the "measured" neutronic parameters fed to
the RRS package are those generated by neutronics calculations. These include the bulk reactor thermal
power, the bulk power change rate, the 14 zone detector fluxes, the three ion-chamber fluxes and the 102
vanadium detector fluxes. The RRS continuously calibrates the ion-chamber and flux detector signals to
reflect the true thermal power. The RRS is modelled by a package of control routines, which perform the
calculation of the effective power error and demand power, and perform the necessary device movements
to introduce the reactivity perturbation to achieve the power setpoint. These routines also determine the
new device positions.

A new module,*CERBRRS, was created in RFSP. The routines in the *CERBRRS
module are functionally organized into two groups: those related to RRS and those related to the
neutronics(see Figure la). The main control routine directs the program flow. The sequence of the
kinetics and RRS calculations is determined by the time steps employed in the two types of calculations.
For RRS, the time-step requirement is 0.5 seconds. We have elected to also use a 0.5 second neutronic
time-step for flux shape calculations in the first implementation of the RRS and neutronics coupling.
Hence the RRS package is always called before a flux calculation at every 0.5 seconds.

An interface routine provides the linkage between the kinetics calculation and the main
routine. It receives updated information on device positions and core configuration and provides this
data to the neutronics routines. It also provides the updated flux and power data generated by the
neutronics routines and passes it to the RRS package. The RRS-related routines were organized as
shown in Figure lb. A driver routine SRDRIV provides the linkage between the RRS control routine
package and the main routine. The RRS package consists of the Power Measurement and Calibration
Routine, the Flux Mapping Routine, the Demand Power (and Power Error) Routine, and
device-movement-control routines for zone controllers, adjusters, MCA's, stepback, setback, poison
addition and shutoff rod withdrawal. The routines related to manual device controls have not been
included.

3. VERIFICATION TESTS

The functionality of the various control routines as assembled in the *CERBRRS
module has been verified by performing a series of tests. These were designed to activate the device
control routine shortly after the transient starts; the tests were terminated when the desired RRS actions
had been demonstrated. Two sample tests are described in some detail below. The corresponding
SMOKIN-G2 simulation results are also given, purely for comparison purposes. There should be no
interpretation as to which set of results is more accurate or valid since these verification tests are not real
station events and hence the simulation results have not been compared to any site data.

3.1 Power Reduction Test

A power reduction transient was simulated. The reactor power was initially at 100% FP,



with zone fills all at 50%. The power was reduced to 44% FP at a rate of 0.5%/s, and held at this level
for 1000 seconds. Reactivity feedback from fuel temperature, coolant temperature and density, and
moderator temperature was not included. Six delayed neutron groups were represented. The simulation
results are given in Figures 2a which shows the power transient and device movements, and in Figure 2b
which shows the power error. The reactor power decreased at a rate of about 0.5%/s as demanded. The
average zone fill initially increased to effect the power reduction. It then dropped as xenon built up. At
642 seconds, the average zone fill had dropped to 20% and adjuster bank 1 started to drive out. The
speed of the adjuster rods was 50% of full speed as the power error remained in the range of -2% to
+2%. The average zone fill started to increase to maintain reactivity balance. When adjuster bank 1 was
completely driven out, the average zone fill started to drop again. The simulation was terminated before
adjuster bank 2 was driven out. The results of this test case verify the functionality of the adjuster driver
routine, as well as that of the zone control routine.

SMOKIN-G2 had been used to simulate the same transient (out to a much longer time
period covering all adjuster bank withdrawals and re-insertions). The SMOKIN-G2 results for the first
1000 s are reproduced here in Figures 3a and 3b. They show the same general features of zone control
movements and adjuster bank movements. However, the rate of the average zone-fill drop predicted by
SMOKIN-G2 is faster, hence adjuster bank 1 started the out-drive at an earlier time. Subsequently,
adjuster bank 2 out-drive was also initiated at a much earlier time. This differences between the results
from the two codes can be attributed either to different zone controller worths, or different xenon
transient loads, or both.

3.2 In-Core LOCA Test

An in-core LOCA transient was simulated. The initial power was at 75% FP, with all the
zone fills at 70%. Channel El l was assumed to rupture at time zero, discharging fuel and hot coolant,
and disabling MCA Rods # 1 and 2. The moderator temperature increase from 75°C to 110°C in about
220 s, with corresponding changes in density. The moderator was assumed to be poisoned, with an initial
reactivity load of 25 mk. The poison was diluted by the discharging coolant, assuming a piston model
for overall dilution, but the reactivity effect was assumed spatially uniform. Furthermore, the moderator
isotopic purity was initially at 99.945 atom percent, and was downgraded by the discharging coolant. To
minimize the moderator degrading and thus maximize the net positive reactivity insertion, the coolant
isotopic purity was assumed to be only 0.2 atom percent lower (at 99.745%) than the moderator purity.
This case had previously been simulated using SMOKIN-G2(5). The coolant discharge rate was
calculated using the SOPHT-G2 code*6), and the moderator transient was calculated using the COMETES
code^7\ The moderator temperature, density, poison reactivity load and isotopic purity transient data are
reproduced here respectively in Figures 4 a,b,c and d. The thermalhydraulics transients for the four PHT
passes and the moderator transient were fed to SMOKIN-G2 to calculate the neutronic and RRS
responses. Fuel temperature reactivity feedback was not included. Stepback and setback functions were
disabled, and reactor trips were not credited.

The same coolant and moderator transient data was input to *CERBRRS to verify the
RRS control functions. The demand power was set at 75% FP and remained at this level throughout the
transient. The simulation results are given in Figure 5a which shows the power transient and the power
error (in decades), and in Figure 5b which shows the device movements. Initially the zones started to fill
in response to the net positive reactivity insertion (positive from poison dilution and moderator heat-up,
negative from moderator isotopic downgrading), but were unable to maintain reactivity balance on their
own. The power error soon exceeded +1.5% and MCA Bank 1 (Rods # 1 and 4, but only #4 was
operational) started to insert,. The average zone fill went above 80% and the power excursion continued.
When the power error increased above +4%, MCA Bank 2 (Rods #2 and 3, but only #3 was operational)
also started to insert. Eventually the power was turned around after reaching a peak of 120% FP and
reduced to close to the demanded 75% FP level. The response of the devices throughout the transient



was verified to be strictly according to the set of rules for each device as specified in the design*2^. The
average zone fill decreased as the power error became negative, and increased when the power error was
positive. The MCA rods stopped, withdrew and inserted as a function of power error and average zone
fill. Adjuster bank 1 started driving out when conditions for its out-drive existed, but was quickly
re-inserted. Eventually MCA #4 was fully inserted at about 180 s after the break, and the combination of
the continued MCA #3 insertion and average zone-fill increase kept the power constant at 78% FP up to
320 s when the simulation was terminated. Note that the reactor would have tripped long before this time
by process trips or by high neutron power, or a stepback would have occurred with MCA's dropped on
high zone powers, or a setback would have occurred on high neutron flux and on spatial control off
nominal. The results of this test case verify the functionality of the MCA driver routine, as well as the
zone control routine.

For comparison purposes, the SMOKIN-G2 results are reproduced in Figure 6a which
shows the power transient, and in Figure 6b which shows the MCA rods #3 and 4 movement. The peak
transient power predicted by SMOKIN-G2 was lower at about 110% FP, turned around and was
maintained at 75% FP as demanded up to 220 s, when the simulation was terminated. Also the MCA
rods started their in-drive at later times and did not reach full insertion. The reasons for these differences
are not clear, and may include differences in zone models and in MCA models.

3.3 Other Tests

Many other function tests have been performed with *CERBRRS, including

a. A manual trip test in which the SDS1 trip flag was set on but the SOR's were not dropped. The trip
would require the MCA's to drop at maximum speed and the zone fills to increase at three times the
maximum rate.

b. Moderator poison addition at a specified rate, leading to adjuster bank our-drive.
c. A distorted flux shape leading to a setback with spatial control responding to the distortion.
d. A shutoff-rod half inserted leading to a setback with spatial control responding to the distorted

flux shape.

The results of these tests also satisfactorily confirmed the functionality of the various RRS control
routines as implemented in the *CERBRRS module in RFSP.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

The test results demonstrated that the control routines are functional, i.e. they are able to
process the "measured" neutronic parameters correctly, to control the reactor power at a specified
setpoint, and to command the control devices according to the RRS design specifications. It is also
demonstrated, as in the in-core LOCA test case, that the *CERBRRS simulation package is a useful tool
suitable for coupled kinetics and RRS transient studies.

Initial test results show overall agreement with previous SMOKIN-G2 results in terms of
the general features of the power transient and RRS responses. There are, however, differences in rate of
zone movements and starting time of device insertion or withdrawal. Validation of *CERBRRS
predictions against actual plant transients is an essential step for the next phase of development. The
immediate emphasis will be on the zone-control-model validation. Since the zone controllers are the first
line of reactivity control, it is important that given the same power error, flux tilts and level tilts, the
predicted zone responses are in reasonable agreement with those observed at site. Furthermore, it should
be validated that the kinetics calculations can reasonably predict the flux and power, and hence the



power error and flux tilts. I'reliminary validation of *CERBRRS predictions against site transients is
being planned.

It is also desirable to automate the neutonics calculation time step such that the flux
shape calculations are done only when the reactivity change over the time step is significant. This is to
allow simulations of long transients (order of hours) with less computation effort.

The intended applications of the "CERBRRS code package are for accident analysis.
With the current version of the code, it is now feasible to perform an in-core LOCA transient simulation
or a slow-moderator-drain simulation. However, validation of the RRS dynamics against plant data is
necessary before the code and model can be used in safety analyses. The validity of power transient
predictions using the independent *CERBRRS methodology will enhance confidence in the present
predictions based on SM0KIN-G2 and the uncertainty allowances implicit in these safety analyses.
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Figure 2a Power Reduction Test -100% to 44% FP (CERBRRS Results)
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Figure 2b Power Reduction Test -100% to 44% FP (CERBRRS Results)
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Figure 5a In-Core LOCA Test - Reactor Power Transient (CERBRRS Results)
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Figure 6a In-Core LOCA Test - Reactor Power Transient (SMOKIN-G2 Results)
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Abstract

A self-powered detector (SPD) is a simple, passive device that consists of a coaxial probe with a metallic outer
sleeve, a mineral oxide insulating layer, and a metallic inner core. SPD's are used in nuclear reactors to monitor
neutron and gamma fields. Responses of SPD's to electrons and y-rays of various energies were investigated with
Monte Carlo simulations. Transmission filters were studied for the design of threshold SPD probes used for on-
line monitoring of the energy spectrum of high-power industrial electron accelerator beams. Filters were also
investigated for the enhancement of y-ray sensitivity of an SPD placed in a mixed electron and y-ray field.

INTRODUCTION

A self-powered detector (SPD) probe [I], shown schematically in Fig. 1, is a simple device, consisting of a coaxial
probe with a metallic outer sleeve known as a collector, a mineral oxide insulating layer, and a metallic inner core
called an emitter. SPD's are used extensively [2] in nuclear reactors for neutron and y-ray flux mapping [3], and
for over-power protection [4]. SPD's are reliable probes for hostile environments and can be coiled in various
shapes and forms to suit applications. Some SPD's have been in continuous use inside reactor cores for over two
decades without any degradation in performance [5].

By design, an SPD can be optimized for selected sensitivity to external neutrons, y-rays or electrons. Transmission
filters, can be employed to suppress signal from the low energy component of an electron beam. These devices
could be used for on-line monitoring of the beam of a high-power industrial electron linac such as AECL's
Industrial Material Processing Electron Linear Accelerator (IMPELA) [6], With a grounded collector, the SPD
signal from the charge build-up in the emitter is sensitive only to the electrical charges produced within the probe
volume, while the outer collector electrode serves as an electrostatic shield [7] against the electromagnetic noise
from the environment. For monitoring of y-ray fluences in a medium, an optimum transmission filter may be
needed to suppress the contribution of electrons generated in the medium by the passage of y-rays. This is
especially important for a high-energy y-ray field with a broad range of energies, since the signals generated by
external y-rays and electrons are often of opposite polarities, which lend to cancel out.

A large body of literature exists on the theory, design and applications of SPD probes in nuclear reactors for
neutron and y-ray flux measurements [2]. However, there are very few investigations on the use [7,8,9] of SPD's
for monitoring electron and bremsstrahlung beams from high-power industrial electron accelerators. This study
was undertaken to investigate the possibility of using SPD's for this purpose and as y-ray probes for reactor
instrumentation for safety control [10].

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF AN SPD

The outer sleeve (collector) and the inner core (emitter), Figure 1, of an SPD serve mainly as equi-potential
electrodes that provide a prompt signal from the charge build-up caused by the deposition or depletion of electrons
in the electrode zones. The processes contributing to the transfer of electrons depend on the type of radiation and
the elemental composition of the electrodes.



In electron and y-ray radiation fields, atomic interactions are much more probable than nuclear interactions.
Electrons lose energy by ionizing or exciting the atoms and molecules, knocking out atomic electrons, and
generating bremsstrahlung photons from radiative-energy-loss collisions. The y-ray interactions predominantly
produce electrons by photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering and pair production processes. The charge
build-up in a region is determined by the net electron deposition/depletion rate, due to the interactions of the
primary and secondary radiation in various zones of the SPD probe volume.

In a neutron field, the (n,|r) and the (n. y) nuclear reactions in the detector volume produce electrons and y-rays.
The transport of these particles determines the charge accumulation in various regions of the detector. Nuclear
reactions may also produce secondary radionuclide sources of delayed radiation, and result in a delayed time-
dependent component of the charge build-up signal from the detector. A comprehensive understanding of these
phenomena is important for interpreting the response of an SPD probe to a time-dependent intense radiation field.

Insulator charge build-up is a complex phenomenon. Along the trajectories of primary and secondary electrons in
a medium, some ionized particles are bunched into aggregates. In insulators and materials with low electric
conductance, free electrons as well as ionized atoms and molecules are preserved for a long time. The charge
relaxation times T required for the charge at any point to decay to 1/e of its original value are given by 111.12]

where KE is the dielectric constant, r.o is the permeability of free space and a is the conductivity of the material.
The values of these parameters for some insulators are tabulated in the literature [11.13]. In very good insulators
(e.g.. fused quartz with a = 10"'^ to 10"^ S/m), the relaxation lime could exceed 10" s, but in most other
materials it is much smaller. In metals, the relaxation time is negligible and the charge quickly emerges on the
surface. But in dielectrics, the relaxation time can be appreciable. In such cases, the negative and positive charges
may not be distributed uniformly in the medium, and internal electric fields may alter the mechanical strength of
the materials. In addition, the electric fields from charge build-up could affect the movement of electrons in the
medium and produce significant perturbations to the charge and dose distributions! 12]

In a pulsed radiation field, the rapidly varying charge distribution inside an SPD probe volume will produce an
additional transient signal that is determined by the electrostatic properties of the probe assembly and the time-
dependence of the radiation field. In a coaxial SPD assembly with a grounded outer electrode, the current signal
from the inner core emitter electrode to a low-impedance external circuit may be expressed as

/ =ale+b-f- + clim (2)
at

The first term on the right-hand side represents the conduction component [7] from electron deposition/depletion
in the inner core electrode (emitter), due to interactions of the radiation field. For electron and gamma radiation,
the time dependence of this component is that of the radiation field itself. The second term represents the transient
response [7], in which the magnitude and the sign of the coefficient b is determined by the electrostatic properties
of the probe and the sign of the net charge accumulated in the dielectric layer between the two electrodes. For
typical SPD's the second term is important for a pulsed radiation field with a rise lime faster than îs. The third
term is the insulator leakage current due to the charge and the electric field build-up in the dielectric insulator
layer and the drift of this charge to the inner emitter electrode The time-dependence of this component will
depend on the relaxation time T of the insulator, while the magnitude of the coefficient c will depend on the spatial
distribution of the electric field inside the dielectric insulator zone.



INSULATOR LEAKAGE CURRENTS

Since the emitter and the collector are shunted to the ground, the electric potential in the insulator due to the net
imbalance of electrons would have a maximum at some radial distance R« inside the insulator. Under normal
operating conditions, there will be a relatively low impedance external load between the emitter and the collector
electrodes, and the electric field inside the dielectric medium would not be strong enough to perturb the
trajectories of the high-energy electrons. However, this field will drive thermalized electrons and holes into or out
of the insulator region. Thus electrons in the insulating region between Rp and the emitter surface will drift
toward the emitter, producing a leakage current, and electrons in the region between Rp and the collector surface
will drift to the collector.

Goldstein [14] has derived an analytic expression, for an infinitely long SPD detector by considering that the charge
distribution does not vary' drastically between the emitter radius Rc and the radius of the inside surface of the outer
collector Rc. Then the portion of the charge drifting to the emitter can be obtained from the approximate
relationship |14|

ln(^)
R,

where Qjnsuiaior is the total charge in the insulator zone. For Rc'Re 2, approximately 40% of the charge
deposited in the insulator zone will drift to the emitter and 60% will drift to the collector. The uncertainty in this
leakage current is often the dominant factor in the overall uncertainty in the sensitivity of SPD's calculated for y-
rays of energies below 1 MeV.

CHARGE DEPOSITION IN MATERIALS BY PASSAGE OF ELECTRONS

The signal from an SPD with a grounded collector is due to the net imbalance of electrons or positrons in the
emitter zone, resulting from the primary or secondary processes initiated by the radiation field. The distribution of
the charge deposition in a medium from passage of energetic electrons reflects the statistical nature of the energy-
loss and multiple scattering processes. The charge distribution has a negative region (charge depletion) at small
depths [ 15.16] This is caused by an excess of electron emission from knock-on collisions, over electron deposition
due to energy loss.

The charge distribution at large depths reflects the effects of several contributing phenomena: trajectory detours
due to multiple scattering, range dispersion due to energy-loss straggling and electrons generated by intermediary
bremsstrahlung radiation. The mean-squared deflection of electrons due to multiple scattering increases with
decreasing E and increasing Z. This increase in deflection causes a shortening of the penetration depth, and a
reduction of the most probable charge-deposition depth. The divergence of the primary beam also affects the
distribution of the charge build-up in the medium [15,16,17].

Passage of a broad energy beam of electrons through a material will filter out primary electrons whose range is less
than the thickness of the material. The cut-off in the energy of the transmitted electrons will be sharpest if the
material is of low atomic number Z because of the relatively low charge-deposition straggling. The collector of the
SPD probe itself acts as a transmission filter of external electrons. Consideration of the physics of the interactions
of electrons and gamma rays shows that an optimum SPD would be one with a collector of low Z material and an
emitter of a high Z material.



THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF SPD RESPONSE

The transient response of an SPD is important only during a rapidly varying radiation field, and this would be
smoothed by integration time of the output signal. The residual conduction component of the charge build-up is
determined by the electron deposition/depletion in the electrode media as a result of interactions of the radiation
inside the detector volume. Charge deposition can be computed with Monte Carlo codes available for combined
electron-gamma transport in complex systems [18]. For our investigations we have used the SANDYL [19] and
the CYLTRANP [20] codes of the ITS package [20],

The ITS system of codes employs a condensed history method for electron transport. The spatial steps taken by an
electron are pre-computed and include the effects of a number of collisions. The corresponding scattering angle
and energy loss in the steps are found from the multiple scattering distributions for these quantities. Atomic
ionization and secondary particles arc generated within the steps according to the probabilities of their occurrence.
Electron energy loss is through inelastic electron-electron collisions, bremsstrahlung generation, and polarization
of the medium (density effects) The energy-loss process includes straggling from fluctuations in the number of
energy-loss collisions in a step. Scattering angular distributions are determined from elastic nuclear collision cross
sections corrected for electron-electron interactions. The subsequent secondary electrons include those produced by
knock-on, Auger. Compton and photoelectric absorption processes.

Photon trajectories are generated by following photons from scattering to scattering, using various probability
distributions to find distances between collisions, types of interactions, types of secondaries, and their energies and
scattering angles. The photon interactions included are photo-electric absorption, coherent scattering, incoherent
scattering and pair production. The secondary photons include bremsstrahlung, fluorescent photons and 511 keV
annihilation radiation. In our calculations, the particles were followed in general down to a cut-off energy of 50
keV for electrons and 10 keV for photons. The sensitivity of the computed results to these cut-off energies was
tested for each case.

ABSOLUTE NORMALIZATION OF SPD RESPONSE

For simulations of the efficiency of an SPD with the Monte Carlo technique, we compute the net charge
accumulated in the emitter and the insulator zones. Often a simplified geometry can be used for Monte Carlo
simulations, and the results renormalized. In the case of an SPD probe in an isotropic y-ray field, we simulate the
sensitivity >'JE) per unit incident photon current incident on the detector surface. This is done by placing a point
gamma source, with isotropic emission in a hemisphere, on the surface of the SPD probe. Then the SPD sensitivity
Sy(E) in an isotropic y-ray flux. <L. uniformly distributed over the probe is given by

Sy(K) = 2nRI^Yy(K) (4)

where R and L arc. respectively, the outer radius and the sensitive length of the SPD probe. The factor of 4 in the
denominator in Equation (4) is due to the conversion of the isotropic photon flux to the inward photon current at
the detector surface.

For an anisotropic or directional radiation field, the Monte Carlo simulations of YJE) may be made with a beam
configuration incorporating the angular distributions. In this case, the absolute sensitivity is

ry(K) (5)

where the AQ is the effective solid angle of the SPD in the radiation beam. If the radiation flux on the detector
surface is uniform, then Equation (5) is equivalent to



Sy(E) = <$>.,-A-Yy (6)

where A is the cross sectional surface area of the probe normal to the radiation beam.

In the literature, the absolute efficiencies of SPD probes have been expressed in various units. These include the
current per metre probe length per unit flux of radiation (AnrVcm^s), per unit surface dose in air (Am*l/Rh"l),
per unit absorbed dose in water (Am"'/rad.h"') and per incident beam particle (Am'1/particle). The first three
units are common in reactor physics applications, whereas the third unit is more suitable for applications in
accelerator environments.

The conversion factor between the y-ray flux and the surface dose in air D(R/h) is [21]

E- (\len I p)a,r

where R represents Roenlgcns that is equal to 0.876 rad.

The conversion factor between the flux and the absorbed dose in a medium is [21]

en I yjmedium

The values of the mass energy absorption coefficient (]len I p)nKdwm are given in the literature [9,20]. At gamma
energies above 0.1 McV and in a water medium

^ ( Y / m * ) . (9)

and the flux of 1 MeV gamma rays will be

$y=5A2x\QP-D(rad/h) (y/m2s) (10)

ELECTRON SENSITIVITY

Various SPD configurations [9| were investigated for monitoring electron and y-ray fields. For monitoring
electrons, a suitable SPD probe is SPD-1. Table 1, with an outer sleeve of a lovv-Z material, and an inner electrode
(emitter) of a high-Z material This configuration provides high sensitivity and a sharp threshold for electron
energy. Curve A in Figure 2 displays the charge build-up in the 1.8 mm diameter tungsten emitter of SPD-1.
Curves B and C show. respectively, the charge build-up in the 0.65 mm thick Inconel 600 outer collector sleeve
and the 0.31 mm thick MgO insulating layer. As expected, the charge depositions in the collector and the
insulator layers decrease with increasing electron energy, due to the increase in the electron range. Electrons of
energy above 1 MeV reach the emitter zone. The thickness of this zone is equal to the range of about 5 MeV
electrons. Consequently, the charge buildup in the emitter zone falls off at higher energies when the electrons
begin to penetrate through the emitter zone.

Under normal conditions, the outer sleeve of an SPD is connected to an electrical ground and the emitter is
connected to a low-impedance load. It is obvious from curve A in Figure 2 that the signal from the emitter displays
features typical of a threshold device. The threshold for the detection of electrons will be the energy at which the
electron range is equal to the thicknesses of the collector and the insulating zones that serve as transmission filters.
The threshold energy can be adjusted by varying the thickness of the outer Inconel sleeve. Results from Monte
Carlo simulations [9] demonstrated that for an Inconel filter the threshold energy depends linearly on the filter



thickness. Thus the spectral distribution of an electron beam can be determined [ 9] by unfolding techniques from
SPD data collected simultaneously using judiciously selected filters.

ON-LINE ELECTRON BEAM ENERGY MONITORING

For a simple indication of the stability of the beam energy and intensity, two probes with suitable thresholds are
sufficient, as indicated by the data in Figure 3. This figure shows the measured variation, with the beam energy, of
the ratio of signals from two probes with Al filters of various thicknesses. Probe SPDl has an Al filter of thickness
2.7 g/cm^ whereas filters of thicknesses ranging from 4.01 to 4.87 g/cm^ were used with the probe SPD2. Curves
in Figure 3 show the variation, with the electron beam energy, in the value of the ratio of the signals from SPDl
and SPD2. Each curve is identified with the thickness of the SPD2 filter. The curve marked 4.01 shows a change
of 50% in the value of the ratio of the SPDl and SPD2 signals for a change of 10% in the energy of the electron
beam. It is obvious from these measured data that two probes with suitably selected filters provide an excellent
sensitivity to the changes in the energy of the electron beam.

GAMMA-RAY SENSITIVITY OF AN SPD

In a y-ray field, the charge build-up in various zones of an SPD probe is determined by the net deposition/depletion
rate of electrons, due to photoelectric and Compton scattering processes. The photoelectric process is important at
energies below 1 McV and in high Z materials, since the cross section is proportional to Z^/E.3 The kinetic
energy of an electron liberated by the photoelectric process is equal to the incident y-ray energy minus the binding
energy of the atomic orbit of the electron. The Compton process is important at energies above 1 MeV. The cross
section for this process is proportional to Z/E,,. The Compton electrons are confined to the forward hemisphere
and their energy depends on the scattering angle [22]. The pair production process docs not contribute much to the
SPD response, because of the simultaneous emission of positive and negative charges.

An optimum SPD probe for y-rays consists of a collector of a low Z material and an emitter of a high Z material
[2,3,8], The inner core of the emitter could be made of a low Z material with a thin cladding of a high Z material
like Pt [3]. The sensitivity of these SPD's to low-energy y-rays depends on the interaction cross section and the
emitter surface area. Because of the small dimensions of a typical SPD probe, the gamma interaction probability is
very low and the SPD's in general have low efficiency for external y-rays. compared to the external electrons.

Electrons liberated from y-ray interactions in a medium form a secondary electron field, which propagates with the
y-ray field. An SPD probe placed in this medium will register electrons of energy greater than the threshold of the
SPD. Thus the signal from an SPD probe in a gamma field may depend on the environment of the SPD probe. In
addition, the charge build-up in the insulator zone may be comparable to the charge build-up in the emitter zone,
and the insulator leakage current may become important.

GAMMA-RAY SENSITIVITY OF AN SPD IN AIR

Figure 4 shows the net balance of electrons in various zones of the SPD-2 detector as a function of the incident y-
ray beam energy when the probe is placed in air. The emitter core of this probe is 0.45 mm diameter Inconel with
a Pt cladding of 0.025 mm. The MgO insulator zone thickness is 0.25 mm and the collector layer is Inconel of
0.25 mm thickness. At y-ray energies below 1 MeV the dominance of the photoelectric process results in the net
loss of electrons from the Pt clad region. These electrons are deposited in the neighbouring zones of the Inconel
core or the MgO insulator. The former is electrically connected to the Pt clad and the net emitter charge is the sum
of the electron transfer from the Inconcl core and the Pt clad zones.

It is obvious from Figure 4 that at low y-ray energies there is a significant accumulation of electrons into the MgO
insulator zone. As discussed earlier in section 3, the charge accumulation builds up a potential gradient that
produces a leakage current. At y-ray energies above 1 MeV. Compton is the dominant interaction and the average



kinetic energy of the Compton electrons emitted at all angles increases with the y-ray energy. An electron of
energy greater than 2 MeV can penetrate the maximum thickness of the SPD-2 probe. Thus as the energy of the
Compton electrons increases, more such electrons escape from the probe. However the Compton interaction cross
section itself decreases with the y-ray energy, and the net effect is a decrease in the number of electrons escaping as
y-ray beam energy increases beyond 5 MeV.

Figure 5 shows the net current from the emitter of SPD-2 as a function of the incident y-ray beam energy. The
current is expressed in units of the surface dose for comparison with the sensitivity calculated by Goldstein [14].
At y-ray energies above 1 MeV. the contribution from the insulator leakage current is insignificant, but it becomes
a dominant factor at y-ray energies below 0.4 MeV. Above this energy the two sets of calculations are in good
agreement. Below 0.4 MeV the uncertainty is dominated by the magnitude of the drift current. Figure 6 shows the
efficiency of the SPD-2 probe in units of the y-ray flux. The efficiency of the SPD-2 probe, expressed in units of
the surface dose in Figure 5. amplifies the lower energy end. whereas the SPD-2 efficiency expressed in units of
gamma flux amplifies the high-energy end [9].

Figure 7 shows the calculated sensitivity in an SPD-4 probe per unit y-ray flux at the probe location. Curve A is
for a probe placed in air. The sensitivity of such a probe calculated by Hall [23], with his program ICARES, is
published in Figure 1 of reference [23]. Hall's data indicates a sensitivity of 1.2 xlO'^* Am"! / (ym"2 s) at 0.3
MeV and only 0.1 x i()"25 Am'' / (yin'2 s) at 5 McV. The 0.3 MeV data is consistent with our results, but the 5
MeV data is more than an order of magnitude lower than our data shown by curve A in Figure 7. The data by
Hall does not show the rapid increase in the sensitivity predicted by Goldstein [14] and by us, as shown in Figure
6 and Figure 7 curve A.

GAMMA-RAY SENSITIVITY OF AN SPD IN A DENSE MEDIUM

Interactions of high-energy y-rays in a medium surrounding an SPD probe produce high-energy electrons that may
reach the detector and induce signal. The region contributing to these electrons will extend from the probe surface
to the range of the highest energy electron produced in the medium. Electrons produced in the medium beyond
this range cannot reach the detector. However, in a high Z medium the bremsstrahlung y-rays produced by these
electrons may reach the detector and induce signal. The radiative energy loss of electrons is proportional to Z^Ee,
and many low-energy y-rays are generated due to the 1/Ey dependence of the bremsstrahlung spectrum. In a high
Z material the effective depth of penetration by electrons is much less than their nominal range. Thus the effective
response of an SPD to y-rays may depend significantly on the types and extent of the media surrounding the probe.

In a finite-size medium of relatively low density, such as air. the flux of the external electrons reaching the detector
may be too low to be significant. However, this flux will be significant if the medium is large, compared with the
range of the highest energy electrons. In fact, the contributions of these external electrons to the SPD signal may
be greater than the contributions of the primary' y-ray field, unless these electrons are suppressed with a
transmission filter of an even higher Z material. The effective thickness of this filter will be smaller than the
thickness of the contributing medium layer.

Figure 7 displays the y-ray sensitivity of the probe SPD-4 in external media of air, water, Zr and lead for a
normally incident beam with a 14° angular spread. The wall thickness of the collector of this probe stops electrons
with energies below 1 McV. and thus the sensitivity below 1 McV is independent of the surrounding medium.
Electrons of energy greater than 1 McV begin to penetrate the probe; at higher y-ray energies the contribution from
these external electrons could be much higher than the contribution from the direct y-rays, and would result in a
reversal of the polarity of the emitter signal when the probe is immersed in a low-Z medium, such as water.

When the probe is surrounded by a high-density. high-Z medium, such as Zr or Pb the contribution of the external
electrons is not as great as in the case of water. This is clear from the data shown in Figure 7. The earlier studies
by Goldstein [14] and Hall |23| had stipulated that there is no difference with respect to the Z-dependence of the



surrounding medium. However, the codes used in those studies did not include the bremsstrahlung mechanism,
and there may be differences in the treatment of the multiple scattering of electrons.

We find that the transmission filters of high-Z materials suppress the contribution from external electrons.
Without filters, the contribution from low- and high-energy y-rays and their associated external electron fields may
cancel out and reduce the magnitude of the net signal.

So far we have considered probes with Pt cladding on the emitter. The photoelectric process in this high-Z
cladding material provides a higher sensitivity at low y-ray energies. This is demonstrated by the data shown in
Figure 8 for probe SPD-5. This probe is similar to SPD-4, with the exception that the Pt cladding is replaced with
Inconel. The absence of Pt in the emitter results in a reduction of the emission of electrons from the emitter by
photoelectric process. Consequently, the sensitivity of the SPD-5 probe is almost zero at y-ray energies below 1
MeV, and it is very sensitive to the magnitude of the drift current from the MgO insulator region.

Again, for y-ray energies above 1 MeV, the sensitivity of the SPD-5 probe depends on the surrounding medium. In
air there are fewer external electrons and the sensitivity increases, whereas in water the contribution from the
external electrons is greater than the contribution from the direct y-rays, resulting in a reversal of the polarity of
the signal. The insertion of a transmission filter of high Z material, such as Pb, reduces the contribution of the
external electrons and maintains the polarity of the signal.

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To validate our results, the sensitivity of an SPD-4 type probe with an 85.4 cm active length was measured |9] in
^'Co and ' ^ I r y-ray fields using the irradiation facilities at Chalk River Laboratories (CRL). The electrical
current from the probe was measured with a Keithly 487 picometer. This instrument was calibrated with a Keithly
261 current source. The calibration accuracy ranged from 0.6% in the nA range to 1.7% in the 0.01 nA range.
The background current readings were in the sub pico-ampere range. To minimize this background current,
proper precautions were taken to eliminate ground loops and mechanical vibrations of the probe and the lead
cables. The measured data points are shown in Figure 7.

CONCLUSIONS

Responses of SPD probes to external electrons and gamma rays were investigated with Monte Carlo techniques and
found to be in good agreement with measured responses. We have shown that by a judicious choice of
transmission filters, SPD's can be operated as threshold detectors for on-line monitoring of electron beam energy
and intensity. Our investigations show that as y-ray detectors, SPD's inside a medium are sensitive to the electrons
generated in the medium, and that these electrons can be suppressed by surrounding the SPD with filters of higher
Z materials. Earlier studies reported in the literature [14,23] had claimed that the effective sensitivity' of an SPD to
an external y-ray field is independent of the medium surrounding the SPD probe. This is contradictory to our
results since it implies that the electrons generated in the surrounding material cannot be filtered out.
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Table 1: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SPD'S
Detector

SPD-1

SPD-2
SPD-3

SPD-4

SPD-5

Type

cylindrical

cylindrical
cylindrical

Pancake coil

Pancake coil

emitter
material

W

Inconel-600
Ineonel-600
Inconel-600

lnconel-600

diameter
(mm)

1.8

0.45
1.44
1.44

1.56

material

-

Pt
Pt
Pt

.

clad
thickness

(mm)
-

0.025
0.062
0.062

insulator
material

MgO

MgO
MgO
MgO

MgO

thickjiess
(mm)
0.31

0.25
0.33
0.33

0.33

collector
material

Inconel-600

Inconel-600
Inconel-600
Inconel-600

Inconel-600

OD
(mm)
3.7

1.5
3.0
3.0

3.0

Inconel 600 density 8.47 elemental composilon by wt Ni (0.76), Cr (0.16), Fe(0.08); MgO density 3.58. elemental composition O (0.5), Mg (0.5)
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a comparison of the analyses of a postulated Loss Of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) in Pickering NGS A reactors using the two neutron kinetics codes SMOKIN and CERBERUS. Both
codes have been used to simulate the space-time neutronic behaviour of CANDU-PHW reactors. The main
objective of the present study is to evaluate the accuracy with which SMOKIN can predict power transients
compared to CERBERUS.

The comparison shows that the two codes produce similar bulk power and reactivity transients. However,
SMOKIN was found to overestimate the power transient (relative to CERBERUS) in some regions of the core,
which is indicative of the spatial differences between the two codes. It was demonstrated that part of this
overestimate is due to the use of reaction-rate averaged fuel properties in SMOKIN, compared to instantaneous
fuel properties in CERBERUS.

INTRODUCTION

In spite of the fact that breaks in the J_Ieat Transport System (HTS) are very unlikely in CANDU-PHW reactors,
the analysis of postulated LOCA is an important part of the safety analyses performed for these reactors. This
paper compares the results of the analysis of a postulated LOCA using the two neutron kinetics codes SMOKIN
and CERBERUS. Although the two codes have been used to simulate (lie space-time neutronic behaviour of
CANDU reactors, they use completely different methodologies. The main objective of the present study is to
highlight the main differences between these codes and to evaluate the accuracy with which SMOKIN can
predict power transients compared to CERBERUS.

The SMOKIN code (1) uses a modal expansion method based on the assumption that the neutron flux
distribution in die reactor core at any time can be accurately described by a weighted sum of linearly
independent shape functions, multiplied by local effects functions which are dependent primarily on the locations
of the reactivity devices in the core. SMOKIN calculations are further simplified by assuming that the flux
distribution is adequately approximated by a solution of the time-dependent neutron diffusion equation for one
effective neutron energy group (dominanlly thermal neutrons). The result of these assumptions is a means of
obtaining inexpensive solutions for accident analysis, as well as for operational and control problems.

CERBERUS is a finite-difference neutron kinetics code. It solves the lime-dependent diffusion equation
in two energy groups (fast and thermal), and three spatial dimensions (2). It is now a module in the Reactor
Euelling Simulation Program. RESP (2). The mathematical technique adopted in CERBERUS is based on the
Unproved Cniasi-Stalic (1QS) method (3). In general, the CERBERUS solution should be expected to be more
accurate than Uial obtained from SMOKIN; however it is more expensive to use in the analysis of the same



LOCA transient in terms of computing time.

METHODOLOGY

1. Initial Conditions

Severe initial pre-LOCA reactor conditions were assumed in both CERBERUS and SMOKIN calculations,
including a large side-to-side power tilt. The model used in the present study is that for Pickering NGS A at
equilibrium fuel conditions. The initial reactor power was assumed to be 100% Full £ower (EP), with an
allowance of 3% FP added to the thermalhydraulics calculation to account for control variations and
measurement uncertainties. The hot channel and hot bundle were assumed in the SMOKIN analysis to have
initial powers equal to the licensing limits of 6.10 MW and 750 kW, respectively. The isotopic purity of the
D2O coolant and moderator was assumed to be 96.84 atom% and 99.72 atom%, respectively. In addition, a total
of 4 milli-k moderator poison load was assumed which is equivalent to about 0.5 ppm boron concentration.

The postulated accident considered in the present study was a 40% Reactor toilet Header (RIH) break which was
initiated starting from an 18% side-to-side tilt in the channel power distribution. The power till is defined in
Pickering A as the ratio between the maximum and minimum values of the seven calibrated relative zonal
powers, excluding the central zone. The relative power in each zone is defined as the ratio of the average power
of all fuel channels in the zone to tlie corresponding value in a reference untilted nominal core. This is
consistent with the tilt definition used in tlie Reactor Regulating System (RRS) in Pickering A. As a
conservative assumption, the high-powered channels in the tilted core were located on the same side of the core
where the postulated break is assumed to occur, i.e. the north side of the reactor. As will be explained later, the
way the initial tilt was introduced in the CERBERUS model was different from the way it was introduced in the
SMOKIN model.

On the basis of an 80% FP capacity factor over 20 years of reactor operation, a conservative core-average
diametral pressure tube creep of 1.5% was assumed in both the SMOKIN and CERBERUS models. The inner
radius of the pressure tube was expanded in the model by 1.5%, whereas its outer radius was calculated to
conserve the original pressure tube volume. Coolant volume was then calculated accordingly.

The reactivity control devices were assumed to be at their nominal location during the LOCA transient.
Pickering A has six stainless steel adjuster rods, nominally fully inserted in the core, and 14 zone-control
compartments, assumed in (lie analysis to be filled uniformly at 40% level. The moderator level was assumed to
be 100% full throughout the transient.

In addition, Pickering A is equipped with one shutdown system which when actuated drops 23 spring-assisted
high neutron-absorption £hut Off I<ods (SOR's) into the core. The SOR's were initially poised in the model at
the top of the reactor calandria. A survey was conducted where many possible combinations of four SOR's were
assumed unavailable in order to identify the least effective configuration of the shutdown system. The selection
criterion was based on the resulting highest energy deposition in the hottest bundle and the hottest channel, as
calculated from SMOKIN, during (lie first 5 s of the power transient. Note that all four rods assumed
unavailable in die analysis are located in die high-power (north) side of the tilted core, where the postulated
break was assumed to occur. Again this is a conservative assumption.

Table 1 lists the values of tlie major parameters used as initial conditions in die present study.

2. Reactor Model

The main features of die two reactor models used with SMOKIN and CERBERUS are given below, with special



emphasis on the major differences iti modelling tlie postulated accident using the two codes.

2.1. SMOKIN Calculation

SMOKIN was executed in conjunction with the thennalhydraulics code TUF (4) in an iterative process to
calculate the power transients following the postulated break. In this process the fuel channels were grouped into
a number of thermalhydraulics regions determined in part by the HTS loops, the broken and intact coolant
passes, and channel power and exit burnup distributions (further described below). In addition, each region is
divided into a number of axial nodes. The thennalhydraulics data generated by TUF, such as coolant density and
fuel temperature transients, were input to SMOKIN to calculate the corresponding power transients in the core.
The power transients for the various core regions were then fed back to TUF to calculate a new set of
thermalhydraulics data. These iterations were continued until a consistent set of regional power transients and
coolant density and fuel temperature transients was obtained.

The Pickering A model has 390 fuel channels (12 bundles each) which are connected to two heat-transport-
system loops; each loop is subdivided into two passes. The broken pass of the HTS was divided in the model
into six thermalhydraulics channel regions and the unbroken passes were represented by one channel region each,
for a total of 9 thermalhydraulics regions. In addition, each region was divided into 12 axial nodes along the
fuel channels (one bundle length each). Figure 1 shows the thermalhydraulics regions of (lie reactor core and
Figure 2 shows the exit irradiations in the fuel channels, with tlie core divided into six burnup zones. The
average exit irradiation in die core at equilibrium fuel condition is 2.14 n/kb.

The core was discretized into a fine mesh structure of 33*28*15, with a total of 17 pre-calculated, orthogonal
harmonics modes used to synthesize the flux distribution. The side-to-side flux tilt was introduced in the
SMOKIN model by exciting the azimulhal mode Uirough an adjustment of the corresponding modal amplitude in
the initial set of modes.

An allowance of 2.4 milli-k was added to die total core void reactivity to account for uncertainties in the void
reactivity prediction in the equilibrium core, using the POWDERPUFS-V module of the OHRFSP code (5). For
a lesser degree of voiding, the allowance is proportionally reduced, such thai the modal void reactivity in
SMOKIN is increased by a factor proportional to the ratio of 2.4 to the full-core void reactivity determined by
POWDERPUFS-V for the reference initial conditions.

The shutoff-rod insertion characteristics used in die analysis satisfy the safety acceptance gates, with an extra
50 ms delay added for conservatism. Neutronic signals generated by three ion chambers located outside the
reactor core and three in-core flux detectors were used to initiate the reactor trip following the postulated
accident. The ion chambers provide High ^eutron Power (HNP) signals for the Neutron Overpower Protection
(NOP) system, whereas die in-core detectors provide jHigh Linear Rate (HLinR) signals. The primary neutronic
trip for the shutdown system was discarded and the backup trip was credited instead. At time t=0, the HNP
signals were assumed equal to reactor power regardless of the initial tilt. That is, the reactor operator is credited
with calibrating tlie NOP ion chambers to maintain the same margin to trip. Trip setpoints of 114.5% FP and
10% FP/s were used for the I1NP and HLinR signals, respectively.

Each of the reactivity devices was represented in the SMOKIN model by a set of modal reactivities which are
defined as a function of die device relative position, and were derived from the incremental cross sections of the
device. The lattice cross sections were calculated at various times for each thennalhydraulics region using the
POWDERPUFS-V module of the OHRFSP code. These cross sections are normally calculated in SMOKIN
analysis at the reaction-rate average irradiations in Hie core burnup zones. As will be discussed in tlie next
section, the lattice cross sections used in the present CERBERUS analysis were based on the corresponding
instantaneous irradiations in these zones. Therefore, the SMOKIN analysis was repeated using instantaneous fuel
properties in order to evaluate the effect of this difference between SMOKIN and CERBERUS modelling.



To determine the neutronically equivalent instanlaneous/reaction-rate average irradiations, the POWDERPUFS-V
module was run twice: once with the reaction-rate average option and another with the instantaneous option. An
instantaneous exit irradiation of 1.18 n/kb produced the same effective multiplication constant as the reaction-rate
average irradiation of 2.14 n/kb. Therefore, the exit irradiations in each of the six burnup zones used in the
reaction-rate-average calculation was scaled down by a factor of 1.18/2.14, and the corresponding regional and
fuel properties were calculated at the instantaneous condition. In addition, the instantaneous delayed neutron
parameters at 1.18 n/kb were also calculated and used in the SMOKIN instantaneous calculation.

2.2. CERBERUS Calculation

The CERBERUS model has a fine-mesh structure of 34*29*18, within which Uie time-dependent, two-group flux
and power distributions were calculated. This is very similar to that used in the SMOKIN model, ITie mesh
lines were chosen such that they either coincided with or came very close to the boundaries of the fuel bundles
and the reactivity devices (within 3 cm). The remaining small difference has no significant effect on the results
of the analysis and is not an unusual approximation in 3-dimensional, 2-group diffusion calculations, driven by
the need to avoid adding more mesh lines which increase the time and cost of the analysis. For expediency, the
shutdown system trip instrumentation was not included in the CERBERUS model (whereas it was in the
SMOKIN model). Instead, Uie trip calculated in SMOKIN was also used in CERBERUS.

The CERBERUS calculation was carried out using coolant density, coolant temperature, and fuel temperature
transients generated by TUF in the same thermalhydraulics regions used in Uie SMOKIN calculation. However,
no iterations were carried out between CERBERl IS and TUF, but the converged set of thermalhydraulics data
resulting from the TUF/SMOKIN iterations was used in CERBERUS.

The spatial dependence of trie delayed neutron data is treated differently in the two codes. SMOKIN uses a
single set of delayed-neutron data with a constant delayed neutron fraction derived for a single core-average
irradiation of Uie equilibrium fuel, that is 2.14 n/kb for the reaction-rate averaged properties and 1.18 n/kb for the
instantaneous properties. CERBERUS allows for spatial dependence of the delayed neutron precursors and of
the delayed neutron fractions. This means that each fuel bundle has its own set of delayed neutron fractions
calculated at the corresponding instantaneous irradiation value. Hence, die delayed neutron fractions are spatially
varying in the CERBERUS model.

As mentioned earlier, the SMOKIN model used reaction-rate-avcraged, axially homogeneous, properties while
the standard CERBERUS model uses instantaneous, axially inhomogeneous, properties. For comparison with
SMOKIN, the CERBERUS calculation had to be modified here to emulate a lime-average-like core. This was
accomplished by doing an RFSP time-average calculation in which a zero-bundle-shift was assigned to each
channel to establish homogeneous, axially invariant, properties for each bundle. An instantaneous core snapshot
was then obtained from this lime-average distribution by assuming a fixed age in each channel. The channel age
is defined as die time elapsed since the last refuelling of a channel, relative to the normal interval between
refuelling for diat channel. The age of each channel was then adjusted in order to achieve the same channel
power distribution as in die homogeneous calculation. The snapshot age map is shown in Figure 3. This age
map as well as the corresponding power map were used as die starting point for Uie CERBERUS calculation.

The coolant isotopic purity was downgraded in the CERBERUS analysis from 96.84 atom% to 92.42 atom %, in
order to account for die 2.4 milli-k uncertainty allowance in die full-core void reactivity prediction at equilibrium
condition, using die POWDERPUI S-V module.

Of die 23 SOR's poised in Pickering A, the same combination of four rods assumed unavailable in die SMOKIN
analysis was assumed unavailable in die CERBERl IS analysis as well. As mentioned earlier, diese rods were
located on die high-power side of the core.



The reactivity devices were represented in the CERBERUS model by a set of incremental cross sections which
were superimposed on the lattice cross sections. The lattice cross sections were calculated at various times for
each thermalhydraulics regions using the POWDERPUFS-V module.

The side-to-side flux tilt was created in the CERBERUS model by inserting two fictitious reactivity devices, one
in each half of the core. While one device introduced a negative reactivity through its positive incremental
thermal absorption cross section, the oilier had a negative incremental absorption cross section of the same
magnitude. ITie high-powered channels were conservatively located on the same side of the core as in die case
of the SMOKIN calculation, i.e. the north side.

Although the initial power tilt assumed in the CERBERUS analysis matched that assumed in the SMOKIN
analysis, the initial channel and bundle power distributions were not identical in the two models. In order to
have a meaningful comparison between the results obtained from the two analyses, the channel and bundle power
transients obtained from the CERBERUS calculation were nonnalized to the same initial power distribution used
in the SMOKIN analysis. Iliis provides a reasonable basis for comparing the resulting normalized power
transients as well as the energy deposition during the power transient.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The simulation proceeds for a total of 5 s following the postulated break. The first trip signal was registered by
the HLinR in-core detectors at 0.242 s, which was not credited. The second trip signal (from the NOP system)
initiated the shutoff rod drop into the core at 0.660 s.

The reactivity and bulk power transients obtained from CERBERUS and SMOKIN over 5 s are shown in
Figures 4 and 5, respectively. While there are slight variations between the transients, the overall trends are very
similar. A difference of 1 milli-k can be observed at about 3 s in the reactivity transients obtained from the two
codes. As will be discussed later, this can be attributed to the use of reaction-rate-averaged properties in
SMOKIN and instantaneous properties in CERBERUS. The power transient predicted by CERBERUS has a
slightly higher peak than the SMOKIN transient. However, SMOKIN was found to overestimate the power
transient (relative to CERBERUS) in some regions of the core, which is indicative of the spatial differences
between the two codes. A typical channel power transient is shown in Figure 6.

It is known that the use of reaction-rate-averaged cross sections instead of instantaneous cross sections results in
a higher void reactivity. However, this effect is mitigated to a large extent by the fact that the total delayed
neutron fraction with reaction-rate-averaged properties is also higher than that calculated for the instantaneous
properties. Table 2 summarizes the results obtained from SMOKIN calculations assuming reaction-rate-averaged
and instantaneous cross sections. The instantaneous calculation predicts about I milli-k reduction in the full-core
void reactivity compared to the reaction-rate-average value, and the total delayed neutron fraction is also reduced
by about 0.4 milli-k. The corresponding reductions in die maximum channel energy deposition and hot channel
power at 5 s are 8.5% and 8.9%, respectively. For the sake of comparison, Table 2 also shows the
corresponding results obtained from CERBERUS. The use of instantaneous properties instead of reaction-rate
averaged properties in SMOKIN brings the maximum energy deposition and the hottest channel power at 5 s
closer to CERBERUS values to within 1.3% and 13.5%, instead of 5.7% and 24.5%, respectively.

The kinetics of a LOCA transient are driven by the difference, A, between the void reactivity p(t) and the total
delayed neutron fraction p. At the beginning of the transient, when p is small, the reduction in p due to the
switch to instantaneous fuel properties is dominant, and the corresponding reduction in A is not significant. As
the transient progresses, the void reactivity peaks and the reduction in p due to the switch to instantaneous fuel
properties becomes increasingly dominant, so that the reduction in A becomes more significant This is



demonstrated in Table 2 by the increasing reduction in the hot channel power from 8.9 % at 5 s to 13.5 %
at 40 s.

The sensitivity of the SMOKIN results to tilt-induced spatial effects is illustrated in Table 3. I"he power
reduction at 5 s in channel L19 (which is opposite to the hot channel L04) resulting from die switch to
instantaneous fuel properties is only 4.2 %, compared to 8.9 % for channel L04, and 6.6 % lor bulk reactor
power. Note that Channel L04 is located on the high-power, voided side of the core where the most effective
rods do not drop into the cere. Table 3 also shows that the reduction in die full-core void reactivity for an exit
irradiation equal to that of the core region including channel I-04 is about 11.0 %, compared to S.7 % decrease
in the full-core void reactivity corresponding to the core-average exit irradiation.

The spatial effects described above can be explained by the fact (hat the difference in void reactivity (due to the
use of instantaneous instead of reaction-rate averaged cross sections) is power and burnup dependent. This
means that the change in void reactivity may vary from channel to channel, depending on the channel's power
and burnup. However, the difference in total delayed neutron fraction is assumed in SMOKIN to be uniform in
the entire core, regardless of the power or the burnup. The use of the reaction-rate-average cross sections in the
SMOKIN analysis of LLOCA in Pickering NGS A is conservative, especially for the high-burnup fuel channels
located in the high-power, voided side of the core where four SOR's were assumed unavailable.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CERBERUS and SMOKIN differ appreciably in the algorithms used to solve the time-dependent neutron
diffusion equation. CERBERUS uses the IQS method, whereas SMOKIN uses a modal expansion method.
CERBERUS calculates the cross-seclioiial changes as a result of changes in coolant density, coolant temperature
and fuel temperature, whereas SMOKIN calculates die modal reactivities as a result of changes in coolant density
and fuel temperature. CERBERUS is a two-group code and SMOKIN is a one-group code. CERBERUS allows
for spatial variation of cross-sectional properties and delayed neutron data, whereas SMOKIN assumes
homogeneity. These differences make CERBERUS inherently more accurate, but SMOKIN is far less
computationally demanding.

In spite of these major differences between CERBERUS and SMOKIN, the results obtained from the two codes
in large-I.OCA analysis are quite similar. While there are slight variations between the reactivity and bulk
power transients obtained from the two codes, the overall trends are very similar. However, SMOKIN was
found to overestimate the power transient (relative to CERBERUS) in some regions of the core, liiis is
indicative of spatial differences between the two codes.

It was demonstrated that by using instantaneous fuel properties in (he SMOKIN calculation instead of the
reaction-rate averaged properties, closer agreement between die results obtained from the two codes can be
realized.
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TABLE 1

VALUES OF MAJOR INPUT PARAMETERS

Parameter

Indicated Reactor Power (%FP)

Initial Flux Tilt (%)

Number of SOR's Assumed Unavailable

Moderator Isotopic Purity (atom%)

Coolant Isotopic Purity (atom%)

Moderator Poison (milli-k)

Core-Average Diametral Creep (%)

Void Reactivity Uncertainty (milli-k)

Channel Power Peaking Factor

Bundle-to-Channel Power Ripple Ratio

Channel Power Licensing Limit (MW)

Bundle Power Licensing Limit (kW)

NOP Trip Setpoint(% IT)

HLin Rate Trip Set point (%/s)

Value

100

18 (Side-to-Sidc)

4 out of 23 (SA01, SAI2, SA13, and SAM)

99.72

96.84

4.0

1.5

+ 2.4

1.19

1.10

6.10

750

114.5

10.0



TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS RESULTS

Parameter

Full Core Voiding (milli-k)

Total Delayed Neutron Fraction
(milli-k)

Maximum Channel Energy
Deposited Over 5 s (MJ)

Normalized Hot Channel Power at
5 s

Normalized Hot Channel Power at
40 s

CKRBEHLIS
Calculation

Instantaneous
Cross Sections

-

-

31.4

0.324

0.141

SMOK1N

Reaction«K»te
Averaged Gross

Sections

11.5

5.7

33.2

0.4035

2.76

Calculations

Instantaneous
Cross Sections

10.5

5.3

31.8

0.3676

2.70



TABLE 3

SENSITIVITY OF SMOKIN RESULTS TO SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Parameter

Normalized Reactor Power at 5 s

Normalized Hot Channel (L04) Power at 5 s

Normalized Channel L19 Power at 5 s

Full-Core Void Reactivity in milli-k (at
Average Exit Irradiation, n/kb)

Full-Core Void Reactivity in milli-k (at L04
Exit Irradiation, n/kb)

Reaction-Rate
Av«r»ge<l Cross

Sections

0.1859

0.4035

O.I32O

11.5(2.14)

10.9 (2.66)

Instantaneous Cross
Sections

0.1737

0.3676

0.1265

10.5 (1.18)

9.7 (1.46)
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ABSTRACT

A homogenization methodology for calculation of reactivity device
incremental cross-sections has been developed using reaction rate
conservation (RRC). A heterogeneous transport calculation of flux was
utilised to produce the homogenized cross-sections for a finite difference
two group diffusion code. The RRC cross-sections have been shown to
improve significantly the prediction of reactivity worth for stainless steel
adjuster rods installed in Pickering NGS reactors.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Cobalt adjuster rods in the Pickering A reactor were recently replaced with rods constructed from stainless
steel tubes. The stainless steel rods were intended to be neutronically equivalent to the cobalt rods they
replaced. However, after replacement, Phase B tests on Unit 4 indicated that the actual reactivity worth of
the stainless steel rods were 16- 18% heavier then the predicted worth1. A review of test results for the
other Pickering NGS reactors with stainless steel rods, indicated a similar trend but to a lesser degree in
magnitude. As a result, the calculation methodology for the stainless steel physics cross-sections was
reviewed. This review indicated that the source of the discrepancy originated in the homogenization
technique (for calculation of the cross-sections) used in the finite difference diffusion code simulations for
predicting the reactivity worth of the rodsr

Following this review, a study was initiated to develop a more accurate method for homogenization.
Consistent with recent work in literature on homogenization techniques-^ >*, a method where reaction rates
were conserved (referred to as the RRC method), between an heterogeneous and homogenized
calculation, was developed . This paper describes the development of the RRC calculation technique, and
the validation of the method with test results.

2.0 CALCULATION OF ADJUSTER ROD REACTIVITY WORTH

Adjuster rod reactivity worth is predicted from calculations with the finite difference diffusion code
OHRFSP 5 The reactor model in OHRFSP utilises a mesh structure which divides the core typically into a
rectangular 3-D array of 40x38x24. Average neutron reaction properties ( cross-sections ), necessary for
the diffusion calculation of flux, are assigned to each cell. These cell properties are calculated by
averaging the neutron reaction properties within the cell using the lattice code POWDERPUFS 6. In this
code, the discrete physical components making up the cell, that is, the heavy water moderator, the fuel,
and the structural components, are modelled in detail.



The effect of movable reactivity devices, such as adjuster rods, are taken into account by calculating
incremental neutron properties that can be added or subtracted from the basic cell properties as required to
simulate the movement of the device. These properties are called incremental cross-sections since they
increment the basic cell cross-sections from the POWDERPUFS calculation. The change in K effective
calculated by OHRFSP v/hen the incremental cross-sections for a given device are removed or inserted in
the reactor model is the predicted device reactivity worth upon removal or insertion.

Adjuster rods are elongated annular cylindrical devices occupying only a small fraction of a OHRFSP
mesh cell. The MULTICELL program7 is used to calculate the incremental cross-section associated with
the presence of adjusters in the mesh cell of the OHRFSP model. In the MULTICELL calculation
adjuster rods are modelled as a rectangularized volume with homogeneous properties. The Pickering A
stainless steel adjuster red model for the MULTICELL code is depicted in Figure 1.

The algorithm in the MULTICELL code uses a diffusion flux calculation in the heavy water moderator
region outside the reactivity device region. In the region of highly absorbing reactivity devices, like
adjuster rods, diffusion theory is insufficient and current to flux ratio boundary conditions at the surface of
the homogenized reactivity device is utilised to calculate the flux in the device It is standard practice to
use Kushneriuk's8 method to calculate current to flux ratio boundary conditions for the surface of the
homogenized adjuster region in the MULTICELL model. The adjuster rods are immersed in the heavy
water moderator and therefore contain heavy water inside the stainless steel tube. In order to be modelled
in MULTICELL using Kushneriuk' s method, it is necessary to combine the neutron reaction properties of
the adjuster stainless steel structural material, and the contained heavy water, using a homogenization
method. This homogeni/iation process is depicted in Figure 2 for the Pickering A stainless steel rods

3.0 PREVIOUS HOMOGENIZATION METHODS IN MULTICELL MODELS

Historically the accepted homogenization technique for CANDU reactivity devices is a simple volume
weighted averaging procedure. This calculation is given by the following equation;

v y' +v y'
Z i _ ' W *-• W ' ' SS *-> S

MIX ~ yTOTAL

Where; I*MIX is the homogenized cross-section for property I, Lw' is the heavy water cross-section for
property I, £„ ' is the stainless steel cross-section for property I, Vw is the volume of heavy water, Vss is
the volume of stainless steel and VTOTAL is the total volume.

Because of the strongly heterogeneous nature of the stainless steel thin walled tubes used in the Pickering
A adjuster rods an homogenization method based on linear flux weighted volume averaging was used
in the design2. This is described in the following Equation;

y
AVE 'TOTAL

Where; Gv is the average thermal flux in the heavy water region, O s s is the average thermal flux in the
stainless steel tube and Q>AVE is the average flux in the adjuster region.



The average thermal fluxes Ow, <DM and OAVE in Equation 2, were calculated with the WIMS computer
code. The WIMS model is shown in Figure 3. This model divides the cell into 32 radial symmetric
regions and performs a detailed 6-group transport calculation of flux.

As discussed earlier the reactivity worth of the Pickering NGS A stainless steel adjusters, which were
designed using the homogenization method in Equation 2, was measured to be greater than intended.
Analysis of test results indicated that the neutron absorption ability of the rods (the blackness ) was
underestimated by about 13 % with this homogenization method. It was apparent that this technique
diluted the absorption properties of stainless steel within the homogenized adjuster region and increased
the probability of scatter out of the region. By adjusting the blackness factor p used in Kushneriuk's
formalism, empirical cross-sections were obtained which predicted the measured reactivity well.

A review of MULTICELL verification documents also indicated that the use of volume averaging in the
homogeneous absorber assumption, lead to discrepancies when highly heterogeneous devices such as thin
wall tubes were modelled2.

Homogenization by flux weighted volume averaging ( Equation 2), incorporates detailed flux information
within the adjuster from the WIMS heterogeneous transport calculation directly to the homogenous
MULTICELL model. However, because the WIMS cell model differs considerably from the MULTICELL
model, the inclusion of the WIMS flux directly, without conserving reaction rates, has the potential to
introduce an systematic error. As discussed later in this report, the thin wall tubes of the Pickering NGS A
stainless steel adjuster rods are particularly susceptible to this effect.

Recent work in literature ( for example Reference 3 and 4) has indicated that for homogenization of
highly heterogeneous devices it is necessary that the total reaction rate over the device volume be
conserved between the homogenized and heterogeneous calculation. Given this, it was decided to
investigate reaction rate conservation and incorporation into the incremental cross-section calculation
methodology with MULTICELL.

4.0 HOMOGENIZATION BY REACTION RATE CONSERVATION

A method was developed which incorporates reaction rate conservation into the current cross-section
methodology described in Section 3. This RRC (Reaction Rate Conservation) method makes use of the
detailed transport calculation of flux in WIMS using the model depicted in Figure 3, to determine the
relative reaction rates in the sub-regions of the heterogeneous model of the adjuster rod. Figure 4 shows
the thermal flux profile through the adjuster horizontal centreline as calculated by WIMS and the WIMS
flux calculation regions. The reaction rate for region j , with volume Vj and macroscopic cross-section ~ZS

is calculated as;

F / = v ; < D ; I , (3)

Where <Dj is the calculated thermal flux in region j ( Figure 4). The total reaction rate within the region
enclosed by the outer radius of the adjuster, is the sum of the region reaction rates within the adjuster, or;

FTOT =

Where J is the number of WIMS regions modelled within the adjuster outer radius ( J = 7 for the model
shown in Figure 3 and 4).



The total reaction rate for the MULTICELL homogeneous model is calculated as;

*'MIX ~ * MIX^MIX ^ MIX &'

Where, I-W is the rectagularized homogenized volume in MULTICELL (Figure 1), OMJX is the average
thermal flux relative to the cell flux calculated by MULTICELL for this volume, and EMK is as calculated
in Equation 1.

To conserve the reaction rates between the two models a RRC factor j ^ was incorporated so that a
corrected homogenized cross-section for defining adjuster boundary conditions for MULTICELL (using
Kushneriuk's method) ,could be calculated as;

Where n, is calculated as the ratio of the total WIMS reaction rate Fr
ToT of Equation 3, to the

homogeneous total rate F W of Equation 4, or;

Z-. ; i J

1 MIX r MIX ^ MIX *" MIX

(7)

It should be noted that <bi in Equation 7 is the WIMS thermal flux in region j relative to the average cell
flux calculated by WIMS. Thus the implicit assumption is made that the average cell flux in both the
WIMS cell model and the MULTICELL cell model is the same. This should be the case if the total
reaction rates are the same in each model. In this study a separate n, was calculated for the thermal
absorption, scattering, and moderation macroscopic cross-sections (L, with 1=1 to 3).

New device incremental cross-sections are then calculated with MULTICELL using Z MJX in place of

XMK , and then input to the OHRFSP code for calculation of reactivity worths. This new method is
summarised in Figure 5.

5.0 COMPARISON WITH MEASUREMENTS

5.1 Pickering NGS A Stainless Steel Adjuster Rods

The reactivity worths for removal of individual stainless steel adjuster rods in a Pickering A equilibrium
core were calculated using the RRC method. The results are shown in Table 1 in comparison to the
measured worths from tests10 and the previous calculated values using simple volume weighted averaging
(Equation 1). Good agreement between measured reactivity worths and RRC calculated worths were
obtained (less than 1% error on average for the equilibrium core), where as there was a 5.5% error on
average for the volume weighted calculation.

5.2 PICKERING NGS B Stainless Steel Adjuster Rods

The Pickering NGS B stainless steel adjuster rods were different from the Pickering NGS A stainless steel rods
For the Pickering NGS B, the adjuster rods were designed with a stainless steel shim rods placed in the middle
instead of the stainless steel annular cylinder in the Pickering NGS A. Table 2 shows the relevant dimension of
the different rods used in the Pickering NGSB reactor.



Table 3 shows the comparisons of the reactivity worths at equilibrium conditions for the 21 stainless steel
adjusters in a Pickering NGS B reactor. The comparisons were between the commissioning measured worths,
the MULT1CELL cell calculation using volume weighting homogenisation, and the MULTICELL calculation
using the RRC method.

The results show an overall improvement in the prediction of the reactivity worths of the stainless steel adjuster
rods with the RRC correction. The average discrepancy decrease from -2.69 % with a MULTICELL
calculation to -1.31% with a MULTICELL calculation with the RRC method. The discrepancies were small
even with the original MULTICELL calculation because the Pickering B shim rod is better represented as a
homogeneous cell in comparison with the Pickering A stainless steel annulus. The biggest discrepancy comes
from case with very small shim rod (type 5 with shim rod radius of 0.361 cm). This is due to the breaking down
of the homogenization technique used in MULTICELL calculation. The improvement of the worth predictions
between the two MULTICELL calculation becomes more obvious when the RMS deviation is used. The RRC
method gives more consistent predictions with RMS deviation of only 3.66%.

6.0 DISCUSSION

In Figure 5 a comparison of the physical construction of adjuster rod devices is shown. The improvement
in prediction of reactivity worth with the RRC method of homogenization is most pronounced for the
homogenization of highly heterogeneous Pickering A stainless steel adjuster tubes.

The absorption material in the previous Pickering A cobalt bundle type adjuster rod (Shown in Figure 5)
was more uniformly distributed, making the uniform homogenization assumption more valid. This is
why differences between simulated and measured worths have been observed in the past to be small and
insignificant for cobalt adjuster rods

Similarly for presently installed Pickering B stainless steel adjuster rods, the cross-sections will not be
affected as much by the homogeneous assumption since the radius of the stainless steel tubes are smaller
and a shim rod inside the tube makes the absorption affect more uniform. RRC calculations for the
Pickering B rods confirm this, however, better agreement can still be obtained if the RRC method of
homogenization is used.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

Results to date have shown that if the RRC method is utilised for homogenization of stainless steel
physics cross-sections for adjuster rods, agreement between measured and predicted results can be
significantly improved. Results indicate that discrepancies between measured and predicted reactivity
worths can be reduced considerably in all cases where stainless steel tubes are used in the construction of
adjuster rods. The better agreement is most pronounced for the highly heterogeneous tube like adjusters
for Pickering A where the error in prediction improves from 5.5 % to less than 1 %. Improvement for the
Pickering B stainless steel rods were also achieved where the prediction error was reduced from 2.7 % to
1.3%.

Work is continuing on this subject, and improvements to the RRC calculation methodology are being
investigated. However, based on the preliminary results, the use of the RRC homogenization method
looks promising and is highly recommended for stainless steel reactivity devices in CANDU reactors.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of simulated adjuster worth with new RRC cross sections with tests
For a equilibrium core. AAs withdrawn individually from all AAs in.

Adjuster

AA-7

AA-12

AA-9

AA-10

AA-8

A A-11

Measured

(mk)

1.42

1.35

1.35

1.41

1.48

1.45

S im. (Vol. Averaged)

(mk)

1.27

1.27

1.27

1.27

1.46

1.46

Ave

% diff

-10.56

-5.93

-5.93

-9.93

-1.35

0.69

-5.5

Sim.(RRC method)

(mk)

1.363

1.363

1.363

1.363

1.522

1.522

Ave

% diff

-4.01

0.96

0.96

-3.33

2.84

4.97

0.4



Table 2

Pickering B, Adjuster rods type and dimensions

Adjuster Type

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Adjuster Names

10,12

11

7,9,13,15

8,14

4,6,16,18

5,17

1,3,19,21

2,20

Shim rod Radius
(cm)

0.899

0.705

0.999

1.566

0.361

1.850

0.470

0.413

Shim Rod Material

SS

SS

SS

Ti

SS

Ti

SS

SS



Table 3

Comparisons of the reactivity worths of the Pickering B SS adjuster rods with the two
calculation methods with the measured worths

Adj

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Average

RMS

Type

7

8

7

5

6

5

3

4

3

1

2

1

3

4

3

5

6

5

7

8

7

Measured
Worth

0.369

0.332

0.364

0.466

1.426

0.554

0.861

1.288

0.823

0.86

0.742

0.82

0.823

1.226

0.866

0.532

1.4

0.434

0.366

0.317

0.311

Calculated
Worth (Vol.

ave.)

0.294

0.281

0.283

0.474

1.321

0.453

0.955

1.248

0.942

0.88

0.741

0.874

0.974

1.273

0.957

0.482

1.363

0.467

0.293

0.29

0.294

% Diff

-20.33%

-15.36%

-22.25%

1.72%

-7.36%

-18.23%

10.92%

-3.11%

14.46%

2.33%

-0.13%

6.59%

18.35%

3.83%

10.51%

-9.40%

-2.64%

7.60%

-19.95%

-8.52%

-5.47%

-2.69%

12.02%

CalculateWorth
(RRC)

0.368

0.351

0.468

1.472

0.514

0.84

1.329

0.8

0.845

0.762

0.803

0.81

1.276

0.845

0.504

1.358

0.432

0.345

0.332

% Diff

-0.27%

-3.57%

0.43%

3.23%

-7.22%

-2.44%

3.18%

-2.79%

-1.74%

2.70%

-2.07%

-1.58%

4.08%

-2.42%

-5.26%

-3.00%

-0.46%

-5.74%

6.75%

-1.31%

3.66%
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Figure 2
Stainless Steel Adjuster Models used in Calculating Cross-sections
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Figure 4
Thermal Flux Calculated by WIMS in Stainless Steel Adjusters For Pickering A
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THE CANADIAN INITIATIVE TO HOST THE INTERNATIONAL
THERMONUCLEAR EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR

Dr. DP. DAUTOVICH, Manager, and Mr. R.A. JAMES, Project Manager,

Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project,
2700 Lakeshore Road West,

Mississauga, Ontario L5J 1K3

BACKGROUND

The next step in the development of fusion power is the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER). ITER is intended to demonstrate beyond doubt that an ignited, self-sustaining, fusion
reaction can be produced in a practical, magnetic-confinement machine. It will be the last major facility,
before a prototype, commercial demonstration of electricity generation using fusion energy. The four
major funding parties are Japan, Europe, Russia, and the US. Canada contributes two per cent of the total
cost, as part of the European coalition.

ITER Conceptual Design Activities were conducted between 1988 and 1990. This was followed by the
Engineering Design Activities phase, which is due to be completed in 1996. The parties have informally
started to discuss the site selection process. It is hoped that a siting decision can be made next year, with
construction possibly starting as early as 1998.

THE CANADIAN INITIATIVE

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project (CFFTP) formed an ITER Siting Board and an ITER
Siting Task Group to investigate the merits of siting ITER in Canada. For reasons elaborated below,
there were found to be major advantages for all Canadian stakeholders.

Ontario Hydro Nuclear has conducted parallel studies to assess the degree to which one of its existing
sites could meet the preliminary siting criteria, as defined by the ITER project. It was found that the
existing nuclear generating station sites at Bruce and Darlington would meet all the requirements set by
the ITER project team. There were a number of site advantages unlikely to be met by other potential host
sites.

VALUE OF FUSION ENERGY

Fusion energy has tremendous appeal as a future energy source, because the fuel requirements
(deuterium and lithium) are almost trivially small. They are widely available, in essentially limitless
quantities, at a reasonable cost. Fusion will only be feasible in a large central facility, and will not
compete with small-scale distributed systems. Its land requirements are modest compared to most
hydroelectric schemes. It entails no acid gas or greenhouse gas emissions. It has potential advantages
compared to fission reactors, in that the fuel inventory is low, and there is no potential for a run-away
reaction. Also, the radioactive wastes will be of a much shorter half-life. In brief, fusion is a highly
desirable goal for mankind.



SAFETY

Fusion is not a spontaneous process and the reaction is self-extinguishing. Tritium handling requirements
are similar to those of CANDU. ITER would not pose any risk to either the public or the environment.

COSTS AND BENEFITS TO CANADIAN STAKEHOLDERS

Canada and Ontario Governments

The capital cost of ITER is of the order of $10 billion, of which about $2.4 billion would be spent in
Canada.

During operation, nearly $5.7 billion of the $10 billion operating costs would be spent in Canada. This
share is high, because Canada would supply all the electrical power and tritium requirements. There
would also be substantial sales of other goods and services.

Ernst and Young have performed an economic impact assessment. Results indicate the project would
boost GDP by $11.8 billion ($1994). Total employment created directly, as well as indirectly through the
ripple effects, is estimated to be 87,000 person years of work. On average, the Federal Governments
annual deficit would be nearly $335 million lower, while provincial deficits would average about $210
million below what they would otherwise have been.

Over the length of the ITER project, the assumed contribution of the Federal Government is $570
million, while the increase in Federal revenues would be $2.3 billion. The provinces would gain an
additional $2.1 billion in revenues. As the host province, Ontario would reap most of the provincial
benefits.

The Host Community

The host community will benefit substantially from direct job creation, the indirect jobs resulting from a
large influx of economic activity, and an increased tax base.

Industry

ITER being sited in Canada would result in many opportunities for Canadian-based companies. There
will be a large need for construction services and the provision of components. Canada already has a
reputation for excellence in tritium-handling systems and remote handling. Other areas where we can
both contribute and benefit from being involved with leading-edge technology include:

• Electronics, micro-electronics, and electromechanical systems;
• Instrumentation and measuring systems;
• Computer control, both hardware and software;
• Advanced materials;
• Hydrogen technology.



Academia

ITER will bring leading-edge science and technology to Canada. The scope will have broad appeal,
including, for example:

• Fusion research;
• Tritium-handling technology;
• Cryogenic systems;
• Material science;
• Computer hardware and software systems; and,
• Advanced control and communication systems.

ITER will provide international exposure for Canadian researchers, and will be a high-technology
employer for university graduates.

Labour

The work force is estimated to average 3600 persons over the ten year construction period. Of these,
about 3000 will be drawn from the local population, while about 600 will be specialists from the four
ITER parties.

During the twenty-year operating phase, there will be a requirement for about 1000 local people, as well
as 600 external specialists.

During both phases, the local jobs will include a high fraction of skilled trades, and engineering and
scientific positions.

Ontario Hydro

Ontario Hydro will need to provide a site. Although the site costs are largely sunk costs, some potential
alternative uses for the site may have to be foregone. Hydro will need to make provisions for a supply of
cooling water and electric power. Hydro is also likely to assume the responsibility for waste
management, and perhaps for decommissioning.

ITER would require all of Ontario Hydro's tritium. This would be supplied whether or not ITER is built
in Canada. However, siting in Canada would enhance Hydro's prospects of selling tritium services and,
of course, substantial amounts of power: 200 MW continuous, and peaks of 1000 MW.

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

The public, as represented by elected officials in the potential host communities, has been strongly
supportive of siting ITER in Canada. The broad coalition of interest groups represented by the ITER
Siting Board also suggests that the public will be supportive, and there is anecdotal evidence to that
effect. However, no scientific polling of the general population has yet been conducted.



BENEFITS TO THE ITER PROJECT OF A CANADIAN SITE

• A supply of tritium, with no transportation concerns;
• An ample supply of low-cost power;
• Expertise in tritium handling and the management of radioactive waste;
• A non-prescriptive, and non-judicial licensing regime;
• Good transportation facilities, for both components and personnel; and,
• Sites near a city, with good cultural amenities, and an attractive socio-economic climate.

PROSPECTS FOR SUCCESS

Canada has good prospects of being chosen as the ITER site. Russia supports a Canadian site, while the
other parties are likely to champion a site within their own jurisdictions. However, each is likely to find
its partners' sites unacceptable. Already Europe and the US have expressed interest in Canada, as a
neutral party. They recognize that Canada has a lot to offer from a technical, political and social
perspective. Canada should marshal its forces and fight hard for this valuable prize. Canada's bid will
require strong government support and representation to the other countries.
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ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the current technology being used to predict acoustic resonance in fluid-filled piping systems.

The paper also reports on the analysis of a simple benchmark experiment that yielded some valuable insights and
understanding into acoustic damping.

A volumetric drag formula for the ABAQUS code is presented. Its application in experiments has yielded better
results than previously obtained using a constant volumetric drag.

1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic resonance has been identified as the cause of fuel damage and fretting wear in the Darlington and Bruce
reactors. The discovery of this occurrence by Ontario Hydro has led to the belief that the primary heat-transport
piping can behave as organ pipes, and amplify or attenuate the acoustic impulses originating from the pump.
The discovery of this problem resulted in a need for better understanding of acoustic phenomena and for
validated computer programs that can accurately analyze the problem for the full range of reactor operating
conditions.

Investigation of acoustic phenomena was initially undertaken by Ontario Hydro [1] using the ABAQUS code [2].
Later, the TARA code [3] was developed at AECL-Chalk River Laboratories (CRL) for modelling acoustic
phenomena in heated and two-phase reactor flows.

Each methodology possesses it own unique set of advantages and disadvantages. Applicability to CANDU'
systems and accuracy of predictions are clearly essential prerequisites. Knowledge of the state-of-the-art is
essential to ensure that proven and established technology is being used.

ABAQUS is a commercial finite-element computer program with an acoustic option that solves the wave
equation. TARA is a computer program, written specifically for acoustic analysis, that solves the non-linear
conservation equations.

In a previous paper [4], ABAQUS solutions were compared against corresponding solutions derived from the
more general non-linear conservation equations solved in TARA. The rationale for this was: if the wave
equation is a good approximation to the more general conservation equations for reactor-type flows and
conditions, then the wave equation predictions should be reasonably close to the conservation equation
predictions throughout the full range of reactor operating conditions. In that study, which was confined to

CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium; registered trademark
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simple geometries, single-phase flows with and without heat addition, and two extreme temperatures, there was
generally very good agreement of resonant frequencies between ABAQUS and TARA. The agreement between
resonant amplitude predictions was not nearly as good, and hence required further work.

Further studies of resonant frequency and amplitude predictions in a constant area pipe with laminar flow
conditions were undertaken [5]. Modelling of laminar flow is important for those reactor components where the
mean flow is zero, such as in the dead-ends and end-segments of the inlet header. Inaccurate modelling of these
zero mean-flow branched components could introduce spurious prediction errors in the main flow path.

In this study, acoustic damping is the focus. Accurate prediction of both resonant frequencies and amplitudes in
CANDU reactor piping is a necessary requirement for any acoustic computer program used in engineering
analyses. It is well-known that predicting resonant frequencies is much simpler than predicting resonant
amplitudes. Resonant frequencies can often be determined by analytical or semi-analytical means, but accurate
predictions of resonant amplitudes require more complex formulations.

Accurate predictions of resonant amplitude are required to determine susceptibility to fretting damage in fuel
channels. This means that the methodology used in ABAQUS to estimate volumetric drag must be sufficiently
accurate and general to cover the wide range of geometric effects and flow conditions encountered in CANDU
reactors. Where appropriate field data are available, these data can be used to tune the drag. Analyses of
existing reactors may fall into this category, but analyses of new reactors will likely not. Hence tuning the
volumetric drag to measured amplitudes is not an option for new designs.

Ideally the non-linear conservation equations, with specified standard thermalhydraulic parameters, should
naturally yield reasonable predictions of amplitude. Can the requirement for an experimentally based volumetric
drag be supplanted by more mechanistic formulae based on frequency, geometry and flow conditions? While
this study does not conclusively answer these questions, attempts to derive answers are ongoing.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Objectives of Review

The requirement for acoustic analyses of nuclear reactor piping is relatively new. Engineering analysts at
Ontario Hydro and AECL had to acquire this technology quickly and apply it to the Darlington and then Bruce
fuel damage problems, using the commercial code ABAQUS.

However, ABAQUS had not previously been used by any other industry to predict acoustic resonance in heated,
reactor-type applications. Therefore, for continued use of ABAQUS as the analytical tool for acoustic
predictions in reactor applications, it must be conclusively demonstrated that its methodology is valid for the
range of conditions encountered in CANDU systems.

A literature review was undertaken to better understand the various methodologies reported and the approaches
being utilized to derive engineering solutions.

2.2 Review

It has long been recognized that flows with sinusoidal variations exhibited larger pressure drops than the
corresponding mean steady-flow cases. The reasons stated are that the local pressure drop is related to the time-
varying boundary-layer profile, the acceleration of velocity waves and certain lag effects. From the 1960's on,
investigators have developed models to calculate this extra pressure loss.

In unsteady flows, especially with imposed sinusoidal variations, the wall boundary-layer profile is in a dynamic



state of flux, and the time-averaged shear-stress effects cannot be appropriately described by mean steady
conditions. Various authors suggested the use of the more fundamental Navier-Stokes equations to model
frequency-dependent damping effects. In a water-hammer application, D'Souza and Oldenburger [6] used the
linearized Navier-Stokes equations, transformed to the LaPlacian domain, to derive frequency response equations.
They showed, using comparisons between experiments and analyses, that damping increases with frequency, and
they demonstrated conclusively that correct amplitudes can be achieved by paying proper attention to the viscous
shear-stress terms.

The work of Phillips and Chiang [7] was in a similar vein, except that they derived expressions for the
instantaneous, time-varying friction factor as a function of frequency. The ensuing expressions are quite complex
and difficult to incorporate into any complete model. They concluded that "the quadratic dependency of the
friction factor on the average velocity, which oscillates about the steady-state value, is the result of the non-
sinusoidal characteristics of the friction factor". Therefore, damping, which is directly related to the friction
factor, must also possess non-sinusoidal characteristics.

The work of Foster and Parker [8] directly applies to ABAQUS. For laminar situations, they derived formulae
for the volumetric drag. These formulae are equivalent to solving Zielke's [9] convolution integral, and would
be appropriate to those geometry components where the flow is zero.

The paper by Besant and Srinivas [10] is particularly interesting, as it follows essentially an identical approach to
the development of the wave equation employed in ABAQLfS, and derives a damping term that looks identical to
ABAQUS' volumetric drag term. However, recognizing that the damping term ought not to be a constant, the
authors rigorously developed an expression for this damping term that includes a frequency dependency. This
expression is written in LaPlacian space, indicating its real nature as a time-varying function. The authors
obtained solutions by coupling this expression with the wave equation, also expressed in LaPlacian form.
However, they reported success in obtaining solutions for only very simple cases, such as a straight pipe. The
difficulties encountered were associated with inverting the LaPlacian expressions for complex geometries.

For turbulent flows, Brown, Margolis and Shah [11] examined the effects of an extra time-varying eddy viscosity
term superimposed on the steady-state eddy viscosity, and concluded it was not necessary. They made the
following two important conclusions:

(1) The effect of proper phasing can significantly affect resonant amplitudes.

(2) Damping is a strong function of the instantaneous Reynolds number.

The importance of phasing was also noted by D'Souza and Oldenburger [6], who stated that phasing is crucial
for proper predictions of resonance amplitude. Their calculations show convincingly that velocity and pressure
were most out-of-phase at the resonance peaks. Their paper will be examined in more detail later.

The study by Kirmse [12] on pulsating turbulent pipe flow led to the conclusion that further developmental work
is needed to derive a more accurate formula for the time-varying component of the eddy viscosity.

Zielke's paper [9] is an important contribution to modelling frictional effects on water-hammer or acoustic
waves. In steady flow, the profile of the boundary layer attached to the wall is time-invariant, and the wall shear
stress can be computed by standard friction-factor formulae. In flows with high-frequency acoustic waves, the
boundary-layer profile distorts rapidly with time. This means that the wall shear stress also becomes time-
varying, and caution must be exercised when applying steady-state friction formulae. To derive the "correction
terms" to the one-dimensional momentum equation, Zielke used the two-dimensional, linear Navier-Stokes
equation containing the proper time-varying shear-stress terms.



Various authors (Trikha, [13] Suzuki et al. [14] and Schohl [15]) have developed useful simplifications to the
time-domain solution of Zielke's convolution integral. It is also clear from the convolution integral that damping
would be frequency dependent. Zielke [9] stated that the fluid friction is highly dependent on the rate of change
of velocity, as well as the velocity amplitude. This implies that higher harmonics would attenuate faster than
low-frequency components. Zielke's model has been installed in the TARA code for assessment.

More recent acoustic codes (e.g., CIRCUS [16]) contain some expression for the damping coefficient that
resembles Zielke's convolution integral. Goodson and Leonard's [17] paper, which summarized various
formulations, showed that they all attempt to model damping. Ohmi and Iguchi [18] derived estimates for the
friction factor in pulsating turbulent pipe flow as a function of the steady-state friction-factor. They compared
model predictions against experimental data and reported good agreement.

In acoustic codes such as CIRCUS [16], the damping term has an implicit dependency on frequency. In the non-
linear formulation, it is still unclear whether the frictional loss factors, that embody damping, possess the correct
dependencies.

Wylie and Streeter [19] also present an enlightening summary of current understanding.

3. DAMPING

The understanding of acoustic damping is still unfolding, especially for turbulent flows. A pulsating flow is
believed to yield higher pressure drops, and higher damping, than a steady flow with the same mean flowrate.
Therefore, the effect of damping appears primarily on the peak resonant amplitudes.

ABAQUS and TARA model damping differently. In TARA, viscosity and flow effects simulate the natural
system losses. The effect of temperature enters indirectly through the fluid viscosity, density and velocity.

Modelling of damping in ABAQUS requires specification of a volumetric drag, /?, which is expressed simply as;

Damping = fn(R)

R is a parameter that clearly depends on fluid viscosity and the system's steady-state pressure losses. Derivation
of a rigorous formula for R for turbulent flow has been elusive [19]. Derivation of an approximate formula is
given later in this paper.

The argument used to justify the zero-net-velocity assumption made, in most acoustic analysis is that velocity is
usually small compared to the sonic speed, which is true! However, this comparison between flow and sonic
velocities is only valid in calculating resonant frequencies. Flow velocity is important in defining a system's
damping characteristics, so when it is omitted entirely, important information required for calculating resonant
amplitudes is irretrievably lost. Hence, to improve ABAQUS's ability to predict resonant amplitude an external
methodology must be implemented to predetermine the volumetric drag for all frequencies and temperatures.

For laminar flows, Foster and Parker [8] developed formulae to determine the volumetric drag for the wave
formulation as is used in AEJAQUS. Conventional definitions of "laminar" and "turbulent" regimes were usually
meant for steady-flow, uniform surface conditions. It is well-known that roughness on the surface wall can shift
the laminar-turbulent boundary to lower Reynolds numbers. Likewise, an imposed large-amplitude, high-
frequency oscillation on a given flow is also expected to shift the laminar-turbulent boundary to lower Reynolds
numbers. Hence, it is likely that the turbulent regime will occur earlier. Further review of the literature is
recommended to clarify the location of the laminar-turbulent boundary with frequency, Reynolds number and
surface condition.



4. MODELLING BENCHMARK PROBLEM SETS

Assessment of damping mechanisms and model validation require test data derived from simple experiments,
with low levels of uncertainty and minimal miscellaneous effects. Such "clean", separate-effects experiments are
always useful, but hard to find. However, two experiments were identified for validation studies. They are the
experiments of D'Souza and Oldenburger [6] and Rzentkowski et al. [20]. These are reasonably well-
documented, "clean" experiments that have yielded valuable insights. The experiments of D'Souza and
Oldenburger are considered here, while Rzentkowski's experiment was considered elsewhere [5].

4.1 D'Souza and Oldenburger Experiment

A schematic of this experiment with specifications is shown in Figure I. It consisted of a straight pipe,
0.0125 m in diameter, 12.268 m long with an orifice at the end. Though the working fluid was oil, the
experiment is still relevant, as most of the system pressure-drop occurred at the orifice and was not a result of
the wall skin friction. (This was confirmed by doing simulations using water properties instead of oil, and the
resulting differences in predictions were minor.) The pipe just after the orifice was connected to a short hose
(length not identified), which ended in a tank that was open to atmosphere.

The Reynolds number in this experiment was 650 and the fluid temperature was 28.3°C. Further experimental
details are given in Table I. This experiment is appropriate to those reactor components that have low or zero
mean flow, to ensure that our predictive methodologies are valid for these situations. It may also provide insight
into what to expect at other Reynold's numbers.

The frequency sweep in the experiment was in the range of 0-100 hertz. The sonic speed employed was
calculated based on the sonic speed in the fluid and the elastic properties of the wall. This experiment was
successfully modelled with ABAQUS and TARA, but by using quite different procedures, described below.

4.2 Modelling Procedure Used in ABAQUS

This experiment was successfully modelled by Misra [21] at Ontario Hydro using ABAQUS, with the 1-D option
invoked. The geometry up to, but not including, the orifice was modelled using 5 cm node lengths. The area
change effect of the orifice was therefore omitted. An outlet end-boundary condition of dp/du, obtained from the
experimental steady-state pressure-velocity characteristic (given in [6]), was invoked through the REACTANCE
feature in ABAQUS. All other required parameters for the input, except the volumetric drag, are defined in
Table 1.

The volumetric drag that Misra [21] used was derived from the formulae of Foster and Parker [8]. The principal
parameters defining the damping are obviously viscosity and frequency. Since the formulae of Foster and Parker
for volumetric drag were employed outside of ABAQUS, the volumetric drag had to be altered appropriately for
each frequency through the program input, prior to deriving a solution for each corresponding frequency. The
source frequency was placed at the inlet end.

4.3 Modelling Procedure Used in TARA

Suitable modifications to the code's built-in water property package were made to simulate the correct viscosity
and density of the oil. TARA's input format is more in line with standard thermalhydraulic codes, so the
complete geometric length was modelled, including the orifice, its area change and pressure-loss effects.
D'Souza and Oldenburger [6] did not specify the actual length of the hose connecting the outlet to the water
tank, other than by saying it was "short". Solutions were not very sensitive to this length provided it was kept
short, so a few node lengths were assumed. The actual experimental flowrate was specified through the program
input. The K-factor of the orifice was also required to complete the model description. It was determined by
carrying out various steady-state calculations, using the front end of TARA and different input K-values. The K-



value that yielded a computed outlet pressure equal to atmospheric pressure, for the specified inlet pressure of
225 psig, was chosen. (Usually, the orifice K-factor is a manufacturer-specified entity and need not be
determined through any special procedures, as were employed here.) For the transient simulation, the outlet end-
boundary condition at the location of the water tank was simply set to p ' =0 , i.e., constant pressure. The
geometry was divided into 5 cm node lengths and a time-step of 20x10"6 second was used. The source frequency
was placed at the inlet end with an amplitude of 1 kPa.

4.4 Discussion of Results

The ABAQUS results, obtained using the procedure outlined above, and experiment are shown in Figure 2, while
the TARA results and experiment are shown in Figure 3. It can be concluded that agreement with the
experiment is equally good for both codes. However, it should be noted that the REACTANCE feature of
ABAQUS used in this benchmark cannot be used when the orifice is not located at the pipe end.

It has been ascertained that if a procedure similar to the one used in ABAQUS were used in TARA, predictions
from both ABAQUS and TARA would be in agreement. However, if a procedure similar to the one used in
TARA was applied in ABAQUS, such as specifying a constant outlet pressure boundary condition, the results
obtained from ABAQUS would disagree with the experiment and TARA, as Figure 4 shows. Yet, this is the
procedure that would be used if the orifice was away from the pipe end and the outlet pressure was truly
constant. This shows that the ABAQUS acoustic model does not properly model the effect of flow through an
orifice, unless the orifice is placed at the end of a pipe.

Figure 5 shows the effect of different flowrates on TARA solutions. As the flowrate decreases from 100% to
0%, the amplitude and mode shape change. It is clear that the mode shape is a function of flow, which sets up a
certain pressure drop at the orifice location. The effect of flowrate on the acoustic response of an orifice has
also been reported and discussed by Jungowski et al. [22], They confirmed the findings given above. Hence,
flowrate is one of the physical parameters that defines amplitude and mode shape.

D'Souza and Oldenburger [6] derived approximate closed form solutions for the case of reasonably large K-
values of the orifice. Figures 6 and 7 show solutions from TARA, and the authors' closed form solutions for
different values of dp/dx, or K. In general, there is very good agreement between the two solution-sets on
amplitude and mode shapes, when K is large (for small K, the analytical solution becomes invalid!).

5. VOLUMETRIC DRAG FOR ABAQUS

It has been shown that the Foster and Parker [8] formulation for volumetric drag coefficient is valid for laminar
flow. In turbulent flows, it is believed that acoustic waves decay more quickly and the Foster and Parker
formula will not be appropriate.

Zhou [23] developed the following formula for the volumetric drag, R, for turbulent flows, using a two region
model of the turbulent velocity profile.

R _
a|2 D

where D is internal diameter, w is frequency, p is density, Re is Reynolds number, X is the friction factor, u is



viscosity and a is a complex number with imaginary part or,. This is calculated on the basis of a two region
model; the derivation involves Kelvin's functions of the first and second kind.

For details of the derivation, see [23]. This formula is frequency dependent, as it should be, and appears to
capture the correct trends. It has been incorporated in an external program for calculating volumetric drag values
required by ABAQUS input. It has not yet been extensively tested.

6. MODELLING THE STERN EXPERIMENTS

Outlet feeder data from the fuel channel validation tests [24] carried out at the STERN Laboratories were
compared to modelling results obtained using ABAQUS and TARA [I]. For this study, the ABAQUS code was
applied to STERN outlet feeders using the volumetric drag formula given above. A sketch of the geometry, with
dimensions, is shown in Figure 8. The experimental temperature was 290°C, the flowrate was 28 kg/s and
pressure amplitudes were normalized to the inlet.

The predictions of ABAQUS obtained using the formula given in Equation (I) is shown in Figures 9 - 12. Also
presented are ABAQUS predictions using a volumetric drag (VD) of 13 200 used in previous studies. For these
cases, the predicted damping is good and slightly better than the constant value of 13 200. However, further
testing is recommended to confirm a wide range of applicability.

7. SUMMARY

Recent technology for modelling acoustic phenomena in fluid-filled pipes has been reviewed. Accurate
prediction of resonant frequencies is attainable; however, modelling of amplitude, especially in turbulent flow, is
the most difficult aspect of acoustic analyses, because of the uncertainties in representing damping.

A prototype volumetric drag formula for turbulent flow was presented for the ABAQUS code. This formula is
intended to reduce uncertainties associated with predictions of resonant amplitudes. Application of this model to
STERN experiments yielded good agreement, but more extensive testing is recommended.

The ABAQUS model is presently unable to model the effect of orifices and valves within pipes with
concentrated pressure losses. For such effects, the non-linear formulation as is used in the TARA code is
believed to be more appropriate.

The studies reported herein were associated with only single-phase, adiabatic flows. Extrapolation to two-phase,
heated flows is not possible without further in-depth studies.
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TABLE I: DATA OF D'SOUZA AND OLDENBURGER EXPERIMENT

Length (between section 1-2)

Diameter

Orifice Area

Fluid Density

Fluid Viscosity

Sonic Speed

D'Souza and Oldenburger Experiment

12.268 m

0.01257 m

0.178 cm2

857.766 kg/m1

1.569 * 10"2 Ns/m2

1253.4 m/s
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Figure 1: D'Souza and Oldenburger Experiment
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Figure 2: ABAQUS Results of D'Souza and Oldenburger Experiment (From Misra)
(Normalized Pressure Amplitude vs. Frequency)
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Figure 3: TARA Results of D'Souza and Oldenburger Experiment
(Normalized Pressure Amplitude vs. Frequency)
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Figure 4: ABAQUS Results of D'Souza and Oldenburger Experiment for p'=0 at
Outlet (Normalized Pressure Amplitude vs. Frequency)

Figure 5: TARA Predictions of Different Flowrates in D'Souza and Oldenburger
Experiment (Normalized Pressure Amplitude vs. Frequency)
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Figure 6: TARA Predictions for Various dp/dx Values used in D'Souza and
Oldenburger Experiment (Normalized Pressure Amplitude vs. Frequency)
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Figure 7: D'Souza and Oldenburger Analytic Solutions
(Normalized Pressure Amplitude vs. Frequency)
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STERN Benchmark Cases

2.16 m

© (?)

Area 0 - 0.002734 m2

Area (2) -0.004261 m2

Area (3) -0.007417 m2

Location of pressure taps, given as distance from the inlet

1.48 m (ch30), 3.04 m (ch31), 4.51 m (cr>32) and 7.65 m (ch34)

Outlet boundary condition In zero.

Figure 8: Sketch of STERN Outlet Feeders
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COMPARISON OF VARIOUS VOLUMETRIC DRAG MODELS WITH EXPERIMENTS
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Figure 9: Comparison of Experiment and ABAQUS for CH30
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Figure 10: Comparison of Experiment and ABAQUS for CH31
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FUEL BUNDLE MOVEMENT DUE TO REVERSE FLOW

N.N.WAHBA and O.AKALIN

Ontario Hydro, Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department
700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M5G-1X6

ABSTRACT

When a break occurs in the inlet feeder or inlet header, the rapid depressurization will cause the channel flow to
reverse forcing the string of bundles to accelerate and impact with upstream shield plug. A model has been
developed to predict the bundle motion due to the channel flow reversal. The model accounts for various forces
acting on the bundle. A series of five reverse flow, bundle acceleration experiments have been conducted simulating
a break in the inlet feeder of a CANDU fuel channel. The model has been validated against the experiments. The
predicted impact velocities are in good agreement with the measured values. It is demonstrated that the model may
be successfully used in predicting bundle relocation timing following a large LOCA.

1. INTRODUCTION

In CANDU reactors, the fuel channels contain "strings" of 12 or 13 bundles, depending on the channel design.
During normal operation, the channel flow forces the bundles in a channel towards the downstream end where they
rest against either the downstream shield plug or fuel latch. A small gap, typically less than 0.1 m, exists between
the end bundle and upstream shield plug. However, the gap increases over the lifetime of the reactor, due to pressure
tube creep, and may become as large as 0.3 m. Also, during abnormal situations, and for a short period of time for
single-ended refuelling modes, fewer than the full complement of bundles may be present in a channel and the gap
can be significantly larger. When a break occurs in the upstream (i.e. inlet) feeder, the rapid depressurization and
reversed flow will accelerate the bundles in a channel towards the upstream shield plug. The potential for bundle
and channel damage depends on the bundle velocity at impact.

In some postulated loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) in a CANDU reactor, a rapid relocation of the fuel bundles
may occur. If the channels are fuelled in a direction opposite to the coolant flow, the irradiation distribution along
the channel is such that the least irradiated fuel resides nearest the downstream end. Therefore, in the event of fuel
string displacement towards the upstream end of the channel, fuel with lower irradiation (i.e., at the downstream end)
moves into a higher neutron flux region while fuel with higher irradiation (i.e., at the upstream end) moves into a
lower flux region. The net result is a positive insertion of reactivity.

A series of reverse flow, bundle acceleration experiments have been conducted at Stem Laboratories Inc., simulating
a break in a 37-element, CANDU fuel channel for full power and zero power hot conditions [1,2]. The experimental
apparatus consisted of a full scale reactor channel with end-fittings and feeders. The break was simulated using a
rupture disc and bundle velocities were measured using a system of magnets and coils. The tests covered die range
from a full complement of 13 bundles, with an initial bundle-to-shield plug gap of 0.202 m, to the case of 6 bundles
missing with a gap of 3.172 m.

A model, SOPHT-RFI [2], which is a modification of the fully transient, two-phase thermal hydraulic code, SOPHT
[3], has been developed to incorporate the interaction and feedback between channel thermal hydraulics and bundle
motion. The details of the experimental simulation and model predictions have been re-examined thoroughly. It was
found that the characteristics of the end-fitting and the piping downstream of it, play a significant role in determining
the maximum bundle velocity. Significant discrepancies were also found between predicted and observed values of
pressure drop along the channel. Therefore, the predicted driving force is higher than the measured one and this
causes larger predicted impact velocities. The model has been extensively modified to account for various forces
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acting on the bundle due to reverse flow. These forces include the pressure gradient, drag and dry friction forces.
The calculational control volumes of nodes are adjusted to account for the location and velocity of the bundle. The
details of these modifications as well as a comparison between measured and predicted values are given in Reference
[4].

The analytical model accounting for various forces acting on the bundle due to reverse flow is discussed in Section
2. A brief description of reverse flow experiments, its procedure and test results are described in Section 3.
Comparisons between measured and predicted bundle velocities are illustrated in Section 4. The model was used to
predict the timing of the fuel string relocation following a large LOCA. The model was also used to simulate the
thermal hydraulic transient in a single channel for a range of number of bundles missing in the channel. Samples
of results for a reactor application are shown in Section 5. Summary and conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. ANALYTICAL MODEL

The main parameters that affect the bundle movement due to the flow reverse, are:

1. The initial channel thermal hydraulic conditions including channel flow, pressure distribution, coolant
temperature profile.

2. The gap between the first bundle and the shield plug (nominal gap added to the length of the missing
bundles)

3. The location of the break (distance between the break and the inlet end-fitting)
4. The size of the break (diameter of the inlet feeder).
5. The length and flow resistance of the outlet feeder.
6. The end-fittings characteristics.

2.1 Governing Equations

The model SOPHT-RFI is an adaption of SOPHT to incorporate the interaction and feedback between bundle motion
and channel thermal hydraulics. The equations governing the coolant frictional force and bundle movement are
described below.

The coolant frictional pressure drop Apfric, consists of three components, the pressure drop due to the pressure tube
wall friction, Ap,^, the pressure drop due to the bundle wall friction Ap^, and the pressure drop due to the bundle
loss coefficient Ap^. For a bundle of length L, flow area A, hydraulic diameter Dhy, bundle velocity VB and loss
factor k, these components eire given by:

| * 2 ~ fPT (LPWPT/AA) ,

= \ <t>2

pf

where G is the mass flux, p and pf are the mixture and saturation fluid densities, respectively, fpr and fB are pressure
tube and bundle friction factors, respectively, PwFr and PwB are the wetted perimeters of the pressure tube and bundle.



respectively, and <)>2 is the two-phase multiplier. The pressure drop due to the bundle loss factor Ap t t accounts for
the pressure drop due to bundle appendages, such as bundle junctions, spacers and bearing pads. The pressure drop
across appendage is due to skin friction and flow blockage at the appendage plane. The second component is
attributed to the sudden contraction or expansion across the appendage where a portion of pressure energy is
dissipated as heat.

The friction force FCWc, acting on the coolant is given by

A A p f r i c = A (Ap f P T + ApfB + APjtB )

The forces acting on the bundle include: the pressure force Fp, drag force F,,, Coulomb friction force Fc, due to
friction between bearing pads and pressure tube, damping force, FD and inertia force F,. The positive direction of
the bundle displacement, velocity and acceleration, coolant flow and forces acting on the bundle, is assumed to
coincide with the direction from outlet to inlet feeders. The pressure force arises from the pressure difference at the
two ends of the bundle Ap, and acts on the cross-sectional area of the bundle AB

Fp = AB Ap

The drag force Fd is caused by the frictional force exerted by the coolant flowing past the bundle and is proportional
to the square of the relative velocity between the coolant and the bundle. The drag force acts in the direction of the
relative velocity (G/p - V3) and is given by:

'* • i *2 fc <f - "•>' f-L p" * \ *2 £ <f - v>)2 k'A

The second component of the drag is due the skin friction losses of bundle appendages expressed as a function of
the loss factor k,.

The friction force due to the contact between the bundle and the pressure tube, Fc, is proportional to the weight of
the bundle and acts in the opposite direction of the bundle movement.

Fc = Ct m L g

where m is the bundle mass per unit length, cf is the dynamic friction coefficient and g is the gravitional acceleration.
The static friction force is similarly calculated when the bundle string is stationary using a static friction coefficient.
The bundle string is accelerated when the static friction force is overcome by the other applied forces. The dynamic
friction force is then included in the calculations of the bundle acceleration.

The damping effect on the bundle motion is attributed to energy dissipation caused by various mechanisms such as
structural damping. The equivalent viscous damping force FD, is proportional to the bundle velocity and acts in the
opposite direction of the bundle movement.

= C L VB

where C is the damping factor. The inertia force F( is given by



F, = m L
dv,B
dc

The force balance of the bundle gives

= Fp + Fd - FD - Fc

2.2 Coupling of Bundle Movement and Thermal Hydraulics

The detailed thermal hydraulic model in SOPHT is discussed in Reference [3]. The interaction and feedback between
bundle motion and channel thermal hydraulics are incorporated by adjusting the calcuiauonal control volumes of
nodes and pressure drop along the channel at each time step to account for the location and velocity of the bundle.
The mass and momentum conservation equations are modified to account for the bundle movement.

The acceleration of the bundle string is calculated in a seperate subroutine based on the predicted drag, dry friction
and damping forces as well as pressure drop across the bundle string. The transient velocity as well as motion of
the bundle string are also calculated. The bundles in a channel are considered as one solid string. In a time step
interval At, the forces acting on the bundle string and consequently, the acceleration of the entire string are assumed
constant. The bundle velocity at the end of the time step, VB, and its displacement during the time step interval, AZ,

dV

Z - V^ (At) • ±
2 dt

where VB0 is the bundle string velocity at the beginning of the current time step.

3. REVERSE FLOW BUNDLE ACCELERATION EXPERIMENTS

The model has been validated against a series of Reverse Flow Bundle Acceleration Experiments which has been
completed at Stern Laboratories Inc., in 1989. The objective of the experiment was to measure the reverse
acceleration and velocity of fuel bundles in a fuel channel subject to an inlet end feeder break. The experiment was
designed to represent a break in a 37-element, CANDU fuel channel for full power and zero power hot conditions.

3.1 Description of Experimental Apparatus

The test apparatus consisted of a main warm-up circuit, a channel warm-up loop, a boiler bypass loop and a full scale
fuel channel as shown schematically in Figure 1. The main warm-up circuit consisted of two circulating pumps,
main flow venturi, flow conu'ol valve V10. electric boiler, isolation valves V4 and V5, supply vessel, check valve,



feed line venturi, 2-inch bypass line, isolation hand valve V3, interconnecting piping and the pressuriser-separator.
The primary function of the main warm-up circuit is to raise all components and liquid inventory to the correct test
temperature, using the electric boiler. Isolation control valves VI and V2 are opened slightly, just to warm up the
connecting piping.

The channel warm-up loop is a branch line from the main loop and consisted of an orifice, isolation valve V6, 1/2-
inch piping, free end-fitting, pressure tube, fixed end-fitting, 1/2-inch outlet piping and isolation valve V7 connecting
it with the boiler bypass loop.

The experimental test section consisted of a full scale Bruce-type channel, i.e. pressure tube, free and fixed end-
fittings, a representative outlet feeder connected to a pressurized supply vessel, and inlet feeder piping with a rupture
disc at certain distance from the inlet end-fitting. Dummy bundles, using copper fuel pellets were loaded into the
channel. The mass of each bundle was 20.4 kg each. A standard latch assembly, shield plug and closure plug were
installed in the outlet end, while the inlet end was fitted with a closure plug and hydraulic energy absorber to prevent
excessive damage to the dummy bundles. Forty three heaters were installed on the pressure tube and arranged to
obtain an approximate cosine heat flux distribution profile.

3.2 Instrumentation

Loop conditions were controlled with instruments in different locations as indicated in Figure 2. Coolant temperature
was measured at the venturies, orifice, inlet and outlet feeders, at five locations in the fuel channel and on the
pressure tube itself. The outlet feeder coolant flow was measured using venturi flow meter pressure drop. The
pressure was measured at the supply vessel, outlet feeder { about 10 cm from the end-fitting (P2FO) }, five locations
along the channel { about 1 m apart (PI to P5) } and at the inlet feeder { about 10 cm from the end-fitting (PIFI)
and 40 cm upstream of the 8 inch pipe (P3RD) } . The displacement of the bundles as a function of time, was
measured using eight sensing coils placed around the pressure tube at different axial locations to record wave signals
produced by each of three passing magnets assembled in one element of four upstream bundles.

3.3 Experimental Procedure

For each test, the loop, test section and supply vessel were brought to the correct test pressure. All components and
liquid inventory were heated to the required test temperature, using the electric boiler. Then the flow was reduced
to obtain the required axial temperature gradient using the band heaters along the pressure tube. At the required test
conditions, the power to the band heaters was disconnected, the power to the electric boiler was shut off and the
supply vessel as well as the channel were isolated from the loop. The computer was started and the pressure in the
rupture disc cavity was slowly vented. When the pressure differential across the first rupture disc exceeded its rating,
the discs burst, which initiated the channel depressurization and caused the reverse flow in the channel.

3.4 Test Series and Experimental Results

The initial conditions and a summary of results for the five tests are given in Table 1. Test 1 was performed with
the full complement of 13 bundles with a gap of 202 mm. Tests 2 and 3 both had one bundle missing. Tests 4 and
5 had three and six bundles missing, respectively. Tests 1 and 2 involved an inlet feeder piping geometry with about
3.4 m between the end-fitting and rupture disc. After Test 2, the piping was changed reducing this distance to 0.6
m. In the first four tests, axial coolant temperature profile similar to that of a reactor channel under normal operating
conditions, was produced. For test 5, the power was set to zero to observe the effect of increased subcooling. The
initial temperature profiles are shown in Figure 3. The profile for a typical Bruce NGS B channel is also shown in
the figure. For the five tests the initial pressure ranges from 9.6 to 10.9 MPa.

The measured pressure transients for tests 1 to 5, are shown in Figures 4 to 8, respectively. All tests show similar
behaviour. The inlet pressure decreases rapidly to a minimum value, recovers slightly, then remains fairly constant.
The outlet end pressure decreases more slowly but also approaches a constant value.



The peak velocities given in Table 1 were taken from linear fits to the data just prior to the impact position. There
were very little scatter in the data and the impact velocities were obtained with a high degree of accuracy. The
instantaneous velocity versus time, are plotted in Figure 9. Similar behaviour is observed in all five tests. The
velocities increase rapidly at first and then level off to a constant or asymptotic value after a few hundred
milliseconds, unless the transient is terminated by impact with the shield plug. Test 4 shows the largest initial
acceleration because of the high channel outlet temperature. High outlet temperatures cause voiding which results
in a larger pressure drop across the bundle string. Test 5 shows a lower initial acceleration than the other tests
because of the low initial temperatures.

In some of the tests, there is evidence of bundle separation. In tests 1,2 and 4, the first bundle separates from the
second by about 1 cm. Test 4 shows second/third and third/fourth bundle separation of 3 and 9 cm, respectively. Test
3 shows no separation between the first and second bundles, and test S shows no separation between the first three
bundles.

4. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The reverse flow experiments were simulated to validate the model. The apparatus was finely nodalized. The
channel was modelled using two multi-node modules. One module represented the section of the channel occupied
by the bundles and other module represented the section of empty channel. The end-fittings were modelled as an
annulus representing the direct flow path between the liner tube and end-fitting wall. The form loss factors for the
various pipe sections, end-fittings and channel were derived from steady-state pressure drop measurement taken
following the first test.

In previous analysis [2], the break at the inlet feeder represented by the burst of the rupture disc was simulated by
two break discharge valves and an externally controlled varying resistance link. This resistance link is assigned large
value after the break to cut off flow between the two segments of the feeder at the break location so that the coolant
is discharged to atmosphere through the discharge valve. The coefficient of the break discharge valve was tuned to
match the steady-state discharge flow of test 5. The same value was used for all other tests. Due to this treatment,
the predicted pressure, at the break location, rapidly falls to the local saturation pressure after the rupture disc was
broken. However, the measured pressure upstream of the rupture disc indicted values larger than the saturation
pressure. This indicates that the characteristics of the end-fitting and the piping downstream of it, created back
pressure.

Since the primary objective of this work, is to validate the bundle movement model, the time history of the measured
inlet feeder pressure near the inlet end-fitting, P1FI, was used as boundary condition. The viscous damping force
is small and can be neglected. The coolant friction factors of the pressure tube and bundles f̂ - and fB,respectively,are
assumed to be equal. The coolant friction factor and two-phase multiplier are calculated at the coolant
thermodynamic conditions using the flow hydraulic diameter based on the overall flow area and total wetted
perimeter of both bundle and pressure tube.

A conservative estimate of the bundle velocity may be obtained by adopting an "upper-limit" analysis. In this
approach, the friction due to contact between the bundle and the pressure tube is neglected. It is also assumed that
the pressure drop across bundle appendages is mainly due the skin friction (i.e., k, is equal to k) to maximize the
drag force. The predicted impact velocities are listed and compared with the measured values in Table 2. The
"upper-limit" approach over-predicts the impact velocity for all five tests. The over-prediction of the impact velocity
ranges from 13 to 54 percent.

Measurements were made using the fuel string against the flow and with the flow at bundle velocities less than 0.1
m/s [5]. The coefficient of sliding friction was determined to be about 0.53. For "best-estimate" of the bundle
velocity, this value may be used as a static friction coefficient. A value of 0.25 is assumed for the dynamic friction
coefficient. For a plane of spacers, the skin friction represents about 11 percent of the total loss factor [6]. Most
of losses is attributed to the flow blockage at the appendage plane, and does not contribute to the bundle drag force.



Consequently, the value of kf is assumed to be 0.11 k for "best-estimate" approach. The predicted impact velocities
are compared with the measured values in Table 2.

The agreement between measured and "best-estimate" predicted velocities is excellent (less than 5.6 percent), for
all tests with the exception of test 4 where the model over-predicts the impact velocity by about 28 percent. The
over-prediction may be attributed to the analytical assumption that the bundles are considered as one solid string
whereas the measurements indicated that a significant separation occurred among the first four bundles in test 4.
In other tests, the bundle string essentially moves as a unit. Separation between bundles may result in a lower
pressure in the gap created between separated bundles, for a short period of time, compared to no separation case.
This may result in a lower acceleration and velocity of the first bundles in comparison with no separation case.

5. REACTOR APPLICATION

The model may be used in predicting the timing of bundle relocation following a large LOCA. It may also be used
in predicting the impact velocity and kinetic energy following a break at the inlet feeder.

5.1 Bundle Relocation Timing Following a Large LOCA

The model was used to predict the timing of the fuel string relocation following a large LOCA. The fuel relocation
timing depends on the reactor power as well as the size and location of the break. The thermalhydraulic header
conditions such as pressure and enthalpy transients are calculated using the computer code TUF [7]. These
conditions are used to generate bundle relocation transients versus time for each of ten representative
thermalhydraulic channel groups, five in the inner flow zone and five in the outer flow zone. These bundle
relocation transients may be used to compute fuel relocation reactivity transients for the inner and outer flow zones.
Calculations may be carried out for each break size and for a variety of power levels.

As an example, the transient responses following 100 percent Reactor Inlet Header-Inner Zone (RIH-IZ) break in
Bruce NGS B were simulated for a period of 1 second using the TUF code for a power level of 103%FP. Using
these transient header conditions, fuel string relocations as functions of time were determined and shown in Figures
10 and 11 for "upper-limit" and "best-estimate" approaches, respectively. The timing of the resulting fuel bundle
movement is rapid and roughly uniform among the channel regions in the inner zone, while it is more gradual and
varies slightly among the channel regions of the outer zone. The difference between "upper-limit" and "best-
estimate" approaches is more pronounced for the outer zone channels than the inner zone channels.

5.2 Impact Velocity Following a Guillotine Break at the Inlet Feeder

The model was also used to simulate the thermal hydraulic transient and bundle movement in a single 37-element
channel in the case of a guillotine break at the inlet feeder. The gap between the end bundle and the shield plug
is assumed to be 0.3 m when all of the thirteen bundles are present. The largest inlet feeder cross-sectional area of
0.0031114 m2 is used. The pressures of inlet and outlet headers are 10.58 and 9.4 MPa, respectively. The inlet
header temperature is 258°C and channel power is assumed to be 7.2 MW.

The guillotine break at the inlet feeder was simulated by two break discharge valves and an externally controlled
varying resistance link. This resistance link is assigned large value after the break to cut off flow between the two
segments of the feeder at the break location so that the coolant is discharged to atmosphere through the discharge
valve.

The calculations were also carried out for one and two bundles missing in the channel. The bundle velocity and
kinetic energy at impact, for both "upper-limit" and "best-estimate" approaches, are listed in Table 3. The results
indicate, as expected, that the impact velocity, and hence the kinetic energy at impact, increase as the number of
missing bundles increases.



6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

During normal operation, the channel flow forces the bundle string towards the downstream end where they rest
against the fuel latch. A small gap exists between the end bundle and upstream shield plug. When a fewer than
the full complement of bundles are present in a channel, the gap is larger. In the event that a break occurs in the
inlet feeder or inlet header, the rapid depressurization will cause the channel flow to reverse forcing the string of
bundles to accelerate and impact with upstream shield plug. In this case, the potential bundle and channel damage
depends primarily on the velocity of the bundles at impact. Removal of one or more of the inlet end bundles would
add a gap equal to the length of these bundles to the existing gap and may result in a larger impact velocity. In case
of fuelling against the flow, the bundle relocation due to reverse flow may result in a positive insertion of reactivity.
The major findings of this work are:

1. A model has been developed to predict the bundle motion due to the channel flow reversal. The model is
a modification of the fully transient, two-phase thermal hydraulic code, SOPHT, to incorporate the interaction and
feedback between bundle motion and channel thermal hydraulics. The model accounts for various forces acting on
the bundle due to reverse flow. These forces include the pressure gradient, drag and dry friction forces. The
calculation^ control volumes of nodes and pressure drop along a channel are adjusted to account for the location
and velocity of the bundle. The mass and momentum conservation equations are modified to account for the bundle
movement.

2. A series of five reverse flow, bundle acceleration experiments have been conducted simulating a break in
a 37-element, CANDU fuel channel for full power and zero power hot conditions. The experimental apparatus
consisted of a full scale reactor channel with end-fittings and feeders. The break was simulated using a rupture disc
and bundle velocities were measured using a system of magnets and coils. The tests covered the range from a full
complement of 13 bundles, with an initial bundle-to-shield plug gap of 0.202 m, to the case of 6 bundles missing
with a gap of 3.172 m.

3. Similar behaviour was observed in all tests. The bundles were observed to accelerate rapidly at first and
then level of to a constant or asymptotic value after a few hundred milliseconds, unless the transient is terminated
by impact with the shield plug. The measured impact velocity ranges from 3.8 to 6.8 m/s, for the case of 13 to 7
bundles are present in the channel, respectively.

4. The experiments show that the bundle string essentially moves as a unit. However, in one of the tests, there
was an evidence of significant bundle separation due to high initial outlet temperature which resulted in a high
voiding following rupture. Bundle separation would distribute the momentum transfer of the bundle to the shield
plug over time which could lessen the damage to fuel bundles and fuel channel.

5. An "upper-limit" analysis yields a conservative estimate of the bundle velocity by neglecting the friction
due to contact between the bundle and the pressure tube and assuming that the pressure drop across bundle
appendages is mainly due the skin friction to maximize the drag force.

6. A "best-estimate" approach is recommended for predicting the impact velocity using values of 0.53 and 0.25
for static and dynamic friction coefficients and about 11 percent of the total loss factor in calculating the bundle drag
force.

7. The analytical model has been validated against the experiments. The "upper-limit" approach over-predicts
the impact velocity for all five tests. The over-prediction of the impact velocity ranges from 13 to 54 percent. The
agreement between measured and "best-estimate" predicted velocities is excellent ( less than 5.6 percent ), for all
tests with the exception of test 4 where the model over-predicts the impact velocity by about 28 percent. The over-
prediction, in test 4, may be attributed to the analytical assumption that the bundles are considered as one solid string
whereas the measurements indicated that a significant separation occurred among the first four bundles.



8. It is demonstrated that the model may be successfully used to simulate the thermal hydraulic and bundle
movement in the fuel channel following large LOCA or, in the case of a guillotine break at the inlet feeder.
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TABLE 1
TEST CONDITIONS AND RESULTS SUMMARY OF REVERSE FLOW IMPACT EXPERIMENTS

TEST NUMBER

Number of Bundles
Number of Missing Bundles
Gap (mm)

INITIAL CONDITIONS:
Pressure (MPa)
Inlet Temperature (°C)
Outlet Temperature (°C)
Supply Vessel Temperature (°C)

RESULTS:
Impact Velocity (m/s)
Onset of Motion Time (ms)
Impact Time (ms)
Bundle Separation (mm)

ist_2"<l

^nd -in!

3rt_4th

1

13
0
202

9.6
258
307
298

3.8
18
102

9

-

2

12
1
697

9.8
264
307
302

5.1
19
212

13

-

3

12
1
697

9.8
260
307
297

5.4
8
194

0

-

4

10
3
1687

10.4
253
311
301

6.1
2
335

12
30
90

5

7
6
3172

10.9
248
248
299

6.8
-
603

0
0
0

TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF IMPACT VELOCITY (m/s) BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS AND PREDICTIONS

TEST NUMBER

1
2
3
4
5

EXPERIMENT

3.3
5.1
5.4
6.1
6.3

UPPER-LIMIT
PREDICTION

4.4
6.0
6.7
9.4
7.7

BEST-ESTIMATE
PREDICTION

3.8
5.0
5.7
7.8
6.8

TABLE 3
PREDICTED IMPACT VELOCITY AND KINETIC ENERGY

PRESENT
BUNDLES

13
12
11

VELOCITY (m/s)
Upper- Best-
Limit Estimate

KINETIC ENERGY (kJ)
Upper- Best-
Limit Estimate

5.3
7.7
9.0

5.1
6.4
7.9

5.2
8.5
10.6

4.0
5.9
8.2
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INVESTIGATION INTO THE MODELLING OF THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE TUBE
CREEP ON CHF, DRYOUT POWER AND PRESSURE DROP
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Accurate tracking of the Critical Heat Flux (CHF) and Critical Channel Power (CCP)
envelopes corresponding to the evolution of the Heat Transport System operating conditions
due to aging is necessary to permit reliable assessments of the coverage provided by Process
System Trip and by Regional Overpower Protection Trip setpoints.

Recent investigations of the effect of pressure tube (PT) diametral creep on CHF in
37-element fuel bundle strings, based on preliminary measurements obtained in water on a
full-scale test section at Stem Laboratories, have shown that the increased flow area and the
reduced form loss and skin friction factors compensate to a large extent for the CHF
reductions, measured at constant fuel string inlet conditions (temperature and flow). The
assessment of the Stern test data has shown that there is virtually no change in dryout power
in going from a nominal to a crept pressure tube at constant fuel string pressure drop,
confirming earlier test results made in freon at CRL. However, the test data also shows that
the change in fuel string pressure drop cannot be accounted for, in current CANDU 6
pressure drop models, by the change in flow area alone: both single-phase and two-phase
frictional and form loss models used in codes such as NUCIRC and SOPHT had to be
modified from the values used for actual fuel bundle strings in order to reproduce both the
nominal and crept AP test results with a single comprehensive model. The CHF variations
are however more complex: at constant fuel string pressure drop, CHF reductions are
observed when the Onset of Intermittent Dryout (ODD) dryout location moves downstream
from that observed in a nominal pressure tube, even though the dryout power may remain
the same. Again, the CHF models in NUCIRC and SOPHT needed to be updated in order to
reproduce the CHF test results. The consequences of pressure tube creep on power reactor
operations will differ for the ROPT and process trip setpoints.
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An investigation into the modelling of the effect of pressure tube diametral creep on
pressure drop, dryout power and CHF, based on measurements reported for the full-scale
nominal PT tests and on preliminary measurements obtained in the on-going crept PT tests at
Stern Laboratories, is reported in this paper. The focus of this investigation was to determine
what needed to be changed in existing cross-sectional averaged models, found in codes such
as NLJCIRC and SOPHT, in order to reproduce the physical trends seen in both freon test at
CRL and in the more recent Stern Laboratories full-scale water tests. The main innovative
feature of this analysis was the use of the ASSERT subchannel code to investigate the
physical mechanisms responsible for the changes in pressure drop and CHF seen in the test
results [1J. The investigation first focused on the modelling of single-phase and two-phase
pressure drop, in recognition of the importance of these models in the prediction of dryout
power and CHF [2].

Results of the completed investigation show that the assumption of an invariant skin friction
correction made in the so-called K-Fuel model, used in cross-sectional averaged models, is
not warranted by the more accurate and detailed measurements recently taken on the
full-scale nominal pressure tube test section at Stern Laboratories: test results showed that
the skin friction needed to be varied as a function of Reynolds number in order to have the
models reproduce the tests results. This Reynolds number dependence was confirmed by
independent ASSERT sub-channel calculations. The investigation also confirms the
importance of representing the full extent of bundle cross-sectional averaged sub-cooled
boiling and the need for corrections to the tube two-phase pressure drop multiplier
correlations in order to reproduce the fuel bundle string two-phase pressure drops measured
in the nominal pressure tube: these effects are both confirmed by independent ASSERT
sub-channel analyses.

The ASSERT code was further used in the investigation to derive data for the
cross-sectional averaged single-phase and two-phase pressure drop models for the crept
pressure tube profile used in the Stern Laboratories full-scale test. The resulting model,
implemented in both the NUCIRC and SOPHT computer codes, is shown to correctly
reproduce the preliminary test results and to give the proper trend as the creep magnitude is
reduced to the uncrept situation. The full-paper will present the assessment of these models
against available measurements up to CHF; this assessment will include the evaluation of an
empirically derived CHF correlation accounting for creep. A preliminary evaluation of the
impact of the new pressure drop and CHF models on CHF and dryout powers used in the
assessment of the coverage provided by Process System Trip and by Regional Overpower
Protection Trip setpoints will also be presented.
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PREDICTION OF CANDU-6 MODERATOR SYSTEM RESPONSE FOLLOWING A LARGE
BREAK LOCA USING A 3D MODEL
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ABSTRACT

CANDU nuclear reactors use D2O as a moderator inside the calandria vessel. Heat is generated in the calandria

by neutron and gamma radiation from nuclear fission. During normal operating conditions, hot moderator fluid

is continuously pumped out from the bottom of the CANDU-6 calandria. After passing through a heat exchanger,

the cooled moderator fluid is returned to the calandria through inlet nozzles. In the unlikely event of a loss of

coolant accident (LOCA) the moderator acts as a heal sink. To predict moderator system response following a

large break (reactor inlet header break) LOCA, a simulation was undertaken for Class IV power available (i.e.

main moderator pump running) as well as for Class IV power unavailable during the LOCA. The analysis was

performed to facilitate the assessment of fuel channel integrity following pressure tube (PT) and calandria tube

(CT) contact by estimating the subcooling available during the inlet header break. The 3D code PHOENICS2

developed by CHAM U.K was used for the simulation. The results show an asymmetric flow pattern within the

moderator both in the axial Z-direction of Ihe calandria as well as in the X-Y plane. The temperature distribution

within the moderator system shows, that hot spots are generated in areas, where the flow approaches stagnation.

Hot spot temperatures are higher with Class IV power unavailable.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main functions of the moderator system is to remove the heat deposited in calandria shell from nuclear

fission and to act as a heat sink in the unlikely event of a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA). To ensure fuel channel

integrity, safety analyses typically use a criterion of no dryout on the calandria tube outside surface, when

contacted by a deformed pressure tube. One important parameter in assessing calandria tube dryout is the

available moderator subcooling. The subcooling available at a given location is defined as the difference between

the saturation temperature of the moderator at local pressure and the local moderator temperature. The local

saturation temperature is constant, since local pressure is almost constant. The local moderator temperature is

dependent on the moderator flow behaviour inside the calandria and on the energy distribution within the



moderator.

During a LOC A, the pressure tubes can contact the calandria tubes. Asa result additional heat is deposited in the

moderator by conduction, increasing the moderator temperature locally, especially near the high power bundles.

To calculate this local moderator temperature, which is required to calculate the local available subcooling, a 3D

analysis of the complete moderator system inside the calandria is undertaken. A steady suite analysis under

normal operating conditions is first performed to determine the initial condition for the subsequent transient

analysis for a 35% Reactor Inlet Header break. The results of the analysis showing moderator system response

following a large break LOCA is reported in this paper.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODERATOR SYSTEM

Figure 1 illustrates the CANDU-6 calandria vessel together with the inlet and outlet nozzles. It is approximately

6 in long and 7.6 m in diameter. The subshells have a diameter of 6.76 in. There arc 380 calandria tubes. The

moderator fluid is heavy water. During normal operating conditions, hot moderator tluid is continuously pumped

out from the bottom of the CANDLJ-6 reactor through two outlet ports. They are symmetrically located (axially)

with respect to the midplane perpendicular to the z-axis but are asymmetrically placed in the x-y plane. Hot tluid

from the outlet ports is sent through heat exchangers to remove the heat. The cooled moderator tluid is returned

to the calandria through eight inlet nozzles directed upwards and located on diametrically opposite sides of the

calandria vessel at the horizontal midplane. The total flow through the eight inlet nozzles is approximately 940

l/s during normal operating conditions.

METHODOLOGY

Model

The analysis is performed with the general purpose tluid How, heat transfer code PHOENICS2 (Reference 1).
The basic governing equations are continuity, momentum and energy conservation equations. The (low equations
are strongly coupled and highly non-linear. The porosity option of PHOENICS2 is used to model the reactor core
area, containing the 380 calandria tubes. Figure 2 shows the layout of the 3D mesh. Polar coordinates arc
employed for the modelling, whereby X-coordinatc represents the angular direction, Y the radial direction and
Z the axial direction. There are 30 elements in the X-direction, 18 elements in the Y-direction and 17 elements
in the Z-direction. The positions of the nozzles in this model are as follows (Figures 3 and 4).

Nozzles
2 Inlet nozzles
2 Inlet nozzles

2 Inlet nozzles

2 Inlet nozzles

2 Outlet ports

2 Outlet ports

X
8
8

23

23

14

14

Y
15
15

15

15

15 to

15 to

18

18

Z
4 to 8
11 to 14

4 to 8

11 to 14

5
14

To model buoyancy forces induced by the heat deposited in the moderator the standard Boussines'q



approximation (in which density is a linear function of temperature) is used. The standard k-e model is used to

simulate the turbulent flow field inside the calandria vessel.

Calculation of Saturation Temperature

The saturation temperature is calculated from the static head and the cover gas pressure. The static head of the
moderator al different channel positions is first converted to an equivalent pressure and then added to the cover
gas pressure to determine the total saturation pressure at different channel positions. The saturation temperature
is calculated from this pressure. The results are shown in Figure 4.

ANALYSIS CASES

The Analysis consists of a steady state analysis and a transient analysis.

Steady State Analysis

A steady state solution is first obtained for normal reactor operation prior to the postulated accident. This solution

is subsequently used as the initial condition for the transient analysis. The heat load to the moderator during

normal operating conditions ;ire generated by Neutron and Gamma radiation and heat transferred to the moderator

from the reactor structure. The local heat source intensity in the core region (the region between the centre of the

calandria shell and the outermost fuel channel group) shown in Figure 3 is assumed proportional to the average

power of the surrounding fuel bundles. The moderator outlet temperature is given as 72 °C with a total inlet flow

of 940 l/s. The inlet temperature is calculated as 48 °C using an energy balance for 103% reactor power.

Transient Analysis

The transient condition starts alter the reactor inlet header break. Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)

injection is assumed to (ail, but Heat Transport System (HTS) loop isolation works. Thus, the broken loop (in

this analysis the north half of Uie core is taken as broken loop. Figure 1) heats up significantly, while the unbroken

loop remains constant. Channels in the broken loop experience pressure tube/calandria tube contact. The analysis

is performed for Class IV power available and Class IV power unavailable. Both the cases are subdivided into

a Blowdown Phase and a Post-Blowdown Phase.

Blowdown Phase (0 to 40 sec)

During this phase the heat load to the moderator is due to uculronic power, fission product decay and heat
transferred to the moderator through PT/CT contact in the critical core pass channels of the broken loop. The
spatial distribution of the heat load due to fission product decay and due to neutronic power is calculated based
on the actual bundle power map. For fission product decay the spatial distribution is assumed constant after 0
seconds and lor neutronic power the distribution is assumed constant after 3 seconds. The heat load due to PT/CT
contact is calculated by using the code CATHENA.

When Class IV power is available, the D2O has a constant How of 940 1/sec through the inlet nozzles at a
temperature of 48 "C throughout the blowdown phase. For the case Class IV power unavailable the flow of D2O



through the inlet nozzles runs down linearly from normal operating flow ot 940 I/see at time 15 seconds to almost

half at the end of the blowdown phase (the pump completely stops at time 75 seconds). Since the service water

to the heat exchanger is not available, when Class IV power is unavailable, the inlet D2O temperature rises to 72

°C at lime 15 seconds and remains there until service water resumes on Class III power during the post-blowdown

phase.

Post-Blowdown Phase (after 40 sec)

During this phase the spatial distribution of the heat load due to neutronic power and fission product decay

remains consumt over time (same as at 0 seconds for fission product decay and at 3 seconds for neutronic power).

PT/CT contact takes place in each of the 190 channels of the broken Imp (critical core pass as well as non-critical

core pass). When Class IV power is available, the moderator temperature and the flow through the inlet during

the post-blowdown phase is die same as at the end of the blowdown phase.

When Class IV power is unavailable, the moderator flow through the inlet nozzles stops at time 75 seconds. At

90 seconds the pony motor sUirLs (class II power). However since the service water pump not operating, no heat

is extracted by the heat exchanger, and the moderator inlet temperature is taken as 72 °C. The D2O flow through

the pony motors increases up to 25% of the main pump flow at time 100 seconds. After that it remains constant.

At 195 seconds the RCW pump (Class III) starts, and the inlet D2O temperature drops from 72 °C to 48 "C in

10 seconds. At 1000 seconds the main pump is restarted by the operator on Class III power.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Steady State Analysis

It was not possible to achieve a truly steady-state solution, only a quasi-steady solution was possible. When the

steady-state analysis was run using a transient approach (i.e. fixed boundary and heat input conditions), the

solution did converge at each time step, but the solution tended to be cyclic thereby indicating a quasi-steady

solution. This is probably due to the complexity of the geometry, the 3D nature of the problem and the somewhat

precarious balance of forces (inertia versus buoyancy) acting within the moderator. Figure 5 shows the typical

velocity vectors and temperature profile (at plane Z 11) at time zero. The plot indicates that the flow pattern and

the temperature distribution are strongly three dimensional and ;uui-symmetric with respect to the vertical plane

normal to the calandria axis. The flow is dominated by forced convection with buoyancy assisted recirculation.

The inlet jets from the no/z.les of the north side meets the south side inlet jets at an angle to the vertical plane.

The flow is then downwards over most of the south half of the core. This downwards flow, after colliding with

the calandria wall, turns upward at the north half of the core, which is assisted by buoyancy since the fluid

gradually heats up. As a result the north half of the core is wanner than the south half. The axial temperature

profile shows (Figure 6) that the temperature of the moderator decreases gradually from plane Zl (i.e. near the

south cndshield) to plane Z17 (near the north endshield). The asymmetric flow both in the axial Z-direction as

well as in the X-Y plane (the heat input to the moderator is symmetric. Also the nozzles are almost symmetrically

positioned.) suggest that there is a significant unsteady flow behaviour during the steady stole condition. Due to

this asymmetric behaviour of the moderator flow, which influences the temperature distribution, analysis of

quarter model or even half model with symmetry boundary condition would not have produced a satisfactory



result. The maximum temperature of moderator fluid is 81 °C, which gives a minimum subcooling of 26.7 °C.

Transient Analysis

Class IV Power Available

The available subcooling is shown in Figure 7. Up to the time of 1.15 seconds the total power (which consists

of neutronic power and fission product decay power) to tiie moderator increases, mainly due to the rapid increase

of neutronic power. From 1.15 second to 3 seconds tiie total power decreases to 32 MW. The temperature of the

moderator hardly changes, since the moderator fluid volume is large enough to cushion any temperature change

in such a short interval. Between the time 3 seconds and 22 seconds (before the first PT/CT contact) the total

power to the moderator decreases further. These decreases together with the continuous How of 48 °C D2O

through die inlet nozzles causes the hot spot temperature to decrease, which in turn increases the available

subcooling. The first PT/CT contact takes place at time 22 seconds. Up to 40 seconds (end of blowdown phase)

the total amount of heat deposited through PT/CT contact in the critical core pass of the broken loop (north loop)

is not the same in each bundle plane. At the beginning it is highest in bundle planes 5 and then 6, where the first

contact takes place. As time progresses more and more calandria lubes and pressure tubes in the bundle planes

adjacent to bundles planes 5 and 6 come into contact, depositing more heat through PT/CT contact at those bundle

planes. There is no PT/CT contact in the bundle planes 1,9, 10, 11 and 12. The velocity vectors (Figure 8) show

that in the Z-plancs 5 to 11, the inlet jets through the north side nozzles collide with die jets from the south side

nozzles and flow downwards over middle of the soulli side core. After that il Hows upwards along the calandria

shell wall. The hot spot at the top of the north core is assisted by the heat from PT/CT contact. Since almost all

the heat from PT/CT contact comes within the Z-planes 1 to 8, die average D2O temperature in these planes is

higher than in the Z-planes 9 to 17.

In the Posi-blowdown phase (alter 40 seconds) PT/CT contact takes place in all die bundle planes of the critical

and non-critical pass of the broken loop. The total amount of heat through PT/CT contact rapidly decreases from

40 MW (at 40 seconds) to 12 MW (at 50 seconds), which helps lo reduce die hotspot temperature and increase

the subcooling available. After diat there is a gradual increase in the heatload to 37MW at 600 seconds. This slow

increase of heat is compensated by the continuous inlet flow of D2O at 48 °C over tlie long period of time, so that

the hot spot temperature decreases gradually increasing the available subcooling. The lowest available

subcooling is 25.7 °C at 40 seconds at row A.

Class IV Power unavailable

The subcooling calculated by 3D-PHOENICS2 analysis widi Class IV power unavailable is shown in Figure 9.

Before the start of die main pump rundown at 15 seconds, the available subcooling increases mainly due to a

substantial drop in nuclear fission power, as already described above. At time 15 seconds, when the main pump

rundown starts, die service water to die heat exchangers ceases. Since no heat is removed by the heat exchangers,

die inlet D2O temperature rises to the higher outlet temperature. For die moderator system inside the calandria

shell, failure of Die heat exchanger means continuation of the How, hulwitli no heal removal, keeping die available

subcooling constant. PT/CT contact sUirts at time 22 seconds. However die available subcooling remains constant

up lo 30 seconds, since only alter 25 seconds, a significant amount of heat is deposited in die moderator through

PT/CT contact, the effect of which is further delayed by the large D2O volume. Figure 10 shows tiie temperature



distribution in the axial direction at time 30 seconds. Z-planes 1 to 8 have higher D2O temperature than the planes

9 to 17, because more heat is deposited in the moderator within the planes 1 to 8. Up to the end of the blowdown

phase, as more and more contact heat is deposited into the moderator and flow through the inlet nozzles decreases

almost 50% (which means less mixing), the hotspot temperature rises, decreasing the available subcooling.

In the post-blowdown phase, the ajnount of heat through PT/CT contact decreases rapidly from 40MW at time

40 seconds to 12 M W at time 50 seconds for 1 Og/s steam flow. As a result the hotspot temperature decreases and

the available subcooling increases. After that there is a slow increase of power to the moderator from PT/CT

contact. As the external flow decreases (main pump complete stops at time 75 seconds) the buoyancy effect

becomes dominant. It creates a circular clockwise tlow of the moderator inside the calandria shell in the X-Y

plane. In the axial direction there is a counter clockwise flow (Figure 11), since the moderator fluid in the planes

Zl to Z8 is at a higher temperature than in the planes Z9 to Zl 7. After time 90 seconds, when the pony motors

starts at 25% of the main pump tlow and with 72 °C inlet temperature, the buoyancy flow is disturbed. The jets

from the inlet nozzles do not have sufficient momentum to penetrate the hoLspot (they rather help to keep the

hotspot at its final position near the top of the core). The cold jets alter entering the calandria, flow towards the

outlet ports. A substantial portion of the heat from PT/CT contact is not removed by the moderator fluid and adds

up with the existing hotspol at the top, increasing the hot spot temperature gradually (Figure 12). The hotspot is

no longer a local effect, but covers tiie complete upper part of the calandria from endshield to endshield. Due to

continuous addition of heat from PT/CT contact tiie temperature of the upper zone of the moderator increases

continuously as time progresses. At time 1000 seconds the main pump is restarted, which recirculatcs sufficient

amount of moderator fluid through the heat exchanger, removing heat from the moderator. The hotspol

temperature now decreases, increasing the available subcooling.

CONCLUSION

A 3D simulation of C ANDU-6 moderator circulation behaviour following a large reactor inlet header break has

been performed for cases with and without Class IV power available. The steady stale analysis gives an

asymmetric behaviour of tlie tlow. Since the flow pattern influences the temperature distribution in the moderator,

analysis of a half calandria with symmetric boundary conditions would not have been sufficient. When Class IV

power is available, after a slight decrease during the blowdown phase, moderator subcooling generally increases

with time. When there is no Class IV power, the capacity of the pony motor influences the temperature

distribution. The temperature of the top portion of the moderator inside the calandria vessel increases during the

post-blowdown phase. When the main pump restarts, sufficient heal is removed from the moderator by the heat

exchangers, causing an increase in the available subcooling.
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"Experimental Investigation into Consequences of Fuel Channel Failure
In a CANDU Reactor Under Normal Operating Conditions".
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ABSTRACT

In CANDU reactor safety and licensing analysis, one of the hypothetical accidents considered
is the simultaneous failure of a pressure and calandria tube. This accident is also considered as the
design basis event for the evaluation of structural integrity of the calandria vessel and in-core
structures due to the high pressure, high temperature primary coolant discharge into the low pressure
moderator following a sudden channel rupture1. In order to provide experimental data to validate the
theoretical models used in accident analysis, an experimental program has been on going to simulate
the sudden failure of a full scale fuel channel in a specially designed multichannel test facility.

The multi-channel burst test facility consists of a 3x3 array to represent nine CANDU fuel
channels housed inside a containment reservoir which is 6 m long, has a 1.18 m inside diameter and a
19 mm wall thickness. The schematic of the test loop with the main components identified (ie., the 2
m3 supply tank, the electrical powered boiler, the pressure bump system, control and isolation valve,
etc.) is shown in the attached figure. The central fuel channel was chosen as the burst channel for the
initial tests and all the channel components were prototypical. The surrounding calandria tube on the
burst channel was also defected to ensure that the calandria tube would fail due to pressure tube
failure. This arrangement of pressure tube and calandria tube defects was chosen to ensure that the top
central channel will be impacted by the burst pressure tube while the bottom central channel will be
subjected to the discharging jet forces and the impact of the ejected fuel bundles. The remaining six
channels in the array were simulated channels made up of carbon steel pressure tubes each surrounded
by a stainless steel calandria tube. The test facility is very extensively instrumented with fast response
thermocouples, pressure transducers, strain gauges, accelerometers and displacement transducers placed
at various locations on test facility. The instrumentation is connected to three data acquisition systems.

This paper presents a detailed description of the test facility and the unique design features that
enable reuse of many components of the facility for subsequent tests. A comprehensive description of
the instrumentation and the test procedure is also included. The results from the initial commissioning
test and the salient results from the subsequent tests are also included. The implication of these tests,
from the perspective of CANDU reactor accident analysis, is briefly discussed.

'P.S. Kundurpi et.al., "Consequences of Pressure/ Calandria Tube Failure in a CANDU reactor core
under Full Power Operation" Ontario Hydro Design and Development Division Report 84301. Oct 1984.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE EFFECT OF HEAT FLUX TILT
ON ROD BUNDLE DRYOUT LIMITATION
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O-arai Engineering Center, Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corp. (PNC)
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Abstract

The effect of heat flux tilt on rod bundle dryout limitation was studied experimentally using a
full-scale mock-up test facility and simulated 36-rod fuel bundles in which heater pins have azimuthal
nonuniform heat flux distribution (i.e., heat flux tilt). Experimental results for typical lateral power
distribution in the bundle indicate that the bundle dryout power with azimuthal heat flux tilt is higher
than that without azimuthal heat flux tilt in the entire experimental range. Consequently, it is
concluded that the dryout experiment using the test bundle with heater pins which has circumferentially
uniform heat flux distribution gives conservative results for the usual lateral power distribution in a
bundle in which the relative power of outermost-circle fuel rods is higher than those of middle- and
inner-circle ones.

I. Introduction

Neutron flux in a nuclear fuel bundle generally shows nonuniform distribution in which
neutron flux decreases in the central portion of the channel. This depression of the neutron flux leads
to a radial power distribution in the bundle and radial power inclination in the fuel pellet (i.e., power
tilt) of each individual fuel pin. An example of power tilt and radial power distribution is shown in
Fig. 1 for a cluster-type fuel bundle used in pressure-tube-type reactors such as the ATR of the
Japanese Heavy Water Reactor and CANDU reactor. Accordingly, in the actual reactor, heat flux
distribution of the fuel pin surface shows a circumferentially nonuniform profile in which heat flux is
higher at the position facing outward and lower at that facing the bundle center.

On the other hand, in the dryout tests using a full-scale mock-up test facility and simulated fuel
bundles, heater pins having circumferentially uniform heat flux distribution have usually been used so
far due to difficulties in manufacturing heater pins with azimuthal heat flux tilt in which heater pin
thickness must be varied circumferentially.

Under these circumstances, only a small amount of data has been reported on the effects of
azimuthal heat flux tilt by Lee [1] for a round tube and annulus, and Styrikovich et al. [2], Miropolskii
et al. [3], Alekseev et al. [4], Kitto et al. [5] and Jensen et al. [6] for round tubes. No work
concerning azimuthal heat flux tilt in rod bundles is known to the authors .

The objective of this study is to clarify the effect of azimuthal heat flux tilt on rod bundle dryout
phenomenon experimentally using a full-scale mock-up test facility and simulated 36-rod fuel bundles,
and to verify qualitatively the conservativeness of the results of the conventional experiments using
heater pins which have circumferentially uniform heat flux.



II. Power tilt in the fuel assembly
Some studies on the power tilt in fuel bundles for heavy-water-moderated pressure-tube-type

reactors have been reported from CEA [7], AECL [8] and PNC [9]. These studies revealed the
following characteristics of power tilt.

• profile of power tilt in a fuel rod is symmetric along the radial direction
• power tilt is greatest in the outer-circle fuel rod in the bundle
• power tilt decreases with burnup, so power tilt is largest at the beginning of life (BOL)

An example of power till calculated using a detailed lattice code for an ATR 36-rod bundle is shown in
Fig.2 [9]. Power tilt factors ( e ) for outer-, middle- and inner-circle fuel rods in the ATR 36-rod
bundles are determined using the definition below and are indicated in Table 1.

[Power tilt factor ( e )] = [azimuthally maximum power density]/[average power density] (1)

From the viewpoint of heat transfer, the circumferential heat flux inclination profile is more important
than the power tilt. The azimuthal heat flux tilt profile can be estimated from the power tilt factor by 2-
or 3-dimensional heat diffusion analyses of the conductivity of materials, gap conductance between
pellet and cladding, and heat transfer characteristics at the cladding surface. Table 1 indicates
estimated heat flux tilt factors ( £ ) based on a 2-dimensional (r- 8 ) analysis using TEMPOL [10] code
such as the well-known TAC [11] code under the boundary conditions shown in Table 2. Here, the
heat flux tilt factor is also defined as below.

[Heat flux tilt factor ( c )] = [azimuthally maximum heat flux]/[average heat flux] (2)

Table I An Example of Heat Flux Tilt due to Power Tilt in Each Circle Fuel Rod

^ ~ — —
Outer-circle rod

middle-circle rod

Inner-circle rod

Power tilt factor ( e )

1.181

1.179

1.061

Heat flux tilt factor ( $ )

1.075

1.074

1.025

Table 2 Boundary Conditions for the Calculation of Heat Flux Tilt

• Coolant temperature
• Thermal conductivity

• Gap conductance
• Heat transfer coefficient
• Linear heat rate

560 K (Saturation temperature at 7MPa)
2.33 W/(m-K) for fuel pellet
16.3 W/(nvK) for cladding
5500 W/(m2-K) for pellet/cladding gap
55000 W/(m2 • K) for cladding/coolant interface
30 - 50 W/cm



III. Fabrication and assembling of a test bundle with heat flux tilt

Experiments are carried out using an electrically heated 36-rod test bundle, as a full scale model
of the ATR fuel bundle at the 14 MW Heat Transfer Loop (HTL) in the O-arai Engineering Center,
PNC. In this type of experimental system, axial and radial power distributions in the bundle can be
simulated by varying the axial distribution of heater rod thickness while holding the outer diameter
constant and varying the ratio of heater rod thickness of each heater rod in the test bundle.

In addition, in the experiments, the thickness of each heater rod is varied azimuthally to
simulate the circumferential heat flux distribution due to power tilt in the fuel pin. Figure 1
schematically shows the variation of heater rod thickness used for simulating the pin flux tilt and the
radial power distribution in the bundle.

In Joule heating of rods with azimuthally nonuniform thickness distribution, it should be
considered that the azimuthal heat flux profile varies due to heat diffusion in the heater rod tube. Since
this sort of heat diffusion can be estimated by 2-dimensional (r- 6 ) heat diffusion analysis taking into
account the conductivity of heater rod materials and the heat transfer characteristics at the heater rod
surface, the variation of azimuthal heat flux tilt due to heat diffusion is also estimated by using the TAC
code with boundary conditions shown in Table 2. The estimation indicates that the decrease of heat
flux tilt factor due to heat diffusion in the heater rod material is about 0.5% for the outer-circle heater
rod with heat flux tilt factor of 1.075. Consequently, we conclude that heat flux tilt with tilt factor of
1.075 can be simulated by using a heater rod with maximum azimuthal thickness peak of 1.080.
Figure 3 shows comparison of the expected circumferential distribution of the heater rod thickness
with that of the fabricated heater rod. From this figure, we can see that fabrication error of
circumferential heater rod thickness distribution is less than ± 1% by when using the newly developed
heater rod fabrication technique.

In the assembling of a test bundle, inner-circle rods with azimuthally uniform heat flux were
adopted, because the heat flux tilt factor for the inner-circle fuel rod is much smaller than those for
outer- and middle-circle rods, as shown in Table 1. Finally, peak relative values of the circumferential
thickness distribution to the average applied in the experiment were 1.08, 1.08 and 1.00 for the outer-,
middle- and inner-circle heater rods, respectively. These heater rods with heat flux tilt were set very
carefully to ensure precise angular position.

IV. Experiment

IV-1. Experimental facility and heater rod bundle

As mentioned previously, experiments were carried out using the 14 MW HTL. As shown in
Fig.4, HTL consists of two test sections housing heater rod bundles, an electric power supply system
connected to the bundles, a steam drum, a high pressure-condenser, a subcooler, a pressurizer, and a
circulating pump. The maximum operating conditions of the HTL are 10 MPa pressure at 585 K with

10xl04kg/h flow rate.
A 36-rod test bundle in the test section has a specified heated length of 3.7 m, heat transfer area

2 2
of 6.06 m , flow area of 4,788 mm and hydraulic equivalent diameter of 9.3 mm. In the heater rod
bundle, 36 heater rods are arrayed in three concentric circular layers surrounding an unheated center
rod. The rods which have 14.5 mm outer diameter are made from stainless steel (SUS-316), and their
surface is polished such that roughness is about 1 //m. These heater rods are positioned in the



bundle with ring-type spacers which have the same shape and dimensions as those used as the actual
fuel bundles of ATR.

IV-2. Experimental conditions and procedure

Experiments were carried out with the same bundle geometry in both cases of with and without
heat flux tilt, first with a circumferentially uniform flux profile and then with heat flux tilt.
Experimental conditions are summarized as follows. These conditions were determined so as to cover
a wide range of operating conditions under stable operation and the anticipated transient of ATR.

• Pressure : 7 MPa
• Mass flux (Upward flow) : 300-3000 kg/m2s (5-50 t/h)
• Inlet subcooling : 10-100 kcal/kg
• Channel power : 1-12 MW
• Dryout quality : 30-85 %
• Power distribution

Axial = Uniform
Radial = 1.20/0.84/0.72 (outer/middle/inner)
Heat flux tilt factor (c ) = 108 (for outer- and middle -circle rods)

Dryout occurrences were measured with numerous chromel-alumel thermocouples of 0.5 mm
in outer diameter. These thermocouples were soldered with silver on the surface of heater rods and
arranged not only axially and radially but also azimuthally in order to identify the circumferential
dryout location. Thermocouple locations and spacer arrangement are shown in Fig.5. Dryout was
approached by slowly increasing input power to the test bundle until thermocouples detected a rapid
rise in temperature of the heater rod surface under steady inlet conditions of sufficiently stabilized
system pressure, coolant temperature and coolant flow rate after being fixed at specified values.

Data were acquired at a rate of two frames per second. Each frame contains 120 points of
data. Measuring accuracy was estimated as ±0.5 % for system pressure, ± 1 % for heating power,
±0.5 % for inlet coolant temperature, and ±0.75 % for heater surface temperature.

General and detailed descriptions of the HTL facility and experimental procedures were given
in previous papers [12], [13], [14].

V. Experimental results
Experimental results are shown in Figs.6 and 7 as comparisons of bundle dryout power

between the cases with and without heat flux tilt. The results indicate that bundle dryout power with
azimuthal heat flux tilt is 4 - 8 % higher than that without azimuthal heat flux tilt in the entire
experimental range. Figure 8 also indicates the dryout locations at the bundle cross section. In
experiments both with .and without heat flux tilt, dryout was observed to occur in the outermost-circle,
not in the middle- or inner-circle, and was localized on the heater rod surface facing subchannels
between the outermost- and middle-circles immediately upstream of the spacer positioned near the top
of the heated length.



VI. Discussion

Previous studies mentioned above [1-6] for round tubes and annulus with flux tilt gave similar
results. It was reported that the dryout power and/or average heat flux at the dryout point with heat
flux tilt is almost the same as that with uniform heat flux, and that the maximum local heat flux at the
dryout position with heat flux tilt is consequently greater than that predicted from uniform heat flux
data for the same cross-sectional average steam quality. This information indicates that a very
localized heat flux peak due to power tilt would not greatly affect the dryout occurrence for small
diameter tubes such as nuclear fuel rods.

In the cluster-type rod bundle for pressure-tube-type reactors such as ATR, experimental
results accumulated so far show that dryout generally occurs in the outermost-circle rods, and is
localized on the heater rod surface facing subchannels between the rods of outermost- and middle-
circles. Hence, due to the power tilt, local heat flux at the dryout position would be lower than that
with uniform heat flux. Result calculated using the subchannel analysis code FIDAS [15] indicates
that steam qualities with heat flux tilt in the subchannels between the outermost and middle circles are
lower than those without heat flux tilt due to the variation of heat balance. Therefore, the higher
dryout power with heat flux tilt obtained in the experiments is considered to be caused by the lower
heat flux at the position dryout occurred and facing the subchannels between the outermost and middle
circles due to heat flux tilt, and by the lower steam qualities in those subchannels.

In view of the above findings, it can be concluded that the dryout tests using the test bundle
with heater pins which have circumferentially uniform heat flux distribution give conservative results
for the conventional case in which the relative power of the outermost-circle is higher than those of
middle- and inner-circles.

VII. Conclusions

Experimental investigation was carried out on the effect of heat flux tilt on bundle dryout
limitation using the full-scale mock-up of the 14 MW HTL facility. Experimental results indicate that
bundle dryout power with azimuthal heat flux tilt is higher than that without azimuthal heat flux tilt. It
is concluded that the dryout experiments using the test bundle with heater pins which have
circumferentially uniform heat flux distribution give conservative results for the case in which the
relative power of the outermost-circle is higher than those of middle- and inner-circles.
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ABSTRACT

The Advanced Thermal Reactor (ATR) is a pressure tube type reactor in which the fuel assembly is located

close to the pressure tube. The ATR has a structure is such that the thermal stretch of the fuel pin is not limited by

the spacer if the fuel pin dries out. Accordingly, it is not thought that the fuel pin contacts the pressure tube due to

large transformations around the Design Based Event (DBE). Nevertheless, the safety margin must be kept in case

the over-DBE. We have confirmed in this experiment that the temperature of the pressure tube does not increase to

the critical level when the fuel pin contacts the pressure tube and the functions of the pressure tube are maintained

as a pressure boundary Further, we analyzed the safety margin of the pressure tube using the data from this

experiment and from code analysis.

1. Experiment for the behavior on the pressure tube in the event of fuel pin contact

1.1 Summary of experiment

The ATR structure is such that the thermal stretch of the fuel pin is not limited by the spacer if the fuel pin

dries out. Accordingly, it is not thought that the fuel pin contacts the pressure tube due to large

transformations around the DBE. Nevertheless, the safety margin must be kept in case the over-DBE. We have

confirmed in this experiment that the temperature of the pressure tube does not increases to the critical level

when the fuel pin contacts the pressure tube and the functions of the pressure tube are maintained as a

pressure boundary

The flow diagram for the validation scenario of the safety margin by the simulation test is shown in Fig.l.

For this test, we used the test piece of the pressure tube which simulates the real model and the heater pin

which simulates the fuel pin located on the outer ring of the fuel cluster, we tried to simulate as closely as

possible the condition of the coolant in the pressure tube, the mechanism of the fuel pin's deformation and

contact that occur in the DBE as real as possible. After the simulation test, we conducted a visual inspection, a

helium leak inspection, nondestractive inspection and a metallurgical examination of the pressure tube to

confirm that it was intact To further confirm the safety margin of the pressure tube, we analytically derived

the temperature distribution of the pressure tube and reflected it on the relationship between the stress and the

rupture time which was derived by the material strength test.

1.2 Test equipment

The test equipment comprises the pressure tube which includes the heater pin. the piping loop that supplies

the coolant to the pressure tube, the electric power supply equipment and the heater



pin temperature controller. We connected this equipment to the 14 Mw class Heat Transfer Loop system,

which was already installed at the Ooarai Technical Center of the Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Development

Corporation. The test loop system is shown in Fig.2.

1.3 Test materials

A test piece of the pressure tube which shown in Fig. 3 was made from the same material used for the real

plant and the rolled joint structure of the pressure tube is the same as that used for the real plant. We used a

shorter pressure tube than the real design by confirming the test sensitivity in order to settle into the pressure

vessel which was already established. The fuel pin was simulated with the heater pin and the eighteen heater

pins were used to simulate the outer ring of the fuel cluster. Further, we used the center pipe to keep the

coolant conditions around the heater pin the same as for the real plant. The heater pin was initially bended to

keep the deformation direction.

1.4 Measurement equipment

We measured the temperature for the heater pin and the outer face of the pressure tube. The measurement

points are shown in Fig.5.

1.5 Test conditions

The test cases and conditions are shown in Table 1. The test condition factors that affect the temperature

behavior of the pressure tube are insertion presssure / temperature / quality of the coolant and surface

temperature of the heater pin. These factors were arranged so as to cover the results of the safety analysis

for the real plant.

1.6 Pressure tube inspection

After the test, we checked the pressure tubes that were used in the test by visual inspection, measuring of

dimensions, helium leak test, nondestractive inspection and metallurgical examination to verify the

deformation and the existence of the cracks in the pressure tube. The flow diagram of the inspection is shown

in Fig.6.

1.7 Analytical validation of the pressure tube safety margin

Using the data from the tests, we studied the items shown below :

1. Estimated thermal conductivity by contact between the heater pin and the pressure tube.

2. Analysis for the pressure tube temperature distribution

3. Analytical confirmation of the intactness of the pressure tube by using the creep data.

2. Experiment results

2.1 Test results

2.1.1 Temperature of the heater pin and the contact holding time

In order to confirm the intactness of the pressure tube by the inspections of the test pieces of pressure tube

that were used in the test, we have to confirm the accomplishment of the test conditions against the

arranged conditions.



The dominant conditions for the temperature distribution of the pressure tube are the temperature of the

heater pin and the contact holding time. The results of these conditions are described below. For example,

the typical temperatures for the heater pin and for the pressure tube are shown in Fig.7 - Fig. 10. The main

results are represented in table 2 - table 5.

a. Case 1

The heater pin temperature at the control point was controlled at about 635 (CC) against the target

value of 635('C). For the contact holding time, eleven of the eighteen pins satisfied the target time of

over 60(s). Re-wetting was seen on a few heater pins.

b. Case 2

The heater pin temperature at the control point was controlled within 710 to 75O(CC) against the target

value of 850(C). Further it is shown in Fig.8 that the temperature of the cover clad at the contact point

achieved 830(cC). For the contact holding time, fifteen of the eighteen pins satisfied the target time of

over 600(s).

c. Case 3

The temperature at the control point was controlled at about 75OCC) against the target value of

850(cC). Further it is shown in Fig.9 that the temperature of the cover clad at the contact point achieved

830fC). For the contact holding time, all eighteen pins satisfied the target time of over 60(s).

d. Case 4

For contact pins No.5 and No. 14. the heater pin temperature at the control point achieved the target

value of 850(°C). And it is shown in Fig. 10 that the temperature of the cover clad at the contact point of

the No. 14 pin achieved 930( C). For the contact holding time, both contact pins satisfied the target time

of over 60(s).

2.1.2 Temperature of the pressure tube

At the heater pin contact, the temperature of the pressure tube is defined by the balance between the

thermal flux from the heater pin and to the coolant, and the dominant factor is the thermal flux from the

heater pin. Further, the contact condition is confirmed by the temperature distribution of the pressure tube.

a. The relationship between the temperature of the pressure tube and of the heater pin

The relationship between the heater pin temperature and the pressure tube temperature is shown in

Fig.9 (quality :90%) and Fig. 10 (quality : 100%). For the case of 100% quality, the figure is shown in

another figure from the condition of 90%, because the base temperature of the pressure tube is biased by

the superheat of the coolant.

For the case the 90% quality, the temperature of the pressure tube rose in proportion to the heater pin

temperature. For the case the 100% quality, the temperature of the pressure tube was distributed at a

higher zone than the case of 90% quality and the relationship between the heater pin temperature and

the pressure tube temperature is not clear. Because the temperature of the pressure tube is affected by the

local temperature distribution of the coolant by the superheat.

b. The axial temperature distribution.

The axial distribution for the outer surface temperature of the pressure tube is shown in Fig. 13 - 16.

The rising temperature is shown at the measurement points labeled A and located behind the contact

point. Since the rising temperature is not shown at the upper and the lower label, the contact length for

the axial direction is less than 65(inm). Further the temperature rising at label C in case 3 is caused by

the superheat of the coolant.



c. The radial temperature distribution

The radial distribution for the outer surface temperature of the pressure tube is shown in Fig. 17 - 20.

Cases 1. 2 and 3 are the 18-pin contact cases (called full pin contact cases) and the Case 4 is only a 2-pin

contact case ( called local pin contact case). Since the radial distance between the contact point for the

full pin contact case is sufficiently small against the temperature distribution, the temperature between

the contact points are affected by the influence from each pin. A typical example is shown in Fig 17. In

the tempreature between the No. 4 pin and the No. 5 pin and the between the No. 5 pin and the No. 6 pin.

each temperature has a common point of No. 5 pin. so the discrepancy is shown based on the uncommon

No. 4 pin or No. 6 pin.

For the local pin contact case, the temperature distribution of the pressure tube is defined by the only

contact pin. A typical example is shown in Fig. 20. where the temperature behavior of the contact point

according to the contact pin and the discrepancy between the No. 4 side temperature and No. 6 side

temperature is caused by the fact that the contact point of the No. 5 pin was shifted toward the No.6 side.

From the above results, we confirmed that contact between the heater pin and the pressure tube was

achieved. We also confirmed that there was a discrepancy for the temperature distribution between the full

pin contact case and the local pin contact case.

The shift of pin contact was confirmed on the local pin contact case. Since the contact point shifted from

the measured point, the true value for the temperature at the contact point is higher than measured value.

But for confirmation, there is no problem because the inspection covers to the true contact point.

2.2 Inspection results

2.2.1 Visual inspection

After the tests, we visually inspected the outer and inner surfaces of the pressure tube which was used in

test Casel - 4. All of the surfaces of the pressure tube were covered with a black oxidized coating which was

applied at the production phase and a color change was not observed. Further, the local deformation and

crack was not seen, and all of the test pieces of the pressure tube were in good condition.

2.2.2 Dimension measuring

The measured values for the outer diameter of the pressure tube before and after the test are shown in Fig.

21 - 24. There was no sufficient discrepancy for the outer diameter of the pressure tube before and after the

test. But for all of the test cases, the value for the outer diameter of the pressure tube at the contact point

which was measured after the test is slightly larger than the value measured before the test. The discrepancy

for the outer diameter is larger for Case 3 and 4. The maximum deformation is 0.2 (mm) and the maximum

strain is 0.16%.

2.2.3 Helium leak test

The results of the helium leak test for the pressure tubes which were used in test Case 1-4 are shown in

table 9. Since the helium leak value is under the maximum detectable response, we confirmed that the seal

performance of the rolled joint was insured and cracking did not occur.

2.2.4 Liquid permeated crack detection test

The results of the liquid permeated crack detection test for the pressure tubes that were used in test

Case 1-4 confirmed that there was no cracking, since the defect indication pattern was not seen.



2.2.5 The metallurgical examination

We conducted an inspection of the micro structure of the pressure tube on the radial direction plate

thickness section. For the plate thickness direction, the micro structure shows uniformity. Since there was

no discrepancy between the contact point and the noncontact point, we confirmed that there was no change

in the heater pin contact.

We also conducted an inspection of the hydride. The hydride was distributed uniformly along the plate

thickness direction and there was no discrepancy between the contact point and the noncontact point.

2.3 Results of analysis

2.3.1 Estimation of thermal conductivity by contact

The flow diagram of the estimation analysis for thermal conductivity by contact is shown in Fig. 25.

a. Analysis procedure

In order to estimate the thermal conductivity by contact, we conducted a two dimensional heat transfer

analysis in which thermal conductivity by contact made up the parameters. From the comparison of

pressure rube temperature between the results of the calculation and the results of the test, we were able to

estimate thermal conductivity by contact. To compare the pressure tube temperature, we used the

temperature at the outer surface behind the contact point. The node mesh model and the temperature

comparison are shown in Fig. 26 - 27. The code and the boundary conditions for analysis are shown in

table 7.

b. The results of the analysis

The results of analysis are shown in table 8.

About the results, the average thermal conductivity is 8100 (kcal/m2hr^C) for Case 1. 9500

(kcal.m2hrC) for Case 2. 7700 (kcal/ntfhrC) for Case 3, and 15200 (kcal/m2hrcC) for Case 4.

For Cases 1 and 2, since re-weating occurred as was already described in the test results, the pin

temperature did not rise sufficiently, nor did the pressure tube temperature. On avarage. the value

described above were neglected.

To support the study, we also conducted an analysis from the viewpoint of the contact mechanism. In

this analysis, we estimated the thermal conductivity by contact from the Tachibana Equation. To estimate

the thermal conductivity, since the Tachibana Equation needs contact pressure, we analyzed it by using

the structure analysis code and the simple structure model.

The results of the analysis based on the test results and the results from the Tachibana Equation are

shown in Fig.28. Since the analysis based on the test results does not consider the effect from the shift of

the contact point, the thermal conductivity is derived by the temperature data which is lower than the

temperature of the real contact point. So the derived thermal conductivity is slightly lower than the real

value.For the results from the Tachibana Equation, since the structure analysis does not consider the

effect from the shift of the contact point, the contact pressure is estimated at slightly more than the real

value. So the derived thermal conductivity is slightly higher than the real value.

For using the thermal conductivity to derive the temperature distribution of the pressure tube, in order

to derive conservative results we selected the value based on the results of the Tachibana Equation. In

concretely. We selected the value from 28000 (kcal/m2hrt:) at 400(GC)of pin temperature to 38000

(kcal/m2hrC)at900(C).



2.3.2 The analysis for the temperature distribution

a. The procedure of the analysis

To derive the temperature distribution of the pressure tube, we used the same analysis as that used to

estimate the thermal conductivity. In terms of thermal conductivity, we used the value derived by the

above study instead of the parameter.

b. The results of the analysis

The results of the analysis are shown in table 9. The analysis was conducted for the pin data which

show the highest temperature in the each test case. Further the value which is shown in table 9 is the

peak temperature distribution in each analysis. For each case, the average temperature of the left file

which shows the highest temperature was used for the following study. The derived results were 402 (°C)

for Case 1. 430 (C) for Case 2. 534 (°C) for Case 3 and 489 (°C) for Case 4.

For the comparison between the full pin contact case and the local pin contact case, the temperature

distribution is shown in Fig.30 and we confirmed that there is no discrepancy.

2.3.3 Confirmation for intactness of the pressure tube

The results of the study on the margin from the rupture of the pressure tube based on the temperature

distribution which was derived by 2.3.2 b. is described below. The creep characteristics of the pressure tube

have already been studied in the technical validation experiment. The relationship between stress and the

larson-millor-parameter derived by the creep test is shown in Fig.31. The creep data is represented by the

equation (1) by using the larson-millor-parameter.

L.M.P.= - 5904.0 (log o )2 + 10615.7 (log a ) + 11950.1 (1)

The relationship between stress and the creep rupture time is shown in Fig.32. The real lines represent

the data calculated by equation (1).

Then the average for the temperature of the pressure tube and the holding time of the contact are shown

for each cases in table 10 and the load stress of the pressure tube is 10 (kg/mm2).

In Fig.32. all of these are represented. The hardest condition for the rupture of the pressure tube is Case 3

and since Case 3 has a creep rupture time of over 4 hours, the pressure tube has a sufficient intactness

against the rupture

3. Conclusion

(1) We contracted the test Case 1 in which the conditions are arranged to cover the results of

accident analysis for the real plant and we confirmed that the pressure tube does not rupture and

has the sufficient safety margin.

(2) We conducted test Case 2 - 3 in which the conditions nearly the same as the results of the

accident analysis for the real plant for the temperature of the heater pin. coolant temperature and

contact holding time and confirmed that the pressure tube does not rupture and has sufficient

safety margin even under those conditions.

(3) Against test Casel - 3. we conducted test Case 4 in which only two pins contacted the pressure

tube and we confirmed that in the local pin contact case, the temperature distribution does not

show any discrepancies compared with the full pin contact case.



(4) From the results of the inspection for the pressure tube after the test in which the pressure

tube did not have significant deformation and changes in the micro structure were not seen,

we confirmed that the pressure tube is in good condition after the tests.

(5) From the results of evaluation by the relationship between the stress and the rupture time based on the

creep data, we confirmed that the pressure tube has sufficient margin for strength.

The test is being conducted by EPDC as a part of "The Technical Verification Tests for the ATR", which is

entirely funded bv the Ministry of International Trade and Industry.



Table 1 Test conditions

case

1. Test under the over DBE condilions to conrirni the intactness of the
pressure lube in case the fuel pin contacs the pressure tube under the DBE

2. Test to verify the safety margin

(High temp. & Long contact holding time)

3.Test to verify the safety margin
(High temp. & High quality)

4. Test to verify the influence from the local contact

heater pm target

t erap. (°C)

fi 3 5

8 5 0 • 7 5 0

(10s) (600s)

8 5 0

8 5 O > 7 5 O

(10s) (60s)

contact

t i i n e ( s )

6 0 0

6 0 0

6 O

6 0

coolant

temp. (°C)

2 8 8

2 8 8

2 8 8

2 8 8

coolant
us.suii' (at.i

7 -1

7 ̂1

7 4

7 .'1

flow rate
(kt!/s)
0 . 6 7

0 . 6 7

0. 6

0. 6 7

quall ty

(%)

9 0

9 0

1 0 0

9 0

contact

numlier

1 8

1 8

1 8

2

"~ " ~" real condition
derived by the analysis (LOCA)

— — — easel

""*" —-—- case2

— case.l

— — — case4
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Table 6 The shimulation test for the pressure tube on heater pin contact Inspection result for the He leak test

case No

1

?

.1

4

test condition

target icnip. ti."»5 C

com.icl holding lime, (><>s

quality. 9014

mrgct Icnip. S50'C

contact holding time. faxls

quality; 90%

target icmp; SJO'C

com.ici holding nine. 60s

quality; 10014

target Icmp. 350 C

conl.icl holding lime. 60s

qualily. 9<>%

mesurement

point

tipper R.J

lo«cr R.J

straight lube

upper R.J

lower R.J.

simiglu lube

upper R.J.

lower R.J

straight lube

upper R.J

lower R.J.

straight lube

test pressure
(kn/nirffi)

5

5

5

5

He gas density
(V

S3

S3

S3

».•>

waiting time

(h)

4

4

2

3

maximum responce

(Aco'scc)

5. O-tx 10-10

5. 0'ix 10-10

2.01x10-9

2. 06 X 10-3

2.06X10-3
8.21X10-3

7.96X10-9
7. 96 X 10-9
3. 18X10-3

4. 19X10-9

A. 19X10-9

I.67XI0-8

leak quantity

(Acc/sec)

under the detective limit

under the detective limn

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

under the detective limit

Note: He leak estimation

allowable leak limit

R.J

prcssurcriscd & integrated count
t X 10-3 (Acr/see)

Rolled Joint

Table 7 The boundary conditions for the heat transfer analysis

item

heater pin temp boundary

coolant temp, boundary

outer surface temp, of pressure tube

thermal conductivity by contact

thermal conductivity to coolant

thermal conductivity to outer gas

contact width

case

1.2.3
4

1,2.4

3

all case
all case

1,2.4

3

all case
all case

conditions

the data of No. 1 to No. IS pin measured at the test

the data of No. 5 and No. 14 pin mesured at the test

saturation temp, of steam at test pressure

saturation temp,

(while the test, temp, was derived from insertion Power)

7 0C
parameter

internal calculation by Jens&Lottes Eq.
(dryout effect around the heater pin is considered)

internal calculation by Dittus-Boelter Eq.

8 k c a 1 / h irf'C
l m m (measured value after the test)



case
1

1

2

3
4

5
6
7

8

9
10

11

12

13
14

15
16
17

18

ave.

Pin temp.

OC)
454.00
590.50
548.00

640.50

647.00
577.50

&J707.00
;j*32730

574.50
Msis.oo
^537:66
:"3?508:'50

557.00

525.50
543.50

522.50
533.50
473.30

553

PT temp.

OC)
298.90
302.90

315.90
313.80
311.80

310.20

W-302.90
^301-7.0

315.50

33283-30
5Sfe306!?d

'5*302.90
299.50

311.10
303.80
309.90
305.50
307.70

308

hpm

(kcal/nfhr)
7500
3900

12000

7100
6100

7500

J&&&3000

11000

*?«S'67OO
•5^^6500

3500
11300
5800

10400
6800

12700
8123

case

2

1

2
3

4

5

6
7

8

9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17

18

ave.

Table 8 The result of the heat

Pin temp.

OC)
635.50
761.50
651.50

689.50
685.00

677.50

632.00
^55K00

672.00
692.50

699.50
674.50

669.00
649.50

654.00
732.50
671.50
604.50

674

PT temp.

(TC)
308.60
347.50
315.90
333.30

328.30

325.80
301.30

*#317-70
325.40
321.80

313.80
314.20

308.20
314.20
331.00

310.80
310.30
313.80

319

lipiM

(kcal/iWlit)

5200
20700

8000

14400
12100

11000

3600

#$3*9000
11500
8800
6900
7400

4600
7000

21200
4500
5300

10000
9541

case
3

1

2
3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16

17

18

ave.

transfer analysis

Pin temp.

OC)
713.50
735.00
725.50

759.40
665.50

729.90

708.50

718.40
723.00
673.90

694.00
736.70

703.50
714.10
733.00
691.90
727.00
716.70
714.97

PT temp.

OC)
399.40
387.30

365.00

347.80

348.30

391.00
381.80

356.30
345.00
348.40

359.30
380.00
369.30

367.50
339.30
373.80
395.50
413.50
370.47

hpin

(kcal/rrflOC)
11400
8800

5800
3800

5400

9600

8700
5000

4500
5600
5800
7300

7000

6400
3800
8000

10000
13400

7238.89

case

4

1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14

15

16

17

18

ave.

Pin temp.

OC)

737.50

847.50

792.50

PT temp.

OC)

335.25

365.70

350.48

hpin
(kcnl/m'lit)

10400

20000

15200.00

: '. . •••-]: neglected by reweat

Note hpin: thennal conductivity by contact
PT. Pressure Tube



"Table 9 The results of the pressure tube temperature distribution analysis
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Table 10 The main results of the pressure tube temperature distribution analysis
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Fig. 1 The flow diagram of the senario for confirming the intactness of the pressure tube
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Items
(1) pressure tube

(D Materials
(2) inner diaaeter
CD thickness
® length
® joint Method
© coolant pressure
© coolant teap.
(S) coolant condition
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rolled joint
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—
—
—
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—
—
—

—

outlet tube
coolant outlet

connector bos

heater pui

inlet tube

upper flange

installed pressure vessel

upper extension tube

inner tube

, lower extension tube

A knver flange

Fig 3 The out line for the test peace of the pressure tube
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(2) cover tube
(D aaterial
(2) outer diaaeter
CD thickness

(3) configuration
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(2) shape
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18

—
—
—

—
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nppn ntaaaoi tube

FIR.4 Out line of the fuel cluster
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visual inspection
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metallurgical
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inspection of
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Fin 5 The measurement point of the pressure tube Fig 6 The flowdiagrxim of the inspections
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Fig. 25 The nowdiagrum of theestimation analysis for the thermal conductivity
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Fig.26 The node mesh model of the pressure tube
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ABSTRACT

Fretting marks between fuel bundle bearing pads and pressure tubes have been observed at the
inlet end of some Darlington NGS and Bruce NGS fuel channels. The excitation mechanisms that
lead to fretting are not fully understood. In this paper, the possibility of bearing pad-to-pressure
tube fretting due to turbulence-induced motion of the fuel element is investigated. Numerical
simulations indicate that this mechanism by itself is not likely to cause the level of fretting
experienced in Darlington and Bruce NGS's.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fuel damage discovered during the 1990 November refueling of Darlington Nuclear Generating Station (NGS)
resulted in an investigation that identified acoustic pressure fluctuations as the cause of end plate cracking. During
the investigation, it was also found that, at the inlet, both the pressure tube and the fuel bundle bearing pads had
experienced high levels of fretting damage. Further investigation revealed similar fretting patterns in other fuel
channels in Darlington and Bruce NGS's.

The purpose of this study was to numerically investigate a postulated excitation mechanism (i.e., fuel element
turbulence excitation) to assess the likelihood that it is responsible for the large pressure tube-to-bearing pad fretting
rates observed in Darlington and Bruce NGS's.

2. FRETTING DAMAGE PREDICTION

2.1 General Approach

Fretting damage is quantified in terms of the removed volume of fretted material. The rate of volume removal, V,

is related to the normal work-rate, ™yv, through Archard's wear model (Suh, 1986) as given below:

where, V ; Volume wear rate (m^/s)
K : Empirical wear coefficient (1/Pa)

VN = — I FNds : Pressure tube-to-bearing pad normal work-rate

A;
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FN : Normal force (N)

s : Sliding displacement (m)
t : Time (seconds)

The wear coefficient, K, is obtained experimentally for a particular material combination and operating conditions.

The normal work-rate, N , is computed by the finite element program, VIBIC. The rate of volume removal due to
fretting can then be predicted from Equation 1.

2.2 Fuel Bundle Bearing Pad-to-Pressure Tube Fretting

Considerable fretting testing of fuel element bearing pads interacting with sections of pressure tube has been
conducted over the past four years. In terms of wear coefficients, the fundamental fretting data indicate that

reasonable values of the zirconium wear coefficients are 50 to 200 x 10"'^ Pa"' at low temperatures (<100°C) and

fuel channel outlet temperatures (315°C), and 500 to 2500 x 10"15 Pa"1 at inlet temperatures (265°C). The ranges
in these wear coefficients indicate the measurement uncertainties.

Based on the field data and with the assumption that the in-reactor damage occurred over the full bearing pad
surface (2.7mm x 25.4 mm) during a bundle residency of 120 days, the upper decile value of the wear-rate is found

to be 1 jim/day. For wear coefficient values of 500 to 2500 x 10"'^ Pa"', work-rates of 0.3 to 1.6 mW would be

required to cause a fretting rate of 1 um/day

2.3 Definition of Gap and Preload

The terms "gap" and "preload" are frequently used in this paper. The term "gap" indicates that, when the fuel
bundle and the modelled fuel element are stationary, the pressure tube and the fuel element are not in contact. A
20 urn gap means that the fuel element surface is 20 urn from the pressure tube and zero gap means that the fuel
element is just touching the pressure tube when there is no excitation force. If the fuel element is moved towards
the pressure tube from the zero gap position, a static contact force develops due to bending of the fuel element. This
force is called the "preload". By definition, at zero gap, the preload is also zero. Hence, the zero gap case is called
"0 gap/preload" in this paper to indicate that the preload is also zero.

3. FUEL ELEMENT VIBRATION - NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

3.1 Fuel Element Model

The VIBIC (Vibration of Beams with Intermittent Contact) finite element program was originally designed for
modelling heat exchanger tubes with circular clearance supports. The VIBIC model of a fuel element is shown
Figure 1, where the clearance support is the pressure tube. The geometric and material properties of the fuel
element were obtained from various references and are tabulated in Table 1. As shown in Figure 1, translational
motion at both ends of the fuel element was restricted. End plate bending stiffness was modelled with rotational
springs about the y- and z-axes. The stiffness value of these springs, computed from the stiffness of the fuel bundle

end plates, was 40 Nm/rad.

The ovalization stiffnesses of the fuel element/bearing pad and the pressure tube were represented by an equivalent
linear spring in the radial direction. This equivalent contact stiffness, k c o n t a c t , is the combined stiffness of the fuel

element/bearing pad and the pressure tube local ovalization stiffnesses. This stiffness is evaluated as the sum of the
fuel element/bearing pad, kfe/^p, and pressure tube, kpt, local stiffnesses in series:
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^contact

-1

The local stiffnesses can be evaluated using expressions derived by Morley (I960) and Lukasewizc (1979). The
fuel element local stiffness, assuming no contribution from the bearing pad, is in the order of 0.5 to 1.2 N/um. The
pressure tube local stiffness is greater, in the order of 4 to 12 N/pm. Therefore, the equivalent contact stiffness is in
the range of 1 to 10 N/um, but closer to I than 10 N/um.

3.2 Modal Analysis

The fuel element was discretized into 30 equal-length finite elements. Translational and rotational motions in the x-
direction were not included in the analysis, since the main focus of this study was to investigate transverse vibration
of fuel elements or bundles.

Calculated modal frequencies are listed in Table 2 and the mode shapes for the first three modes are shown in
Figure 2. These mode shapes are typical of a continuous beam with hinged end supports. The small effect of the
end support plates is seen in the first mode shape, where the maximum slope is not at the end points, but at about
one-tenth of the element length from the end points. The first mode natural frequency of 31.98 Hz is very close to
that from previous experimental measurements with a single fuel element (at 5.5 MPa non-flowing water the natural
frequency was measured as 31.7 Hz).

3.3 VIBIC: A Special Purpose Non-linear Finite Element Program

The VIBIC computer code is a finite element model of a multi-span beam (tube). It includes the effect of non-
linearities due to clearances between the beam and its supports. The code simulates the beam response to external
sinusoidal or random force excitation and predicts beam motion and dynamic interaction at the supports.

The code structure and organization have been described in detail in previous publications (Rogers and Pick, 1976
and 1977; and Ko and Rogers, 1981). The code embodies state-of-the-art flow-induced vibration and fretting
technology and has been extensively tested against experimental measurements, benchmark solutions and other
finite element code results (Ko and Rogers, 1981; Fisher et al., 1989; and Fisher and Weckwerth, 1990).

3.4 Random (Turbulence) Excitation

Turbulence excitation was modelled using a series of random numbers with appropriate frequency content and RMS
value.

3.4.1 Forcing Function

To model random turbulence excitation, six uncorrelated random excitation forces were applied uniformly along the
fuel element in both the y- and z-directions. At each of the six nodes where the forces were applied, the forces in
each direction (y- and z-directions) were uncorrelated, but of equal RMS magnitude. Each force was generated as
white noise in the frequency spectrum, and then filtered by a third-order Butterworth filter with 70 Hz cut-off
frequency to result in a frequency content typical of random turbulence excitation due to fluid axial flow (Gorman,
1975).

The simulation time for a typical VIBIC simulation with turbulence excitation was 4.2 seconds, resulting in the
typical force spectrum shown in Figure 3. Since there are six points of force excitation along the length of the fuel
element, the turbulence correlation length is implicitly one-sixth of the fuel element length.
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3.4.2 Reference Case

For the random turbulence excitation reference, the excitation forces were scaled so that the total displacement at
the mid-point of the fuel element was 100 (jm RMS in the absence of bearing pad-to-pressure tube contact. The
required level of excitation for that displacement was 0.16 N RMS for each force. For the 0 gap/preload case, the
resulting work-rate was 0.93 mW.

3.4.3 Simulation Time

With random excitation, statistical parameters, like RMS contact force, RMS displacement and work-rate, changed
significantly from one cycle (in VIBIC, a cycle is a time period specified by the user through aggregate cycles) to
another. However, the averaged values do not vary significantly after 3.0 seconds of simulation time. Since, with
random excitation runs, computation time and data storage become prohibitive, it was decided that a 4.2 second
simulation time be used for all simulations.

3.4.4 Effect of Random Numbers

Due to randomness, fuel element motion for the same level of excitation but different sets of random numbers is
different. However, the variation in average results due to using different sets of random numbers should diminish
as the simulation time approaches infinity. The variation in predicted work-rate for four different sets of random
numbers is shown in Figure 4. After 4.2 seconds of simulation time, the difference between two runs is about 20%.
Simulations of a simplified system conducted for 220 seconds simulation time resulted in differences of 10% in
work-rate. As the additional computational effort required to achieve this improvement in convergence was great
for this simplified system, longer simulations were not considered worthwhile. Instead, when necessary, the same
simulation case was repeated with different sets of random numbers to obtain average results.

3.4.5 Effect of Contact Stiffness

Series of runs were conducted for the 0 gap/preload and 0.5 N preload cases at the greatest excitation level. Work-
rate is not significantly affected when the contact stiffness is varied over several orders of magnitude. This is due to
the relative magnitudes of fuel element bending stiffness and the local contact stiffness. The fuel element bending

stiffness is 1.4 x 10* N/m. When k , > 1.4 x I(F N/m, the impact dynamics are dominated by the fuel
element bending stiffness. This effect can be clarified by considering the fuel element and contact stiffness as two
springs in series, where the spring with smaller stiffness dominates the dynamics. Therefore, work-rate is rather

insensitive to contact stiffness when kC()n(ac( > 1.4 x 10-* N/m. The variation in work-rate is 22% over a contact

stiffness range of 10* to 10° N/m. Similar results have been obtained by other researchers (Rogers and Pick, 1976;

and Yetisir and Weaver, 1986).

The important conclusion from these results is that, even if the computed (and modelled) contact stiffness is in error
by a factor of two or more, the results and trends presented in this paper are still valid.

3.4.6 Effect of Friction Coefficient

The effect of friction coefficient was investigated using friction coefficients of 0.3, 0.5 (the reference value) and 0.7.
Figures 5(a) and (b) show normal work-rates for the 0 gap/preload and 0.5 N preload cases as functions of friction
coefficient. Work-rate varies, significantly with friction coefficient. This can be explained by considering the
vibration frequency of these cases. With sinusoidal excitation, the fuel element vibrates at the excitation frequency,
which was 25 Hz. With random excitation, the fuel element vibrates at its natural frequency. Vibration amplitude
at the natural frequency is inversely proportional to the square root of damping. Therefore, if the friction

The bending stiffness used in VIBIC is equal to k = F/5 where 8 is the beam-like deflection of the fuel element
at the contact location due to the normal load F at the same point ( with no pressure tube contact).
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mechanism at the contact is considered to be a damping mechanism, sliding distance and, hence work-rate, should
be sensitive to changes in coefficient of friction.

Previous experimental measurements by Fisher et al. indicate that the friction coefficient is not likely to be less than
0.5. Therefore, the value of 0.5 used for the reference case represents a conservative value, as it yields higher work-
rates than the value of 0.7.

3.4.7 Effect of Damping

Figure 6 shows the effect of modal damping on work-rate. Increasing damping decreases work-rate. This result is
expected since vibration amplitude in both the normal and sliding directions decreases with increasing damping. As
a result, both contact force and sliding distance are reduced, resulting in reduced work-rate.

3.4.8 Effect of Bundle Length

The effect of bundle length was investigated to assess the effect of new 2.5% longer fuel bundles on fretting.
Because the variation in work-rate due to randomness might overshadow the variation due to change in length if
only 2.5% longer bundles were considered, 5 and 10% longer fuel bundles were modelled and the results were
extrapolated to determine the effect for 2.5% longer fuel bundles. Figure 7 shows the results for a standard bundle
(0.495 m in length), 5% longer bundle and 10% longer bundle for five sets of random numbers. For these runs,
excitation force per unit length was kept constant. The same sets of random numbers were used for all bundle
lengths for consistency.

Results show that work-rate increases with increasing bundle length. The reason for this increase is that longer
bundles are more flexible, resulting in larger vibration amplitudes when the force per unit length is kept constant.
On average, 5 and 10% longer bundles have 9 and 15% larger work-rates. Extrapolation of the results indicates that
the 2.5% longer fuel bundle would experience about 5% more fretting than the standard bundle if all other
parameters, such as damping, friction coefficient, etc., remain unchanged.

3.4.9 Effect of Element Stiffness

Fuel elements become stiffer with power in-reactor due to irradiation. To investigate the effect of element
stiffening, a series of runs was conducted. The results are plotted in Figure 8. Increased stiffness of the element
was simulated by increasing the value of the elastic modulus, E. The excitation level was held constant for the
stiffer element model. Doubling the value of the stiffness reduced the work-rate by 25%.

3.4.10 Effect of Gap/Preload

The gap between the fuel element and the pressure tube was varied by moving the equilibrium position of the fuel
element with respect to the pressure tube. A series of runs was performed using three levels of excitation forces
(0.16, 0.08 and 0.04 N RMS) for various gap and preload cases. These excitation levels correspond to 100, 50 and
25 urn total RMS displacements, respectively, when there is no bearing pad-to-pressure tube contact. Results are
shown in Figure 9. The relationship between work-rate and excitation force level (or wear depth rate and free
displacement (no contact)) is a power relationship. An increase in free displacement by a factor of four (from 25 to
100 urn RMS) results in an increase in work-rate by a factor of 15 at 0 gap/preload.

For all three excitation levels, maximum work-rate occurs at low preloads. Work-rates are reduced with increasing
preload because of decreased sliding distances. At preloads larger than 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5 N for the excitation levels
of 0.16, 0.08 and 0.04 N RMS, respectively, sliding distances become so small (smaller than 5 urn) that the bearing
pad is considered to be stuck to the pressure tube. When sticking occurs, fretting rates reduce practically to zero.

Note that the 0.04 N RMS excitation force is considered to be the most realistic excitation level as it results in
25 um total RMS displacement at the mid-point of the fuel element. However, with this excitation level, the
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maximum predicted work-rate is only 0.058 mW. This is significantly lower than the 0.3 to 1.6 mW work-rate that
is required to cause fretting rates of I um/day.

3.4.11 Fretting Damage

Pressure tube wear depth is shown versus bundle residence time in Figure 10 for three levels of excitation force.

These curves are obtained using a typical wear coefficient for inlet channel conditions, 1000 x 10" '^ Pa"'. With
this value of wear coefficient, a work-rate of 0.8 mW corresponds to a wear depth rate of I urn/day, if the wear is
assumed to occur evenly over the full surface of a bearing pad of 2.7 mm width and 25.4 mm length.

Two curves are shown for each level of excitation. The initial contact condition assumed for both curves was
0 gap/preload. To generate the linear curve (straight line), the initial contact condition was maintained (i.e., the
bearing pad was assumed to remain at the 0 gap/preload position). For this case to occur in-reactor, some
mechanism, such as creep, must act to move the fuel element/bearing pad with time to maintain zero gap as the
pressure tube and bearing pad wear. To generate the second curve, the fuel element/bearing pad was assumed to
remain in the same position as it and the pressure tube wear, such that the gap increases with time and bearing pad-
to-pressure tube interaction, and hence fretting, decreases. For this case the bearing pad was assumed to wear at
one-half the rate of the pressure tube. These two curves likely bound in-reactor conditions. At the realistic level of
interaction (25 um RMS free vibration amplitude), fret marks of approximately 7 um average depth would develop
after 100 days of residence in the inlet position.

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The results of the computer simulations were somewhat surprising. It was of particular interest that low preloads of
only a few Newtons magnitude were predicted to be sufficient to suppress bearing pad-to-pressure tube relative
motion. Therefore, an experimental program was initiated to measure contact forces and relative displacements
between a vibrating fuel element bearing pad and a section of pressure tube, compute work-rates, and compare these
to those predicted in the numerical study.

The test set-up consisted of an element from a typical 37-element fuel bundle mounted inside a short length of
pressure tube, as shown in Figure 11 and in contact with a work-rate measuring station (WORMS). The measuring
station consisted of a small pressure tube specimen mounted on a Kistler Model 9251A piezoelectric triaxial load
washer and instrumented with two Kaman Model KDM-72OO-.5U miniature eddy-current displacement probes for
measuring element displacement. The station was clamped to the outside of the pressure tube and access to the
midplane bearing pad on the fuel element was achieved via a hole machined in the tube. The vertical position of the
pressure tube specimen relative to the fuel element bearing pad was controlled to ±1 pin with a micrometer stage.
O-ring seals between the measuring station and pressure tube permitted operation with water in the pressure tube.
The fuel element was supported at the weld point of the two neighbouring elements of the outer ring.

Two Ling Model 102 electromechanical vibrators were flexibly mounted at the quarter-point of the element at 45°
to the vertical. The vibrators were independently driven by filtered random sources to supply broadband random
force excitation between 10 and 70 Hz frequency. Two PCB Model 2O8B piezoelectric force transducers were
installed between the flexible links and the fuel element to monitor the excitation forces and ensure that they
remained constant. The element was supported in a fixed rotary position, such that the bearing pad remained facing
downwards toward the measuring station.

Measured and predicted work-rates for all three levels of excitation are plotted versus gap/preload in Fig. 9. The
measured work-rate for each condition is the arithmetic average of the three four-second acquisitions. Error bars
indicate the difference between the three acquisitions at some conditions.

The measured work-rates are in remarkably good agreement with the predictions. The relationship between
gap/preload and work-rate was accurately predicted, with peak work-rates occurring at zero gap or at small
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preloads. The peak measured work-rates were approximately 50 percent greater than predicted. Most importantly,
the relative magnitude of the work-rates at each level of excitation are in good agreement. Therefore, the
measurements confirm the prediction that fuel element vibration at typical values due to flow-induced random
turbulence excitation is insufficient to cause the rates of fretting damage observed in-reactor.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Numerical investigations were conducted to study the effect of turbulence excitation on fretting-wear damage
between fuel bundle bearing pads and pressure tubes. A parametric study was performed with the following
constraints:

• Excitation forces were scaled such that the no-contact displacement at the mid-point was 25, 50 or 100 urn
RMS.

• Bearing pad-to-pressure tube contact occurred at the mid-point.

• The pressure tube was stationary.

The following results were obtained:

• Maximum work-rates occur at low preloads (0.5 to 1.0 N) for all excitation levels.
• The effect of contact stiffness on work-rate is negligible.
• Work-rates decrease with increasing coefficient of friction and increasing modal damping.
• Longer fuel elements result in slightly greater damage if the excitation per unit length is kept constant. A

5% increase in element length resulted in a 9% increase in work-rate.
Stiffer elements should experience less damage. A two-fold increase in stiffness should result in 25% less
damage.

These results show that the fuel element vibration due to random turbulence cannot produce the 0.3 to 1.6 mW
work-rate that is required to cause the 1 pm/day fretting rate observed in some in-reactor fuel channels. This
conclusion is based on the assumptions that free vibration displacement was 25 um RMS and that the wear

coefficient was 500 to 2500 x 10"'5 Pa"'.

Experimental work was performed to verify the numerical simulations. It should be noted that all numerical results
presented in this paper were obtained and reported before the design of the experimental setup and therefore are free
of any bias and fine-tuning of parameters. The test results confirm the earlier predictions that fuel element vibration
due to flow-induced random turbulence excitation is insufficient by itself to cause the rates of fretting damage
observed in-reactor. Measured preloads to suppress bearing pad-to-pressure tube relative motion and measured
work-rates at various gaps and preloads are in good agreement with predictions for all three levels of excitation.
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GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES

Length

Outside Diameter of the Fuel Element

Inside Diameter of the Fuel Element

Inside Diameter of the Pressure Tube

L =

d =
0

d. =
i

rp =

495

= 13

12.

51

mm

1 mm

2 mm

5 mm

CONTACT PROPERTIES

Contact Stiffness

Contact Damping Coefficient

Coefficient of Friction

k = 1()6 N/m
contact

y = 0.3 s/m

/ = 0.5

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Modulus of Elasticity <g> 265 °C

Poisson's Ratio @ 265 °C

Density of the Tube Material

Density of the Internal Element ( UO2)

Density of the Surrounding Fluid

Modal Damping Ratio (s>265 °C

E = 80.0 GPa

U = 0.35

P = 6500 kg/nr'
tube

P . = 10500 kg/m'

P f = 775 kg/nr

C, = 3.0 %

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Degrees of Freedom

x.e
X

y. z

9 . 9
y z

Nodes Affected

All Nodes

End Nodes

End Nodes

Condition

Restricted

Restricted

40 N-m/rad spring applied

TABLE 1: Properties of the Fuel Element as Used in the VIBIC Model

Mode#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

I 1

12

13

14

15

Frequency [Hz]

31.98

116.8

255.8

445.2

681.9

959.1

1274

1617

1987

2373

2775

3181

3596

4004

4413

TABLE 2: Natural Frequencies of the Fuel Element with Rotational End Springs (End Points are Hinged

and Subject to 40 N-m/rad Bending Springs
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End Plate Stiffness
^ k = 40N.m/rad

* Pressure Tube
SECTION A-A

Pressure Tube

keonUet=1000kN/m

Figure I: The VIBIC Model of Bearing Pad-to-Pressure Tube Contact
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Figure 3: Frequency Content of a Turbulence Excitation Force for 5 Seconds of Simulation Time
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Figure 4: Total Displacements for Random Turbulence Excitation with Different Sets of Random Numbers
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Figure 6: The Effect of Modal Damping Ratio on Work-Rate
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ABSTRACT

From the initial designs used in NPD and Douglas point reactors, the CANDU fuel channel and its components have
undergone considerable development. Two major designs have evolved: the Pickering/CANDU 6 design which
has 12 fuel bundles in the core and where the new fuel is inserted into the inlet end, and the Bruce/Darlington
design which has 13 bundles in the channel and where new fuel is inserted into the outlet end. In the development
of a single unit CANDU reactor of the size of a Bruce or Darlington unit which would use a Darlington design
calandha, the decision has been made to use the CANDU 6 fuel channel rather than the Darlington design. The
CANDU 6 channel has provided excellent performance and will not encounter the degree of maintenance required
for the Bruce/Darlington design. The channel design in turn influences the fuelling machine/fuel handling concepts
required.

The changes to the CANDU 6 fuel channel design to incorporate it in the large unit are small. In fact, the changes
that are proposed relate to the desire to increase margins between pressure tube properties and design conditions
or ameliorate the consequences of postulated accident conditions, rather than necessary adaptation to the larger unit.

Better properties have been achieved in the pressure tube material resulting from alloy development program over
the past 10 years. Pressure tubes can now be made with very low hydrogen concentrations so that the hydrogen
picked up as deuterium will not exceed the terminal solid solubility for the in-core region in 30 years. The
improvements in metal chemistry allow the production of high toughness tubes that retain a high level of toughness
during service. Life limits due to material inadequacy from service degradation of properties are unlikely, and the
life limits will be set by dimensional changes. A small increase in wall thickness will reduce the dimensional
changes without significantly affecting burnup.

Changes to increase safety margins from postulated accidents are concentrated on containing the consequences of
pressure tube damage. The changes are concentrated on the calandria tube and the annulus gas bellows. The
calandria tubes have been modified to fail at a higher pressure to contain the heat transport system pressure until
the reactor cools down. The inside surface is conditioned to increase heat absorptivity so that the pressure tube
cannot overheat as much subsequent to a loss of coolant accident. The calandria tube inside surface is roughened
or textured to ensure that pressure tube contact from a LOCA/LOECC will result in optimum heat transfer to the
moderator and prevent pressure tube rupture.

The annulus bellows will be strengthened to limit the consequences of a postulated pressure tube break by preventing
a loss of heavy water into the reactor vault and also prevent a loss of moderator if the calandria tube were to fail.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the initial fuel channel design was produced for the NPD reactor in 1962, over 10,000 fuel channels have
operated in various CANDU reactors. Design and material problems have arisen during the 30 plus years of
operating experience, but the basic CANDU fuel channel design has been shown to be reliable.

The key performance issues resulting from the early operation experience of CANDU fuel channels are:

the irradiation enhancement of pressure tube deformation

pressure tube flaws need to be minimized

the need to minimize stresses and hydrogen/deuterium content to avoid delayed hydrogen cracking
(DHC)

the importance of having the gas annulus as a sensitive leak detection system to limit the
consequences of pressure tube failure

the need to ensure pressure tubes do not contact the cooler calandria tubes surrounding them to
avoid the formation of hydride blisters

The resulting understanding has led to improvements in materials and designs and assembly practices that form the
basis of the fuel channel design for future Large CANDU reactors.

The CANDU channel design has evolved to accommodate increased power output, reaching a maximum of about
6.5 MW in the current generation of fuel channels. Because of the effects of temperature and neutron flux on
deformation, the power output of individual fuel channels is expected to remain close to the current values for the
near future to maximize pressure tube lifetime. The emphases of current evolutionary development efforts, is on
longer design life at higher capacity factor, improved margins during postulated accidents and simplified channel
replacement (Ref. 1). These requirements necessitate minimal maintenance during the design life (not more than
a 2% contribution to incapability factor, attributable to inspection and maintenance). Thus the service life for the
next fuel channel designs to be built (Large CANDU) is expected to be 30 years at a capacity factor of 90%,
compared with the 30 years at 80% capacity factor for the current channels. To achieve this operating performance
will require stringent attention to operating practice.

This paper briefly outlines the key design requirements of the CANDU fuel channel, the evolution of the design and
then summarizes the advances in material and design technology that may be applied to Large CANDU fuel
channels that form this basis of the predicted design life.

2. KEY DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR CANDU FUEL CHANNELS

The primary purpose of the fuel channels in a CANDU reactor is to support and locate the fuel within the reactor
core. The design must provide closures on the channel that open and close at full system pressure and temperature
to remove and replace fuel bundles at full power. In addition the fuel channel must satisfy a number of key
functional, interfacing, performance and safety related requirements. The following is a brief summary of the key
design requirements for the fuel channels.

2.1 Functional Requirements

The pressure boundary components and the internals of the fuel channel must be designed to withstand the coolant
flow, temperatures, pressure and transient service conditions imposed by the heat transport system (PHT). The
channel internal components must be designed to direct primary coolant through the fuel to maximize heat transfer
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with minimum loss of pressure and vibration of the fuel column. The fuel must be able to move freely through
the core during fuelling, and should a fuelling machine breakdown, the fuel within the fuel channel must be capable
of being removed from either end of the channel. The design must provide thermal insulation from the moderator
and end shield coolant, and provide for detection of leakage from the pressure tube or the calandria tube. Also the
design must accommodate thermal as well as irradiation induced dimensional changes.

2.2 Interfacing Requirements

The fuel channel design interfaces are the heat transport system, fuel and fuel handling system, moderator system,
reactor structure, reactivity control units and the annulus gas system. These interfacing systems impose requirements
on the fuel channel design such as the need for provisions for connections to the heat transport system, internal
hardware and sealing surfaces for the fuelling machine refuelling process and be capable of transmitting loads
through the reactor end shields. Key requirements imposed by the fuel channel on its interfacing systems are the
need for water chemistry control in the heat transport system and an annulus gas system that limits deuterium ingress
to the pressure tube as well as being capable of quickly detecting and identifying small leaks.

2.3 Performance Requirements

The two key performance requirements for satisfactory operation of the pressure tubes in fuel channels are:

the pressure tube deformation must not exceed allowable limits; and

the tube material must exhibit leak before break.

2.4 Safety Requirements

The key safety related requirements for fuel channels are:

The pressure boundary integrity of the fuel channel assembly must be maintained during all
normal or upset operating conditions, and during postulated accident scenarios.

The flow of the heat transport system coolant must not be obstructed during normal, upset or
accident scenarios.

The rupture of any one fuel channel must not lead to the rupture of any other channel. Also, under
certain postulated accident scenarios, originating outside the core, the design must provide for
effective heat transfer from the fuel channel to the moderator.

3. EVOLUTION OF THE CANDU FUEL CHANNEL DESIGN

The CANDU fuel channel design evolved from the prototype design for the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD)
reactor, and is a consequence of decisions to:

Use natural uranium fuel.

Use heavy water at high temperature and pressure to remove heat from the fuel.

Contain the fuel and heavy water coolant by pressure tubes.

Use low temperature, low pressure heavy water as a moderator.

The consequences that arose from these decisions were:
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The hot components carrying the fuel would need to be thermally isolated from the low
temperature moderator.

The fuel would need to be moved and replaced frequently, on power, to achieve optimum burnup
(and constant reactivity).

The reactor internal components would need to be made from low neutron capture cross section
materials, like zirconium alloys.

As knowledge of the long-term behaviour of zirconium alloys was limited, anticipated needs for
maintenance made it prudent to allow for relatively easy replacement of the reactor internal
components.

The design of CANDU fuel channels from NPD onwards has evolved to accommodate higher power outputs
involving higher temperatures and pressures. This has necessitated increases in length and diameter and an increase
in strength of the pressure tubes.

The key components of a fuel channel fall into one of two categories:

pressurized components, and

support components.

The fuel channel pressurized components are the pressure tube and the end fittings (including the closure seals and
feeder connections). The Zr-2.5Nb pressure tubes experience the most severe service of the fuel channel
components. The stainless steel end fittings, which are connected to one end of a pressure tube by a rolled joint,
by contrast see a less severe service environment and do not control the life of the fuel channel.

Two designs of end fittings have been used in CANDU reactors: the Bruce/Darlington type and the
Pickering/CANDU-6 type. The differences between them result from the different fuel handling systems used to
fuel the channel (outlet end refuelling in the Bruce/Darlington type and inlet end refuelling in the Pickering/
CANDU-6 type). The Bruce/Darlington channel requires 13 bundles to match the fuelling process and the fuel is
supported by bore latches at the outlet end. The Pickering/CANDU-6 fuel handling system has twelve bundles in
each of the fuel channels. The fuel bundles are supported by the outlet shield plug.

The support components are the spacers and the calandria tubes. The spacers maintain the separation of the pressure
tube from the calandria tube. The spacers also transmit the load of the pressure tube, plus the fuel and heavy water
contained in it, to the calandria tube, which operates at a much cooler temperature and although much thinner than
the pressure tube provides much of the sag resistance of the channel.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE LARGE CANDU FUEL CHANNEL

The Large CANDU fuel channel shown in Figure 1 is based on the proven CANDU 6 design with some pressure
tube and calandria tube manufacturing improvements and fuel channel component design enhancements. The
CANDU 6 fuel channel design was chosen as the baseline for Large CANDU rather than the Darlington design
because of its excellent performance and minimal maintenance requirements. In particular, the CANDU 6 design
uses 12 fuel bundles in each fuel channel and does not have any bundle residing in the rolled joint region of the
pressure tube. Also, the CANDU 6 procedure of fuelling with the flow ensures that fuel at high burnup is moved
to the outlet end so that a pipe break in the outer circuit causing a reverse flow could not put new fuel into the core
to cause a power pulse.
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The manufacturing improvements and component design enhancements for the Large CANDU fuel channel are
discussed below.

4.1 Pressure Tube Manufacturing Improvements

The steps used for the manufacture of Zr-2.SNb pressure tubes have been changed to provide better fracture
toughness properties, a lower initial hydrogen level, and improved manufacturing and inspection techniques that
minimize the chance of lamination type flaws being present in tubes. These manufacturing improvements will be
adopted for all future CANDU pressure tubes. The following is a brief summary of these improvements and their
benefits.

4.1.1 Minimizing Lamination Type Flaws

A small number (6) of pressure tubes were discovered by post-installation inspection in a number of units to have
lamination flaws. One pressure tube failed from this cause and another leaked. The source of the flaws was found
to be large shrinkage cavities that formed in the top of ingots during solidification. Although the cavities were
collapsed by the hot forging and extrusion stages and partially diffusion bonded, they remained in the material as
laminar flaws at a shallow angle to the surface of the finished tube. They were not cracks but were made up of an
array of intermittent unbonded surfaces. They were very difficult to detect using the standard non-destructive
techniques.

The processing of the material is now carried out to eliminate such flaws. The ingot melting procedures at the top
of the ingot have been revised to keep the shrinkage cavities very close to the top of the ingot. The sides of the
ingot are inspected using ultrasonics to detect the cavities and at least 10 cm are trimmed from the top of the ingot
to remove material likely to contain the cavities. Eddy current inspection, (in addition to the usual ultrasonic
inspection of the finished tubes), is used to confirm that the process changes have been successful in eliminating
the laminar flaws.

4.1.2 Quadruple Melting Of Ingots to Improve Fracture Toughness

As-fabricated pressure tubes are very tough. With irradiation there is an initial rapid decrease in toughness but after
a fluence of 3 X 1024 n/m\ there is little further change. There is also a very large range in the toughness of
pressure tubes after irradiation and some tubes still have excellent toughness beyond 60% of their expected lifetime.
The range of fracture toughness is mostly related to trace amounts of chlorine (Reference 2,3). The chlorine is a

residue of the Kroll process used to refine the zirconium. Fabrication records revealed that tubes exhibiting high
toughness were made from 100% recycled material and thus the material had been melted four times. Quadruple
melting the ingots, as now practised reduces the chlorine concentration to small values and produces tough tubes,
Figure 2. Other residual elements such as phosphorous are also kept low to enhance the toughness further.

Quadruple melting of ingots was incorporated into pressure tube processing in 1992. The improved fracture
toughness properties will increase the time required for a crack in a pressure tube to grow to an unstable length
referred to as the critical crack length (CCL) and therefore increase the action time available to detect a leak from
a crack.

4.1.3 Lower Initial Hydrogen Concentrations

The hydrogen/deuterium concentration of the tubes is important as it affects the DHC and fracture properties. The
total hydrogen/ deuterium concentration in a pressure tube is the sum of the initial hydrogen concentration in new
tubes plus the deuterium picked up during service. Once the hydrogen equivalent concentration in a pressure tube
reaches the terminal solid solubility limit (TSS), then if a critically sized flaw is present, it is susceptible to DHC.
Therefore it is of benefit to reduce the initial hydrogen concentration in new tubes since it increases the operating
time required for the tube to reach TSS.
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The processes used to produce the tubes have been modified slightly to minimize the initial hydrogen concentration.
Quadruple melting of the ingots, control of furnace vacuums, and adequate machining at the intermediate stages have
all contributed to a reduction in the hydrogen concentration in the new tubes.

The specification for the maximum hydrogen concentration allowed has been changed from 25 ppm to 5 ppm to
reflect the improved practice. The mean value for a reactor order is now about 3 ppm compared with 10 ppm in
previous orders.

4.2 Pressure Tube Installation Orientation

Pressure tubes as manufactured have an end to end variation in properties as a result of the processing received.
These properties need to be matched to the end-to-end variation in operating conditions. The current pressure tube
installation practice is to install the back end of the extrusion at the outlet end of the fuel channel to take advantage
of the extra tensile strength in the back end. The back end has lower toughness and poorer creep resistance than
the front end. Fracture toughness decreases with increasing neutron fluence and therefore the fracture toughness
of the back end of the pressure tube will be further reduced after irradiation. However, the higher temperature at
the outlet end tends to reduce the extent of fracture toughness reduction which has been the main reason for the
present pressure tube installation practice. With the current installation practice, diametral expansion of the tube
eventually causes flow by-pass around the fuel and results in the need to slightly derate the reactor. The preferred
orientation would be to have the back end at the inlet which would reduce the irradiation induced maximum
diametral expansion of the lube because the lower inlet temperature reduces the expansion of the stronger end.

The quadruple melting of ingots manufacturing improvement discussed above provides an increase in pressure tube
fracture toughness without any adverse effect on irradiation induced deformation. Based on a review of the effects
of reversing the tube orientation, the improved fracture toughness tubes provides the extra margin needed to allow
a reversal without compromising the fracture toughness provided by the current installation practice. As a result,
a recommendation has been made to install the strong end of the tube at the inlet end. It is expected that this
recommendation will be approved for use in Large CANDU fuel channels.

4.3 Increase In Pressure Tube Wall Thickness

An improvement being given consideration for use in Large CANDU fuel channels is a thicker wall pressure tube.
For a natural uranium core Large CANDU design, an increase in wall thickness of about 0.005 inch is sufficient
to provide some operating margins with minimal effect on fuel burn-up considerations. In a slightly enriched fuel
core design the wall thickness increase can be up to about 0.025 inch with an acceptable effect on fuel burn-up.

Based on results of assessments performed for a Candu 9 design using a slightly enriched fuel core (SEU) operating
conditions an increase in wall thickness provides the following set of benefits:

lower irradiation induced axial and diametral deformation from reduced hoop operating stresses;

lower deuterium concentration build-up rate at the rolled joint and body of the tube (increased
volume of pressure tube material), which increases the time needed for the hydrogen concentration
to reach TSS;

improved safety margin against DHC initiation at a sharp flaw, because the reduced hoop stress
allows a larger depth of flaw to be present before DHC starts to occur; and

minimal impact on safety margins during postulated accident scenarios.
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4.4 Improvements to Calandria Tubes

Various evolutionary improvements for CANDU calandria tubes are being developed based on the proven CANDU
calandria tube technology and will be adopted for use in Large CANDU fuel channels. These calandria tube
improvements will decrease their sag rate as well as increase the margin for calandria tube integrity during various
postulated accidents. The following is a brief description of the improvements and their benefits.

4.4.1 Sag Reduction

The end-of-life for CANDU calandria tubes is reached when their replacement is needed to prevent them from
sagging into contact with core components located below them such as LISS nozzles, or when it will not be possible
to perform a pressure tube replacement without also replacing calandria tubes because of excess curvature. It is
judged that the operating life of the calandria tube is about 60 years since it operates under low pressure and
temperature conditions and acts only a support component for the pressure tube. Therefore, additional calandria
tube life can be made available by reducing its sag rate. For Large CANDU fuel channels, an increase in wall
thickness of about 0.005 to 0.015 inch or thickening of about one meter of the ends of the tube are methods
investigated to reduce the sag rate. The reduced sag would ensure that calandria tube replacement is not required
if a single pressure tube replacement is needed prior to the 30 year life of the pressure tube and could be used to
extend the life of the calandria tube beyond 30 years. An increase in wall thickness along its full length would be
the preferred approach since thick ends affects the core physics and requires changes to the adjuster design and
mechanisms deck. An increase in wall thickness would also provide an increase in its burst resistance as discussed
below.

4.4.2 Increased Burst Resistance

Burst failure for the current calandria tube design occurs in its longitudinal weld which is the weakest condition
under biaxial loading. An increase in its burst resistance will reduce the probability of calandria tube failure after
a pressure tube break. Calandria tube burst resistance increases if the weld is strengthened or eliminated, so that
failure occurs in the parent material.

A calandria tube with increased burst resistance can be fabricated by thickening the longitudnal weld region or
increasing the wall thickness of the current calandria tube design (Ref. 4). Burst testing of many short lengths of
thick weld tube has demonstrated that a 25 % increase in wall thickness at the weld region of a calandria tube causes
burst failure to occur in the parent material rather than in the longitudinal weld. Such burst failures are associated
with about three times more burst strain, and a 20-25 % increase in tube strain at burst, than the current calandria
tube design, Figure 3. A full-length prototype of a thick weld calandria tube has recently been fabricated and has
been used in a full-scale burst test, which is the final step in qualifying such a tube for reactor use. An increase in
burst strength will be provided for Large CANDU by either an increase in wall thickness or thickening of the weld,
or by the use of seamless tubes.

4.4.3 Improved Radiative Heat Transfer

For a postulated large Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) plus loss of Emergency Coolant Injection (ECI), the
pressure tube temperatures rapidly rise to a high value. The predicted consequences for such an accident is less
severe if the peak value for the pressure tube temperature can be limited. This can be achieved if the radiative heat
transfer from the pressure tube to the calandria tube is increased. The absorptivity of the calandria tube can be
increased three to four times by shot peening and oxidation of the inside surface of the calandria tube to produce
a rough black surface. Prototype tubes have been made and this improvement will be specified for Large CANDU
calandria tubes.
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4.4.4 Decreased Contact Conductance

For a postulated large LOCA plus loss of auxiliary power, the pressure tube may overheat and balloon into contact
with the calandria tube. If the calandria tube overheats it also may rupture. If the contact between the tubes is
good, the heat conductance is high producing dry out on the outside of the calandria tube which can lead to possible
failure of the calandria tube. The contact conductance can be controlled if the inside surface of calandria tubes is
ridged or roughened by selective pickling to produce a surface with intermittent contact. This process is being
developed and tested and will be specified for Large CANDU calandria tubes.

4.5 End Fitting Improvements

The end fitting has not had any significant operating problem. A few small leaks have occurred at the seal faces
of the bolted connections to the feeder pipes. For Large CANDU, the end fitting design will be similar to CANDU
6 except that the length will tie increased to accommodate the extra banks of feeders due to the increase in number
of fuel channels. Also, the end fitting will be produced with a sideport extruded nozzle and a welded carbon steel
extension piece to allow a feeder to end fitting site weld. The sideport nozzle extrusion process for a 2.5 inch
feeder connection has been qualified and nozzle extrusion to accommodate a 3 inch feeder is considered feasible.
The welded connection is replacing the bolted mechanical connection since a welded connection will provide a leak
tight joint and provide better access between the end fitting for maintenance operations. The larger diameter feeders
are required for Large CANDU to improve the critical power rating margins in the fuel bundles.

The other end fitting modification being considered is a double set of rolled joint grooves in one end fitting to
provide flexibility in single pressure tube replacement such that an option of replacing only one of the end fittings
exists. The outboard set of grooves are used for the initial pressure tube and the inboard set are used for the
replacement tube. This allows leaving one of the end fittings in the reactor during a pressure rube replacement
operation which provides a reduction in the total man-rem and quantity of waste disposal. The reduction in man-
rem is due the elimination of all the manpower required for removal and replacement activities related to end fitting
replacement at one end of the fuel channel.

4.6 Improved Bellows

A stronger annulus bellows that can sustain the normal operating heat transport system temperature and pressure
is being developed for use in Large CANDU fuel channels. The higher strength bellows will limit the consequences
of a postulated pressure tube break by preventing a loss of heavy water into the reactor vault and also prevent a loss
of moderator if the calandria tube were to fail as well.

4.7 Annulus Gas System Improvement

The annulus gas system design for Large CANDU operates in a recirculating mode with continuous dew point
measurement. This system has been designed to detect very small pressure tube leaks quickly and to locate the leak
with the reactor at full power.

4.8 Improved Annulus Spacer

The annulus spacers separating the pressure tube and calandria tube for Large CANDU fuel channels will be an
improved version of the Inconel X-750 spacers used in Darlington. The current spacers are a tight fit on the pressure
tube and will not move during operation. A modification has been made to this design which involves welding the
ends of the spacer wire instead of hooking the ends together. The main reason for this change is to improve the
spacer delectability during operation. A qualification program is underway to allow the use of this more detectable
spacer in all future CANDU fuel channels.
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4.9 Improved Positioning Assembly

A modification to the CANDU 6 fuel channel positioning assembly is being considered for Large CANDU which
will make it capable of withstanding higher loads imposed by the fuelling machine while attached to an end fitting
during a seismic event. This improvement will provide flexibility in catering to reactor sites with higher seismic
requirements.

5. EXPECTED OPERATIONAL BEHAVIOUR

The pressure tube and calandria tube manufacturing improvements and the design enhancements for Large CANDU
fuel channels will result in longer service lives and greater margins of safety. In-service deteriorating mechanisms
will be greatly reduced. The pressure tubes have a lower operating stress, higher fracture toughness with lower
initial hydrogen, lower deuterium ingress and, reduced probability of defects. If any pressure tube flaws are
present, their growth during operation will be minimized and the presence of a sensitive leak detection system will
ensure that a leak-before-break occurs which will limit the consequences.

It is predicted that dimensional changes to the pressure tube from irradiation induced deformation will be the life
limiting mechanism in Large CANDU fuel channels. A reactor design with a slightly enriched fuel core would
exhibit more uniform axial elongation due to the uniform power output of each fuel channel, whereas a natural
uranium core will show a decrease in elongation from the central to the periphery channels by up to about 50%.
Dishing of the fuel channels at installation has proven to be an effective method to equalize the elongation in a
natural uranium core design.

Although dimensional changes due to irradiation induced deformation will eventually limit the life of the fuel
channels, the design has the capability to achieve a minimum of 30 years operation at 90% capacity factor.

6. SUMMARY

Since the NPD reactor was designed, the CANDU fuel channel and its components have been considerably
developed. For the last ten years there has been an intensive, integrated fuel channel materials research program.
In addition, there has also been a pressure tube surveillance program that has provided information from operating
components and also material for examination, testing, and research. Information from all these sources has been
used to make improved fuel channel components for Large CANDU with longer service lives and greater margins
of safety. Pressure tubes can now be produced with very low initial hydrogen concentrations and much higher
fracture toughness.

The Large CANDU fuel channels will operate reliably and successfully for the required 30 year design life.
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SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF BEARING PAD TO PRESSURE TUBE CONTACT
HEAT TRANSFER UNDER LARGE BREAK LOCA CONDITIONS

MM. Bayoumi, W.C. Muir and P.B. Middleton

Ontario Hydro, Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department
700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M5G-1X6

SUMMARY

In some postulated loss-of-coolam accidents (LOCAs) in a CANDU reactor, localized "hot spots" can develop on
the pressure tube as a result of decay heat dissipation by conduction through bearing pad/pressure tube contact
locations. Depending on the severity of flow degradation in the channel, these "hot spots" could represent a potential
threat to fuel channel integrity. Therefore, BP/PT contact is of special interest in the safety analysis of CANDU
reactors since it is identified as a potential mechanism for pressure tube failure. The most important parameter in
the simulation of BP/PT contact is the contact conductance. Since BP/PT thermal contact conductance is a complex
parameter which depends upon the thermal and physical characteristics of the material junction and the surrounding
environment, contact conductance is determined from experiments relevant to the reactor conditions.

A series of twelve full scale integrated BP/PT contact experiments have been conducted at AECL-WRL under Candu
Owner Group (COG). The objective of the experiments was to investigate the effect of BP/PT contact on PT thermal-
mechanical behaviour. The first four experiments were conducted in a steam environment and the remaining eight
experiments were conducted in an Ar-Oj environment The internal pressure in the experiments ranged from 1 MPa
to 6 MPa. Different bearing pads, ranging from "worn", "as-received" to the "T-pad" design, were used in these
experiments.

Analysis of the these integrated experiments was initiated to derive BP/PT contact conductance values which are most
likely to represent the conditions prevailing in a full scale CANDU channel. Both the SMARTT [1] and MINI-
SMARTT [2] computer codes are used in these analyses. The SMARTT code is used to generate the thermodynamic
transients which were used as input to the MINI-SMARTT computer code. The MINI-SMARTT code was used to
derive the BP/PT contact conductance by best fitting the experimentally measured transient pressure tube
temperatures. MINI-SMARTT is flexible and capable of simulating multiple bearing pads contacting the pressure
tube at any circumferential location. Multiple BP/PT contact capabilities have been introduced into the code to
simulate a bundle under axial constrained expansion where some fuel elements may slightly bend causing the bearing
pads to contact the pressure tube at different locations around the pressure tube circumference.

The objective of this paper is to discuss the simulation methodology of BP/PT contact and present the simulation
results and the derived values for BP/PT contact conductance. Also, the results of a parametric study are presented
to examine the sensitivity of the results to different parameters such as pressure tube and sheath emissivities and the
bearing pad/pressure tube contact area. Figures 1 to 3 show sample results for the comparison between measured and
the best-fit predicted pressure tube temperatures for different experiments. A complete analysis and discussion of the
results will be provided in the paper. Recommendations are made as to what appropriate BP/PT contact conductance
should be used in CANDU reactor safety analysis.
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figure 1: Comparison of pressure tube temperatures for Bearing Pad Test 3 and MINI-
SMARTT prediction! with bearing pads 1,2, & 4 contacting the pressure tube.
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Figure 2: Comparison of pressure tube temperatures for Bearing Pad Test 8 and MINI-
SMARTT predictions with bearing pads 1 & 3 contacting the pressure tube.
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Figure 3: Comparison of pressure tube temperatures for Bearing Pad Test 12 and
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Abstract

This paper presents a neutron scattering device designed for measuring the void fraction
of two-phase flow in the channels or heated sections of the RD-14M Thermalhydraulics Test
Facility, located at the AECL Whiteshell Laboratories. The results of an on-line test of the
device are presented. The performance of the scatterometer is assessed and is shown to be in
agreement with the results inferred from other independent process-parameter measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The RD-14M Thermalhydraulics Test Facility at AECL Research, Whiteshell Laboratories is a
full-elevation model of the heat transport loop in a CANDU reactor. It consists of ten parallel
horizontal high-pressure flow channels, each containing electrically heated fuel element simulators
(FES) in the form of seven-element rod-bundles. A cross section of an RD-14M channel is shown
in Figure 1. The area of metal in this section is about three times larger than the flow area. This
flow area is equivalent to that of a 28.4 mm ID pipe.

Some postulated loss-of-coolant accidents can result in boiling of the water coolant in the chan-
nel. Due to the large metal content of the FES rod bundle, conventional techniques for void-fraction
measurement are not suited for nonintrusive monitoring of flow boiling conditions in RD-14M heated
sections. As a consequence, void fraction has to be inferred from other measurements. The presence
of a strong electromagnetic field, generated by the heating current, renders electromagnetic tech-
niques useless. While ultrasonic waves can easily penetrate the metal, the large mismatch between
the acoustic impedance of the metal and that of the flow material leads to a strong signal reflection
that makes it difficult to obtain useful bulk information. Radiation techniques based on photons,
such as x-rays and gamma rays, have the disadvantage of being very sensitive to metals, because
of their high electron density, and much less susceptible to the usually low electron-density flow
material. Neutrons are less affected by the presence of the metal and are strongly influenced by
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the hydrogen present in most liquid flows. This makes the neutron a natural probe for diagnosing
hydrogenous flows, particularly in the presence of a significant amount of metal. Fast neutrons are
more suited for this purpose than thermal neutrons, due to the large loss in neutron energy caused
by collisions with the low mass-number nuclei of the flow (in contrast with the very small change
due to collisions with the metal's large-mass number nuclei).

Fast neutrons are utilized in this work to design a portable neutron-scattering device (scat-
terometer) for on-line transient measurement of the void fraction at some stations along the length
of an RD-14M heated channel. This paper describes the scatterometer and presents the results of
testing it on the RD-14M Test Facility.

SCATTEROMETER

The scatterometer is schematically shown in Figure 2. It consists of a fast neutron source (californium-
252) positioned at the side of the channel and two pairs of thermal neutron (helium-3) detectors.
The detectors are arranged such that one pair is located at the top of the channel and the other
at its bottom, to allow the identification of flow stratification. However, by averaging the readings
of the top and bottom detectors the effect of flow stratification on the neutron count rate can be
reduced, which further minimizes the dependence on flow regime configuration. Cadmium sheets
were used to surround the detectors and the shielding walls in order to minimize the number of
background thermal neutrons within the detection cavity. The scatterometer is designed such that
it has a linear response (for ease of calibration) and is not very sensitive to flow-regime variations. A
prototype scatterometer was constructed and successfully tested on the RD-14M loop. The design
process of this scatterometer is discussed elsewhere [1].

The design of the scatterometer was first tested using bench-top experiments [2]. In these tests,
lucite rods or varying levels of stratified water were used to simulate the liquid phase while air
represented the vapour phase. These tests were performed at room temperature and pressure.
Various design configurations were considered to improve the performance of the scatterometer by
maximizing its contrast and resolution. The device was then ready for testing under field conditions.

TESTING SETUP

The scatterometer was installed during a natural circulation test on the RD-14M loop. The scat-
terometer was mounted on a channel at the bottom of the loop (about 0.457 m above the floor)
at a distance of 4.995 m from the inlet hydraulic boundary, as shown in Figure 3. The test lasted
about nine hours; during which the scatterometer's counts were sampled every twelve seconds for
a period of ten seconds.

Some other measurements were used during the test to help verify the scatterometer's signal.
A gamma-ray densitometer was used to measure the void fraction at the outlet of the channel. A
single-phase flow meter provided the volumetric flow rate at the inlet of the channel. A pressure
gauge was also used at the outlet of the channel. The temperature at the outlet of the channel was
measured. A thermocouple was located on a top FES, 5.317 m from the inlet hydraulic boundary
of the channel, while another thermocouple was located on a bottom FES at 5.336 m from the
inlet hydraulic boundary. The measurements for the two thermocouples were recorded for the test
period from 28,000 to 31,000 s. The location of the above measurements are shown in Figure 3.



These measurements are normally used to infer the value of the void fraction in the heated section.
All the measurements, except for the scatterometer, were sampled every two seconds.

The scatterometer's count rate for empty and full-of-water measurements were measured on
the RD-14M loop. The calibration measurements were recorded at a temperature of 22°C and a
pressure of 0.3 MPa. These calibration data were used in estimating the void fraction, a, using the
linear relationship:

where C refers to the measured count rate and C\ and CQ are the calibration count rate for an
empty and full-of-liquid channels, respectively.

RESULTS

A five-point moving average smoothing procedure was applied to the measured "raw data" to elim-
inate the fluctuations observed in the data. For measurements sampled over a two-second period,
the raw data were accumulated over twelve seconds to provide an equivalent sampling period to
that of the scatterometer. The smoothing process was then applied over the accumulated data.
Using the calibration measurements, the void fraction was calculated using equation (1). The void
fraction was first estimated using the original "raw data", then the five-point smoothing process
was applied. Figure 4 shows the results obtained for the scatterometer, gamma-ray densitometer
and a flow meter at the channel inlet, during the entire test period. The scatterometer results are
the average of the response of individual detectors. The response of the gamma-ray densitometer
is the output voltage of the detector of the central radiation beam; the voltage is approximately
proportional to the void fraction in the test section.

A comparison of the three graphs of Figure 4 indicates that both the scatterometer, gamma-ray
densitometer and the flow meter reflected the same trend. During the first 4,000 s of the test, the
scatterometer showed that the void fraction was fluctuating around some mean value, while the
output of the densitometer showed almost no change. This may indicate that while the conditions
at the outlet of the channel were quite stable, some local boiling was taking place in the heated
channel near the scatterometer's site.

From 4,000 to about 14,440 s, the gamma-ray densitometer showed a significant amount of
boiling and an oscillating behaviour. Within the same time period, the scatterometer reflected a
somewhat smoother increase in void fraction. There were also some oscillations in the flow rate at
the inlet of the channel. These may be due to the presence of an intermittent buoyancy-induced
flow in the channel.

In the period from 14,400 to about 30,300 s, all measuring devices indicated that the situation
in the system was beginning to stabilize, and a bubbly flow regime may have been established. The
change in void fraction at the end of the test was captured by the two devices. This change was due
to the apparent refilling of the channel, as indicated by the reversal of the flow. The scatterometer
did not reflect this refilling process as dramatically as the other devices. This may be due to the
fact that the FES in the channel did not have a chance to completely cool-down, thus resulting in
the continuation of some boiling in the part of the heated channel monitored by the scatterometer.
In summary, the three measuring devices behaved, at least qualitatively, in a consistent manner.



Further consistency verification of the scatterometer's performance against other independent mea-
surements are given in reference [2].

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used to obtain the frequency spectra of the signals shown in
Figure 4, to determine whether they reflected the same physical driving force. FFT was applied to
the period from 16,800 to 24,000 s, where the measurements seemed to behave in a periodic fashion.
The frequency characteristics for the scatterometer, gamma-ray densitometer and flow meter are
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the shape and peak of the spectrum for the scatterometer's
signal is very close to those of the densitometer and flow meter. This further validates the perfor-
mance of the scatterometer.

All the measurements discussed above were taken at locations far away from the position of
the scatterometer; either at the inlet (flow) or outlet (gamma-ray densitometer, pressure and tem-
perature). The only available measurement in the proximity of the scatterometer site was that of
the temperature of a top FES and a bottom one. The data for the last portion of the test and are
shown in Figures 6 and 7. The saturation temperature at the end of the test should be somewhat
larger than 192°C, the saturation temperature corresponding to an outlet pressure of 1.3 MPa.
The bottom FES temperature, as Figure 7 shows, does not exceed significantly this value. The
variation in temperatures of the bottom detector is within the change in saturation temperature
due to change in pressure. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the bottom FES remained
covered with liquid during this test period. The temperature of the top FES indicates clearly
that the FES was uncovered and exposed to superheated steam. Since during the same period,
the temperature of the bottom FES stayed close to the saturation value, one can conclude that a
stratified flow pattern was established within this time period. The scatterometer confirms these
changes, Figure 4, by showing that the void fraction increases at the same time the temperature
of the top FES increases (Figure 6). Moreover, the top detectors seem to overestimate the void
fraction, while the bottom detectors predicted a lower void fraction [2]. This is characteristic of the
scatterometer's response, when a stratified flow is established, where the bottom detectors reflect
an increase in count rate due to their proximity to the liquid phase.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the results of an on-line testing of the scatterometer on one of the test sections
of the RD-14M loop during a natural circulation test. The scatterometer's results were shown to be
consistent with those inferred using other independent measurements, i.e. gamma-ray densitometer,
flow meter, pressure gauge and thermocouples. In particular the scatterometer was able to reflect
the strong boiling activity indicated by the temperature excursions of a top FES recorded in the
neighbourhood of the scatterometer. The liquid stratification, inferred by the temperature of the
bottom FES was also indicated by the scatterometer. In general, the test results confirmed that
the scatterometer can directly measure the void fraction and provide flow regime information in
the RD-14M heated sections.

The estimated void fraction exceeded unity during the late stages of the test. This was at-
tributed to a possible increase in the detector temperature. One needs however to verify this
conclusion experimentally. This conclusion also indicates that a proper calibration process, or cor-
rection procedure, needs to be established to account for such temperature changes.



The scatterometer counting period was ten seconds, using a two-microgram californium-252
source that was about half decayed. A fresh ten-microgram source should enable the counting
period to be reduced to two seconds, to match those of the other measurements.
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ABSTRACT

It is well established that most metals and alloys demonstrate a substantial change in
mechanical behaviour as a function of strain rate. In order to adequately predict the
mechanical behaviour of structural components subject to dynamic and impact loading, it is
first necessary to understand the rate-dependent characteristics. This involves describing the
material behaviour in terms of a mechanical equation of state that relates the stress and strain
to strain rate. This approach is relevant to many generic reactor design and safety issues that
are intrinsic to the present and advanced CANDU concept. These issues range from the
determination of the true material properties of fuel channel components, to the safety
analysis of fuel canister transportation accidents involving impact loading, to the solution of
generic safety and licensing issues. Presently, there is no data available on the material
behaviour of fuel channel components at high strain rates. A tension version of the split-
Hopkinson bar (SHB) was designed and constructed that is capable of doing tests at strain
rates in the range of 102 to 104 s"! on as-received and irradiated material. This paper presents
details of the apparatus and its use, results from commissioning tests on 6061-T651 aluminum
and results from the testing of as-received Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube material.

The most common method for determining material properties at strain rates in the order of
102 to 104 s"1 is the split Hopkinson bar technique, which was first introduced by Kolsky [1].
The design of tension SHB presented here is based on one developed by Staab and Gilat [2]
and involves a short specimen placed between an input and an output bar, as shown
schematically in Figure 1. The two bars are made of 7075-T651 aluminum and are both 12.7
mm in diameter. The specimen is loaded by an elastic stress wave that is generated by
releasing a stored tensile load in the input bar. The input load is stored by clamping the input
bar at a location 1.62 m back from the sample and placing an axial load at the end, as shown
in Figure 1. When the clamp is released, the incident tensile wave propagates down the input
bar and loads the specimen. Part of the input wave is transmitted through the specimen and
propagates along the output bar, and part is reflected back into the input bar. The incident,
transmitted, and reflected strains are monitored by gauges located on the SHB, as indicated in
Figure 1. The equations describing one-dimensional, elastic-wave propagation in rods and the
recorded strain gauge signals are used to determine the time history of both force and
displacement at the specimen ends. Assuming that the stress and strain are uniform along the
length of the specimen, the strain, stress, and strain rate of the specimen can be expressed as
a function of the specimen geometry, the properties of the bar and the recorded bar strains.

A series of commissioning tests were conducted with specimens made of 6061-T651



aluminum which were loaded at strain rates in the range of 500 to 2000 s"1. The incident,
reflected and transmitted strain records were used to determine the stress-strain relationship as
a function of strain rate. The resulting yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of the
material was in excellent agreement with published data [3]. The experimental results
correlate well with the published data and indicate that the SHB apparatus and the analysis
technique work.

Stress-strain curves have also been obtained from tests conducted on as-received Zr-2.5Nb
pressure tube material at strain rates in the range of 500 to 2000 s"1. These results are
compared to existing data obtained at static loading conditions and the effect of strain rate on
as-received Zr-2.5Nb pressure tube material is examined.
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1. ABSTRACT

The reactor structure assembly seismic analysis is a relatively complex process because of the intricate geometry
with many different discontinuities, and due to the hydraulic attached mass which follows the structure during its
vibration. In order to simulate reasonably accurate behaviour of the reactor structure assembly, detailed finite
element models are generated and used for both modal and stress analysis. Guyan reduction condensation method
was used in the analysis. The attached mass, which includes the fluid mass contained in the components plus the
added mass which accounts for the inertia of the surroundingfluid entrained by the accelerating structure immersed
in the fluid, was calculated and attached to the vibrating structures. The masses of the attached components,
supported partly or totally by the assembly which includes piping, reactivity control units, end fittings, etc. are also
considered in the analysis.

2. INTRODUCTION

The calandria vessel is a horizontal, cylindrical, single-walled, stepped shell enclosed at each end by the calandria
tubesheets and spanned axially and horizontally by calandria tubes. The stepped shell comprises a main shell with
a smaller diameter subshell at each end. Annular plates, welded to the main and subshells, form flexible diaphragms
at each step to accommodate the differential thermal expansion between the calandria tubes and the calandria shell.
At one end (designated as the calandria fixed end) the calandria main shell is connected to the adjacent embedment
ring by a series of rods distributed around the circumference to limit the calandria main shell seismic response.

Nozzles are located on the main shell to accommodate reactivity control units and process piping.

The calandria vessel contains the heavy water moderator, reflector and the moderator cover gas. Also, it is immersed
in the vault light water.

The end shield consists of a horizontal, cylindrical shell enclosed by two tube sheets (the calandria tubesheet and
the fuelling tubesheet) and spanned horizontally by the lattice tubes. The calandria tubesheet is common to the end
shields and the calandria vessel.

The end shields contain steel sheilding balls and circulating light water to provide biological shielding and cooling.

The end shield support assembly accommodates the differential radial and axial movements between the calandria
assembly and the calandria vault. It also provides the seal between the light water in the calandria vault and the
fuelling machine area outside the end shields.

The axial flexibility of the support plate (at the calandria fixed end) is restricted to limit the axial movement of the
reactor assembly moving as a unit during a seismic event. This restriction is accomplished by restraint bolts
distributed around the support plate circumference, tying this plate rigidly to the concreted-in embedment ring. The
calandria assembly is shown in Figure 1. The seismic analysis of the calandria assembly involves the generation
of the seismic model from the finite element model (full model), coupled with the vault model. The finite element
model shown in Figure 2 was used to determine the structure's seismic response as well as stresses and deformations
in different parts of the calandria assembly. The seismic response includes the Eigenvalue solution (Eigenvalue and
Eigenvector) or natural frequency and mode shapes. The seismic (dynamic) model was generated from the finite
element model by condensing the mass and stiffness at the selected Guyan nodes. The seismic input to this model
is the FRS (floor response spectrum) at the grade floor elevation.

Four types of masses are considered in this analysis as follows:

• The calandria assembly structure mass

• Mass of attached components



• Fluid mass contained inside the components

• Added mass due to inertia of the fluid entrained by the acceleration of the structure immersed
in the fluid (Reference 1). The prime objective of this analysis is to qualify the calandria
assembly pressure boundary under seismic and other mechanical loads, for the emergency
condition (Level C) as given in the ASME Code.

The HQR (Householder QR) modal extraction technique, available in the computer code STARDYNE (Reference
2), is used to extract the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the model. DYNRE4 in STARDYNE has been used with
the FRS at the grade floor (Elevation 100 m) and-the 10% closely spaced modes technique to calculate the nodal
displacements, velocity, acceleration and stresses for all the calandria assembly components. The calculated
stresses were found to be within the acceptable limits of the ASME and CSA Codes.

Table 1 gives a summary of the major modes, their natural frequencies and participation factors. Table 2 gives the
modal frequency, their dominant direction and the modal weight in each direction.

3. GUYAN REDUCTION AND SEISMIC ANALYSIS

Guyan reduction is a very well known technique which has been incorporated in most of the finite element
commercial codes, such as ANSYS (Reference 3) and STARDYNE. It is used to reduce the number of variables
in the large finite element model prior to dynamic analysis. This technique (Reference 4) preserves the potential
energy of the system but modifies to some extent the kinetic energy. In other words, the reduced stiffness matrix
is exact whereas the reduced mass matrix is approximate (the transformation matrices obtained from the stiffness
matrix are used on the mass matrix). The Guyan reduction procedure is to specify a set of nodes (called Guyan or
boundary nodes) for each component in the assembly. These Guyan nodes should be sufficient to characterize the
structure behaviour.

In STARDYNE; Guyan nodes work only with householder QR modal extraction. Guyan reduction will result in
a full mass matrix (consistent mass condensation matrix).

ANSYS briefly outlined the accurate method to obtain these Guyan nodes (if bending modes are of primary interest)
as follows:

• Neglect rotational degrees of freedom.

• Number of Guyan degrees of freedom selected should be at least equal to twice the number of
modes of interest.

• Include Guyan nodes at locations having relatively large mass or large mass to stiffness ratio.

• Avoid Guyan nodes at locations where the structure has an insignificant mass.

• If a motion in one direction produces a significant motion in another direction, the Guyan
nodes should be defined in both directions.

4. METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Two types of structural excitations are potentially important for structures having such large diameters and small
thickness (flexible structures). The first is the structural excitation along the shell centreline (in case of cylindrical
shells), analogous to beam motion which can be excited by seismic events. The second type of excitation is the
production of a surface disturbance that propogates circumferentially and longitudinally on the shell surface. The
first kind of excitation is called the flexural (bending) modes while the second is called the surface or local modes.
The flexural (bending) modes provide the greater contribution while the surface modes have a local effect. Normally
lumped parameters (lumped mass) models produce accurate flexural modes.

A finite element model with the attached mass using Guyan reduction method will normally generate accurate
representations for both flexural and surface modes. Stresses in local areas can be calculated using this type of
model. It has been observed in the current analysis, that the contribution of the local modes in flexible areas of the
structure are significant. Many Guyan runs have been made with increasing Guyan nodes in the flexible areas of
the structure to study the variations in the calandria assembly response (stresses) with the increase in the number
and location of the Guyan nodes. Not all local modes are contributors, some of them can distort the flexural response
of the structure and cause cross coupling problems between responses in different directions. Therefore, the mode
shape and the participation factor together with the modal weight effect for each mode are investigated and those
trivial (insignificant) local modes were singled out and evaluated separately. If the effect of these local modes was
insignificant, they were ignored.



5. CHOICE OF GUYAN (CONDENSATION) NODES

The calandria assembly was modelled as simple structures (plates, shells and beams).

A plate is a two-dimensional sheet of elastic material which lies in a plane. Plates possess flexural rigidity as a result
of their thickness and the elasticity of the plate material. During transverse vibrations (the first natural frequencies)
plates deform primarily by flexing perpendicular to their own plane. (For more information about plate vibrations,
refer to Reference 1.) As a minimum requirement, and depending on the type of loading applied, one Guyan node
at the centre of the plate and another four Guyan nodes distributed symmetrically in the plate plane is sufficient to
capture the first few natural frequencies of the plate.

A shell is a sheet of elastic material which conforms to a curved surface, the mid surface of the shell. The curvature
of the shell couples its flexural and extensional vibrations and considerably complicates the shell analysis. Guyan
nodes on the shell should be able to represent the axial modes, extension modes and the radial circumferential
flexural modes (Reference 1) and depend on the type of loading. As a minimum requirement, three rings of Guyan
nodes each with four nodes, distributed symmetrically along the circumference, one ring in the middle of the shell
and the other two rings separate the shell into one quarter and three quarters along the length.

In addition to the above, all those nodal degree of freedoms (d.o.f.'s) with attached (heavier) mass in specific
direction will be considered in the analysis as explained earlier in Section 3. In this analysis, nine nodes for each
plate (including heavier nodes) are chosen. These include the fuelling tubesheets and calandria tubesheets. Seven
layers of Guy an nodes were used for the calandria shell surface, each layer forms a ring with eight Guyan nodes each.

The number and distribution of the Guyan nodes have been arrived at after many runs. In each run, the nodes have
been increased and the natural frequency and the mode shape of the assembly for each mode were investigated and
studied very carefully. With about 90 Guyan d.o.f. the first three modes were in good agreement with the lumped
mass model (previously developed for CANDU 6 seismic analysis). With about 300 Guyan d.o.f., the natural
frequencies and modal weight of the major modes start to stabilize (the change in the contribution of the major modes
are negligible and the new local surface modes have negligible contributions). The structure ran for 300, 350,500,
800 and 1000 Guyan degrees of freedom. The 350 Guyan d.o.f. is considered adequate for current analysis.

6. CALANPRIA TUBES/LATTICE TUBES REPRESENTATION

The calandria tubes and lattice tubes are represented by beam elements in the model. The calandria tubes are flexible
in the vertical and transverse directions, and to a large extent rigid in the axial direction. Therefore, equivalent
weight and geometrical properties are calculated and lumped at the calandria tube mid span. The lumped weight
includes the calandria tube weight, pressure tube weight, coolant weight, moderator attached weight and the fuel
weight. The calandria tube and pressure tube are assumed to resist bending loads together while the calandria tube
resists axial loads alone.

7. VAULT REPRESENTATION

The calandria assembly and the reactor vault are coupled together in the finite element model. The reactor vault
weight is different in the three principal directions. The vault is much heavier than the calandria assembly (including
all the attached mass, i.e. light and heavy water, steel balls, piping,... etc.). The natural frequency of the vault is
very close to the natural frequency of the calandria assembly (end shield axial mode). Therefore, the vault and the
calandria assembly are coupled together.

8. MODAL SELECTION FOR STRESS ANALYSIS

The selection of modes for stress analysis is very important since the contribution of the modes are not the same,
and in such method of analysis a large number of modes can be obtained. The effect of all significant modes are
evaluated in accordance with the rules given in CSA Standard N289.3 by including a sufficient number of modes
in the analysis. In this analysis, the number of extracted modes was increased and the resulting responses were
compared until the inclusion of additional modes in the analysis did not produce more than 10% increase in the
response. It was concluded that by considering modes up to 33 Hz, the response of the structure is well represented
within the 10% margin allowed by CSA Standards.

There are 46 modes which have been processed up to the cutoff frequency of 33 Hz. There are many items to observe
when choosing modes for stress analysis:

• The modes with high participation factors in one or more directions.

• The summation of the modal weights in each direction in comparison with the structure
weight in that direction.



Therefore, 28 modes were processed for the stress pass. After the HQR modal extraction was complete, the response
of the structure (frequencies, mode shapes, modal weights, participation factors, . . . etc.) were processed using
DYNRE-4 and the FRS (Floor Response Spectrum) at the grade floor level (Elevation 100 m) and the 10% closely
spaced modes to calculate the nodal displacements, velocity, accelerations and stresses. The calandria assembly
damping was assumed to be 3% and the vault is 5%. The composite damping was calculated and the applicable FRS
curve was used.

9. ASSUMPTIONS AND IDEALIZATIONS

The following assumptions and idealizations were used in this seismic analysis:

a. The attached mass is the fluid mass contained in the component plus the added mass which accounts for the
inertia of a second fluid entrained by the accelerating structure immersed in the fluid, (Reference 1). In
addition, the attached mass definition includes all mass of the attached components (supported in part or
totally by the calandria structure) which include piping, RCUs, end fittings, steel ba l l s , . . . etc.

b. The effect of the surrounding fluid on damping is neglected (no credit will be taken for the fluid vibration;
3% damping was considered for the calandria assembly and 5% for the vault). This assumption which is
conservative tends to increase the structure response.

c. The added mass due to sloshing effects will not be considered (the impulsive (rigid) added mass will only
be considered). This assumption is justified since all fluid filled components are nearly filled, and there is
very limited opportunity for free surface fluid oscillations.

d. The distribution of the total added mass (mass of fluid inside and outside the calandria assembly and steel
balls defined in (a) above) on the finite element model nodes will be approximate and follow sine or cosine
distribution for cylindrical shell and uniformly distributed for flat plates (Reference 1).

e. Higher harmonics for the fluid/structure interactions are ignored.

10. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The calandria assembly is coupled with the vault, and the vault is supported at the grade floor (elevation 100 m).
All rigid body modes have been eliminated through the vault support. Figure 3 shows a schematic drawing of the
calandria assembly and the vault connected by rigid beams.

11. VERIFICATION OF SEISMIC ANALYSIS

Many verifications have teen done on the seismic analysis. Starting with the seismic model, the model ran for 1
g in each direction and the calculated weight (weight tables) were checked against those given in the design
specification. Negligible difference (less than 3%) were found in the total weight (structure and attached mass). In
general, verifications have been done in two fronts; the verification with the CANDU 6 lumped mass model, and
verification against ANSYS Code.

1. Verification with the CANDU 6 Lumped Mass Model

The natural frequencies obtained from the finite element model modal analysis are verified with the lumped
mass model (six-degree of freedom model for 600 MW generating station). This lumped mass model was
developed for CANDU 6 seismic analysis. Details of this seismic model are shown in Figure 4.
Comparison between the lumped mass model and the finite element model is given in Table 5. As shown,
there is a good agreement between the two models.

2. Verification with ANSYS Code

ANSYS and STARDYNE have different formulations and solution methods. It is important to run the
finite element model in both codes and compare the results. The finite element model was transferred to
ANSYS code, element STIF63 used for plate elements, STIF4 for beam elements and STIF21 for mass
elements (weights in STARDYNE correspond to mass elements in ANSYS).

Rigid beams in STARDYNE were replaced by the ANSYS constraint equations. Due to the use of mass
elements and the constraint equations, the memory and storage requirements are very high. The above
requirements have been met on the HP-730 machine. The automatic and manual options of determining
the master degrees of freedom has been used in the ANSYS program. The cutoff frequency used was 33
Hz, and the number of the extracted eigenvalues were set to 350 modes. It was considered that, 350 modes
is the basis for the comparison. Table 6 is a comparison between ANSYS and STARDYNE and a good
agreement can be easily observed within the formulations accuracy.



12. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The modal analysis results are given in Tables 1 and 2 and the results of the FRS (spectrum analysis) are given in
Tables 3 and 4. The resulting stress intensities for primary membrane and primary membrane plus bending are well
within the ASME Code allowables for Level (C), Class 2 requirements for all the calandria assembly components.
The results obtained by the lumped mass model (CANDU 6) and the finite element model are in good agreement
for the major modes during modal analysis. Care should be taken when using rigid beams with shell elements, as
the response may be distorted near the area of connections. Selecting modes for stress analysis should be handled,
with care; only significant modes up to the cut-off frequency and FRS rigid range should be considered. The
CS A-N289.3 rule has been met for the 10% margin criteria. In spite of the different formulations between ANS YS
and STARDYNE (eg. constraint equations vs. rigid beams and mass element vs. weights), the results were in
excellent agreement between the two codes (see Table 6). The above analysis provides a guideline for seismic
analyses using condensation methods.
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Table 1

SELECTED MAJOR MODES AND THEIR PARTICIPATION FACTORS*

Mode

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

14

15

16

17

18

19

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

39

40

41

Frequency

Hz

5.687

5.689

8.411

10.079

10.463

10.542

10.555

11.192

11.525

14.480

14.686

15.643

15.656

15.784

15.843

17.017

22.696

22.767

22.985

23.142

23.396

23.706

23.769

24.246

24.706

29.631

29.639

30.031

Participation Factors

Qx
1.347

0.0

0.0

1.227

0.0

0.010

-0.063

0.0

-0.015

0.0

-0.076

0.209

0.0

0.071

0.018

-0.027

0.806

-0.137

0.011

-0.028

0.372

-0.014

0.0

0.0

0.012

0.0

0.043

0.0

QY

0.0

1.091

0.0

0.0

-0.016

0.040

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.903

0.053

0.026

-0.453

-0.108

-0.227

0.799

0.014

0.46

0.342

0.122

0.051

-0.462

2.368

-1.21

0.0

0.412

-0.015

-0.316

Qz
0.0

0.0

1.830

0.0

0.004

-0.223

-0.015

-0.457

0.0

-0.163

0.0

-0.016

0.259

-0.044

0.153

0.171

0.0

0.091

-0.225

0.164

0.0

0.296

0.015

-0.615

0.029

-0.291

0.015

0.409

Remarks

C/T transverse mode

C/T vertical mode

End shield axial mode

Calandria transverse mode

Local mode

Local mode

Local mode

Significant C/S axial mode

Local mode

Calandria vertical mode

Local mode

Local mode

Coupled axial/vertical mode

Local mode

Coupled axial/vertical mode

Calandria vertical mode

Calandria transverse mode

Local mode

Local mode

Local mode

Local mode

Calandria vertical mode

Major calandria vertical mode

Calandria vertical mode

Local mode

Local mode

Local mode

Axial/transverse coupled mode

* Surface modes with tangible contributions are considered. All major modes and their closely spaced modes are
also considered.



Table 2

SELECTED MODAL WEIGHTS

Mode

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

14

15

16

17

18

19

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

39

40

41

Frequency

Hz

5.687

5.689

8.411

10.079

10.463

10.542

10.555

11.191

11.525

14.480

14.686

15.643

15.656

15.784

15.843

17.017

22.696

22.767

22.985

23.142

23.396

23.706

23.769

24.246

24.709

29.631

29.639

30.031

Modal Weights

(MW)X

744

0.0

0.0

4,863,867.

1.8

4.6

321

0.0

46

1.2

983

10,102

2.8

1,262

37.7

99

426,780

302

1.9

37

3,619

9.9

13

3.3

6.5

1.76

146

5

(MW)Y

0.0

488

2.8

0.0

5.8

73

0.0

90

0.0

128,726

485

152

59,744

2,921

6,047

86,129

130

3,421

1,717

704

67

11,293

2,760,994

172,240

0.0

14,376

17.6

20,064

(MW)Z

0.0

0.0

4,538,920

0.0

0.0

2,283

17.4

390,854

0.0

4,171

6.9

56

19,576

487

2,745

3,928

2.1

132

741

1,264

0.0

4,669

107

44,481

38

7,216

17.7

34,615

Remarks

include the vault response

include the vault response

}

} Calandria Assembly

} Vertical Modes



Table 3

SEISMIC RESPONSE - RELATIVE MOVEMENTS (IN)*

Direction

Component

Vault at calandria centreline

Vault at reactivity mechanisms deck

Calandria shell

End fitting (fixed end)

End fitting (free end)

Transverse
B/D

0.269

0.379

0.2736

0.2761

0.2761

Vertical

0.097

• 0.098

0.103

0.1006

0.1006

Axial
A/C

0.268

0.393

0.305

0.095

0.115

Table 4
SEISMIC RESPONSE - ABSOLUTE ACCELERATIONS (G)*

Direction

Component

Vault at calandria centreline

Vault at reactivity mechanism deck

Calandria shell

End fitting (fixed end)

End fitting (free end)

Transverse
B/D

0.61

0.879

0.660

0.680

0.680

Vertical

0.36

0.92

0.457

0.380

0.380

Axial
A/C

0.51

0.94

0.94

0.300

0.300

Shown responses are the envelope of soft, medium and hard soils.



Table 5

MAJOR MODES COMPARISON BETWEEN FEM MODEL

AND LUMPED MASS MODEL

Transverse

Frequency (Hz)

FEM*

5.687

10.079

-

22.696

-

LMM**

5.83

10.24

20.38

22.76

-

Vertical Frequency

(Hz)

FEM*

5.682

14.48

17.071

23.706

24.246

LMM**

' 5.84

-

20.64

-

28.55

Axial Frequency

(Hz)

FEM*

8.411

11.192

15.843

-

-

LMM**

8.24

11.48

17.51

21.59

-

Remarks

Major modes locations are the
same for both the FEM model
and LMM model

* FEM

** LMM

Finite element model natural frequency results.

Lumped mass model results.



Table 6

MAJOR MODES COMPARISON BETWEEN ANSYS AND STARDYNE

Excitation Direction

Transverse direction

Vertical direction

Axial direction

STARDYNE
Frequency

(Hz)

•5.687

10.079

15.643

22.696

5.689

14.48

17.071

23.709

24.246

8.411*

11.192

15.843

ANSYS Results

Frequency
(Hz)

5.687

11.9

15.94

16.04

31.68

5.69

13.41

16.71

23.91

24.72

7.505

10.47

10.51

Cumulative Mass
(Contributions percent)

Modes contribution
amounts to 97.5% of total
response in transverse
direction

Modes contribution
amounts to 93.5% of total
response in vertical
direction

Modes contribution
amounts to 92% of total
response in axial direction

Remarks

The shown contribution
accounts for major modes
and their closely-spaced
modes within the 10%
criteria.

* The first axial mode alone (8.411 Hz) accounts for more than 70% of the total response of the structure if
processed by itself. The deviation between ANSYS and STARDYNE modes (8.411 Hz vs. 7.505 Hz) is due to
the different formulations in the bending portion of the two codes for the plate element.
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ABSTRACT

Creep, drying shrinkage, modulus of elasiticity and Poisson's ratio of concrete are influenced by
a number of factors such as mix type, member thickness, curing condition and loading cases.
Particularly, Creep and shrinkage in concrete have yet to be studied due to its complicated
time-dependent properties. Also they are not deary differentiated quantitatively. In this paper,
the concrete tests of creep, modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio were carried out at
various ages of loading - 7, 28, 90, 180 and 365 days in order to investigate and quantify its
long-term properties. The test procedures and analysis of the test results were also described
herein. The results of this study will enable A/E to calculate effective prestressing forces
considering time-dependent prestressing loss and evaluate the structural integrity of the
prestressing system using the representative values derived from this property test.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the initial design phase for prestressed concrete containment structures, the long-term
properties of the hardened concrete, e.g. creep, drying shrinkage, modulus of elasticity and
Poisson's ratio are obtained from preliminary design assumption or valid codes and standards.
Although these values are based upon the sound engineering judgment or standard recommended
practices of design, they may not fully reflect the actual long-term behavior of concrete.
Consequently, those values have the limited usage in the analysis of the actual behavior of
structures.

Prestressing systems used as principal reinforcement in concrete containment structures are
normally subject to an integrity evaluation to determine the effects of certain time related factors
such as stress relaxation and possible deterioration. The standard practice recommends that the
time-dependent loss in the prestressing system be obtained by summing up the loss due to
concrete creep, concrete shrinkage and steel relaxation for the selected time of interest.



The designers and engineers responsible for the construction and licensing of nuclear power plants
are often urged that they shall demonstrate the actual long-term characteristics of concrete. For
instance, it is commonly found in technical specifications in Korea for nuclear power plant
construction that the concrete properties test shall be performed and reported initially and
whenever changes occur in the material or mix used to produce concrete. Also the impacts of the
test results shall be evaluated by A/E, if there are significant deviation form the assumed values.

Wolsung-2 plant (CANDU type) located in the south-east of the Korean Peninsula was designed
by AECL, Canada based upon the following assumed values.

• 28-day compressive strength 340 kg/cm^
• static modulus of elasticity 290,000 kg/cm^
• Poisson's Ratio 0 15
. Creep per DIN 4227
. Shrinkage per DIN 4227

These characteristics of concrete are influenced by a number of factors such as mix type, member
thickness, curing condition and loading cases. Particularly, Creep and shrinkage in concrete have
yet to be studied due to its complicated time-dependent properties. Also they are not cleary
differentiated quantitatively. Therefore, in the absence of a satisfactory hypothesis governing
creep and shrinkage phenomena, a number of assumptions have been developed that have been
generally substantiated by test and experience.

In this paper, the concrete tests of creep, modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio were carried
out at various ages of loading - 7, 28, 90, 180 and 365 days in order to investigate and quantify
its long-term properties. The test procedures and analysis of the test results were also described
herein. The results of this study will enable architecture engineers (A/E) to calculate effective
prestressing forces considering time-dependent prestressing loss and evaluate the structural
integrity of the prestressing system using the representative values derived from the property test.

2. TEST PROGRAM

2.1 Compressive Strength, Modulus of Elasticity and Poisson's Ratio

All materials for tests were collected at Wolsung-2 construction site to represent the same
property of on-site concrete. Table 1 summarizes the mix design used to produce concrete of
which compressive strength aims at 340 kg/cm^ (35 MPa) at 28 days.

For the compressive strength test, three sets of cylinders 15 cm diameter x 30 cm height,
respectively, were made at the age of 7, 28, 90, 180 and 365 days.

In general, the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio values are used in sizing of reinforced
structure members, establishing the quantity of reinforcement and computing stress for observed
strains. The modulus of elasticity is a stress to strain ratio value and Poisson's ratio is a ratio of



lateral to longitudinal strain for hardened concrete. According to ASTM C469, those values
were determined by three sets of concrete cylinders 15 x 30 cm at the age of 7, 28, 90, 180 and
365 days. For determining the modulus of elasticity, sensing device, compressometer was
employed for measuring to the nearest 5 millionths the average deformation of two diametrically
opposite gage lines, each parallel to the axis, and each centered about midheight of the specimen.

For Poisson's ratio, in combination with compressometer the transverse strain was determined by
extensometers measuring to the nearest 0.635 (im (25 fain.) the change in diameter at the
midheight of the specimen. The load was applied at a constant rate without shock. The applied
load and longitudinal strain were recorded at the point when the longitudinal strain was 50
millionths and when the applied load was equal to 40% of the ultimate load. The modulus of
elasticity and Poisson's ratio were calculated as recommended in ASTM C469:

Modulus of Elasticity E = (02 - a\ ) / ( &2 " 0.00005)

Poisson's ratio u. = (en2 - ehl) / ' ( £ 2 " 0.00005)

where,

02 : stress corresponding to 40 % of ultimate load
a I : stress corresponding to a longitudinal strain of 50 millionths
E2 : longitudinal strain produced by stress 02
8^2 : transverse strain at midheight of the specimen produced by stress 02
eni : transverse strain at midheight of the specimen produced by stress a j

2.2 Creep

The creep test is to measure the load-induced time-dependent compressive strain at selected ages
for concrete under controlled environmental conditions. ASTM C512 states "This test can be
used to compare creep potentials of different concretes. A procedure is available, using the
developed equation (or graphical plot), for calculating stress from strain data within massive non-
reinforced concrete structures."

It is generally known that creep is proportional to stress from 0 to 40 % of concrete compressive
strength It has been also shown to be directly proportional to paste content throughout the range
of paste contents normally used in concrete.

Creep characteristics were determined for initial loading in the following moist curing ages: 7, 28,
90, 180 and 365 days. For each age, six 15 by 30 cm cylindrical concrete specimens were
prepared and tested for the period of one year. Two specimens were tested for compressive
strength, two were loaded and observed for total deformation and two remained unloaded for use
as controls to indicate drying shrinkage deformations due to causes other than load. Each strength
and control specimens underwent the same curing and storage treatment as the loaded specimen.



The specimens were stored at a temperature of 23.0 ± 1.7 °C and at a relative humidity of 50 ± 4
% until start of the creep test in accordance with ASTM C512. Immediately before loading the
creep specimens, the compressive strength of the specimens were determined. An average
intensity of 35 % of the compressive strength at the age of loading was applied. Strain readings
were taken immediately before and after loading, 2 to 6 h later, then daily for 1 week, weekly
until the end of 1 month, and monthly until the end of 1 year. Before taking each strain readings,
the load was measured. Strain readings were also taken on the control specimens on the same
schedule as the loaded specimens.

The total load-induced strain per kilogram per square centimeter or kilonewton at any time is
obtained by measuring the difference between the average strain values of the loaded and control
specimens divided by the average stress. To determine creep strain per kilogram per square
centimeter or kilonewton for any age, the total strain per kilogram per square centimeter or
kilonewton is subtracted from the strain per kilogram per square centimeter or kilonewton
immediately after loading.

To calculate the constants 1/E and F(K) for the following equation, total strain per kilogram per
square centimeter or kilonewton on which the logarithmic axis represents time is plotted on
semilog coordinate paper.

e = (l/E) + F(K)ln(t+l)

where:
s = total strain per square centimeter or kilonewton , specific creep
E = instantaneous elastic modulus
F(K) = creep rate, calculated as the slope of a straight line representing the creep curve on the

semilog plot
t = time after loading, days

The quantity 1/E is the initial elastic strain per square centimeter or kilonewton and is determined
from the strain readings taken immediately before and after loading the specimen.

In this test, total strains were measured using a portable external strain gages, assuming that it is
a summation of instantaneous strain, drying shrinkage and creep strain, while drying shrinkage
strain could be measured from the specimens unloaded that were stored at the same environment
as the loaded specimens. Therefore, to determine the net creep strain for any age, drying
shrinkage strain added by instantaneous strain that appears immediately after loading are
subtracted from the total strain. Additionally, creep coefficients were calculated from creep
strains divided by instantaneous strains. Thus creep coefficients represent the magnitude of creep
as a function of instantaneous strains.

Creep strains for the design of Wolsung-2 plant were derived using the German code DIN 4227
(1988) . The code procedure takes into account the thickness of members and the relative
ambient humidity, and allows the evaluation of the creep strain in each component at any required
time. The code considers two components of creep, i.e. basic (or drying) creep, and a delayed



elastic strain. The code states that the delayed elastic strain component may be assumed to be
complete after 3 months, and is independent of the thickness of the member, whereas the drying
creep continues for many years, depending on the thickness. The drying creep is therefore
analogous to shrinkage, with the difference that the creep strain is proportional to applied stress,
in addition to all factors considered for shrinkage.

In the meantime, a comprehensive procedure of evaluating the creep effects for the design of the
containment building was adopted. Creep strains under long term loading were computed with
the meridional and hoop strains being treated separately. Two finite element analyses were
carried out for such purpose with the aid of the ANSYS axisymmetric model and calculated
creep strains were transformed into equivalent temperatures which were used as input in the
analysis.

3. TEST RESULTS

The average values of three specimens for compressive strength, modulus of elasticity and
Poisson's ratio are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 1

As shown on the figure, the compressive strength of concrete increases with ages and after 90
days it reaches the plateau of some 500 kg/cm^ as expected. The 28-day compressive strength of
specimens is 359 kg/cm^ which is close to the design value 340 kg/cm^ .

The modulus of elasticity increases with ages but it tends to be gradually constant with time. All
measured values for any age exceeds the design value 290,000 kg/cm^ .

Poisson's ratio shows a relatively constant value regardless of time, thus reaching 0.21 after 90
days which is far larger than the design value 0.15. It can be, therefore, inferred from the results
that a conservative value were adopted in the plant design.

In Table 3, the test results for creep characteristics are shown at various ages. As mentioned
before, it is assumed that a total strain consists of three components; instantaneous strain, drying
shrinkage and creep strains. The creep strain takes the largest share among them which
approximately amounts to a half the total strain. In addition, the creep strain is two or so times
instantaneous strain as expressed in terms of creep coefficients. Figure 2 shows that total strain,
drying shrinkage and creep strains increase steeply up to one month and becomes gradual with
time after that.

In Table 4. regression equations for specific creep per time after loading of which constants
denote the initial elastic strain and creep rate from sustained loads resulting from the average
intensity of 35% of the compressive strength were derived as a function of time as recommended
in ASTM C512 which could be used to predict the magnitude of strains that would occur in the
selected time of interest. Figure 3 shows the regression lines of the specific creep per curing days
on the semilog paper of which best-fit lines have turned out to be satisfactory. Also in Figure 4,



the representative regression line was plotted using all specific creep values disregrading curing
time and its equation was found as follows

e = 2.174 + 0.746 1n(t+l )

Using these data and equaiotns, A/E will be able to calculate the effective prestressing forces in
order to find the difference between analytical and measured values.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the concrete tests of creep, modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio were carried
out at various ages of loading - 7, 28, 90, 180 and 365 days in order to investigate its long-term
properties and quantify them. The test procedures and analysis of the test results were also
described herein.

The test results indicate:

• The compressive strength of concrete increases with ages and after 90 days it reaches the
plateau of some 500 kg/cm^ as expected. 28-day compressive strength of specimens is 359
kg/cm^ which is close to the design value 340 kg/cm^ .

• The modulus of elasticity increases with ages but it tends to be gradually constant with time.
All measured values for any age exceeds the design value 290,000 kg/cm^ .

• Poisson's ratio shows a relatively constant value regardless of time, thus reaching 0.21 after 90
days which is far larger than the design value 0.15. It can be, therefore, inferred from the
results that a conservative value were adopted in the plant design.

• The net creep strain takes the largest share among them which approximately amounts to a
half the total strain. In addition, the creep strain is two or so times instantaneous strains as
expressed in terms of creep coefficients. The total strain including drying shrinkage and creep
strains increase steeply up to one month and becomes gradual with time after that. It was
assumed herein that a total strain consisted of three components; instantaneous strains, drying
shrinkage and creep strains.

• Regression equations for specific creep per time after loading of which constants denote the
initial elastic strain and creep rate from sustained loads resulting from the average intensity of
35% of the compressive strength were also derived as a function of time which could be used
to predict the magnitude of strains that would occur in the selected time of interest. In
addition, the representative regression equation was derived as follows, using all specific
creep values disregarding curing time:

e = 2.174 + 0.746 ln( t +1 )



The results of this study will enable A/E to calculate effective prestressing forces and compare
measured vs. analytical values, considering time-dependent prestressing loss and evaluate the
structural integrity of the prestressing system using the representative values derived from this
property test. It should be noted that the standard practice recommends that the time-dependent
loss in the prestressing system be obtained by summing up the loss due to concrete creep,
concrete shrinkage and steel relaxation for the selected time of interest.

Further tests are to be carried out to complement the long-term properties of concrete for initial
time, 1, 3, 5, 10,15, 20 and 25 years thereafter. To this end, 18 test beams along with 50
cylindrical concrete specimens were prepared using the same mix design as the on-site concrete.
The test results combined with the result of in-service inspection tests will assist in investigating
the effect of structural safety by the correlation analysis of measured values.
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Table 1 MIX DESIGN OF CONCRETE

w/c
(%)
40

Water
(kg/cm-*)

165

Cement
(kg/cm^)

412

Sand
(kg/cm^)

746

Gravel
(kg/cm^)

980

WRA
(ml)

1385

AE
(ml)

50

Cement
Type

V

Table 2. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, MODULUS OF ELASTICITY, POISSON'S RATIO

Curing Ages
(days)

Compressive
Strength (kg/cm2)

Modulus of
Elasticity (kg/cm2)

Poisson's Ratio

7

344

293,882

0.22

28

359

312,161

0.23

90

497

319,192

0.21

180

497

339,581

0.21

365

502

345,908

0.21

Table 3. TEST RESULTS FOR CREEP CHARACTERISTCS

Curing Ages

(days)
7

28
90
180
365

Drying
Shrinkage

(x 10-6, A)
259
243
153
115
146

Creep Strain

(x 10"6, B)
675
644
683
595
596

Instantaneous
Strain

(x 10-6, C)
269
295
317
284
285

Total Strain

(xlO-6, D=A+B+C)
1203
1182
1153
994
1027

Creep
Coefficient
( E = B/C )

2.51
2.18
2.15
2.10
2.09

Table 4. REGRESSION EQUATIONS FOR SPECIFIC CREEP FROM SUSTAINED LOADS

Curing Ages
( days)

7

28

90

180

365

Sustained
Load

(kg/cm2)
96.2

127.3
152.8
164.1
164.1

Regression Equation
( Specific Creep 8, x 10~6 )

8 = 3.052+ 1.122 ln(t-t-l)
e = 2.415 + 0.779 ln(t+l)
8 = 2.006 +0.668 ln(t+l)
s = 1.763 + 0.474 ln(t+l)
s = 1.634 +0.687 ln(t+l)

Regression
Coefficient

1.00
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
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Abstract

This paper presents the validation of one- and three-dimensional thermalhydraulic models to be used to evaluate
the thermal performance of AECL's MACSTOR^ and CANSTOR^ spent fuel dry storage modules. For this purpose,
we compared analytical results to results of experiments conducted at AECL's Whiteshell Laboratories where mock-
ups of the MACSTOR module and of a CANDU fuel storage basket were tested.

The paper shows improvements to a simple one-dimensional model of the MACSTOR mock-up used previously. The
replacement of constant heat transfer coefficients by free convection correlations, the addition of a storage cylinder
model, and the addition of a radiation heat transfer model improved the predictions of concrete and storage
cylinder temperatures.

The paper also presents a new three-dimensional model for flow and heat transfer in the MACSTOR mock-up
developed using CFDS-FLOW3D and -RAD3D computer programs. CFDS-FLOW3D code can estimate loss
coefficients in complex geometry to an accuracy better than standard engineering correlations. The flow and
temperature fields predicted using CFDS-FL0W3D are consistent with the measurements made during MACSTOR
mock-up experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Dissipation of the residual heat generated by the spent fuel is a major factor in the design of spent fuel dry storage
and one of the key elements for its licensing. Heat dissipation is important to maintain the integrity of the fuel and of
the concrete.

Following the success of the concrete canister dry storage programs, AECL developed the more advanced, high
performance MACSTOR1 technology. The concept applies to dry storage of CANDU spent fuel under the name of
CANSTOR2. Figure 1-1 shows the MACSTOR module (the CANSTOR module is similar). The higher thermal
performance of the MACTOR and CANSTOR modules is achieved by using a continuous passive convection
process to cool the fuel storage cylinders inside the concrete vault. The cooling circuit consists of air entrances at the
bottom of the module, the main internal vault where the storage cylinders are located and where the air is heated and
develops the buoyancy head driving the natural circulation, and the air outlets located in the upper portion of the side
walls, from where the warm air is released to the atmosphere. The air inlets and outlets form a labyrinth to ensure
shielding against nuclear radiation and to prevent direct impact of tornado missiles on the storage cylinders. The
external side of the air inlets is located well above the ground to prevent their blockage by accumulation of debris or
snow, and the internal side of the inlets is designed to supply the cooling air to the bottom of the storage cylinders.
Both inlets and outlets are equipped with protective screens for security reasons.

'Modular Air-cooled Concrete Storage

2CANDU Storage



To evaluate the thermal performance of the CANSTOR and MACSTOR modules, AECL undertook the testing of a
full-scale mock-up of the MACSTOR module and of a storage basket at Whiteshell Laboratories. The test program
covered unimpaired and impaired flow conditions over a wide range of power levels.

This paper describes one- and three-dimensional analytical models of the MACSTOR mock-up. It is shown that
these models are conservative for the prediction of concrete and storage-cylinder temperatures. The one-dimensional
models are very flexible. They allow parametric or design assist studies, like the evaluation of sensitivity to
geometry, boundary conditions, material properlies, and engineered features to be completed quickly. The three-
dimensional analyses provide a level of visualization of the flow field and of the temperature distribution in three
dimensions that cannot be achieved by experiments or one-dimensional models. They are also impressive tools for
the evaluation of the loss coefficients and of thermal radiation in complex geometry.

2. DESCRIPTION OF MACSTOR MOCK-UP AND EXPERIMENTS

A full-scale mock-up of the MACSTOR module was assembled at AECL's Whiteshell Laboratories and a series of
tests was performed to evaluate its behavior when subject to various heat loads and flow impairments. The heat
loads applied during the experiments varied from 9 to 36 kW for the group of four cylinders (2.25 to 9 kW per
storage cylinder). This range covers the decay heat starting from the average burnup CANDU fuel bundles cooled
for 6 years to the expected higher decay heat of LWR fuel. Flow impairments included partial blockage of all inlets
and outlets, total blockage of inlets and outlets on one side, and total blockage of all inlets. The tests were
performed indoor under constant temperature conditions.

Figure 2-1 shows a plan and elevation view of the test module. This module represents a full-scale mock-up of a
group of four storage cylinders in an end-section of the originally proposed MACSTOR facility. In the original
design, this group was repeated to form structures of variable capacity in increments of four. In this design,
partitions were used between groups of four storage cylinders and the end-section had provision for ventilation on
the three external walls. During the test sequence, it became apparent that ventilation from two opposing sides
would provide adequate cooling for the module. Consequently, the ventilation ducts on the end-wall were removed,
and the duct penetration was covered with metal sheet and insulated. The external walls of the test module were
constructed of 102 mm (4") thick concrete slabs. The roof and walls were insulated appropriately to simulate the
concrete thickness anticipated for shielding of fuel in the proposed facility. Ventilation ducts were constructed of
sheet metal with a labyrinth type design that would be required to provide shielding in a facility that contained
irradiated fuel. When these tests were completed, improvements in the design of the inlet and outlet ports were
incorporated in the CANSTOR and MACSTOR designs to further enhance natural circulation (see Figure 1-1).
Screening over the ducts was provided to ensure accurate simulation of an actual facility. Heaters were placed in
four steel pipes that simulated the fuel storage cylinders. Instrumentation consisted of power meters, velocity probes
in the inlet ports and thermocouples located at various positions: on the storage cylinders, in the air, on the inner and
outer surfaces of the roof, on the inner surface of the internal wall, on the outer surface of the external walls, and in
the inlet and outlet ducts.

3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL THERMALHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

A simple ID model presented at the CNS Annual Conference of 1994 showed adequate capabilities for reproducing
the concrete and air circuit behavior of the MACSTOR mock-up but was limited by the use of constant heat transfer
coefficients, lack of a thermal radiation heat transfer model, and lack of a storage cylinder model (Reference 1). A
new model with these capabilities added was therefore built, as illustrated in Figure 2-1, and is described in the
following sections.



3.1. Governing Equations

The momentum and energy conservation equations were solved simultaneously to determine the natural circulation
flow rate, the air outlet temperature, and the average temperatures at the surface of the storage cylinder and on both
sides of the walls and roof.

The conservation of momentum for the air circuit was:

, (// +H ) - - H 1= " " K ' ^ 2

The conservation of energy for the air circuit was:

" ^ P ^ i n ~ *imi ' ~ &CONV.WALL INT ~ ^CONV.ROOF.INT """ UcONV.CYL ~ "

The conservation of energy at the surface of the storage cylinder was:

XZFUFA, ~ ^CONV.CYL ~ URAD.CYL.WALL ~~ &RADCYL ROOF ~ "

Similar equations apply for the internal and external surfaces of the walls and roof. The average density in the
momentum balance was found by integration assuming a linear variation of air temperature with elevation inside the
module; the inlet and outlet air densities were simply given by the equation of state:
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3.2. Convection Heat Transfer

Examination of the MACSTOR mock-up experimental results showed that turbulent free convection occurs over

more than 80% of the heat transfer area of the storage cylinder and concrete surfaces, where Gr t>10'-10^, for the

whole range of power considered. The convection heat transfer rate is given by QC0NV = h- A- AT, where the heat

transfer coefficient is related to the Nusselt number.

For the vertical walls and cylinders, which can also be treated as vertical walls since (D/ L)>3SGrL

(Reference 3), the following free convection correlation for turbulent flow is used (Reference 4):

NuL = (-)(0.508)-r___,/4
[0.957+ Pr]1/4 1.08

where Grrra,,5=108-

For the internal and external faces of the roof, the following correlation applicable to turbulent free convection over
a cooled downward facing horizontal surface, or turbulent free convection over a heated upward facing horizontal
surface, is taken (Reference 5):



NuL =0.14-(GrL Pr):/- forGrLPr> l()9

3.3. Thermal Radiation Heat Transfer

The heat transfer by thermal radiation heat transfer was modeled assuming two gray surfaces. The radiative heat flow
rate was therefore calculated as:

E, /!, A, rA _A1 £2 A2

Strictly, the above formula applies only to radiation heat transfer when two surfaces are involved. When three or
more surfaces are involved, the equations are more complex. Expecting that most of the radiation heat transfer within
the module is between the storage cylinder and the side walls and noting that these two surfaces nearly form an
enclosure, the above equation is used to approximate the heat transfer between them. It is also used to approximate
the heat transfer between the cylinder and the internal surface of the roof where the temperature would be the
highest. For conservatism, radiative heat transfer with the floor is neglected because the door would only serve as a
heat sink. Similarly, heat transfer between the walls and the roof is also neglected, as the wall would act as a heat
sink for the roof.

3.4. Conduction Heat Transfer

The conduction model assumed steady-state conduction through the walls and the roof. Therefore,

U™ ' ' ' INT ~ ' EXT ' •

3.5. Results

The results of the old and new models were compared to the experimental results in Tables 3.5-1 and -2,
respectively. In general, the inclusion of heat transfer correlations and a radiation model improved the predictions of
(he air and concrete temperatures. In addition, the new model enabled predictions of the storage cylinder
temperature. Most importantly, the recent results are also conservative. The new model predicts flows and
temperatures that are in good agreement with the experimental values. The calculated mass flows are within 4% of
those measured in the experiments except for test S1C-36 for which the difference is 6.3%. The calculated outlet
temperatures are within 2.1°C of the measured values except for test T1C-36 for which the calculated temperature is
overestimated by 7.9°C.

The concrete maximum temperature is overestimated by 0.2 to 4.9CC depending on the test. The average cylinder
temperature, at the mid-elevation of the cylinder, is only overestimated by less than 3°C at low power and by less
than 9°C at high power. The maximum cylinder temperature, at the top of the cylinder, is overestimated by less than
6°C at low power and normal conditions (S1D-9), less than 16°C at high power with normal conditions (S1C-36),
and less than 24°C at high power with all inlets and outlets blocked on one side (T1C-36). The greater conservatism
at the top of the cylinder is due to the assumption that the bottom-up temperature difference of the cylinder is equal
to that of the air. This assumption neglects the effects of conduction and radiation at the ends of the cylinder, both of
which would tend to decrease the temperature at the extremities of the cylinder. The energy distribution inside the
module is predicted more realistically in the new model than in the old one, because the thermal radiation is
accounted for. In test S1D-9, the energy distribution is as follows:



• On the cylinder surface: about 33% of the energy is dissipated by thermal radiation and 67% by convection to
the cooling air.

• On the wall internal surface: 100% of the energy input is from radiation from the cylinders; about half is
dissipated by conduction to the outside and half back to the cooling air by convection through the concrete.

• On the roof internal surface: about 25% of the energy input is by convection from the heated air, 75% by
radiation from the cylinders; all this energy is dissipated by conduction through the concrete.

4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL THERMALHYDRAULIC ANALYSIS

The CFDS-FLOW3D code was used to calculate the temperature, velocity and pressure distribution in the
MACSTOR mock-up. FLOW3D is a general purpose commercial computational fluid dynamic computer program
distributed by AEA Technology. It can be coupled to the RAD3D thermal radiation program. Figure 4-1 shows an
outline of FLOW3D model representing one quarter of the MACSTOR mock-up. The model includes the outside
atmosphere near the inlet and outlet ports, the divider plates separating the inlet and outlet ducts into three sections,
the blockage of the central section, and the heated and unheated sections of the storage cylinder. With this
arrangement, the heat losses to the ambient atmosphere through the side walls of the module were accounted for
(roof losses were not included). Figure 4-2 shows the finite-volume mesh of the model. A total of about 38000
control volumes were used to represent the storage cylinder, the air circuit inside the module and the outside
atmosphere. The standard two-equation k-e turbulence model with its default parameters is used to model turbulence.

Due to geometrical constraints imposed by the RAD3D program, the effect of thermal radiation was verified using a
simplified (low model in which the inlet and outlet ducts, as well as the outside atmosphere region, were removed. A
source ilow equal to that computed using the full model was applied at the location where the inlet duct penetrates
the vault and an outlet hole was created at the lop of the wall. The effect of thermal radiation has been assessed by
comparing the results of three cases: (1) no thermal radiation, (2) average thermal radiation exchange between the
cylinder and each of the other internal surfaces, and (3) refined radiation model. In the third case, the walls and
cylinder were divided into 18 horizontal slices and the radiation exchange between individual surfaces ((4 walls + 1
cylinder ) x 18 slices + 1 roof + I floor = 92 radiation surfaces) were considered. Thermal radiation was modeled
using the Monte-Carlo algorithm of the RAD3D program, interacting with the FLOW3D fluid flow solver until the
solution converged. Concrete and steel surfaces were assumed to be diffuse gray surfaces with emissivities set to
those measured during the MACSTOR mock-up test program. The symmetry planes between the cylinders were
modeled as specular (mirror-like) surfaces with zero emissivily.

A two-dimensional model of the MACSTOR mock-up was also created before the development of the three-
dimensional model. In this model, the storage cylinder was treated as a heated porous region. The 2D model was
useful for assessing the strategies to optimize the convergence rate of the solution, while using a minimum of
computational resources. However, the heated porous region approach was found to induce highly distorted and
unrealistic How and temperature patterns inside the module.

4.1. Loss Coefficients of Inlet and Outlet Ports

Modeling of the hydraulic losses in the inlets and outlets is critical since it directly affects the natural convection
flow which in turn controls the outlet air temperature. The loss coefficient, K, is defined by the relationship,

AP=K-(pV2)/2.

The pressures upstream and downstream of the inlet and outlet are the average pressures at planes reasonably far on
the two sides of the inlet and outlet. The velocities are those at reference cross-sections for the inlet and outlet. The
density is 1.201 kg/nv1 in the analyses assuming incompressible flow.



Table 4.1-1 compares the inlet and outlet loss coefficients derived from FLOW3D to standard engineering
correlations and best estimate values. The best estimate values were obtained by correcting the standard engineering
value until the calculated flow, using the ID model described above, matches that measured in the experiment. The
results show that the loss coefficients obtained using FL0W3D in this complex geometry agree with the best
estimate value better than classical engineering correlations. Furthermore, it was also verified that the loss
coefficients derived from FLOW3D did not significantly change when the grid density was doubled.

4.2. Natural Convection Mass Flow

Figure 4.2-1 shows the predicted flow pattern inside the module for test S1D-9. FLOW3D simulations successfully
reproduced the expected flow features: contraction at the inlet, splitting of the inlet flow around the cylinder, up flow
along the cylinder, turn of the flow at the top with some swirl, recirculation zones in the outlet port, rising and
expansion of the plume. Three simulations assessed the capabilities of FLOW3D of predicting the magnitude of
natural circulation cooling flow. Table 4.2-1 summarizes the results obtained from these simulations.

4.2.1. S1D-9 Incompressible flow at 101.3 kPaa

Assuming an atmospheric pressure of 101.3 kPa and incompressible flow, the natural convection flow predicted by
FLOW3D at the inlet is 0.123 kg/s. This is 16% higher than that measured in the experiment (0.106 kg/s for a quarter
of the mock-up). The overestimate is partly because the FLOW3D model does not account for the effect of the
screens in the inlet and outlet ports, partly because the analysis assumes incompressible flow at atmospheric pressure
of 101.3 kPaa (density constant at 1.201 kg/m^ instead of 1.15 and 1.08 kg/m^ at the inlet and outlet ports
respectively). The 2% error difference between the inlet and outlet flows is due to the limited number of significant
digits in the FLOW3D output file (lO"-' is of the order 1% of velocities) instead of the lack convergence of the
velocity calculation (10"^ is of the order of 0.1 % of velocities).

4.2.2. S1D-9 Compressible flow at 98 kPaa

When the analysis accounts for flow compressibility and uses the correct atmospheric pressure, the inlet mass flow is
0.119 kg/s, now only 12% higher than the experimental value instead of 16% when the flow is assumed
incompressible at 101.3 kPa.i. This shows the importance of compressibility and of properly setting the atmospheric
pressure.

4.2.3. S1C-36 Compressible flow at 98 kPaa

The calculated mass flow for test S1C-36 is only 2-4% higher than that measured in the experiment. The better
agreement at high power suggests that flow measurement errors at lower power (and lower now) could explain in
part the difference between the calculated and measured flows in the test S1D-9.

4.3. Temperatures

The air, fuel and concrete temperature fields characterize the thermal behavior of the module. The concrete and fuel
temperatures are key parameters, as they should not exceed 63°C and 160°C, respectively (under normal operating
conditions at the maximum design ambient temperature).

Figures 4.3-1 and -2 illustrate the temperature distribution in the air and in the cylinder for the test S1D-9. FLOW3D
reproduces the expected flow features: hot boundary layer around the cylinder, cold boundary layer on the internal
surface of the walls (radiation was not included in this simulation), null temperature gradient across the symmetry
plane between two cylinders, reduction of the plume temperature due to air entrainment, and radial temperature
distribution in the cylinder.



Figure 4.3-3 compares the calculated and measured values of the air temperaturee at three elevations. The
calculations reproduce the approximately linear variation of temperature with elevation found in experiments. The
measured air temperatures were higher by 2-3°C compared to the calculated values. This could probably be
attributed to the fact that the thermocouples used in the experiment were not shielded against the thermal radiation
from the cylinders. It is believed this discrepancy would be smaller if the thermocouples had been shielded since the
calculated temperature in the outlet duct was in good agreement with the measurement, and the latter was not
affeccted by thermal radiation.

Figure 4.3-4 shows the effect of radiation heat transfer on the variation of the surface temperature of the storage
cylinder with elevation. When radiation is not modeled, FLOW3D over predicts the cylinder surface temperature by
about 20 to 40°C, and predicts a "banana shape" variation of temperature with elevation. With the coarse radiation
model, the temperature overestimate is reduced to 10-20°C, and the variation of temperature with elevation is almost
linear. With the detailed radiation model, the variation of temperature with elevation is, like in the experiment, an
"inverted banana shape", and only 10°C higher than the experimental curve. The less regular temperature variation
obtained with the detailed radiation model is probably due to numerical problems; and needs further investigation.
Nevertheless, it is evident from Figure 4.3-4 that the radiation significantly contributes to the decrease of the
temperature of the storage cylinders and that it needs to be modeled in detail.

5. CONCLUSION

5.1. Conclusion of One-Dimensional Analysis

The one-dimensional model presented in this paper is a simple yet comprehensive tool for conservative predictions
of concrete and storage cylinder temperatures. The model includes all the key physical phenomena involved in the
thermal behavior of the CANSTOR and MACSTOR modules, and provides good agreement with experimental data
for a wide range of power levels, with or without flow impairments. The model's flexibility makes it an invaluable
tool for parametric, design assist and optimization studies.

5.2. Conclusion of Three-Dimensional Analysis

The results of three-dimensional simulations using a FLOW3D model of the MACSTOR mock-up show that:

• Loss coefficients obtained using FLOW3D are in better agreement with best estimate values than classical
engineering correlations. For good results, a 3D model should be preferable to a 2D model and, where
expansions and contractions from/to the outside atmosphere occur, the outside atmosphere must be modeled
to a sufficient extent.

• FLOW3D predicted the natural circulation flow of test S1C-36, a high power (36 kW) test with no flow
blockage, to within 4% of the measured flow. For test SlD-9, a low power (9 kW) test with one third of the
inlets and outlets blocked, the overestimate was 12%. Fluid compressibility and pressure were found to have a
non negligible effect on the predicted mass flow.

• The flow pattern inside and outside the module was, to the maximum extent that we could judge, reasonably
well reproduced by FLOW3D. The calculated flow features were as expected: contraction at the inlet, splitting
of the inlet flow around the cylinder, up flow along the cylinder, turn of the flow at the top with some swirl,
recirculation zones in the outlet port, rising and expansion of the plume.

• Air temperature distribution inside the module was very well reproduced by FLOW3D.

• The effect of thermal radiation is important. If thermal radiation is neglected, FL0W3D over predicts the
storage cylinder temperature by about 20°C and misses the sub-linear cylinder surface temperature variation



with elevation. Coupling FL0W3D and a detailed RAD3D radiation model decreases the temperature
overestimate to about 10-12°C and reproduces the observed sub-linear variation of temperature with elevation.
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Symbols

a
e
P

Stefan-Boltzman constant (5.669X10"" kW/m2K4) Q
Emissivity (-) R
Density (kg/m3)
Surface area or cross-section area (m

A i-A1 F ° r m factor between Al and A2 (-)
Gravitational acceleration (m/s^)
Film heat transfer coefficient
Height (m)
Thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
Pressure loss coefficient (-)
Thickness of material (m)
Pressure (Pa)

Heat rate (W)
a j r Air gas constant (unr/sr-K)

T Temperature (K)
UA Thermal conductance (W/K)
V Velocity (m/s)
W Mass flow (kg/m3)
Gr Grashoff number (-)
Nu Nusselt number (-)
Pr Prandtl number (-)
Re Reynolds number (-)



TABLE 3.5-1
COMPARISON OF OLD ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL CALCULATIONS AGAINST MACSTOR TEST

RESULTS

Test

Variable (range measured)

Qf,,Pi. kW

Tin, °C
'nnl> *~
T T- °r
1 nut " * in, w

W, kg/s

Tronf.°C
internal (36.2 - 38.7)
external (27.3 - 28.8)
%Convection

SID-9
9kW

2/3 inlets and outlets
free

Measured Calculated

9.2
22.0

41.3
19.3
0.42

37.5
28.0
88.6

39.3
17.3
0.43

38.7
25.8
80

SID-18
18 kW

2/3 inlets and outlets
free

Measured Calculated

18.2
22.1

53.5
31.4
0.53

48.7
31.6
91.0

50.6
28.5
0.54

49.6
28.4
84

S1D-27
27 kW

2/3 inlets and outlets
free

Measured | Calculated

27.1
23.4

64.4
41.0
0.60

59.0
35.5
90.4

62.1
38.7
0.60

60.6
31.9
85

SIC-36
36 kW

no blockage

Measured Calculated

36.1
24.0

60.4
36.4
0.80

61.9
36.9
80.8

63.4
39.4
0.81

62.0
32.8
88

TABLE 3.5-2
COMPARISON OF NEW ONE-DIMENSIONAL MODEL CALCULATIONS AGAINST MACSTOR TEST

RESULTS

Test

Variable (range measured)

Qfnpl, kW
T- °r
1 in, *~Tnnl, °C
Tout " Tin, C
W, kg/s

lev linden *~
top (58.3-61.7)
middle (51.4-53.6)
bottom (38.3 - 40.2)

internal (36.2 - 38.7)
external (27.3 - 28.8)
1 wall internal' *-
top
middle
bottom

* wall external' *-
middle
%Convection

SID-9
9kW

2/3 inlets and outlets
free

Measured Calculated

9.2
22.0

41.3
19.3
0.42

58.9
52.8
39.2

37.5
28.0

46.2
38.2
30.2

24.3
88.6

40.1
18.1
0.41

64.2
55.1
46.1

37.7
25.4

50.7
41.6
32.6

25.7
81.1

SID-18
18 kW

2/3 inlets and outlets
free

Measured Calculated

18.2
22.1

53.5
31.4
0.53

83.0
74.0
51.5

48.7
31.6

62.8
49.4
35.5

26.3
91.0

51.6
29.5
0.51

103.6
77.6
79.8

49.3
27.8

70.3
55.5
40.8

28.2
83.2

SID-27
27 kW

2/3 inlets and outlets
free

Measured Calculated

27.1
23.4

64.4
41.0
0.60

103.6
92.8
79.8

59.0
35.5

77.7
60.1
40.9

28.3
90.4

62.3
38.9
0.58

117.5
98.1
78.7

61.2
31.0

88.8
69.4
50.0

31.5
83.6

SIC-36
36 kW

no blockage

Measured Calculaled

36.1
24.0

60.4
36.4
0.80

114.3
104.6
71.3

61.9
36.9

82.5
63.4
43.0

29.3
80.8

60.6
36.6
0.85

129.6
111.3
93.0

65.9
32.6

95.1
76.8
58.5

33.4
86.7

T1C-36
36 kW

inlets and outlets on
one side blocked

Measured Calculated

36.4
23.6

74.3
50.7
0.52

127.2
112.9
75.6

73.7
41.2

96.8
73.3
47.7

32.0
72.2

82.2
58.6
0.51

150.8
121.5
92.2

78.6
34.2

117.0
87.7
58.4

34.4
82.6

Notes: 1. The model gives the average temperature at middle elevation; the bottom and top temperatures are
extrapolated from that at the middle elevation temperature assuming a linear bottom-top temperature
variation equal to the air temperature rise in the module.
2. The experimental result is for internal parged wall while the calculation result is for the three other
external walls.



TABLE 4.1-1
COMPARISON OF LOSS COEFFICIENTS

Method

Best Estimate^)

Standard Engineering
Correlations

FLOW3D

Loss Coefficient

Inlet (error*2))

4.09

6.35 (+55%)

4.79 (+17%)

Outlet (error^))

5.35

8.31 (+55%)

7.08 (+32%)

Notes: 1. Value required to reproduce the experimental flow rate in test S1D-9.
2. Difference is with best estimate value.

TABLE 4.2-1
COMPARISON OF MASS FLOWS

Inlet Experiment
FLOW3D
Difference (%)

Outlet Experiment
FLOW3D
Difference (%)

Mass Flows (kg/s)

SI D-9 Incompressible
Flow at !0l.3kPaa

O.I 06
O.I 23

16%

0.106
0.125

18%

SI D-9 Compressible
Flow at 98 kPaa

0.106
0.119

12%

0.106
0.121

14%

SIC-36 Compressible
Flow at 98 kPaa

0.201
0.209
4%

0.201
0.205
2%

10



FIGURE 1-1
MACSTOR MODULE (CANSTOR IS SIMILAR)
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FIGURE 2.1
ONE-DIMENSIONAL HEAT TRANSFER MODEL OF MACSTOR MODULE MOCK-UP
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FIGURE 4-1
BLOCK STRUCTURE OF FLOW3D MODEL OF MACSTOR MOCK-UP

FIGURE 4-2
MESH OF FLOW3D MODEL OF MACSTOR MOCK-UP
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FIGURE 4.2-1
FL0W3D PREDICTED FLOW PATTERN FOR TEST S1D-9
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FIGURE 4.3-1
FL0W3D PREDICTED TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

FOR TEST S1D-9 - COOLING AIR

FIGURE 4.3-2
FL0W3D PREDICTED TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

FOR TEST S1D-9 - STORAGE CYLINDER
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INTRODUCTION

Composite materials and adhesives are used in an increasing number of applications, including land
vehicles, ships and aircrafts, in which they replace metals and alloys because of their excellent mechanical properties
and resistance to corrosion. Already, the Canadian patrol frigate and the CF-18 Hornet aircrafts have several parts
made of epoxy adhesive-based composite materials. These materials also see an increasing usage in civil engineering
designs, notably in the replacement of steel bars in reinforced concrete beams and structures. It is conceivable that
the space and the nuclear industry could employ these materials for certain applications, such as structural parts of
space crafts or orbital stations, or, in the case of the nuclear industry, for the fabrication of some structural elements
of power reactors or for the container walls for the long-term storage of radioactive materials including the spent
fuel from nuclear reactors.

In this context, it is essential that the behaviour and the resistance of these composites to intense radiation
fields and/or prolonged irradiations be fully assessed before any commitment is made to the composite materials
for nuclear applications. In the military context, it is also important to determine how composite materials could
resist in wartime operations involving nuclear weapons, submitting the equipment to high radiation bursts. Initially,
this project was launched with the goal of answering these concerns, but, as the tests were carried out and analyzed,
it became obvious that the phenomenon of radiation processing was taking place in the irradiated samples, and that
this beneficial effect of the radiations could be put to good uses. The results presented here were obtained from a
third set of tests, using an improved procedure from the lessons gained with the first two sets of results published
previously '•2, from which a better understanding of the complex phenomena has been obtained.

RADIATION EFFECTS ON EPOXIES

Figure 1 illustrates the epoxide group, made of two carbon atoms linked to an oxygen atom, which
characterizes the epoxy molecules which may include one of several epoxide groups as part of their structure, along
with other structures such as aromatic, aliphatic, or cycloaliphatic groups. Thanks to the presence of the epoxide
groups, these large polymeric molecules can react with a large variety of substrates. The epoxies are made as resins
which are cured using most often an aliphatic polyamine, yielding a system of crosslinked epoxy backbone which
gives exceptional mechanical and chemical properties. The curing process can be controlled by ambient temperature
or by the addition of accelerating agents.

Most often, the epoxies are used with some kind of diluents, fillers, hardening or toughening agents,
intended to facilitating the use of the material and to further improve its usefulness, and not so much to alter the
properties themselves, except for lowering the costs. The epoxies are usually heavy and viscous materials with a
molecular weight of approximately 370, with a wpe (weight per epoxide group) of about 180 and a viscosity of 1100
to 1500 mPa-s at 25°C.
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Several factors affect the behaviour of epoxies subjected to ionizing radiations, including the radiation
environment and the presence of additives. In particular, the behaviour of the properties of the epoxies irradiated
in the presence of an oxygen-containing material (such as water) is much different than in the absence of oxygen.
In an inert atmosphere, only chain scission and crosslinking can occur due to the radiations. When the radiations
are made of electromagnetic photons (X-rays and gamma rays), the predominant mechanisms of interaction of the
photons with the matter are the Compton and the photoelectric effects, and the pair production. The latter effect,
possible only if the photon energy is above 1.02 MeV, is essentially the disappearance of the photon in the vicinity
of a heavy nucleus, followed by the creation of an electron-positron pair. While the electron may subsequently
ionize atoms by stripping other electrons, the positron, a particle of anti-matter, first slows down to thermal energies
by colliding with other electrons and causing ionization, then collides with an electron and both disappear in an
annihilation process resulting in two (sometimes three) 511-keV photons which are eventually absorbed into the
matter with more ionization produced. As for the Compton and photoelectric effects, they are respectively partial
and total absorption of the photon energy by the atoms, resulting in stripped electrons and ionization. Finally, the
effect of the radiation can also result in the excitation of the atoms. The stripped electrons and the ionized atoms
and molecules may have sufficient energy to cause chemical reactions producing highly excited molecules and free
radicals resulting from heterolytic or homolytic bond cleavage.

From a macroscopic point of view, the effects of radiation on epoxies may be seen to depend on the type,
dose rate and integrated radiation dose. The chemical reactions triggered by the radiation interaction with the atoms
are numerous and complex in nature, but the overall effects are that more or less the same sets of reactive species
are created. The reactions can be further complicated by the presence of elements such as sulfur or chlorine. After
the formation of free radicals, recombination can terminate the polymerization process with the formation of a
crosslink, the addition to a double bond to form a crosslink, or simple chain scission. Both the phenomena of
crosslinking and chain scission occur simultaneously, but one of the two is usually predominant, depending mostly
on the structure of the polymer. Chain scission is the predominant process when the polymers exhibit high
concentrations of quaternary carbons atoms along the chain. However, the presence of an aromatic ring in the
polymer backbone makes the polymer more stable in the presence of radiations.

Oxygen in the ambient atmosphere has a determinant effect on the behaviour of the epoxies subjected to
ionizing radiations. The processes are very complex, but can be summarized as a much evident predominance of
the chain scission phenomenon for the epoxies irradiated in the presence of oxygen-containing mediums such as air
or water. Reactions with oxygen produce oxidized structures within the polymers such as ketones, alcohols,
peroxides and gaseous effluents like H2O, CO and CO2. The radicals formed directly and indirectly by the radiations
are immediately attacked by the oxygen atoms and prevented from further processes such as crosslinking.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT.

For this experimental work, two types of epoxies were submitted to intense fluxes of radiation produced
by the SLOWPOKE-2 research reactor at the Royal Military College/College Militaire Royal. The radiation
consisted in thermal and epithermal neutrons and in gamma and X-rays. The first type of epoxy was the 5-minute
Cole-Parmer epoxy, characteristic of a quick setting adhesive. The other type was a Devcon #10210 type, with a
24-hour curing time. The doss rates for the neutrons and the gamma radiations were determined from measurements
carried out as part of past projects 3l \ and can be summarized as follows: at the irradiation site (about three to six
centimeters outside the reactor vessel), the neutron dose rate is estimated at 3 ± 2 mGy/h, and the gamma dose rate
at 240 ± 60 mGy/h, at full reactor power.

The samples consisted of two aluminum cylinders glued together by the epoxy adhesive as shown in Figure
1. Their preparation and the testing procedures followed rigorously the ASTM D897 "Standard Test Method for
Tensile Properties of Adhesive Bonds" i, detailed in Table I. The epoxy adhesives were prepared according to the
manufacturer's instructions which instructed essentially to mix together equal quantities of resin and hardener.
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The problem of producing uniform batches was solved by building and calibrating a dual syringe applicator
for a precise control of the quantities used and excellent repeatability. Also, in order to ensure good repeatability,
the resin-hardener mixture was stirred using a glass rod following a well defined mixing pattern and well-controlled
duration of the mixing. For the same reason, the surfaces of the aluminum cylinders were carefully prepared with
a first grinding done with water flowing for cleansing the surface of the fine aluminum particles. Then, the surfaces
were subsequently ground using grits of 120, 240, and 320. As per the standard procedure, a sanding grit of 400
was used for the final grinding of the surfaces and their condition verified using an optical microscope. Gluing of
the samples was done using a jig to ensure that the epoxy glue thickness was uniform for all the samples. The curing
period was set at 72 hours for both types of epoxies.

In order to investigate the effects of a different preparation technique, and to improve the epoxy-aluminum
adhesion, a batch of samples was prepared according to the DTD915B standard procedure *. This calls for polishing
the surface with 100 grit paper, but, here, 120 grit paper was used. Following this, the aluminum samples were
immersed in a 5% chromium trioxide, 15% sulfuric acid and 80% water solution (all weight %) kept at 60°C
during at least 30 minutes. The samples were then rinced with distilled water and dried using a dryer. The results
for the samples such treated are presented with the label "treated".

The sample holder used for the irradiation was a simple plexiglas sector-shaped box designed to fit snugly
against the reactor vessel wall. It is visible in the photograph presented at Figure 2. The holder can hold 8 samples
in two rows of four. The holder was affixed to the "elevator", a device which can be lowered into the reactor pool
along a vertival track, and rotated to position the holder against the reactor vessel wall at exactly the height of the
reactor mid-core plane.

Irradiation ranged from 2 hours to 32.25 hours at half reactor power. (128-hour irradiations were carried
out for both epoxies, but the test results are not available at the time of this writing, but will be presented at the
conference). Undue personal exposure to radiation was avoided by first allowing the irradiated samples decay
(radioactively) for several days in the reactor pool, but at a position about half-way up where the neutrons and
gamma photons do not affect the samples. Atfer the activities have dropped sufficiently, the holder is lifted up the
pool surface and removed from the elevator, then the samples are discharged into a lead cask and let to further
decay for several more days. Then, with the sample radioactivity at safe levels, the samples were tested using an
Instron computerized tensile strength instrument. Once the two cylinders had broken apart, the surfaces were
examined and their appearances were carefully noted. The samples were then sent to the radioactive products storage
room and let to decay to background radiation levels.

RESULTS

Figure 3 illustrates the various types of failures possible for the samples. In the several tests performed in
this study, the cohesive failures were not observed at all, the mode of failure obtained being always one of the
adhesive failures. By definition, the 60% adhesive failure means that 60% of the area of the face of one aluminum
cylinder previouly in contact with the epoxy adhesive is left uncovered after the test, with the rest of the separation
occuring within the epoxy material. Whereas in the series of test carried out in the past years, adhesive failures of
either X% or 100% Type A have always been obtained, in this series of tests reported here, a new type of failure
was obtained, in which adhesive failures occurred simultaneously on the surfaces of both aluminum cylinders, as
shown in Figure 3. The total of the exposed aluminum surfaces always amounted to 100% of the glued area of one
cylinder, but these results are reported here as "X % Type B" with X indicating the percentage of the largest exposed
area on one cylinder. Therefore, a 75% Type B adhesive failure would result as one of the cylinders having failed
adhesively on 75% of its glued surface, with the other cylinder having failed adhesively on 25% of its surface.
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Figure 4 shows the average tensile stress versus the irradiation time close to the reactor core, for the 24-
hour Devcon epoxy adhesive. Since the reactor was operated steadily at half power, the estimated doses absorbed
by the epoxies were, for the 32-hour irradiations, 170 mGy for the neutrons, and 3840 mGy for the gammas. The
tensile stress displays a nearly 50% decrease after a 4-hour exposure to the radiations, but, as the exposure
increases, the results indicate a definitive increase of the tensile stress, with the value at 4 hours nearly doubled at
an irradiation time of 32 hours. For the 5-minute Cole-Parmer adhesive (Figure 5), the tensile stress appears to
decrease as the irradition proceeds, but the decrease rate is very small at the 32-hour mark. Again, a large percent
of the original tensile stress is lost due to the radiations. For both graphs, the standard deviation is quite large,
mostly due to the low number of samples tested (8 or 16), but this is indicative to the difficulties in the preparation
and application of the adhesive to the aluminum surfaces.

In Figure 6, the results presented as averages in Figure 4 appear as separated into sub-groups characterized
by the adhesive failure mode. This way, it is believed that the samples having failed within a given mode would
have been prepared within very similar conditions. Thus, the effects of the preparations could be somewhat
minimized with this method of reporting the results. For the 24-hour Devcon epoxy, the inspection of the failure
modes indicated that the samples could be gathered into three sub-groups: 0-20%, 21-40% and 41-60% adhesive
failure modes. The first two groups display the same trend as for the averages: a sharp decrease of the tensile stress
at 4-hour irradiation, followed by a recovery for longer exposures. It appears that the third sub-group does not
evidence the recovery, but this may be because of the standard deviations (not presented) which are relatively more
important since the results displayed in this graph are often based on one or two samples only. For the 5-minute
Cole-Parmer adhesive, a similar graph was constructed (Figure 7), but, with more sub-groups due to the "Type B"
failures, the statistics are poorer within each sub-group, and the interpretation of these results more difficult, except
that the radiations do affect the tensile stress of this epoxy as well.

The average energy to break point is displayed in Figures 8 and 9 for the two epoxies respectively. For
the Devcon adhesive, this energy drops initially from an average above 3 J for the non-irradiated samples to a value
below 1 J at 4-hour irradiation, then recovers to about 2 J for the 32-hour exposure. Again, the trend for the Cole-
Parmer epoxy is essentially a steady decrease from about 3.6 J to about 1 J, quite similar to the trend of the tensile
stress.

Figures 10 and 11 present the graphs of the average Young Modulus versus the irradiation time. For the
Devcon adhesive, a minimum occurs at 4-hour irradiation, followed by a maximum at 16 hours. The values for the
Cole-Parmer do not change significantly, except for a maximum at a 2-hour irradiation. Finally, Figures 12, 13 and
14 present a comparison of the effects of the presence of water during the irradiation, for the Devcon epoxy. For
the three parameters reported, the presence of water significantly affects their values, with the tensile strength
decreased by a factor as large as 5 (for the 2-hour irradiation). Similarly, the average energy to break point and the
average Young Modulus are altered by the effects of the radiation coupled to those of the water.

These three figures also present the results for the samples treated differently as described above. These
samples were not irradiated in the presence of water. Except for a slight change of the average energy to break
point, the results obtained for the "treated" samples are very similar to those prepared following the ASTM D897
procedure.

INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Standard deviation

According to the standard deviation values for both types of epoxy adhesives, it can be deduced that the
maximum relative errors are ±20% for both cases. These errors are quite acceptable considering the numerous
sources of uncertainty such as the variations of the conditions of the surface preparation, the dryness of the
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aluminum surfaces, the mixing of the epoxy resin and hardener (with the possible entrapment of air bubbles), the
relative compositions of these two components, the application method, and, most important (for the Cole-Parmer
in particular), the time lapse between the beginning of the mixing of the adhesive and the joining of the two
adherend surfaces. Owing to the extreme care paid to each step of the preparation procedure explained above,
statistical errors were kept as low as possible to yield good values of the tensile stress and other parameters of the
adhesive joints with their standard deviations reported in this paper.

It should be noted here that the tensile stresses measured in this research are better than the ones suggested
by the manufacturers (about 8.0 MPa)7. This may be attributed to the attention given to the preparation of the
effective aluminum surface. In the case of the fast-setting epoxy adhesive, the reactional solution quickly became
thick resulting in a limitation of the curing reaction and in an adhesive strength a little lower than that of the long-
time setting adhesive.

Failure Mode of Un-Irradiated Samples.

For both types of epoxy adhesives, it was observed that, in the case of the non irradiated samples, those
samples which have broken with very low percentage of adhesive failure (<20%), i.e., with a high percentage of
cohesive failure, displayed a lower tensile stress than the samples broken with a high percent adhesive failure. This
can be interpreted in terms of adhesion strength between the epoxy and the aluminum surface being larger than the
bulk adhesive strength of the epoxy adhesive. This appears to be a credit to our careful methods of preparation of
the adhesive joints. The difference described above is more pronounced in the case of the fast-setting adhesive
probably due to the limited curing achievement.

Failure Mode of Irradiated Samples.

The irradiated samples have also been broken with different failure modes ranging from low to high percent
adhesive failure. However, contrary to the non-irradiated case, the tensile strength did not vary appreciably with
the failure mode. This may be interpreted as that the irradiation had an effect of strengthening the cohesive strength
through the increase of crosslinking degree.

Irradiation Effects on Young Modulus and Toughness (Energy to Break Point).

In general, the Young Modulus (E) of irradiated samples increases slightly with the irradiation time. This
results from a slight increase of the tensile stress while the elongation at break point might remain constant or at
least change by a very small amount due to the thermosetting characteristics of the epoxy adhesives. On the other
hand, based on the decrease of the energy to break point with irradiation time, it can be deducted that the elongation
at break point was effectively smaller than the one of the non-irradiated samples. This negative change is again
related to higher crosslinking degrees.

Water Effect Combined with Irradiation Effect.

As explained in the text above, the presence of the oxygen contained in the water molecules in contact with
the epoxy adhesive causes a major decrease of the mechanical strength of the joined samples, as a result of the
chemical action of the oxygen causing predominant chain scissions. It is interesting to observe the increase of what
was left of tensile stress, energy to break point and Young modulus when the irradiation time was doubled from
two to four hours. This indicates that the effect of the oxygen from the water is immediate in causing chain scissions
and the kinetics of these reactions appear to saturate quickly, whereas some crosslinking effects are still possible
in the presence of water and that, with increasing irradiation, these effects become more important.
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Effects of the alternate surface treatment.

As Figures 12, 13 and 14 show, the alternate aluminum surface treatment used for this research did not
yield results that are significantly different than those for the ASTM D897 procedure. Only the average energy to
break point differs by a modest amount (1.478 J versus 0.833 J for the D897 treatment), however, the standard
deviation for the DTD91SB treatment was 1.12 J (76%), compared with a standard deviation of only .286 J (34%)
for the samples prepared according to the ASTM D897 procedure. Therefore, it may be concluded that the more
complex preparation does not significantly affect the results.

Discussion of the results.

Even if they are still affected by relatively large uncertainties, the results presented here do confirm that
the adhesion between aluminum surfaces and the two epoxy adhesives investigated are significantly affected by the
three types of radiations produced by the SLOWPOKE-2 research reactor at RMC-CMR. In both cases, an initial
reduction of the tensile stress is observed, followed by a recovery for the Devcon epoxy, or a stabilization for the
Cole-Parmer adhesive, as irradiation progresses. In spite of fairly large uncertainties, these trends are indeed
apparent.

It does not seem that the large uncertainty on the results can be further lowered, since this research
demonstrates that, even with the most care given in the preparation of the samples, the standard deviations remain
quite large due to the numerous factors intervening during the various preparation steps, the curing and the exposure
to the radiations in the reactor pool. The fact that the results for the non-irradiated samples confirm and even exceed
the results reported in the literature indicate that the samples have been prepared in an optimal fashion.

Additional analysis performed on the epoxy adhesive samples by various methods confirm that both chain
scission and cross linking reaction occur as a result of the radiations. Infrared spectroscopy and Fourier Transform
infrared spectroscopy analyses indicated that aromatic structures and quaternary carbons were predominant in the
epoxies, favouring the crossl inking effect within the molecules. Differential scanning calorimetry was carried out
on non-irradiated and irradiated samples and indicated large releases of heat, consistent with enhanced crosslinking.
Finally, neutron activation analysis confirmed that the epoxy adhesives had few impurities other than iron (485000
ppm) and chlorine (12200 ppm).

The use of the adhesive failure modes to group the results into sub-groups believed to have similar
preparation conditions has permitted to reduce somewhat the spread of the results and, in the case of the Devcon
epoxy, to confirm the trends observed for the average results. This grouping of the results for the 5-minute Cole-
Parmer adhesive, while having yielded interesting results for the batch samples reportd in Ref. 2, produced data
with poor statistics because of an overabundance of sub-groups identified following the "new" type of adhesive
failure revealed with this batch.

While, in the graphs, the vertical error bars are of the order of 20-25 %, the horizontal error bars are much
smaller that 1 % due to the good time keeping of the irradiations. However, if the horizontal axis had been made
in terms of doses, the error bars would have been of the order of 50-65 % because of the experimental methods used
for measuring the neutron and the gamma fluxes. Research is presently under way to improve the dose determination
in terms of the neutron flux level in the reactor and the exposure time.

CONCLUSIONS

This series of tests on epoxy samples has permitted the confirmation of the effects of the radiations from
the SLOWPOKE-2 research reactor on the two types of adhesives investigated in this research: the 24-hour Devcon
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epoxy and the 5-minute Cole-Parmer epoxy. At first, for short irradiation durations, the mechanical properties
diminish by almost 50%, due to the predominance of the chain scission process. In the case fo the long setting time
epoxy, a recovery after longer exposures has been put in evidence, whereas the 5-minute Cole-Parmer adhesive's
strength remains about constant as irradiation progresses. While the chain scission is an immediate process, the
crosslinking phenomenon occurs after a series of chemical reactions with an overall longer time constant under the
effect of the incident radiations.

This series of tests has revealed yet another type of adhesive failure, characterized by the failure of the
adhesive bonds on both aluminum surfaces simultaneously. This phenomenon, coupled with the fact that very few
cases were observed with more than 60% adhesive failure (Type A), may be attributed to the successful preparation
procedures, since the adhesive joints were most often stronger than the epoxy material itself.

Longer irradiation times should reveal the ultimate doses sustainable by these adhesive epoxies and answer
our questions on the suitability of epoxy-based composite materials for nuclear applications. The project should also
be pursued using larger batches of samples for improved statistics. It is also foreseen that selective irradiations will
be carried out, either using caches to block off a type of radiations, or by using intense gamma sources to irradiate
the epoxies, in order to determine the exact effects of a given type of radiation. While the research has focussed
on the adhesion with a metallic surface, it will also look after the strength of the adhesive itself with samples made
100% of the epoxy adhesive. Finally, other analysis methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) will be
investigated to characterize better the effects of the radiations.
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TABLE I: TEST PROCEDURE OUTLINE

STEP

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

DESCRIPTION

Grinding of aluminum cylinders to 400 grit.

Samples glued and set aside to cure for 72 hours.

Samples sealed with adhesive tape and installed into holder.

Holder secured to elevator and positioned for irradiation.

At end of irradiation, holder positioned halfway up in reactor
pool for first cool-down period.

Holder brought to pool surface and samples placed in lead cask
for second cool-down period.

Once radiation field at safe level, samples tested on Instrom
tensile strength machine.

Type of adhesive or cohesive failure observed and noted.

Samples stored for remaining cooling-down and subsequent use.

Figure 1: Epoxy-Aluminum Adhesion Sample.
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Figure 2: Sample Holder in Position in SLOWPOKE-2 Reactor Pool.
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Figure 3: Failure Modes.
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Figure 6: Measured Tensile Stress (Devcon Epoxy)
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Figure 7: Measured Tensile Stress (Cole-Parmer Epoxy)
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Figure 8: Average Energy to Break Point (Devcon Epoxy)
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Figure 10: Average Young Modulus (Devcon Epoxy)
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Figure 11: Average Young Modulus (Cole-Parmer Epoxy)
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Figure 12: Water and Treatment Effects on Tensile Stress
(Devcon Epoxy)
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Figure 13: Water and Treatment Effects on Energy to Break Point
(Devcon Epoxy)
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Abstract

Nuclear Power Plant Procedures can be seen from essentially two viewpoints: the process and the information
management.

From the first point of view, it is important to supply the knowledge apt to solve problems connected with the
control of the process, from the second one the focus of attention is on the knowledge representation, its structure,
elicitation and maintenance, formal quality assurance.

These two aspects of procedure representation can be considered and solved separately. In particular,
methodological, formal and management issues require long and tedious activities, that in most cases constitute a
great barrier for procedures development and upgrade. To solve these problems, Ansaldo is developing DIAM, a
wide integrated tool for procedure management, to support in procedure writing, updating, usage and
documentation.

One of the most challenging features of DIAM is AUTO-LAY, a CASE subtool that, in a complete automatical
way, structures parts or complete flow diagrams. This is a feature that is partially present in some other CASE
products, that, anyway, do not allow complex graph handling and isomorphism between video and paper
representation '31 lA\

AUTO-LAY has the unique prerogative to draw graphs of any complexity, to section them in pages, and to
automatically compose a document. This has been recognized in the literature as the most important second-
generation CASE improvement '3' '4' '5'.

Introduction.

There are many different users for procedures: writers, operators, managers, process specialists, analists.
All the people are aware, of course, of the procedure main goal: to solve some process contingency.
On the contrary, almost none is aware of the fact that procedure representation and management are heavy
activities, that sometimes take much more time than to explicit the substantial contents of procedures. (Fig. 1 & 2).

This can appear paradoxal, but the development phase is, by no means, as simple as many people regard it:
during the analysis and design phase there is a progressive growth of the procedure body that generates a number
of pre-releases of the first issue, and the same incremental process is in practice followed for any other new
release.

Moreover, this process is particularly hard to manage when representing procedures as flow diagrams '"' '2],
although drawing is a computerized activity, it require a great deal of skilled interactive work.



Procedures are often represented making extensive use of Flow Diagrams. The Life Cycle of Procedure, based on
Flow Diagrams, requires design and maintenance activities that are, either for the first issue or for the following
updates, heavy time consuming and sources of potential errors |11|2)l31.
To save time, diagrams are often patched, and not redrawn. Drawing errors, patches, poor skill in graphical
design contribute to lower procedure quality. (Fig. 3)
Regarding merely the topological aspect of procedure design, the quality can be espressed in terms of clarity in
flow diagrams readability, in rules for objects placements and lines routing, and in navigation aids like page
structuring, indexing, zooming, and documentation consistency and completeness f4).

As a matter of fact it is very difficult and time consuming to try to respect rules or standards whose goal is to
assure the quality of the product |3'(4). Furthermore, the modification of a single page often requires to redraw all
the following pages of the graph.

The manual approach to design do not assure intrinsically procedure quality. It depends on the human will, and
on the affordable cost of the time necessary for continuous alignement.

As a reference, it is recognized that it requires 20 minutes to manually sketch a procedure page while with an
interactive computerized tool, it can need one or two hours. This means that to redraw all the pages of a 1000
pages procedure the time needed is from 1000 to 2000 hours, or from 7 tol4 man-months |3'.

An interactive computerized tool is a typical CASE or CAD environment, in which the user chooses from a palette
symbols and lines to draw, and manually positions them into a drawing area, assigns their properties (width,
heigth, font, text, path for lines,..), moves them and reassigns properties until the result is satisfactory.

The need for a computerized tool to automate graph drawing.

Given primarily to the great amount of time necessary for graph drawing, most procedure flow diagrams are not
designed in a uniform way and with reference to a predefined standard. Sometimes drawing standards are
defined, but followed only here and there. Moreover, the standards, when defined, regard only generic principle
and not specific rules for symbol placing and lines routing. These standards are used only as reference, and the
real job of drawing is not contained in the rules, but in the mind of the designer.

To make a step toward quality procedure, is thus necessary to automate the drawing process, defining first all the
rules for graph drawing, and second incorporating them into a computerized tool: a computerized system that can
assist in the various phases of procedure design and, without additional efforts and costs, give support producing
documentation always aligned with reference standards, allowing also considerable gains in productivity.

Such a computerized tool, will not solve any process related problem, but will alleviate a great amount of clerical
work, absolutely relevant to garantee the quality of the entire set of procedure.
It will allow the procedure writer to concentrate only on the process representation and to revise procedures any
time is required, without any effort for graph editing, document structuring and paging. This will allow in turn, a
great freedom in updating process topics, causing an improvement in the substantial quality.

AUTO-LAY and DIAM.

This paper will present AUTO-LAY, a CASE tool, embedded in DIAM, aimed at automatically draw part of or
complete net graphs, starting from a simple net description in terms of nodes and relative connecting lines. The
output is a two dimensions graph structured in pages of any size, apt to be suitably used either for video or for
paper documentation usage. (Fig. 4).



DIAM provides, in fact, many functions like advanced text editing with context syntax guidance and operator
guide aids like step text interpretation and verification. Moreover it can access any graphical helpful information
like pictures or technical schemes. DIAM is being developed by Ansaldo in the frame of the Accident
Management Support Project, sponsored by the European Union.

AUTO-LAY constitutes an essential part of DIAM. It has been designed to satisfy strictly rules for symbols
placing and lines routing and page structuring, inspired by human factors criteria to allow easy at sight navigation
perception.

An important feature of the tool is to eliminate operator interaction for symbols placing and lines routing, and
assign these functions completely to the alghoritm: this assures results always aligned to the choosen standards,
homogeneous video and document representation, quick completely automatic reports generation from database
content.

Procedure skeleton.

Being any kind of procedure a set of steps, they constitute a network in which the nodes are the actions and the
tests, and the arcs are the logical paths between them.

This makes the net paradigm a general representation base for procedures, and the flow diagramming the natural
graphical expression for a procedure management system, manual or computerized.

A net node, an action or a test, is an information entity, that can contain any type of information, textual and
graphical, to be used to satisfy the step goal.

A separation between the logical part of the net design and the information content of each node, with proper
considerations on mutual influences and constraints, assures a clean functional separation for the design of the
atomic parts of the integrated tool.

Foundations of graph drawing and document paging.

AUTO-LAY places elements and routes lines in a virtually unlimited bidimensional drawing area. Basic elements
are Action and Test element. The Case element is a composed one, but for graph drawing purposes is handled as
a simple Action element. The Case is a structure that combines a number of tests on the same argument in a
compressed form: its definition and usage is managed by DIAM and is out of the scope of AUTO-LAY. (Fig. 5).

The drawing algorithm is complex and multi phases. First it orders all the element in a preliminary
monodimensional ordered graph, calculates the complexity index step by step, and modifies the line nesting to
diminish the graph complexity and the total number of line crossings. (Fig. 6).

Afterwards, using the monodimensional graph disposition and a simple set of rules for element placing and line
routing, draws the bidimensional graph and, finally, compresses it applying a series of specific rules subsets.

The planar graph is the base either for the video paging or the paper document production. A video page can start
from any symbol in the left upper position, and the video scrolling is made by rows or columns. Printable pages
are obtained subdividing the full graph in parts.



Basic rules for symbol placing and line drawing.

The rules applied to the drawing phase are very simple. They are inspired by Human Factors principles and
minimize graph comprehension efforts using essential and very simple design criteria and also minimize the
information overload eliminating the need of graph accessories like arrows. Basic criteria are:

- the default graph flow direction is from upper to bottom, and from left to right;
- each son symbol stays forward regarding the position of his father;
- lines connected to the left or upper side of a symbol are incoming lines;
- lines connected to the right or bottom side of a symbol are outcoming lines;
- an action symbol has one outcoming line (a YES line);
- a test symbol has two outcoming lines (a YES line, and a NO line);
- YES lines flow out from the bottom side of symbols;

- NO lines flow out from the right side of symbols;

exception:

- in case of backloop a son symbol can stay upstream regarding the position of his father;

from these rules derives that:

- arrows are optional: line flow can be easily deduced by source and sink symbols;

- the specification of type of the line is optional: it can be deduced by the source symbol;

furthermore, there are two rules on line intersection:

- there is confluence of lines if three segments go into one point;
- depending on source symbols, there is a crossing of lines, or a confluence, if four segments go into one point;
Basic rules for compression alghorithm.

The graph obtained from the bidimensional phase of design is quite expanded, and can be profitably compressed
in many cases. The goal of the compression phase is not to obtain the maximum density of symbols, but to obtain
a good compromise between compaction and easy navigation. It is simpler to navigate in a monodimensional flow
of pages than in a bidimensional one. With a graph structured in a matrix of pages, a general page has 3 pages up,
3 pages down, and 2 side: pages. In the case of a monodimensional flow of pages, each page has only 2 side pages,
and it is simpler to undeirstant the flow of the procedure: there is only a previous page and a next page. (Fig. 7, 8,
9).
The compression phase has the goal to cause a coalescence of symbols to form a diagonal pattern, that in most
cases generates a sequential linear flow of pages. The line path depends on the actions and tests sequence and on
procedure complexity.
There are not general rules for graph compression: the result is achieved applying a large number of specific
situation compression alghorithms, obtained looking at 40 different test cases, ranging from 10 to 200 elements
each.

Implementation.

DIAM and AUTO-LAY are DOS-Windows applications, developed in VISUAL-BASIC, CDK (Microsoft
Windows Control Development Kit), SDK (Microsoft Windows Software Development Kit), C and Fortran.
To speed up development and tests, AUTO-LAY functions can be runned also as batch DOS programs.



Conclusions.

One of the greatest problem in procedure representation and management is constituted by flow diagrams. The
activity of graphing procedures, partitioning graphs into pages, numbering pages, adding navigation aids like
page pointers, is very high time consuming and source of potential errors. Naif rules for symbol placing and line
drawing typical of this type of activity, contribute to general poor formal quality in design and management.

Incremental style in procedure development and the need of periodic revision generates a large number of
releases, that are of decreasing quality, because graphs are patched instead of restructured and redrawn.

To solve this problem has been specifically designed AUTO-LAY, a CASE tool to automatically produce flow
diagrams and section them in pages apt to be used either for video than for paper documentation.

Many sets of rules for symbol placing, line routing, page structuring have been defined and tested to find a
satisfactory solution. Among these solutions one has been finally choosen and implemented as a set of computer
programs, usable as stand alone tool, or integrated into DIAM or other more complex tools.

The algorithms implemented generates a layout that satisfies the requirements of automatic generation without
any manual intervention, usable for video and paper documentation, produces graphs automatically structured into
pages of variable size, and allows easy navigation between pages. Computing time is in the order of few seconds.

Results satisfy the goals choosen at the beginning of the project. Between these, the automatic generation of
graphs and reports and the easy connection with other applications, through simple ASCII files, allowing the
integration of this part as a framework of the DIAM project. AUTO-LAY runs on PC Dos-Windows platforms.
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symbol standardization and placing, and line routing; line routing complexity can be measured by the number of
corners: 58.
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Fig. 8. This is the same graph manually sketched in Example 1 (Fig. 3) drawn by AUTO-LAY: line routing
complexity is 5 (in the original manual arrangement was 58).
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This paper contains a re-assessment of the potential degradation mechanisms for the calandria
shield tank assembly (CSTA). The assessments are made in support of the design of future stations. With few
exceptions, the design of CANDU CSTAs is such that a life of up to 60 years is readily attainable. Few degradation
mechanisms have been identified that might require further analysis, design, or testing and inspection. The current
calandria tube design, however, is one part of the CSTA which must be replaced before 60 years. Provisions will be
made in future designs for either the replacement of calandria tubes at mid-life or the introduction of stiff er, more
sag resistant calandria tubes.

1 INTRODUCTION

The CANDU nuclear power plant (CNPP) design is characterized by: heavy water moderator and
coolant, on-power refuelling using natural uranium fuel, and the use of pressure tubes. The pressure tubes pass
through a large cylindrical vessel called the calandria which contains the heavy water moderator and reflector.
Integral tubes in the calandria surround the hot pressure tubes so that they are insulated from the moderator. The
calandria is surrounded by a shielding vessel containing cold low pressure light water. These two vessels and their
associated structures comprise the calandria and shield tank assembly (CSTA). The CANDU 3 and CANDU 9
designs are shown in Figure 1.

The primary functions of the CSTA are:

a. to:

1. contain the moderator (and reflector) D2O;

2. locate the fuel channels which contain the fuel, and heat transport heavy water

3. locate the reactivity control units

so that a controlled nuclear fission chain reaction capable of producing heat can occur.

b. to provide for the removal of the heat generated in the moderator and structures,

c. to provide appropriate shielding to protect nearby equipment and permit access for maintenance.

d. to accommodate the environmental conditions (fluid chemistry, temperature, and radiation).

The CSTA design must perform the above functions in compliance with the requirements in the
CSA CAN3-N285 standards and the ASME B&PV Code regarding: materials, fabrication, examination, inspection,
testing and design.

The CSTA contains, for the most part, large components permanently installed in areas of limited
accessibility within the reactor building. The ability of these components to maintain their structural integrity under
various operating conditions will likely be the limiting factor for achieving the plant design life. Any replacement or
in-situ repair, would be difficult, expensive and require an extended plant shutdown. Design must therefore
consider all possible means of degradation. This paper discusses the critical areas of the CSTA, and the steps
required to ensure that the new generation of CNPP, the CANDU 3 and the CANDU 9 will operate with little
maintenance for their design life of 60 years.



2 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

The CSTA comprises five modules (refer to Figure 1).

2.1 CALANDRIA SHELL

The calandria vessel contains the heavy water moderator. The vessel is a horizontal,
single-walled, cylindrical, stepped shell that is perforated by nozzles. Calandria tubesheets at each end close the
calandria which is spanned horizontally by calandria tubes. The two tubesheets, the calandria shell and the calandria
tubes form part of the pressure boundary for the heavy water moderator as shown in Figure 2. The tubesheets form a
common boundary between the calandria and the end shields. Helium cover gas above the moderator provides
normal pressure regulation in the calandria and limits deuterium concentration in gas filled spaces.

Annular plates welded to the main shell and the smaller diameter subshell, flex to accommodate
differential thermal expansion between the calandria tubes and the calandria shell.

The nozzles in the cylindrical wall of the calandria vessel act as weld attachment sites for: (I)
reactivity control unit thimbles (whose guide tubes pass through the thimbles and thread into locators on the opposite
inside surface of the calandria shell) and (2) process piping which includes the emergency discharge pipes that serve
to provide an outlet outside of the shield tank for the flow of primary coolant in case of a postulated pressure tube
and calandria tube failure inside the calandria.

The calandria tubes are arranged on a square pitch to form a circular lattice array. Calandria tubes
are deformation joined to the tubesheets with martensitic stainless steel inserts to form high integrity, leak tight,
"sandwich rolled joints". A .schematic of a typical calandria tube rolled joint can be seen in Figure 2.

The calandria tubes provide access through the calandria for the fuel channel assemblies. They
also serve to insulate the hot fuel channels from the relatively cool moderator. Calandria tubes act as axial stays to
stiffen the calandria.

2.2 END SHIELD

Each end shield consists of a short, horizontal, cylindrical shell enclosed by two tube sheets and
connected by lattice tubes (equivalent in number and position to the fuel channels / calandria tubes). The end shields
are welded into openings in the end walls of the shield tank (Figure 1) by means of tubesheet extensions. The lattice
tubes, support the fuel channels via bearings. The lattice tubes are butt welded to the calandria side tubesheet. The
joint between the lattice tubes and the fuelling machine tubesheet are made by roll expanding the lattice tube to
prevent crevice corrosion and seal welding to produce a leak tight joint.

The end shields contain steel shielding balls and the circulating light water of the shield cooling
system which provide necessary cooling and shutdown shielding.

2.3 SHIELD TANK

The shield tank is a vessel which surrounds the calandria vessel containing light water for
shielding. The shield tank provides support for the calandria, end shields, internal cooling piping, and other
components associated with ihe reactor.

The shield cooling system light water circulates through the shield tank and end shields to
remove heat generated by nuclear radiation, transmitted by conduction from the fuel channels through the calandria
and fuelling tubesheets, and by convection from the feeder pipes containing the heat transport water.

2.4 INTERNAL PIPING

The CSTA provides sufficient inlet and outlet pipe connections to ensure: (1) adequate supply and
circulation of moderator and moderator cover gas within the calandria vessel and (2) shield coolant within the shield
tank and end shield.

Moderator heavy water enters the calandria through up-turned, fan-shaped nozzles located on the
opposite sides of the calandna shell. The nozzles promote moderator flow throughout the calandria by forcing the
water to the bottom of the vessel. Although current designs have the moderator nozzles at the bottom of the
calandria, they will be at the top of the calandria for CANDU 3 and CANDU 9 as modelling and testing have shown
that this improves moderator circulation.



2.5 SUPPORT

There are two current design methods for supporting the CSTA:

The CANDU 9 CSTA, like others, will be welded to a flexible support structure and an
embedment ring that is embedded into the concrete end walls of the calandria vault. The CANDU 3 uses support
plinths that have bearings to accommodate horizontal motion.

3 STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

The following materials are used in CSTA construction:

3.1 Calandria Vessel

• Austenitic stainless steel is used for corrosion resistance (AISI 304L). Low carbon grades are used to avoid
post weld heat treatment.

• Zircaloy 2 is used for calandria tubes for reasons of neutron economy.

3.1.1 End Shield

• Austenitic stainless steel is used for compatibility with calandria vessel material and because it provides
improved resistance to neutron embrittlement over carbon steel.

3.1.2 Shield Tank

• Fine grained mild steel is used.

3.1.3 Piping

• Austenitic stainless steel is used in the moderator circuit.

• Carbon steel piping is used in the shield cooling circuit.

4 OPERATING ENVIRONMENTS

The CSTA material is subjected to the following conditions in service:

4.1 MODERATOR D2O

The moderator D2O contacts the calandria main shell, calandria sub—shell, annular plate, nozzles, calandria
tubesheet, and calandria tubes. The moderator operates with the following characteristics:

• Temperature: ~ 70°C

• pHA: 4.5-7

• [O2]: not controlled

• [CH- <0.2ppm

• [F~h <0.1ppm

• (Additions of boric acid as a reactivity shim for start-up conditions and the injection of gadolinium nitrate to
"poison" the neutron flux as a second shutdown system, may result in the presence of boric anhydrides and
gadolinium nitrate).

4.2 SHIELD COOLING H2O

Shield cooling H2O contacts the calandria main shell, calandria sub-shell, annular plate, nozzles, calandria
tubesheet, fuelling tubesheet, internal piping, the lattice tubes and the shield tank i.e. everything except the
calandria tubes. The shield coolant operates with the following characteristics:
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• Carbon dioxide in the gas annulus system contacts calandria tubes and lattice tubes. The temperature of the
CO2 varies from 40° C to 270° C depending on the location. The pressure in the annulus gas system is
maintained below 70 kPa.

• Hot moist air in the feeder cabinets / vaults contacts end shields, shield tank, and supports. The temperature of
this gas varies significantly with location and is dependent on the bodies that it is contact with.

• Helium gas contacts the calandria vessel and pressure relief piping above the moderator line. The gas is
maintained at ~ 30 kPa at the same temperature as the moderator.

4.4 NEUTRON RADIATION

The estimated maximum values of neutron flux seen by the main parts of the CSTA are:

Location Flux (-5-) Fluence for 60 years service @ 90% capacity (JL)

Calandria Tube

Calandria Tubesheet (Moderator Side):

Calandria Tubesheet (Shield Coolant Side)

Lattice Tubes

Calandria Subshell

3.0 x 10"

l.Ox 1016

3.7x 1015

3 . 7 x 1 ( ) I S

5.1 x I 0 1 4

5.1 x \(V°

1.7 x 1O25

6.3 x 10 2 4

6.3 x 102 4

8.7 x IO2 3

5 MECHANISMS

All CNPPs currently in service have a stated design life of 30 years, and some stations have
exceeded the half life of this design life. In this time, several generic degradation mechanisms have been identified,
however, few of these are related to the CSTA. Component replacement due to degradation has resulted in severe
economic penalties for station operators. Although CSTA components have not been major contributors to station
incapability, the main user of CNPPs has initiated studies to ensure that their stations last their design lives without
contributing to station incapability and to establish that they can operate safely with high reliability for an extended
period. This work has been extended to studies on future CNPP designs such as the CANDU 3 and CANDU 9
which have a stated design life of 60 years minimum.

The mechanisms potentially affecting the CSTA can be broken into four categories: I) neutron
irradiation induced changes to the microstructure; 2) corrosion; 3) wear, and 4) fatigue. Shown in Table I are the
results of the assessments of the stated degradation mechanisms for the items that make up the CSTA. Items are
categorized (for CANDU 9 and CANDU 3) as being of no concern, real concern (i.e. some action will be required
in order for the item to meet its design life) and something in between. The determination of each effect is
explained below.

5.1 NEUTRON IRRADIATION INDUCED CHANGES TO THE MICROSTRUCTURE

5.1.1 Fast Neutron Irradiation Strengthening

Metals subjected to fast neutron irradiation increase in tensile strength and reduce in ductility and
fracture toughness.



5.1.1.1 Zircaloy2

The calandria tubes are manufactured of Zircaloy 2 in a near-fully annealed condition. They are
subjected to high neutron flux and undergo significant irradiation strengthening and some loss in ductility. There is
considerable published information on the irradiation response of annealed Zircaloy 2 and measured properties from
post irradiation examination of CANDU calandria tubes. These tests show that the mechanical properties of
calandria tubes retain adequate ductility for 30 years. Data on calandria tube behaviour for a longer life is still being
obtained.

Because of sag concerns, calandria tubes in a CNPP designed for a 60 year life will likely need
replacement after 30 years, along with the pressure tubes.

5.1.1.2 Austenitic Stainless Steel

Research has shown that the degree of neutron irradiation embrittlement of this material depends
on the fluence and the temperature at which the metal was irradiated [1]. Additionally weld metal is more
susceptible to embrittlement than the base metal because of the presence of delta ferrite, a controlled constituent of
the weld which serves to prevent solidification cracking of the weld during fabrication [2]. The ASME B and PV
Code specifies limit on the weld metal delta ferrite content. The AECL reactor component fabrication specifications
place a further restriction.

We have performed tests that show that radiation embrittlement of austenitic stainless steels is not
a concern under CNPP operating conditions over the 60 year life of a station. We are aware of recent reports by
others that suggest that there is a potential problem at much higher fluences, and we will consider further testing if
necessary.

5.1.1.3 Carbon Steel

Carbon steel is more susceptible to neutron embrittlement than the Type 304L austenitic stainless
steel. This is one reason that carbon steel is not used in the end shield. The carbon steel materials exposed to the
shield cooling system water do not accumulate enough neutron fluence for irradiation damage to be a concern.

5.1.2 Calandria Tube Creep/Sag

5.1.2.1 Concern

Zirconium alloys change dimensions under the influence of stress, temperature, and neutron flux.
At calandria tube operating conditions, radial and axial changes in dimension are small. However, the calandria tube
provides the major resistance to pressure tube sag induced loads imposed by the weight of the fuel and the heat
transport heavy water. Sag will not prevent the calandria tubes from meeting their functional, performance or safety
requirements. Sag will, however, have a large affect on interfaces.

Horizontal Reactivity Control Units: The horizontal reactivity control units run between the
calandria tubes; therefore, calandria tube sag has the potential to create contact with the horizontal reactivity control
units and result in fretting from low amplitude vibration. The horizontal reactivity control units also sag slightly
in-service which affects the time to contact.

Fuel Channels: Replacement of a pressure tube from a sagged calandria tube, without
replacement of the calandria tube creates interference loads that arise from trying to push the new straight pressure
tube into the old curved calandria tube. A more heavily sagged calandria tube will produce greater interference
loads during pressure tube replacement.

Fuel: As the calandria tube and pressure tube sag in service, there is an decrease in the radius of
curvature. Fuel passage through the pressure tubes is unlikely to be prevented by this curvature as pressure tube
radial expansion due to temperature, stress, and neutron flux increase the available room for fuel passage.

5.1.2.2 Design Options

For CANDU 9, the current calandria tube design is adequate for providing a 30 year (equivalent to
pressure tube) life. For a 60 year calandria tube life, the calandria tube must be stiffened. For CANDU 3, the
calandria tube must be stiffened to provide a 30 year life due to the flux shape and higher bundle powers in CANDU
3.



To decrease, calandria tube sag, the tube must be stiffened. Two methods are proposed, each with
distinct advantages and disadvantages. Prototypes of each design have been manufactured.

The first design concept is to thicken the entire body of the tube. This tube is simple to make, and
provides additional strength to the tube. The second design concept is to have thick ends welded to a conventional
tube (shortened to allow for the thick ends). The major advantage of this design is that the stiffened region is in the
low flux region of the tube (the ends) so that there is a lesser economic penalty. This tube is more expensive to
manufacture and causes some distortion of the flux profile.

The interfacing components can also be modified to accommodate calandria tube sag. To
accommodate concerns over contact the horizontal reactivity control units can be re-tensioned to change the amount
of sag and will be provided with eccentric rotation capability.

Our most recent analyses suggest that fuel passage through a sagged pressure tube / calandria tube
is not a problem. We have found that our predictions are sensitive to the analysis method for the case of a replaced
pressure tube inside an original, sagged calandria tube. We are currently working to address these uncertainties.

Probably, at least some calandria tubes will have to be replaced in the future long life CNPPs.
Therefore we are currently examining our current methods for improving calandria tube replacement.

5.1.2.3 Analysis Inspection and Testing

Inspection is still not seen as a major requirement for the CSTA. However, equipment has been
developed and used to measure calandria tubes in-situ once the resident pressure tube has been removed. In
addition, measurements are periodically made of the pressure tube sag and the gap between the pressure tube and
calandria tube which leads to information about the calandria tube sag.

Modelling of the in-service deformation of pressure tubes and calandria tubes is an ongoing high
priority activity for AECL and its customers. The equations developed to predict the behaviour of the calandria
tubes are both empirical and mechanistically based. One important ongoing program is the assessment of long-term
growth of calandria tube material which testing indicates will maintain a low growth condition beyond the design
life.

5.1.3 Calandria Tube Rolled Joint Stress Relaxation

The calandria tube rolled joint relies on residual stress to keep a leak-tight joint with adequate
strength. Aging and fast neutron irradiation result in a reduction in residual stress and therefore a reduction in
contact pressure between the calandria tube and the tubesheet bore.

Analysis has predicted a 40% reduction in the contact pressure of the calandria tube rolled joint
after approximately 50 years of service. The joint is expected to remain leak tight with this reduced contact
pressure. The reduced contact pressure should also provide sufficient pull-out strength because pull-out strength is
more dependent on another factor. During the rolling operation, the rollers force the calandria tube and insert
material to plastically deform into circumferential grooves in the tubesheet. For the joint to fail the rings of
plastically deformed material would have to collapse or be sheared off. As irradiation strengthening of the material
will result in a greater force required to flatten or shear off the rings, this effect probably negates the effects of
reduction in contact pressure or pull-out strength.

5.2 CORROSION

5.2.1 General Corrosion

5.2.1.1 Moderator D2O

Careful chemistry control maintains the heavy water moderator in a CANDU reactor with a pH of
4 to 6. The dissolved O2 content of the moderator is relatively high and it is not possible to suppress this
concentration. Dissolved O2 content greater than 1 ml/kg of D2O is corrosive to carbon steel. AISI type 304L
stainless steel and Zircaloy materials are selected for moderator applications specifically because of their corrosion
resistance; therefore, there is no concern with general corrosion at the low operating temperature.



5.2.1.2 Shield Cooling H20

Our specifications limit the shield cooling demineralized light water to a pH of 10 - 10.5. The
dissolved oxygen content is maintained at a very low concentration due to corrosion of with the exposed carbon steel
surfaces which "soak up" the oxygen.

Chemistry control ensures that crevice or galvanic corrosion of the carbon steel exposed to the
shield cooling water is not a concern.

5.2.1.3 HNO3

Water, air and gamma radiation combine to form HNO3 which is an extremely corrosive acid.

This will not be a problem for CANDU 3 and CANDU 9 as measures have been taken to ensure
that water and air cannot mix under high radiation. These measures also eliminate the potentially more dangerous
situation of nitrate cracking.

5.2.2 Stress Corrosion Cracking

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) refers to a phenomenon whereby a combination of susceptible
alloy, stress and a particular environment lead to cracking of the material. The calandria and end shields made from
austenitic stainless steel type 304L are susceptible to SCC in a chloride environment. Temperature and the presence
of oxygen tend to aggravate SCC of this material. The low temperature of the moderator make SCC unlikely in the
calandria.

5.2.3 Crevice Corrosion

In regions where there is a minute gap, crevice corrosion can occur. This localized damage can far
exceed the material loss in the surrounding regions. Any such area that may have existed in previous designs have
been eliminated in CANDU 3 and CANDU 9.

5.3 WEAR

5.3.1 Mechanical Wear

To accommodate thermal expansion of the shield tank, most shield tank reactors are supported on
plinths which slide on bearings. In this design, there is a concern with adhesive and abrasive wear which would
have serious implications on the operability of the CSTA. If the CSTA does not slide along its bearings, thermal
expansion would result in unacceptable stresses in the CSTA. To this end, provisions have been made in these
designs to allow for inspection of the bearings.

Because of other (seismic load) reasons, the CANDU 9 CSTA will be supported by a flexible
structure connected to the end walls of the concrete vault as described earlier. The CANDU 3 support design is
under review and may also use this concept. If bearings are use for CANDU 3, they will be designed with easy
inspection in mind.

5.3.2 Erosion

Erosion is an abrasion process that results from particles carried in fluid streams impacting on a
solid surface. Wear by this process depends on the fluid velocity, the angle of impact, and the hardness of the
material under attack.

The flow velocities of the moderator system are not sufficient to produce erosion of stainless steel.
A low level of paniculate matter is maintained in the moderator to further reduce concerns with erosion. Similarly,
the flow velocities in the shield cooling system are too low to produce erosion of carbon steels.

5.4 FATIGUE

Fatigue results from the repeated application of stresses of varying amplitude. Depending on the
size and frequency of these applications, material failure can result. In the CSTA, cyclic stresses are due to: pressure
fluctuations, temperature fluctuations and vibration.



5.4.1 Pressure and Temperature Fluctuations

There are large margins between the estimated number of cycles and those which the code would require for
analysis. Therefore, there is no need for detailed fatigue analysis.

5.4.2 Vibration induced fatigue

The moderator inlet nozzles in all except the Bruce A reactors are fan shaped. These nozzles
promote moderator flow throughout the calandria without causing calandria tube vibration due to flow impingement.
The nozzle deflector may, however, experience a flow induced vibration which could potentially lead to a high cycle
fatigue failure.

In the Pickering nuclear plant life assurance studies, the mechanism of greatest concern was the
fatigue failure of moderator inlet nozzles. Shortly after the identification of this concern, an inlet nozzle failed by
fatigue. In 1989, a moderator inlet manifold in the MAPP reactor in India also failed catastrophically in 1989
resulting in damage to calandria tubes.

Designs subsequent to Pickering A have nozzles twice as thick as those in Pickering A. Therefore,
there is little concerns over fatigue with these stations. This holds true for stations with a 60 year design life due to
the logarithmic relation between stress (thickness"1) and cycles to failure.

6 CONCLUSION

The CSTA is a reliable structure made to exacting standards. It has been extremely reliable and
the few design improvements needed for future NPPS will provide good margins for high capacity operation for a
minimum of 60 years.



TABLE 1: IMPACT OF DEGRADATION MECHANISMS ON COMPONENT LIFE

Calandria Shell

Tubesheets

Welds

shell and subshell to
annular plate

subshell to tubesheet

tubesheet

nozzles to shell

RCU thimble to nozzle

Moderator Inlet Nozzles

Calandria tubes

Embedment ring

Shield Tank Bearings

End Shields

End Shield Ring

Shield Tank

Irradiation
Embrittlem

ent

L

M

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

sec

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Crevice
Corrosion

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

N/A

L

L

L

General
Corrosion

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Erosion

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Fatigue

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

L

Other

Creep/sag: H

R/J Stress Relaxation: L

Mechanical Wear: M

NOTES:
1. Not all CSTA designs have all of the parts listed above.
2. The following rating system based on engineering judgement was used in assessing the degradation

mechanism impact:
L= little or no concern for end of life.
M= credible degradation mechanism, further analysis required for 60 year life assurance
H = potentially life limiting for 30 year life.
N/A = not applicable
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DETERMINISTIC LOCA AVOIDANCE BY GRAVITY EFFECT

A.A. Harms
McMaster University

Hamilton, ON L8S4L7

The potential for core damage due to a loss of coolant has emerged as a
dominant fission reactor safety consideration. Two principal strategies are pursued
toward the abatement this hazard: (1) reduce the probability of such an event in
existing types of reactors by increased equipment reliability and enhanced
operational procedures, and (2) seek core redesign provisions which eliminate this
hazard. The former strategy has been most dominant for the past 20 years though its
impact on public perception of reactor safety continues to be uncertain; the latter has
been a minor research-developmental activity for some 40 years. We report here on
this latter strategy with an emphasis on a particularly novel concept of reactor core
design which offers to eliminate the loss-of-coolant hazard as a plausible event.

All current power reactors are based on the use of rigid-fuel firmly attached to
the core vessel; this design concept is traceable to the submarine propulsion reactor
where such rigidity is essential due to the linear and rotational motion of the
submarine. Central station power reactors evidently do not need this mobility, save
for specified earthquake tremors; indeed, there exist research and prototype power
reactors based on non-rigid fuel such as liquids and pellets*1) while others are in
various stages of exploration^).

We consider a fission reactor core oriented with its fuel tubes vertical in which
fuel, in the form of micro pellets, is suspended by an upward flowing liquid or gas
coolant. Then, in the event of a primary pump failure, the fuel pellets descend by
gravity force into a divergent conical annulus which is surrounded by ordinary water;
the divergent geometry of this catchment will insure nuclear subcriticality and the
annulus will insure decay-heat removal by packed bed heat conduction, Fig. 1. Thus
fuel-melt due to primary pump or coolant supply failure is autonomously avoided
and, additionally, no emergency shut-down or core cooling provisions are required.

Our analysis*3.4) suggests that this type of Pellet Suspension Reactor (PSR)
may well possess core material composition generally conforming to existing reactor
types, Table I, and the operational features possess properties akin to those with on-
line refueling. There exists, however, one unique and distinguishing feature: the fuel
pellets held in suspension must meet specified bounds of dynamical stability and
homogeneity at least on the space-time scale of reactivity perturbations associated
with boiling water reactors. Our review of the literature, experiments with a small
test loop, and extensive Monte Carlo simulations, suggest a requirement for close
attention to initial and boundary conditions for the fuel in the tubes. One unexpected
development of this pellet based core concept is the apparent attainability of on-site
fuel cycle closure using recent developments in electrorefining*4'.

We conclude therefore that a redesigned core can be conceived which provides
"transparently evident" LOCA avoidance based on an assured mechanism -- the
unfailing force of gravity. An evolutionary intermediate-term strategy of
development of nuclear energy development -- not unlike those occurring in other
major technologies - is therefore suggested.*7)

AAH-63
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Table I: Example of scoping calculations for the pellet suspension
reactor concept (Based on Refs. 3,4 and 5).

Fission power: 600 MWt

Cylindrical core: H = 5.0 m, D = 5.0 m (1 m D2O reflector)

Coolant: He, 5 MPa, 6.6 m/s

Temperature: Tfuei < 1700°C, Tcooi < 900°C

Fuel pellets: D = 0.5 mm, UO2, UC, Nat. U

Fuel tube: D = 20 cm, Zr - 2.5% Nb, Pitch: 39 cm

Volume ratios: Vfuei/Vchannel = 0.10, Vchanne]/Vcore = 0.25

Pellet catchment: 6 cm thick annulus, 7 m long, qmax = 600 kW/m2

Reactivity coefficient: afu = - 1 X 10 -6 C - 1 , Ocool = - 1 X 10-5 C -1
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Fig. 1: Schematic depiction of a pellet suspension reactor concept with on-site fuel
management suggested by the block diagram.
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ABSTRACT

Fracture of the rubber diaphragm in a liquid relief valve initiated events leading to a loss of coolant in Unit 2,
on December 10. The valve failed open, filling the bleed condenser. The reactor shut itself down. When
pressure recovered, two spring-loaded safety relief valves opened and one of them chattered. The shock and
pulsations cracked the inlet pipe to the chattering valve, and the subsequent loss of coolant triggered the
emergency core cooling system. The incident was terminated by operator action. No abnormal radioactivity
was released. The four reactor units of Pickering A remained shut down until the corrective actions were
completed in April/May 1995.

Description

In the Pickering reactors, overpressure protection of the primary heat transport system (PHTS) is by four
diaphragm-operated liquid relief valves (LRVs) that discharge to a bleed condenser. This condenser is protected
by spring-loaded safety relief valves, connected to a heavy water recovery sump.

The incident began at 17:27:34 on Saturday, December 10, 1994, with the fracture of the LRV diaphragm in
CV2, while the reactor was operating at full power. Two LRVs are connected to the outlet header in each of
the two PHTS loops of this 540 MWe CANDU reactor (Figure 1). Each LRV is held closed by pneumatic
pressure.

This failure allowed CV2 to open and release primary coolant to the bleed condenser. Eighteen seconds later,
the reactor control program began to set back power at 0.5 percent/s, due to high liquid level in the bleed
condenser. Simultaneously, the boiler pressure control program began to unload the turbine and raise boiler
pressure to maintain PHTS pressure.

Shrinkage due to temperature drop and discharge through CV2 caused PHTS pressure to decline (Figure 2). The
reactor protective system tripped at 68 seconds, at 76 percent full power, due to low PHTS pressure (<6.75
MPa(g)). By 100 seconds, the reactor was below two percent full power and pressure was approaching
saturation.

The operator started the second PHTS feed pump to help restore pressure, in order to prevent circulating pump
cavitation. He also tripped the turbine, but this had only a small effect because the governor valves were almost
closed, due to the reactor trip.

Eventually, operation of the feed pumps and PHTS swell filled the void, and pressure recovered at 6 minutes.
The rise was rapid, from 3.8 to 9.5 MPa(g) within 30 seconds. It passed the normal 8.7 MPa(g) setpoint
because the pressure control system could not function. During the pressure recovery, the PHTS pressure
control system closed the feed valves and opened the bleed valves as pressure rose beyond the normal control



setpoint of 8.7 MPa(g). Since the bleed condenser and the PUTS were both "solid" and connected via the
failed-open LRV, the action of the bleed valves had no effect on lowering PHTS pressure. The transient was
aggravated by the failure of the interlock that is supposed to terminate reflux cooling flow when PHTS pressure
exceeds 7.9 MPa(g). PHTS pressure continued to increase due to the combined effects of reactor decay heat
(swell) and feed from the reflux flow and pump seal gland flows.

At 412 seconds, the bleed condenser relief valves RV5 and RV108 "popped" open and began discharging to the
sump. RV5 had a large relief capacity and a long 3 inch inlet pipe. It began to chatter (-60 Hz), damaging the
valve and inducing fluid and mechanical vibration in its inlet pipe. A 45 degree elbow cracked and discharged
coolant into the boiler room. Flow through RV108 was choked due to the small diameter (3 inch) of its outlet
pipe.

Pressure was maintained in a rough equilibrium for 20 seconds by the addition of water from the pressurizing
pumps through the bleed condenser reflux pipe and gland flows, swell from decay heat, and by the removal of
water through RV5/1O8 and the cracked elbow. The event was diagnosed as a failed-open LRV and the
operator executed the procedure for this failure, which included lowering the pressure control setpoints to ~8.0
MPa(g). This had no effect 'because, as explained above, there was no pressure control available.

At 431 seconds, pressure decreased rapidly below 9.3 MPa(g) due to fluid escaping from the crack (initial
discharge estimated to have been 63 kg/s) plus the flow through RV5/108. The feed system did not have
sufficient capacity to feed the break.

At 563 seconds (9.4 minutes), the combined signals of low PHTS pressure, <5.8 MPa(g), and high boiler room
pressure, >1.3 kPa(d), initiated boiler crash cooldown and emergency core cooling (with light water).

The radiation emergency procedure was started for Level 1 category. ()n-site and off-site radiation surveys were
conducted. No releases were detected during the event or subsequently.

At 19:05, one hour and 38 minutes after the incident started, an operator entered the reactor building and shut
the four CV valves. Normal shutdown cooling was started and emergency core cooling was terminated.

Although 140 Mg of water was spilled, fuel cooling was maintained. The containment system did not connect
the reactor building to the containment vacuum building because the pressure did not reach the 3.5 kPa(d)
setpoint.

Immediate consequences

At the time, Units 1 and 3 were shut down for maintenance, and Unit 4 was operating at full power. The
station decided to shut down Unit 4 and keep the four A reactors down until the causes of the "U2 incident"
were fully understood and eliminated. The four Pickering B reactors remained operating because they had a
better RV5 inlet pipe design.

At the time of the incident, the Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) was in the process of renewing
Pickering's 2-year operating licence. The AECB issued the renewal after noting that the control system and the
safety systems operated as designed and the operators performed in an acceptable manner. The Board stated
that the Pickering A units would not restart until specific approval had been granted.

Investigation and corrective actions

Using a methodology based on INPO's Human Performance Enhancement System, (Ontario Hydro carried out a
thorough investigation and determined the direct root causes to be:

• less than adequate design of the configuration of RV5 and its associated piping, and



• embrittlement of C V2 liquid relief valve diaphragm due to thermal aging (during a period when the
valve simmered),

and decided on the following corrective actions to address the direct root causes:

Implement an improved bleed condenser overpressure relief system.
Review all other relief valves in the PHTS and connected auxiliary systems to ensure similar inadequate
configurations are not present.
Replace existing diaphragms with new diaphragms of recent cure date.
Ensure replacement frequency for diaphragms is adequate and appropriate.
Improve methods of detection and follow-up for passing or simmering LRVs.

There were three equipment failures that led to the breach in the PHTS pressure envelope:

failure open of CV2,
the initiation of a circumferential crack in an elbow in the 3 inch inlet pipe to RV5 and subsequent
propagation of the crack around V* of the perimeter, and
damage to the seat and other internal components in RV5.

One additional equipment failure contributed to the terminal event by increasing the rate of pressure rise, after
the PHTS pressure recovered:

failure of the reflux valve CV111 to close on high pressure.

This resulted from the less than adequate implementation of the design change that added this interlock and the
lack of routine testing and maintenance of the interlock. The corrective actions decided on for this direct
contributing factor are: 1) to review the design change process to ensure it now contains sufficient barriers to
prevent recurrence of such cases, and 2) to review all PHTS control interlocks to ensure adequate testing and
maintenance are carried out.

The pressure vibration in the RV5 inlet pipe propagated back along the 6 inch pipe and vibrated the LRVs.
This caused the consequential failure of copper instrument air tubing by low-cycle fatigue fracture at
compression fittings, resulting in the loss of air pressure to CV1, CV3 and CV4. These LRVs also failed open.
The corrective action adopted was to provide a more robust instrument air installation with flexible, braided
metal hose connections to the LRVs.

The investigation also determined that the equipment design and operating procedures could be improved to help
the PHTS pressure control system cope with overpressure transients. The action recommended was to review
and implement equipment design changes and operating procedure changes to mitigate the consequences of a
failed-open PHTS liquid relief valve.

Similar events have occurred at other CANDU stations that were not disseminated to Pickering and acted on.
An action was identified to assess the mechanism for lesson transfer and initiate any improvements required.

Design changes

RV5 should have been located closer to the bleed condenser. It had been added, following an overpressure
protection study, and was mounted 9 metres away because of concerns about radiation exposure and mechanical
interferences during installation. The pressure loss in the inlet piping had been calculated to be less than 3
percent of the set pressure of the valve, but this calculation was based on the required flow capacity of 499
IGPM liquid heavy water at 480 deg F The designer assumed the relief valve would open in proportion to the
increase in pressure over the opening pressure.



The valve that was supplied had a much greater capacity. It was intended for steam, popping open when it
relieved. The valve had not been tested to confirm that it was stable in the intended temperature and flow
range. The codes and the manufacturers guides were not very specific on this subject twenty years ago when
this relief valve addition was designed.

The designers at Pickering were fortunate to find an obscure nozzle (4 inch handhole) on the bleed condenser
that was suitable, and RV5 was mounted on it using a short inlet pipe with an elbow (Figure 3). The 3 inch
outlet pipe on RV108 was replaced by a 6 inch pipe.

The relief valves were taken to Wyle Laboratories and tested to verify their capacities, to determine blowdown
and stability, and to understand their performance. (The original RVs were configured with trims for steam
flow.) Additional RV5s were tested to confirm their uniformity. One hundred and twenty-five test runs were
performed, working seven days a week over a 5-week period.

The valves were tested with deionized water at three temperatures: 480, 300 and 150 deg F, and the apparatus
simulated the new installation in the reactor. The valve specifications were changed slightly from the original
ones to suit updated requirements. The minimum flow for both valves was specified at 940 IGPM (63.5 kg/s
D2O at 480 deg F). The target total flow: 1353 to 1574 IGPM. The set pressures were staggered; RVI08 was
set to open at 1175 psig or 8.10 MPa(g) and RV5 was set at 1250 psig or 8.62 MPa(g). The minimum reseat
pressure was specified to be 910 psig or 6.27 MPa(g) to ensure the RVs reclose above the ECC initiation
pressure of 5.8 MPa(g).

RV108 was stable over all test temperatures with the steam trim, however low valve lifts were observed during
the 480 deg F tests. The low lift was caused by high pressure in the bowl of this valve, which has no bellows.
The valve was then fitted with liquid trim and the subsequent tests met the performance requirements. It was
the preferred trim due to its more robust construction. A new spring was installed for the required set pressure.
The capacity at 480 deg F: 458 IGPM (31 kg/s) D2O; the blowdown adjusting ring setting: -22 notches for a
reseat pressure of 6.4 MPa(g).

For RV5 (Figure 4) with steam trim, the adjusting ring setting (-25 notches) required for acceptable blowdown
at 480 deg F caused unstable valve operation (chattering) with cold water. Further testing with steam trim was
discontinued. Valve operation with liquid trim was stable at all blowdown ring settings. Stability at lower
temperatures became marginal at a ring setting of -100 notches. A heavier gauge spring to improve blowdown
exhibited instability. For the final qualification tests, a blowdown ring setting of -90 notches was chosen to
achieve a compromise between the long blowdown at 480 deg F (~25 percent) and valve stability at 300 and 150
deg F. A 0.25 inch lift restrictor (limit washer) was installed to limit the required capacity to 720 IGPM. The
bellows helped achieve rated lift at 480 deg F, but high bowl pressure restricted capacity. The capacity at 480
deg F is 802 IGPM (54 kg/s) D2O, the blowdown adjusting ring setting is -90 notches for a reseat pressure of
6.3 MPa(g).

Other design changes were implemented, such as proper commissioning of the reflux flow high pressure
interlock, upgrade of the instrument air tubing installation for the LRVs and improved supports for the piping.

Dynamic modelling and simulations were carried out to understand these valves and predict how the new relief
valve configuration would behave for all design basis PHTS transients. These spring-loaded relief valves were
expected to open in proportion to the increase in pressure over the opening pressure, however they behave like
safety valves characterized by rapid full opening or "pop" action, and some proportional action on closing.

Conclusion

The downgraded heavy water in the Unit 2 PHTS was replaced using a special procedure. Although pressure
had not risen above design pressure, a program of inspections and analyses was undertaken to demonstrate that
the Unit 2 PHTS was fit for service.



The corrective actions were applied to all four reactors. Considerable effort was expended to address every
safety issue in a thorough manner. Unit 4 was ready at the beginning of April, and a request to restart it was
forwarded to the AECB on April 7. Its restart is expected in late April, 4'/2 months after the incident occurred.

The AECB and the MCCR were kept fully informed of the results of the investigation and the corrective actions
being undertaken, at all stages of the recovery program. Their comments, questions and requests were given
prompt attention. The necessary approvals are expected in a timely manner to minimize the loss of revenue.

The excellent design of these CANDU reactors and their capable staff have enabled the Pickering Station to
recover quickly. This incident marks the first time an ECC system operated in a CANDU in response to an
actual loss of coolant.
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ABSTRACT

In the CANDl 1 Safety Analysis process, a series of design basis accidents are chosen and analyzed to confirm safety
system effectiveness. Of all the postulated accidents, (he Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) - a
postulated break in Uie Heat Transport System piping ne;ir a component that services a large number of fuel channels
- sets the most demanding requirements on the speed and reactivity depth of Hie shutdown system devices - shuloff
rods and liquid poison injection. In such an accident, coolant discharges out of me fuel channels, leading to a
reactivity increase and power increase, turned around by shutdown system action within seconds. While (lie event
is extremely improbable, it is reanalyzed periodically and its consequences examined to ensure continued shutdown
system effectiveness.

In March 1993, an additional effect was identified: il (he break occurred in the piping on the inlet side of Uie core,
this would cause sudden movement of the fuel bundles (so-called fuel siring relocation) in a large number of
channels. In Ontario Hydro's Bruce NGS A, Bruce NGS B and Darlington reactors, each channel is fuelled against
the (low. In this situation, the relocation of the fuel string results in a sudden positive reactivity increase. (By
comparison, Ontario Hydro's Pickering A and Pickering B reactors, and (he CANDU-6 reactors at Pt. Lepreau,
Gentilly and overseas are all fuelled with the How rather than against Uie flow, so that Uie fuel string relocation
results in a negative reactivity pulse).

This reactivity increase is in addition to the reactivity due to the core coolant voiding. The combined reactivity effect
could lead to power pulses much higher than those Uial would arise due to coolant voiding alone. To maintain safety
margins in the event of such a postulated accident, the eight Bruce NGS A and Bruce NGS B units were initially
derated to 60 percent power within 2 days of the identification and confirmation of Uiis effect.

This paper: (1) describes Uie fuel string relocation phenomenon in detail; (2) explains why the consequences differ
at Uie various Ontario Hydro reactors; (3) outlines the actions taken will) respect to each of Uie Ontario Hydro
reactors in the months following March 1993; (4) describes the design solutions implemented to mitigate Uie problem
and return Uie Bruce reactors to higher powers.
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THE FUEL STRING RELOCATION EFFECT - WHY THE BRUCE REACTORS WERE DERATED

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In the CANDU Safety Analysis pnKess, a series of design basis accidents are chosen a/id analyzed to confirm safely
system effectiveness. Of all tlie postulated accidents, tlie Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LRLOCA) - a
postulated break in the Heat Transport System piping near a component Unit services a large number of fuel channels
- sets die most demanding requirements on the speed and reactivity depth of the shutdown systems.

In this accident, the pipe break leads to core coolant voiding in the fuel channels in a matter of seconds. The channel
voiding leads to a reactivity increase and power increase within seconds of the break. There are two diverse neulronic
trip systems in place on CANDU reactors designed to rapidly detect the power rise: (rips monitoring both the neutron
power and the rate of power increase. Once a trip is registered, one or both of two independent shutdown systems -
- shuloff rods or liquid poison injection -- is activated. The initiation of either shutdown system turns tlie power
transient around within seconds. While the event is extremely improbable, its consequences are examined to provide
assurance of shutdown system effectiveness over a wide range of plant operating states.

2.0 EVALUATION OF HJEL STRING RELOCATION REACTIVITY

In March 1993, an additional effect was identified: In every fuel channel, the string of fuel bundles is held against
the latch at the downstream or outlet end by the force of coolant flow and by the pressure differential across the
channel. Also, there is usually a space or gap between the inlet shield plug and (he nearest fuel bundle. In fact, as
a result of normal reactor operation, the gap increases with lime due to pressure tube creep.

If the break occurs in Ihe piping on Ihe inlel side of Ihe core, in a piping location affecting a large number of
channels (e.g. tlie inlet header), the pressure reversal and How reversal would drive the string of fuel bundles toward
the inlel shield plug (so-called fuel siring relocation) in all of the affected channels in tenths of a second, (see
Figure 1).

In Ontario Hydro's Bruce NUS A, Bruce NCiS B and Darlington reactors, the channels are fuelled against me How.
In each channel, the less irradiated bundles are at the channel flow outlet or downstream end and the more irradiated
bundles are at tlie inlet end. In the event of an inlet header break, (lie relocation of the fuel string toward the inlet
end means that less irradiated, more reactive fuel moves toward the central, higher flux region of the channel, while
higher-irradiation fuel moves toward die lower flux regions at the upstream end. Ihis results in a sudden positive
reactivity increase, in addition to tlie positive reactivity due to the coolant voiding. (By comparison, Ontario Hydro's
Pickering A and Pickering B reactors, and the CANDU-6 reactors at Pt. Lepreau, (ientilly and overseas are all
fuelled with the How rather than against the How, so that the fuel string relocation results in a reactivity decrease).

2.1 Evaluation of Reactivity Effect

The magnitude of the reactivity increase can be evaluated in a fuel management computer code such as OHRESP
(Reference 1), SORO (Reference 2) or Rl-SP (Reference 3) by treating the relocation as a simultaneous refuelling
operation in a large number of channels. The values used in subsequent safely analysis were determined with tlie
OHRESP code using (he following methodology:
1. The fuel channels are modelled as consisting of 26 half-bundles, each of length 24.765 cm.
2. A time-averaged (Reference 1) calculation is used to establish corresponding time-averaged beginning- and end-

of-dwell time irradiations and fluxes for these 26 half-bundles.
3. llie time-averaged irradiations are converted to snapshot irradiations that are equivalent in terms of preserved

core reactivity; it is found that assuming that each channel is about .*».*>% through its dwell time provides this
equivalence.

4. A half-bundle shift is applied to each of the affected channels and the resulting reactivity increase calculated.
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5. The calculation is repeated for the case of both two and three half-bundle shifts in each of the affected channels.

Step 5 is carried out to confirm Unit the relocation reactivity is essentially linear with gap relocation. Table 1 lists
Uie number of affected channels in each of Bruce NGS A, Bruce NGS B and Darlington, as well as the resulting
reactivity rates. The Bruce NGS A and Bruce NGS B heat transport systems are of single-loop designs, so that a
pump discharge break or inlet header break affects all 240 channels in a pass; the Darlington UTS is of a two-loop
design, so that only 120 channels in the pass of one loop are affected.

In Table 1, it is noteworthy that the relocation reactivity effect for Bruce NGS A is about 60% higher than in Bruce
NGS B. This is because Hie Bruce NGS A core has no adjusters, so that its axial flux shape is more centrally peaked
(Figure 2) and its high-power channel burnups are higher (Figure 3); both effects tend to exacerbate the reactivity
gain due to movement of a fresher bundle into a high-flux region. Also, die rate for Darlington is just over half of
that in Bruce NGS B. This is due to the 120 affected channels in Darlington compared to 240 affected channels in
Bruce NGS B.

It can be noted that the same methodology above can be applied to specific core region, e.g. to establish the
relocation reactivity effect separately in inner and in outer flow zone channels.

2.2 Additional Reactivity F.ffects

The fuel string relocation also results in oilier reactivity effects:

1. Bundles 1 and 2, that have been residing in zero- or low-flux regions, with very low corresponding loads of
xenon and oilier saturating fission product loads, are suddenly relocated into higher-flux regions; this is a
positive reactivity effect.

2. The lower-irradiation bundles displacing the higher-irradiation ones in the high-flux region have different void
reactivity and delayed neutron characteristics.

These additional effects have been evaluated as well, and found to be fairly insignificant, constituting less than 3
percent of the primary relocation reactivity effect in Section 2.1.

2.3 Corroboration of Reactivity Kffecl

The use of the methodology described in Section 2.1 raises a number of questions regarding alternative approaches:

1. What is the effect of using the bundle irradiation distributions that occur in actual reactor operation, rather than
a lime-averaged model?

2. What is the effect of using fuel siring relocation lengths which are closer to actual gaps than the half-bundle and
full-bundle relocations used in Section 2.1?

3. What is the effect of using spatially varying gap distributions rather than a single global average?

To address these questions, a corroborative analysis was carried out using Uie SORO (Reference 2) fuelling
simulation code. SORO is used at each Ontario Hydro station to calculate Uie bundle power and irradiation
distribution and core reactivity in each reactor unit, on an ongoing basis. The latest version of SORO calculates the
reactivity due to die relocation of Hie fuel string in each channel in a group by a user-specified distances. This
version was applied to eight different core suites (one from the archives of each Bruce NGS A and Bruce NGS B
unit) and used to calculate relocation reactivities due to both:
(a) a constant gap in each channel; and
(b) a normal Gaussian distribution of channel gaps.

It was found that the OHRFSP-calculated core relocation reactivities using the methodology described in Section 2.1
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was almost always higher than any corresponding SORO-calculatcd reactivity, by up to 12%; in one case, for the
Bruce NGS B Unit 7 core, the SORO-calculatcd reactivity was higher than the O1IR1SP value by 2%. It was also
found that spatial variation of channel gaps has no effect on calculated relocation reactivity.

3.0 CALCULATION OF I.OCA OVFRPOWFR TRANSIFNT

Calculation of the overpower transient due to a Large Break I.OCA requires determination of the heat transport
system response to the bre;tk, the fuel string relocation transient, the relocation reactivity and the core response to
the coolant voiding, fuel string relocation and subsequent shutdown system action. 'Hie methodologies involved are
discussed below.

3.1 Heat Transport System Response

The heat transport system Ihennalhydraulic response is simulated using the TUF (Reference 4) code. Till1' solves
the mass, energy and momentum equations in a nodal network representation of the heat transport system and all
major related process systems. In the II JI; model of a reactor, the core is divided into flow /.ones or HI'S loops, then
subdivided into passes, and then further subdivided into regions, each represented by a region-average channel. This
channel is itself divided into axial nodes.

3.2 Fuel String Relocation Transient

The timing of fuel string relocation is calculated with the SOPITT-RFI (Reference 5) code. This code uses as input
the inlet header and outlet header pressure and enthalpy transients, which are calculated will) the IT Ji- code. Ihese
transients are dependent primarily on the break size, break location and initial power level. SOPITT-RFI then
evaluates the acceleration, velocity and distance moved by the fuel string due the pressure changes. Typical relocation
transients for (he case of a 35% pump discharge break in Bruce NGS A are shown in Figure 4.

3.3 Overpower Transient Calculation

The SMOKIN (Reference d) family of codes is used to assess the spatial neulronic power transient resulting from
a Large Break LOCA. It models (he detailed voiding transients and fuel temperature transients provided by the TUF
code (Section 3.1). It also models the shutdown system instrumentation and shutdown system devices called upon
to terminate the power transient. Finally, it models the fuel string relocation reactivity, based on the relocation timing
established in Section 3.2 ;uid relocation reactivity per distance relocated that was established in Section 2.1.

4.0 CHRONOLOGY OF LVI-NTS

This section provides a chronology of the events associated with the initial identification of the fuel string relocation
effect, and the actions taken witli respect to each of the Ontario Hydro reactors.

4.1 Initial Identification of the KlTecl

In February 1993, Ontario Hydro made a submission to the AFCB in support of an initiative to remove bundle 13
from all channels in Darlington. This initiative, which was also intended for Bruce NGS B, was to solve pressure
tube fretting problems that result from the fact thai bundle 13 sits over the pressure tube inlet rolled joint.

In the review of the submission, one of the issues that arose was that of determining the reactivity effect of relocation
over a full bundle length in the event of an inlet header break.

By March 2 1993, using the methodology described in Sections 2.0 and 3.0 above, it was determined that the
reactivity effect of 120 channels relocating 49.5 cm each was about 2.(S ink, which is roughly 50% of the reactivity
due to coolant voiding from the channnels. This effective 50% increase in the total positive reaclivily injected into
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the core was found to lead to a power pulse more than double the pulses resulting from coolant voiding alone.

While this finding meant that the initiative to remove bundle 13 in Darlington would not proceed, it was quickly
realized that, even in a core with all 13 bundles, relocation over the existing axial channel gaps would be a source
of some positive reactivity in the Bruce and Darlington reactors. Staff at those reactor sites reviewed fuel channel
geometrical drawings and available pressure tube creep data. By March 4, the average channel gaps were determined
to be 13 to 15 cm in the Bruce NCiS A and Bruce N(iS B units, and 10 to 13 cm in the Darlington units.

4.2 Preliminary Analysis

Starling March 4 1993, an intensive effort was mounted to evaluate the effect of fuel string relocation in all Ontario
Hydro stations. This was a large-scale team effort, involving coordination of the efforts of staff from Ontario I lydro's
Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department (RSOAD), from the Bruce, Darlington and Pickering Nuclear
Safety Departments, and from All'I..

Relative to a I.OCA transient with fuel siring relocation not considered, the reactivity transient with fuel string
relocation effects added in would be higher (Figure 5) and the relative power transient higher as well (Figure 6).
Safety concerns such as pressure tube integrity and radiological release are primarily dependent on energy deposition
in the fuel and fuel enthalpy (both related to the area under the curves in Figure 6). From the onset, it was
recognized that the only way to immediately restore safely margin to that prior to identification of the fuel string
relocation effect was to derate initial reactor power, so that the area under the power curve in Figure 6 with fuel
string relocation included could be made lo match the area of (he curve starting at 1(K)% initial power but with fuel
string relocation disregarded.

Because Ontario Hydro had been in the midst of reanalyzing Large Break I,OCA accidents for Bruce NGS A as part
of an ongoing Safety Report update, up-to-date analysis models for Bruce NCiS A were available for immediate use;
hence Bruce NCiS A was the first station considered. An analysis starting from I(X)% power but with no fuel string
relocation was considered the reference case. The fuel string reactivity corresponding to an average gap of 15 cm
in all channels was included as described in Sections 2.0 and 3.0, and I .OCA analysis was repeated starting from
various initial reactor powers, h was determined that, based on the criterion of reproducing the energy deposition
and post-shutdown fuel enthalpy in the reference case, a derating lo between 60% and 70% power was required.

In (lie case of Bruce NGS B, no analysis models were immediately available, but it had been preliminarily confirmed
that the effect of fuel string relocation would be less than in Bruce NCiS A (see Table 1).

In the case of Darlington, it was known that the relocation reactivity effect was much smaller than at either Bruce
NCiS A or Bruce NCiS B, both because of Uie lesser number of channels affected in the event of a I .OCA break (120
v.v 240), and because of the smaller channel gaps (the gaps are smaller because Darlington is newer, and so has less
pressure tube creep). Preliminary analysis showed that even at 100% power operation, the resulting energy
depositions and enthalpies witJi the lesser relocation reactivity effects included would be higher than with the effects
not considered, but still well below the appropriate safely limits.

On March 5, all Ontario Hydro station managers met in Toronto and were informed of the analysis results. They
decided to immediately:
• derate Bruce NGS A lo 60% power;
• derate Bruce NCiS B to 60% power as well, pending more explicit analysis;
• leave Darlington at 1(K)% power.

Thai same day, the AF.CH was informed of the identification of the effect and of Ontario Hydro's action in a letter.
Appropriate stall" at Hydro Quebec and New Brunswick Hlectric Power were informed as well, but assured that in
the event of a Large Break I.OCA, the relocation effect would be a source of negative reactivity for them, given that
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their CANDU-6 reactors ;ire fuelled with the How.

On March 9, Ontario Hydro stall made a detailed presentation to die AHCB on the identification of the effect and
to quantitatively justify the magnitude of the derating*.

As a followup, formal submissions were prepared and submitted to the AW'R to confirm the acceptability of
operation of the various Ontario Hydro reactors at Ihe power levels indicated at (he March 9 meeting:
• March 10: Darlington at 1(X)% power;
• March 15: Bruce NGS A at 60% power;
• March 24: Bruce NGS B at 60% power;
• March 25: Pickering A ;uid Pickering B at 100%. power (it might seem unnecessary to carry out analysis for

Pickering units, where the relocation effect is a source of negative reactivity; however, the concern
was expressed that Ihe negative reactivity might tend to delay or mask die credited trip in the event
of a LOT A).

4.3 Followup Analysis

The magnitude of relocation reactivity was known (o be substantially less in Bruce NGS B compared to Bruce NGS
A (see Table 1), so Unit die precautionary derating of Bruce NGS B to 60% power was qualitatively believed to be
excessive. There was therefore strong economic incentive to proceed with implementation of up-to-date analysis
models for Bruce NGS B, comparable to those for Bruce NGS A, so that more explicit analysis could be carried out
and a higher power level quantified. This effort culminated in a submission to the AIvCB justifying operation of
Bruce NGS B at 80% power (Permission to raise power at Bruce NGS B was granted by the AIX'B in June).

5.0 DESIGN SOLUTIONS

Any further power increases at Bruce NGS A and Bruce NGS B have been contingent on implementation of some
design solution or combination of solutions to mitigate the relocation reactivity effect. While a variety of solutions
were considered, three principal ones have been pursued:

5.1 Modified Inlet Shield Plug

The design solution that could most easily and rapidly be implemented was to replace the inlet shield plug in each
fuel channel by an alternative shield plug that reduces Ihe channel gap by 4.2 cm. This approach provided a partial
solution. The modified plug was tested (lo ensure no adverse effects on channel flow patterns) and (hen installed in
the central channels of all Bruce NGS A and Bruce NGS B units. Analysis was submitted showing that (he gap
reduction justified raising power:
• Bruce NGS A: to 70% power, and (hen subsequently to 75% power;
• Bruce NGS B: to 88% power.

5.2 Longer laid Bundles

A second solution that allows a reduction in the channel gap is Ihe introduction of longer fuel bundles. Hie longer
bundle is 1.3 cm longer than the standard one (50.8 cm long compared to 49.5 cm), so that Ihe gap in individual
channels can be reduced lo the degree required by introducing one, two or three longer bundles into individual
channels, and subsequently adding long bundles during normal fuelling to compensate for creep. Furthermore, by
properly positioning the new bundles, this solution also alleviates the pressure tube fretting problem which the
original Darlington and Bruce NGS B 12-bundle initiative was attempting lo solve in the first place. Use of long
bundles is Bruce NGS B's preferred long-term solution.

However, there are two problems associated witli use of long bundles: First, fuel handling is made more complicated.
Il is necessary to track the locations of normal and long bundles in each channels by implementing a Gap
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Management System. Also, it would no longer be possible to simply select the next five or ten channels to be
refuelled; it would now be necessary to pre-plan the exact order in which channels are refuelled, since different
channels will require different numbers of long and normal bundles.

Secondly, there is a possible safely concern associated with reducing the gap in any channel too much, since some
residual gap is required to accommodate fuel expansion during a LOCA, so as to avoid excessive fuel compression
and the potential for channel component failure. While Ontario Hydro has submitted analysis justifying maintenance
of a minimum channel gap of at least 3.2 cm, this analysis has not yet been accepted by the AECIV

5.3 Fuelling With Flow

An alternative lo attempting to reduce the gap is to instead convert the core to one fuelled with the flow. Once this
is accomplished, the reactivity effect due to fuel siring relocation is negative, as at Pickering and the CANDU-6
stations. A luelling Against Flow core can be converted to Fuelling With Flow by successive fuelling operations
consisting of pushing the bundles out of an Fasi-fuelled channel, reinserting them into a West-fuelled channel,
inserting the contents of that West channel into some Hast channel, and so on. The first impediment to Fuelling with
Flow is that both the hardware and software of the fuelling machine must be modified to accommodate a fuelling
with flow operation. A second impediment is the need to install a new fuel string supporting shield plug on the outlet
latch of each channel, in order to prevent delayed hydride cracking on the endplate of irradiated bundle 13.
Nonetheless, conversion to Fuelling With Flow is Bruce NGS A s preferred long-term solution.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

Two conclusions are evident concerning the manner in which this issue has been dealt with. First, Ontario Hydro
acted in a prudent and timely fashion, in identifying and confirming the effect of a phenomenon that had not
previously been accounted for. Secondly, progress in quantifying the significance of both (lie effect and of mitigating
measures has depended on a well-C(x>rdinatcd cmpcralive effort among many organizations both within and outside
of Ontario Hydro.

7.0 REFER HNCHS
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Table 1
Relocation Reactivity Increases

Reactor

Bruce NGS A

Bruce NCKS B

Darlington

Number of
channels affected

240

240

120

Reactivity increase
rates

0.155 mk/cin

0.0W ink/cm

0.056 ink/cm
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Figure 1
Fuel String Relocation
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Figure 2
Typical Axial Flux Shapes ( Channel K12)
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Figure 3
Typical Axial Irradiation Profiles ( Channel K12)
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Fuel Bundle Movement in Inner Zone Regions for 35% Pump Discharge Break



Figure 5
Bruce NGS A - Core Reactivity Transient
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Figure 6
Bruce NGS A - Core Bulk Power Transient
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ABSTRACT

The optimum solution to pressure tube fretting at the inlet of the Bruce and Darlington channels, a concern
which became very serious following inspections in early 1992, is to remove the inlet bundle and operate with a
12 fuel bundle channel. During analysis of this operating mode a 'power pulse' was identified which could
occur during an inlet header break where all the fuel in the channel moved rapidly to the inlet of the channel.
The pulse was unacceptable and the units were derated until solutions could be implemented. A number of
solutions were identified and each station has begun implementation of their specific solution. Implementation
has not been without problems and this paper provides a status report on the progress to date of the long bundle
implementation solution for Bruce B and Darlington and the fuelling with the flow solution being implemented
at Bruce A. Both types of solution have a significant impact on the original concern, fretting of the pressure
tube.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Bruce/Darlington reactors have suffered in the last few years from several problems that have appeared and
are specific to those units.

Early in the operation of the Bruce type units it was recognized that the rolled joint geometry of the pressure
tube could lead to an 'abnormal' fuel bundle support situation with the potential for possible fretting at the rolled
joint burnish mark, Figure 1. All three stations have now experienced such fretting although the degree is
different for each.

End plate cracking of the outlet fuel bundle was first seen in Darlington. Since then about 13 cracked end
plates have been found in Bruce B but none in Bruce A.

At Darlington, three problems occurred - end plate cracking of outlet fuel bundles, severe fretting wear damage
to the inlet bundle upstream bearing pads while on the spacer sleeve, and severe midplane fretting of the
pressure tube by the same bundle. The primary cause of the cracking at Darlington was established to be
acoustic pressure pulse coming from the PHT pump vane at the vane passing frequency (ISO Hz). Switching to
seven vane pump impellers eliminated end plate cracking and also the severe bundle outboard pad wear. It was
concluded that ISO Hz acoustics is also the cause of the end plate cracking in Bruce B.

Several solutions were investigated and a summary presented at the CNS Conference in 1994 (Reference 1).
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In January 1993, a decision was made to change from 13 to 12 bundle fuel channels in Bruce B and Darlington
reactors to eliminate fretting of the burnish mark by the 13th bundle.

In March 1993, during detailed safety and licensing assessments for the 12 bundle channels, it was discovered
that the gap that exists between the inlet shield plug and the inlet bundle of the fuel string, Figure 2, would lead
to an unacceptable power pulse if an inlet header break occurred in which the fuel is rapidly shifted toward the
inlet of the channel. All Bruce reactors were derated to 60% FP, a safe operating condition, and the
implementation of 12 bundle channels halted. The Darlington reactors, due to their two loop PHT system do
not suffer from the power pulse problem to the same degree as the Bruce units providing the inlet gap is
maintained less than 5 inches;.

Two solutions are in the process of implementation:

(1) A fuel string mix of standard and 0.5 inches (12.7 mm) longer than standard fuel bundles. Bruce B is
combining this with a flow straightening inlet shield plug (FSISP) to further reduce the gap.

(2) Fuelling with flow (FWF), 12 bundle channel.

Darlington and Bruce B are now implementing the longer bundle option that:

a) Controls the inlet bundle position in the fuel channel relative to the spacer sleeve, to reduce or
eliminate the concern about the power pulse.

b) Positions the outboard bearing pads of the inlet bundle on the spacer sleeve such that the
inboard pad cannot contact the rolled joint burnish mark and cause burnish mark fretting.

c) Reduces inlet bundle vibration and therefore, (to some degree) reduces fretting damage.

To accommodate the elongation of the fuel channel the inlet gap is controlled by adding longer bundles as
required. To ensure the correct gap is maintained, both stations are implementing a 'gap management system*
in Bruce B, and a 'fuel positioning system' in Darlington. In both stations significant changes to both fuel
handling hardware and software was required.

Bruce A is now implementing fuelling with the flow. With this solution, the power pulse problem is non-
existent as negative reactivity is introduced to the core if an inlet header break occurs. This aspect allows the
original plan of a 12 bundle channel solution to inlet bundle fretting to be completed. The CANDU* 6 and
Pickering reactors utilize the fuelling with the flow direction and therefore do not suffer from the power pulse
problem.

2. IN-REACTOR VERIFICATION PROGRAM

In addition to out-reactor testing and qualification where necessary, an in-reactor verification program was
started. The objective is to define the activities required to verify the in-reactor performance of the various
pressure tube fretting and power pulse solutions being implemented. This program now includes shield plug
modifications, long bundles and rounded bearing pads. The verification program consists of phased
implementation and fuel bundle and fuel channel inspections.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Bruce A

Bruce A, through a series of cost benefit analyses, concluded that fuelling with the flow was the best solution
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for the station. As a short term measure to allow an early increase in power, the station began installation of
the flow straightening inlet shield plug. This enabled the inlet gap to be reduced by about 45 mm. A
significant power increase was achieved by installing the flow straighteners in the inner zone only. This was
implemented first and the station is now operating at 75 % full power.

Many changes to the fuel handling system were needed to carry out fuelling with flow (FWF) and several
reviews were undertaken to ensure safe reliable operation of a system designed to operate in the fuelling against
flow (FAF) mode. The major concern was the performance of the fuel latch, which retains the fuel in the
channel against the flow drag, and the fuelling machine rams. For the latch to work correctly it is critical that
the fuelling machine rams locate the fuel string to within about 25 mm of a specific location. This is not
difficult or of significance in the FAF mode but, in the FWF mode, errors may lead to the fuel string slipping
through the latch when the fuelling machine ram is removed.

During further review of the performance of the fuel on the latch it was noted that the fuel would be irradiated
and contain significant levels of deuterium, absorbed via the corrosion process during the bundle's residency in
the channel. It was suggested that delayed hydride cracking, (DHC) of the downstream end plate was a
possibility. A few irradiated bundles had already experienced the effects of the changed fuelling direction and
were sent to AECL Chalk River Laboratories for examination. Cracks were found. It was concluded that FWF
could lead to end plate cracking through DHC and means to prevent this would need to be accommodated in the
FWF process.

The means to this was to support the fuel string on the shield plug instead of the latch. However, the 900 MW
shield plugs are rotated during installation to latch them to the liner tube. (This is unlike the CANDU 6 shield
plug design that uses deployable dogs to engage a groove in the liner tube and therefore does not rotate). During
installation a fuel supporting shield plug would rotate against the fuel and thus create a torque on the outlet
bundle which is not desirable from a fuel or pressure tube point of view. This bundle, heavily loaded from the
flow drag of the other bundles in the string, will not withstand a significant twisting moment. The fuel
supporting shield plug (F3SP) was therefore designed to have a stationary fuel supporting section and a rotatable
body, Figure 3.

Earlier work during the Darlington N12 investigation had reviewed a design for a such a shield plug to avoid
end plate cracking due to fatigue. It was a complex, expensive design but did not rotate against the fuel. For
Bruce A it was redesigned, initially, to enable existing plugs to be modified in order to minimize costs.

During the design process it was decided that modifying the existing shield plugs was not preferable due to the
radiation protection required and overall higher costs. Thus new plugs, using the essentially the same design,
are being procured.

Status

The inlet shield plugs in the inner zone of the reactor have all been modified to include the flow straighteners
thus allowing the units to operate at 75 % power.

Due to delays in the implementation of the FWF option, a short term plan to raise power was pursued. This
would involve installation of long fuel bundles in the inner zone with flow straighteners installed in the outer
zone shield plugs. AECB approval has been received. The option will allow operation at 80% power and will
implemented on Unit 3 if a decision to go ahead is made.

The long term plan to implement FWF is now underway with 14 modified outlet shield plugs installed and some
fuel strings reordered to FWF. Fuel bundle examination of some outlet bundles to look for DHC cracks should
be complete by the end of April 1995. The current schedule is to begin complete installation of the F3SPs by
July 15th, followed by reordering of the fuel. This should take about 10 weeks allowing for an increase in
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power to 94% by August 1st, 1995.

3.2 Bruce B

Gap Management

A major factor in implementing long bundles at Bruce B has been the implementation of the gap management
system, (GMS). This was initially envisaged as a relatively simple operation but with time has proven to be
significantly more complex. The current limitations in minimum gap that are likely to be confirmed by the
AECB will add to the need to ensure that the GMS operates reliably and accurately. The initial aim was to
maintain an average gap across the core of about SO mm with a minimum gap of 31 mm. These values would
mitigate the power pulse enabling the reactor to operate at 100%, and also avoid burnish mark fretting. AECB
approval for a minimum gap of m has not yet been given and the current minimum gap of SO mm makes it
more difficult to locate the fuel such that maximum power can be achieved while also avoiding the burnish mark
fretting problem.

The overall objectives of the gap management system are to:

(1) Install the recommended number of long fuel bundles in each fuel channel to satisfy the channel inlet
bundle positioning requirements.

(2) Determine the average inner zone and the reactor core gaps to be sure that the specified average gap
and therefore power pulse requirements are satisfied.

(3) Ensure the inboard bearing pads of the upstream fuel bundle do not engage the pressure tube burnish
mark both at the initial installation of long fuel bundles and during the subsequent normal operation of
each of the reactor units.

Status

Flow straightening shield plug installation in the inner zones has been completed.

Long fuel bundles are being installed in the outer zones to eliminate further burnish mark fretting. This is more
than 90% complete (180 channels, Units 6/7/8 and 85%, Unit 5 ).

Submissions to the AECB to reach approval for 100% FP are planned to be complete by the end of next year.
Approval for 90% FP is projected for the end of this year.

3.3 Darlington

The power pulse problem is not as severe at Darlington as in the Bruce units due to the design of the PHT
system. Darlington can accommodate a gap of up to 127 mm before there is a power pulse concern. As a
result, the primary focus at Darlington is 'fuel positioning' to eliminate burnish mark fretting. As part of the
long bundle in-reactor verification program, incorporation of long bundles at Darlington has been implemented
through a series of distinct phases. Thus far, the long bundle program has proceeded successfully. On-going
pressure tubes and fuel bundle inspections have not shown any need for concern.

Status

June 93 Phase 1: Installation of 12 long bundles in Position #13 and 6 long bundles in Position Ml.

Jan 94 Phase 2A: Installation of 50 lead long bundles into Unit 1 and 2 as lead irradiation bundles.
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Oct 94 Phase 2B: Installation of 160 long bundles into Unit 1 and 2 for prevention of burnish mark fretting.

Approval for routine implementation of long bundles in all Darlington units has been requested from the AECB
and is planned to begin in April 1995.

4.0 Development Program Status

4.1 Rounded Bearing Pads

In addition to simply generating the fret marks at the burnish mark and the mid plane bearing pad position, the
bearing pads can also produce very sharp corners at the base of the fret. The worst marks in the Darlington
acoustic channels were about 0.S mm deep with a corner radius of less than 0.1 mm. This sharpness creates a
significant stress concentration that could lead to an early failure. The wear radius can be increased by
increasing the design radius of the bearing pads.

Rounding (increased radius) of the corners of the fuel bundle bearing pad from nominally 0.1 mm to 0.S mm is
intended to increase the root radius of fret marks. This is considered a minor change to the bearing pad
design. However, out-reactor fretting tests are being performed on rounded bearing pads (RBP) to compare
their performance, from a pressure tube fretting point of view, with the standard pad. In addition an in-reactor
test program is ongoing with bundles in Bruce Unit 6 and Darlington Unit 4. The fuel bundles are being
inspected when they are discharged and the fuel channels inspected at the first opportunity.

The program intent is to compile sufficient in- and out-reactor experience and data to gain approval for the
rounded bearing pad to become the 'standard' pad by the end of 1995. Both types of test are ongoing.
Pressure tube inspections of RBP inlet residence positions will be performed in Bruce unit 6 and Darlington
Unit 4 during the Spring 1995 outages. Fuel bundle inspections are being done as the fuel is discharged.
Experience to March 1995 shows no deleterious behaviour attributable to RBP.

Full implementation of rounded bearing pad fuel is planned for January 1996.

4.2 Fret Mark Blending Tool

As a further contingency plan design of a 'fret mark blending tool' was initiated. The tool is designed to blend
a potentially life limiting fret mark into the pressure tube and while not reducing the depth of the mark, will
eliminate the sharp radius at the bottom of the fret. A fret blending grinding tool has been delivered to Bruce B
for use in a dry channel. At present generic concerns about the effect of the blending process on hydrides
present in the material are being addressed. The tool is now available for the Bruce B outages in 1995. A
'wet' system, which will avoid the need to defuel and drain the channel is being considered as a later, more
efficient, system.

4.3 Single Channel Acoustic Solutions

There are still some channels in Bruce B that have exhibited high acoustic activity in the past and a single
channel solution for these was sought. Several possibilities were investigated:

i) creep compensator - already designed as a device to relocate the fuel string,

ii) fuel supporting shield plug - similar to the creep compensator,

iii) modifying the outlet shield plug to reduce acoustic reflections,

iv) modifying the feeder length thus 'detuning' the feeder
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v) splitting the acoustic path at the inlet to the channel

vi) reducing the PHTS flow rate

vii) incorporating a Helmholtz resonator in the inlet shield plug.

After reviewing and completing feasibility studies on these options it was found that items i, ii and iii did not
affect the acoustics and therefore although, possible solutions to end plate cracking, would not prevent the
severe inlet fretting experienced with acoustic channels. Item vi was not considered economical. Item iv was
studied in more detail and eventually found to be feasible and practical in 7 out of 8 of the most acoustic
channels but with high cosis both in outage time and radiation dose. Items v and vii were considered as 'ideal'
from an operating point of view ie no time or dose commitments and from a theoretical point of view would
work. Item v simply provides an acoustic path parallel to the original but with an increased length of a half
wavelength creating a second, out of phase, wave which cancels the main wave. Item vii provides a similar
acoustic solution involving a stub on the main pipe of a half wavelength. The main problem was incorporating
such ideas into the inlet shield plug and whether the design would be 'seen' by the system as equivalent to the
theoretical system. Such a shield plug was designed and tested at STERN Laboratories. GE provided the
design of the shield plug, and, to incorporate the correct length of resonator, machined a spiral groove in the
body of the shield plug, figure 4. Preliminary testing has shown the plug to be very successful. Figure 5
illustrates some of the results and the effect on acoustic pulses of the regular and 'resonating inlet shield plug'
(RISP). At the temperature and frequency of concern, 265 deg C. and ISO Hz, the RISP reduces the amplitude
of the pulse to 14% of the created with the M kill A shield plug. Further work is underway to qualify the shield
plug for in-reactor testing.

4.4 Fretting Mechanism

Attempts to understand the bundle/pressure tube fretting mechanism concentrated on frets caused by the inlet
bundle midplane set of bearing pads. Fretting at the burnish mark is eliminated with either the longer bundle
and FAF or the 12 bundle channel, FWF solutions.

Such fretting was for many years considered to be caused by flow turbulence generated in the end fitting and
shield plug. Significant efforts were made in the design of the Bruce style inlet shield plug to minimise this
turbulence but fretting has been apparent for several years. Modifications, such as the 'flow straightener',
Figure 6, were developed to reduce the turbulence further. Closer examination of the depth and volume of
frets in the units and attempts to correlate with factors other than flow resulted in a suspicion that acoustic
pulses played a part in all the fretting. It was clear from the work on the highly acoustic channels at Darlington
and Bruce B that the very severe frets were to a large extent caused by the acoustic pulsing. The reactors
however exhibited a wide range of fret depths.

Fuel bundle examinations of both new and irradiated fuel bundles showed that some elements were bowed
outward by about 0.5 mm. Putting such bundles in the pressure tube would cause these elements to produce a
'high' contact load between the mid plane bearing pad and the pressure tube surface. If these elements were
vibrated in some manner the bearing pads would fret the pressure tube and gradually the element would return
to it's original shape. The fret mark, assuming equal fretting of the bearing pad and the pressure tube would be
about 0.25 mm deep, matching well with reactor experience.

Parallel analytical investigations at CRL, using measured free element vibration due to flow as input data, and
therefore enabling a forcing function to be developed, indicated that very low bearing pad/pressure tube loads,
< 2 new tons, were sufficient to damp out any element vibration under these conditions. Using a typical element
compliance value suggested that a load of 2 newtons would be generated by a deflection of only 0.2 mm. This
would be insufficient to cause the observed fret depths and therefore flow turbulence alone is unlikely to be the
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cause of deep fretting. Given equal bearing pad/pressure tube wear would produce a fret 0.1 mm deep. This
further supported the hypothesis that acoustics played a role in the fretting marks > 0.1 mm deep. The
analytical work of CRL was later supported by specific experiments.

On this basis, a hypothesis is proposed which suggests that acoustic pressure pulsations induced by the pumps in
the PHT system promotes fretting damage above that which can be attributed solely to turbulence. High
frequency pressure pulses are thought to act in synergism with the flow turbulence and induce movement in fuel
elements with high bearing pad preloads, that are capable of fretting to depths > 100 fim. Fuel element
bowing effects are considered to contribute to 'deep' frets with a depth limit of about 0.3 mm observed in the
majority of channels. Given the observed fret depths and element bows, a bearing pad load range of 0 to about
10 newtons combined with acoustic and flow turbulence excitation appears to be necessary to cause pressure
tube fretting.

Due to variations in fuel channel geometry and bundle characteristics, actual bearing pad loads were measured
and noted to vary from 0 to about 70 newtons in a few cases. As the fuel channel geometry changes with time
the fretting behaviour may also change with time.

Brief conclusions from this work are:

a) flow induced turbulence alone cannot account for the degree of fretting experienced in Bruce type
reactors.

b) the degree of fretting appears to correlate with acoustic pressure pulsations.

c) there appears to be a critical mid-plane bearing pad load that can create frets of the order of 0.3 mm
deep.

d) there is likely some synergism between flow and acoustic activity in the channels. Flow appears to be
able to induce fretting to about 0.1 mm. From 0.1 to ~0.3 mm appears to be a combination of flow and
acoustics, while 0.3 + (up to 0.54 mm) results from high acoustic activity that causes gross bundle
motion.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Implementation of solutions to the 'power pulse' and inlet bundle/pressure tube fretting has continued at all
three stations. However, this has not proceeded without incident except at Darlington.

At Bruce A a fuel bundle end plate DHC concern was raised which has necessitated installation of a new fuel
string supporting shield plug to transfer fuel string support from the latch to a surface that fully supports the
fuel string. This has had a serious impact on the schedule for further increases in power.

Bruce B have expanded the initial concept of the 'gap management system' and this combined with efforts to
obtain approval for a minimum gap of 1.25 inches (31 mm) has also delayed increases in reactor power.

Development programs have continued to demonstrate or verify specific solutions to the fret profile, through
bearing pad shape changes and blending tools, to eliminate acoustic pulses from specific channels and to further
understanding of the fretting mechanism.
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ABSTRACT

Experimental investigations into consequences of a pressure tube failure under normal reactor
operating conditions have been on going under the direction of the COG R and D program. The initial
tests focused on the measurement of annulus pressure transients1. Subsequent tests investigated
calandria tube response to a pressure tube rupture2. Calandria tube strength was also examined under
fast pressurisation transients3 to confirm the observed calandria tube strength margins for pressure tube
failure scenarios. The current series of tests, called integrated burst tests (IBT), focused on simulating
simultaneous failure of the pressure and calandria tube, by suitably defecting the pressure tube, to
study the consequences. A total of six tests were conducted under the IBT series with the initial two
tests being conducted in an open topped tank. The remaining four tests were conducted in a closed
tank with simulated moderator flexibility. In all the tests, a single channel was simulated with all the
associated channel hardware included in the test loop. The pressure tube was suitably defected with an
axial groove to allow the tube to burst at the desired pressure.

This paper presents a detailed description of the test facility used in the test series. A detailed
account of the instrumentation employed to measure the pressure, temperature, strain and force
transients in the experiments and die method of testing is also presented. The calandria tube did not
fail in the first test while in the second test the failure of the calandria tube resulted in guillotine
failure of the pressure tube as well. Calandria tube failure was obtained in only test five when the
calandria tube had been defected in the weld. From the test results it is noted that bellows failure
occurs when ever the calandria tube survives the pressure tube failure. The results from each test are
presented along with the observed fuel damage to the ejected bundles. The significance of the
experimental results on CANDU safety analysis is also discussed.

'Muzumdar, A.P., et al, "Experimental Program to Determine the Consequences of Pressure Tube
Rupture in Reactors". Paper presented at the International ANS/ENS Topical Meeting on "Thermal
Reactor Safety", San Diego, California, February 1986.

2Hadaller, G.I., and Muzumdar, A.P., "Progress on an Experimental Program to Determine the
Consequences of Pressure Tube Rupture in CANDU Reactors". Paper presented at the 8th Annual CNS
Conference, Saint John, NB, June 1987.

3Hadaller, G.I., and Muzumdar, A.P., "Full-Scale Calandria Tube Burst Tests at Fast Pressurization
Rates". Paper presented at the 9th Annual CNS Conference at Winnipeg, June 1988
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AECL has been pioneering "up-front" licensing of new reactor designs. The CANDU 3 design has
been formally reviewed by AECB staff for a number of years. The CANDU 9 design has just started
the up-front licensing process. The process gives designers, regulators and potential customers early
confidence in the licensability of future plants.

1. INTRODUCTION

Man-made nuclear power is now into its second half-century, and by the standards of other industries,
can be considered a mature technology. Research and development has moved from establishing the
basis of reliable operation, to supporting the safety of the operating plants, and now focusses more and
more on understanding esoteric phenomena and very rare accidents. The initial thrusts for nuclear
energy—an economic competitor to fossil fuels, a source of energy for the indefinite future, and
independence of energy supply for countries rich in uranium but not oil—all remain. But the world
business climate is changing. Utilities which in former times could take a long-term view, would
invest in nuclear power for strategic reasons, and were once willing to share in its development costs,
now must compete with independent power producers with access to cheap natural gas. To date
nuclear power's inherent advantages—freedom from pollution and greenhouse gases, a renewable
energy supply, and minimal use of land and other valuable natural resources—have not been reflected
in the price of nuclear power. For fossil fuels, carbon dioxide waste disposal is free, the equivalent of
nuclear "licensing" barely exists, and there is no price penalty for exhausting the world's supply of
these nonrenewable resources.

Utilities therefore view nuclear power more and more as a commodity—it must compete "today" with
current alternatives to attract their investment. With its long construction times, the capital investment
is large and vulnerable to delays once the plant has been committed. Delays can come from a number
of sources - labour strikes, technical "surprises", poor project management, intervention by self-interest
groups, and regulatory licensing. For nuclear power to succeed in the era of cheap fossil fuels, each
of these sources of risk must be countered. Reduction of licensing risk is the subject of this paper.

2. CANADIAN PAST EXPERIENCE

The traditional licensing process in Canada has three formal steps. First comes Site Acceptance,
initiated by a formal Letter of Intent to the Canadian Regulatory Body, the Atomic Energy Control
Board (AECB). From the regulatory viewpoint, Site Acceptance confirms the suitability of the site
for a nuclear power plant, whose conceptual design is presented at this point. Environmental Hearings
are held as part of Site Acceptance to ensure public knowledge of the proposal and that the
environmental effects are acceptable. The next step is Construction Approval, supported by a
preliminary design and safety analysis. Key documents reviewed at this stage include all the design
requirements documents (for example, Safety Design Guides) and the Preliminary Safety Report. The



third step is granting of an Operating Licence, supported by the detailed design documentation, a Final
Safety Report, a commissioning programme, operating policies and principles, emergency plans,
authorization of operators, etc.

The Canadian licensing philosophy places the fundamental responsibility for safety on the plant owner,
with the AECB acting in an audit role. For designs without a customer, this responsibility is carried
by the designer. The AECB sets overall safety objectives which the design must satisfy, but to a large
extent leaves the means to satisfy these objectives up to the designer. It does of course exercise
independent and informed judgement as to whether the design will meet the overall safety objectives
with reasonable confidence. This approach has two benefits: it encourages innovation, and avoids the
potential conflict of the regulator sitting in judgement on its own design rules. It has worked well
since the Canadian nuclear power industry is focussed on one design, the CANDU. With such a
common basis, there was no need to write rules to cover a wide variety of design possibilities.
"Accepted practice", negotiated during the licensing and proven during operation of a plant, became
the practical basis of much regulation without the need for formal codification. Recently, however, the
AECB has moved more toward codification of licensing requirements, although in many areas these
confirm the practices accepted on previous projects.

Generally the Canadian licensing philosophy has been beneficial. There are a few disadvantages.
Foreign countries normally apply licensability in country of origin as a condition of a reactor purchase.
The lack of formally-documented, detailed licensing requirements and the emphasis on informed
judgement place a burden on these countries to understand the Canadian philosophy and to apply it.
This can be more difficult than comparison of a design with a detailed licensing "check-list".
However foreign regulators have risen to the challenge, and CANDUs are being licensed in Romania
and Korea. Foreign licensing of CANDU is also easier now that the AECB is documenting more of
the basis for licensing.

Another disadvantage is the uncertainty an owner is placed in during a project, when the negotiations
on requirements with the AECB, or more specifically on how to satisfy the requirements, are ongoing.
There is a potential for licensing delays and/or added costs if there is a misunderstanding of what the
requirements mean, or what constitutes an adequate method of meeting them.

3. CANDU 3 INITIATIVE

CANDU 3 is a small (450 MWe) evolutionary single-unit plant aimed at utilities with small electrical
grids and "first-time" nuclear buyers. It is a Standard Product Design: the goal was to do all the
conceptual and most of the detailed design, and obtain assurance of licensability, before a site-specific
project was committed. This gave a very strong assurance of low risk to potential customers.

Reduction of licensing risk was addressed from the beginning. Formal contact with the AECB was
initiated by AECL to engage in pre-licensing of the CANDU 3 Standard Product Design. We sent
them documents describing the design to date and how we thought the licensing process could
proceed.

Milestones

It was agreed between AEiCL and the AECB that pre-licensing of the CANDU 3 design would use a
process of 4 Milestones. These Milestones are listed in Table 1 and described further as follows.



Licensing Basis

Fourteen documents in all are required to achieve this first Milestone defining the basis for the
licensing requirements.

A single Licensing Basis Document (LBD) is the top level document which identifies, among other
things, the codes and standards plus regulatory documents which will govern.

Twelve Safety Design Guides (SDGs) are required for Milestone 1. These documents cover a number
of topics such as tornados, tire, seismic, etc. which designers use to ensure proper and systematic
application of safety in design. Table 2 lists the titles of the SDGs.

Finally, a single document is also required for Milestone 1 which describes a review of the plant
design to identify all possible initiating failures. The requirement for this comes from AECB
document1 C-6 which defines how safety analysis shall be performed.

An agreement on the licensing basis, and achievement of licensing Milestone 1, is obtained once all 14
documents are approved by AECB staff. Achieving Milestone 1 is also conditional upon a number of
future activities:

AECB acceptance of Safety Analysis Basis (SAB) documents, which describe the assumptions
and methods to be used in safety analysis, and

consideration or incorporation of any new and significant findings from safety-related Research
and Development (R&D), safety analysis or experience from operating plants.

The SABs are formally required for licensing Milestone 2, but the AECB has tied milestones 1 and 2
together through acceptance of the SABs. AECB staff did not specify any R&D which must be done
to support CANDU 3, but indicated that Milestone 1 could be affected by the on-going generic safety
R&D program run by the CANDU Owners Group.

Identify Potential Problems

This milestone is essentially achieved by AECB staff review of our design. The design is described in
a Technical Description document, which consists of two volumes. Most of the CANDU 3 design is a
straight-forward evolution from CANDU 6s operating throughout the world. AECB review
concentrated on new design features in CANDU 3, which represent simplification over operating
CANDUs. The following items were chosen by the AECB for particular attention:

process and safety systems grouping philosophy

unidirectional core flow and single-ended refuelling

steel-lined containment without dousing

distributed control system, and

computerized safety systems.



When AECB Staff are satisfied they have identified all significant design and safety issues, Milestone
2 is achieved. The safety issues are reviewed through a compliance document, prepared by AECL,
which describes the methods used to show compliance with three key safety regulatory documents R-
72, R-83 and R-9\ and the SABs.

No Major Problems Foreseen

During the process of achieving Milestones 1 and 2, AECB staff opened actions against the CANDU 3
project to provide more design information or safety analysis. When these actions have been
addressed to the satisfaction of the AECB, by more information, or if necessary, by design changes,
Milestone 3 is achieved.

There is still discussion on the amount of safety analysis required. AECL expected that a "conceptual"
report of analysis, covering the traditional cases which have affected CANDU design, will suffice.
AECB staff have indicated that if the analysis is sufficient, achieving Milestone 3 will also represent
the equivalence of a construction license for the design. When a site is selected for a CANDU 3, only
site specific licensing would be required in order to obtain the actual construction license.

Accept Standard Design

AECB staff need to do a thorough review of the detailed design and safety analysis in order to achieve
Milestone 4. This review is expected to take two years. The scope of information required is still
under discussion. AECL expects that a safety report containing analysis of about the same scope as a
Preliminary Safety Report (PSAR) for a real plant, would be required. Along the same lines, the
detailed design scope has also not been defined. AECL expects that the design requirements and
description of all the safely related systems will be required.

Milestone 4 is essentially the equivalent of the operating license for the standard design. All actual
operating requirements, such as operator training, would have to be reviewed and approved by AECB
staff for a real plant.

Progress to Date

Currently Milestones 1 and 2 are almost complete. All documents, except for a number of SABs,
have been submitted and reviewed. Almost all of the documents for Milestone 1 have been approved.

The conceptual reports, for accident analysis and probabilistic analysis, have been submitted for
Milestone 3. AECB staff have been reviewing these along with the Technical Description, which
resulted in a number of actions against the CANDU 3 project. AECL has closed a few of these
actions but most remain open currently.

For Milestone 4, AECL has produced much of the detailed design description necessary for AECB
review, but has not submitted this material yet. AECL's priority has been on the first three milestones.

Currently, AECL is devoting much more of the design effort to CANDU 9 and CANDU 6. The
progress to date for CANDU 3 is unlikely to change significantly in the next few years.



Successes and Lessons Learned

The process has worked reasonably well. It has allowed AECL to maintain a current and detailed
understanding of AECB licensing requirements as they evolved through the 1980s and 1990s. The
experience AECL gained from this process was applied directly to the Wolsong 2,3,&4 plants
currently being constructed in Korea. They are being licensed in Korea to Canadian requirements as
of December 1989. Therefore, working on CANDU 3 licensing Milestones 1 and 2 has produced a
direct benefit already.

The CANDU 3 licensing basis document required a number of revisions to reach an agreement
between the two parties. Many of the AECB's safety requirements documents were introduced as
consultative documents after AECL had last licensed a CANDU in Canada. It wasn't clear if these
"C" documents should be followed for CANDU 3. In time, many of the "C" documents became
regulatory documents ("R" documents) and the issue is now resolved.

In the early days, there was competition for AECB resources between licensing of a new design and
licensing operating stations or those under construction. CANDU 3 generally tended to get lower
priority than "actual" plants due to AECB resource limitations. Consequently, AECL submitted many
documents which did not see AECB staff review for years in some cases. With the completion of the
Darlington nuclear power station, this conflict was resolved.

Later, AECL resources on CANDU 3 were reduced as the Wolsong 2, 3 and 4 projects started. This
allowed AECB staff to catch up in document reviews and open a number of actions on AECL as a
result of those reviews. AECL has not responded quickly to close the actions as resources have
shifted again to the CANDU 9 program.

There were, of course, technical disputes, but the whole idea of the process is to resolve these before
the plant is committed and/or being built. In many cases, design changes were implemented or
committed to the design to accommodate AECB concerns. Of course, making these changes during
design rather than during construction is a benefit to be realized when the first CANDU 3 is built.

In general, the way up-front licensing worked in detail could only be defined by trying to do it. Much
was learned on both sides. In that respect the CANDU 3 experience points the way for future up-
front licensing initiatives, such as CANDU 9.

4. CANDU 9

CANDU 9 is a large evolutionary single-unit plant, being developed for those utilities with a larger
electrical grid and/or higher growth rates. It incorporates the economies of scale of units in the 900
MWe range and above. The CANDU 9/480NU core is based on the Darlington reactor core, and the
remainder of the plant is based on already operating CANDUs, with improvements in the areas of
constructability, economics, plant layout, and safety, many of which were developed on CANDU 3.

Any domestic purchaser of CANDU 9 will require evidence of licensability in Canada, sufficient to
assure them of low licensing-induced risk during a project phase. A foreign purchaser of CANDU 9
will likewise require such assurance, so they know that the host country "stands behind" the product.
The "up-front" licensing process of CANDU 3 has therefore been adapted to suit CANDU 9.



CANDU 9 is not a Standard Product Design. Should a CANDU 9 be sold overseas, the foreign
regulator would award a construction licence, not the AECB. Thus much of the detailed licensing
would be done overseas after the commitment of the project. The CANDU 9 licensing objective is
therefore to get assurance from the AECB, before a project is committed, that CANDU 9 is licensable
in Canada; and that this assurance is in sufficient detail, with sufficient work done to back it up, that a
foreign regulator could proceed with confidence. The finding by the AECB should therefore be one of
"no fundamental barriers' to licensability in Canada, equivalent to Milestone 3 on the CANDU 3
programme.

The following represent the types of documents that would be submitted to the AECB for review, to
support such a conclusion:

Technical Description
Licensing Basis
Systematic Plant Review Methodology
Systematic Plant Review
Compliance with Regulatory Documents
Disposition of Generic Safety Issues
Preliminary PSA Rev. 0
Preliminary Safety Report Rev. 0
Safety Design Guides
Design Requirements and Flowsheets of Major Safety-Related Systems
Quality Assurance Programme for Design
Human Factors Plan
PSA Methodology Document
External Events Protection
Periodic Inspection
Code Classification
Grouping & Separation Design Philosophy Assessment
Programme to Address Severe Accidents
Process for Feedback from Operational Experience,
etc.

This is a comprehensive scope. It includes a preponderance of requirements documents (in italics) as
well as the actual design. The emphasis on agreed requirements is of course consistent with the aim
of pre-licensing: if the requirements are agreed, and well-defined, then it should be relatively easy to
review the design and the safety analysis against them.

Some particular documents warrant attention. The Licensing Plan records the deliverables to be
submitted to the AECB, and the submittal schedule. When agreed to by the AECB, along with a
review schedule, it acts as the road-map through the pre-licensing. The Licensing Basis Document
now includes both AECB requirements and the requirements of the foreign regulatory. A document
on Generic Safety Issues is a new requirement. AECB staff expect designers to make significant
progress in clearing these issues.

This process is similar in many ways to Standard Design Certification. The objective is the
same—reduction of risk arising from licensing. Much of the scope of work is the same. The
philosophy of mutual commitments on the designer and regulator is the same. There are also



differences. Licensing in Canada is not as legalistic as in the U.S., so that the commitments made by
the regulator are not legally binding; that is, the regulator can in principle withdraw agreement at any
time, although if the up-front process is thorough, this is unlikely. The detail in the design
information reviewed is not as extensive as in the NRC process in some areas, particular in the non-
nuclear portions of the plant, consistent with the objective of clearing major hurdles away before a
detailed review. It is also faster—CANDU 9 plans to reach the objective of "no fundamental barriers"
to licensability in Canada within two years.

Such a fast schedule is possible due in part to the understanding AECL has derived from the CANDU
3 licensing. The licensing basis, systematic plant review and safety design requirements documents
should take a fraction of the time to prepare and receive approval for CANDU 9. In addition, AECB
comments on other CANDU 3 documents will be factored into CANDU 9 documents, which should
also reduce AECB review time.

Agreements reached with the AECB on CANDU 9 will then have a spin-off effect back to CANDU 3.
AECL expects that many of the unclosed licensing actions on CANDU 3 will be easy to close when
the CANDU 3 documents are revised with due regard to the approved CANDU 9 equivalent.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Up-front licensing was pioneered in Canada by AECL with the CANDU 3 standard product design.
The success to date of up-front licensing on CANDU 3 will now be exercised on CANDU 9 in a
shorter time-scale. The result, if successful, will assure both domestic and foreign customers that they
can embark on a project licensing with acceptable risk.

TABLE 1. CANDU 3 UP-FRONT LICENSING IN CANADA

Milestones and Deliverables

Milestone 1

Licensing Basis

Licensing Basis
Document

12 SDGs

Systematic Plant
Review

Milestone 2

Identify Potential
Problems

Technical Description

Compliance with R-7,
R-8 and R-9

SABs

Milestone 3

No Major Problems
Foreseen

Conceptual Safety
Report

Conceptual PSA
Report

Resolve Major
Problems

Milestone 4

Accept Standard
Design

General Safety Report

Detailed design



TABLE 2. CANDU 3 SAFETY DESIGN GUIDES

Safety Related Systems
Seismic Requirements

Environmental Qualification
Grouping and Separation

Fire Protection
Code Classification
Periodic Inspection

Radiation Protection
Tornado Protection

Pipe Rupture Protection
Decommissioning
External Flooding
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Summary

Thermal hydraulic models used to predict Primary Heat Transport (PHT) System behaviour have traditionally been
applied with design conditions to predict transient responses of accident scenarios in safety analysis. Recently, the
use of reactor operational data has been integral in the development of thermal-hydraulic codes to improve the
quality of predictions. The basis of accurate thermal-hydraulic predictions is use of appropriate models with
accurate input data. An operating reactor provides a wealth of information, therefore, the models can be validated
against operating conditions specific to the field of application. Thus, agreement between prediction and plant
data continue to improve due to constant update of the thermal-hydraulic models and/or the input data. The
multiple sources of operating data from the operating configurations of a multi-unit station act to further improve
the codes capability. The ability to accurately predict thermal-hydraulic responses with the code provides the
analyst with a powerful tool in reactor performance monitoring.

The primary objective of this paper is to describe the validation process of the SOPHT and MINI-SOPHT codes
with the use of reactor operational data. The secondary objective is to illustrate the effectiveness of the code as a
performance monitoring tool by discussing the discoveries that were made during the validation process.

Description Of The Validation Process

The validation process consisted of verifying both SOPHT (Simulation Of Primary Heat Transport), which models
the complete powertrain, from the fission process to the turbine, and MINI-SOPHT, which is employed to predict
thermal hydraulic behaviour in a reactor channel.

A four unit comparison of the PHT thermal-hydraulic conditions was performed using reactor data. Global power
train conditions (eg. inlet & outlet header pressures, inlet temperatures) were input to the SOPHT model to update
the SOPHT input data to reflect current operating conditions.

Reactor flow data was compared to MINI-SOPHT code predictions to validate the appropriate thermal-hydraulic
options for the Darlington reactor. Flow rates from forty four FINCH's, twenty four Shutdown System (SDS)
channels and twelve Emergency Coolant Injection (ECI) channels were compared to various MINI-SOPHT runs
for each unit using the different options. The combination of two phase multiplier option and pipe roughness
option which most accurately predicted flow in the single channel model have been incorporated into the model
used to predict system performance under normal steady state and transient operating conditions.

Observations

When the FINCH and SDS channel flowrates were compared to MINI-SOPHT predictions, the results were in
good agreement. Conversely, the ECI channel flowrates versus MINI-SOPHT predictions did not demonstrate the
same degree of accuracy. It was suspected that the ECI flow transmitters were not indicating the correct flow.
Investigation revealed that the operators routinely check the transmitter readings but there is no requirement for
calibration unless they fail. Furthermore, the lowest reading flow transmitter was recalibrated several times with
no change in indication. MINI-SOPHT analysis indicated that based on the current channel power and channel
outlet temperature the transmitter flow is false. It is suspect that the flow orifice may be installed backwards in



that inlet feeder causing false indication, or an incorrect orifice is installed. Recommendations have been made to
perform routine calibrations on the flow transmitters. Following calibration the flow measurements will be re-
evaluated against MINI-SOPHT predictions.1

The improvement of the thermal-hydraulic models through the validation process allowed analysis of the unit 4
high header to header AP problem. The increased AP posed the safety issue that a possible core wide channel
blockage problem may be occurring which would invalidate previous safety analysis in the safety report. The AP
alarms and high channel AP measurements from the fuelling machine further supported the channel blockage
theory. SOPHT and MINI-SOPHT analysis showed that, either the problem was due to measurement error, or
there had to be a reduction in channel flow area of 20% in all channels to cause the measured increase in AP by 70
kPa.2 Comparing analyses results with fuel handling tests on the unit proved that neither, the regular shield plug,
or the FSISP's were the root cause. Installation of AP transmitters proved that one of the root causes was
measurement error.

Concluding Remarks

The SOPHT model predictions using reactor operating input data was in good agreement with the steady state
operating conditions of the Darlington units. MINI-SOPHT code provides a very good prediction of channel flows
when using thermal-hydraulic correlations appropriate for station conditions. The agreement between code
prediction and plant data demonstrates the reliability and the validation with multiple independent configurations
further improves the codes reliability. Once validated the code is a powerful tool in the analysis of station
abnormalities for performance monitoring.
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ABSTRACT

Presented here is the TUF simulation of the initial transient of the Class IV power failure event that occurred on
November 25, 1993 at Darlington Unit 4. The important physical parameters and models that relate to this event are
discussed. The agreements between the code predictions and the plant data on the thermal-hydraulics and controller
responses demonstrate the code reliability for plant operational support.

1. INTRODUCTION

The significant role of reactor operational data on thermal-hydraulic code development has been recognized
(Reference 1) in the nuclear industry. Operating reactors clearly provide the only full scale and integrated tests for
thermal-hydraulic system codes. The operational data obtained from planned and unplanned operating transients have
been useful in improving the simulation of reactor thermal-hydraulics. Simulations of normal and abnormal reactor
operations have been emphasized in Ontario Hydro Nuclear since they can improve the quality of reactor thermal-
hydraulic predictions. Satisfactory predictions by a thermal-hydraulic code require two conditions: the appropriate
models applied in the code and the appropriate input data. Agreement between code predictions and plant data
improve with time due to adjustments either to the analytical models or to the input data.

Due to the unique design features of the CANDU reactor and the intrinsic safety-related features distinguishing it
from other reactors, several thermal-hydraulic system codes have been developed in Canada to provide analytical
tools for the safety analyses of CANDU reactors. After years of development, TUF has been assigned as the main
safety analysis tool for the CANDU reactor plants at Ontario Hydro Nuclear. This is due to its capability to provide
realistic results with its two-fluid model and its relatively detailed channel modelling.

TUF consists of two separated programs (Reference 2): steady state and transient. A unique feature of the TUF (also
SOPHT, Reference 3) code is the steady-state initialization capability. The steady-state program significantly reduces
the manpower and computer time required to establish the initial conditions for a transient calculation. In the steady
state program, equations dealing with thermal-hydraulic variables, nodal heat flux, heat exchanger film resistance
and valve position (or special link resistance) for a control system are solved. The set of simultaneous non-linear
equations is solved by the Newton-Raphson iteration method. To match the steady state solutions with normal
operating conditions, boundary flags are included in the node and link input data. These flags are used to define the
degrees of freedom for the steady state simulation, particularly when the control systems are strongly involved. The
steady state program is used to calculate the normal operating conditions of a CANDU reactor at a specific power
level. Both TUF programs contain modules dealing with thermal-hydraulics (one-fluid, drift-flux and two-fluid),
reactor physics (point kinetics or coupling with other reactor physics code), heat conduction (pipe wall, heat
exchangers, pressure/calandria tubes and fuel pins), special components (pumps, valves, boilers, pressurizer, bleed



condenser and accumulator), and special models (discharge model, level swell analysis, bundle movement, pipe strain
model and metal-water reaction), and station controllers. The control systems used in the code are station dependent.
The controllers simulate the following control systems: overall unit control, reactor regulating system, steam
generator pressure and level controls, heat transport pressure and inventory controls, bleed condenser pressure and
level controls, pressurizer pressure and level controls (for Bruce and Darlington stations), ECI system and reactor
shut-down systems.

The TUF code is being validated against three different classes of data. The first and simplest types of comparisons
are separate effect experiments. The complexities of these tests are held to a minimum and the governing parameters
accurately measured. The second category of experiments are system effects tests in which the interactions of various
components must be described. The third and most important class of comparison is against actual plant data.
Usually, these operational transients are characterized by mild thermal-hydraulic transients which cause control
system action and subsequent equipment responses. This last class of analysis requires the correct steady state
conditions, realistic boundary conditions and proper descriptions of plant protection systems.

The loss of Class IV power has occurred several times in the CANDU power plants. The event that occurred on
November 25, 1993 is the first time for Darlington NGS. The following scenarios occur as a result of a Class IV
power failure: loss of HT pumps, turbine trip, loss of boiler feedwater pumps (until Class III power becomes
available), loss of D2O feed pumps (until the availability of Class IV power), loss of condenser CW pumps and
reactor trip (indirectly). The safety aspects of this event for Darlington NGS have been discussed in the plant safety
report which was based on studies using a conservative approach. After the loss of pump power, the HT pumps take
about two to three minutes to rundown due to the momentum of the flywheel. This ensures a smooth transition to
thermosyphoning. In the CANDU reactor, the heat source occurs at the bottom and the heat sink occurs at the top
of the circuit. It has been shown from plant data and experiments that single-phase thermosyphoning can provide
adequate core cooling at decay power levels, as long as the heat sink is available. In the short term, the
thermosyphoning flows are adequate to prevent fuel heat-up. In the longer term, heat is removed from the heat
transport system by the steam generators, which have an inventory exceeding 45 minutes at decay power levels.

The primary objective of this paper is to examine the overall thermal-hydraulics and controller responses predicted
by the TUF code for the November 25, 1993 event. The important physical parameters and models that relate to this
event are identified and discussed.

2. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

A loss of unit Class IV power can be caused by a loss of the bulk electricity supply system and any one of the
following: a turbine trip; a unit service transformer failure; a main output transformer failure; a generator failure;
an isolated phase bus failure; or failure of a diameter breaker to open. If the unit Class IV power failure is caused
by the turbine trip, there is also a loss of power to the unit Class III buses. The immediate consequence of a loss
of Class IV power is the loss of electrical supply to the heat transport pumps, which leads to pump rundown and
a reduction in the effectiveness of fuel cooling while the reactor is at power. Without the Class III power, the D2O
feed pump is not available.

The loss of Class IV power event in November 1993 at Darlington Unit 4 is briefly described as follows. Before the
event occurred, all units were operated at 100% reactor power and full generator power. On November 25, 1993,
a fault occurred at the bushing in the SF6 compartment of Unit 3 diameter breaker in the Bowmanville Switching
Station. It initiated a turbine/generator trip for Unit 4 from the LG4 protection logic of the Bowmanville SS.

As a result of the turbine trip, the power to all Class III and Class IV of Unit 4 loads was lost. At 0.5 second (times
are relative to the time of the turbine trip of Unit 4), a stepback occurred on turbine trip. At time 2.2 seconds, two
channels of LRV sensed a logic trip on high HT pressure (requesting the opening of the liquid relief valves PV35
and PV36 in the south loop). At time 2.3 seconds, SDS1 sealed in and fired on low HT flow (20.5 kg/s). At time



3.00 and 3.03 seconds, PV35 and PV36 opened respectively. At time 3.24 seconds, LRV sensing logic trips cleared
as HT pressure fell. PV35 was open for 1.6 seconds and PV36 was open for 1.9 seconds. At time 5 seconds, the
bleed condenser pressure increased reaching the high alarm setpoint of 1.89 MPa(a). At time 8 seconds. Class III
buses were automatically restored by the CSA reloader. At time 8.4 seconds, the HT low flow signal (13 kg/s) was
sensed by all channels of SDS2. The SDS2 trip was prevented by the Power Rundown Discriminator (PRD). At time
11.1 seconds, PRD removed conditioning on SDS2 low flow trips and SDS2 fired. At time 17 seconds, all 4.16 kV
and 600 V Class III buses were picked up by the Class III reloader. At time one minute and 30 seconds, pumps for
LPSW, PULSW, ESC and moderator started by the Class III reloader. One hour after the event, the 13.8 kV Class
III buses were energized from the transfer buses by the operator. At time one hour and five minutes, the ASDVs
closed (opened on turbine trip). One hour and 40 minutes after the event, the main HT pump 2 was restored and 20
minutes later, the main HT pump 4 was restored. Two hours and 25 minutes after the event, the cool-down mode
was selected and the ASDVs opened. Six hours and 17 minutes after the event, the cool-down was completed. Eight
hours and 52 minutes after the event, all Class III and Class IV powers were back to normal. Three days and 20
hours after the event, the Unit 4 was back at 100% FP.

After this event, the follow-up investigation and activities have been reported at Darlington Nuclear Generation
Division. Data were collected from Sequence of Events Monitor, Unit Annunciation printouts and Operator Logs.
These data provide useful information to verify the reactor system code or plant simulator. The data have shown that
the pressure transmitters on the south loop always read 30 - 50 kPa higher than the north loop. The north loop
pressure was slightly below 10.3 MPa at the time the PV 35/36 opened. When the liquid relief valves opened, the
pressures in both loops were reduced. Therefore the north loop never had a pressure greater than 10.45 MPa and the
logic for the liquid relief valves PV 33/34 (north loop) was never triggered. Also, the plant data have showed that
the thermosyphoning flows were adequate for core cooling after the loss of forced circulation.

3. SIMULATION OF EVENT

Input Data for Darlington Unit 4

The full circuit of Darlington Unit 4 was simulated using the TUF Version 0.3.4.1. The circuit consisted of two
figure-of-eight heat transport loops, feed and bleed system, D2O purification system, secondary side system and
emergency cooling injection system. The detailed description of the circuit can be found in the Darlington design
manuals or safety reports. The reactor core was simulated by four core passes, each quadrant representing 120
channels. The core pass in the NE quadrant was simulated by six zones with different powers and geometries, each
zone representing 20 channels. The shut down cooling system was not simulated since it had not been activated
during the simulation. The full circuit model (total 358 nodes and 438 links) was used to obtain the reactor header
conditions for the detailed assessment of the low flow signal responses for the shut down systems.

In the previous safety analysis, the safety instrumented channels for the SDS1 and SDS2 low flow trips were
conservatively assessed by assuming that they were all represented by channel Q6, which has the slowest flow
rundown characteristic. Furthermore, all safety instrumented channels were assumed to have powers of 5.8 MW at
full power, which is below the expected time-averaged powers for these channels. This conservatism was not applied
in the simulation discussed here. Also, the design low flow trip setpoint of 18.5 kg/s with the neutron power greater
than 70% has been updated to 20.5 kg/s based on the current operating conditions.

To simulate the low flow trip signals for the SDS1 (HTLF Sensor Channels D, E and F), the actual geometries and
powers of the channels N16 (Channel F), T16 (Channel E) and Q19 (Channel D) were used in the header-to-header
model. For the SDS2 low flow signals, channels K06 (Channel G), F10 (Channel H) and Ml2 (Channel J) were
simulated. In the secondary side, the extended steam drum including the downcomer was used. At time zero, the
reactor was operating at full power. The primary and secondary side parameters, such as the pressurizer and the
steam drum levels, were at their nominal operating full power values.



The steam generators were modelled with pre-heater, boiling section, riser and extended steam drum with
downcomer. The boiler feedwater system starts at the deaerator. It includes the piping, the boiler feed pumps, the
feed flow control valves and the feed flow. There are four boilers and each boiler has its own program rules, with
its own steam flow, feedwater flow and boiler level control.

Steady State Simulation

The transient analysis requires an accurate steady state solution with realistic boundary conditions. The important
physical parameters that relate to the steady state solution are the pressure drop (wall factional and minor losses
coefficients), wall heat transfer coefficients, crud heat transfer coefficient on the boiler tubes, positions of the
feedwater valves, and the HT pump characteristics. The following main results should be checked in the steady state
solutions: (1) pressure drop distribution around the loop, (2) temperature distributions in the reactor channels and
the boilers, (3) channel flows and pump heads, (4) feedwater and steam flows in the secondary side, (5) void
distribution around the boiler U-tubes, and (6) overall heat balance of the system.

To remove the possible perturbations between the steady state and the transient programs, a zero (or null) transient
run was performed. To ensure that the input data for Unit 4 are appropriate, the steady state results have been
compared with the plant measurements as shown in Table 1. It is shown that the predicted normal operational
conditions are in good agreement with measured data.

Transient Simulation

The following assumptions have been used in the transient simulation: (1) the turbine trip via closure of the
emergency stop valves, (2) the lost condenser vacuum resulting in closure of the CSDVs (at 13.5 seconds based on
station data), (3) the steam generator feedwater pump trip (simulated via closure of the feedwater level control
valves), (4) the HT pump trip providing forced circulation for the duration of the rundown period, (5) the D2O feed
pump trip (simulated by increasing the resistance of the D2O feed pump discharge, (6) the pressurizer heaters trip
off, (7) bleed purification bias removed, (8) unavailable cooling by bleed cooler due to loss of service water supply
and (9) the liquid zone controllers remaining at a constant initial level due to closure of the liquid zone drain valves
following loss of the liquid zone control pumps.

In the simulation, the two-fluid model was utilized in all systems and the detail channel model was applied. All
options and correlations (wall momentum and heat transfers) used in the simulation are identical to those applied in
the safety analyses of Darlington NGS. The point kinetic model was utilized in the reactor power calculations. A two-
step numerical method was employed in the thermal-hydraulic equations.

The most important physical parameter in this event is the rundown characteristics of the HT pumps, especially for
the low flow trip signal. TUF contains a pump model that describes the interaction between a centrifugal pump and
the fluid. The pump behaviour is calculated through the use of pump characteristic curves, referred to as four-
quadrant curves. The seven-vane pump characteristic curves have been empirically developed by the pump
manufacturer and uniquely define head and torque response of the pump as functions of volumetric flow and pump
speed. Upon a sudden loss of power, the pump begins to decelerate with the pressure dropping on the discharge side
of the pump. As the pump slows down, its head versus discharge and the torque versus discharge characteristics
change. The pump torque is used to calculate pump speed after the pump rundown. The total pump torque is
calculated by considering the hydraulic torque from the homologous pump curves and the pump frictional torque.
The frictional torque consists of two components: dynamic friction and static friction torques. The station
commissioning test data have been applied to revise the seven-vane pump data (Reference 4). Figure 1 shows the
comparison of the predicted pump speed for HT Pump 4 with the plant data. It indicates that the pump model used
in the simulation is appropriate.

The pressurizer and bleed condenser play an important role in the dynamic behaviour of the primary heat transport
system in this event. The TUF code has employed a one-volume non-equilibrium model for the pressurizer. Similarly,



the thermal non-equilibrium model has been used in the component bleed condenser.

Plant Controller Responses

After the turbine trip at time zero, the reactor stepback was initiated at 0.5 second. The stepback routine initiates the
absorber rod drop and catches the rods at the required reactivity based on an estimate of drop time. The demand
power routine changes the reactor power setpoint by means of the deviation limiter. The reactor power setpoint is
kept to within 5% of neutron flux. The boiler pressure control is part of the overall unit control program, using boiler
steam pressure as the main independent control variable. When the turbine trip occurs, normal control of the reactor
is suspended. A process interrupt is generated as the following immediate action is taken: signals sent to open the
CSDVs and ASDVs fully (the CSDVs are subject to condenser vacuum limitations) for two sampling intervals (0.5
second).

Following the HT pump trip, the coolant flow through the reactor channels decreased reaching the SDS1 HT low
flow trip setpoint of 20.5 kg/s at 2.4 seconds. The SDS1 trip was credited at 2.7 seconds accounting for the trip delay
time. Figure 2 shows the predicted coolant flow transients in three SDS channels and the plant data. It is noted that
when the flow in the SDS channels reached the setpoint, the predicted bulk neutron power is about 65% FP. The
average neutron power which is used in selecting the power dependent SDS 1 low flow trip setpoint could very likely
be at 70% or higher (as it is updated every 1 second) while the average neutron power for SDS2 was less than 70%
FP as it is updated much more frequently, i.e. every 150 ms. As the HT pumps rundown, the coolant flow continued
to decrease reaching the SDS2 low flow trip setpoint 13 kg/s (for power less than 70% FP) at about 9 seconds. The
SDS2 trip was credited at about 10 seconds following 1 second delay for PRD. The predicted coolant flow transients
in the other three SDS channels are shown in Figure 3 together with the plant data.

As shown in Figure 4, the reactor power dropped rapidly, approaching the clearing power endpoint of 60% FP for
the stepback at 3 seconds. The reactor power was further reduced when the reactor was tripped on SDSl. The
predicted reactor power transient is in good agreement with the plant data.

Primary Heat Transport Responses

Following the HT pumps trip, the HT system pressure increased very rapidly causing the pressurizer steam bleed
valve and the HT liquid relief valves to open early in the transient. Comparison of the predicted NW ROH (HD1)
pressure with the plant data is shown in Figure 5. It shows that the TUF result is in good agreement with the plant
data during both pressurization and depressurization processes. Similar results are observed in other quadrants. The
overall behaviour of the heat transport system depends on interaction of the pump rundown characteristic, reactor
power, heat transfer rate to the secondary side, and the feed and bleed flows.

Figures 6 and 7 show the comparisons of the pressurizer pressure and level transients. During the initial
pressurization, the predicted pressure in the pressurizer is in excellent agreement with plant data. At about 11
seconds, TUF predicted a sudden drop in the pressurizer pressure; this sudden pressure reduction, however, was not
observed in the NW and SW ROHs (HD1 and HD5, respectively) connected to the pressurizer. The cause of this
pressure blip may resulted from the non-smooth transition between the insurge and outsurge processes. In general,
TUF captures the general transient response of the pressurizer.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the pressure at the bleed condenser. The initial pressurization is predicted well
by the code. However, the prediction is only fair compared with the plant data after 10 seconds. This may result from
the condensation model applied in the bleed condenser. Further refinement in this particular area may improve the
prediction.

Secondary Side System Responses

The overall TUF predictions of the secondary side system responses compare well with the plant data. The predicted



NW steam drum (SGI) pressure is compared with the plant data in Figure 9. The corresponding water level is shown
in Figure 10. Those results indicate that throughout the simulated transient, TUF predictions are in excellent
agreement with the plant data for the secondary side system. The feedwater flow transient to the NW steam generator
is displayed in Figure 11. It shows that TUF captures the feedwater flow rundown characteristic resulting from the
event. The non-zero feedwater flow shown in the plant data after 10 seconds is due to the instrumentation error. The
plant data for other quadrants indicated that the feedwater valves were closed completely after 10 seconds. The
important physical parameters are the wall heat transfer rate from the primary side, two-fluid effects in the steam
generator and the flow rate through the steam discharge valves.

Comparisons with SOPHT Prediction

This event has also been simulated using the one-fluid code SOPHT. Average channels were used in the NE quadrant
in the input data instead of six different zones. It has been found that, except the steam generator water levels and
the bleed condenser pressure, the other thermal-hydraulic and controller responses are close to those predicted by
the TUF code. As shown in Figure 12, the steam generator water level predicted by SOPHT is much higher than
the plant data. On the other hand, the SOPHT predicted pressure at the bleed condenser is much lower than the plant
data. These discrepancies may be resulted from the one-fluid model applied in the SOPHT code.

The two-fluid model in the TUF code has been used in the safety analyses of the CANDU reactor plants in Ontario
Hydro Nuclear, for scenarios such as the large loss of coolant accidents. It is expected that the two-fluid effects on
the overall system response will be significant only when the mass inventory of the system is low or after the
activation of the emergency coolant injection system. However, this simulation shows that the two-fluid effects on
the system components such as boiler and bleed condenser can not be ignored.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The initial system responses for the event of Class IV power failure at Darlington Unit 4 that occurred in November
1993 have been simulated using the TUF code. The agreement between the code predictions and the plant data
demonstrate the reliability of the code and the input data. The parameters that characterize the Class IV power failure
event are the pump rundown characteristic for the reactor trip time and the boiler heat transfer coefficients for the
capability of decay heat removal.

The following remarks are made: (1) for events when the low flow trip signal is the primary reactor trip signal, the
actual HTLF Sensor channels should be used in the simulation; (2) the pump rundown characteristic plays a crucial
role in the initial transient of the Class IV power failure; and (3) the thermal-hydraulic system codes, for example
SOPHT and TUF, can be used in the supporting analyses of plant operations.
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Table 1: Comparison Between TUF and Station Data at 100% FP

100% FP 4 HT Pumps

PRESSURE (MPa(g))

Headers
RIH HD2 (NW)
RIH HD4 (NE)
RIH HD6 (SW)
RIH HD8 (SE)

ROH HD1 (NW)
ROH HD3 (NE)
ROH HD5 (SW)
ROH HD7 (SE)

HD2-HD3 AP
HD4-HD1 AP
HD6-HD7 AP
HD8-HD5 AP

Pressurizer
Bleed Condenser

HT Pump Suction / Discharge
PI (NW)
P2(NE)
P3 (SW)
P4 (SE)

Steam Generators
SGI (NW)
SG2 (NE)
SG3 (SW)
SG4 (SE)

Unit 4 •"

11.24
11.26
11.32
11.25

9.84
9.79
9.83
9.82

1.45
1.42
1.5

1.42

9.81
1.62

9.41/11.19
9.39/11.26
9.40/11.23
9.42/11.26

illlllifcllill
ij m S i lMSSfc

4.96
4.96
4.95
4.97

TUF (t95u4b)

11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2

9.82
9.82
9.82
9.82

1.38
1.38
1.38
1.38

9.99
1.62

9.37/ 11.19
9.37/ 11.19
9.37/ 11.19
9.37/ 11.19

4.96
4.96
4.96
4.96

" " DNGS U4 940125



Table 1 (continued)

100% FT 4 HT Pumps

TEMPERATURE (C) Unit 4 TUF (t95u4b)

Headers
RIHHD2(NW)
RIHHD4(NE)
RIH HD6 (SW)
RIH HD8 (SE)

ROH HD1 (NW)
ROH HD3 (NE)
ROH HD5 (SW)
ROH HD7 (SE)

265.6
265.6
265.7
265.4

308.1
308.9
308.7
306.9

SGI inlet (NW)
SG2 inlet (NE)
SG3 inlet (SW)
SG4 inlet (SE)

SGI outlet (NW)
SG2 outlet (NE)
SG3 outlet (SW)
SG4 outlet (SE)

307.6
309.1
308.4
309

264.2
264.9
263.1
263.8

264.4
264.6
264.4
264.5

309.1
308.9
309.1
308.9

308.8
308.8
308.8
308.8

264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1

L E V E L (m) Unit 4 T U F (t95u4b)

Steam Generator
SGI (NW)
SG2 (NE)
SG3 (SW)
SG4 (SE)

unzer
Bleed Condenser

4.39
4.39
4.39
4.39

'6.4f
0.89

4.38
4.38
4.38
4.38

•(ST43
0.9

DNGS U4 940125
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Figure 1. Comparison of the predicted pump speed for Pump 4
with the plant data.
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Figure 2. Comparison of the predicted coolant flow transients in
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THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS OF STEAM GENERATORS:
APPLICATION OF THE THIRST CODF TO VIBRATION ANALYSES

J.M. Pieindik, Vibration and Tribology Unit. AECL Research; Chalk River. Ontario. Canada. KOJ 1J0

THIRST is a 3-dimensional thermalhydraulic code for predicting flow and heat transfer in ^circulating stcain
generators (SG). The code is an important tool in predicting the SG behaviour at design conditions, different
power levels, and various abnormal scenarios. The code is used in analysing heat transfer, water inventory, flow-
induced vibrations, tube-to-supports fretting-wear, and fouling.

The applications of THIRST analyses presented here are related to flow-induced vibration concerns. This is
important for new designs and modifications of existing designs. In both cases, a proper design has to avoid
fluidelastic instability, vortex shedding resonance and excessive vibration amplitude. All these concerns require a
detailed distribution of gap cross flow velocity, density, and void fraction along the tubes of concern.

Two examples of THIRST applications are discussed in this paper. Design conditions are analyzed for the
CANDU 6 Point Lepreau SG and design modifications in the U-bcnd region to avoid excessive vibrations for the
Bruce A SG are presented.

The SG regions most susceptible to excessive vibration are the entrance, the preheater and the U-bend region. In
these regions, gap velocity is usually high; while the rest of the SG is exposed mainly to axial flow. Figure 1
shows vector velocities in the lower boiling region of CANDU 6 Point Lepreau SG at design conditions. Note
that die hot side experiences cross flow close to me tubesheet and axial flow above that, while the cold side
experiences cross flow up to the preheater outlet.

Figure 2 depicts vector velocity in the U-bend region for the same SG. The flow, due to high hydraulic resistance
in the direction perpendicular to the tubes and the effect of U-bend supports (UBS), is choosing the easiest path,
closer to the shroud. The highest velocity is in the region between the first and the second UBSs, while the
lowest velocity is in the centre region near the outer boundary.

THIRST was also used to predict flow pat (cms due to design modifications. To avoid excessive vibrations, an
additional set of UBSs was designed to support some tubes in the U-bcnd region. Figure 3 presents the contours
of gap cross flow velocity in the U-bend region after the modification for the Bruce A SG and Figure 4 shows the
grid used in the U-bend region for the calculations. The modification introduces little hydrodynamic resistance and
therefore, the changes in flow are small.

The UBSs in the Bruce A SG are impervious to the flow. This causes the flow in the U-bcnd region to divide into
four paths: two between the middle and 40° support and the other two between the shroud and the 40' support.
This creates high velocity regions at the bundle outer boundary below the 40° support, which is undesirable from
the vibration point of view.

THIRST was used to obtain flow patterns, especially gap cross flow velocity distributions for design conditions
and design modifications for CANDU SGs. The distributions are used to analyse and avoid excessive flow-induced
vibration.

The code, with recent improvements such as the capabilities of modelling U-bend supports and contraction, can
use grids up to 45 000 control volumes for detailed analyses. It is now available on the PC platform.
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DUAL DISCHARGE FROM A STRATIFIED TWO-PHASE REGION
THROUGH SIDE ORIFICES ORIENTED HORIZONTALLY
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ABSTRACT

Experimental data are presented for the mass flow rate and quality of two-phase (air-water) discharge
from a stratified region through two side orifices (6.35 mm id.) with their parallel centrelines located in a
horizontal plane. These data correspond to different values of the interface level between the onsets of gas and
liquid entrainments for test-section pressures of 316 and 517 kPa, test-section-to-separators pressure difference
ranging from 40 to 235 kPa, orifice separating distance to diameter ratio ranging from 1.5 to 8 and different
hydraulic resistances of the lines connecting the test section to the separators. Influences of these indpendent
variables on the deviation between the present results (of mass flow rate and quality) and those corresponding to a
single discharge are presented and discussed. Normalized plots are presented showing that the present data of
dual dischrage and those of a single discharge can be collapsed for the whole test range when specific definition
for the dimensionless height of the interface and mass flow rate are used. Excellent agreement is demonstrated
between single-discharge correlations and the present data using these dimensionless quantities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several industrial applications involve two-phase flow discharging from a stratified region through single
or multiple branches. Examples of these applications include the flow through small breaks in horizontal cooling
channels of nuclear reactors during postulated loss-of-coolant accidents, the flow distribution in CANDU header-
feeder systems (multiple branches) during accident scenarios and two-phase distribution headers in general, where
a certain incoming stream fed into a large header is divided among a number of discharging streams. Knowledge
of the flow phenomena involved, as well as the mass flow rate and quality of all discharging streams is obviously
essential for the design and/or performance prediction of such systems.

For the case of a single discharge from a large flow channel under stratified flow conditions, Zuber [1]
pointed out that the phenomena of gas and liquid entrainment will influence the flow through the branch. He
proposed simplified correlations for the onsets of these phenomena in terms of relevant system parameters and
branch orientation (top, bottom or side). Later, detailed experiments were reported on the onsets of gas and liquid
entrainment, two-phase mass flux and quality during discharge from a large stratified region (with or without
superimposed main flow) through a single branch with different orientations (e.g., [2 - 7]).

In situations where multiple discharge takes place simultaneously from several branches, the existing
single-branch correlations may not apply. Initial steps towards understanding these systems were undertaken by
Parrott et al. [8] and Armstrong et al. [9] who investigated the onsets of gas and liquid entrainment, respectively,
during discharge from stratified two-phase regions through two side branches oriented vertically. Recently, Hassan
et al. [10] produced experimental data and correlations of the two-phase mass flow rate and quality for the dual-
discharge system used in [8,9]. For conditions of dual or multiple discharge, the relative orientation of the
branches and the separation distance among them are very important parameters. No information is available yet
in the open literature for the case of dual discharge from side branches whose centrelines exist in a horizontal
plane.



The objective of the present investigation is to conduct a basic experiment in order to measure the two-
phase discharge from a large stratified region through two side branches of the same diameter d, separated by a
horizontal distance L centre-to-centre. This experiment, together with [10] for the vertical orientation, may
contribute significantly towards understanding the situation of dual discharge from two-phase headers.

2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION

2.1 Experimental Parameters

Figure 1 shows the geometrical and flow parameters relevant to this experiment. Two orifices of equal
diameter d and a horizontal separating distance L (centre-to-centre) are placed on the side of a large reservoir
containing stratified layers of air and water at a pressure Po. The height of the flat air-water interface above the
horizontal plane containing the centrelines of the orifices is h. The two discharging streams are directed (via
individual connecting lines) to their respective separators maintained at the same pressure Ps. Thus, the
experiment is conducted under the condition that the pressure drop, AP = Po - Ps, is the same for both connecting
lines. As well, the connecting lines were designed to have the same hydraulic resistance, R, as defined later.
Equal values of R imply equal single-phase mass flow rates through the connecting lines for equal AP. Under
these conditions, the mass flow rates, as well as the qualities, of both discharging streams are expected to be equal
and their magnitudes would depend on Po, AP, R, L/d, and h.

For fixed values of Po, AP, R and L/d, let us consider the dependence of the (equal) flow from both
orifices on h. At high (positive) values of h, the flow discharge will be in the form of single-phase liquid and the
flow rate from both orifices, rh , would be essentially independent of h for the large values of AP considered in

this experiment. Decreasing h, a critical value is reached where gas begins being entrained in the predominantly
liquid flow. This condition is called the onset of gas entrainment at which h = hBGEand rh, = m, RCE. Due to

geometrical and flow symmetry, equal values of hgQg should be measured at both orifices and similarly for
™L BGE' ^ o r ^ — hBGE< t r i e v a ' u e °f ^ is essentially constant and equal to m^ flG£.. In the present experiment,

the value of rh, n~r is dependent on AP and R, where
L, UUt

R = VAP / mLBGE . (1)

A further decrease in h results in a two-phase discharge with a mass flow rate rh~.p at both orifices. The two-
phase flows from the two orifices are split in their respective separators into liquid and gas components with flow
rates m, and rhG, respectively, where

thTp — mL + mG ; (2)

the discharge quality for both orifices, x, is given by

x = mG I mTp. (3)

It is reasonable to expect a decrease in th-p and an increase in x as h decreases. This trend continues until

another critical value is reached simultaneously at both orifices (the onset of liquid entrainment), at which
h = hBLE, mG = mG B,E , and the discharge quality equals one. For h < hg^£, the discharge will be in the

form of single-phase gas and the flow rate, mG, remains essentially constant and equal to mG „ , „ . The value of

mc „ . F is dependent on Po , AP and R.



The objective of this study is to focus on the two-phase discharge region corresponding to hg^g < h <
and to investigate the behavior of the mass flow rate thTp and quality x within this region. Both of these

dependent parameters are expected to be a function of the independent parameters Po, AP, R, L/d and h.
Experimental data were sought in a systematic fashion so that the influence of each independent parameter could
be assessed individually.

2.2 Experimental Test Facility

The flow loop is shown schematically in Fig. 2. An immersion-type circulating pump was used to supply
distilled water to the test section at a rate adjusted by a by-pass line. The temperature of the water was held steady
(near room temperature) by a cooling coil. The test section was connected to an air supply equipped with a feed-
back pressure controller which maintained the test-section pressure, Po, steady at a preset value.

The test section is basically a large reservoir manufactured from type 304 stainless-steel sections, except
for a clear acrylic pipe section near the outlet flange for visual observation of the flow phenomena. The
construction details of the test section were reported by Parrott et al. [8]. The discharge orifices were holes, 6.35
mm in diameter and 127 mm long, machined in a brass block and bolted to the stainless steel outlet flange. Thus,
each orifice had a straight length of 20 diameters before any bends or area changes were incorporated. Different
brass blocks were machined to provide L/d = 1.5, 2, 3 and 8. A surveying transit was used to ensure that the faces
of the flange and the block were vertical and that the centrelines of the orifices fell on a straight horizontal line.
Two pressure taps, one on the air side and the other on the water side, were installed on the outlet flange and
connected to a differential pressure transducer in order to measure the liquid height in the test section.

The two-phase flows leaving the test section through the two orifices were directed to their respective
separators where the air and water were split by centrifugal action. A pressure tap was installed on the air side of
each separator and connected to a differential pressure transducer. The reading of this transducer was monitored
continuously and adjustments were made (if necessary) in order to ensure that the pressure difference between the
two separators was at or near zero. The flow rates of air and water leaving each separator were each measured by a
bank of four variable-area-type flow meters with overlapping ranges. Each of these flow measuring stations
covered the range of 15 cm3/min to 0.0415 mVmin on the water side and 198 cm3/min to 1.3 m3/min at standard
conditions on the air side.

The temperature and pressure within the test section and separators, as well as other locations within the
loop were recorded during the experiment. All flow meters, thermocouples, and pressure gauges were calibrated
before testing began.

2.3 Experimental Procedure

A total of 32 data sets were collected in this investigation, each corresponding to a certain combination of
Po, AP, R and L/d. Each data set contains 15 to 24 different locations of the interface between hBG£ and hg[j?
with measurements of mTp and x from each orifice performed at each interfacial location.

Before starting the experiments with a new value of L/d, the hydraulic resistances of the two connecting
lines were set nearly equal. This was done by performing adjustments on one or both lines until the deviation
between the single-phase liquid flow rates from both orifices was 3.2% or less. The deviation between the single-
phase gas flow rates from the two orifices was 3% or less for 29 of the data sets and 4% or less for the remaining
three sets. After adjusting R for a given L/d, appropriate values of Po and AP were fixed and the following
procedure was followed in collecting the data for the set:

1. The conditions at the onset of gas entrainment / [ .„_ and m. n^p) w e r e established first. The air-water

interface location (height) was set at a high value and was reduced in small steps, at which the liquid flow
rate at both orifices was measured under steady conditions. As the onset was approached, the liquid level
was further slowly lowered until gas was suddenly entrained almost simultaneously at both orifices; this
onset was observed visually through the transparent part of the test section. The steady-state flow rate just



before the onset gave rh, BGE and the reading of the pressure transducer immediately following the onset

gave hBGE.

Knowing that the magnitudes of hBLE and hBGE are roughly the same, the distance between hBLE and hBGE

was divided into a number (in the range of 15 to 24) of nearly equal intervals. The experiment was then
conducted at decreasing values of h. At each h, the liquid level was held constant for a sufficient period of
time that allowed the accurate measurement of gas and liquid flow rates leaving each separator,
mr and m , respectively.

The value of h was continually decreased in steps until the exact values of hgjj? and /?!„ „. _ were

established. For conditions where th. was finite and the interface was below the orifices, two streams of

water were pulled up from the interface through the orifices. Decreasing the level caused these water
streams to become thinner until they suddenly disappeared. This incidence (detected visually) marked the
onset of liquid entrainment and the appropriate readings were immediately recorded for determining hBLE

andrhG,BLE

2.4 Experimental Uncertainty

An estimate of the uncertainties in the independent and dependent variables was made in the fashion
described by Moffat [11] and Kline and McClintock [12]. All uncertainties quoted here are at "odds" of 20 to 1.
The uncertainties are meant to accommodate: the accuracy of the calibrating device, the error in fitting an
equation (for computer data reduction) to the calibration data, discrimination uncertainties in the measuring
instruments and unsteadiness in the process. Pressure gauges were calibrated using a deadweight tester,
thermocouples using a standard mercury-in-glass thermometer, gas rotameters using wet test meters and venturi
meters (in turn the calibrations of which were traceable to NBS standards) and liquid rotameters using a weigh-
and-time method. The pressure transmitter used for measuring h was calibrated against a micromanometer and the
digital voltmeter used in the calibration was subsequently used in the normal running of the experiments; for both
calibration and subsequent experiments the sensitivity was approximately 35 |iV per mm of water; the
discrimination on the digital voltmeter was + 1 iiV.

The results of the uncertainty analysis follow. The uncertainty in P o (absolute pressure) was + 0.9%; the
uncertainty in AP for data set nos. 3, 13, 23 and 29 ( AP = 40 kPa, the smallest AP ) was ± 7.9%, while for the
other data sets (higher AP) it was + 3.9% or less. The maximum uncertainty in the flow rates mc, rh. and /«_„

was + 4.0%, ± 2.5% and + 4.7%, respectively. The uncertainty in temperature measurement was + 0.25°C. The
maximum uncertainty in the quality x was ± 4.7%. The maximum uncertainty in R was + 4.7%. The absolute
uncertainty in h, hBGE and hg^E were + 0.09 mm, + 0.2 mm and + 0.2 mm, respectively; the uncertainty in h
amounted to approximately 0.3% of (hBGE - /ig/jr). For the dimensionless quantity H (defined later and having a
range of 0 to 1), the uncertainty 6W was a maximum of + 0.008. In the range 0.2<H< 1, hH/H decreased from
a value of ±3.2% or less at H= 0.2 to + 0.8% at H= 1; the uncertainty in bH/H increased with decreasing H
and at the smallest finite H (=0.1) was + 7% or less. For the dimensionless quantity M (defined later and having a
range of 0 to 1), 8Af varied between approximately + 0.003 and ± 0.038, smaller values being associated with
small M and larger values being associated with large M; in the range of 0.1 < M < 1 the maximum uncertainty in
bM/M was + 5%; the uncertainty in 8M/M increased with decreasing M, was + 10% or less at M - 0.05 and
increased to large values as M approached zero.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The operating conditions for the 32 data sets generated in this investigation are listed in Table 1. For
Ud = 1.5, set nos. 1-3 and set nos. 6-8 explore the effect of AP at fixed Po and R. The influence of R at fixed Po

and AP can be examined from set nos. 1, 4 and 5, or set nos. 6, 9 and 10. A similar test matrix was followed for



L/d = 2. However, for L/d = 3 and 8, it was decided not to include the influence of R at fixed Po and AP because
sufficient information on this effect had been gained from the results of L/d = 1.5 and 2. Values of Po, AP and R
used in this investigation are practically identical to those used by Hassan et al. [7] for the case of single-orifice
discharge; therefore, influences of the discharge at the second orifice can be clearly isolated.

3.1 Onsets of Gas and Liquid Entrainment

The critical heights corresponding to the onsets of gas and liquid entrainment at both orifices were
measured in each of the 32 data sets. A segment of these results corresponding to L/d = 1.5, 3 and 8 is shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Since the critical heights measured at both orifices were nearly identical, only the results from one
of the two orifices are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. These results are correlated in terms of their respective Froude
number, given by

= (4/n)mLBGE/ JgdspL(pL-pG) (4)

and

FrBL£ = (4 / n) mGBL£ I Jg d5
 9Q (?L - p j . (5)

Two lines corresponding to the limiting cases L/d = 0 and °° are also shown in Figs. 3 and 4. For L/d = °° , the
flow situation reduces to that of a single side orifice for which the critical heights at the onsets may be correlated by
[7],

h B G E I d = 0.57 Frfi°c
4

£ , (6)

and

hBLE
I d = 0.87 FrQJ\ . (7)

BLE

The line marked L/d = °° in Figs. 3 and 4 is based on Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively. For the limiting case L/d =
0, the flow situation again reduces to that of a single orifice with double the amount of flow discharge. Thus, the
lines marked L/d = 0 in Figs. 3 and 4 were also obtained from Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively, by doubling the values
of Froude number.

It is clear from Figs. 3 and 4 that the lines of L/d = 0 and •» form an envelope for the present data if we
allow for the expected experimental errors. The magnitudes of the critical heights for both onsets increase as L/d
decreases. The data for L/d = 8 are very close to the line L/d = «> , suggesting that at L/d - 8, the orifices are
practically behaving as two independent single orifices. Empirical relations were developed based on the present
data for 1.5 < L/d < 8. These relations are given by

r 1
hBGE ' d = ° - 5 7 [A FrBGE\

and

0 4

hBLE

where

(9)



and

A = 1 + exp [-0.613 (L I df I Frfi°c
4J (10)

B = 1 + exp [-2.06 (L / dfM I F r ^ J . (11)

Equations (8) to (11) converge to the correct limits at Ud = 0 and °° . As well, these equations predict the data
with root mean square errors of 1.8% in hBGE and 3.77% in tig^E-

3.2 Mass Flow Rate and Quality

In order to explain the trends from the current results, the presentation is made first in terms of
dimensional quantities. Measured values of riiQ , m^ , rhjp and JC for data set no. 6 are presented in Figs. 5

to 8, respectively. This data set corresponds to the highest Po and AP and lowest R, a combination that results in
the highest gas and liquid flow rates. In addition, this set corresponds to the smallest Ud; therefore, the effects due
to dual discharge seen in Figs. 5 to 8 are the most pronounced in this study. Results from Hassan et al. [7] for
single discharge at the same Po, AP and R are shown for comparison.

Figures 5 to 8 confirm the geometrical and flow symmetry applied at the two orifices in the present study
by showing that all results of mass flow rate and quality arc nearly identical for the two orifices. However, there is
significant deviation between the present dual-discharge results and those of Hassan et al. [7] for a single
discharge. For h > 0, Fig. 5 shows that /w_ is generally higher for the dual-discharge case at any given h. This

increase in mG is accompanied by a decrease in m, , as shown in Fig. 6 for h > 0. These opposite trends are in

fact consistent and can be explained by observing that all the data (of single and dual discharge) in Figs. 5 to 8
correspond to the same AP and thus, an increase in mc would require a decrease in m. . For h < 0, these trends

reverse, i.e., m_ decreases and m, increases for the dual-discharge case. The results of //'l™ and x for data set

no. 6 shown in Figs. 7 and 8 follow easily from the data in Figs. 5 and 6.

The trends shown in Figs. 5 to 8 for data set no. 6 are typical of all data sets. The magnitude of the
deviation between the results of single and dual discharge were found to decrease with an increase in Ud or R, or
a decrease in AP. For data set nos. 27-32 corresponding to Ud - 8, insignificant differences between single and
dual discharge results were obtained for all values of Po, AP and R tested in this study.

An attempt was made to plot the data in a normalized fashion in order to absorb the deviations seen in the
dimensional plots of Figs. 5 to 8. This was done using the following definitions for the normalized liquid level and
the normalized mass How rate, respectively [7]:

B L E B G E B L E (12)

and

M = (mTp- mGBLE) I ( mLBGE - mGBLE). (13)

Figures 9 and 10 show that the data of quality and mass flow rate, respectively, from set no. 6 collapse on
the respective single-discharge results from [7] at the same AP and R. This result is significant since data set no. 6
is the one that deviated most from the single-discharge condition.



The ability of the normalized parameters of Eqs. (12) and (13) to absorb the effects of other independent
parameters is shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Sixteen data sets corresponding to Po = 316 kPa with all tested
combinations of AP, R and L/d are shown to be largely collapsed in these plots. The same behavior was also found
for the other half of the data (Po = 517 kPa). However, one small effect remains due to the system pressure Po.
Figure 13 shows a slight increase in x with Po at the same AP, R and L/d. On the other hand, the effect of Po on
M was found to be insignificant, as illustrated in Fig. 14.

Similar trends were reported by Hassan et al. [7] for the case of single-orifice discharge whereby M was
found to be a function of H only (for all Po, AP and R tested) and x was found to be dependent on H and Po (for all
AP and R tested). They developed the following relations for the quality and mass flow rate, respectively, in terms
of the normalized parameters:

x = 0.2 exp [ 6H ( 1 - 11.67 H) I ( 1 - //)] (14)

+ 0.8 ( 1 - H1) " [ - 0.0122 + 0.42 / ( 1 + JpL I p G ) ] ,

and

M = H2 exp | - 1.84 H2 (l - H2 ) 1. (15)

In view of the similarity in trends between the present data and those in [7] and the data collapse shown in
Figs. 9 and 10, it was decided to test the validity of Eqs. (14) and (15) for the present data. This comparison
resulted in excellent agreement, as shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Quantitatively, the quality x was predicted with a
root mean square error of 8.5% over the range 0.001 < x < 1. The dimensionless two-phase discharge M was
predicted with a root mean square error of 14.2% over the range 0.01 < M < 1 and the accuracy of prediction
improved significantly if very low values of M were not considered. For example, the root mean square error
reduces to 7% in the range 0.05 < M < 1. Since correlations (14) and (15) are empirical, their accuracy can only
be assured within the range of conditions covered in this investigation.

4. PRACTICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Some industrial applications involve multiple two-phase discharge from a common header with different
possible orientations of the outlet branches relative to each other. No information (experimental or theoretical) can
be found currently for the determination of the two-phase mass flow rate and quality in such applications. This
research is a step towards establishing an experimental basis (data and correlations) for the design of two-phase
headers with multiple discharge.

The present experiment involves two branches oriented horizontally with a variable separating distance.
The independent parameters were varied in a systematic fashion in order to facilitate studying the influence of each
parameter separately. Normalized plots were produced and good agreement is demonstrated between the present
data and existing correlations for single-orifice discharge. Therefore, for dual discharge from branches oriented
horizontally, this study presents data and correlations for determining the onsets of gas and liquid entrainment,
two-phase mass flow rate and quality over a wide range of operating conditions. Obviously, other configurations
need to be examined in order to complete the information on multiple-discharge headers.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental data are reported on the onsets of gas and liquid entrainment, mass flow rate and quality
during two-phase discharge from a large reservoir through two small (d = 6.35 mm) side orifices oriented
horizontally under stratified conditions. The experiments were conducted under the condition that the two
discharges correspond to the same AP and the two lines connecting the test section to the separators have the same



R. Thirty-two data sets were collected covering the ranges of 316 < Po < 517 kPa, 40 < AP < 235 kPa, 1000 < R <
3000 (kg-m)"1/2, and 1.5 < L/d < 8. The independent variables were varied in a systematic fashion in order to
facilitate the study of the influence of each variable separately.

The present results indicate that /«_„ and x for dual discharge can deviate significantly from the
corresponding values for single discharge if the data are presented in a dimensional format. This deviation
increases with an increase in AP and/or a decrease in R or L/d. Influences of AP, R and L/d are shown to be largely
absorbed (within the present test range) when the data are plotted in terms of x versus H and M versus H. As well,
the relation between M and H was found to be independent of Po, while a small effect due to Po was found to
remain in the relation between x and H.

Comparisons were made between the present data of dual discharge and previously developed correlations
for single-orifice discharge. Good agreement was found between the present data of x and M, and the
corresponding predictions at the same H.
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NOMENCLATURE

d = orifice diameter, m
Fr = Froude number, given by Eqs. (4) and (5), dimensionless
g = gravitational acceleration, m/s2

H = normalized liquid level, given by Eq. (12), dimensionless
h = liquid level, m
L = horizontal distance between centrelines of orifices, m
M = normalized mass flow rate, given by Eq. (13), dimensionless
ril = mass flow rate, kg/s
P = pressure, Pa
R = hydraulic resistance, given by Eq. (1), (kgm)"l/2

T = temperature, K
x = quality, dimensionless

Greek Symbols
6 ( ) = uncertainty in ( )
p = density, kg/m3

Subscripts
BGE = beginning of gas entrainment
BLE = beginning of liquid entrainment
G = gas phase
L = liquid phase
o = test-section condition
5 = separator condition
TP = two phase
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Table 1 NOMINAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

Set No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

L/d

1.5

2.0

3.0

8.0

Po
(kPa)

316

517

316

517

316

517

316

517

AP
(kPa)

123
82
40
123

235
166
97
236

123
82
40
123

235
166
97
236

123
82
40
235
166
97
123
82
40
235
166
97

R
(kg-m)-'/2

1000

1670
3000
1000

1670
3000
1000

1670
3000
1000

1670
3000
1000

1000

10
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1. ABSTRACT

This paper describes the collapse load calculations for the reactor structure assembly under the postulated fuel
channel flow blockage Level D (faulted) loading condition. Under the flow blockage condition, the primary coolant
flow path is obstructed between the inlet and outlet feeder connections to the headers. This, in turn, is postulated
to cause the pressure tube and calandria tube to rupture and release hot molten fuel into the moderator, producing
a hydrodynamic transient within the calandria shell. The most severe hydrodynamic loads occur within a fraction
of a second (0.14 second). The peak pressure for the limiting case scenario for Level D condition is 120psig, due
to a single channel failure event. Under this accident condition, it is shown that the reactor structure assembly can
withstand the pressure transient and the structural integrity of the core is assured. A finite element model is
generated and used to calculate the collapse load. The ASME code rules given in Appendix F-l 341.3 and F—l 321.6
are followed to calculate the minimum collapse load. The ANSYS code is used with element type Stif—43 for
elastic/plastic, large deformation and small strain analysis.

2. INTRODUCTION

The calandria vessel is a horizontal, single-walled, stepped shell enclosed at each end by tubesheets and spanned
axially and horizontally by the calandria tubes. The stepped shell is comprised of a main shell with a smaller
diameter subshell at each end. Flexible annular plates are welded to the main and subshell to accommodate the
differential thermal expansion between the calandria tubes and the calandria shell. The calandria assembly is shown
in Figure 1. The fuel channel assembly forms the in-core portion of the primary heat transport (PHT) system. The
fuel channel assembly comprises a Zirconium pressure tube connected to the stainless steel end fittings at each end
by means of high integrity rolled-expanded joints.

The pressure tube contains the fuel bundles contained in the in-core portion of the fuel channel. The end fittings
form the out-of-core extensions to the pressure tubes and provide connections to the different interfacing
components including the feeder pipes, fuelling machine, positioning assembly and channel annulus bellows. The
fuel channel assembly is shown in Figure 2.

The flow blockage analysis and its associated single pressure tube/calandria tube rupture is normally postulated as
part of the safety analysis done for CANDU reactors. The calandria vessel structural analysis has been performed
for the flow blockage loads in support of the safety analysis for plant licensing.

This paper describes the finite element analysis performed to demonstrate the adequacy of the calandria vessel to
the fuel channel flow blockage loads; that it meets the requirements given in Appendix F of the ASME Code. In
other words, it is required to show that the accident condition pressure load is within the calculated collapse load
in accordance with Appendix F-1341.3 and F-1321.6 of the ASME Code.

3. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE AND FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The analysis process is performed in stages as follows:

• Elastic analysis of the assembly to identify the highly stressed areas due to 120 psig internal
pressure.

• Elastic/plastic analysis for the assembly where those areas (identified above) possess material
non-linearities. The geometric non-linearities together with the gap elements are added later
due to boundary interface and large deformations in the assembly.



• The collapse loud is reduced in accordance with the ASMIi rules given in Appendix F 1341.3
and I:-1 32 1.6 and then compared with the applied peak pressure for the (low blockage
incident.

In order to perform an elastic/plastic analysis, three requirements must be met:

a. An explicit relationship between stress and strain must be realized to describe the material behaviour under
elastic conditions, i.e. before the onset of plastic deformation.

b. A yield criterion indicating the stress level at which plastic flow commences must be determined.

c. A relationship between stress and strain must be developed for post yield behaviour, i.e. when the
deformation is made up of both elastic and plastic components.

For a) above, the analyses follow the standard linear elastic expression.

For b) above, the yield criterion determines the stress level at which plastic deformation begins. The ASME code
F-l322.3 (d) recommends using Tresca (maximum shear stress theory) or Von Mises (strain energy distortion
theory). The Von Mises yield criterion is used in this case.

The third item c) above gives rise to work or strain hardening. After initial yielding, the stress level at which plastic
deformation occurs may be dependent on the current degree of plastic straining. This phenomenon is termed as
work hardening or strain hardening. Thus, the yield surface will vary at each stage of the plastic deformation, with
the subsequent yield surface being dependent on the plastic strains in some way as follows:

• A perfectly plastic material (limit analysis) where the yield stress does not depend in any way
on the degree of plastifications.

• Isotropic hardening, where the yield surface has a uniform expansion of the original yield
curve without translation.

• Kinematic hardening where the yield surfaces preserve their shape and orientation, but
translate in stress space as a rigid body.

In the current analysis, the following material model was used in accordance with the Appendix F-l322.3
requirements:

Linear elastic analysis up to the yield strength of the material.

Von-Mises (strain energy distortion theory) yield criteria.

- Kinematic hardening model.

Table 1 shows the material property values used for the different materials of the calandria assembly. Figure 3 shows
the engineering stress/strain curve for the stainless steel type 304L. The properties used in the analysis are based
on yield strength of 21,300 psi at 200°F as given in Table 1.

The classical bilinear kinematic hardening with Von-Mises yield criterion option in ANSYS was used in this
analysis.

Elastic plastic analysis with large deformation and small strain options were carried out using the ANSYS finite
element commercial code (Reference 1).

The finite element sector model given in Figure 4 is used in the elastic/plastic, geometrically non-linear analysis.
The lattice tubes and calandria tubes are represented by equivalent beams and tubes spaced 11.25 inches apart in
the radial direction. The equivalent sectional properties are calculated. The perforated fuelling tube sheets and
calandria tube sheets material properties are also calculated.

The gap element (STIF40) has been used to eliminate the physical interference between different parts of the
structure. Gaps are considered at the calandria tubesheet extension and support plate at free and fixed end, support
plate and embedment ring at free and fixed end and gaps between end shield shell, support shell and embedment
ring at free and fixed ends. The gap elements have 6 degree of freedom (d.o.f.) gaps, but only one direction can be
activated at a time. Not all the gaps were closed. Only a few gap elements at the calandria tubesheet/support plate
and support plate/embedment ring were closed at the moment of collapse (at pressure 250 psig). At 120 psig (the
applied load), no gaps were closed.



STIF43 was used to model the shells and plates. The reasons for the choice of STIF43 are as follows:

The element is based on 3-D continuum mechanics theories and uses mixed interpolation for shear tensorial
strain components in natural converted coordinate system. Therefore, the element has high coarse mesh
accuracy under arbitrary loading. The element is capable of simulating Kirchhoff and Mindlin (thin/thick)
assumptions and has no spurious zero energy modes. The element is applicable to general shell
(non-flat/curved) and can simulate material and geometrical non-linearities. The element stiffness is
integrated using 2 x 2 x 2 Gaussian scheme for linear analysis and 2 x 2 x 5 if material non-linearity exists.
All element output data are given at the integration points. The STIF43 is very well suited for this analysis.

Calandria tubes were modelled using STIF20, plastic straight pipe. The reason for the choice of this element is to
take into consideration the axial stiffness effect (axial yielding) of the calandria tubes. It has been seen that the axial
stiffness of the calandria tube has great influence on the collapse load of the calandria assembly. If the calandria
tubes are allowed to deform plastically in the axial direction, the restriction of the deformations in the annular plate
area will be eliminated and the collapse load will be higher.

In this analysis, the Newton Raphson iterative type of solution was used with restart option activated. The first
increment of total load was chosen as 60psig with restart option, the load increased by lOpsig in each load step until
total load value of 200 psig, the restart load step increased by 5 psig up to 235 psig; by 2 psig up to 241 psig; and
by 1 psig up to 250 psig where the structure collapsed. The Newton Raphson option was left to the program to choose
the proper solution iteration option.

This elastic/plastic analysis was done according to the rules given in Appendix F of the ASME Code. Although
Appendix F is a non-mandatory appendix, the conservative rules given in this appendix are used as follows:

According to F-l 322.3, material properties and allowables should be taken from Appendix I of the ASME
Code.

- The stress and strain are based on the engineering stress-strain curve.

- The yield criteria and associated flow rules are of the maximum shear stress theory (Tresca) or strain energy
distortion theory (Von-Mises).

According to F-l 322.4, analysis performed for derivation of loads and for evaluation of acceptability of
components shall consider geometric non-linearities and gaps between parts of the structure (if applicable).

According to F-134F.3, the collapse load calculated on static or equivalent static loads shall not exceed
90% of the limit analysis collapse load using a yield stress which is the lesser of 2.3 Sm and 0.7 Su or 100%
of the plastic analysis collapse load or test collapse load given in F-l 321.6.

In this analysis, the plastic analysis collapse has been used and the requirement of F-l 321.6 (c) was conservatively
used to reduce the collapse load to the safe ASME Code value. The reduction method is given in Appendix 11—1430.

4. RESULTS

The elastic/plastic analysis results are given in Table 2; the calculated stress intensities shown in Table 3 cover the
non-mandatory requirements of Appendix F—1341.2 (a) and (b), at the applied load of 120 psig. The collapse load
curve shown in Figure 5 (internal pressure inside calandria assembly vs. deformation to collapse). Figure 6 shows
the enlarged collapse figure to meet the Appendix F-1341.3 requirements and Appendix 11-1430 reduction
methodology. The collapse pressure occurs at the annular plate by forming a plastic hinge. Figure 7 and 8 show
the deformed shapes of the assembly just before the onset of the collapse. Figure 9 shows the integration point
stresses for the top row of the annular plate at the connection with the shell at 120 psig load. At 120 psig, the
maximum equivalent strain is 0.005233 and the maximum equivalent stress (Von-Mises Stress) is 21781 psi.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis presented in this paper, the following is concluded:

- The calandria assembly collapse load is more than the applied load in the flow blockage condition.

- At the applied load of 120 psig, the annular plate in the free end equivalent stresses at the outer fibre
slightly exceed the yield strength of the material, but the stress intensity is below the Appendix F
allowables.

The maximum equivalent strain at 120 psig is 0.005233, which is very small outer fibre yielding.



- The maximum general primary membrane stress for the annular plate is about 46% of the yield strength of
the material at 120 psi applied load.

- The maximum axial stress for the calandria tube is about 53% of the yield strength of the material at I 20 psi
applied load.

The most conservative collapse load for the calandria vessel at the annular plate is 178 psig as given in
Figure 6.

It is therefore concluded that the calandria assembly will maintain its overall structural integrity under the How
blockage condition load of 120 psig and there is no gross failure of the assembly.
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TABLE 1
MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR ELASTIC/PLASTIC ANALYSIS

Component and Material

Calandria Assembly Stainless
Steel Type 304 L

Calandria Tube Sheet Perforated
SS, Type 304 L

Fuelling Tube Sheet Perforated
SS, Type 304 L

Calandria Tube Zircaloy Alloy
Grade R 60802

Modulus of
Elasticity

E (psi)

27.0 x 106

17.1 x 106

10.1 x IO6

12.97 x 106

Poisson's
Ratio

0.28

0.25

0.17

0.375

Yield
Strength

oy, psi

21,300 (1»

—

—

39,595 <3>

Plastic Slope
k, psi

8.33 x 104(2)

—

—

17.69 x 104

Remarks

Linear material

Linear material

Non-linear material

(1) Yield strength is taken from ASME Code, Appendix I, Table 1-2.2 at 200°F.

(2) Plastic slope is taken from Figure 3.

(3) Zircaloy alloy grade R 60802 properties are taken at 250°F.



TABLE 2

EQUIVALENT STRESS/EQUIVALENT STRAIN AT 120 PSIG APPLIED PRESSURE

Element
Number

373

374

375

376

377

378

379

380

381

394

395

396

Equivalent* Stress
(psi)

21,355

21,356

21,356

21,370

21,370

21,370

21,353

21,353

21,353

21,781

21,781

21,781

Equivalent* Strain

0.000551

0.000556

0.000558

0.000750

0.000748

0.000749

0.000453

0.000451

0.000449

0.005233

0.005233

0.005233

Remarks

Annular plate-free end

* Highest values at all integration points.



TABLE 3

STRESS RESULTS

Element
Number

394

395

396

Stress
Category

Pm

Pm + Pb

Pm

Pm + Pb

Pm

Pm + Pb

Allowable Values MIJa
(psi)

0.7 Su = 319.5 (46340)

0.9 Su = 410.8 (59580)

0.7 Su = 319.5 (46340)

0.9 Su = 410.8 (59580)

0.7 Su = 319.5 (46340)

0.9 Su= 410.8 (59580)

Calculated Stress
Intensity MPa

(psi)

67.18(9,743)

173.35 (25,143)

67.18(9,743)

173.35(25,143)

67.18(9,743)

173.35(25,143)

Remarks

Annular plate free end elements
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Figure 4
FLOW BLOCKAGE ANALYSIS MODEL - GENERAL VIEW
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Figure 7
FLOW BLOCKAGE ANALYSIS MODEL DISPLACEMENT SHAPE AT 250 PSI



Figure 8
FLOW BLOCKAGE ANALYSIS MODEL DISPLACEMENT SHAPE AT 250 PSI
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SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE THERMAL AND DEFORMATION BEHAVIOUR OF
"AS-RECEIVED" AND "HYDRIDED" PRESSURE TUBES USED IN THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION EXPERIMENTS (END OF LIFE/PRESSURE TUBE BEHAVIOUR)

W.C. MUIR and M.H. BAYOUMI

Ontario Hydro, Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department
700 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M5G 1X6

ABSTRACT

It is postulated that in-reactor pressure tubes may be subjected to radiation damage and dissolved deuterium which
could change the pressure tube characteristics and lead to different behaviour than that of as-received pressure tubes
under large LOCA conditions. A hydrided pressure tube was used to study the effect of dissolved hydrogen on
thermal-mechanical behaviour. In the experiment, simulating an in-reactor (hydrided) pressure tube with
circumferential differential temperature under boil-off conditions, the pressure tube ballooned into contact with the
calandria tube. The pressure tube used in this experiment was hydrided in a furnace to a nominal value of200 figlg
dissolved hydrogen. This test was a repeat of the first supplementary boil-off test (S-5-1) [1] which used an as-
received pressure tube. The objective of this paper is to analyze the results obtained from the simulation of this Boil-
Off test using the SMARTT [2] computer code and to examine the effect ofhydriding on the thermal and ballooning
behaviour of the pressure tube by comparison with the results obtained from test S-5-1. A discussion of the results
obtained from this comparison is presented together with an analysis of their application to the analysis of pressure
tube behaviour in CANDU reactors.

INTRODUCTION

In a number of postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) scenarios, some fuel channels are predicted to initially
experience periods of stratified flow. During this period, the steam generated will flow to the top portion of the
pressure tube and thereby expose this region of the pressure tube to superheated steam. The exposed part of the
pressure tube and fuel elements will heat up rapidly due to fuel decay power where the main heat removal
mechanisms are by radiation and steam convection. As the liquid level drops further, the pressure tube continues to
become hotter at the top while the lower part below the liquid level remains at or below saturation temperature.
Subsequently, the channel experiences a period of sustained liquid boil-off after the feeders are drained. In this
period, the remaining liquid in the channel and end-fittings continues to boil away and the extent of fuel element
over-heating progressively increases. Steam venting may occur through one or both feeders. During this period, a
circumferential temperature gradient develops around the pressure tube which could result in a nonuniform or
localized pressure tube strain that could lead to failure of the pressure tube before ballooning into contact with the
calandria tube.

Three distinct phases of feeder draining have been identified [3], namely, steady steaming, steam cooling and boil-
off. In the steady-steaming phase that corresponds to the early stages of feeder drainage, the inlet feeder and the
inlet end-fittings are filled with liquid that is close to saturation. The outlet header is completely voided with no
liquid to counter flow down the outlet feeder and, consequently, reducing the established density driving head. In
the steam cooling phase, the liquid level drops below the inlet feeder connection to the inlet header and is
characterized by a steadily decreasing density driving head as the liquid level in the feeder decreases. In this phase,
depending on the inlet header conditions, a decreasing flow rate of single or two-phase flow from the inlet header
into the channel is established. In the boil-off stage, the channel and end-fittings experience a period of sustained
boil off in which the extent of overheating of the fuel element progressively increases.

The pressure tube circumferential temperature gradient experimental program (PT-DELTA T) has been ongoing at
AECL-WNRE under COG (CANDU Owners Group) to investigate the potential of pressure tube rupture during



ballooning. The experimental results were used to validate the computer code SMARTT (Simulation Method for
Azimuthal and Radial Temperature Transients) [2] which is one of the analytical tools used in the safety and
licensing analysis of CANDU reactors to show that a postulated loss-of-coolant accident does not lead to rupture of
the fuel channels.

Five experimental series have been completed at AECL-WNRE under COG to address all of the various phases of
feeder draining. The Boil-off Series was designed to examine fuel channel response when the coolant flow is
stagnated and the liquid remaining in the channel boils away [4,5] (channel boil-off phase). In the Make-Up Water
series, the coolant level is maintained constant by injecting make-up water to balance the steam flow out of the
channel to simulate the steady steaming phase (Make-UP Water Series) [6,7]. In the third series, Steam Cooling
Series, superheated steam and make-up water are injected simultaneously into one end of the pressure tube. This
simulates a postulated LOCA condition in which the inlet header is partially voided, resulting in water and steam
flow through the heated fuel channel. In the fourth test series, Variable Make-Up Water Series [8], water is injected
into the pressure tube at a controlled and declining rate to study the effect of a gradual decrease in make-up water
flow rate and to simulate the decreasing density driving head as the liquid level in the feeder decreases. The third
and fourth series of the experiments are designed to simulate different stages of feeder drainage following a large
LOCA scenario. The fifth series, the Supplementary Boil-off Series [1,9], was designed to further investigate the
thermal-mechanical behaviour of pressure tubes under boil-off conditions after the failure of the pressure tube in the
third test of the first series.

The experiments in the first four series employed a 37-element bundle with a concentric-sheath type fuel-element
simulator (FES) which was susceptible to electrical failure. Electrical failure of the FESs usually leads to premature
pressure tube failure. The fifth experimental series, the Supplementary Boil-off Series [1,9], used more robust
graphite-alumina type FESs in a 28-element bundle geometry.

In all of the five experimental series, as-received pressure tubes were used. It is postulated that in-reactor pressure
tubes may be subjected to radiation damage and dissolved deuterium which could change the pressure tube
characteristics and lead to different behaviour than that of as-received pressure tubes under large LOCA conditions.
Since the use of an irradiated pressure tube in the experimental apparatus was not possible, a hydrided pressure tube
was used to study the effect of dissolved hydrogen on thermal-mechanical behaviour of the pressure tube. The
pressure tube used in the experiment was hydrided in a furnace to a nominal value of 200 ug/g dissolved hydrogen.

In the experiment simulating an in-reactor (hydrided) pressure tube with circumferential differential temperature under
boil-off conditions, the pressure tube ballooned into contact with the calandria tube. This test was a repeat of the
first supplementary boil-off test (S-5-1) [1] which used an as-received pressure tube. The objective of this paper is
to analyze the results obtained from the simulation of this Boil-Off test using the SMARTT [2] computer code and
to examine the effect of hydriding on the thermal and ballooning behaviour of the pressure tube by comparison with
the results obtained from test S-5-1. Improvements to the SMARTT code are presented. A discussion of the results
obtained from this comparison is also presented together with an analysis of their application to the analysis of
pressure tube behaviour in CANDU reactors.

OVERVIEW OF THE SMARTT CODE

The SMARTT (Simulation Method for Azimuthal and Radial Temperature Transients) computer code [2] is one of
the analytical tools used in the analysis of fuel channel integrity and in the safety analysis of CANDU reactors. The
code was developed to predict fuel sheath and pressure tube thermal and mechanical behaviour under asymmetric
coolant conditions such as stratified or decreasing coolant flow in the channel. Under such condition, the top portion
of the pressure tube and fuel elements are exposed to superheated steam while the bottom portion is cooled with
saturated or even slightly subcooled water. Such conditions can lead to non-uniform pressure tube heatup in the
circumferential direction. If a highly localized hot spot develops on the pressure tube circumference while the
pressure tube is under going transverse strain (ballooning), the pressure tube could rupture prior to contacting the
calandria tube. The code predicts the pressure tube circumferential temperature distribution and its effect on pressure



tube ballooning. The code also predicts whether the pressure tube will rupture prior to contacting the calandria tube
or balloons into contact with the calandria tube.

SMARTT is a two dimensional code which models one-half of the fuel bundle with symmetry assumed across the
vertical diameter. The code can model either 37-element or 28-element fuel bundles. The model includes a
circumferentially and radially conducting pressure tube with 16 full fuel-element and 5 half-element models for the
37-element bundle and 14 full fuel-element models for the 28-element bundle. Figure 1 shows the azimuthal
nodalization of a 28-element fuel bundle. The code has been modified to simulate the experimental geometry and
the material used in the fuel-element simulators (heaters).

Each fuel element simulator is divided into eight, equal, azimuthal nodes which are subdivided into six radial nodes:
four for the graphite heater and one each for the alumina insulator and the Zircaloy sheath. The pressure tube is
divided into thirty-two equal azimuthal nodes each of which is subdivided into four radial nodes. The flow cross-
sectional area is divided into forty-two subchannels.

Radial and azimuthal conduction is taken into account within each fuel element and the pressure tube. Radiation
between the outer surface nodes of all fuel elements and the inner surface nodes of the pressure tube is also
accounted for through a radiation-view-factor matrix with the assumption of diffuse, isothermal, grey surfaces.
Convective heat transfer between the steam coolant and both the fuel element sheaths and the pressure tube is
calculated assuming laminar flow. Heat generation due to the Zircaloy-steam reaction on the sheath outer surfaces
and the pressure tube inner surface is modelled with the Urbanic-Heidrick correlation [10]. Heat transfer by radiation
and conduction across the gas gap between the pressure tube and the calandria tube is also accounted for.

SMARTT employs a finite difference technique to solve the heat conduction equations within the fuel elements and
the pressure tube. A sparse matrix solver is used to simultaneously determine the temperatures of all nodes within
each fuel element and the pressure tube at each time step. An iteration scheme permits the use of temperature-
dependent material properties which are evaluated at the current temperature. The temperature of each subchannel
is calculated as the weighted average of the temperatures of the surface nodes of each fuel element that borders the
subchannel.

The calculation of the transverse pressure tube strain is based on the creep constitutive equations of Shewfelt et al.
[11]. These creep constitutive equations have been verified against experiments [12]. The pressure tube strain is
evaluated in the SMARTT code by employing the code NUB ALL [13] as a subroutine with the same pressure tube
nodalization as SMARTT. This approach provides both the average pressure tube strain as a function of time, and
the local strain (wall thinning) at each circumferential node. Based on these information, it is possible to determine
whether or not the pressure tube achieves sufficient average strain to remain circular and contact the calandria tube
(about 16.4% average strain), before local wall thinning at the hot spot causes the pressure tube to rupture (local
strain at any node reaches 100% true strain before contact with the calandria tube).

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION

The apparatus for this experiment represented a section of a Pickering-type CANDU fuel channel. It consisted of
a 2105 mm long section of Zr-2.5 Nb pressure tube containing the 28 fuel element simulators (FES) surrounded by
a 1780 mm long Zircaloy-2 calandria tube. The pressure tube used in this experiment was hydrided in a furnace to
a nominal value of 200 pg/g dissolved hydrogen. The pressure tube was mounted eccentrically inside the calandria
tube simulating a sagged pressure tube geometry where a garter spring is in direct contact with the calandria tube.
The gaps between the pressure tube and the calandria tube at the top and the bottom were 12.2 mm and 5 mm,
respectively. The calandria tube was surrounded by heated, stagnant water in an open tank which simulated the
moderator. The top surface of the calandria tube was covered by at least 65 mm of water during the experiment.
The annulus between the pressure tube and calandria tube contained an Inconel X-750 garter spring located at the
centre of the test section.



The test section, shown in Figure 2, was closed at one end and connected to a vertical exit pipe at the other end.
The exit pipe was connected to a condenser and a surge tank to control the test section pressure. The steam mass
flow rate was derived from differential pressure measurements at an orifice plate in the outlet piping.

Five spacer plates, made of 0.9 mm thick Zircaloy-4 plate, were positioned at 450 mm intervals in the heated zone
of the test section. Their purpose was to simulate the effects of CANDU bundle end plates, radially position the FES
bundle and to help minimize FES sag at high temperatures. Holes were drilled in the spacer plates to allow for
steam flow between the FES rings. The flow distribution through the various FES flow rings was designed to
approximate, as closely as possible, the flow away from the end plate in an actual 28-element fuel bundle.

The FESs were arranged as a typical 28-element Pickering type CANDU fuel bundle. Each FES consisted of
Zircaloy-4 cladding (15.2 mm OD, 14.4 mm ID) within which annular Alumina pellets (14.3 mm OD, 6.1 mm ID,
and 16 mm long) electrically insulated the cladding from a graphite rod heater. The graphite heaters, 6 mm in
diameter, 1800 mm in length, were coated with tungsten carbide to minimize the high temperature reaction between
the graphite and alumina.

The FESs were connected in parallel to a DC power supply. The voltage drop across each FES ring was measured
through voltage taps placed on the power supply connections. Current through the FESs was derived from voltages
measured across load carrying shunts for each ring of heaters. Resistance and power were calculated from the
measured voltage and current. Power distribution throughout the FES bundle was designed to be similar to that
found in a Pickering-type fuel bundle. Design targets for normalized element powers were 1.111, 0.894, and 0.775
for the outer, middle and inner FES rings, respectively.

The heated length of the test section was instrumented at five distinct axial locations (Ring 1 to Ring 5 in Figure
2). The detailed radial locations of thermocouples at each axial location (Ring 1 to Ring 5) are shown in Figure 3.
Thermocouples were used to measure the temperatures of the FES cladding (12 thermocouples), pressure tube (32
thermocouples), calandria tube (3 thermocouples), exit steam (2 thermocouples) and water in the tank surrounding
the calandria tube (3 RTDs). The thermocouples on the FESs and the pressure tube were 0.5 mm OD Inconel-clad,
K-type (chromel-alumel) with magnesium oxide insulation. The thermocouples used on the calandria tube were made
from fibreglass insulated K-type with wire diameters of 0.13 mm. The temperatures of the exit steam and the water
surrounding the calandria tube were measured with K-type sheathed thermocouples.

Three Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) were installed to monitor pressure tube movement relative
to the calandria tube. LVDTs 1 and 2 were located near axial location Ring 2, 455 mm from the closed end, and
measured the top and bottom movement of the pressure tube, respectively. The third LVDT was located on the top
of the pressure tube near axial location Ring 4, 1130 mm from the closed end.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The following procedures were used for this test:

1 - The annulus between the pressure and calandria tubes was purged with CO2.
2 - The purge flow was high initially but reduced to near stagnation before the start of the test.
3 - The water surrounding the calandria tube was stirred and heated to 80°C for degassing and allowed to cool

down to 75°C before the start of the test.
4 - The test section and exit piping were filled with water and pressurized to 4.0 MPa for this experiment.
5 - The temperature of the pressurized water was gradually raised to the saturation temperature using a 5 kW

electric heater.
6 - The test was started by opening the steam outlet valve and increasing the test section power by applying

a pre-specified transient power history. Test section power and pressure were manually controlled to
maintain steady state values.

7 - The test was terminated by reducing the power after the pressure tube had fully ballooned into contact with



the calandria tube.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The channel pressure in this experiment was constant at 4.0 MPa. The transient power history is shown in Figure
4. The maximum power input to the heaters was 200 kW. When the power ramp began around 10 s into the
experiment, the water started to boil off and the outlet steam flow rate peaked at about 63 g/s at about 70 seconds
when the power setting was constant at 200 kW. As the upper part of the pressure tube and fuel elements became
uncovered, the temperature at the top increased while the bottom of the pressure tube remained at the coolant
saturation temperature. As the water in the channel continued to boil off, a significant circumferential temperature
gradient developed around the pressure tube.

The average heat up rate at the top of the channel was 4°C/s. The temperature profiles show similar circumferential
temperature gradients occurred at the various axial locations with only a slight time delay (about 5 s) in ballooning
time at the steam exit end. The pressure tube ballooned into contact with the calandria tube at 219 s at axial location
Ring 1 and at 224 s at Ring 5. The maximum recorded contact temperatures were 748°C and 745°C, for axial
locations Ring 1 and Ring 5, respectively. The maximum top-to-bottom circumferential temperature gradients on
the pressure tube at Ring 1, 20° from the top, and Ring 5, at the top, prior to ballooning contact, were 439°C and
396°C, respectively. The pressure tube temperatures at the top decreased sharply following the contact with the
calandria tube. As a result of the contact with the calandria tube, the thermocouples on the outer surface of the
pressure tube were shorted out and their subsequent measurements were invalidated.

The temperature increases on the sheaths indicate when the FESs became dry. The corresponding thermocouple
locations were then used to infer water level in the pressure tube during the experiment The maximum sheath
temperature recorded at Ring 1 was 1050°C at the time of pressure tube/calandria tube (PT/CT) contact. Before the
end of the test sheath temperatures had reached approximately 1230°C at this location .

The calandria tube temperature increased to 488°C and 511°C at axial locations Ring 1 and Ring 5, respectively, after
PT/CT contact indicating localized film boiling and subsequent rewetting of this area. This was confirmed by the
post test observation of a slight local discolouration of the calandria tube surface. Similar areas of discolouration
were noted along the pressure tube, near the top, particularly in the region close to the steam exit line.

SMARTT CODE MODIFICATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Two modifications were made to the code for the simulation of the present experiment. The internal geometry and
material of the fuel-element simulators replaced those of the CANDU fuel. Originally, the code was capable of
modelling seven discrete liquid levels from 100% to 0% liquid in the channel. To increase the accuracy of the liquid
level representation, the code was modified to allow for fifteen (seventeen for a 37-element bundle) discrete liquid
levels which improved the accuracy of the code predictions for relatively slowly decreasing liquid levels.

The discrete liquid levels in SMARTT are set by the nodalization of the channel flow area into subchannels. The
liquid levels modelled are: 100%, 97%, 95%, 92%, 86%, 78%, 69%, 60%, 50%, 41%, 31%, 22%, 14%, 8%, 5%,
3% and 0% for the 37-element model. For the 28-element model, the liquid levels are: 100%, 97.3%, 93.5%, 90.7%,
82.2%, 70.5%, 61.1%, 50.0%, 38.9%, 29.5%, 17.8%, 9.3%, 6.5%, 2.7% and 0.0%. The percentages indicate the
fraction of total channel cross-sectional flow area covered by the liquid. The falling liquid level is simulated by
switching instantaneously from one level to the next.

The following assumptions are used in the simulation of this experiment:

1 - The steam averaging procedure was used in the steam-filled subchannels to determine the coolant
temperature.

2 - The emissivity of the fuel element simulators was assumed to be 0.6 and the emissivity of the pressure tube



was assumed to be 0.8. The emissivity of the calandria tube was taken to be 0.33.
3 - The calandria tube temperature was held constant at the temperature of the liquid in the water lank for this

experiment.
4 - The Urbanic-Heidrick correlation [10] was used to calculate the Zircaloy-steam reaction rate.
5 - The flow was assumed to be laminar in the steam-filled subchannels and a Nusselt number of 4.0 was used

to calculate the sheath-to-coolant heat transfer coefficients. The coolant-to-pressure tube heat transfer
coefficients were set equal to the sheath-to-coolant heat transfer coefficients in the outer subchannels.

6 - The channel pressure and the power history measured in the experiment were input directly into the
SMARTT code.

7 - The failure criterion used for the pressure tube rupture was 100% local true strain (i.e. failure is assumed
when the local thickness is reduced to 37% of its nominal value).

8 - The ballooning criterion used for the pressure tube contact with the calandria tube was 16.4% average
diametral strain.

9 - The inferred liquid level determined from both sheath and pressure tube thermocouple measurements was
used in these simulations and was directly input to the SMARTT code. The water level was assumed to
be 100% at the start of the experiment.

10 - The SMARTT code liquid levels were dropped from one discrete level to the next when the inferred liquid
level became approximately halfway between the two discrete levels.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Power, pressure and channel liquid level transient are required as input to the SMARTT code. The power transient
and pressure were obtained directly from the measured values. The radial power distributions measured in the
experiment were used as input to the SMARTT code.

The pressure in this experiment was kept constant. The liquid level was inferred from the plots of the height of
various thermocouples above the bottom of the pressure tube versus the time at which the thermocouple started to
indicate increasing temperatures above that of the coolant saturation temperature. This time was interpreted as the
time at which the level dropped below that particular thermocouple position (Figure 5).

Two parameters are chosen to show the comparison between the SMARTT predictions and the experimental results,
namely, the pressure tube and the heater sheath temperature transients. The SMARTT simulation always ends when
the pressure tube fails or balloons into contact with the calandria tube.

SMARTT predictions are compared against the pressure tube temperature measurements at three axial locations
(Rings 1, 3 and 5) and at six circumferential positions (0°, 60°, 80°, 100°, 120° and 180°) as shown in Figures 6
to 8. The experimental results show that the top of the pressure tube, Ring 1 (Figure 6), reached about 731°C at
219 s at which time the thermocouple failed. The temperatures at the other circumferential locations start to peak
at later times in succession and then start to fall after the pressure tube ballooned into contact with the calandria tube.
This is an indication that the contact occurred first at the top and then spread circumferentially toward the bottom
of the pressure tube. This trend is best seen in Figure 8 where thermocouple failure occurred at a later time at the
80° circumferential location. The contact then spread axially and circumferentially over the next few seconds until
the pressure tube had fully ballooned into contact with the calandria tube.

The SMARTT prediction of the pressure tube temperature lags the experimental measurements in the upper half of
the tube in the early part of the transient. In the later stages of the heatup, the pressure tube temperature becomes
overpredicted at the top at all axial locations when the liquid-level in both SMARTT and the experiment reaches
zero. The SMARTT simulation predicted that the pressure tube reached a maximum temperature of 781°C at the
top and it ballooned into contact with the calandria tube as the average diametral strain reached 16.4%. The
simulation predicted that the contact time was 214 s as compared with 219 s and 224 s at axial locations Ring 2 and
Ring 4, respectively, in the experiment. However, the maximum local pressure tube strain was predicted to be 85%
at the top of the tube. The nonuniform circumferential ballooning observed in the experiment is not modelled in



SMARTT as the code assumed the pressure tube remained circular and concentric during ballooning. This assumption
resulted in circumferential pressure tube/calandria tube (PT/CT) contact once the ballooning criterion is satisfied.
For that reason the code prediction indicates that the ballooning occurs at the same time at all circumferential
locations (Figures 6 to 8).

Figures 9, 10, and 11 show the comparison between experimental measurements and SMARTT predictions of the
pressure tube circumferential temperature profiles at axial Rings 1, 3, and 5, respectively. The maximum top-to-
bottom pressure tube circumferential differential temperatures measured and predicted were 439°C and 412°C,
respectively. The code predictions were in good qualitative agreement with measurements at all axial locations;
however, the magnitude of the gradient was overpredicted. The measured maximum top-to-bottom pressure tube
differential temperature appears to have been nearly constant along the length of the channel.

Figures 12 and 13 show the comparison between experimental measurements and SMARTT predictions for the sheath
temperatures at axial Rings 1 and 3. These were the only reliable measurements reported in the experiment since
various thermocouples failed at different stages of the experiment. At the time of pressure-tube/calandria-tube
contact, the maximum measured sheath temperature was 1050°C at Ring 1, TC10. The maximum sheath temperature
was predicted by SMARTT at pin #1, node #4 (see Figure 1) on the inner surface of the outer fuel-element ring.
The predictions at the end of the simulation (214 s) are in excellent agreement with the measured sheath temperatures
at both Rings 1 and 3. Early in the transient the simulation lags the measured sheath temperatures in the upper half
of the bundle because the liquid-level transient in the simulation was heavily weighted towards the pressure tube
rather than sheath thermocouples.

In general, good overall agreement between experimental measurements and SMARTT predictions was achieved in
this analysis. The detailed comparison made between measurements and predictions for the pressure tube and sheath
temperatures and the time of ballooning shows that the models and assumptions used in this analysis were
appropriate and provided a reasonable representation of the experimental conditions, even though the eccentricity
of the pressure tube was not modelled in this analysis due to code limitations.

COMPARISON BETWEEN HYDRIDED AND AS-RECEIVED PRESSURE TUBE

The first supplementary boil-off experiment S-5-1 which used an as-received pressure tube was analyzed using the
SMARTT code and the results were compared with experimental measurements [1]. Figure 14 shows a comparison
between SMARTT predictions and the pressure tube temperature measurements at axial location Ring 5 for five
circumferential positions (0°, 60°, 100°, 120° and 180°). Figure 15 shows a comparison between experimental
measurements and SMARTT predictions for the sheath temperatures at axial location Ring 3.

Comparison of Figure 8 for the hydrided pressure tube and Figure 14 for the as-received pressure tube shows that
the heat up is similar; peak pressure tube temperatures are within 20°C; and top-to-bottom thermal gradients are
within 30°C. In both experiments, the pressure tube did not rupture and ballooned into contact with the calandria
tube in approximately the same time interval after the channel started to void. The comparison of the heatup and
peak sheath temperatures in Figures 13 and 15 also shows a very similar trend. At the time of PT/CT contact, the
peak sheath temperatures are 1040°C and 1130°C in Figure 13 and Figure 15, respectively. Figure 16 shows the
displacement of the top of the pressure tube during ballooning and the SMARTT predictions for both experiments.
The results for the as-received pressure tube have been shifted in time to make the experimentally observed times
of PT/CT contact coincide. Table 1 summarizes the comparison between the two experiments.

The conclusion of this comparison is that the addition of 200 pg/g dissolved hydrogen in the pressure tube produces
no significant effect on the creep behaviour of the pressure tube during the ballooning process under large LOCA
conditions. The thermal behaviour of the pressure tube also showed no significant indication that it was affected
by the dissolved hydrogen content in the pressure tube. Thus, pressure tubes which have absorbed up to 200 ug/g
dissolved hydrogen would be expected in a postulated LOCA scenario to exhibit behaviour similar to an "as-
received" pressure tube.



A number of areas for future development in the SMARTT code have been identified as a result of this analysis.
These include the lack of feedback between geometry changes and the effect on thermohydraulic conditions and
thermal radiation calculations, the lack of capability to model an eccentric pressure/calandria tube geometry, the
assumption of circular deformation made in the pressure tube deformation model, and the inability to model the effect
of axial variation in thermohydraulic conditions. The implementation of these modifications will enhance the code's
ability to accurately model progressive contact between the pressure and calandria tubes and the coupling between
thermohydraulic conditions and geometry changes.

CONCLUSIONS

1 - The SMARTT code was used to model the latest 28-element boil-off experiment with hydrided pressure
tube which is an extension of the pressure tube circumferential differential temperature experimental
program. The code was modified to model the improved heater geometry used in the experiment and to
increase the number of discrete liquid levels from 7 to 15 for more accurate representation of the actual
liquid level in the experiment

2 - In general, good agreement was obtained between experimental results and SMARTT predictions. The
discrepancies are attributed to the difficulty in accurately determining the liquid level transient and to the
method of instantaneously dropping the liquid level which is used in the code instead of the actual
continuous, smooth decrease in liquid level experienced by the fuel-element simulators and the pressure tube
in the experiment.

3 - The pressure tube ballooned into contact with the calandria tube. The ballooning process started at the top
and then spread both circumferentially and axially.

4 - The effect of dissolved hydrogen in the pressure tube was examined with a comparison between the
hydrided pressure tube and an as-received pressure tube under identical experimental conditions. Similar
behaviour was observed for both tubes in the two experiments. The experimental and simulation results
indicate no significant effect on the pressure tube thermal and mechanical behaviour due to the dissolved
hydrogen concentration.

5 - Modelling is underway to implement the feedback effect between geometry changes and thermohydraulic
response in the channel. The other improvements which were identified will be implemented in the near
future.
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TABLE 1
Comparison of "As-received" and "Hydrided"

Pressure Tube Experiments

Parameter

PT heating rate (°C/s)

Max. PT temperature (°C)/Location

Max. sheath temperature at time of
PT/CT contact (°C)/Location

Max. PT strain (%)

Ballooning Time (s)

Power (kW/m)

Max. top-to-bottom temperature
gradient before contact (°C)

Hydrided PT

4.0

748/Ring 1

1070/Ring 1

54

218 - 224

111

439

As-received PT

4.2

771/Ring 5

113O/Ring3

54

214 - 224

106

410



; 41

42

28f/

Figure 1: Diagram of 28-element half-bundle model showing fuel element, pressure tube, and
subchannel nodaJization for SMARTT.
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Abstract

As the fuel channel elongates due to creep, the fuel string moves relative to the inlet until the fuel pads at the
inboard end eventually separate from the spacer sleeve, and the fuel resides on the burnish mark of the pressure
tube. The bundle is then supported in a fashion which contributes to increased levels of vibration. Those pads
which (due to geometric variation) have contact loads with the pressure tube within a certain range, vibrate,
and cause significant fretting on the burnish mark, and further along at the midplane of the bundle.

Inspection of the pressure tubes in Bruce A, Bruce B, and Darlington has revealed fret damage up to 0.55 mm
at the burnish mark and slightly lower than this at the inlet bundle midplane. To date, all fret marks have been
dispositioned successfully without the need for tube replacement but a program of work has been initiated to
understand the mechanism and reduce the fretting. Such understanding is necessary to guide future design
changes to the fuel bundle, to guide future inspection programs, to guide maintenance programs and for longer
term strategic planning.

This paper discusses how the understanding of fretting has evolved and outlines a current hypothesis for the
mechanism of fretting. The role of bundle geometry, excitation forces, and reactor conditions are reviewed
along with options under consideration to mitigate damage.

INTRODUCTION

Fretting wear of the pressure tube caused by fuel element vibration of the bearing pad against the pressure tube
is an integrity concern in Bruce and Darlington reactors. Significant fretting does not occur in the 600 MW
reactors. This is believed to be due to differences in channel design, bundle design, and primary heat transport
(PHT) conditions. Two primary locations where fretting has been observed in Bruce and Darlington is at the
pressure tube inlet end near the burnish mark and at the midplane of the inlet fuel bundle. Considerable effort
has been made to understand the mechanism of fretting and to develop solutions to the problem. Analysis of
fret marks from reactor inspections, extensive lab testing and modelling of reactor conditions indicates that, for
the majority of the channels, the main excitation causing mid-plane fretting appears to be moderate level
acoustics in the PHT system with some contribution from flow turbulence (1). An understanding of the
mechanism, as outlined below, is fundamental to optimizing design solutions and is also beneficial in planning
inspection strategies.

FRETTING RESEARCH BACKGROUND

The element vibration amplitude has been determined to be about 25um RMS through fuel bundle tests in hot
loops. Gross bundle motion is also this magnitude with peaks possibly two to three times the RMS value.
Flow induced turbulence was considered largely responsible for this vibration and the in-reactor fretting
behaviour was attributed primarily to this effect. During the fuel bundle endplate cracking investigations,
however, acoustic excitation which caused pressure pulsation (-40 kPa) in the fuel channel was also found to
contribute to fuel bundle axial vibration causing the endplates to fail through a fatigue mechanism. The vane
passing frequency of the PHT pumps initiated the acoustic response in the PHT system. Pressure pulses
propagated through the feeders, with possible pulse amplification under some conditions, and into the fuel
channel. Acoustic excitation, which was established to cause endplate cracking, was also associated with



incidents of very severe fretting in the Darlington test program. This observation has evolved into a belief that
pressure pulses in the fuel channel contribute significantly to the fretting mechanism through enhanced fuel
bundle/element vibration even at low pulsation amplitudes.

A wear model applied in fretting research (2) correlates volumetric wear rate (V) with the product of a wear
coefficient (K) times the work rate (W).

Wear Rate (V) = Wear Coefficient (K) x Work Rate (W)

A nominal wear-depth rate of 1 um/day (based on full pad area of contact) was considered a representative
average value over the fuel residence time from several in-reactor observations of fret depths. The wear
coefficient was determined experimentally using reactor simulated conditions and representative vibration
amplitudes and frequency. A value of 10'2/Pa (measured at 265CC which is the temperature at the inlet end)
was taken as a reference value. Using these reference conditions, a work rate of about 0.8 mW was calculated
to be necessary to cause a wear rate of 1 um/day. However, work rate determination by vibration tests of
bearing pads against pressure tube material indicated somewhat of a paradox. Test data, summarized in Figure
1, indicated that vibration amplitudes of 25um are completely damped at a load of 1 N and do not give a high
enough work rate to cause the damage rate of 1 um/day. These tests suggested vibration amplitudes of about
lOOum were needed to give the required work rate but this magnitude of vibration had never been observed in
any representative tests of fuel bundle behaviour. Taking acoustic excitation into account, research efforts at
Chalk River have confirmed some key information which supports the role of acoustics in the fretting process.
Firstly, bounding calculations indicate that energy transmitted to the fuel bundle from acoustic excitation is
sufficient to explain the deep fret depths observed in reactor while random turbulence excitation cannot account
for the deep frets. Secondly, when acoustic excitation is present, the load required to damp 25um fuel element
vibration is considerably higher than 1 N. This is significant since static load measurements suggest very few
pads have loads less than IN, therefore, to be consistent with the frequency of frets observed in reactor, fretting
must be able to occur at loads greater than 1 N.

IN-REACTOR FRETTING OBSERVATIONS

Fretting has been observed along the entire length of the pressure tube although the intensity and severity
decreases rapidly from inlet to outlet end. Inspections at the outlet end have shown frets occur, but the depths
have never been substantial. The most severe damage occurs at the inlet end of the pressure tube in the burnish
mark area of the rolled joint. Fretting occurrence at the burnish mark is influenced by the fuel support condition
in Bruce and Darlington reactors. The effect of channel type and pressure tube creep on fuel support is
illustrated in Figure 2. Initially, the fuel bundle bearing pads rest on the spacer sleeve (except for type A
channels). During pressure tube creep, however, the inlet bundle bearing pads move off the spacer sleeve until,
eventually, the outer ring of bearing pads are no longer in contact with it. This results in 'abnormal' fuel support
(AFS) with the inner row of bearing pads in contact with the burnish mark. Frets at the burnish mark are a
particular concern since this area is subject to reduced notch toughness due to deuterium uptake. Fretting at the
midplane position (of the inlet fuel bundle) has also been found, on numerous occasions, to a depth which is
reportable (>0.1mm) and to a depth (>0.15mm) requiring a disposition assessment.

Figure 3 shows inspection results on a moderate and a severely fretted channel in Bruce Unit 8. Observations
made from analysis of this type of inspection data are:

- fretting propensity is not the same in all channels
- no correlation of burnish mark and midplane frets
- not all fuel bundles cause frets; not all pads fret
- pattern of frets is random
- more than one element on a bundle can cause frets

Several factors which have been examined to assess possible correlation with the fretting behaviour are



discussed below:

Channel type: The dished installation of the end fitting results in different fuel support conditions at any point
in time for the four channel groups (type A, B, C, and D channels of different initial lengths). Figure 4 shows a
chart of the maximum fret depth in the channels inspected in B8 grouped by channel type. The chart shows that
there is more variation in fret depth within any single type than there is among the four channel types.
Consequently, channel type does not seem to have a predominant effect on the depth of fretting. It does
influence when burnish mark fretting begins in the different channel types.

Fuel bundle geometry and pad loads: Profilometry of new fuel bundles indicates they are mostly barrel-shaped
with individual element bow up to 600 um outward convexity. The bundle shape changes considerably during
reactor operation due to hydraulic, thermal and radiation effects but cannot be measured in the not' condition.
Nevertheless, bundle shape is an important factor in fretting. Shape deformation of the bundle explains how one
bundle can cause fret marks both at about the 4 and 8 o'clock position in the pressure tube. In addition, the
bundle shape determines the load on pads in contact with the pressure tube and also affects which elements can
or cannot fret depending on the gap between interelement spacer pads. Bearing pad loads measured in a static
frame for a straight and sagged pressure tube are shown in Figure 5. A key observation drawn from this data is
that a very low proportion of pad loads are <1N. In fact, at the bottom (6 o'clock position) of the pressure tube,
no pad load were measured to be 1 N or less. This suggests that fewer frets should be observed in-reactor if
turbulence is the main excitation which causes frets.

Coolant flow rate: The degree of turbulence at the channel inlet varies with the flow rates. The expectation,
therefore, is that higher flows would correlate with deeper frets since flow turbulence is higher and fuel element
vibration should be enhanced. The flow variation among channels of the same type is small but the wide
variation in maximum depth observed within a single type (Figure 4) is difficult to understand solely on the
basis of tubulent flow-induced vibration. A pronounced flow dependence was shown in a 40 day zero power
hot (ZPH) test at D3, however, the fret depths were all relatively shallow (<0.08mm). In addition, the flow
range over which this was apparent ranged from 15 to 28 kg/s. Bruce data does not support a correlation
between flow and fret depth as shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that this data represents a narrower flow
range (24-26.5 kg/s) but it is possible that the effect saturates at higher flows.

Fuel bundle dwell time: The A type channels experience lower fuelling rates so a fuel bundle remains at the
inlet position for a longer period of time in type A channels. It is interesting to note, however, that type A
channels do not show the deepest occurrence of frets despite the fact that the fuel residence time is longest in
this channel type. Thus, dwell time does not appear to be a factor and this has been supported in other
inspection data.

Acoustic excitation: Since a correlation had been observed between pressure oscillation and fretting in
Darlington, some measurements were undertaken for Bruce B. Acoustic pressure pulses measured in some
channels of B6 were about 20 kPa (half the amplitude at Darlington). An extensive modelling evaluation was
also conducted (3) to rank channels based on a predicted disposition to acoustic excitation and quite a good
correlation was established between the extent of fretting damage and the predicted rank. Those channels shown
in Figure 4 which had fret depths >0.3 mm also had a high rank in the acoustic model prediction. Data
collected from Bruce and Darlington stations show many differences which can be explained by acoustic
phenomena. Maximum fret depths from inspections up to about mid-1994 for Bruce and Darlington reactors is
given in the Table 1. Data from Dl and D2 is excluded since very severe fretting was observed in these units
when they were operating with 5-vane impellers on the PHT pumps. As a result of the endplate cracking
investigation, 7-vane impellers were installed in order reduce the pressure oscillation amplitude by changing the
frequency away from the 150 Hz resonant node of the PHT system. This change eliminated end plate cracks
and has also been effective in reducing the severity of frets although it has not, as originally thought, eliminated
the occurrence of 0.15mm deep frets. A number of observations related to the Bruce reactors can also be



supported when viewed in the context of acoustic response and this is summarized in the following discussion.

Bruce A Reactor Data: Bruce A inspections on Units 1,2,4 were done within a span of 82000-93000 EFPH and
the frequency and severity of fretting was less than observed on Bruce B. Despite a longer period of service,
fretting at Bruce A is less severe than Bruce B and this is believed to be due to lower level acoustics
attributable to differences in system hardware and operating conditions. Lower acoustics in Bruce A is also
supported by the fact that no endplate cracking has been observed on fuel inspections. Although the acoustics at
Bruce A have not been modeled, it is expected that pressure pulsation amplitudes at Bruce A are less than Bruce
B due to slightly lower PHT pressure, temperature, and flow rates as well as a different HT system
configuration. All these factors influence the extent to which channels are susceptible to acoustic phenomena
and could account for the reduced fretting. Lower channel flows might diminish fretting due to less flow
turbulence but it is more likely the reduced inlet header temperature, together with HT system differences,
dominate the trend to reduced fretting due to lower acoustic conditions.
Bruce B Reactor Data: Bruce Units 5, 6, & 7 were inspected at about 60000 EFPH and unit 8 at about 45000
EFPH. A notable trend appearing in this investigation is an increase in fretting in the outer zone channels
compared to the inner zone channels (4). At Bruce, the PHT system is split to inner and outer zones where the
flow streams of the outer zone channels bypass a feedwater preheater. This effectively changes the acoustic
characteristic between the two zones. Another main difference is that the outer channels have a higher inlet
header temperature (269 C vs 256 C) which exerts a strong influence on acoustic tendency. Outer channels,
which have been shown to have higher pressure pulses, also differ from inner channels in the following aspects:
higher average flow (24.9 vs 24.6 kg/s; min/max difference is about 3 kg/s between inner and outer zone) and
higher pressure (10.73 vs 10.57 MPa) both of which also influence the acoustic response.

Table 2 gives a comparison of the number of dispositioned midplane frets found in B5/B6/B8 for inner and
outer zone channels and the outer zone (higher acoustic) channels consistently have an increased incidence of
frets. This variation in fretting behaviour at the inlet ends of channels cannot be explained by flow induced
turbulence alone since the flow variation is quite small. There are differences in fuel support between inner and
outer channels (A, B, C, D type channels) but all channels of the same type do not exhibit the same severity of
fretting (Figure 5). Fuel bundle dwell time also varies considerably in the different channel types but there is no
correlation with the depth of fretting observed. Low-level pressure pulsation is considered to be a significant
parameter in fretting which can account for many of the observations in Bruce B data. Pressure pulsation
amplitudes of 20-25 kPa have been measured in the outer-zone reactor inlet header and lower amplitude pulses
(10 kPa or less) are predicted for the inner zone based on modelling results and end-fitting laser vibrometry
measurements.

Figure 7 and 8 show a frequency distribution of burnish mark and midplane fret depths for 'acoustic' and 'non-
acoustic' channels which were inspected in Bruce 8. In both cases, the number of deep frets decreases rapidly
but the non-acoustic channels seem to have a depth limit around 0.3mm. Acoustically active channels, however,
show depths up to 0.45mm at the midplanc and 0.55mm at the burnish mark with no indication of a depth limit.

A number of other factors, such as bundle manufacturer, feeder diameter, rosette location on header, were
examined for possible correlation with fretting but none was established.

FRETTING MECHANISM HYPOTHESIS

The following factors are considered key aspects in the fretting process:
- an initial outward bow of a fuel element and adequate clearance with adjacent spacer pads
- a bearing pad load within a critical 'fretting' range (4N-10N)
- flow turbulence which results in light fretting (depths up to about 0.1 mm)
- acoustic excitation for moderate to severe fretting (moderate up to 20 kPa and severe up to 40kPa

pressure oscillation)



- abnormal or transition fuel support in the case of burnish mark frets
- initially, if conditions are conducive to fretting, the wear depth rate is quite high and diminishes with

time such that most of the fretting occurs in the first 100 days of fuel dwell period

The mechanism hypothesis suggests that fretting depends on the bearing pad load and the amount of flow and
acoustic energy in the system which follows a relationship illustrated in Figure 9. In this model, fretting will
not take place at very high loads because frictional forces completely damp vibration. At loads below a critical
value, which varies depending on the excitation, fretting will occur until wear has reduced contact loads to zero
or minimal levels. A model of the postulated wear rate and fret depth progression is shown in Figure 10 which
was developed using the wear equation and typical known values about element excitation and stiffness.

With a fuel bundle resting in the pressure tube, there is a distribution of fuel bearing pad loads, only some of
which will be in the "critical" range for deep fretting at the start of the dwell. Not all of these may have other
pre-conditions for fretting to occur (eg. sufficient inter-element space to allow vibration; an element which has
developed an outward bow (from initial manufacture or during residence at previous bundle positions) and has
been bowed inward due to placement in a new location in the pressure tube. Figure 11 and 12 show a
schematic illustration of the sequence which is postulated to produce frets much deeper than the 25 um vibration
amplitudes of the fuel element. As the fuel bundle passes along the fuel channel (Figure 11), it deforms in the
sagged channel under the influence of radiation and thermal effects; initial bundle shape may also affect the
deformation response. When the bundle arrives at the inlet end, its shape relative to the pressure tube geometry
causes inward deflection of some fuel elements which results in bearing pad loads within a critical range. As
the vibration produces wear of the pressure tube and the bearing pad, the fuel element relaxes to an outward
bow (Figure 12) until the loads are insufficient to cause fretting. Considering the fuel element stiffness is about
15 N/mm and assuming that the wear ratio of the pressure tube and bearing pad is 1:1, this hypothesis suggests
a load of about 4N-5N would be needed to preload the fuel element in order to fret to a depth of 150 um. With
only low level acoustics and flow turbulence, the element vibration occurs in a lateral, normal or combined
plane of motion. With high level acoustics, however, axial components of motion are also considered to occur,
possibly through flexing of the endplates, and fretting becomes very aggressive under this condition. A critical
load range for fretting to be active is postulated to be about 4N-10N; this load range is about 10% of the
population of pad loads shown in Figure 5 (for a sagged PT) which corresponds approximately to the average
number of fuel bundles which result in pressure tube frets.

SOLUTIONS TO FRETTING DAMAGE

A number of potential solutions to mitigate or eliminate fretting damage are presently under consideration and/or
implementation. The main control strategies are summarized as follows:

1) Rounded bearing pads: This comprises a design change to the fuel bundle bearing pad. The objective is to
achieve a larger notch radius in fret marks by rounding off the sharp edges on the standard bearing pad.
Fretting incidence may not be reduced, but stress concentrations would be diminished with resultant
improvements in dispositioning frel indications on the basis of notch toughness assessment.

2) Longer fuel bundles: This bundle design change can eliminate bearing pad frets since the inlet fuel bundle is
re-positioned to a normal support condition with the pads resting on the spacer sleeve. It does not address the
potential for midplane fretting and has some disadvantage in requiring a complex fuel management program to
maintain the correct mix of long' and 'short' bundles in the pressure tube in order to adhere to minimum gap
requirements with respect to the shield plug.

3) Fuelling with flow & 12 bundle string: A 12 bundle fuel string (instead of 13) is an option which would
eliminate burnish mark frets. Unfortunately, this is unacceplable from a safety perspective since current
refuelling practice introduces new fuel at the outlet end (fuelling against flow) and under certain conditions can



result in a power pulse. Thus, a 12 bundle option also requires that fuelling with flow be implemented which
invokes other component design changes (eg. shield plugs) and also has an impact on channel power rating and
fuel management operations.

4) Resonator Inlet Shield Plug: While the solutions mentioned above will mitigate fretting damage, the RISP
attempts to address a root cause of fretting. The RISP, shown schematically in Figure 13, is designed to reduce
pressure pulses in the channel by providing an alternate acoustic path within a cavity designed in the shield
plug. This will result in amplitude cancellation by virtue of the fact that the alternate path is a half wavelength
of the 150 Hz acoustic pulse. Preliminary test results of this design have shown substantial reduction of the 150
Hz pressure pulsation and it appears to have a promising future as a strategy for reduced fretting.

5) Inter-element spacer height: Increasing the height of inter-element spacers on the fuel bundles may be a
means of reducing element vibration amplitudes and tests are underway to assess the benefits of this approach.

Other possible solutions which have been under consideration involve feeder length addition, reduced PHT flow,
and fuel bundle design changes (eg. add more bearing pads, manufacture bundles with elements bowed inward).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A sufficient understanding has been acquired over the last several years on the phenomena of pressure tube
fretting in Bruce/Darlington reactors and this has enabled some practical solutions to the problem. Several
fundamental aspects of the mechanism are still not well explained, however, and further work is needed to
explore issues in order to define long term strategic plans to prevent fretting in future stations. A few topics
which do not have clear answers are:
- how does acoustic excitation enhance fretting at higher pad loads
- what is the role of changing bundle geometry and PT geometry due to creep and other effects
- do material property changes due to irradiation effect fretting
- are alternate material compositions or coatings for the bearing pad beneficial to fretting reduction
The role of acoustics in raising the damping load of a vibrating fuel element is not completely understood;
conjecture suggests it could be related to very small cyclic straining of the pressure tube caused by the acoustics
which affects the frictional loads during contact with the bearing pads. Material hardness is another factor
which may warrant some study to clarify whether this aspect plays a role in fretting. Indications of this were
first observed in tests at DNGS where inspection results obtained from the ZPH tests showed much shallower
frets than were obtained later after some time of reactor operation. This difference has been attributed to the
fact that the ZPH tests used new unirradiated fuel while subsequent inspections were performed after irradiated
fuel had passed through the inlet bundle position. If irradiation hardening of the bearing pads is a factor in
fretting damage, then it could also lend support to a fuelling with flow option which retains a 13 bundle fuel
string. The underlying rationale is that, with present conditions, the hardness ratio of bearing pad to pressure
tube (BP/PT) is <1 at the outlet end but is likely >1 at the inlet end due to greater irradiation hardening of the
BP than on the inlet end of the PT. A fuelling with flow scenario reverses the hardness ratios so that pressure
tube wear susceptibility due to hardness effects is reduced at the inlet. It would increase susceptibility at the
outlet end but fretting would not occur because other factors dominate the process at the outlet (eg. lower wear
coefficient due to temperature). Hardness may be an additional factor to explain the lack of fretting in the 600
MW reactors since all the pads on the inlet bundle are within the core and the BP/PT hardness ratio always
favours wear of the bearing pads instead of the pressure tube. While hardness could be an issue, there are other
factors which appear to dominate the absence of fretting in the 600 MW including no abnormal fuel support
condition as well as the differences in fuel design and operating conditions.

SUMMARY / CONCLUSIONS

A hypothesis to describe the midplane fretting mechanism has been developed which appears to be consistent



with the behaviour observed in pressure tubes of Bruce/Darlington. The mechanism relies on both flow
turbulence and acoustic excitation forces to produce deep frets at the inlet bundle locations and it is
characterized by high wear rates during the initial fuel dwell period. Some pre-conditions need to be fulfilled
before fretting occurs and these relate to a bowed element geometry and contact loads in the range of 4N - ION.
When fretting is active, most of the damage occurs in the first several weeks until the bearing pad load is out of
a critical range and loading is distributed to other pads which may or may not fall within the range required for
fretting to occur on these pads. Practical solutions to reduce fretting damage have been realized which address
root cause factors or impose design changes to reduce susceptibility. Further research to establish basic
characteristics of fretting, especially when acoustics exist, could expand the design options for control of
fretting.
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TABLE 1: Maximum Fret Depths at Bruce/Darlington

Unit

Bl

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

B8

D3

D4

Burnish Mark
Max. Depth mm

0.18

0.29

0.17

0.28

0.51

0.43

0.44

0.55

<0.10

<0.10

Midplane
Max. Depth mm

0.23

0.19

<0.10

0.16

0.31

0.29

0.37

0.41

0.23

<0.10
(new fuel only)



TABLE 2: Comparison of Bruce B' Inner/Outer Zone Fretting Incidence

BRUCE 5

Inner Zone *

Outer Zone •

Outer Zone **

BRUCE 6

Inner Zone *

Outer Zone •

Outer Zone **

BRUCE 8

Inner Zone *

Outer Zone *

Outer Zone *•

Range of No. of
Fuel Dwell Periods

@ Inlet Position

25-26

7-27

26-27

24-30

6-27

25-28

18-21

5-22

19-21

Avg. No. of
Dispositioned

Frets per Channel
at Burnish Mark

0.73

1.71

3.0

1.39

2.8

3.9

0.27

2.8

2.4

Avg. No. of
Dispositioned

Frets per Channel
at Midplane

0.8

0.63

1.4

0.14

0.8

1.1

0.1

1.3

1.46

Flow Range (kg/s)
in Sample Group

25.7-26.1

24.2-27.2

25.1-26.3

25.6-26.0

24.2-27.2

24.2-26.3

23.0-25.1

24.2-25.8

24.7-25.8

* Sample of channels represents all inner or outer zone channels inspected in this unit
** Sample of channels represents only outer zone channels which have refuelling frequency equivalent to
inner zone channels. In some cases the calculated average is based on only one or two outer zone channels.
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BNGS-UNIT 8 P/T FRETTING RANK BY MAXIMUM DEPTH
@ BURNISH MARK FOR CHAN. TYPES A-D

CHANNEL # and TYPE

BNGS-UNIT 8 P/T FRETTING RANK BY MAXIMUM DEPTH
@ MIDPIANE FOR CHAN. TYPES A-D
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FIGURE 4: Maximum Fret Depth in BNGS 8 Sorted by Channel Type
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Bounding Fretting Calculations
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FIGURE 10: Simulation of Wear Rate and Fret Depth Using the Wear Rate Equation

FIGURE 11: Idealized Schematic of Bundle Support Conditions When Fuel Moves From Mid-Channel to Inlet
End Causing Bundle to Pressure Tube Interaction Loads and Bundle/Element Deformation
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FIGURE 12- Idealized Schematic of Fretting Sequence; a) Bundle with Convex Bowed Fuel Element Moves to
New Location, b) Element Deflects Inward and Preload Established, c) Bearing Pad Frets into
Pressure Tube and Element Relaxes to Unloaded State
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FIGURE 13: Resonator Inlet Shield Plug
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ABSTRACT

FACTAR (Fuel AndC/iannel Temperature And Response) is a computer code developed to simulate
the transient thermal and mechanical behaviour of 37-element or 28-element fuel bundles within
a single CANDU fuel channel for moderate loss of coolant accident conditions including transition
and large break LOCAs with emergency coolant injection assumed available. FACTAR's
predictions of fuel temperature and sheath failure times are used for subsequent assessment of
fission product releases and fuel string expansion. This paper discusses the origin and
development history of FACTAR, presents the mathematical models and solution technique, the
detailed quality assurance procedures thai are followed during development, and reports the future
development of the code.

1. INTRODUCTION

FACTAR (Fuel _And Channel Temperature _Aiid Response) (References 1 -6) is a computer code developed to simulate
the transient thermal and mechanical behaviour of 37-element or 28-element fuel bundles within a single CANDU
fuel channel for moderate loss of coolant accident (LOCA) conditions including transition and large break LOCAs
with emergency coolant injection (ECI) assumed available. The code has been designed to characterize the transient
phenomena of sheath strain and dynamic blowdown cooling conditions throughout a LOCA, including any initial
overpower transient. FACTAR provides a detailed transient model of sheath deformation and the impact of sheath
strain on fuel-to-sheath heat transfer and consequently the radial temperature profiles within the fuel elements.
FACTAR's predictions of fuel temperatures and sheath failure times are used for subsequent assessment of fission
product release. FACTAR has been designed to supersede CHAN (Reference 7) for analysis of a range of moderate
accidents, defined as those which avoid severe fuel damage conditions (which include gross bundle deformation (e.g.,
bundle slumping), significant molten material formation and significant hydrogen production). FACTAR has been
used at Ontario Hydro for transition and large break LOCA analyses, including fuel string compression studies, and
at New Brunswick Power for investigation of fuel string compression in a large break LOCA.

The basis for FACTAR is the validated code ELOCA.Mk4 (References 8,9), which is used to perform detailed fuel
element calculations for a representative element of each fuel ring in each bundle in a single channel. Thermal and
mechanical characteristics of the pressure tube are evaluated, as is radiative heat transfer between the fuel rings and
the pressure tube. Channel thermal hydraulic conditions are calculated using a flow-ring model driven by input inlet
transients, typically calculated from a sophisticated system thermal hydraulic code (e.g., TUF (Reference 10)).
Convecuve heat transfer coefficients, thermal radiation fluxes (calculated using a ring/ring model) and steam flow
rates (used to calculate Zircaloy/steam reaction rates) are calculated by the thermal hydraulic and channel portion
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and passed as boundary conditions to the fuel model ELOCA. Steady-state burnup-dependent fuel element
characteristics are calculated by the code FACTARJSS (Sjeady-State) (Reference 11), which was developed from
ELKSIM-II (MOD 10) (Reference 12) to provide initial conditions for transient calculations performed with FACTAR.

The basis of (lie FACTAR Version 1 code series will be presented in this paper. First, the code's origin and
development history will be discussed. The evolution of the code versions in the Version 1 series is summarised.
Then details of the models and calculation procedures are given. The detailed verification, validation and quality
assurance procedures used to test and verify all code changes are summarised, together with the procedure for
assessing the impact of any identified coding discrepancies in released code versions. Lastly, the future development
plans for the code are summarised.

2. ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

The main rationale for the development of FACTAR was to enable a more explicit representation than found in
CHAN of the transient phenomena of sheath strain and dynamic blowdown cooling conditions throughout a LOCA,
including any initial overpower transient. FACTAR originates from CANSIM-PLE (Reference 13), which also used
a flow-ring thermal hydraulic model to provide boundary conditions for the mechanistic fuel model ELOCA.
CANSIM-PLE was developed to investigate single channel (low blockage scenarios. The following is a summary
of the evolution of the FACTAR Version 1 code series (refer also to Figure 1):

• FACI'AR 1.0 is the first formally released version;

• FACTAR l.Ot is a modification to FACTAR 1.0 generated in order to simulate transition break I.OCAs
(FACTAR l.Otl is a subsequent modification to version l.Ot);

• FACI'AR 1.1 is an upgrade of FACTAR 1.0, generated primarily to provide a more detailed Zircaloy/steam
reaction treatment at the sheath surface by incorporating the full range Zircaloy oxidation code, FROM
(Reference 14);

• EACI'AR 1.2 evolved from FACTAR 1.1 under the revision control process. Modelling changes and
corrections to identified discrepancies between (he intended and implemented theory were incorporated;

• FACTAR 1.3.1 is the most recent (and last release from the Version I series), and also evolved under the
revision control process, from FACTAR 1.2 (FACI'AR version 1.3 also exists, and is identical to version
1.3.1 except for one user option). Version 1.3.1 was developed to incorporate enhanced quality assurance
features (e.g., creation of a central run log), enhanced performance by code optimisation, and modelling
improvements primarily impacting upon pressure tube thermal behaviour.

The discussion of models presented here focuses on the most recently released code version, FACTAR 1.3.1. Details
and discussion of all the above code versions are siven in References 1 to 6.

3 MODELS AND SOLUTION PROCEDURE

3.1 Overview

The transient fuel behaviour code FACTAR is composed of the lll.OCA.Mk4 fuel model interlaced with a flow-ring
thermal hydraulic model. The latter is treated as a driver for ELOCA, providing the following information for fuel
calculations:

• convective heat transfer coefficients and coolant temperatures which are required to calculate convective
heat transfer from the fuel elements,
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• radiative surface heat fluxes;

• upper bound Zircaloy/steain reaction rates conservatively based on local steam flow rates (accounting for
axial depletion of oxygen by upstream consumption due to reaction, but not for severe deformation-induced
steam bypass effects).

The channel is divided into a series of axial planes (nodes), each representing one fuel bundle. The coolant enthalpy
at a given bundle is a function of element power and flow rate in the flow annuli. HIXX?A calculates mechanical
and thermal characteristics by considering an axi-symmetric geometry for a representative element in each fuel ring.
The fuel is treated as concentric rings of individual fuel elements, with the coolant flowing in the annular regions
between each fuel ring, as depicted in Figure 2 (shown for a 37-element bundle). Each axial node is characterised
by one representative element per fuel ring, die pressure tube/calandria tube and bulk coolant properties.

Initial conditions and channel boundary condition transients provided externally include:

• coolant pressure, inlet coolant enthalpy and mass flow rate (from a system thermal hydraulics code);

• fuel power transients (from a physics code), or sufficient information to generate bundle-specific power
pulses (see Reference 1);

• initial fuel and sheath (power and burnup history dependent) conditions including element internal pressure,
temperature distribution and oxide layer thickness (from FACTAR_SS).

Detailed fuel element thermal/mechanical calculations are provided by ELOCA. The characteristics calculated by
ELOCA, which considers variation in the radial direction only, include: thermal, plastic and elastic sheath
deformation, variation in fuel characteristics (expansion, cracking and melting) and the exothermic chemical reaction
between the Zircaloy sheath and steam. Heat generation by the Zircaloy/sleam reaction at the sheath surface, thermal
radiation exchange between fuel rings and with the pressure tube, and sheath strain are accounted for in element
calculations.

There are a number of modelling assumptions employed in FACTAR:

• homogeneous two-phase (low;

• each bundle is an axial node;

• no axial conduction is considered for the fuel, coolant, pressure tube or calandria tube at each bundle;

• circumferential variations in coolant properties, fuel/sheath temperatures and pressure tube temperature are
not considered;

• mass flow rate and pressure are assumed to be constant axially along the channel length over each time
step;

• the code models the channel from end fitting to end fitting;

• a ring/ring geometry is applied for thermal radiation calculations;

• no axial radiation between bundles is considered;

• no severe geometry changes during the transient (i.e., only pressure tube and sheath strain are considered);

• uni-directional flow is modelled, with the flow direction remaining the same throughout the transient
(except during the initial blowdown period, during which element calculations are driven by 11II
calculations);

• quenching and rewetting are not modelled, as it is assumed that rewet occurs when the adjacent coolant
is subcooled liquid;
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• the behaviour of a single fuel channel in which pressure integrity is maintained does not alter heat transport
system header conditions;

• bundle behaviour can be represented by modelling one representative fuel element from each ring of fuel
elements.

FACTAR output for both fuel and thermal hydraulic characteristics is available. The user may choose outputs (such
as fuel temperatures, sheath reacted layer thickness, strain, internal pressure) from the HLOCA portion of the code
from a wide selection of output variables. The basic information required to calculate fission product release,
including UO2 temperature transients and sheath failure times, is always available and is output in separate files.
Additional outputs which primarily relate to the general behaviour of a channel (such as pressure tube temperature
and strain, pressure tube/calandria tube contact times, coolant characteristics, hydrogen produced, sum of bundle
powers, dryout times, input pressure transient, mass flow rate, and enthalpy transient) are also always output.
Pressure tube and calandria lube data (such as energy balances for the pressure tube and calandria tube, calandria
tube average and inner surface temperatures, pressure tube heat transfer coefficients and the number of sub-time steps
used in the pressure tube thermal/mechanical calculation) are output in separate files. The minimum critical heat
flux (CHF) ratio and the flow fractions for bundle 7 are also output to separate files.

3.2 Thermal Hydraulic Model

The calculation proceeds node by node (from inlet to outlet) along the length of the channel at each time step, with
the inlet enthalpy for the current bundle dependent upon the outlet enthalpy from the adjacent upstream node,
depending on the assumed mixing model as discussed below. A homogeneous two-phase model is used in FACTAR,
which assumes equal velocities and temperatures between the liquid and vapour phases.

3.2.1 Evaluation of Flow Characteristics

FACTAR does not solve the two-dimensional coolant momentum equation, and so the distribution of coolant between
annuli at the inlet to the bundle and the mixing characteristics between flow annuli and at bundle endplates must be
specified. The area of each How annulus is calculated considering the fact that the fuel pitch circle (which passes
through the centre of each element on the ring) does not exactly bisect each element. Hence fuel element area
increases due to sheath strain do not correspond to equal area reductions in the bounding flow annuli, and the fraction
of element surface area in contact with each bounding flow annulus changes with time. Exact calculations of the
inward-facing and outward-facing element surface areas on each pitch circle are performed. At the beginning of each
time step, the area of each flow annulus is calculated using the current values of the sheath radii. Similarly, the areas
for the innermost and outermost flow annuli are calculated by taking appropriate consideration for the existence of
a centre fuel pin and pressure tube strain. The flow distribution between annuli at the inlet to the bundle is
calculated from the steady state form of Bernoulli's equation, and assuming equivalent hydraulic losses in each flow
annulus.

In order to calculate the change in coolant enthalpy along a bundle for all flow annuli, mixing characteristics must
be specified. The user may specify one of five options:

• coolant can mix continuously along the bundle length between all flow annuli (designated "FACTAR total
mixing");

• coolant can mix continuously along the bundle length between the inner three annuli with the outer flow
annulus kept separate ("FACTAR partial mixing");

• a hybrid of the above two mixing models, which uses FACTAR total mixing until the time of pressure tube
ballooning, and FACTAR partial mixing afterwards ("deformation based mixing");
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• coolant from all annuli can be mixed together at the bundle endplates for inlet to the next downstream
bundle ("CHAN total mixing");

• as above, except coolant in the outer annulus is not mixed at die endplates at locations where the current
bundle and the bundle immediately upstream have ballooned pressure tubes ("CHAN partial mixing").

The first three were the only options in code versions before FACTAR 1.2. The last two options were adapted from
those used in CHAN, in which no mixing occurs along the bundle but rather at die end plates. Ongoing assessment
of flow visualization studies and comparison with the predictions of ASSERT-PV (Reference 15) suggest that the
actual mixing behaviour is bounded by the predictions of the FACTAR total mixing model and the CHAN partial
mixing model. Further analysis of ASSERT-PV predictions to assist in establishing coolant mixing characteristics
is in progress.

The change in coolant enthalpy as a function of axial location, radial location and time is evaluated by solution of
the one-dimensional, transient coolant energy conservation equation, neglecting axial conduction. The heat transfer
rate to a given flow annulus in contact with surfaces of elements from a fuel ring is evaluated using the sheath
surface temperature evaluated in ELOCA and the appropriate coolant temperature and sheath-to-coolanl convective
heat transfer coefficient.

The bundle inlet enthalpy for a given annulus is also a function of the mixing model For CHAN total mixing, this
value is a weighted average of the exit enthalpies from all the upstream annuli. For die partial mixing models, the
outer annulus is not mixed with the inner three and is used directly for the inlet condition at the current bundle. The
enthalpy of coolant entering the next bundle is evaluated from an energy balance.

The amount of steam in a given annulus is calculated based on the known coolant thermodynamic quality
(determined from the coolant enthalpy and current channel pressure), and is used to provide a boundary condition
for die exothermic Zircaloy/steam reaction calculation performed within the fuel model. The steam flow rate is
modified, according to the mixing model, to account for oxygen depletion through reaction at upstream bundle
locations.

3.2.2 Convective heat transfer

The location of the dryout front is calculated by comparing the bundle-average critical heat flux (CHF) to the average
convective heat flux from all elements in the bundle. When the bundle-average element heat flux exceeds the critical
heat flux, dryout is assumed to occur at the current axial location and at all downstream bundles. The CHF for the
bundle dryout calculation is obtained from one of three correlations, selected by the user:

• the General Electric and Krishnan correlations (References 16 and 17 respectively);

• a modified Ul correlation suitable for 28-element fuel bundles (Reference 18);

• a different modified Ul correlation with a heat flux-corrected term, suitable for 37-elemenl fuel bundles
(Reference 19).

A penalty factor specified by (lie user is applied to further reduce die predicted CHF and assure a conservative
estimate for dryout time. Dryout on the pressure tube surface is modelled separately in FACTAR 1.3.1, but uses
a similar approach to determine the time of dryout. The critical heat flux on the pressure tube surface is obtained
using a table lookup method (Reference 20), and the same penalty factor is applied to this calculation. Note that
quenching and rewet are not modelled in FACTAR; once dryout occurs, it is assumed to persist until the coolant
temperature falls below the saturation temperature at the current pressure.

The calculation of the convective sheath-to-coolant heat transfer coefficient depends on the dryout status at the
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current axial location. For pre-dryout surfaces (either fuel element or pressure tube), a modified Dittus-Hoeller
equation (Reference 1) is used which accounts for flow rate variations. For post-dryout heat transfer, the
Groeneveld-Delorme correlation (Reference 20), which accounts for thermal non-equilibrium effects, is used for
element surfaces while the Hadaller correlation (Reference 21) is used for the pressure tube. Separate calculations
are performed on die inward- and outward-facing side of each fuel element, since different conditions in each of the
bounding flow annuli can result in different convective heat transfer coefficients and sink temperatures. The fuel
model ELOCA can only accept one set of convective boundary conditions for each fuel element, and so a weighted
average of the heat transfer coefficient and sink temperature are defined to ensure energy conservation. Use of these
definitions results in an average convective heat flux returned by ELOCA that can be decomposed into inward-facing
and outward-facing components; it is these specific components that enter into the coolant enthalpy calculation
described above. The inward- and outward-facing sheath area are recalculated for each ring of each bundle every
thermal hydraulic time step, to account for sheath strain.

Because the dryout calculations are performed on a cross-sectionally averaged basis, it is possible that only certain
elements are actually in dryout while others remain well cooled, and the application of post-dryout heat transfer
coefficients is unduly conservative. To model this phenomena, an overpower correction factor to the Groeneveld-
Delorme heat transfer coefficient is calculated (Reference 22). This correction factor increases the post-dryout heat
transfer coefficient by up to a factor of three when the average element heat flux is between the CHF and 16% over
the CHF.

3.2.3 Pressure lube Characteristics and 'Iliermal Radiation

The pressure tube thermal model provides the pressure tube temperature used as a sink for coolant convective heal
losses and radiative heal transfer from the outer ring of fuel elements. Pressure tube strain calculations, based on
tiiis temperature, are performed unless limited by pressure tube/calandria tube contact around (lie circumference. The
pressure tube diameter affects the flow distribution within the bundle due to changes in the cross-sectional flow area
for the outer flow annulus.

The radial pressure tube (PT) and calandria tube (CT) temperature distribution at any axial location is found by
solution of the discretised one-dimensional, transient energy equation. This equation is discretized by integration
over space and time using a fully implicit procedure (Reference 23) . The resulting system of algebraic equations
is solved by forward-elimination/back-substilution using the known moderator temperature as the outer boundary
condition. The mechanical model, an implementation of Shewfelt's equations for the transverse strain of Zr-
2.5wt%Nb pressure tubes (Reference 24), is applied iteratively with the temperature solution to ensure consistent
thermal/mechanical properties. The subroutine which performs these calculations uses a time step less than or equal
to the thermal hydraulic time step as required for numerical stability or to capture rapid deformations.

Radiation heat transfer calculations are performed when the coolant quality between two exchanging surfaces is
greater than 90 percent. The radiative heat flux is calculated assuming a ring/ring geometry (i.e., concentric infinitely
long cylinders). In the calculation for the net radiative heat fluxes between two rings, an average surface temperature
is used for each ring surface. The radiative heat flux leaving a surface is calculated by assuming uniform surface
temperature and constant emissivity over the surface (assuming an opaque, diffuse, grey surface), llie areas used
in the view factor calculation are evaluated from the respective ring radii; the fuel ring radii remain constant
throughout the simulation while the pressure tube inner radius may change as a result of transverse strain. Hie net
radiative flux for a ring is calculated by performing the radiation calculation twice, once for the outward-facing
surface and once for the inward-facing surface. Radiative fluxes obtained in this manner must be applied to the ring
area for element energy conservation; since they are applied in ELOCA over die entire element surface area the heat
fluxes are scaled by the ratio of the ring area to the element area. The net element radiative heat flux is used as a
surface boundary condition in the fuel thermal calculation.
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Although the fuel and sheath temperatures calculated in the ELOCA fuel model represent the circumferentially-
averagcd values for a given fuel element, the surfaces for a given element in contact with different flow annuli can
have different temperatures. The greatest temperature variation between the inward- and outward-facing element
surfaces would be expected for the outer fuel ring, where the outer surface faces the pressure lube. In order not to
overestimate the radiative heat loss from the outer fuel ring to the pressure tube, a method of partitioning the sheath
temperatures is used: a steady-state energy balance is performed, treating each face of the sheath separately (i.e..
ignoring the effect of circumferential conduction). The temperature which results in a balance of the energy gained
from the fuel and Zircaloy/steam reaction and losses via convection and radiation from the outside surface is
calculated for both the inward- and outward-facing surface. To ensure that Hie sheath has the same overall energy
content as calculated by ELOCA, and to approximate the transient term neglected in the solution, an iterative
procedure is used to adjust the sheath temperatures and thermal properties until the correct energy content is
achieved.

3.3 HI.OCA Fuel/Sheath Model

The detailed mechanistic fuel code EL(X"A.Mk4 is used as a basis for FACTAR. ELOCA.Mk4, applying an axi-
symmetric geometry to a single fuel element calculates:

• thermal, plastic and elastic sheath deformation;

• variation of internal gas pressure;

• change in fuel characteristics (expansion, cracking mid melting);

• radial temperature profiles;

• chemical reaction between the Zircaloy sheath and steam.

The quantities calculated in the thermal hydraulic/channel portion of FACTAR which provide boundary conditions
for ELOCA were summarised in Section 3.1.

Some modifications to the ELOCA code were required to integrate it into FACI'AR. Modelling changes made to
ELOCA (many of which were introduced in CANSIM-PLE (Reference 13)) in FACTAR are: fuel thermal
conductivity and heat capacity at high temperatures, volumetric heat generation, sheath failure modes, sheath
Zircaloy/sleam kinetics and the creep of oxidised Zircaloy. An outer sheath surface radiative heat flux was also
implemented. In FACTAR, the thermal portion of die calculation is continued alter sheath failure, with (he internal
gas pressure set equal to the coolant pressure; this is different from ELOCA.Mk4's treatment (One implication of
this treatment is that die fuel can continue to expand and perhaps even re-contact the failed sheath. Any post-sheath
failure contacl that could occur, however, is assumed to be light for upon failure the interfacial pressure is set to zero
due to pressure equalisation, which gives a zero contribution from the solid-solid contact term in the fuel-to-sheath
heat transient coefficient). A detailed summary of the changes made to ELOCA.Mk4 in its implementation into
FACTAR are summarised in References 1 and 2. Details of the extensive validation performed for ELOCA.Mk4
(and ELF-SIM) arc summarised in Reference 2.

4. VALIDATION, VERIFICATION AND MAINTENANCE OF' FACTAR

FACI'AR has undergone a thorough verification and validation procedure following the Ontario Hydro Interim Safely
Analysis Quality Assurance guidelines, as discussed in Reference 2. This process applied to simulation software can
be broken down into a number of phases: verification, validation, and configuration management. These aspects
are now discussed.



4.1 Verification and Configuration Management

The verification process lias been implemented for both development of new code versions and checking of older,
frozen code versions (for example, FACTAR versions 1.0, 1.1, and l.Ot). AH officially released FACTAR versions
have been fully verified.

The verification process assures that the software conforms to design requirements. During FACTAR verification,
the following steps are taken (Reference 25):

1. Source code review, which ensures that equations have been correctly implemented (comparison of intended
theory with its implementation in the code), relevant physical phenomena have been addressed, data flow
among program modules (or routines) is correct, and external data flow is performed as expected. Source
code review is performed by linc-by-line inspection of the source code. Where appropriate, the verifier re-
derives the governing equations for the models applied in the subroutine under verification, and compares
them will) the governing equations used during code development. The governing equations are then
compared to those implemented into the code, i.e., the subroutines are inspected to determine if the intended
theory is properly applied.

2. Module testing of routines, or groups of routines, to ensure that for the permissable ranges of input
parameters, unit or module output is as expected compared to hand-calculation. Module testing is performed
by using driver routines. Integrated code testing is performed to ensure that for the permissable range of
input parameters, integrated code output is as expected, the solution scheme is stable and reliable, and that
die code satisfies the design requirements for the simulation software.

The person(s) responsible for the verification and testing of each subroutine is(are) independent of the code developer
of that subroutine.

A configuration management and change control process has been adopted for the verification and development
process. In the source code inspection process, when a discrepancy is found, the following steps are followed:

1. The verifier notes the discrepancy;

2. The verifier relays the discrepancy to the code developer;

3. The developer takes appropriate action to correct (he identified discrepancy.

The verification process is repeated until no discrepancies are found, i.e., steps 1 to 3 are no longer repeated. Refer
to Figure 3 for details of the procedure. A new code version is created in which all identified discrepancies are
fixed. An investigation of identified code bugs and problems, or code enhancements may be requested by users, code
developers or other personnel. This aspect often results during the stage of integration testing performed by users
for applications of interest before the release of the official version. The systematic procedure for action is
established by completion of a code change form. The code change form must be approved by die Technical
Sponsor. A new version incorporating the requested changes is generated, verified and then released to all users.
At the discretion of the Technical Sponsor, Version Control Notices summarizing the changes and impact on
calculations are released (Reference 1).

A significant aspect of (he verification process of older frozen code versions is the assessment of the impact of any
identified discrepancies. These discrepancies are assessed in two ways: individually, to determine which items are
most critical, and globally, in a code version which incorporates all identified discrepancies in order to assess the
net impact. The results of impact analyses performed on FACTAR 1.1 (Reference 26) demonstrated that there were
no significant effects of the various discrepancies, identified during the verification process, on the results of
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licensing analyses that have been performed u> date using ihe FACTAR code series. With all discrepancies
corrected, lower temperatures and fewer fuel element failures were predicted for a range of cases (Reference 26).
Thus it has been shown that in previous analyses that utilized fuel element temperatures and sheath failure times
predicted by FACTAR 1.1, there was an over-estimation of the fission product release and fuel string expansion.

4.2 Validation

During the validation process, which assures die accuracy of simulation software predictions, the following two broad
phases can be identified (Reference 2):

1. Qualitative assessment by comparison to other codes having diverse calculation schemes and, through the use
of stylized test scenarios or demonstration analyses, which exercise the features of the code in such a way
that experts in the field can judge whether the code results are physically correct and consistent.

2. Quantitative assessment by which the code is validated against a closed form analytical solution, another
validated code and/or against data from well characterized experiments.

A demonstration analysis was performed with FACTAR 1.1 in Reference 2 to lend confidence to FACTAR results.
Demonstration analysis combines the functions of integration testing and qualitative validation. This analysis is
performed by selecting cases to test important code features and to ensure that code predictions are those that experts
would expect. The demonstration analyses were performed for a wide range of power conditions (i.e., full power,
power ramps, I.OCA overpower transients), inlet axriant flow (i.e., nominal flow, "step changes" in How, How
transients typical of large break LOCAs), coolant inlet enthalpy (i.e., highly subcooled, two-phase), coolant pressure
(i.e., constant pressure, large break LOCA depressurization transient), and coolant mixing conditions along the bundle
length (i.e., total and partial mixing). The results of these analyses have been assessed by a number of experts to
ensure that they are consistent with the general understanding of the physical processes involved for conditions
covering the range of intended applications. The cases selected for the demonstration analysis were a logical
progression from steady-state simulations to large break LOCA scenarios. The results of the demonstration analysis
give what is referred to as "qualitative" validation that FACTAR provides a technically reasonable representation of
fuel and channel behaviour during accidents that do not result in severe fuel bundle deformation (i.e., bundle
slumping).

As part of qualitative validation, the results of FACTAR calculations for a range of accident conditions (i.e., large
break I.OCA and full power/How reduction scenarios) were compared to results obtained with a number of other
diverse codes to ensure thai FACTAR predictions are reasonable and that the modelling assumptions made during
FACTAR development are appropriate. The codes used in the comparisons all have diverse structures and solution
techniques. The following codes, with their noted features, have been used to provide fuel element temperature data
that are compared to FACTAR predictions:

• EL0CA.Mk4 is used to provide detailed axi-symmetric (one-dimensional) thermal/mechanical behaviour
during a transient for a single fuel element;

• HOTS POT (Reference 27) is used to provide a detailed (two-dimensional, radial and circumferential
directions) transient, thermal response for the fuel elements in a symmetric segment of a bundle cross-
section;

• CHAN-II (MOD7) is used to provide the transient thermal response of an entire fuel channel during a high
temperature accident;

• TIJF is a system thermal hydraulic code that provides an overall assessment of the thermal characteristics
of the core. The TIJF Header-to-Header model is used to provide input boundary conditions to FACTAR
as well as fuel element thermal behaviour.
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The codes have different levels of detail and resolution in their input as well as differing levels of detail and
sophistication in their sub-models. Thus, since the FACTAR results are in reasonable agreement with results from
the other codes (or the differences in results can be explained), an added degree of confidence in the validity of the
FACTAR code is provided.

Validation of individual sub-modules was also performed, where possible. The fuel module ELOCA, die
Zircaloy/steam reaction module FROM, and the steady-state conditions code ELESIM-II (MOD 10) have all been
previously validated and the results are discussed in Reference 2. Subroutines to calculate physical properties were
validated against reference data.

Several in-reactor and out-reactor tests have been identified as candidates for a quantitative validation database for
FACTAR. These tests are currently being qualified and validated for use. Work on the definition of the FACTAR
Validation Matrix is currently under way and will be reported in the future.

5. Fl JTURE DEVELOPMENT

FACTAR 1.3.1 is the most recent code version of the FACl'AR Version 1 series. The FACTAR Version 2 series
is currently under development. There are two important aspects which will distinguish this code version series from
its predecessor:

1) There will be the ability to model accident scenarios in which severe fuel damage occurs, resulting from
LOCAs in which emergency coolant injection (ECI) is impaired. Phenomena which will be modelled include
zircaloy relocation, bundle slumping, fuel oxidation and pressure tube sagging;

2) There will be improved models and numerical treatments for aspects considered in the Version 1 series, such
as a detailed pin/pin thermal radiation model and explicit representation of reverse coolant How

Hie modifications incorporated into the next released code version, IACTAR 2.0, will extend the code's range of
applicability into regimes where (he results predicted by the Version 1 series are overly conservative. It will be used
to assess fuel and fuel channel behaviour for the next Ontario Hydro large break I.OCA with loss of MCI analysis.

6. SUMMARY

A summary of FACTAR's development history, model components and verification and validation has been given.
The results of verification and validation processes summarised here demonstrate that the FACTAR Version 1 series
is qualified to assess a wide range of accident conditions (i.e., decay and full power, high and low How, high and
low pressure), especially those where the detailed thermal ;ind mechanical behaviour of the fuel is important in
determining the consequences of the accident. As such, FACTAR can be used to assess transient fuel clement
behaviour during large break LOCAs where KCI maintains fuel and sheath temperatures low enough to preclude
severe bundle deformation. (For severe fuel damage conditions, detailed mechanical behaviour of the fuel becomes
less important in determining (he consequences and thermal/mechanical effects become more significant). A brief
summary of modelling aspects which will be incorporated for FACTAR Version 2 series (for accident scenarios in
which ECI is impaired) is also given.
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ABSTRACT:

This paper discusses key methods for sustaining quality engineering data, the fundamental principles that
these methods are based on, and the methods for supporting the performance of nuclear power plants by the
provision of quality engineering data at all times. The concept of an "engineering data foundation", and a
Configuration Management data model are developed. The concepts and methods for managing the integrity
of engineering data across many different databases & document systems are developed, including the key
concepts of data-positions and data-values, Master Data and Copy Data, and the concept of a "partnership
between people & technology".

INTRODUCTION:

This paper discusses key methods for sustaining quality engineering data, the fundamental principles that
these methods are based on, and the methods for supporting the performance of nuclear power plants by the
provision of quality engineering data at all times.

To assess the quality of configuration management of a nuclear power plant, two key questions are asked:
(1) what is the Approved Design Basis of the Plant?, and (2) to what extent does the Plant conform to this
Design Basis? These questions, while sounding simple, are possibly very difficult to answer completely.

Problem areas that cause this difficulty are many, and include:
• there are typically many databases, documents, and information systems which collectively are
intended to manage the configuration of the Plant:
• this data generally comes from a number of groups in the organization who have functional
specialities;
• keeping all the databases and documents in sync, over time when many changes take place, is often
not done completely;
• with computer network technologies, it is practical & easy to replicate data for individual Users so
they can control, their own work more closely;
• while organizations have controls over what hardware & software can be purchased, they often do
not at the same time specify how data should be defined or linked in systems about to be acquired;
• the engineering data in information systems typically resides on a heterogenous mixture of operating
systems, hardware platforms, software applications, and data structures.

With these problem areas (and there are more not mentioned!) it has proved to be very difficult to (1) update
engineering data so it is correct, and (2) keep it correct after it has been proved to be correct.



A number of solutions to these problems have been proposed and tried. They include:
• instituting total Enterprise Data Architecture following a systematic information engineering
process;
• trying "plug-in" solutions either bought or developed in-house;
• applying Business Process re-engineering and instituting processes to manage the implementation
of the procedures to obtain & then protect correct engineering data.

Each of these solutions has some merit, but they have not to date provided a complete solution that overcomes
the problem of answering the two questions completely.

This paper discusses key methods to achieve and then sustain quality engineering data, in nuclear power
plants. Application of these key methods will enhance and make possible the achievement of quality
engineering data over the long term. In the short term, they will provide the means by which the engineering
data, even though in a heterogenous environment, can be enhanced for loading into new technology solutions
that may be acquired in the future.

ENGINEERING DATA FOUNDATION:

Over time, the organization & responsibilities of people tends to change (sometimes more frequently than one
may be comfortable with!), procedures are revised and reworked, and data handling systems are overhauled
and modernized. Throughout all these changes it has been my observation that the engineering data of a
Plant is an underlying presence, a foundation above and about which all these changes take place.

The concept of an "engineering data foundation" is while many views of engineering data are required, the
engineering data should come from a managed data foundation so ALL views of the data do in fact use the
same data. The engineering data foundation is managed, changes are controlled & authorized, and all
information systems in the Plant then draw from this set of approved data.

When an Equipment List is required, the data would come from the data foundation. The Master Equipment
List (MEL) becomes a product available on demand. A Drawing is drawn from the data foundation. All
approved documentation uses data from the data foundation. And so on.

To achieve this, the data foundation stores engineering data as "Objects", where each Object has a Name,
Specifications, Connection Details, how it is Drawn, where it is Used, and its Revision Number. That is, what
the Object is called, what it is, how it is connected, where it appears, and what the revision level Ls.

This then permits Reports on the engineering data to be customized & assembled on demand, and for the data
updates to be managed, with at all times the correct data being used in all reports.

A key concept for the data foundation is the distinction between a "position" and an "incumbent". To explain
this, consider the analogy of an organization chart for a company. Each "position" in an org chart is usually
defined in terms of the expectations, reporting lines, responsibilities, pay level, etc: and this can be done before
& revised after the position is staffed. The Person who is selected to a Position is evaluated against the
requirements of the Position. Positions can be added, changed or deleted, by people with the appropriate



authorities. People can change or leave positions, or be appointed to them. The Positions and Persons are
separate but linked.

In the design of a Plant, consider the creation of a Flowsheet (also known as a P&ID): on the Flowsheet will
appear the components of the system being designed. The objects on the Flowsheet (eg a bow-tie symbol for
a Valve) become the Positions. The Design Basis becomes the equivalent of the requirements of an
organizational position. Later in the process, when a valve is selected from the competing Vendors, the actual
valve selected becomes the "incumbent", and its description is the "Physical Basis" of the Plant.

In the engineering data foundation, each "position" should only be created, modified or deleted with
appropriate authority. The "incumbents" (analogous to the Persons) occupy the appropriate positions, and
the values should also be only modified or added with the appropriate authority. The authorities for changing
the Design Basis can be and often is different from the authorities for changing the Physical Basis.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT MODEL:

Figure 1 represents a concise model of Configuration Management that is required to be in place to answer
the two key questions concerning the state of configuration management in a Plant.

First lets discuss the three corners of the triangle. The "Physical Reality" is the Plant itself: it is what exists,
what is there whether one knows about it fully or not. Physical Reality is REALITY, by definition in this
model. The "Design Basis" is the definition of what the Plant should be, as approved by the design agency
and the Regulator. It is an information base of what the Plant should be. The "Physical Basis" is the
information image of Reality, or more correctly, this is what it should be: it is the "as-built" state of the Plant.

Now to look at the lines connecting these corner blocks. Line A Ls a "must conform" requirement because
the Plant really should conform to the Design Basis. To check this, Line C is checked; Design Basis versus
the Physical Basis, information system to information system. However, this check of Line C is only valid if
Line B meets the "must conform" requirement. To get Line B correct, Plant Walk-downs are conducted.

To make matters more difficult, it is necessary to maintain all these "must conform" requirements in place,
at all times, with all changes properly authorized and auditable.

When a Plant is designed and then built, the original plant design information often tends to be a combination
of what was required (the specification) and what was installed (the Vendor information), combined in one
image. It is not often that the design specifications are protected and made readily available for verification
at any time that the specifications of what is installed does in fact meet the design specifications.

However, a key requirement for sustaining quality engineering data is to protect and manage the changes to
the design specifications (design basis) separately but at all times linked to the Vendor specifications (physical
basis). By doing this, it is possible to provide revision management of the design specifications, report on the
discrepancies between the design and physical basis, initiate & take corrective actions, and provide revision
management of the physical basis: and at all times be able to answer to the two key questions concerning the
state of configuration management.



ENGINEERING DATA:

The engineering data required for the data foundation is stored as "Objects", where each Object has a Name,
Specifications, Connection Details, how it is Drawn, where it is Used, and its Revision Number. Consider the
analogy to personal data; though not a perfect fit, a person has a name, description, family tree, photograph,
an address, etc. Consider how many times and for how many reasons one has been asked for such key data
about oneself; eg when travelling, making bookings, doing banking, etc. Now consider how the knowledge
of this data is a link to a great deal of other information about a person: work experience information, home
residence information, family information, personal information.

Consider also the importance of keeping this information correct in all the locations & data systems that
matter: at work, in business associations, in clubs & societies. If tehere was only one place (a master
location) where one kept this data up-to-date, and from which everybody & every organization would know
where to go to get this information providing it was legitimate for them to have this information, it would
simplify matters considerably.

This analogy, although an imperfect fit, illustrates one of the key methods for sustaining quality engineering
data. The key data is managed & controlled in the data foundation, and all systems & Users that need this
information get it from the Master location for this data. Also, through this data foundation, the links are
made to where the data is used, and links are also made to other sources of information describing each
Object: eg links to the operating & maintenance manuals, to Vendor manuals, to maintenance history, and
so on.

The key engineering data is typically found in a number of different types of Plant documents. A partial list
is in Table 1. With engineering data in a data foundation, many of these documents become "reports from
the data foundation", rather than being managed as the primary documents describing the Plant. This
apparent reversal of roles of documents, is a key requirement for sustaining quality data: the documents are
constituted from the data foundation rather than collectively being an expression of the design of the Plant.

A distinction is drawn between "engineering data" (which defies what the plant should be and what it is), and
business process "transactional data" (which defines the activities and happenings during the execution of
these processes).

The business processes that are used to operate & maintain a Plant will define the details of the engineering
data required to support them. However, the engineering data in the data foundation does not include the
transactional data used to control these processes. For example, the data foundation would keep the data on
the correct specification for a replacement part to be ordered, but the business process system would keep
& manage the transactional data such as when the part was ordered, how many should be or are in stock,
and so on.

The engineering data foundation must have the engineering data required by the business processes. The
business process systems are generally modelled around the organization and work-flows, the engineering
data is modelled around the design of the plant. The business systems need to change to support
organizational changes. The engineering data foundation changes as the design basis and/or the physical basis
of the Plant changes. This concept is modelled in Figure 2.



REVISION CONTROL:

Keeping the design basis separate from but linked to the physical basis provides the capability to have
methods for auditable revision control & management. Past and present revisions can be accessed on demand,
as can "future revisions" which are pending but approved changes.

Consider the example of where a system meets the Configuration Management model requirements, with all
three legs conforming. Then a design change, affecting one piece of equipment, is made and approved; this
is a revision which will be recorded in a log. The data foundation now has an inconsistency between the
design basis and the physical basis for this piece of equipment. This can be reported & acted on. When the
physical change has been made, which in itself is a revision, the data foundation is now back in sync with the
CM model.

As another example, consider the case where a walk-down is conducted, and a piece of equipment is identified
and found to be (a) different from the physical basis in the data foundation, but (b) does match the design
basis. Then the data foundation is out of sync with physical reality, and a revision is made to correct this
error but no change has to be made to the Plant.

There are many other possibilities and combinations that may be experienced. For every possibility, it is
possible to record the revisions as they are made and to construct an auditable record.

For approved changes, the revisions can be made to the design basis and be approved but suppressed in the
data foundation. Being suppressed means that they are really there but will not be seen by Users who are
gathering information on the current state of the Plant. When the physical work has been completed (eg
during a Plant outage), then with an appropriate command the future revision can be set to be the current
revision at the same time as the physical basis is revised to record the work done. By doing this, the data
foundation displays the current configuration of the Plant and is updated to a revised configuration almost
immediately on completing the work. Also, if the work is cancelled for some reason, the data foundation stays
as is and is still correct.

MASTER DATA AND COPY DATA:

The application of the concepts of Master Data and Copy Data, and of data-positions and data-values, is
necessary for managing the integrity of engineering data which occurs in many different databases &
document systems.

Data-positions and data-values are analogous to the concept of Positions and Persons previously discussed.
The data-positions should only be created & modified by people with the appropriate authorities; these data-
positions define the data structure. The data-values are assigned or changed also by people with appropriate
authority; these data-values define the specification values for the data objects and their attributes.

The Master Data-positions are in the data foundation, where the Master Data-values are protected from
unauthorized alteration, and all authorized updates are approved & logged.



Copy Data-positions can occur in any system that uses engineering data (eg maintenance sytstem, materials
management system, and many others). There should be controls over the creation of these copy positions;
they should be defined in the same way as the Master Data-position they are a copy of. In addition, there
should be a database of where these Copy Data-positions are. With these things in place, when a Master
Data-value is revised, the Copy Data-values can ALL be correctly revised immediately after the posting of the
approved change.

I should mention here that in fully architected database systems, with single-source data values for each data
position, there are in fact no copies; all references to the database go to the one & only position and value
for this data. However, the discussion in this paper is not about such fully architected solutions.

Returning to the Copy Data, the data-positions and the data-values should be changed only in accordance with
changes to the corresponding master data-positions and data-values. This means that copy-data, if found to
be incorrect, should be reported to the data foundation where the correction should be made & propagated.
If the changes are made in the copy data, then there will be discrepancies between copy data in different
systems, and between these and the master data in the data foundation: this will create uncertainty as to what
the actual configuration of the Plant is: the CM model will be suspect, and there will not be a satisfactory
answer two key questions about configuration.

Another major benefit to this approach of managing Master Data and Copy Data, is that it allows systems
to be used for specific purpose without compromising the quality of engineering data. An engineering
database system does what it does best - manage the engineering data foundation. A business process system
does what it does best - assist the management & execution of a business process (eg for work management,
or materials management, or for operations support, etc). The business process systems need correct
engineering data which they will have in their copy data-positions; these systems in turn will probably have
master data-positions for transactional data, but that is another whole topic by itself.

PRODUCTIVITY:

Having the correct engineering data in the master and in all copy positions provides for a very productive
workplace. The work done and decisions made are based on the correct information and rework is
minimized. The search time for finding the correct data is minimized to computer access time, avoiding
lengthy searches and comparisons.

When the Master Data is approved, it can be propagated very quickly to all the copy positions. This is a form
of "instant publishing", which is impossible to imitate in the old world of paper and manual revision of
documents. Having the correct data quickly, can reduce the elapsed time to get work done.

As a small digression, I would like to introduce the only slightly tongue in cheek "Black Hole Indicator"! This
is a means of setting targets for & measuring the extent of dead-time in a work process. Dead-time is waiting
time, for whatever reason, when value-added work is not being done on a task which is part of an overall
process to produce a deliverable.

The Black Hole Indicator Ls an indicator of the ratio of Total Elapsed Time, to the Value Added Time.



The Total Elapsed Time is the time from receipt of the Customer Order, to the time of delivery of the product
(or service) to the Customer. It is a measure of the Total time, with a clock that runs continuously between
these two events.

The Value Added Time is the accumulation of the time spent adding value to the product (or service) as it
is developed in each of the successive workstations (on a real or virtual assembly line).

Consider a few examples of the application of this indicator:

(1) a report is requested by a Customer (could be your boss!), and it takes 5 hours of Value Added
Time to produce (including authoring, revisions, printing, etc); it is delivered 3 weeks after the order
was received.

Black Hole Size = (3 weeks x 168 hrs/wk) / 5 hrs

= 100 (approx)

Note that if the acceptable time for delivery was indeed 3 weeks, the Target Black Hole Size would
have been 100, so all would have been OK.

(2) a request for specialized analysis of some process, with a Value Added Time of say 25 hours, does
not get done for 3 months.

Black Hole Size = (3 months x 4 weeks x 168 hrs/wk) / 25 hrs

= 80 (approx).

The Black Hole Indicator gives the capability to measure the size of the black hole, and to set standards and
targets, and to monitor the effects of re-engineering. Having correct engineering data immediately available
contributes to possibilities of re-engineering business processes which would in turn deliver improvements in
productivity and make significant reductions in the Total Elapsed Time - which could be measured by
reductions in the Black Hole indicator.

I now return to the main subject of key methods for sustaining quality engineering data!

PARTNERSHIP OF PEOPLE AND TECHNOLOGY:

The concept of a "partnership between people & technology" is absolutely essential: one cannot provide
quality data management without the full support of the other.

The executives, office and field staff, all have key roles & responsibilities for establishing the proper
environment for quality engineering data management. The methods include establishing the procedures &
practices, to consistently manage engineering data as a strategic asset of prime importance in supporting the



performance of nuclear power plants. The information systems staff have a key role to play in providing A&
maintaining the required information technology, systems and databases. The information technology must
be capable of performing the required functions and protecting the engineering data.

The best people with poor technology will not be effective. The best technology not properly used or managed,
will not be effective. There must be a partnership of people and technology, each supporting the other
effectively. There must be a environment where people can be expected to be creative, innovative and
productive, but to be this way within certain prescribed limits & conditions.

Let me explain this concept through two analogies.

First, we all have the freedom to be creative & innovative in the use of language, but there are precise rules
we need to follow to be properly understood (eg dictionaries for correct spelling and word usage, and
grammar rules). These precise rules do not interfere with our ability to be creative and innovative.

Secondly, we can all be creative and innovative within our means to build a home. However, there are many,
many rules & regulations which must be adhered to (eg building codes, electrical code, zoning by-laws,
standards for building materials & fittings, and many more). These rules do not stop creativity & innovation
though they may circumscribe these to some extent!

Why is it then that there are people (none in the present company of course!) who resist being constrained
by rules and procedures, in the name of protecting their capability to be creative & innovative? It seems
prudent to provide for and insist on a measured degree of rules & definitions within which all people can
exercise their creativity and innovation in getting the work done that they are responsible for.

With the correct partnership of people and technology, including the prudent but rigorous application of rules
and procedures, there can be an optimum environment for sustaining quality engineering data.

SUMMARY OF QUALITY DATA MANAGEMENT METHODS:

The key methods for sustaining quality engineering data are:

• establish an Engineering Data Foundation with key data & links;
• conform to the Configuration Management model, with Design Basis data and Physical Basis data;
• model the engineering data around the Plant itself, not around the business process models;
• manage revisions to the data, authorizing & recording updates in the data foundation;
• establish the data foundation as the Master Data, and systematically update Copy Data positions;
• maintain & provide all engineering data needed by all business processes;
• establish & maintain a partnership between People and Technology.



IN CONCLUSION:

It is possible to establish and sustain quality engineering data. It does require a strong commitment from all
levels in the organization, a strongly disciplined approach which also provides freedom to be creative &
innovative in doing the work of the organization, a partnership between people & technology, and the
application of key methods to sustain engineering data quality.

Unfortunately there is no silver bullet, and it does take time & resources. But the benefits and rewards are
significant
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Table 1

Example of Types of Engineering Project Documents

• Tender Documents
• General Specifications
• General Material Specifications
• Technical Specifications
• Design Brief
• Design Calculations
• Design Criteria
• Design Manual
• Drawing List
• Change Notice
• Specification Sheet
• Bill of Material
• Engineering Change Notice
• Bulk Bill of Material
• Instruction Manual
• Manufacturers Manuals
• Drafting Manual
• Codes & Standards
• Flowsheets (P&ID's)
• Single Line Diagrams
• Instrument Loop Diagrams
• Wiring List
• Load List
• Instrument List
• Document List
• Purchase Requisitions
• Instrument Calibration Sheets
• more...
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AECL CANDU, Civil Engineering Branch, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada S7K 2C3
Tel.: (306) 665-4800 Fax: (306) 975-6159

SUMMARY

Part I (Modularized Construction)

The design of the CANDU 3 Nuclear Power Plant is being developed by AECL CANDU's
Saskatchewan office. CANDU 3 is rated at 450 MW of net electrical power and is a smaller and
advanced version of the successfully operating CANDU plants in Canada and abroad. The
design of the CANDU 3 nuclear power plant uses modularization to minimize the construction
schedule and thereby reduce the plant cost. Major portions of the plant will be built in a shop
and take the form of equipment modules. There are many advantages of modularized
construction over conventional in-situ construction. Modularization has been used on other major
construction projects in petrochemical and off-shore oil platform industries for many years.

Design of a modularized CANDU plant requires special considerations from the very beginning.
During the conceptual design work, modularization influences the layout and structural
arrangement of the plant. Moreover the sequencing of various design activities are to be done
differently. Since the module fabrication has to start well ahead of site activities, engineering
work in all disciplines must also be done quite early. Modularization therefore affects the
planning of various design activities of the plant.

In the CANDU 3 reactor building, a large portion of the internal structure is built using several
modules. These modules consist of structural steel frame-work complete with equipment, piping
and electrical components. After fabrication, these modules are transported to the construction
site and lifted in place. Lifting and installation of such modules requires very heavy lift (VHL)
cranes. A number of VHL cranes are available throughout the world and can be leased during
construction. Modules and equipment are installed through the open top of the reactor building.
Because the modules are fabricated in a shop, the work on the modules is not dependent on
completion of the internal structure. As a result, a higher degree of latitude exists in planning
the construction activities with less constraints due to activities falling in the critical path.

Modules can either be built in off-site fabrication shops or in module fabrication facilities
located at the site area. One advantage of shop built modules is the improved access to the
modules from all sides which makes it much easier to install equipment. Fabrication of modules
in a shop environment enhances productivity and improves quality control due to the availability
of a controlled work environment in a shop compared to the construction site. In a fabrication
shop, generally well trained and experienced work personnel are available and better quality



control measures can be implemented. Shop fabrication of modules also provides flexibility of
dividing the work between a number of shops in different locations. In this way many modules
can be fabricated at the same time which reduces the total overall fabrication time considerably.

Another advantage of modular construction is the reduction of the work force at the construction
site. Construction of a CANDU plant in the conventional way requires a large on-site work
force. Construction contractors of many different trades work in the site at the same time and
compete for space which can cause congestion in construction areas and create interferences and
delays. Housing and other facilities are also needed for the large number of construction
personnel. When using modularization, parts of the work will be done in the shop away from
the site thus reducing the number of people needed at the site in a given time. The reduction of
site facilities thus results in a reduction in construction costs.

This part of the paper describes the concept of modularization, its advantages and elaborates on
various considerations that are required during the design of the CANDU 3 nuclear power plant.

Part II (Design and Analysis)

A CANDU Nuclear Power Plant consists of a number of buildings and structures. These
buildings provide enclosures and house the reactor, equipment, piping, electrical cables and other
components. These buildings provide protection of the plant against environmental hazards such
as rain, tornado and earthquake. Consequently, the structural members are designed against loads
due to normal operating conditions and abnormal/environmental conditions. An analysis of the
structure is performed prior to its design in order to determine the distribution of forces in an
individual structural component. The present paper gives an overview of different types of
analyses of civil structures that are commonly undertaken for the design of CANDU nuclear
power plants.

Depending on the complexity of the structure, the analyses can be done by manual
calculations or by the use of the finite element method. For manual calculations, closed-form
solutions available in texts of engineering mechanics and strength of materials are used. Manual
calculations can give satisfactory results for relatively simple structures. For complicated
structures, a finite element discrete idealization is used. The structure is discretized (meshed) into
finite elements that are connected at their nodes. The physical structure is thus represented by
a set of equations. The solution of the set of equations is obtained with the use of commercially
developed computer programs. Computer programs such as ANSYS and STARDYNE are
commonly used. Along with these finite element computer programs, pre-processors are used
to simplify building a model of the structure. Post-processors extract solution data and simplify
handling of output information. Loads due to normal operating conditions such as the dead load,
the live load, the equipment load, the thermal load and the effects of creep and shrinkage are
considered in the analysis. Loads due to abnormal/environmental conditions such as the seismic
load, the pressure load and other loads resulting from a loss of cooling accident (LOCA) are also
considered. The methodologies, modelling and loading considerations for analyses of CANDU
structures follow the requirements of Canadian Standards CSA-N287.3 and CSA-N289.3.

The reactor building consists of the containment structure, the internal concrete structure,
the internal steel structure, and the base slab. Analyses are performed for these structures



generally using the finite element method. The containment structure is a reinforced concrete
cylinder covered with a dome and supported on the base slab. The containment structure is
idealized as an axi-symmetric finite element model and also as a three-dimensional finite element
model. The axi-symmetric model is a planar (two-dimensional) model that employs the
symmetry inherited in the containment. The three-dimensional model is also used in order to
account for the containment structure openings for the equipment hatch and airlocks. A separate
finite element model is developed for the analysis of the internal concrete structure. The internal
steel structure consists of steel modules. The steel modules are fabricated off-site and transported
to the site and erected inside the containment structure. The design of the steel modules together
with the composite walls are assessed with the use of appropriate finite element models.

For the reactor auxiliary building, the service buildings, and the pump house, the
structural system of each individual building consists of a substructure and a superstructure. The
substructure includes concrete footings supporting reinforced concrete foundation walls. The
superstructure includes a steel braced frames, reinforced concrete walls and slabs. The analysis
considers a three-dimensional model of each building subjected to the different loading
conditions. The protection against tornado effects for these buildings are provided by
tornado-qualified walls and roof slabs. The wind pressures, the pressure air-drops, and the impact
loading of tornado-borne missiles are considered in the analyses and design.

The seismic responses of each building are determined using either a stick model or a
condensed three-dimensional model. The design response spectra are used as seismic inputs
when using the response spectrum method. The results of such analyses in the form of maximum
absolute displacement, velocity, and acceleration are used for the design. The maximum shear
force and bending moment in any wall, beam or column can also be obtained. The results
include the maximum base shear and overturning moment of the whole building. Another
method that is used in the seismic analysis of structures is the time-history method. In this
method, the seismic input is defined using a time-history of acceleration that is compatible with
the design response spectrum. The results of such analyses include displacement and acceleration
histories of the response at any point in the building which can be used for the design of
structures. Seismic analyses are also performed to generate the floor response spectra at different
locations in the reactor building and other buildings. These floor response spectra define the
input level for seismic-qualification of safety-related systems and equipment.

The analysis of CANDU nuclear power plant civil structures provides useful information
about the behaviour of different buildings subjected to various loads. This information is used
for the structural design and the sizing of the structural components. It is used to determine the
extent of reinforcement for concrete structures and selection of members for steel structures, and
to undertake detailed design of connections and supports. The seismic responses and the floor
response spectra generated from the analyses are used for seismic qualification of equipment and
systems located in a CANDU nuclear power plant. Various analyses that are performed for the
civil structures provide assurance of structural integrity and safety of the plant due to different
conditions during the life of the plant.
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Ontario Hydro Bruce Nuclear Generating Station A

Abstract

In October 1994, a leak developed between the heavy water Moderator System and the light water End Shield Cooling
System at Ontario Hydro's Bruce A Generating Station Unit 1. The interface between these two systems consists of
numerous reactor components all within the reactor vessel. This paper describes the initial discovery and
determination of the leak source. The techniques used to pinpoint the leak location are described. The repair
strategies and details are outlined. Flushing and refilling of the Moderator system are discussed. The current status of
the Unit 1 End Shield Cooling System is given with possible remedial measures for clean-up. Recommendations and
observations are provided for future reference.

Introduction

Bruce A is a four unit CANDU station located on the shore of Lake Huron near Tiverton, Ontario. Built in the 1970s,
the station is rated at 840 Megawatts per unit using a natural uranium-fuelled reactor core surrounded by a heavy water
moderator system. The heavy water moderator is circulated in a large vessel called the Calandria. The moderator water
also provides cooling to enriched uranium fuel booster assemblies. The boosters are inserted into the reactor core to
provide excess reactivity for power maneuvering. To provide thermal and radiation shielding for equipment and
personnel, the calandria is surrounded in a light water envelope known as the shield tank. Light water is circulated in the
shield tank by a system called the End Shield Cooling (ESC). Reference Figure I for details.

Initial Leak Discovery

A routine sample of the ESC system in October 1994 showed increasing levels of tritium. Tritium, a radioisotope of
hydrogen, is normally in high concentration in the moderator system. The tritium concentration in the Bruce A Unit 1
moderator system is 18 Ci/kg, while the typical ESC tritium concentration is 0.003 Ci/kg. Once the source of leakage
into the ESC system was confirmed to be moderator water, by looking for other trace compounds found in the moderator
system, station staff were able to calculate an approximate leak rate and monitor the growth rate. The leakrate of
moderator water into the ESC system was approximately two kilograms per hour on October 22, 1994 when Unit 1 was
forced to shutdown to replace a generator hydrogen seal. Modelling of the pressures/flows inside the moderator piping
and the ESC system showed that only certain sections of moderator piping had enough pressure to overcome the static
head of the Shield Tank. Possible leak locations identified were: booster cooling lines, booster assemblies, booster
bypass line, Liquid Injection Safety System/Neutron Flux Monitor assemblies and their supply line (Figure 1). Initial
investigations focused on the Liquid Injection Safety System/Neutron Flux Monitor assemblies for possible leaks. The
bellows of these assemblies are supplied with moderator heavy water from a 1.3cm (1/2") line originating at the booster
bypass header. Using an ice plug to isolate this supply line (moderator line LI42), it was determined that the leak was
not from the Liquid Injection Safety System/Neutron Flux Monitor assemblies and that with the moderator pumps
shutdown, moderator water stopped leaking into the ESC system. The unit returned to power on November 6, 1994,
thus making further leak searches impossible. Shutdown limits were also put in place, one limit imposed for reactor
safety, another based on the economic loss of unrecoverable heavy water and one other on radiological releases to the
environment.

Parallel work planning was undertaken for inspection and repair of all suspected leak locations. Development began at



Bruce A, Ontario I lydro Research and Atomic Energy Canada Limited (AECL) Sheridan Park laboratories on various
inspections and repair techniques. Much of the effort was focused on developing video systems for inspections of the
booster cooling lines and the booster assemblies as well as repair strategies using cementous compounds, mechanical
seals and remote welding.

On November 17, 1994, Unit 1 was forced to shutdown when the moderator leak into the KSC system reached the
economic limit as shown on Figure 2. The proposed plan for finding the leak involved isolating groups of booster lines
with ice plugs. I Jowever, when the moderator circulating pumps were shutdown to form the iceplugs, the leak reversed
and light water from the F.SC system began downgrading the moderator heavy water. In order to prevent further
downgrading of $ 136 million in heavy water, a previously conceived plan was carried out to drain the moderator as
quickly as possible. Once the heavy water was removed from the moderator system, light water continued to collect in
the moderator system at a rate of 75 kg/hr.

Locating The Leak

Initially, acoustic emission equipment was used in an attempt to locate the leak. This technique was used primarily at the
booster and booster piping locations both below and above the shield tank. This method ofleak detection was not
successful.

Thennography was employed to try and detect thermal gradients in the booster inlet lines entering the bottom of the
shield tank. This would indicate a How of relatively cooler HSC water through the piping. Hut this method did not
indicate a leak at this location.

An ultrasonic method was developed at Bruce A to detect small flows in piping. This method was based on the reflective
and refractive properties of sound at the frequencies used for material inspections. If an ultrasonic pulse is applied to the
wall of an empty pipe, the rectified signal returned takes the form of a single spike seen in Figure 3 The tip of the spike
representing the inside surface of the pipe. If water is present on the inside surface of the pipe, the rectified signal will
have a rolling indication after the inside surface spike as in Figure 4. This phenomena was proven by testing using a
water trickle flow in a test pipe. This ultrasonic method indicated a flow of water in the Liquid Injection Safely
System/Neutron Flux Monitor assemblies supply line (moderator line LI42).

The findings were confirmed when LI 42 was cut and HSC light water was collected at 75 kg/hr. The nest phase of the
project involved finding the exact location of the leak on L142. Approximately 10 m of 1.142 is located inside the shield
tank. As the location of the failure was crucial to the repair strategy, station stafT opted to use a 6mm x 12m inspection
camera Using a specially designed fitting that would keep the line full of water for picture clarity yet allow the camera
to pass, the camera was inserted 8m into 1,142 where a circumferential crack was found at a pipe bend (see Figure 5).

Repair Strategy

LI 42 is provided to enable a small flow of heavy water to be taken from the main moderator booster bypass header
(I.I 30) to establish a purge How into each of the 7 Liquid Injection assemblies and 3 Neutron Flux Monitor assemblies.
The purge (low then returns to the bulk moderator inside the cnlandria.

This purge supply was intended to provide a clean flushing flow of D2O to these assemblies to prevent corrosion. The
actual affect over the years has been quite the opposite. This purge How has deposited radioactive crud in the bellows of
the assemblies resulting in high contact and genera! gamma radiation dose rates in this area of the reactor vault.
Personnel performing maintenance activities in these areas thus receive relatively high whole body dose For this reason
an engineering change had previously been proposed to permanently cut and cap LI42 at the Liquid Injection/Neutron
Flux Monitor assemblies. With the failure of LI42 this change was implemented but capping/plugging was to be done
on both sides of the failed section.

Capping LI 42 downstream of the crack would actually require 2 caps (see Figure 5). LI 42 would be capped where ll
exited the shield tank and also upstream of where it branched to feed the Liquid Injection and Neutron Flux Monitor
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assemblies. Both of these caps were basically routine repairs to be done by station staff.

Plugging LI 42 upstream of the crack would require remote tooling to travel approximately 10 metres inside the booster
bypass header L130 (Figure 5) to where LI 42 originates at the end of LI 30. A 1/2" weldolet centred on an 8" pipe cap
provides the interface from L142 to L130. The weldolet would be plugged to affect the repair.

The tooling would need to operate in the adverse service conditions of high radiation (estimated to be in excess of 1 5
rcm/hr inside LI 30), high humidity, highly corrosive and a potentially explosive environment.

The contract for tooling development and delivery was awarded to AECL. The proposed strategy for the repair was to:

• gauge the weldolet inside diameter
• install an expanding plug in the weldolet
• wire brush the pipe cap and weld on a circular patch over the expanding plug (optional).

The above operations were to be completed in separate steps by specialized tooling but a common deliver}' system
carried all tooling to the repair site. The delivery vehicles consisted of cylindrical carriages supported by roller ball
wheels. The vehicles were inserted, manipulated and withdrawn using flexible steel tape. Each delivery vehicle had an
on-board video camera and lighting.

A gauging tool was required to size the weldolet for the proper expanding plug. This was accomplished by using a set of
successively larger go-no-go gauges.

The expanding plug installation principle is based on a tensile load acting on the pin (see Figure 6) with reaction against
the end of the ring. The tensile load value is governed by a breakaway pin with an undercut shoulder that is sized to
fracture at a certain load value. The tensile load and reactive force was provided on the plugging tool by a hydraulic ram
The plug to be used was commercially available and although not made from nuclear class material it was manufactured
from ASME material to an acceptable quality assurance level. Similar plugs had been installed in a number of United
Stales reactors A submission was accepted by the Ministry of Consumer and Corporate Relations (MCCR) to use this
plug for the repair.

The weld patch was developed as a contingency in the event the expanding plug approach was not successful This tool
was designed to deliver a circular weld patch (Figure 7) to the location, tack then complete a continuous autogenous
weld. Several different sizes of weld patches were manufactured from Nuclear Class 1 material by AliCL to cover all
contingencies. A tool was also developed to wire brush the weld contact area as a weld preparation.

Both the expanding plug and weld repair techniques were tested by AECL and qualified as acceptable procedures with
the MCCR. In particular, the expanding plug was successfully tested to 6500 psig giving a safety margin of 43 over the
design pressure of 150 psig.

A full size mockup of L130 was built by Ontario Hydro to allow testing and qualification of the delivery and repair
tooling.

Repair Details

LI30 Inside Booster Bypass Header

The 20.32 cm (8") booster bypass header, L130, had to be cut first to allow tooling to pass inside it to the first repair site
at the origin of L142. This cut was made close to the outside of the shield tank using a Tritool. The Tritool automatically
cuts the pipe and prepares both pipe ends for eventual rewelding, all in one step.

With LI 30 cut, tritium levels were monitored at the job site. Routine tritium monitoring continued throughout the
duration of the job. Prior to insertion of any tooling, explosive gas mixture sampling was performed inside LI 30. This



was critical not only at the welding stages but whenever tooling was inserted because of electrical supplies to lighting
and video cameras.

The gauging tool was inserted first but immediately developed video problems due to a humid environment inside 1,130
which caused fogging of the camera lens. A helium purge system was installed on all the tools. This system provided a
helium flow directed at the video camera and proved effective in maintaining a dry inert atmosphere around the tooling.

The gauging tool was now able to travel the approximate 10m to the end of L130. The first video of the L130/1.14 2
interface showed no water emerging from LI 42 into LI 30. This reinforced the video inspection results of LI 42, that the
crack was below the 90° elbow. Go-no-go gauges inserted into the LI 42 weldolet sized the site for the proper expanding
plug.

The expanding plug and expansion tool were moved into position and the plug was inserted to a predetermined depth as
tested on the mockup. The hydraulic ram was energized but the expanding plug did not release from the tool at the
pressure achieved during testing. This indicated that the hydraulic ram had reached the end of travel prior to reaching the
tensile load fracture point of the breakaway pin. Although not positively known, it is suspected that either erosion inside
the weldolet or excessive root weld grinding at the weldolet to L142 buttweld during construction was the reason for the
increased expansion requirement for the plug. With the expansion tool at its maximum stroke it could not release from
the plug and sufficient expansion had taken place such that the plug was lodged inside the wcldolct and could not be
withdrawn. The plugging tool was stuck at the repair site.

A Welsh-Allen video camera was inserted into LI 30 to just behind the stuck expansion tool. This video showed thai the
ram adjustment nut on the back of the expansion tool would need to be tightened to gain enough ram stroke to finish the
expansion of the plug and breakaway the tool.

A rescue tool was subsequently developed and tested on the mockup. This tool was able to come in behind the stuck
expansion tool, lock itself in-place, push the expansion tool ahead to take the load off the ram adjustment nut and lighten
the nut. This manoeuvre was completed successfully. The hydraulic ram was energized and the plug breakaway pin
fractured at the expected pressure.

Although the plug released at the test pressure, the increased ram travel requirement represented a significant departure
from the procedure which had been qualified with the MCCR. Therefore the additional weld patch repair was required
to form the qualified boundary.

A tool was sent into LI 30 to prepare the end cap for welding on the patch. This tool employed a small DC motor and
wire brush to clean a circular area at the weld site.

The increase in travel of the expanding plug mandrel left an unknown stub length extending from the LI 42 weldolet
(Figure 7). Several different depths of Nuclear Class 1 weld patches had already been manufactured for such a
contingency. A patch was fitted to the welding tool and was inserted to the weld site but it did not have sufficient depth
to accomodate the expanding plug mandrel. During withdrawal of the welding tool the weld patch disengaged from the
tool and hung up on the plug. Retrieval tooling was rigged immediately and the weld patch was retrieved.

The welding head was refitted with a deeper weld patch which was positioned and tacked in place. A continuous
autogenous weld was Ihen successfully completed around the patch circumference

L142 At The Shield Tank

With LI 42 plugged upstream of the crack, light ESC water continued to flow out of LI 42 downstream at the north side
of the shield tank. An expanding bung was used in the line to temporarily stop the flow of water. A socketweld to
Swagelok adapter was slipped on and welded. The bung was removed and a Swagelok cap was installed. This repair
method met code requirements as LI 42 downstream of the expanding plug/weld patch had been reelassilied from
Nuclear Class 1 (Moderator) to Class 6 (ESC).



Now that the lower end of LI 42 was capped, the leak was terminated and ESC water could backup to the plug inside
LI 30. A last video inspection was conducted inside LI30 at the weld patch. This leak check and visual examination
served as the quality control checks of the weld repair. LI 30 was rewelded at the shield tank.

L142 At The SDS2/NFM Bellows

Prior to termination of the leak, light water had flowed through LI 42 and through the SDS2/NFM bellows into the
calandria. As such there was considerable holdup of light water in the bellows, which if not flushed out would
downgrade the moderator isotopic during refill. For this reason, two drums of poisoned heavy water were flushed
through the bellows assemblies prior to capping at this location. Gadolinium, a neutron absorber (poison) is added to the
moderator system as part of a Reactor Shutdown Guarantee to guarantee reactor subcriticality. This flushing step also
helped remove high activity crud from the bellows assemblies which caused increased general gamma radiation fields in
the area of the horizontal reactivity mechanisms.

A buttwcld to Swagelok adapter was welded on L142 and a Swagelok cap was installed. This portion of L142 continues
to be part of the moderator system boundary and as such is Nuclear Class 1.

Flushing and Refill

As the repairs were being conducted on L142, station staff were working to upgrade heavy water previously removed
from the moderator system and acquire additional heavy water to have enough reactor grade water for the Unit 1
moderator refill. Although downgrading of the heavy water was minimized at the outset of this event by quickly draining
the moderator, downgrading could still be a problem during refilling as pockets of light water had accumulated in the
moderator system. The Liquid Injection Safety System/Neutron Flux Monitor assemblies were already Hushed of light
water during the final capping of LI 42. A strategy was developed to allow for flushing of the moderator system while
maintaining the reactor sub-critical. Sub-criticality was ensured by using gadolinium poisoned water for flushing and
maintaining the heavy water level below the minimum criticality calandria level. Atomic Energy Control Board
approval was obtained to deviate from the normal Reactor Shutdown Guarantee procedures. Two system flushes were
conducted with each flush procedure circulating 30 Mg through all the moderator circuit before being removed. On
January 10, 1995, Bruce A Unit 1 moderator system was refilled with heavy water well above the minimum isotopic for
reactor start-up.

On January 17th 1995, Bruce A Unit 1 was synchronized to the Ontario electricity grid after only 60 days of outage.
Ontario Hydro personnel spent in excess of 3000 person-hours in the discovery and repair of this leak. Over 500
person-hours were spent inside the Unit 1 reactor vault during this work and the accumulated radiological dose
exceeded 9 Rem. The shutdown of Unit 1 due to this moderator leak cost Bruce A over $21 million, including lost
production.

Current Status Of The ESC Svstem

The End Shield Cooling System tritium was carefully monitored after the unit start-up and has been holding steady at
116,000 uCi/kg. This tritium level poses a radiological hazard as much of the ESC system piping and equipment is
located in accessible areas of the plant. Several options are being investigated to deal with the tritium problem in the
Find Shield Cooling system:

Upgrading

The total inventory of the End Shield Cooling system is 1000 Mg, but 0.5% of this inventory is heavy water from the
moderator system. Batches of ESC water would be mixed with low isotopic (40-60%) heavy water and sent for
upgrading to the Bruce A Moderator and Heat Transport upgraders. Economic reviews are being conducted to
determine the feasibility of this option.



Storage of Unit 1 ESC light water in Unit 2 Moderator System

As Bruce A Unit 2 is being shutdown, the moderator system will be drained of heavy water. An option being
investigated is to layup the Unit 2 moderator system with light water from the Unit 1 End Shield Cooling system. One
third of the Unit 1 ESC could be stored in the Unit 2 moderator. This options is a temporary solution, as Unit 2 is
expected to return to service after retubing.

Leave As Is

If the Unit 1 tritiated End Shield Cooling inventory were to be left in the system, modifications will be required to deal
with the tritium hazards. Changes could include enclosing ESC equipment, changing ventilation paths near ESC
equipment, installation of tritium monitors and rerouting of open piping such as drain lines.

Recommendations and Observations

1) Routing of Inaccessible Piping

During the design stages of the reactor, unless absolutely necessary, piping should be routed outside of vessels. It was
clearly not necessary to route the failed line 1,142 inside the shield tank. If the line must be installed in an area that will
not be accessible for repairs after commissioning, perhaps a higher quality control system is required to further minimize
failures.

2) Sampling Strategics and Frequencies For Interfacing Systems.

Most interfacing systems have sampling strategies based on pressures to determine the direction of leakage. I lowever,
as shown during the Unit 1 incident, some local conditions may cause changes in flow and pressure, thus causing a leak
to be in a different direction than assumed. The two fluids in interfacing systems should be checked for cross-
contamination, regardless of the pressure differential assumed between the systems. The sampling frequency should also
be based on personnel/public safety, reactor safety and economics. The sampling frequency for all the End Shield
Cooling Systems at Bruce A have been changed from 4 weeks to 2 weeks.

3) Ultrasonic Detection Of Flow In Piping

This method proved to be valuable in determining the leak path of escaping water which, in turn, indicated the leak
location. This saved time and money over other methods such as ice plugging or visual verification (actually cutting
lines). This method is extremely useful when individual lines cannot be isolated.

4) Proactively Plugging The Other 3 Bruce A Units

Consideration is being given to proactivcly performing the same plugging procedure on the other Bruce A units. The
cost to do the procedure is relatively small compared to heavy water upgrading costs and unplanned outage time
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Figure 2: Bruce A Unit 1 Moderator to ESC Leak Rate
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ABSTRACT

Wetproofed catalysts have been developed for the hydrogen isotopic exchange reaction between hydrogen gas
and liquid water. A styrene divinylbenzene copolymer(SDBC) was selected as effective support of the hydrophobic Pt
catalyst. Preparation conditions and physical properties of the SDBC were investigated experimentally. The SDBC
having the larger pore size, higher surface area and larger particle size were prepared by the particular solvent and
stirring speed. The Hj adsorption isotherm on a supported Pt catalyst was measured and the hydrogen isotopic
exchange reaction was verified in the exchange column.

INTRODUCTION

A 600 MWe CANDU nuclear power plant has been in operation for 12 years at Wolsung site in Korea. Three
CANDU units are under various construction stages at same site.

In CANDU type nuclear power plants, tritium is produced in large quantities by the neutron activation reaction
D(n, 7)T in the heavy water systems. The tritium concentrations in the moderator and heat transport systems rapidly
increase at the beginning of reactor operation, and then reach the equilibrium levels very slowly. The internal
radiation exposure to workers and airborne emissions are primarily caused by tritiated heavy water escaping from the
equipments of the moderator and heat transport systems. At the first unit, the current tritium levels in the moderator
and heat transport systems are 35 Ci/kgD2O and 1.5 Ci/kg'D2O, respectively.

From operating experiences of the first unit, it is estimated that tritium inventory at the site and tritium emission
to environment from the site will reach to the level of about six times of current level in the year 2013. In the year
2013 that is the end of the reactor life for the first unit, tritium concentrations in the moderator and heat transport
systems of the first unit are expected to reach about 1.8 C i / k g ^ O and 60 C i / k g ^ O , respectively. This tritium
level of the moderator may be too high for heavy water reuse or direct disposal.

In consideration of the above tritium related problems, Korea Electric Power Corporation has seeking an
appropriate tritium removal facility for Wolsung site. As the first step, KEPCO is looking forward into the
technology of preparing wetproofed catalyst that can be used in the liquid phase catalytic exchange process that has
many advantages for radiation safety, economics and application.

It has been studied by many investigators that hydrophobic platinum catalysts are effective to be possible the
reaction between hydrogen gas and liquid water[l,2]. To apply this wetproofed catalyst to the tritium removal from
CANDU type reactors, it would be essential to manufacture highly stable and active catalysts possessing the larger
pore size, higher surface area and larger particle size. In this study, styrene divinylbenzene copolymer(SDBC) was
selected to be effective for the support of hydrophobic catalyst. The preparation conditions and physical properties
of SDBC to have the larger pore size, higher surface area and larger particle size were investigated in the laboratory.
The effects of Pt content, gas velocity, and temperature on the hydrogen isotopic exchange reactions were also
evaluated and discussed experimentally.
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PREPARATION OF Pt/SDBC CATALYST AND EXPERIMENTS

Preparation of Catalyst Support

A support with both the larger pore size and higher surface area is usually desirable for the hydrophobic
catalysts to be applied to the hydrogen-water exchange reaction. High mechanical stability is also required because
most catalysts are regenerated several times before being discarded.

The selection of a support or a carrier is based on its having certain desirable characteristics. A necessary
requirement for the hydrophobic catalyst support of hydrogen-water exchange reaction is large pore size in addition
to high surface area, high stability, and good mechanical strength. Of all kinds of possible hydrophobic supports, a
SDBC may be most feasible to the supported platinum catalyst of this study from preliminary examinations. For the
styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer, general methods of preparation and experimental investigations have been studied
in considerable detail. It has been known that a divinylbnzene for cross-linkage is used to increase the stability of
copolymer and a good solvent is used to make the homogeneous dilution of monomer.

The SDBC was prepared by suspension polymerization process[7] that could be available readily to form a
spherical particle. Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of copolymerization reactor. The proper amount of distillated
water and surfactant to be acquous solution was first took into the reactor. An organic solution was already prepared
by mixing styrene monomer and divinylbenzene monomer with starting reagent. The organic solution and a solvent
were added into the reactor. Subsequently the polymerization process was under way at 85 °C, for 12 hours with
stirring. The spherical particles formed by copolymerization were washed by ethanol or acetone, followed by drying
for 4 hours to remove the solvent remained in the pore in soxhlet apparatus. After all, they were dried at 80 °C for 12
hours in the vacuum dryer. Final dry products over 1 mm in diameter were selected and stored for further
experiments later. The specific surface area was measured by BET method(Autosorb-6, Quantachrome)[3] and the
pore size distribution was also measured by BJH method[4].

Physical properties of copolymer were greatly influenced by preparation conditions such as cross-linkage, the
type of solvent, the ratio of diluent(good solvent) to precipitant(poor solvent), the type of surfactant, the ratio of
monomer to solvent, and stirring speed[5]. To obtain certain desirable supports, the various polymers were prepared
in the different combinations of preparation conditions.

Impregnation

For the preparation of a supported platinum catalyst(Pt/SDBC), chloroplatinic acid solution as platinum reagent
was made of mixture of ethanol and J^PtClg. The resulting catalyst supports were then dipped into this solution in
the Rotavapor(RE-111, Buchi/Brinkmann). Subsequently ethanol was vaporized and platinum was incorporated on
the surface in this support by reduction with H2 at an elevated temperature, 230 °C, for 12 hours.

Experiments

The hydrogen adsorption experiments were first to performed to investigate into the effects of Pt content and
specific surface area on the metal distribution in the SDBC and the volume of H2 absorbed by BET method. The
resulting Pt/SDBC catalyst was pretreated for cleaning metal surface and the removal of impurities at 80 °C and 10""
torr for 12 hours in the sample bottle of BET measurement apparatus. The volume of sample bottle was measured by
using helium gas. Subsequently, the volume of sample and sample bottle was simultaneously measured.

In the exchange column the hydrogen isotopic exchange reaction between hydrogen gas and liquid water
consists of two steps that occur simultaneously [6].



D2(g) + H2O(v) = HD(g) + HDO(v)
HDO(v) + H2O(1) = H2O(v) + HDO(l)

The first reaction takes places on the hydrophobic Pt catalyst. The second reaction occurs at any vapor-liquid
interface.

The first experiment for the isotopic exchange reaction between deuterium gas and water was carried out in a
batch reactor. In order to investigate into the activity of the Pt/SDBC catalyst, the deuterium concentration in the
liquid water was measured by Infrared Spectrophotometer.

An another experiment for the isotopic exchange reaction between hydrogen gas and tritiated water was carried
out by using a differential flow reactor as shown in Fig. 2. After the purge of reactor by N 2 gas. The wetproofed
catalysts of 0.5%Pt/SDBC were placed in the exchange column and wire gauze in the lower section was installed to
bring H2 into contact with tritiated water. Tritiated water containing tritium of several hundred Bq/1 was already in
the saturated section. H 2 gas was first introduced into lower section. The H 2 gas was then saturated by contact with
water. The gaseous mixture of H2 and vapor flowed up and passed through the catalytic exchange section with the
wetproofed catalyst. Tritiated water flowed down in counter current to H2 gas stream and was in contact with vapor.
The effluent gas from top of column was collected by liquid N2 trap and analyzed by liquid scintillation counting.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation Conditions

The mechanical strength and specific surface area of the SDBC are generally increased with cross-linkage. In
contrast, the pore size gets smaller. This may lead to that the impregnation of Pt metal becomes lower in efficiency
and a diffusional resistance increase in a porous material. The experimental results indicated that specific surface
area at 40 % in cross-linkage was twice as much as at 20% in cross-linkage. Therefore, it is necessary to find out the
particular preparation conditions in which the SDBC of 40% in cross-linkage has a large pore size comparable to that
of 20% in cross-linkage.

Any solvents have the different physical and chemical properties such as density, viscosity and solubility
parameter. So the specific surface area and pore size distribution in the polymer would be changed by varying the
type of solvent and the ratio of diluent to precipitant in the styrene-divinybenzene coplymerization. Table 1 shows
the preparation conditions of the various solvents at 40% in cross-linkage. Table 2 shows the physical properties of
SDBC prepared at the different conditions in Table 1. When only precipitant of n-heptane was used, The SDBC did
not have high surface area but large pore size. This resulted from the larger solvating power of n-heptane. The
SDBC with both large pore size and high surface area was prepared by using the solvent of 2-ethyl hexyl alcohol and
toluene. Its pore size was comparable to that of 20% in cross-linkage. These results indicate that a good solvent
makes polymer to have the smaller pore size and a poor solvent makes copolymer to have the larger pore size. It is
essential that the most favorable solvent have to be selected for the preparation of catalyst supports having a large
pore size as well as high surface area

The stirring speed essentially affected the particle size distribution of the SDBC. As increasing the stirring
speed, a monomer suspended in the acquous solution was well dispersed and it was difficult to form a mass. It was
found that the lower stirring speed was favorable to form the lager particle size as shown Table 1. At the stirring
speed below 60 rpm, however, the copolymer was conglomerated in a lump which inappropriate for catalyst supports.
As a result, in addition to solvent effect , the stirring speed was very important factor for the preparation of the
SDBC of large particles and the optimum stirring speed ranged from 70 rpm to 80 rpm.



Hydrogen Adsorption Characteristics

A Support with high specific surface area is usually desirable for high activity per unit volume or unit weight.
Fig. 3 shows hydrogen adsorption isotherm on the 0.6%-Pt/SDBC catalysts with the different surface area. As the
surface area increased by four times, the adsorbed volume of H2 increased by same rate. In spite of the different
surface area, the slopes of two cases were similar in Fig. 3. This presents that Pt distribution in the SDBC is
independent upon the surface area and is constant over this surface area. However, the slope of H2 adsorption on the
Pt/ SDBC catalyst was larger than that on SDBC not deposited Pt metal, 0.009, from preliminary experiment. This
indicates that H2 is adsorbed in the multilayer on the Pt/SDBC catalyst.

The volume of H2 adsorbed was proportional to the total number of metal atoms exposed to the reactant. Fig. 4
shows the effect of Pt content on the volume of H2 adsorbed. The volume adsorbed on the catalyst increased with Pt
content. The volume of H2 adsorbed per unit Pt weight slightly decreased with Pt content. This shows that Pt metal
distribution is poor as increasing Pt content and the surface structure of the support may be altered by impregnation
procedure, thus changing its adsorption characteristics.

Hydrogen Isotopic Separation

A great importance has to be paid to the isotopic exchange reaction between hydrogen gas and water which is
affected by both the preparation conditions and the operating conditions such as the Pt content, temperature, and gas
velocity. In order to verify the catalyst performance in the exchange column, overall gas phase volume transfer
coefficient, kya, was evaluated at ambient temperature and pressure at the first batch experiment.

The deuterium flux through gas-water interface can be expressed as

- Vgas — = kya ( y - y e ) Vcat (1)
dt

where y = deuterium concentration in the gas phase
ye = deuterium concentration in equilibrium with liquid water
V g a s = superficial gas flow rate
V c a t = volume of catalyst in the exchange column
kya = o v e r a ' l g a s phase volume mass transfer coefficient (m^HD is''-m'^ )

At isotopic equilibrium, the equality

ye = x/ct (2)

exists and yields, from a mass balance on the deuterium in the liquid and gas phases and Eq. (1),

a l — = kya-(a2 - a 3 x ) (3)
dt

, , dVi ig -RTwhere a 1 =
M P

T , xo • a 1„,,
a2 = (yo + )Vcal

Vgas
a3= ( — + - ) V c a ,

Vgas a



V|jq = volume of liquid water
M = molecular weight of deuterium
R = gas constant
T = temperature
xo = initial deuterium concentration in liquid
y0 = initial deuterium concentration in gas

Eq. (3) presents the change of deuterium concentration in the liquid phase over time. The solution to Eq.(3) can be
given by

al , a 2 - a 3 x , ,.s
- — to— = kya-t (4)

a3 a 2 - a 3 x o

Eq.(4) is applicable if the deuterium concentration change in the liquid phase with time is known. Fig. 5 shows the
deuterium concentration in the liquid water over time ; the solid line is Eq.(4). The derived Eq.(4) was validated from
Fig. 5.

The overall mass transfer coefficient was properly increased as the Pt content was increased, as shown in Fig. 6.
At Pt content over 1 wt%, however, the rate of increase was stabilized. This indicates that in spite of the additional Pt
content, over 1 wt% of Pt, the active sites of the catalyst were few increased. As a result, it was confirmed that the
optimum Pt content was to be about 0.5 wt% of Pt.

As expected, the deuterium transfer increased with gas velocity due to the smaller surface resistance. This is
essential to the packed column in which the hydrogen isotopic exchange reaction between vapor and water is rate-
limiting step.

At the second experiment of tritium exchange between hydrogen gas and tritiated water, the mass transfer
coefficient can be expressed by

kya = g y ° - y
A Z P (y* - y)in

where G = hydrogen flow ^
A = cross section area of exchange column(cm^)
Z = height of catalyst(cm)
y = tritium concentration(Bq/l)
y* = tritium concentration in equilibrium with water (y* = y/a) (Bq/1)

subscript 1 and 0 = notation of inlet and outlet, respectively.

In order to investigate into the effect of gas velocity on the overall tritium transfer, the mass transfer
coefficients were calculated by the experimental results. Fig. 7 shows the effect of gas velocity on the isotopic
exchange at the several temperatures. The observed mass transfer coefficient for tritium ranged from 3.1 to 13.5 1/s.
This effect of gas velocity at high temperature was larger than at low temperature. At the raised temperature the mass
transfer coefficient remarkably increased as increasing gas velocity. This indicates that overall tritium exchange
reaction is limited by the exchange reaction step at any vapor-water interface in the trickled bed. It is noticed that
the mass transfer is rapidly increased with gas velocity and temperature due to the larger molecular diffusivity,
chemical exchange rate increase, and the smaller surface resistance.



CONCLUSIONS

For the hydrogen isotopic exchange reaction between hydrogen gas and liquid water, the supports, SDBCs with
a large pore size and high surface area, of hydrophobic catalyst was prepared by suspension copolymerazation. This
support of 40 % in cross-linkage had a large pore size comparable to that of 20 % in cross-linkage by using the
solvent of 2-ethyl hexyl alcohol and toluene. The optimum stirring speed for the SDBC of large particles ranged
from 70 rpm to 80 rpm. The volume of H2 adsorbed on the supported Pt was proportional to the specific surface
area and the Pt content below 1 wt% of Pt. The hydrogen isotopic exchange between hydrogen gas and water was
verified. Hydrogen isotopic transfer was affected by the Pt content, temperature, and gas velocity. The overall mass
transfer coefficient was properly increased with Pt content, and then was stabilized over I wt% of Pt. The optimum
Pt content was 0.5 wt% of Pt. Temperature and gas velocity significantly affected on the mass transfer. It was
confirmed that the overall isotopic exchange reaction between hydrogen gas and liquid water was limited by the
exchange reaction step at any vapor-liquid interfaces.
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TABLE 1 PREPARATION CONDITIONS WITH VARIOUS SOLVENTS AT 40 % IN CROSS-LINKAGE

Sample

PS1

PS2

SDBC1

SDBC2

SDBC3

SDBC4

Styrene (g)

12

12

12

12

12

12

Divinylbenzene (g)

48

48

48

48

48

48

Precipitant (g)

n-heptane, 60

dodecane, 60

n-hexane, 60

2-ethyl hexyl alcohol, 61.7

di-2-ethyl hexyl phosphoric acid, 30

n-amyl alcohol, 40

Diluent (g)

-

-

-

toluene, 42.7

chlorobenzene, 30

ethyl benzene, 20

TABLE 2 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SDBC (AT 40 % IN CROSS-LINKAGE)

Sample

PS1

PS2

SDBC1

SDBC2

SDBC3

SDBC4

Type

Macroporous

Macroporous

Gel

Macroporous

Macroporous

Macroporous

BET surface area (m^/g)

291

196

-

461

393

374

Average pore size (A)

56.4

85.3

-

68.5

45.9

59.0



TABLE 3 EFFECT OF STIRRING SPEED ON THE PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

Sample

PS11

PS12

PS13

PS 14

PS15

Stirring
speed
(rpm)

117

76

75

69

60

Cross-
linkage

( Of \
V ' ̂  /

20

20

20

20

20

Weight
of

monomer

56

56

56

56

56

Volume
of

product

350

350

350

350

350

Weight
of

product

47.2

36.6

51.2

51.0

54.4

850 um<

64.9

14.9

6.1

10.3

15.0

% polymer on

850 um-2 mm

28.3

19.5

44.9

18.0

11.0

mesh sieve

2-4 mm

6.2

37.0

32.8

27.1

14.8

size

4 mm<

-

28.6

16.2

- 44.6

9.9 6

TABLE 4 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SDBC FOR H? ADSORPTION ISOTHERM

Sample

SI

S2

Specific Surface Area (m^/g)

121

458

Pore Size (A)

19

15
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ABSTRACT

The use of non-photosynthetic organisms alone to describe environmental impact has been recognized by
regulatory agencies, industry and academia as being totally inadequate both in Europe and North America. Lack of
adequate testing methods for photosynthetic aquatic organisms has been recognized as a major impediment to the
successful regulation and safe use of pesticides and waste water discharges and is of even more concern to the metal
mining industry due to the non-biodegradable nature of its waste streams. This work shows that the chemical
effluent limits set in the "Metal mining liquid effluent regulations and guidelines" provide variable protection of
aquatic photosynthetic organisms and aquatic effects of the more toxic metals (e.g., copper, nickel, and zinc) may
occur at levels that are one to two orders of magnitude lower than present limits. To establish adequate protection
of receiving water bodies it may be necessary to establish site-specific criteria taking into consideration toxicity
modifying factors of individual sites. If the establishment of such criteria is determined with a host of ecologically
relevant organisms, it will be possible to design effective environmental protection at the least possible cost.

INTRODUCTION

The metal mining industry faces extraordinary challenges to become environmentally sustainable. Unlike
organic chemical waste (pesticides, petroleum, paper pulp, etc.), virtually all metal mining waste is non-
biodegradable. Once released into an aquatic system the effects may perpetuate through several seasonal cycles
before the metals become biologically unavailable usually through incorporation into inorganic or organic sediments.
The potentially long lifespan of metals in aquatic systems and their capacity to bioaccumulate make it crucial to
minimize the release of waste streams containing metals that are biologically available. In the past, effluent
regulations have been based on total metal releases, but there is an increasing awareness that it is not the quantity,
but the quality (biological availability) of the metals released that will determine the impact of mining effluents.
Here, we will review past regulations and explore the potential make-up of future regulations in North America and
Europe. Our work is a collaborative effort between the Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC), the Technical
University of Denmark, the University of Saskatchewan, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), the
U.S. National Biological Survey, and Monsanto. Funding is provided by Environment Canada, Natural Resources
Canada, the Environmental Innovation Program of the Canada Green Plan, and collaborating agencies.

"Metal mining liquid effluent regulations (MMLER)" were introduced in 1977 under Sections 33 and 34 of
the Fisheries Act (EPS 1977). These regulations set out criteria for effluent quality and monitoring, as well as data
reporting requirements for base metal, uranium, and iron ore mines. Maximum concentration limits were set for
copper, lead, zinc, nickel, arsenic, total suspended matter, radium 226, and pH (Table 1).

"Guidelines for the measurement of acute lethality in liquid effluents from metal mines and metal mining
liquid effluent guidelines (MMLEG)" were introduced at the same time (EPS 1977). These guidelines are intended
to control the discharge of liquid effluents from the mining industry, but they have no regulatory authority under the
Fisheries Act.



Compliance with these regulations, mainly with regard to chemical limits, has been reported in three status
reports (Environment Canada 1985, 1988, and 1992). Historically, metal contamination of the environment has
centred around total metal concentrations released in other countries also. This has been the basis for such acts as
CERCLA (Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act) in the U.S. However, to
quote from the February 1993 issue of Water Environment & Technology (article by J.C. Hall and R.L. Raider
entitled, "Interim guidance for metals criteria has CERCLA implications"), the USEPA recognizes that:

"the principal issue is the correlation between metals that are measured and metals that are
biologically available;
the bioavailability and toxicity of metals depend strongly on the exact physical and chemical form
of the metal and on the species affected;
the dissolved method to predict ambient water toxicity is better than the total recoverable method;
the discharge of metals that are not biologically available in the water column is not likely to
impair the aquatic life of sediment beds."

To establish biological availability and toxicity of metals it is necessary to carry out bioassays. Some
acute lethality testing has been carried out under the metal mining liquid effluent regulations and guidelines
(MMLERG), but testing has not been done in a systematic or consistent manner. Parker and Andrews (in press)
reviewed the available information on toxicity testing using some aquatic animal (rainbow trout, Daphnia magna)
and bacteria tests (Microtox™). They showed that around 50% of active mining operations reported toxicity testing.
In their assessment, 1,039 toxicity test results were used for Daphnia magna and Microtox™. An effluent sample
giving less than 50% mortality of the test organism was considered non-toxic and effluents with greater toxicity were
considered to have "failed" the toxicity test. Twenty percent of all tests were in the "failed" category. The best data
exist for Daphnia magna and it was shown that 15.7% of samples that were compliant with regard to chemicals
"failed" the toxicity test (>50% mortality at 100% effluent, Parker and Andrews, in press). The "failed" bioassays
were attributed to unknown sources (50%), pH and elevated metals (32%), and high ammonia (18%). Similar data,
but with less samples tested, showed that 14.1% and 3.6% of compliant samples "failed" the Daphnia magna and
Microtox™ tests, respectively. Parker and Andrews (in press) concluded that there was good correlation between
compliance with the MMLERG and non-acutely lethal toxicity tests, but compliance with chemical limits do not
always lead to non-toxic effluents and discharges of deleterious substances will occur.

Acute lethality of mining effluents has decreased greatly after the introduction of the MMLERG in 1977,
but some acute lethality still exists even with chemically compliant samples. This is a concern especially since acute
lethality is a very strong environmental effect that offers a low protection of aquatic organisms. To increase
environmental protection much finer tools are required; these tools must be able to pick up chronic sub-lethal
toxicity. This presents many new challenges which include interactions between chemical and biological processes
that are of lesser concern in acute tests.

The need to determine effects of metal discharges on aquatic organisms rather than total metal
concentrations, therefore, will result in regulations that are moving from total releases to biologically available metal
releases as indicated by both acute lethality and sub-lethal chronic effects. This is significant in that we are going
from straightforward chemical determinations to biological effects monitoring; however, biological effects are tied
to metal chemistry. Chemical speciation of metals will determine whether a certain metal concentration will exert its
effect. Combined with metal speciation are the physical conditions during metal exposure. A series of papers
(Peterson et al. 1984; Peterson and Healey 1985; and Peterson 1991) explored the effects of pH and chemical
speciation on copper and cadmium toxicity. They and others (Gensemer 1991) concluded that free metal ions
compete with hydrogen ions strongly affecting metal toxicity.

In addition, dissolved and paniculate organic and inorganic material directly or indirectly affect metal
toxicity. Lack of information on these issues has invalidated many studies of metal toxicity (critically reviewed by
Campbell and Stokes 1985). How to deal with variability in chemical and biological factors in a regulatory test
development framework was explored by Peterson and Nyholm (1993) and further examined by Nyholm and



Peterson (in press). Therefore, in order to develop realistic metal bioassays, it is crucial to address physical,
chemical, and biological issues.

The major issues that need to be resolved in the development of toxicity tests for metal liquid wastes
include:

• test conditions (natural and artificial metal complexing agents, major ions, nutrients, trace elements, pH,
etc.);

• endpoints {e.g., growth, nutrient uptake, long-term versus short-term tests, etc.);
• test species (ecological relevance and predictive ability of selected organisms); and,
• international efforts to develop harmonized test protocols and international efforts to deal with metal

mining regulations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Plant life, which includes algae and cyanobacteria (blue-green algae), constitutes 99.9% of the biomass on
earth. Despite that, the regulation of environmental pollutants is based mainly on toxicity to vertebrate and, to a
lesser extent, invertebrate animals (e.g., U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 1990; Environment Canada 1977).
The alteration or eradication of aquatic plant communities can result in modified habitats that may ultimately have a
greater impact on higher trophic levels than direct effects of the toxicants. To achieve habitat protection, therefore,
toxic impacts of plants must be considered.

It has been shown in the general literature that, if appropriately conducted, photosynthetic plant bioassays
for metals are usually very sensitive (frequently the most sensitive short-term bioassays available); they are rapid
and cost-effective; and, they are also highly ecologically relevant because the structure and functioning of the first
basic level of the food chain may be decisive for the entire ecosystem. The expected outcome of our plant bioassay
development work is improved detection of bioavailable heavy metals in wastes; this will lead to a more
differentiated hazard assessment and, therefore, both more cost-effective and environmentally protective than the
previous approaches based on chemical analysis and the use of insensitive non-photosynthetic bioassays. The ability
to effectively pinpoint toxicological effluent problems will also help in Toxicity Reduction Evaluations. Products
and processes that are environmentally benign may then be devised that should have commercial benefits.

The main objectives of our research can be summed up as:

</ Development of rapid and sensitive photosynthetic screening tools for the assessment of environmental
hazard of on-site effluents both in freshwater and marine environments.

/ Addressing environmental relevance by including phytoplankton, submergent and emergent
macrophytes, and marine macrobenthic algae.

/ Improving risk assessments for different categories of wastes by including environmentally relevant
species and by identifying toxicity modifications caused by various environmental factors.

One of the first priorities has been to develop cost-effective testing tools. These tools could be similar to
the Microtox™ method, but using photosynthetic organisms instead. It is expected that the Microtox™ method for
determining toxicity of certain metals is unsuitable because the incubation is carried out in a marine medium (high
salinity) where inorganic metal complexation will invalidate the tests. The scope for developing highly sensitive and
rapid tests is excellent as previous work (Peterson and Nyholm, 1993; Nyholm and Peterson (in press)) showed that
metal concentrations in the low ,ug/L range can severely affect certain species. Detection of toxicity will not be a
problem; however, interpretation of rapid screen data requires information on how this translates into various
components of the aquatic habitat as well as how physical and chemical conditions affect the test results.

At SRC, liquid waste samples from mines across Canada are assessed for toxicity to a battery of algae
(cyanobacteria, green algae, and diatoms), vascular plants {Lemna minor, Lemna gibba, and Lemna trisulca), and



seaweeds (brown algae, Laminaria saccharina, Fucus vesiculosus, and one red alga, Champia parvula). Some
presently used regulatory protocols have been improved and new protocols are in the process of being tested. Liquid
waste sample toxicity is compared with pure metal toxicity under similar conditions to evaluate the availability of
metals in the effluents in relation to inorganic metals. Here we will present some pure metal data.

The sensitivity of five phytoplanktonic species: Selenastrum, Nannochloris ( green algae), Nitzschia (a
diatom), Microcystis and Pseudoanabaena (cyanobacteria = blue-green algae), as well as duckweed (Lemna minor)
was established for metals included in the "Metal mining liquid effluent regulations and guidelines" (EPS 1977,
Table 1). The sensitivity of these organisms as they relate to presently allowed chemical effluent limits has been
determined (Table 2). It should be remembered that these tests have been carried out in inorganic media and toxicity
modifying factors, such as dissolved organics, will reduce the toxicity of effluents when they are released into
natural systems. The pure metals used were also the inorganic salts and it is not likely that metals in effluents will
strictly be inorganic in nature. The test data should be considered as "worst possible scenarios" when a liquid
effluent is released into a lake with low particulate and dissolved organics in the water, such as those encountered on
the Canadian Shield. However, the toxicity modifying factors that decrease metal toxicity must be very effective in
reducing metal toxicity because the amount required to affect the test organisms is low.

The admissible concentration of arsenic in metal mining liquid effluents is 0.5 mg/L. Both cyanobacteria
and duckweed were not affected at these levels with green algae being affected at a concentration of 0.3 mg/L and
diatoms at 0.06 mg/L. The concentration of copper required for inhibition was around or below 1.0% (0.003 mg/L)
of maximum allowable concentration for the phytoplanktonic organisms and 7% (0.021 mg/L) for duckweed;
therefore, the potential for copper to be phytotoxic within the present effluent guidelines is very high. Toxicity
reductions need to be two orders of magnitude for the present authorized mean concentrations to be non-toxic.
Although copper is an essential element for plants, it becomes toxic at quite low levels for most photosynthetic
organisms. Indeed, for mammals this is quite different and feed for domestic animals often needs to be
supplemented with copper. The Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water Quality (Health and Welfare Canada
1993) recommend 1 mg Cu/L which is more than three times higher than the maximum concentration allowed in
mining liquid waste waters (0.3 mg/L), although for the protection of aquatic habitats, the guideline level is several
times lower (0.002 to 0.004 mg/L).

With lead 0.2 mg/L is allowed in effluent discharge water which was not toxic for cyanobacteria and
duckweed, but both green algae and diatoms were affected at levels an order of magnitude lower. Zinc was strongly
affecting all the phytoplankton organisms tested, but duckweed was less affected. Nickel is again quite a toxic metal
with toxicity levels below 5% (0.025 mg/L) of admissible discharge levels and was the only metal that exerted a
greater toxicity to duckweed than to the phytoplankton tested.

The green algae were inhibited by an average of 15% of the allowable levels of liquid mine discharges with
diatoms affected at 11%, cyanobacteria at 23%, and duckweed at 47%. The overall most sensitive group is the
diatom group. The phytoplanktonic organisms were more sensitive than the vascular aquatic plant (duckweed)
tested. If we consider the average toxicity of individual metals, then it can be shown that arsenic is the least toxic at
68% of the admissible release level, followed by lead at 39%. The three remaining metals (zinc, nickel, and copper)
are very toxic at levels at least one order of magnitude lower than present discharge limits (zinc at 8.3% of these
limits, nickel at 3.2%, and copper at 2.3%).

There are also additional metals, such as cadium, that are not included in the "Metal mining liquid effluent
regulations and guidelines" (EPS 1977) that can also be quite toxic to both photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic
organisms. Synergistic, antagonistic, additive interactions between metals and other compounds, as well as physical
conditions will all play important parts in eliciting toxicity to aquatic organisms; therefore, it will not be a trivial task
to establish toxicity criteria that are linked to different physical, chemical, and biological factors. However, it should
be possible to establish such links for priority compounds, such as natural dissolved organics, and at the same time
evaluate species-specific reactions to changing environmental conditions. The tests that are presently developed are
highly cost-effective and it is possible to carry out large numbers of incubations in a relatively short period of time.



Without such methods it would not be feasible to carry out extensive interpretive testing under a host of
environmental conditions.

The suggestion that site-specific criteria should be implemented (Neserke and Castle 1994) can deal with
toxicity modifications caused by the recipient water. In this scenario bioassays are done using recipient water in
parallel with bioassays using laboratory water. The concentration that caused a specific inhibition in the site-specific
water is divided by the amount of metal that caused the same inhibition in the laboratory water and this ratio is called
the Water Effects Ratio (WER). This number is then multiplied by the water quality standard giving a new site-
specific standard. However, the water quality standard as used for establishing WERs is not similar to the Canadian
"Metal mining liquid effluent regulations and guidelines" (EPS 1977) and two examples of this will be discussed.
The Canadian standards for copper and zinc are 0.3 and 0.5 mg/L, respectively. The water quality standard used in
WER determinations for the same metals, however, is 0.015 mg/L for copper (chronic exposure) and 0.135 mg/L for
zinc (chronic exposure) (Neserke and Castle 1994).

The Canadian regulations, therefore, allow 20 times higher levels of copper than WER based water quality
standards, with zinc levels being four times higher. The WER ratios for the site studied by Neserke and Castle
(1994) produced ratios of 3.66 for copper and 1.57 for zinc, making the site-specific standards 0.056 mg/L for
copper and 0.213 mg/L for zinc.

Past "Metal mining liquid effluent regulations" have been simple and straightforward to implement, but
have provided uneven and, at times, very little protection of aquatic habitats and organisms. Environment Canada
will introduce new metal mining regulations during 1996-98, but before such regulations are implemented, several
major questions need to be addressed and interpretive work has to be completed. The present collaboration between
Canadian, U.S., and European researchers is an excellent vehicle which may provide an international agreement on
how these difficult issues can best be resolved. It is anticipated that one protocol developed in this project, the
phytoplankton testing protocol, will be submitted to the International Standards Organization (ISO) for consideration
as a potential international standard for testing difficult substances including heavy metals.

The Saskatchewan Research Council is also a member of a joint task force which will implement revisions
to the American Public Health Association's duckweed protocol (APHA 1992). Except for some support from
Monsanto (St. Louis, Missouri), this development effort has been solely funded by provincial and federal
government agencies, as well as universities. Industry related concerns may not be adequately addressed because of
the present minimal industry involvement in the project; future industry support of this initiative should be seen as
an opportunity for the Canadian Nuclear Industry to make a very positive contribution to the development of
environmentally protective regulatory protocols.



TABLE 1 MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION LIMITS ALLOWED IN METAL MINING LIQUID
WASTE WATERS RELEASED TO THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. (Adapted from
Environment Canada MMLERG [EPS 1977])

Substance

Arsenic

Copper

Lead

Zinc

Nickel

Radium226

Total suspended matter

Maximum Authorized
Monthly Arithmetic Mean

Concentration

0.5 mg/L

0.3 mg/L

0.2 mg/L

0.5 mg/L

0.5 mg/L

lO.OpCi/L

25.0 mg/L

Maximum Authorized
Concentration in a
Composite Sample

0.75 mg/L

0.45 mg/L

0.3 mg/L

0.5 mg/L

0.75 mg/L

20.0 pCi/L

37.5 mg/L

Maximum Authorized
Concentration in a

Grab Sample

1.0 mg/L

0.6 mg/L

0.4 mg/L

1.0 mg/L

1.0 mg/L

30.0 pCi/L

50.0 mg/L

TABLE 2 TOXICITY OF METALS TO PHYTOPLANKTONIC ALGAE, AND DUCKWEED.
(Concentration causing 25% inhibition of growth expressed as a percentage of maximum
authorized monthly mean effluent concentrations (Table 1)

Substance

Arsenic

Copper

Lead

Zinc

Nickel

Average

Green algae

59

1.3

10

0.3

4.4

15%

Diatoms

12

0

35

5

4

11%

Cyanobacteria

>100

0.8

10

0.3

3.2

23%

Duckweed

>100

7

>100

28

1

47%

Average

68%

2.3%

39%

8.3%

3.2%
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INTERACTIONS OF MOLTEN ZIRCALOY DROPLETS WITH WATER.

Sunil Nijhawan Charles Blahnik
Mir Consulting Inc. AECL CANDU
4 Majestic Court, Mississauga, Ontario.
Toronto, Ont. M6B 3K3

In certain postulated severe accidents in nuclear reactors, either molten, unoxidized Zircaloy or sub-
stoichiometric ceramic melt (U-Zr-O) containing unoxidized Zirconium may fall into a pool of water. The
first parameter of interest is the rate of melt quench which determines the steam production rate and hence
any pressure loads on the vessels.

The rate and magnitude of hydrogen production is always of interest. While hydrogen production during
earlier stages of the accident when the structures are solid can be reasonably well quantified using a variety
of correlations, chemical interactions during pours of molten Zircaloy are not extensively studied. This
paper examines some of the issues involved and presents an analytical methodology and a literature survey
of available data on rate and extent of hydrogen production.

The fundamental problem of reaction of melt with water is that the heat removal by film boiling is countered
by heat generation by surface exothermic reaction with steam. For melt pours or large drops, wherein the
surface to volume ratio is small, the chemical reaction magnitudes are self limiting. The growth of oxide
layer tends to reduce the chemical reaction rate in time and the melt quenches in due course without
appreciable quantities of hydrogen production.

For smaller droplets, the chemical reaction heat can predominate and keep the droplet molten. In this case
the oxide layer may keep dissolving into the molten core, leading to a revitalisation of the chemical
interaction. For small droplets, therefore, complete oxidation cannot be precluded. Since the droplet size
distribution is not known a-priori, a generalised method for estimating the rates of heat removal (steam
production) and hydrogen generation can be useful in assessing the response of reactor components where
this interaction occurs.

In this paper, thermo-chemical behaviour of melt droplets and pours is examined using MELTDROP, a one
dimensional transient conduction model that accounts for melt water interactions on fluid interface as well
as heat removal and solidification of the droplets. The paper also examines the published data on the extent
and dynamics of chemical interaction between core melt and water. Only limited data is available for
interaction of molten Zirconium; most experiments are with non-prototypic metals such as tin or iron which
is energetically neutral.

The analysis shows that the amount of melt chemical interaction with water is limited and is a strong
function of melt droplet size and is mildly affected by drop velocity and fluid subcooling. The major
parameters that affect the oxidation of molten Zircaloy in liquid water are examined. These are : the melt
temperature and melt surface area. The melt initial temperatures may vary over a large range from about
2175 K to 2700 K. The melt surface area is droplet size dependent. It is thus determined by the process of
melt relocation into water pools.

The paper also presents the transient behaviour of melt droplets of different sizes using MELTDROP. It
reports on hydrogen production transients for a variety of pour rates and droplet size distributions. A
comparison of model predictions with pertinent data is also presented.
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MAAP CANDU SIMULATION OF SEVERE ACCIDENTS IN DABLINGTON
NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

M. Kwce, M. Choi, R. Leung, S.G. Lie

Ontario Hydro, 700 Unioversity Ave. Toronto M5G 1X6, Canada

ABSTRACT

MAAP CANDU is an integrated CANDU nuclear plant simulatioQ tool in response to a
series of postulated severe accident sequences.

This paper presents the results of MAAP CANDU simulations of a series of severe
accident sequences at Darlington Nuclear Generating Station (DNGS ) leading to severe
core damage states.

The accident scenarios presented originate from :
1. Loss of Coolant (LOCA) coincident with the unavailability of the Emergency

Coolant Injection System (ECIS) and a total loss of electrical and backup
power.

2. Loss of Reactivity (LOR) Control accident with impairment of both
Shutdown System (SDS1 and SDS2).

The timing of major events and radiological consequences in terms of release source
terms are discussed.

It is concluded that the DNGS plant can withstand the challenges for many hours and
i7ft the radiological release into the environment
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Introduction

The CANDU 3 is one of the next generation models of the CANDU reactors. It provides
the economy of operation of other CANDUs in a smaller unit size (450 MW). The design makes use of
proven technology from the larger CANDU units along with updated relevant features from ongoing Canadian
research and development. A key part of the CANDU 3 design program is a review of the design by the
Canadian regulatory (AECB) prior to the start of construction. These up front licensing discussions provide
an opportunity for the AECB and industry to explore and resolve the main issues during the design stage.
Including Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) as part of the design process was seen as one valuable way
of ensuring that safety related requirements are defined early. These measures minimize the probability of
engineering rework during and after plant construction. In addition the PSA is being used in the traditional
role in safety assessment and licensing. This paper provides a summary of the CANDU 3 PSA work and the
results thereof.

CANDU 3 PSA Program

The purpose of the CANDU 3 PSA was:

i. to provide safety design assistance in the early stages of design to ensure that the design includes
adequate redundancy and functional separation of mitigating systems,

ii. to identify accident sequences that could be large contributors to public risk,

iii. to calculate the summed core damage frequency for the CANDU 3 design

iv. to identify operator actions required to mitigate the consequences of accidents and thus provide an input
to emergency operating procedures,

v. to provide input to the environmental qualification program and control centre design, and

vi. to provide an input to the test and maintenance programs such that they can be optimized in terms of cost
and safety.

It was decided to tackle the PSA program in four distinct phases viz: Mini PSA, Conceptual
PSA , Generic PSA and the Site Specific PSA. The Mini PSA phase consisted of a review of the proposed
CANDU 3 design concept for three initiating events, that the past CANDU PSAs had shown were the main
contributors to core melt frequency viz: loss of service water, loss of off-site power and a small LOCA. As
a result of this work a number of design improvements were identified and incorporated in the design. The
Conceptual PSA phase involved a review of the design for a much wider selection of events. These events
were identified from a systematic review of the conceptual design, CANDU operating experience and the
AECB's consultative document C-6. A total of 84 events for the plant operating and the shutdown state were
addressed in the Conceptual PSA. One of the primary objectives of this PSA was to establish reliability
targets based on past PSA studies, engineering judgement and / or simple fault tree analysis. This was seen as
a valuable input to the early design process when most design changes can be implemented at a minimal cost.

The Conceptual PSA work is now complete and the results are presented in this paper. The
Generic PSA will be a detailed PSA for the Standard CANDU 3 design. It will consist of verification of the
system reliability targets established by the Conceptual PSA. The verification will be carried out by



rigourous fault tree analysis for the detailed design and where cross-links exist, the fault trees will be merged
to give a more accurate assessment of the plant performance. Thus the Generic PSA will be done to
state-of-the-art standards and methodology. The Generic PSA will also include a Level II PSA to assess
containment performance for the purpose of identification of the source terms at the containment boundary.
This will be accomplished by the development of a containment event tree. This tree will use common event
tree construction methods, and will pose questions regarding the success/failure of various containment
sub-systems. Typical containment failure modes to be considered are:

total loss of air coolers (includes failure of H2 control, dispersion, ignition), and

- failure of containment isolation.

For the cases where the plant that is constructed deviates significantly from the generic
design because of customer request or local siting or licensing requirements, a site specific PSA will be
carried out.

PSA Based Engineering Insights and Design Decisions

The thrust of the Conceptual PSA (CPS A) for CANDU 3 was to provide safety assistance in
the early stages of design to ensure that the design includes adequate redundancy and functional separation of
the mitigating systems. Based on acceptance criteria for limiting public releases, a desired level of safety was
first established for CANDU 3. This is defined in terms of limiting a) the frequency of the individual event
sequences with no heat sink to less than lO^/year and b) the frequency of the individual event sequences
requiring moderator as heat sink to less than lO^/yr. With this objective in mind, a Level I PSA by event
tree analysis was performed. The event tree analysis work enabled the reliability and performance
requirements for the safety related systems to be set. These were documented in an overall plant performance
specification. This specification also defines the system interface requirements with respect to control and
electrical power, instrument air and service water. The system designers are applying this in the development
of the detailed CANDU 3 design.

The performance of CPSA for CANDU 3 led to a variety of engineering insights and helped
in finalizing a number of design decisions. These are summarized below:

Engineering Insights

i. Input to Control Room Design

The CPSA identified need for corrective operator actions in response to the initiating events.
As a result, the required alarms and annunciations were identified to enable the operator to perform the
actions. The PSA team is also in the process of preparing operator response guidelines (ORGs) to be later
used in the preparation of emergency operating procedures (EOPs) by the utility. The ORGs are being
prepared to provide assistance in the control centre design by identifying alarms and annunciations needed by
the operator for mitigating consequences of the major abnormal events. For all accident conditions, the
operator must be able to monitor the major process parameters,

for example: - reactor power,

- Heat Transport System pressure,

- Heat Transport System temperature,

- Steam Generator pressure,

- Steam Generator level,

- containment pressure,

ii. Operator Action Time for Corrective Actions

One of the design intentions of CANDU 3 was to minimize the need for corrective operator
actions following an accident. The CPSA work has demonstrated that for most of the accidents, operator
actions are not needed for nearly 8 hours as long as the front line mitigating systems are functional. This is



achieved primarily by the feature of the Group 2 feedwater system. This system is automatically initiated and
has capacity for decay heat removal for approximately 10 hours. There are a few exceptions i.e. for a small
number of events, operator actions is required sooner than 8 hours to prevent fuel damage. These are:

- Feedwater (or boiler blowdown) line breaks between the steam generator and the check valve:
This will render the Group 2 feedwater supply to be lost via the break. Operator action will be
required in approximately 30 minutes to isolate the affected boiler or initiate Shut Down
Cooling.

Steam generator tube rupture: This will lead to Heat Transport System depressurization
requiring Emergency Core Cooling to fire. Once Emergency Core Cooling fires, the
Emergency Core Cooling System inventory will be lost via the ruptured tube and the main steam
safety valves. Operator action is required within 90 minutes to meet the dose limits for Class 1
of Reference 4, assuming conservative methodology. (The Emergency Core Cooling System
inventory will be exhausted in about 24 hours without operator action).

A small LOCA (say a feeder break) during the plant shutdown state (Heat Transport System
cold and depressurized) requiring operator to manually initiate Emergency Core Cooling in
approximately 30 minutes to prevent fuel overheating.

- Loss of Shut Down Cooling heat sink during the plant shutdown state when Heat Transport
System is drained to the header level: Within 1.5 hours, this condition will require operator
actions to supply Group 2 Raw Service Water to the Shut Down Cooling heat exchanger (for
loss of Group 1 Recirculated Cooling Water), or bottle-up and fill-up the Heat Transport
System to enable the use of boilers as heat sink (for loss of Shut Down Cooling pumps).

iii. Input to Plant Layout Design Reviews

In analyzing steam line and feedwater line breaks in various locations of the plant, the need
for certain equipment to be immune from the steam environment was identified. Such equipment (for
example; service water pumps, electrical power distribution system) was then included in the environmental
qualification program, or relocated to protected area.

iv. Input to Maintenance and Testing

As part of the PSA process, test intervals, and maintenance restrictions are defined. A
number of maintenance considerations for the plant shutdown state were identified by the CPSA. For
example:

- Rapid bolt up and fill up provisions for the Heat Transport System to allow steam generators to
function as a heat sink in the event of problems with the Shut Down Cooling heat sink when the Heat
Transport System is drained to the header level.

Restrictions on the number of boiler feed water pumps and on site diesels which can be taken out for
maintenance at a time.

v. Improved Independence Between Process Systems

During the early stages of CPSA work, there was a concern that the assumed independence
among initiating events and the credited mitigating systems might be invalidated if the plant systems were to
share Distributed Control System equipment such as control processor modules, input/output modules and
communication highways. As a result, an assessment was done to provide confidence that the Distributed
Control System system can be designed and configured to meet process function independence requirements.
This assessment led to a number of insights regarding the Distributed Control System design and which
operator actions need to be independent of alarms by the Distributed Control System.

Design Decisions

The CANDU 3 event tree analysis work helped in finalizing a number of design changes.
These are summarized below:

i. Improved Service Water Reliability;



• Four Raw Service Water pumps and minimum use of expansion joints in the Raw Service
Water System,

• Raw Service Water System to have two trains,

• Rubber expansion joints in the Recalculated Cooling Water System to be replaced with
victaulic couplings,

• Testable check valves in the Recirculated Cooling Water and the Raw Service Water
Systems, and

• Approximately 30 L/s (400IGPM) make-up to Group 1 Recirculated Cooling Water,

ii. Improved Emergency Core Cooling Reliability;

• Reduction in number of valves,

• Auto change-over to recirculation phase,

• Sustained low flow conditioning, and

• Two Heat Exchangers.

iii. Two redundant groups of service water supply to the shutdown cooler (Group 1 Recirculated Cooling
Water and Group 2 Raw Service Water) for improved shutdown cooling capability.

iv. Auto HT Pump Trip on High Bearing Temperature;

• Prevents potential seal failure and small LOCA, and

• Safeguards against lubricating oil fire.

v. Light water make-Up to Heat Transport System to enable handling of small LOCAs without invoking
Emergency Core Cooling.

vi. Improved feedwater reliability via two independent sources of high pressure auxiliary feedwater - one of
them Design Basis Earthquake qualified, the other utilizing an auxiliary diesel driven pump to cope with
station blackout conditions.

vii. Reactor power set back to 2% in the event of low Shield Tank level or low Shield Cooling flow,

viii. Reduction in the number of pneumatic valves to minimizes effects of loss of instrument air.

ix. Four onsite power diesel generators resulting in reduction in station blackout frequency by an order of
magnitude (compared with CANDU 6) to 1.29xlO~5/yr. Together with the provision of a diesel driven
auxiliary feedwater pump, this provides ample time for recovery by the operator.

x. Moderator make-up capability from the Reactor Building floor resulting in reduction of core damage
frequency following a feeder stagnation break and loss of Emergency Core Cooling to less than 10~6/yr.

xi. Steam Generator blowdown isolation valve auto closure in the event of a pipe break to preserve feedwater
inventory.

CANDU 3 PSA Results

The main results of the Conceptual PSA relating to failure to shutdown and core damage frequencies are
summarized below:

Failure to Shutdown Frequency

The summed frequency of failure to shutdown for all initiating events is 1.9xlO~8/yr. This
is a conservative number since the event trees used a failure to trip probability of 10~3 for each of the two
shutdown systems. This probability is based on the minimum licensing requirements. CANDU operating
experience indicates that these two systems have failure probabilities substantially less than 10~3.
Furthermore, it was assumed that all initiating events requiring a shutdown, need full design capabilities of the
shutdown systems. In reality, for a large number of events the reactor shutdown can be achieved with partial
capability of the trip systems.



Summary of Core Damage Frequencies

As required by the PSA acceptance criteria, individual event sequences related to severe
core damage, have a frequency less than 10"6 events per year. Individual event sequences where moderator is
acting as the heat sink have a frequency of less than 10"4 events per year. The summed core damage
frequency for CANDU 3 is follows:

a. Plant Operating State

The summed core damage frequency for the plant operating state is 5.78x 1 O^/yr. The
dominant contributors to core damage are:

Feeder break followed by failure of Group 1 Recirculated Cooling Water and failure of the
Emergency Core Cooling heat exchanger valves, which permits flow from Group 2 Raw
Service Water (3.51xl(r7/yr),

End Fitting break followed by failure of Group 1 Recirculated Cooling Water and failure of
the Emergency Core Cooling heat exchanger valves, which permits flow from Group 2 Raw
Service Water (3.51 x 10~7/yr),

- Loss of Group 1 Recirculated Cooling Water and a failure of the bleed condenser to
bottle-up when a Liquid Relief Valve sticks open. Subsequently, either the operator fails to
take corrective action or Group 2 Raw Service Water is unavailable (2.57x10~7/yr for each
case),

Very small LOCA with a consequential loss of Class IV power followed by unavailability of
all Class III onsite standby diesels (1.37x10~7/yr), and

- Loss of shield cooling heat sink followed by failure of the Reactor Regulating System to
setback the reactor and failure of the operator to shut down the reactor (lxl 0~7/yr).

b. Plant Shutdown State

The summed core damage frequency for the plant shutdown state is 2.02x10~<7yr. The
dominant contributors to core damage are:

- Loss of Class IV power to all 6.9kV buses (when Heat Transport System is drained to
header level) followed by failure of both Group 1 Class III buses to energize and operator
failure to take corrective action (4.24xlO~7/yr),

Loss of Class IV power to all 6.9kV buses (Heat Transport System full and depressurized)
followed by unavailability of all on site Class III diesels and failure of the auxiliary diesel
driven feedwater pump (3.84x10"7/yr), and

Loss of Group 1 Recirculated Cooling Water when the Heat Transport System is drained to
the header level and failure of the operator to take corrective action (2.49x 10~7/yr).

Impact of Subsequent Design Changes on Core Damage Frequency

The summed core damage frequency for the plant operating and shutdown state is
7.8xl0~6/yr. A breakdown of this frequency is shown in Figure 1. Subsequent to the Conceptual PSA work, a
number of design changes were incorporated. In general these design changes will further reduce the
CANDU 3 summed core damage frequency as they are related to improvement in the reliability of the
mitigating systems, or incorporate additional mitigating systems. Examples of such changes are reduction in
Emergency Core Cooling recovery mission time from 6 to 4 months, additional heat transport crash
cool-down signal, provision of seismically qualified support services to the shutdown cooling system and
moderator inventory make-up.

Conclusions

The thrust of the Conceptual PSA for CANDU 3 was to provide safety assistance in the
early stages of design to ensure that the design includes adequate redundancy and functional separation of the
mitigating systems. The event tree analysis work enabled the reliability and performance requirements for the



safety related systems to be set. These were documented in an overall plant performance specification. This
specification also defines the system interface requirements with respect to control and electrical power,
instrument air and service water. The system designers are applying this in the development of the detailed
CANDU 3 design.

The performance of this PSA facilitated in finalizing certain design decisions. These
include - addition of an independent, seismically qualified Group 2 feedwater system which automatically
feeds the boilers at full system pressure in the event of a loss of the Group 1 feedwater system, - improvement
to the service water reliability, - setback on loss of shield cooling flow to allow automatic reactor shutdown, -
recovery of moderator inventory to mitigate the consequences of a feeder stagnation break with coincident
failure of Emergency Core Cooling and - light water make-up to the primary system to handle very small
LOCAs without invoking Emergency Core Cooling

The main results of the Level 1 PSA are:

CANDU 3

From Plant Operating State

Core Damage Frequencies

From Plant Shutdown State

2.02x1 O^/yr

Total CANDU 3 core Damage Frequency
= 7.8x10"6/yr

Total CANDU 3 Failure to Shutdown Frequency
= 1.9xl(H/yr
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ABSTRACT

A seismic risk analysis for CANDU type plants has never been performed. The study presented here suggests that the
approach generally applied to L WK type plants could lead to unacceptable result, if directly applied to CANDU
plants. This paper presents a modified approach for the seismic risk analysis of CANDU plants.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Wolsung Units 2, 3, and 4, CANDU-6 type plants, are now under construction. Construction of the plants was
started in 1991, and are scheduled to be in commercial operation by 1997, 1998, and 1999, respectively. One of
conditions for the construction permit is the seismic IPEEE (Individual Plant Examination for External Events) for the
plants. The DBE (Design Basis Earthquake) of the site is 0.2g, the same as other nuclear power plant sites in Korea.
However, it is expected that the seismic hazard for the site is higher than that of any other sites in Korea.

Since the design concept of CANDU plants is quite different from that of LWR's (Light Water Reactors) and there are
no published seismic risk analysis for the CANDU plants, it is necessary to verify applicability of the standard seismic
risk analysis technique to the CANDU plants before the main study begins. Thus, the study is planned to be performed
in two phases, 1) feasibility study phase and 2) main seismic IPEEE phase. The main purpose of the feasibility study
was to determine the applicability of the seismic IPEEE approach for LWR type plants to the CANDU plants and, if
applicable, to establish the approach for the CANDU plants. This was performed by: 1) comparing the design features
of the CANDU plants with those of LWR's, 2) determining the applicability of the approach, and 3) establishing the
approach/strategy of the analysis. The first phase study took about five months and was completed in January, 1994. The
second phase "The main seismic IPEEE" study is to perform the seismic risk analysis based on the approach and the
strategy established by the first phase study. The second phase started in September, 1994 and is estimated to take about
36 months.

This feasibility study has identified that the design features of the CANDU plants are quite different from those of the
LWR's, but concluded that the IPEEE methodology for LWR's could be applied in the CANDU plants with some
modification. This paper describes the design feature s of the CANDU plants comparing to those of LWR's in Korea in
view of the seismic risk, and presents the seismic IPEEE approach considering the design features.



2. DESIGN FEATURES OF THE CANDU PLANTS

2.1 Seismic Levels and Categories

In CANDU plants, three levels of earthquake are defined, i.e. , DBE, SDE (Site Design Earthquake), and NBCC
(National Building Code of Canada). The DBE means an engineering representation of the potentially severe effects of
an earthquake applicable to the site that has a sufficiently low probability of being exceeded during the lifetime of the
plant. The SDE means an engineering representation of the effects at the site of a set of possible earthquakes with an
occurrence rate, based on historical records, not greater than 0.01 per year. The NBCC level is defined for application to
systems and structures which are not qualified to DBE or SDE. The DBE and the SDE of the Wolsong site are assigned
to be 0.2g and 0.1 g, respectively.

In LWR's, two levels of earthquake are defined, i.e. SSE (Safe Shutdown Earthquake) and OBE (Operating Basis
Earthquake). The SSE concept is similar to DBE. The OBE is defined to be 1/2 of the SSE. The SSE for all sites of
LWR's in Korea is assigned to be 0.2g.

In both types of plants, two seismic categories are used in design to establish the extent to which components must
remain operational during and/or after an earthquake, defined as Category "A" and Category "B" in CANDU plants and
Category II and Category I in LWR plants. The Category A components (Category II in LWR's) are defined as those
which must retain their pressure boundary integrity or structural integrity or passive function and are not required to
change state during and/or following an earthquake. Category "B" components (Category I in LWR's) are defined as
those which must retain their pressure boundary integrity and remain operable during and/or following an earthquake.

2.2 System Design Features

In CANDU plants, systems are divided in two groups. The group 1 systems include power production systems, special
safety systems and safety support systems. The group 2 systems include special safety systems and safty support
systems. Group 2 systems are functionally and physically separated from group 1 safety systems, and only group 2
systems are seismically qualified to function during or after a DBE. hi LWR's, the safety systems are not divided into
groups, but a safety system is divided into two or more divisions. All safety systems in LWR's are seismically qualified
to function after SSE. The Table 1 shows safety functions, the special safety systems of each group that perform the
function, and the corresponding systems in LWR's.

As shown in the Table 1, the MCR (Main Control Room) in the CANDU plants are not designed to function during or
after a SDE/DBE. The MCR is only qualified to protect the operators against a DBE. Thus if earthquake occurs stronger
than the DBE, operators have to move to the SCA (Secondary Control Area) via seismically qualified route, and all
safety operation is manually performed in the SCA.

The ECCS (Emergency Core Cooling System) in the CANDU plants is not designed to function during or after a DBE.
Thus if a seismically induced LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) occurs, it would eventually lead to core damage.
Instead it is emphasized in the design guide that the PHTS (Primary Heat Transport System) be seismically designed
not to occur a seismic-induced LOCA at the DBE.

Also in the CANDU plants, the interfacing systems with the PHTS are only designed to maintain pressure boundary for
the DBE, e.g. Category A. Thus relays associated with these systems are not seismically qualified and may chatter,
resulting in spurious operation of the components. The effects of the relay chatter is not systematically checked in the
design. The worst scenario considered would be the interfacing system LOCA due to spurious opening of the valves.
In LWR's, all interfacing systems with RCS (Reactor Coolant System), control and logic circuits, and electrical power
supplies for the systems are seismically qualified to the SSE, and thus the interfacing system LOCA is highly unlikely to
occur.



In addition, much more operator actions are required to perform the safety function in the CANDU plants compared to
those in LWR's. No safety systems are designed to actuate automatically in case of seismic events, except the shutdown
system, while in LWR's most of the safety systems are actuated automatically if seismic induced events occur.

Finally the number of systems that are qualified to function during or after a DBE are much less in the CANDU plants
than in the LWR's. For example, the only available system to remove decay heat after a DBE is the emergency feedwater
system, while in LWR's emergency feedwater system, feed and bleed system, and shutdown cooling system are
available.

2.3 Seismic Design Features

As described above, the structures, systems and components, which are required to operate during and after an
earthquake, are seismically designed to either SDE or DBE. In the seismic design of the Wolsong units, the horizonal
acceleration of 0.2g, and the vertical acceleration of 0.13g, which is 2/3 of the horizontal acceleration, are used as the
DBE, and 1 /2 of the accelerations, 0.1 g in horizontal and 0.067g in vertical, are used as the SDE. The same design
earthquake level is applied to all Korean nuclear power plants, regardless of plant types.

In the CANDU seismic design, the Canadian standard response spectrum is used as the seismic input motion. The
Canadian standard response spectrum is different in shape from that of US Regulatory Guide 1.60, which has been
generally used in the LWR seismic design. Aslo in the case of the Canadian spectrum, the vertical response spectrum
has the same shape as that of the horizontal spectrum, while in US Regulatory Guide 1.60, the vertical response
spectrum has different shape from that of the horizontal spectrum. Figure 1 indicates the differences in shape between
Canadian response spectrum and that of the US Regulatory Guide 1.60 for the horizontal direction.

The damping values applied in the CANDU seismic design are different from those used in LWR's. The differences in
the damping values are shown on the Table 2. As shown on the Table, the lower damping are generally used in the
CANDU design. Also, the same damping values are applied for both DBE and SDE in the CANDU design, while in
LWR's different damping values are applied depending on the design earthquake level.

In the CANDU plants, the concept of limit state design is applied in both concrete and steel structure seismic design,
while in LWR;s the concept of ultimate strength design is applied to concrete structures and the concept of allowable
stress design is applied to steel structures. However in applying the load factors and the capacity reduction factors,
somewhat conservative values are applied in the CANDU plants when compared to those used in the LWR's.

To summarize the above discussion, it is judged that similar levels of the conservatism used in LWR's are present in
the design of the CANDU plants although the seismic design concept is a little bit different from each other.

2.4 Seismic Hazard for the CANDU Plants Site

As a first step of the seismic IPEEE, the seismic hazard analysis for the Wolsong site was performed. Since the seismic
activity in the Korean regions is very low and almost all of the seismic records are historical data, the seismic hazard was
analyzed based on data provided by the experts. The analysis was performed following the procedure of EPRI seismic
hazard analysis. Each expert provided data about seismicity by interpreting the historical records, seismogenic zone,
equation for magnitude-intensity conversion relationship, the b value, and the attenuation model. The seismic hazard
analyst collected the data and estimated the seismic hazard. The resulting seismic hazard curves indicates a large
uncertainty and wide variances among experts. The results of the seismic hazard analysis for the Wolsong site and other
Korean nuclear power plant sites are shown on Figure 2. A feature of the curve is that it becomes flatter and flatter as
the PGA (Peak Ground Acceleration) is higher.



2.5 Summary of the CANDU Design Features

Significant design or site features of the CANDU plants that affect the seismic IPEEE can be summarized as follows.

o The seismic hazard of the Wolsong site is the highest among the nuclear power plant sites in Korea.
o The number of safety systems designed to function after a DBE are much less than those in L WR systems.
o No provisions are made in the CANDU design for the seismically induced LOCA. Instead, it is emphasized in the

design guide that the LOCA would not occur at the DBE.
o The MCR is not seismically designed, and thus operators have to move to a seismically qualified control area via

a seismically qualified route,
o The safety function basically relies on operator actions. No safety system is designed to actuate automatically in

case of a seismic event,
o The impact of spurious operation of the equipment due to relay chatter is not systematically considered in the

design,
o The inputs and methods used in the seismic design of CANDU plants are different from those used in the LWR's.

However, the impact of the differences on the seismic IPEEE is not certain at the time of the analysis.

3. APPROACH FOR THE SEISMIC IPEEE

In Korea, there has been several seismic PSAs performed based on the NUREG-1407. In the seismic PSA's, the
following approach is generally applied:

o Seismically non-qualified systems/components are not given any credit for the availability after an earthquake,
o The seismic induced small LOCA was assumed to occur at a certain level of earthquake,
o Operator errors during or after an earthquake are 10 times higher than those in case of internal events.
o Non-qualified relays are assumed to chatter.

The feasibility study tentatively applied the above assumptions to several representative seismic sequences of the
CANDU plants, and suggested that it might lead to an unreasonably high core damage frequency. For example, since in
the CANDU plants the interfacing systems with the PHTS are generally designed not to function during or after a DBE,
the electrical power supply to these systems are not seismically qualified. Thus the relay chatter is expected to occur due
to an earthquake, and may result in interfacing system LOCA, which in turn, would eventually lead to core damage.

Based on the rough estimation, the study concluded that the general approach of the seismic PSA could not be directly
applied to the CANDU seismic PSA, and suggested the need for a modification to the approach . Considering the
design features of the CANDU plants, the general approach applied in the PLWRs is modified as follows.

o Equipment which is not seismically qualified is to be examined for availability during and/or after an earthquake,
o Human error probabilities during or after an earthquake are to be specifically examined for each seismic induced

sequence,
o Seismic walkdowns are to verify that the seismic induced LOCA would not occur below a cutoff level of

earthquake,
o The possibility of relay chatter, used in non-seismically qualified electrical systems, is to be examined and the

impact of the relay chatter is to be checked systematically.

It is generally known that the equipment has intrinsic seismic capacity to perform its function. Thus the assumption that
all non-qualified equipment would fail even in a small earthquake would be too conservative. To reduce the
conservatism, it is recommended to estimate the seismic capacities of non-qualified equipment. Seismic capacity of
non-qualified equipment could be estimated using the generic seismic experience data base and anchorage calculation
for the equipment. The seismic experience data base was developed in the USA to address the problem of equipment
qualification in nuclear plants which were built before specific seismic requirements existed. The data base includes the
description of the general bounds of data base representation for each equipment class. The major problem here is that



the FRS (Floor Response Spectra) for the building where the equipment analyzed is located is not available. For
example the FRS for turbine building which contains many group 1 safety support systems is not available to estimate
the seismic capacity of the equipment. Therefore, to apply this approach, it is required to produce the FRS for the
building.

Human errors are to be dependent on the stress level that operators feel, the available time for operators, and other
factors such as training, level of skills, and etc. Thus it could be considered that the human errors during or after an
earthquake should be varied depending on a magnitude of earthquake and timing passed after an earthquake occurs. If
an earthquake is not so strong as to confuse operators, the stress that the operator feels would not be
different from that of a normal condition. However, this type of approach has to be largely based on engineering
judgement of the analysts and may be an issue, since data base for this kind of analysis and approach has never been
applied in published document. In the main analysis, the experience data would be collected and reviewed, if
practicable, to backup the judgement.

Generally the seismic walkdown to verify that the seismic-induced small LOCA would not occur below a sufficiently
high level of earthquake, is very difficult. There are many small lines associated with primary circuits for sampling and
instrumentation. It would require an extensive effort to check all of theses lines. Since the ECCS is designed for the SSE
in LWR's, it would be easier to assume that a small LOCA would occur and to verify that the seismic capacity of the
ECCS is high enough for safe shutdown of the seismic induced LOCA. However in the CANDU plants, there is no
choice but to verify that the small LOCA would not occur at a sufficiently high level of earthquake since there are no
design provisions for the seismic-induced small LOCA. This walkdown should be done after all NSSS equipment are
installed to check for possible seismic interaction but prior to fuel loading due to high radioactivity.

There are three alternatives supporting that the spurious actuation of the system/equipment will not occur due to chatter
of non-qualified relays. First one is that the electrical power is not supplied to the components due to the seismically
induced failure of the system. This can be done by analyzing the seismic capacity of the electrical system. The second
one is to perform the detailed circuit analysis, examining the impacts of chatter to the system/components and verify that
the chatter does not induce adverse impacts on the systems/components. The third one is to examine the seismic
capacities of the relays that are of concern. The latter two alternatives will be done as a part of detailed relay chatter
analysis. In general the detailed relay chatter analysis requires many efforts. The third one will be done as part of the
fragility analysis based on the generic relay fragility data.

By applying the approach described above, it is judged to be possible to reasonably estimate seismic-induced risk of the
CANDU plants. The resulting core damage frequency is expected to be comparable to that of other LWR plants in
Korea.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility study suggested that the seismic induced core damage frequency for the CANDU plants could be
unreasonably high when the general approach applied in the LWR's of Korea would be used. However, by modifying the
approach to reflect the CANDU seismic design features and verifying some of the seismic designs which are not
systematically checked in the design, it is possible to verify that the seismic induced risk from the CANDU plants would
be acceptable, as in other LWR plants in Korea. The conclusion is based on the following assumptions.

. The safety functions, although they are not seismically qualified, should survive after a minimum level of
earthquake, e.g. O.lg.

. Relay chatter should not induce severe accidents such as interfacing system LOCA.

. Seismic induced LOCA should not occur below a sufficiently high level of earthquake.
Human errors should be minimized by providing adequate training and specific procedures for the earthquake.
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TABLE 1 GROUP 1 AND GROUP 2 SYSTEM AND CORRESPONDING SYSTEMS IN PLWRS

Safety Function

Reactor Trip

Secondary Heat
Removal

Maintain
Inventory of PHTS

Residual Heat
Removal

Plant Monitoring
and Control

Safety Support
System

CANDU

Group 1 System

. SDS#1 System

. Steam and
Feedwater System

Emergency Core
Cooling System

Shutdown Cooling
System

. Main Control
Room

. RSW System

. RCW System

. Chilled Water
System

. Standby DG

. Instrument Air
System

Group 2 System"

. SDS #2 System

. Emergency
Feedwater System

Secondary Control
Area

. Emergency DG

. Post LOCA Instr-
rument Air System

PLWRs"

. Plant Protection
System

. Auxiliary Feedwater
System

. Feed and Bleed
System

. Emergency Core
Cooling System

. Shutdown Cooling
System

. Main Control Room

. Remote Shutdown
Panel

. Essential Service
Water System

. Component Cooling
Water System

. Essential Chilled
Water System

. Emergency DG

Remark

In PLWRs,
instrument air
is not required
for safe
shutdown.

* Only the group 2 systems are seismically designed to function during or after DBE.
** All systems listed are seismically designed to function during or after SSE.

TABLE 2 COMPARISON TABLE OF DAMPING VALUE BETWEEN CANDU AND PLWR
(Unit: % of Critical Damping)

Components/Elements

1. Piping (Diameter > 300 mm)

2. Piping (150 mm < Diameter < 300 mm)

3. Small Pipe, tube, conduit

4. Small electrical equipment, Welded steel structure

5. Hard Equipment (Pump, Valve, Motor)

6. Bolt Connected Steel Element (Switchgear, MCC, etc)

7. Prestressed Concrete Structure

8. Reinforced Concrete Structure

CANDU

SDE/DBE

3

2

1

3

2

5

3

5

LWR (%)

OBE

2

1

1

2

2

4

2

4

SSE

3

2

1

4

3

7

5

7
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ACCELERA TOR MASS SPECTROMETRY OF 36Cl AT TASCC:
APPLICATIONS TO NUCLEAR PROBLEMS

H.R. Andrews. L. Chant, R.J.J. Cornett, W.G. Davies,
B.F. Creiner, Y. Imahori, V.T. Koslowsky, S. Kramer,

J.W. McKay, CM. Milton and J.C.D. Milton

AECL Research, Chalk River Laboratories,
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1J0

Chlorine-36 is a long-lived (T1/2 3.01 x 105 year), pure beta-emitter that is produced in nature at low levels and in
some human nuclear activities at much higher levels. The natural production is by cosmic-ray spallation of 40Ar
in the atmosphere and, on the earth's surface, by the 35Cl(n,y) reaction — a process with a very high cross-section
of 43 barns. Typical natural ratios of 36C1 to Cl vary from 10 15 to 10~12, but both the copious quantities of 36C1
released during atmospheric bomb testing, and the neutron activitation of trace quantities of Cl around nuclear
reactors can result in ratios that are much higher. The long half-life precludes easy radiometric measurements except
for large samples at elevated 36C1 levels. In contrast, accelerator mass spectrometry, which identifies and counts
individual atoms independently of their radioactive decay properties, can measure 36C1/C1 ratios from 10"15 to 10'8

or higher.

The CRL AMS system uses the MP Tandem of the TASCC (Tandem Accelerator Superconducting Cyclotron)
Facility as an ultra-sensitive mass spectrometer to measure 36C1/C1 and 129I/I ratios. This paper will describe the
measurement of 36C1 and briefly discuss some applications to nuclear issues.

Sample preparation is carried out in the Environmental Research Branch of AECL Research or, in some cases, by
outside collaborators. Sample materials have included soil, water, air, swipes and vegetation. The chloride is
extracted and purified in the form of AgCl. Sample sizes can be as small as 1 mg of chloride but are more typically
a few milligrams.

The key elements of the AMS system are the ion source, injector, MP Tandem, high-energy beam transport, crossed-
field (Wien) velocity filter, gas-filled magnet and detector/particle identification system. Detailed information on
these devices can be found in refs. 1 and 2.

The ion source generates Cl" ions by sputtering the AgCl sample material with 8 keV Cs+ ions. A high-mass-
resolution injector puts mass 35, 36 and 37 beams into the Tandem sequentially on a few second time scale.

The Cl" ions are stripped by collisions in low pressure N2 gas to positive ions at the Tandem high voltage terminal
(-+12.5 MV for these measurements). The high-energy beam transport system is set up to pass 100 MeV 36C1+7

to the final detector. The 100 MeV 3 5 3 7ci7 + stable isotopes are measured as currents in Faraday cups placed on
either side of the central axis at the exit of the analyzing magnet. The stripping process in the Tandem terminal
breaks up mass-36 molecular ions, such as 18C>2, that would cause interferences in conventional mass spectrometry.

The high-mass resolutions of the injector and high-energy beam-transport system and the velocity filter strongly
attenuate the passage of 35>37C1 when 36C1 is being measured. The overall rejection factor is >1017 with the result
that only mass-36 ions reach the detector. The mass-36 species are 36C1 and 36S, a stable isobar which has a low
isotopic abundance (0.02%) but which forms negative ions readily in the ion source.

The detector is a gas-counter that measures the rate of energy loss of the particles as they enter, and their range and
residual energy. These signals differ for 36S and 36C1 so that both types of ion can be identified and counted.



The principal problem in 36C1 measurements is the presence of excessive 36S in the sample. Conventionally this
interference is tackled by ultra-careful chemical purification of the AgCl and particle identification techniques to
discriminate against the residual 36S reaching the detector. In a number of laboratories, however, despite best efforts,
a significant fraction of the samples cannot be measured because of high 36S rates.

The 36S problem is overcome in our system by the use of a "gas-filled" magnet that physically separates the 36C1
and 36S because their mean charge states (and therefore magnetic rigidities) differ as a result of repeated charge-
charging collisions during passage through the magnet box filled with ~2 Torr of N2 gas. The 36C1 ions enter the
counter while the 36S ions strike the entrance-slit jaw. This system reduces the 36S rate by more than a factor of
100 and, as a result, at CRL we have never been prevented from measuring a 36C1 sample by 36S interference.

The CRL AMS group have applied 36C1 measurements to a number of nuclear issues. Those discussed here are
high-level waste management and nuclear safeguards.

An extensive series of measurements have been made of samples of ore and water from within and around the Cigar
Lake ore body, which is a natural analogue of a high-level waste repository31. This is an interesting application of
36C1 since the 36C1/C1 isotopic ratio in the ore is at saturation and is thus a measure of the ambient neutron flux at
the sample location. In contrast, the isotopic ratio in the water is well below saturation and is therefore a measure
of the degree of activation of the natural Cl in the ground water. Thus, knowing the ambient fluxes, one can
estimate the water residence times. The flux measurements have been compared with neutron transport calculations
done at Los Alamos3' and the agreement is good in regions of low ore concentration (-5 wt% U) but the fluxes are
over-predicted by up to 2.5 times in regions of >40 wt% U. The reasons for this discrepancy are not yet
understood. The age estimates for ground water in the centre of the ore body are well in excess of 100 k years,
which lends credence to the efficacy of the natural barriers of the ore deposit to ground-water flow.

A second application of AMS to waste management issues is the determination of 36C1 in spent fuel. This isotope
does not arise from the fission process, but from the neutron activitation of trace (few ppm) amounts of Cl in fresh
fuel. The activity level of 36C1 in fuel grain-boundary leachates is comparable to that of 129I; because of the long
half-life and hydrological mobility, of 36C1 it is a significant factor in the long-term performance of a disposal
system.

Chlorine-36 is a potentially useful isotope for detecting clandestine nuclear activities — both in reactor operation
and in fuel reprocessing. Our suggestion of the use of 36C1 to the IAEA was based on our environmental studies
at CRL and the discovery of significant quantities of 36C1 in spent fuel. The ubiquitous nature of Cl, its high
neutron cross section and its environmental mobility ensure that easily measurable quantities of 36C1 will be
generated in any nuclear activity that involves high neutron fluxes. A major field trial is being organized and a
progress report of this work will be presented.
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ABSTRACT

Since TRIGA MARK-II was constructed in 1962, new research activity utilizing neutron

had prevailed on the all science field in Korea.

Radioisotopes produced from the MARK-II played a good role in 1960s to educate people

what the neutron is. As research reactor implanted the neutron science in the country,

another TRIGA MARK-III had to be constructed within 10 years after importing the first

reactor due to increased neutron demand from nuclear community. This kind of research

environment utilizing research reactor however, came to be cooled down by means of abrupt

nuclear power plant project. For a while research activities were almost oriented to nuclear

power plant technology and its localization.

However, the localization of nuclear power plant technology caused to require more highly

capable research reactor like HANARO 30MWt. HANARO will meet all the engineering

tests and nuclear programs with high performance in the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since nuclear energy was introduced to the world through World War Two and the

peaceful use of the nuclear energy was proposed at the 8th U.N. General Assembly in

December 1953, the nuclear energy became a dream that Koreans had desired to realize

as an ideal energy resource. So Korean government legislated the Atomic Eenergy Law

in 1958 and started to review the import of research reactor in order to implant nuclear

energy into the country. TRIGA MARK-II of lOOkW thermal power, was first imported

from General Atomic Co. U.S.A. in 1962. This reactor played a pioneering role in Korea

in the division of reactor engineering, neutron physics, radioisotopes production, and



other basic researches in various fields.

Many demands from various research fields for higher level of neutron caused to

increase the capacity of TRIGA MARK-II from lOOkWt to 250kWt in 19(59. This power

up-grade is the first application of our own technology which had been accumulated by

then through the experience of reactor operation. As even the up-graded capacity of

TRIGA MK-II couldn't meet the requirements of increasing neutron from various

research fields, the construction of mega watt level of research reactor was demanded

and came true.

The construction of TRIGA MARK-HI of 2MW thermal power was launched in 1969.

The construction work of this reactor was carried out under non tum-key-base with

foreign company which was a different type of contract from that made at the time of

construction of first reactor because some technologies in design and construction

during the first reactor installation were transplanted into the country.

The second reactor, TRIGA MARK-III came in normal operation from 1972, which

has 2MW thermal power and about 10 times higher neutron flux level(6.5 x 1013

n/cm2-sec) than the first reactor, TRIGA MARK-II. The first reactor was mainly

dedicated to student education, while the second one furnished the facilities primarily for

training of personnel, radioisotopes production, neutron activation analysis, beam

experiments and neutron radiography.

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI), established in 1959 as the master

organization subsidized by government for nuclear technology development, made

long-term national plan for the development of nuclear technology. According to the

plan, nuclear technologies, even related to nuclear power plant, were planned to be

developed by using research reactor.

However, the government had launched the 5-year national economic development

plans since 1962. The national prosperity through successful performance of the each

economic plan had resulted in the magnificent rate of energy increase every year. So

government expedited the nuclear power program to meet the sharply increasing energy

requirement. Heavy blow in oil price at 1973 became another cause for speeding up the

nuclear power program.

As nuclear power plants(NPP) became reliable resources of electrical power supply in

the country, safety analysis and the localization of important parts of NPP were stood

out as the main research subject. This new blow of phenomenon consequently caused

basic research activity to be reduced and engineering application study to be increased
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every year. Unfortunately the existing research reactors couldn't meet new requirements

for engineering application study from nuclear community.

Under the realistic requirements of multi-functional and powerful reactor from nuclear

community, KAERI started multi-purpose research reactor(KMRR) project of 30MWt in

1985. From the basic design phase of the multi-purpose reactor AECL cooperated with

KAERI to complete the reactor successfully.

2. Nuclear technology development status

The brief outline is given here of the progress of nuclear technology development in

Korea divided into 10-year term basis. 1960s is the period of implementation of nuclear

basic technology, 1970s is the period of technology build-up, 1980s is the period of basic

stage for technical self-reliance, and 1990s is the period of maturing stage for technical

self-reliance.

When KAERI was established in 1959, lots of expectation and concerns for the new

science subject across the nation became a kind of hard challenge to KAERI.

In this period, the government didn't have any long-term policy for the nuclear

energy development, nor furnished ample funds to any research subject for nuclear

study, as a matter of course all research works in the institute were inactive until

TRIGA MARK-II had been in operation. Following the operation of TRIGA MARK-II,

the government allowed KAERI to carry out its research program by supporting

relatively enough research funds, so reactor characteristic experiment, neutron physics

test, radioisotopes production and some studies using neutron in medicine and agriculture

had been performed actively by utilizing the reactor.

Basic research, personnel training and production of small quantity of radioisotopes

were main activities. KAERI was encouraged to set up long-term plan for the nuclear

technology development in this period.

2.2 1970s

The normal operation of TRIGA MARK-III in 1972 had contributed to activate applied

research as well as basic research. However, spike increase of electrical power demand

due to nationwide prosperous industrialization enforced promptly nuclear power
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plant(NPP) to be in the power supply grid. Four units of pressurized water

reactor(PWR) owned by Westing House Co. were to start construction in 1970, 1976,

and 1978 respectively. Another type of NPP, CANDU reactor by AECL was to start

construction in 1976. New era of energy supply by NPP was realistically opened at this

period.

Research purposes for nuclear technology were naturally oriented to NPP related

subject like nuclear safety and localization of some components. Study of design code

verification and the inspection work at the NPP construction site prevailed on KAERI.

Fuel design and manufacturing technology was another het-up subject for studying.

For technology transfer of nuclear design and engineering from foreign company, KAERI

organized an independent architecture engineering(A/E) company inside the institute at

1975, and then for the purpose of nuclear fuel manufacturing, KAERI installed nuclear

fuel development center.

2.3 1980s

A drastic measure was taken by the government to enforce nuclear technology

localization. The government established the policy that every NPP should be designed

and constructed by joint work with local company.

KAERI became a local counterpart to foreign company for the joint design of NSSS

in NPP. This prime role of KAERI in NSSS design jointly with foreign partner caused

the institute to be grown-up enough to design reactor by itself. CANDU fuel was

localized and some technology for radiowaste treatment was developed. Further 6 units

of PWR were to start construction in this period. As nuclear facilities including NPP

were being built-up every year, nuclear safety and licensing matter were raised as

significant issues.

Nuclear safety center was established at KAERI in order to systematically review

nuclear safety for every nuclear facility and to strengthen licensing issue matter.

Likewise nuclear business prevailed across the country, consequently almost all the

technical papers and reports are related to NPP. Engineering test and performance test

in the irradiation status were becoming thirst from nuclear community, in addition to

this, radioisotopes demand in the country were being increased 40?4 every year.

In order to figure out national research program for the present and future, KAERI

took the survey of research requirements and testing purposes from nuclear community

around the nation. Based on the results from the survey, multi-purpose research reactor
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of 30MWt was designed conceptually from 1985, and 10 years were consumed for this

30MWt reactor to be completely constructed

2.4 1990s

Huge construction works for NPP were marched on even in this period. 3 units of

CANDU reactor and 2 units of PWR were to start construction, and then more 2 units

of NPP are presently under negotiation. All design, engineering, and construction of NPP

are being conducted by full responsibility of local company, of course foreign companies

joined as technical adviser or consultant. Korean standard type for PWR was developed

in this period. In case of CANDU, review and study for the korean standard are still

continued between KAERI and AECL.

The most significant event in this period was the successful completion of 30MWt

research reactor. This reactor reached its initial criticality on February 8, 1995. The

government president congratulated the inaugral ceremony of the research reactor and

opened another ceremony for the new name of the reactor "HANARO".

HANARO which was developed jointly with AECL becomes a milestone for the

nuclear technology localization in Korea.

Table 1 shows the status of utilization of research reactor from 1961 to 1993.

Nuclear technology development status is summarized in Fig. 1.

3.0 HANARO Reactor

HANARO, new name of the 30MWt research reactor means "Uniqueness &

Togetherness" in Korean version. HANARO reached initial criticality on February 8,

1995 and is under nuclear testing. Detailed nuclear characteristic measurement and

zero power measurement are scheduled as shown in Table 2.

When HANARO was started in 1985, three principles were set up to be kept

through the whole course of the project;

• first, accommodation of state-of-the-art technologies and R&D programs.

• second, maximizing the involvement of local technology.

• third, performing the test of design verification and R&D programs in parallel.

In order to develop reactor core concept accommodating these principles, qualified

top-class multi-purpose research reactors which were being operated or constructed

in the world at that time were reviewed and analysed.



Even in the course of reactor type selection, lots of factor such as thermal power

level, neutron flux, fuel type, safe operability, low cost in construction and operation,

etc. had to be fully counted and evaluated.

Maple-X reactor concept being developed at that time by AECL was evaluated to

be most suitable to the HANARO requirements, so AECL was invited to join from

the conceptual design stage of HANARO.

3.1 Utilization program

Experimental facilities of HANARO consist of irradiation facilities and beam

experimental facilities. A total of 32 irradiation holes and 7 beam tubes are

positioned for easy access to the experimental facilities. The specific utilization

programs of these facilities comprise;

- Fuel and material testing

- Production of key radioisotopes including 99mTc, 131I, I92Ir, and 14C, ete.

- Production of neutron transmutation doped silicon

- Neutron activation analysis

- Neutron beam experiment

- Neutron radiography

- Cold neutron source

in order to cope with above multiple utilization programs, neutron flux of high

quality and enough space are provided for the experimental facilities.

The irradiation holes and beam tubes are shown in Fig. 2 and the experimental

facilities to be installed are shown in Table 3 and 4.

4.0 Conclusion

Two research reactors, TRIGA MARK-II,-HI had contributed to enlighten Korean

scientist upon what the neutron energy is and how the neutron can be applied.

KAERI came to set up long-term plan for nuclear technology development by the

utilization of research reactor. However, earlier landing of nuclear power plants into

the country than the original schedule due to the prosperous nationwide

industrialization didn't give any chances for the research reactors to perform their

role.
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When HANARO project was satarted in 1985, all the researched and developed

data by that time in the country were to be evaluted and analysed in order that the

reactor must be designed and engineered by the maximum utilization of local

technologies. Consequently HANARO project had given a good chance for the local

technologies to be examined. The high level of neutron flux, 5 x 101J n/crrT-sec from

HANARO will support and activate lots of domestic dream for having advanced

nuclear technology in the world.
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Table 1 Papers and Reports utilizing Research Reactors

cc
I

~~~-— —-_5yr interval
Division ——~_^_^

Reactor Physics & Material

Neutron Beam Application

RI Production

Medical Application

Agricultural Application

Biological Application

Neutron Activation Analysis

Health & Physics

Mech. & I&C Design

Operation

T o t a l

'61~'65

17

3

5

3

3

7

6

17

10

4

75

'66- '70

23

4

20

11

10

13

27

8

15

131

'71- '75

8

4

2

3

6

4

6

5

5

43

'76- '80

2

8

2

1

2

2

6

23

'81- '85

5

11

6

1

4

1

5

33

'86-'90

4

5

>12

1

4

6

32

'91- '93

2

5

3

11

3

1

7

32

Total

50

27

35

59

11

24

32

57

26

48

369



Table 2 Nuclear testing schedule of HANARO

1. Fuel loading and Initial Criticality

date

check items

January, 1995

10 11 20 21 31

Tebruary, 1995

10 1 1 - 2 0 21-28

Radiation nonitor

* cheeking every Wednesday

Fuel loading and initial

criticality

•Mini aui core for

initial criticality

• Initial criticality

O-O

O —o

2. Operation core and zero power test

^~^~—-—___^^ date

check iteas ~~~~—— __

Operation core
••easuring reactivity fuel

Measuring reactivity of CAR/SOR

drop tiae Measuring

neutron noise Measuring

void coefficient Measuring

theraal neutron flux napping

fast neutron flux Measuring

power distribation pes fuel
bundle Measuring

1995

Feb

o-o

o-o

o-o

Mar Apr

o-o

o—o

May

o—o

June

o—o

o—o

July



Table 2 (continued)

3. Power ascention test

Check Items

(Hit) 15

12

10

8

5

4

3

Temp coeff. measuring

Loo]ing cap. measuring

Natural convection test

Power defect measuriement

Zenon characteristics test

Normal power failure

OPOH test

Primary coolant treatment
* Check every week

Radiation monitoring
* Check every week

1 9 9 5

June

o-o

o-

July

I I

i ]

}-M 1 i

i l l 1

°
-o

o-o

o-o

Aug.

| i r i i

!

i ; i

I 1 1

°

o-o o-o

o-o

Sep.

i

\J

f-^\
\J

Oct. Nov.
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Table 3 Utilization facilities installed at irradiation holes

IRRADIATION HOLES

IP1 ~ IP17

NAA1 ~ NAA3

NTD1. NTD2

LH

HTS

CNS

0R3 ~ 0R6

IRl. IR2. CT

LOCATION

Reflector

*

»

II

»

Core

FACILITIES

Capsule for RI ("tc.I31l. 5lCr etc.)

Pneuaatic Transfer Systea

NTD-Silicon Production Facility

Fuel Test Loop (For Steady-State)

Hydraulic Transfer Systea for RI

Cold Neutron Bounce Facility

Capsule for RI (l92Ir, 60Co. etc. )

Fuel Test Loop Facility

(For Transient State)

6INSTALLATION

YEAR

'95

'95

'95

'96

'95

'99

'96

'99

Table 4 Bean utilization facilities

BEAM TUBES

IR

ST1

ST2

ST3

ST4

CN (Cold Neutron)

NR

BEAM UTILIZATION FACILITY

Irradiation Facility

Polarized Neutron Spectroaeter (PNS)

High Resolution Power Diffractoaeter (HRPD)

Triple Axis Spectroaeter (TAS)

Four Circle Diffractoaeter/Double Monochroaeter

TAS (FCD/DM-TAS)

Saall Angle Neutron Spectroaeter (SANS)

Neutron Radiography Facility (NRF)

INSTALLATION

YEAR

'98

'96

'96

'99

'98

'99

'96
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-Technology Implementation Period(1960s)-

Research Reactor Import

Nuclear Basic Research

Cultivation Nuclear Science

Radioisotopes Production

Technology Build-up Period (1970s)

Nuclear Technology Study

Fuel Technology Study

Safety Analysis Technology

Local A/E Establish

•

NPP Import

Fuel Localization Program)

Safety Review and Evaluation

Local A/E, Join in Design of NPP

Basic Stage for Technical Self-Reliance Period (1980s)

Joint Design of NSSS of NPP —

KMRR Design, Contruction Start

Localization of NPP Fuel

Development of Waste Treatment
Technology

Localization of Reactor Design
Technology

Localization of Fuel Technology

Establishment of Nuclear Safety • Build-up Safety Evaluation
Center Technology

Maturing stage for technical self-reliance (1990s)-

Localizing Design Technology of NPP 1

Development of Advanced NPP —

Development of Advanced Fuel —

KMRR Utilization —

Establishment of Advanced
Nuclear Technology

Fig.l Suuary of nuclear technology development in KOREA
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ND3

Fig. 2 Plane view of Irradiation Holes and Beam Tubes
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ABSTRACT

To replace the aging NRU reactor, AECL has developed the concept for a dual-purpose national Irradiation
Research Facility (IRF) that tests fuel and materials for CANDU* (Canada Deuterium Uranium) reactors and
performs materials research using extracted neutron beams. The IRF includes a MAPLE reactor in a
containment building, experimental facilities, and support facilities. At a nominal reactor power of 40 MW,, the
IRF will generate powers up to 1 MW in natural-uranium CANDU bundles, fast-neutron fluxes up to
1.4 x 10'8 nm'2s~' in Zr-allov specimens, and thermal-neutron fluxes matching those available to the NRU beam
tubes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The major irradiation facilities that have underpinned the Canadian nuclear industry are in need of replacement.
The NRX (National Research eXperimental)and WR-1 (Whiteshell Reactor 1) reactors are permanently shut
down and the NRU (National Research Universal) research reactor is 37 years old. NRU, which is now
Canada's only operating high-flux reactor for fuel and materials research for the CANDU* (Canada Deuterium
Uranium) reactor, and for basic materials research using neutrons, is unlikely to operate much beyond the year
2000. Accordingly, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) has conducted a detailed assessment [1,2] of the
future requirements for irradiation facilities to support continued development of the CANDU reactor.
Furthermore, the Committee on Materials Research Facilities (CMRF), which was sponsored by the NSERC
(Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council), has recognized that the development of new materials is a
key component of a competitive economy and recommended that Canada give priority to funding and building a
new Canadian neutron beam facility for materials research [3]. In response, AECL is developing the concept for
a national dual-purpose Irradiation-Research Facility (IRF) that will contribute to Canada's future global
competitiveness by providing:

A) Irradiation facilities to test CANDU advanced fuels and materials: The CANDU reactor will compete for a
large share of future nuclear electricity generation by introducing advanced concepts that have more passive
safety systems, are faster to build, easier to operate and maintain, operate more reliably and at higher load
factors, have a longer plant lifetime, and operate with advanced fuel cycles (which include the burning of
spent fuel from light-water reactors, thorium fuels, and actinide wastes). To develop these advanced
concepts, suitable R&D facilities are required to test new reactor fuels and materials representative under
CANDU reactor conditions.

B) Materials research facilities for Canadian and international scientists: An indigenous source of neutrons is
also essential to materials scientists that use neutron scattering techniques. Neutrons provided by NRX and
NRU have facilitated world-class materials research using neutrons (e.g., the awarding of the 1994 Nobel
Prize in physics to B.N. Brockhouse for his work on determining the excitation properties (phonons and
magnons) in materials, and developing inelastic scattering techniques and the associated instruments (i.e.,

1



triple-axis spectrometer)). Furthermore, because the national neutron beam research facilities in NRX and
NRU have been made available to scientists from all over the world, Canadian scientists have gained
reciprocal access to foreign research facilities.

2. EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE IRF

To achieve a consensus on the experimental requirements for a national dual-purpose IRF, AECL established a
committee with representation from all user groups. The detailed requirements are divided into two categories
to reflect the nature of the IRF.

2.1 Experimental Requirements to Support CANDU R&D Programs

Three major research and development programs that support the CANDU reactor require irradiation facilities:

• Fuel technology: This program investigates the irradiation behaviour of existing and future fuel
designs, to improve and further qualify the fuel for CANDU reactors under normal operating conditions
and at extreme limits.

• Fuel channel technology: This program involves long-term research to further develop and test
predictive models for deformation, corrosion and fracture potential, to study end-of-life behaviour in
fuel-channel materials, to improve the fundamental understanding of in-reactor material behaviour, and
to develop improved materials and components.

• Reactor safety research: This program is directed at improving the understanding of fuel and fuel-
channel behaviour under the high-temperature conditions that characterize various loss-of-coolant
accidents and severe-fuel-damage scenarios with impaired emergency cooling, providing data to validate
the computer codes and models for safety assessments, and characterizing fission-product release,
transport and deposition to fully quantify the source term.

Through consultations with the users the experimental requirements in Tables 1 and 2 were defined to support
future development of the CANDU reactor. The requirements for the reactor safety research program are
included in the requirements for the fuel technology program under multi-element partial bundles.

2.2 Requirements of the Neutron Beam Research Community

The Canadian neutron beam-research community has described its requirements in several publications [4,5,61
by members of the Canadian Institute of Neutron Scattering (CINS), and in the interim report [3] by the
NSERC-sponsored CMRF. The desired perturbed thermal-neutron fluxes at the noses of the beam tubes are
6 x 1018 nm"2s"', but no less than ~2 x 1018 nm~2s' (i.e., comparable to the peak thermal-neutron flux at the
beam tubes of NRU). The minimum requirements for beam tubes are:

• seven thermal-neutron beam tubes,

• one cold-neutron beam tube looking directly at the cold-neutron source and accessing the highest
neutron flux for inelastic scattering,

• one cold-neutron guide fan, leading out of containment to the adjacent Guide Hall,

• one thermal-neutron beam tube for neutron radiography, and

• one in-pool short beam tube for neutron radiography.



To allow for growth of the neutron beam research community, provision should be made for a second cold-
neutron source with a fan of neutron guides leading out of containment to a second guide hall.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE IRF

3.1 The Site

Although the IRF concept was developed to be non-site specific, several suitable locations are available at
AECL's Chalk River (CRL) and Whiteshell Laboratories, respectively. To establish a basis for developing the
cost estimate, a location at CRL considered to be representative of others, in terms of feasibility and cost, has
been used. Although certain support facilities (e.g., process water supply and heating) are assumed to be new,
all other support facilities (e.g., hot cells, cafeteria, waste treatment centre, waste storage, etc.) are assumed to
exist at the site.

3.2 IRF Complex

The IRF complex consists of the:

• Reactor Containment Building: The Reactor Containment Building is a cylindrical reinforced concrete
structure, 40 m diameter by 40 m high, with a hemispherical dome. The walls and dome are designed
to provide shielding of any fission products or contamination released inside and to withstand internal
pressurization arising from postulated steam or hydrogen explosions, in the unlikely event of a severe
accident. This building houses the reactor and service pools, the equipment rooms for the reactor
systems. The lowest level in the building contains an array of instrument stations clustered around the
beam tubes and access to the horizontal fuel test sections. Neutron guides extend from the outer face
of the reactor pool through the building wall to the adjacent Guide Hall. Normal access to the Reactor
Containment Building is provided by air locks at the reactor operations and beam research facility
levels. Removable wall panels are provided to allow the infrequent movement of large components to
and from the building.

• Guide Hall: The Guide Hall houses the instrument stations that utilize the cold- and thermal-neutron
beams that are transported to the hall from the reactor using neutron guides. Laboratories, offices and
other facilities that support the neutron beam research programs are adjacent to the Guide Hall.

• Utilities and Operations Buildings: The Operations Building contains the control rooms for the reactor
and the experimental process facilities, offices and laboratories, and a hot cell for handling experimental
equipment. The Utilities Building contains the electrical power distribution switchgear, compressors,
refrigeration units, a de-ionized water plant, the ventilation systems and other utilities needed for reactor
operation and the various experimental facilities. A shipping and receiving area, with a pool for storing
spent fuel and other radioactive components, and for assembling and inspecting experimental
equipment, is located between the Operations and Utilities Buildings.

• Administration Building: The Administration Building contains offices, conference rooms, lecture
rooms, and a small self-serve cafeteria.

• Mock-up Building: Adjacent to the Administration Building is a separate building that houses a full-
scale mock-up of the reactor and the reactor pool. The mock-up will be used for testing reactor
components, developing tools and procedures, and training operations and maintenance staff.



3.3 IRF Reactor Assembly

The IRF incorporates a nominally 40 MW,, pool-type reactor adapted from the MAPLE-X10 and HANARO*
designs, various in-reactor experimental facilities, a cold neutron source, beam tubes and neutron guides. The
major features are listed in Table 3. The reactor assembly is located in a 15.6-m deep, light-water-filled pool
and consists of four main components, as shown in Figure 1:

• Inlet plenum: This structure supports the core assembly and reactor vessel and is connected to the
primary cooling system.

• Core assembly: There are two segments, each with 18 flow tubes (i.e., 16 fuel bundles and two
irradiation assemblies), as Figure 2 shows. The flow tubes are mounted into the grid plate at the top of
the inlet plenum and direct cooling water over the fuel or the materials-irradiation facilities.

• Reactor vessel: As Figure 1 shows, this is a complex vessel that rests on the inlet plenum, with the
two segments of the core assembly extending through two corrugated penetrations. There are horizontal
penetrations for three fuel test sections and ten beam tubes, and vertical penetrations for two vertical U-
shaped fuel test sections, four fast-neutron sites (FN-sites) and tubes for irradiation assemblies (e.g.,
hydraulic and pneumatic rabbits). As Figure 1 shows, the reactor vessel extends down and around the
upper portion of the inlet plenum, and is divided into two segments. In operation, the top segment is
filled with D2O, which is held in place by the pressure of helium gas in the lower segment. On
activation of Shutdown System 2, the helium pressure at the top of the vessel and in the lower segment
is equalized and the D2O rapidly drains into the lower segment to shut down the reactor.

• Chimney: This is an open-top structure located on top of the reactor vessel that collects the water
exiting the two core segments and directs it through two outlet nozzles back to the primary cooling
circuit. The chimney is open at the top to the pool, to provide a natural circulation path for cooling the
fuel when the reactor and primary cooling system are both shut down. The chimney also supports and
locates the eight control/shut-off absorbers.

3.4 Fuel

The fuel element contains a core of U3Si2 in aluminum surrounded by a co-extruded aluminum sheath. The
uranium is enriched to 19.75 wt% BiU. The fuel element design is based on a similar fuel developed for use in
NRU, and is similar to that supplied for use in HANARO. There are three types of driver fuel bundles:

• 36-element driver bundle: This driver fuel bundle is a hexagonal array of 36 elements. The elements
are held by a top and bottom end plate mounted on a central support shaft, which is locked into a
receptacle in the bottom of the flow tube. There are 24 of these 36-element bundles in the core.

• 18-element driver bundle: This fuel bundle is also a hexagonal array, but contains only 18 elements.
There are eight core sites that contain these bundles. The flow tubes in these positions have hexagonal
interiors and circular exteriors, to accommodate the circular sections of the hafnium control absorbers
that surround them.

• 58-element FN bundle: This fast-neutron (FN) bundle consists of two rings of fuel elements
surrounding a central irradiation thimble. There are four FN bundles, located outside of the core.

* HANARO - The Highly Advanced Neutron Application Reactor in Korea achieved initial critical on 1995
February 8. The fuel and reactor assembly were supplied by AECL.



3.5 Reactor Process Systems

The two major reactor process systems are the:

• Primary cooling system: This system cools the driver fuel and the fuel in the FN-sites with two circuits
supplying H2O to the two inlets on the inlet plenum. After passing over the fuel, the water is drawn
from the two outlets of the chimney, is discharged through the heat exchangers and returns to the inlet
plenum. To ensure that the coolant leaving the core is not discharged to the pool through the open top
of the chimney, a fraction of the coolant entering the inlet plenum is discharged to the pool and returns
down the chimney to confine the exit flow from the core to the lower part of the chimney. Each circuit
has two pumps in parallel and a single plate-type heat exchanger. Each pump is equipped with a high
inertia rotor to provide a slow pump rundown. Each inlet to the plenum contains a venturi-type flow
diode, which limits the reverse flow through the circuit in the event of a piping failure in that circuit,
and ensures that the still-operating circuit supplies adequate flow to the core, to remove the decay heat
immediately after reactor shutdown. At low decay powers, heat is removed via the in-pool circulation
path (in through the inlet plenum flow diodes and out the top of the chimney).

• Reflector cooling system: This system provides circulation of D2O from the upper part of the vessel
over the dump-ring weir to the lower part, and thence through the cooling circuit, to remove the heat
deposited in the D2O and the reactor vessel components. As the D,O passes through the reactor vessel,
radiolytic decomposition occurs with the formation of D2 and O2 gas. A recombiner is provided to
recombine these gases.

3.6 Reactor Control and Safety Systems

The reactor control system consists of:

• Control rod and drive: Eight control rods (four in each of the two core segments) are used to adjust the
reactor power. Each control rod consists of a hollow cylindrical hafnium metal absorber attached to a
shaft that extends up through the reactor chimney to a drive unit mounted on a support structure located
at the top of the pool. The drive unit consists of a stepping motor driven by the control computer, an
electromagnet that magnetically couples the connecting shaft to the motor drive, and a hydraulic damper
section that arrests the fall of the rod at the end of its travel when the electromagnet is de-energized.

• Reactor control computer system: The Digital Control System (DCS) provides computerized control
and monitoring for all reactor systems and experimental facilities. Two main components, the Digital
Control Computer (DCC) for control functions and data acquisition, and the Plant Display System
(PDS), which is the interface between the Reactor Operator and (he DCC, make up the DCS. The DCS
uses fault-tolerant, dual-redundant, computer hardware to automate operator activities, where possible,
during normal operation. The PDS generates the operator displays, processes operator commands and
transmits these control commands to the DCC, provides alarm annunciation and acknowledgement, and
controls the data logging necessary to support historical data/trend displays and event logs. The
display information will also be routed to a remote monitoring and shutdown facility.

Two diverse, independent safety systems are provided:

• Shutdown system 1: Shutdown system 1 (SSI) rapidly shuts the reactor down when certain operating
parameters exceed safe operating limits by interrupting the power to the electromagnets of the eight
control rods and allowing the absorbers to fall into the core. The parameters monitored include not
only those of the reactor, but also those of the various irradiation facilities whose failure without reactor
shutdown could result in fuel damage and the release of fission products. All sensing instruments are
triplicated.



• Shutdown system 2: Shutdown system 2 (SS2) achieves shutdown by rapidly draining the D2O out of
the top part of the reactor vessel that surrounds the core. During normal operation, the D2O is held up
by the pressure of helium gas in the lower part of the vessel. The detection system is similar to that of
SSI, except that different types of detectors are used, where practical, to avoid failure of both safety
systems due to a failure common to all detectors.

3.7 Experimental Facilities

3.7.1 Description of Experimental Facilities

The experimental facilities included in the IRF are listed in Table 4. The facilities for supporting the CANDU
R&D programs include:

• Horizontal Fuel-Test Facilities: These loop facilities consist of three in-reactor horizontal test sections
and three out-reactor process systems. The horizontal test sections are stacked vertically between the
two core segments. Each test section consists of a pressure tube plus a calandria tube, both of which
extend through the reactor vessel and the pool wall at both ends and terminate at end fittings similar to
those used in a CANDU reactor. The pressure tube is designed for CANDU fuel-channel conditions
and accepts up to three CANDU fuel bundles. Coolant supply piping extends from the end fittings up
to process system located in a shielded room at the reactor process systems level. Each process system
which consists of an arrangement of pumps, heat exchangers, tanks and other equipment provides
representative CANDU fuel-channel conditions (i.e., temperature, pressure, flow, and chemistry) and
removes the heat generated by fuel bundles in the test section.

• Vertical Fuel-Test Facilities: There are two U-tube vertical fuel-test sections in the reactor vessel. An
inlet leg provides coolant to the fuel test assembly on the other side. A process system located in a
shielded room on the reactor process systems level provides the desired temperature, pressure, flow and
chemistry conditions in the test section and removes the heat generated by the test assembly. The test
assembly side of the U-tube is equipped with a special end fitting that allows the removal of the
assembly.

• BTF Loop: The bottom horizontal test section can be configured such that after the reactor is shut
down the test section can be depressurized or blown down into the BTF (Blowdown Test Facility) loop.
The transport of fission products from the fuel would be monitored by gamma spectrometers mounted
on the downstream piping and in the BTF loop room at the reactor process systems level. The loop
provides for steam and helium cooling of the assembly after the test. The initial water and steam
discharged from the test assembly and the post-accident coolant would be directed to a large blowdown
tank.

• Materials-Irradiation Facilities: Each core segment has two locations for devices in which material
specimens are irradiated at high fast-neutron flux conditions. The devices (compatible with the
QUATTRO rigs employed at the HFR-Petten facility) will consist of four cylindrical inserts in which
material specimens are mounted.

• FN-sites: There are four FN-sites where the fast-neutron flux is locally increased by surrounding a
central thimble with a FN fuel bundle. Different types of devices may be installed in the thimble,
including the QUATTRO-type rigs, and assemblies of cylinders containing material specimens that are
cooled by water or gas, whose chemistry and temperature can be varied to examine the effect on the
corrosion properties of the material specimens. The irradiation effect on the coolant chemistry, such as
radiolysis, can also be examined in these devices. Two D2O loops and one gas corrosion loop will be
provided to supply D2O or gas to the corrosion specimens.



• Hot Cells: The hot cell on the main floor level is divided into three compartments. The general
purpose compartment will contain equipment for assembly and disassembly of the irradiation facilities,
such as the QUATTRO-type rigs and the vertical fuel-test assemblies. The other two compartments
will be used for sample examination. The rabbit transfer system will be contained in one of these
compartments. Rabbit capsules may be transferred from the cell to a laboratory located outside the
Reactor Containment Building in the operations area.

A hot cell is also located on the beam research facility level, for installing and removing assemblies
from the horizontal test sections (i.e., fuel bundles, pressure tubes and BTF assemblies).

Vertical tubes will be provided in the reactor vessel to hold facilities for miscellaneous service irradiations.
Two tubes will contain assemblies into which material specimens can be moved and removed using a hydraulic
rabbit. A pneumatic rabbit will also be provided. Other vertical tubes are provided for general purpose
irradiations and future facilities.

Experimental facilities for the national and international neutron beam research community include:

• Thermal beam tubes: There are eight thermal-neutron beam tubes in the reactor vessel to deliver beams
of neutrons to instrument stations outside of the reactor. Two of these beam tubes will accommodate
thermal-neutron guides to transmit neutrons to instrument stations in the Guide Hall.

• Cold beam tubes: Two additional beam tubes can accommodate liquid hydrogen cold neutron sources,
although only one cold neutron source is included in the initial installation. The second beam tube can
be used as a thermal-neutron beam tube until a second cold neutron source is installed.

• Cold neutron source and guides: A liquid hydrogen cold neutron source and a set of cold-neutron
guides will allow cold neutrons to be delivered to instrument stations in the Guide Hall.

• Existing instruments: It is planned to move three triple-axis spectrometers, a high-resolution powder
diffractometer (one-half of DUALSPEC), and a polarized neutron triple-axis spectrometer (other half of
DUALSPEC) from NRU to the new facility. These instruments would be attached to the thermal-
neutron beam tubes

• New instruments: Six new instrument stations for use on the cold-neutron guides will be supplied as
part of the IRF project. The specifications for these instruments will be developed in consultation with
CINS.

3.7.2 Performance of the Experimental Facilities

The neutronic performance of the experimental facilities described above has been estimated using the physics
computer codes WIMS-AECL/3DDT 17,81 and MCNP |9] to model the core arrangement. For the calculations,
a total power of 40 MW was assumed to be produced by the two core segments (-33 MW) and the four FN-
sites (-7 MW). The design power, and hence the flux level, will be optimized and fixed during the detailed
design phase of the IRF project.

The results of the physics assessments are:

• Peak unperturbed thermal-neutron flux: The peak unperturbed thermal-neutron flux is estimated to
exceed 4 x 10'8 n m : s1 in the D2O region outside of the core segments. The peak thermal-neutron flux
is estimated to exceed 3.7 x 10'8 nines' ' in the D2O region between the two core segments.



• Horizontal test-section: The power output with two natural uranium CANDU bundles per test section
and H2O coolant is about 600 kW per bundle in the bottom test section, 900 kW per bundle in the
middle test section, and 650 kW per bundle in the top test section. Using D2O coolant in place of H2O
coolant increases the power per bundle by about 5%. With three bundles per test section the power
output from the bundles ranges from 400 kW to 1 000 kW. When the bundles are enriched to 2 wt%
^'U, the power output from each test section increases by about 110%

• Vertical test-section: The power output from a seven-element partial bundle and H2O coolant, was
estimated, using WIMS-AECL/3DDT with average linear element ratings of 37 kW/m at natural
uranium enrichment. The extrapolated flux length was calculated to be 1.2 m. If the fuel elements are
enriched to about 2 wt% M5U, the average linear element rating would be increased to about 76 kW/m.

• In-core materials-irradiation facilities: The performance of the in-core irradiation devices was estimated
by modelling representative QUATTRO assemblies in two sites in each core segment. The calculations
were performed with WIMS-AECL and 3DDT. The fast-neutron (E > 1 MeV) flux exceeds 1.3 x 10'8

nm"2s ' (i.e., 8.8 displacements per atom per year at 90% reactor availability) for a 150 mm length of
zirconium alloy, and is greater than 1.0 x 1018 nm ' 2 s ' (i.e., 6.7 displacements per atom per year at 90%
reactor availability) for a 450 mm length of zirconium alloy. For comparison, the pressure tube
material in a typical CANDU reactor experiences one to two displacements per atom per year. Hence,
the irradiation assemblies will permit accelerated aging studies to be conducted on pressure tube
materials.

• FN-site materials-irradiation facilities: The performance of irradiation devices in the FN-sites was also
estimated by modelling representative QUATTRO rigs. The fast-neutron (E > 1 MeV) flux exceeds
0.42 x 1018 nm'2s"' (i.e., 3.0 displacements per atom per year at 90% reactor availability) for a 94 mm
length of zirconium alloy, and is greater than 0.33 x 10'8 n i n e s ' (i.e., 2.3 displacements per atom per
year at 90% reactor availability) for a 460 mm length of zirconium alloy.

• Beam Tube: Table 5 lists the unperturbed and perturbed thermal-neutron fluxes at the entrances to the
beam tubes, as calculated with WIMS-AECL/3DDT and MCNP. For the unperturbed case, the beam
tubes were replaced with D2O. In Table 5, the entries for BT9/10 in the cold source vessel refer to
modelling the beam tubes with a cold neutron source vessel installed but without including the liquid
hydrogen in the vessel. There is good agreement between the WIMS-AECL/3DDT and MCNP results.

4. SUMMARY

AECL has responded to the need to replace the NRU reactor by developing the concept for a national dual-
purpose IRF to test CANDU fuels and materials and to perform materials research using neutrons. The
proposed IRF would meet the Canadian nuclear industry's needs with various CANDU-specific experimental
facilities, and would satisfy a very broad spectrum of national and international academic and industrial research
requirements with a national neutron-beam research facility.
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TABLE 1: EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FUEL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

CAPABILITY

CANDU Bundles

Multi-element Partial Bundles

Diagnostic Capability

EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

Capacity: minimum four bundles
Flux length: 1.0-1.5 m/lest section
Coolant pressure: 10 MPa
Coolant temperature: 300°C
Linear element ratings: 50-70 kW/m
Power up to 1 000 kW/bundle

Capacity: several test sections with 1 to 8 fuel elements/test section
Flux length: 1.0-1.5 m/test section
Coolant pressure: 10 MPa
Coolant temperature: 300°C
Linear element ratings: 50-70 kW/m

Type: in-pool neutron radiography of irradiated fuel
Thermal-neutron flux: -0.7 x 1018 11 m"2 s '
Type: neutron radiography of unirradiated fuel
T h e r m a l - n e u t r o n f lux : ~2 x 1 0 1 8 n m ' 2 s '



TABLE 2: EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE FUEL CHANNEL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

CAPABILITY

Full-diameter CANDU Fuel
Channel Sections

Deformation and Fracture

Corrosion Testing

Diagnostic Capability

EXPERIMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

Capacity: minimum four sections
Flux length: 1.0-1.5 m/test section
Coolant pressure: 10 M P a

Coolant temperature: 300°C

Fast Flux: 0.3 x 1018 n m 2 s '

Medium fast flux: 0.7 x 1018 n m 2 s '

Capacity: 4-5 capsules
High fast flux: 1.8 x 1018 n m V
Capacity: 2 capsules
Ultra-high fast flux: 3.0 x 1018 n m 2 s '
Capacity: 2-3 capsules

Type: 1 stainless-steel loop with standard CANDU coolant chemistry, 1
stainless-steel loop with variable coolant chemistry, and 1 recirculating
gas loop

Spectrometers: 1 for residual strain determination, 1 for texture
determination and 1 for chemical phase and annealing studies

TABLE 3: MAJOR I

FEATURE

Reactor Type

Fuel

Coolant

Reflector

Reactor Regulation

Shutdown System 1

Shutdown System 2

Total Power (MW,)

•EATURES OF THE IRF

System

DESCRIPTION

open tank-in-pool, split core

19.7 wt% 235U, U,Si2-Al
rod-type, based on HANARO assemblies

ILO

D:()

solid hafnium absorbers inserted into the core

de-energi/.e electromagnets to drop hafnium absorbers

dump of D,O from reactor vessel

40 (nominal)
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TABLE 4: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

TYPE OF FACILITY

Horizontal Fuel-Test Facilities

Vertical Fuel-Test Facilities

BIT Loop

Materials-Irradiation Facilities

Hot Cells

Service Irradiation Facilities

Neutron Beam Research
Facilities

DESCRIPTION

3 test sections with several CANDU bundles/section
Bottom test section replaceable with a high-integrity test section for BTF
tests
3 test loops, 1 per test section

2 test loops, 1 per test section for multi-element partial bundles

1 BTF loop system to connect to bottom horizontal test section

4 in-core sites with 3 or 4 inserts/site
4 FN-sites with 4 inserts/site or 1 corrosion loop/site

1 three-compartment cell
1 handling cell for horizontal test sections

10 vertical tubes including:
2 hydraulic rabbit systems
1 pneumatic rabbit system

10 beam tubes, 2 of these for cold neutron sources
1 liquid hydrogen cold neutron source
5 cold-neutron guides
2 thermal-neutron guides

TABLE 5: UNPERTURBED AND PERTURBED THERMAL-NEUTRON FLUXES FOR THE BEAM TUBES

BT1/2

BT3/4

BT5/6

BT7/8

BT9/10 (at the
entrance)

BT9/10 (in cold
source vessel)

WIMS-AECL/3DDT

Unperturbed
(x 1018

niti'2s"')

3.3

3.8

2.9

2.7

3.0

Perturbed
(x 1018

nm'2s"')

2.9

3.0

2.2

1.9

2.3

2.2

MCNP

Unperturbed
(x 1018

nmV)

3.2

3.6

3.1

3.0

Perturbed
(x 1018

n i n e s ' )

2.4

2.5

1.8

1.8

1.8
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ABSTRACT

Currently natural gas is the fuel of choice in all oil sand developments. A reservoir screening study was conducted to
determine the magnitude of the bitumen resource which can be economically exploited using the Steam Assisted Gravity
Drainage (SAGD) technology. The study indicates that there are a total of twenty-eight Townships in the Athabasca area
where each SAGD well pair (800 metres long, 90 metres spacing) could be expected to produce an average of at least 625
(100 m3) barrels of bitumen per day, over five years, at a cumulative steam oil ratio (CSOR) of 2.5 ni /nf or less. This
suggests that at least 28 commercial recoveiy projects could be supported, each potentially producing at least 130,000
ban-els (20,600m3) ojbitumen per dayfor 30 years. Some townships could be capable of supporting projects two to three
times as large. The twenty-eight, 30 year SAGD recovery schemes would produce a total of at least 40 billion barrels
(6.35 x lO"m3) of bitumen. This is approximately 12% of the total Athabasca reserves deemed recoverable by SAGD.
At a CSOR of 2.5 m'/m3, more than 42 KJ of energy would be needed to generate the required steam. An additional 42
ID of natural gas would be required to produce the hydrogen required for high conversion upgrading the produced
bitumen to synthetic crude oil (SCO). The combined requirements for steam generation and hydrogen production is 60
percent of the remaining ultimate potential of natural gas in A Iberta. Clearly fuels other than natural gas must be used
ifthe full potential ofoil sandi is to be realized. Alternate fuels which are in sufficient supply to have a significant impact
on the energy requirements for oil sands development are nuclear energy and those derived from bitumen and coal. The
Alberta sources of hydrocarbon based fuels are large but limited.

Canadian nuclear technology was studied as a possible alternative for providing steam for the deep commercial in situ
oil sand projects which were initiated over ten years ago. Because the in situ technology of that time required steam at
pressures in excess of lOKlPa, the nuclear option required the development of new reactor technology or the use of steam
compressors which was not economical. The current SAGD technology requires steam at pressures of less than 5 A/Pa
which is in the reach of existing Canadian nuclear technology.

The cost of supplying steam for a SAGD in situ project using a CANDU 3 nuclear reactor were developed. The study
indicates that for gas prices in excess of $2.50 per gigajoule, replacing natural gas fuel with a nuclear reactor is
economically feasible for in situ projects in excess of 123 thousand bairels per day.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to provide an assessment of the energy supply issues associated with large scale oil sands
development. Specifically the feasibility of using a CANDU 3 nuclear reactor to supply in situ steam and hydrogen for
upgrading as an alternative to the present use of natural gas is considered, The use of nuclear energy has been analysed in
the past by Bancroft1'. I lowevcr, the previous study was conducted before the development of the Steam Assisted Gravity
Drainage (SAGD) in situ technology which does not require the generation of very high pressure steam as required by the
first generation of commercial in situ technologies.
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OIL SANDS TECHNOLOGY

In the last twenty years the Oil Sands Technology has advanced. New technologies for the recovery of oil from Alberta's
considerable oil sands resource have been developed. In an examination of these new technologies, one technology, Steam
Assisted Gravity Drainage or SAGD, stands out as being low cost and applicable for all oil sand depths below 30 metres
of overburden. O'Rourke et al® established that the supply cost of bitumen produced from a SAGD operation is well below
the historic bitumen plant gate selling price of between ten and fifteen dollars per barrel.

The steam assisted gravity drainage approach to the thermal recovery of heavy oil depends on long horizontal wells placed
at the base of the reservoir. Steam is introduced into the base of the reservoir. Because of the low density of gaseous steam
it rises in the reservoir and heats the formation. The heated oil and water (both condensed steam and heated formation water)
in the formation drain down to the horizontal well from which they are produced to surface. The mechanism by which the
process proceeds within the reservoir is illustrated in Figure 1. The steam is injected into the reservoir, at a pressure slightly
above the natural pressure of the formation, from either another horizontal well or alternatively a series of vertical wells.
As the oil and water is withdrawn from the reservoir, the steam chamber expands both upwards and sideways. The upward
growth proceeds in an unstable but rapid manner until it is limited by the top of the reservoir. In contrast, the steam chamber
expands sideways and downwards in a very stable manner. At a later stage in the process, when the chamber has reached
(he top of the reservoir, the rate of oil production is controlled by the lateral expansion of the steam chamber. If the oil and
water are removed too quickly from the horizontal production well, then the steam chamber will be drawn down into the well
and bypassing will occur. Essentially the only drive mechanism to move the oil to the well is gravity. The process is
ineffective with vertical producing wells because of the relatively low flows that can be achieved under these conditions.
However, with long horizontal wells, economic production rates can be achieved. SAGD technology is the basis of the UTF
production process.

A fundamental UTF Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) production unit consists of two parallel horizontal wells
vertically spaced 5 metres apart at the bottom of the pay zone. Steam is injected into the upper well and production comes
out of the lower well. Steam, injected just below formation fracture pressure, heats the otherwise immobile bitumen (5
million centipoise in the undisturbed reservoir) which flows by gravity to the lower well. The key features of the UTF facility
are shown in Figure 2.

The development of the SAGD technology has assured that bitumen can be produced in the McMurray area at a competitive
price at any volume that the market can absorb.

MAGNITUDE OF THE RESOURCE

A reservoir screening study conducted by Donnelly and Chmilar0' determined the magnitude of the bitumen resource which
can be economically exploited using the SAGD technology. The study mapped projected bitumen recoveries (Figure 3) and
energy efficiencies (Figure 4) over the Athabasca Oil Sands deposit. Areas that could not meet or exceed the performance
of the UTF pilot were excluded.

The present study indicates that there are a total of twenty-eight Townships in the Athabasca area where each SAGD well
pair (800 metres long, 90 metres spacing) could be expected to produce an average of at least 625 (100 m3) barrels of
bitumen per day, over five years, at a cumulative steam oil ratio (CSOR) of 2.5 m'/m3 or less. This suggests that at least 28
commercial recovery projects could be supported, each potentially producing at least 130 x 103 barrels (20.6 x 103m3) of
bitumen per day for 30 years. Some townships could be capable of supporting projects two to three times as large.

The ultimate potential of SAGD in the McMurray formation is has been shown to be so large that it is unlikely that any other
known technology will be applied in new bitumen production developments. Therefore, it is concluded that the application
of SAGD technology to the McMurray formation should be the basis for the alternate fuel source study.



ENERGY ALTERNATIVES

Currently natural gas is the fuel of choice in all oil sand developments. The twenty-eight, 30 year SAGD recovery schemes
would produce a total of at least 40 billion barrels (6.35 x 10'm3) of bitumen. This is approximately 12% of the total
Athabasca reserves deemed recoverable by SAGD. At a CSOR of 2.5 m5/mJ, more than 42 EJ of energy would be needed
to generate the required steam. An additional 42 EJ of natural gas would be required to produce the hydrogen required to
upgrading the produced bitumen to synthetic crude oil (SCO). The combined requirements for steam generation and
hydrogen production is 60 percent of the remaining ultimate potential of natural gas in Alberta. Clearly fuels other than
natural gas must be used if the ultimate potential of oil sands is to be realized.

Alternate fuels which are in sufficient supply to have a significant impact on the energy requirements for oil sands
development are nuclear energy and those derived from bitumen and coal. The Alberta sources of hydrocarbon based fuels
are large but limited as shown below:

Natural Gas

Coal

Bitumen

143 EJ

38 EJ

>2000 EJ

Canadian nuclear technology was studied as a possible alternative for providing steam for the deep commercial in situ oil
sand projects which were initiated over ten years ago. Because the in situ technology of that time required steam at pressures
in excess of 10 MPa, the nuclear option required the development of new reactor technology or the use of steam compressors
which was not economical. The current SAGD technology requires steam at pressures of less than 5 MPa which is in the
reach of existing Canadian nuclear technology.

FACILITIES FOR SAGD OPERATIONS

Steam based thermal operations must be supported by a complex surface facility. The production facilities can be divided
into three geographical areas: the Central Plant, where steam is generated, field production is processed and produced water
is recycled; the Field Facilities which include the Steam Distribution System, Produced Fluid Gathering System and the
Wells, which are drilled and completed to allow both steam injection and bitumen production.

The Central Plant area of the production facilities has three main functions: a) produce the necessary high pressure injection
steam for reservoir heating; b) receive field production and separate it into its bitumen, gas, produced water and sand
fractions; and c) soften the separated produced water, rendering it suitable for recycling as boiler feed water to the high
pressure steam generators. Various utilities, tankage, and auxiliary systems are necessary to support these three main
functions.

The field facilities have two main functions: a) to measure and distribute steam to each individual well; b) to gather and
measure production from each individual well and then to transport this production to the Central plant. The specific details
of the field facilities have some differences depending on whether the wells are drilled from surface or from a sub-surface
tunnel system.

Most of these facilities are independent of the steam generation and distribution system and the fuel used to generate the



steam. The exception, of course is the raw and produced water treatment facilities which are dependent on the operating
pressure and temperature of the steam generator and the design of the steam boiler. Several different produced fluid treatment
technologies were examined. The conclusion of the study was that when natural gas is used as the fuel a steam production
and water treatment system similar to that used in the deep in situ projects at Cold Lake is the best alternative. Fundamental
to this decision is the requirement to generate and distribute steam to the well head at a pressure of 15,000 kPa well above
the 1,000-4,000 kPa pressure required. The standard oil removal and water treating systems require the produced fluids to
be reduced down from a production pressure of 1,000-4,000 kPa to a pressure of approximately 200 kPa. These systems
are described below.

Oil Removal System

Oil Removal System is a conventional and well proven method of treating the incoming fluids from an in situ operation.
The process flow diagram is shown in Figure 5. When the temperature of the fluid is reduced to approximately 80 °C and
with diluent addition it will reduce the bitumen levels in the water to between 1 -2 mg/1 of oil.

Produced water from the inlet separator flows to the surge tank. This tank is designed to handle surges in the flow of
produced water and provide storage should all of the oil removal filters become plugged. Both the surge and skim tank direct
skimmed oil to the slop tank.

The flow from the skim tank is by gravity to the induced gas flotation units (IGF). The skimmed oil from the induced gas
flotation unit flows to the waste sump from where it is pumped to the slop tank. The oil from the slop tank will be sent to
the treating system. The effluent from the induced gas flotation unit at this point should contain maximum of 10 mg/1 of oil.

The filter feed pumps transfer the water from the induced gas flotation unit to the oil removal filters where the oil content
is reduced to less than 1 mg/1. The oil removal filter effluent flows to the de-oiled water storage tank. The water in the de-
oiled water storage tank is then sent to water treating.

Water Treating System

A Warm Reactor System is used for processing the produced water. This system has to be preceded by a good oil removal
system, the produced water should not contain more than 1 mg/1 of oil. The Process Flow diagram is shown on Figure 6.

The warm reactor is a solids contact reactor clarifier designed to provide high internal circulation. A unit of this type
operates most efficiently if both flow and temperature fluctuations are avoided. This type of softener operates with a sludge
blanket, which is maintained by internal sludge recirculation and controlled by adjusting the turbine speed of the softener.
The sludge level and consistency has a large influence on the performance of the softener. Ferric sulphate as a coagulant
has proven very effective in the formation of a good sludge. The disposal of the sludge generated is no problem with the
utilization of a sludge thickener and a filter press or vacuum filter to produce a sludge cake. The sludge cake can be land
filled. With chemical addition the warm reactor will reduce hardness and silica while operating at 80 °C. To enhance the
contact required for good silica reduction, the reactor will be preceded by a flash mixer and followed by gravity filtration
to remove all pin floe carryover from the effluent stream. Downstream of gravity filtration, the water will be passed through
weak acid cation units. To ensure zero hardness in the steam generator feedwater and obtain maximum chemical efficiency,
two weak acid cation exchange units are operated in series. The units would be operated at 80 "C which would allow the
resins to be regenerated in place. It is not cost effective to build a vessel with a lining that would handle the harsh chemical
environment above 80 °C. This system is capable of meeting the steam generator feedwater requirements.

DESIGN BASIS FOR FUEL SOURCE STUDY

Three different cases are considered.

1: Nominal bitumen production rate of 35,000 barrels per day and an injection rate of 13,900 tonnes per day of 100
percent quality 3.43 MPa steam.



2: Nominal bitumen production rate of 70,000 barrels per day and an injection rate of 27,700 tonnes per day of 100
percent quality 3.43 MPa steam.

3: Nominal bitumen production rate of 123,000 barrels per day and an injection rate of 48,900 tonnes per day of 100
percent quality 3.43 MPa steam.

It is assumed that all the production facilities will be the same for all fuels. However, modifications are required for the
steam generation and distribution system in order to use a CANDU 3 nuclear reactor to generate steam. These changes are
necessary because the reactor can not generate steam at a pressure in excess of 5,000 kPa. This pressure is sufficient for
the SAGD process at all expected depths but well below the distribution pressure of 15,000 kPa currently used.

As the purpose of the study is to provide a comparison of the cost of generating steam using a CANDU 3 reactor in place
of natural gas, engineering design and cost estimates were only developed for the parts of the surface facilities that are
specific to generating steam. For those parts of the in situ oil sands operation which are not dependent on the fuel source,
the design and cost are assumed to be the same and excluded from the direct cost of steam generation.

OIL SANDS RECOVERY PROCESSES WITH CANDU 3 NUCLEAR POWER

The CANDU 3(4> is the latest and smallest version of the successful CANDU Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR)
system developed in Canada. When used to produce electricity, the net electrical output is 450 MW(e). The electrical
capacity of the CANDU 3 complements the established mid-size CANDU 6, and makes nuclear electric generating capacity
available in the McMurray area for the relatively modest capital investment of M$ 1,265 and an annual operating of MS62.9
while maintaining the environmental advantages of nuclear power over fossil fuel fired plants.

Three nuclear steam supply processes Cases for Oil Sands recovery using Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD) were
analysed. They are:

Case 1: 35,000 Barrels Per Day (BPD) bitumen output and 322 MW(e) net output to the electrical grid (or other
application such as hydrogen generation),

Case 2: 70,000 BPD bitumen output and 195 MW(e) net output to the electrical grid (or other use),

Case 3: 123,000 BPD bitumen output and no power to the grid, i.e. all available power dedicated to bitumen
production.

The process flow diagram for Case 3 is shown in Figure 7. In each Case, the electrical requirements of both the nuclear
facility and the mining and oil production processes have been subtracted from the total electrical generation to obtain a net
electrical output. The nuclear facility requires 32 MW(e) of electrical power, and the oil production facility is estimated to
require 0.2 MW(e) per 1000 BPD production.

The process assumptions and the bases for the calculational values are given below.

1. The steam directed to the bitumen production wells is generated by a saline water boiler (SWB). Its output quality
is 80% to accommodate the high level of dissolved contaminants in the saline water circuit. As steam is generated,
the dissolved solids are concentrated in the remaining quality and continuously removed through an external
separator and a blowdown circuit. The saline water is boiled in the tubeside circuit because its higher flow
velocities will promote suspension and removal of any precipitates.

2. The steam supplied to the shell-side of the saline water boiler (SWB) is generated in the secondary circuit of a
standard CANDU 3 nuclear reactor. The secondary circuit thus functions as an intermediate circuit between the
primary coolant and the saline water circuit, and reduces any potential of contamination of the nuclear processes



by the saline water circuit and vice versa. The delivery conditions of secondary side steam are fixed by the reactor
design at 4.6 MPa, 260 °C and 99.75 percent quality.

3. The steam distribution system is assumed to extend over a 4 km radius from the nuclear island. Approximate heat
loss (800 kW) and pressure drop (22 psi/mile) data were estimated.

COST OF STEAM GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION

Three different cases are considered as outlined above. Only the cost of steam generation is considered to be dependent on
the fuel source. The costs of water treating were considered to be the same despite the fact that the lower generation
pressures and temperatures in the CANDU 3 cases should place less stringent constraints on the boiler feed water. The
lower distribution pressure for the CANDU 3 cases will require larger diameter pipe but with a lower wall thickness and
less insulation. For the purposes of this study it is assumed that these changes in the distribution system will compensate
and that the cost will be the same. As the SAGD process only utilizes the latent heat of the injected steam, the mass of steam
required at a pressure of 15 MPa is increased by a factor of 1.12 for the natural gas cases to achieve the equivalent heat
injection at the design basis of 3.43 MPa.

Natural Gas

The capital cost of $88,061,712 for the steam generation facility for a project size of 35,000. barrels per day. The oil field
generators used to produce the steam are the largest of their kind. Therefore, increased capacity can only be achieved by
increasing the number of units and very little economy of scale can be achieved. The costs for support equipment and
installation were factored to be $ 154,854,549 and $260,389,282 for larger projects of 70,000 and 123,000 BPD.

The annual operating costs are 48, 96 and 167 million dollars or $3.76 per barrel for the thec different project sizes. There
is little economy of scale as the operating costs for steam generation are dominated by natural gas costs which make up over
80 percent of the operating costs. The data are based on a natural gas price of 2.50 dollars per gigajoule and a power price
of 35 dollars per MWH.

CANDU 3 Nuclear Reactor

The CANDU 3 Scope of Supply covers all phases of work normally associated with a "turnkey" project (from "green" site
to completion - up to and including the switchyard Step-up Transformer). The three cases discussed above use the same
engineering concept, adjusting the output to the various requirements. Cost data are in 1993 Canadian dollars. Since this
estimate provides for concept level data only, the accuracy level is defined as for the Preliminary Conceptual Estimate, or
within +/- 20% (applicable to the oil sands related deltas only). The remaining CANDU 3 Estimate is within +/- 5%. These
Estimates include the full scope of work, generally providing a "turn-key" Nuclear Power Plant with auxiliary systems, which
in this case cover the modifications for oil production capabilities. The delineation of scope exclude the full Water Treatment
Plant, Recovery and Supply Wells, and Process line out to production area. The base for CANDU 3 was established at M$
1,265 in dollars of January 1, 1993.

Case: 1

Base requirements of capacity production of 35,000 BPD and TG output of 361 MWe. Compared with the starting base
of CANDU 3 as stated above (M$ 1,265), the sum of all changes comes to + M$ 12, giving a total of M$ 1,277 for this
option.

Case: 2

Base requirements of capacity production of 70,000 BPD and TG output of 241 MWe. Assuming the same comparison as



in preceding Case 1, the sum of all changes is + M$ 3, giving a total of M$ 1,268 for this option.

Case: 3

Base requirements of capacity production of 123,000 BPD and TG output of 57 MWe. Compared with the starting base
of CANDU 3 as stated above, the sum of all changes comes to - M$ 34, giving a total of M$ 1,231 for this option.

Operating Costs

The annual operating cost of M$ 62.9 for the generation of steam using the CANDU 3 nuclear reactor are essentially the
same for all three cases.

STEAM COST OF SUPPLY

Based on the cost data developed in the previous section, the cost of supplying steam to an in situ SAGD operation can be
computed. The supply costs that are calculated do not include allowances for income taxes, royalties or finance charges.
They are computed at several discount rates (o account for the time value of money.

Steam supply costs were determined for the different cases using both natural gas and the CANDU 3 nuclear reactor. The
supply costs were computed at discount rate of eight percent.

Hiectricity costs were not generally included as part of the cost of generating steam. One exception was the additional
electrical power require to boost the boiler feed water to 15 MPa required in the natural gas cases. In the CANDU 3 nuclear
power cases, it was assumed that part of the electrical power requirements for the SAGD operation were generated by the
reactor. This power generated by the reactor for SAGD operations is treated as a credit for the cases involving the CANDU
3 nuclear reactor.

Natural Gas

The cost of supplying steam using natural gas is approximately $9 per tonne. It can be seen that there is little economy of
scale. If the standard oil field steam generators are replaced with large conventional power plant type boilers this would
likely change. Such a change would also result in a lower cost for the natural gas cases. It can also be seen that the impact
of discount rate is minimal. ITiis is a result of the relatively low capital costs for the steam generation equipment. The cost
of fuel dominates the natural gas cases as can be seen in Figure 8.

CANDU 3

The cost of supplying steam using nuclear energy using an eight percent discount rate is $14.47 per tonne at a project scale
of 35,000 BPD. This cost decreases to $ 10.53 and $9.06 at project scales of 70,000 and 123,000 BPD respectively. It can
be seen that there is considerable economy of scale. The impact of discount rate is also large. For the 123,00 BPD scale the
supply cost for steam reduces to $7.94 when the discount rate is reduced to 6 percent and increases to $10.27 when the
discount rate is increased to 10 percent. This is a result of the very high initial capital costs for the nuclear reactor. These
capital costs, which are in the order of 1.2 billion dollars, dominate the CANDU 3 cases as can be seen in Figure 9.

SENSITIVITY OF STEAM SUPPLY COST

The base case assumptions are outlined below:



Electrical Power

Gas Natural Purchase

Carbon Tax

Base Case Assumptions

S35.OO/MWH

S2.50/GJ

$0.00/Tonne

The steam supply costs for the base case conditions at nominal bitumen production rates of 35, 70 and 123 thousand barrels
per day are shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that with these economic assumptions the CANDU 3 nuclear reactor can
compete with gas to produce $9 per tonne steam only at the 123 thousand barrel per day level.

Electrical Power

In the base cases it is assumed that power can be bought and sold at the same price of $35.00 per MWH. Currently there
is a surplus of electrical generating capacity in Alberta which is forecast to remain for at least ten years. The cost of
generating electrical power in Alberta using surface mined coal is in the order of $21.00 per MWH. Selling base load power
could command as little as $ 15.00 per MWH. On the other hand strong economic growth, more stringent environmental
requirements, export demand for Alberta generated electrical power and other factors such as the deregulation of power
generation could result in higher power costs. Steam supply cost sensitivities were calculated over the range $15.00 to
$50.00 per MWH. Electrical power costs have little impact on the generation of steam with natural gas, however, when
using the CANDU 3 nuclear reactor for the simultaneous generation of steam and electrical power the cost of electrical
power has a significant impact. Ixjwer power costs make nuclear power less competitive. However, as shown in Figure 11,
the CANDU 3 nuclear reactor becomes competitive at lower bitumen production levels as the cost of power rises to $50
per megawatt-hour.

Natural Gas

Over the last few years the price of natural gas has risen from less than one Canadian dollar per gigajoule to over two dollars.
It is generally believed that this price will continue rise despite recent downward trends. The driving forces behind the price
rise include: the relatively low burner tip cost of natural gas compared to other fuels; an excellent continental pipeline system
for delivery of natural gas to the high demand areas of North Eastern United States and California; the disappearance of the
gas bubble which has dominated United States markets for the last 20 years; and environmental demands for lower emissions
of undesirable combustion by-products including carbon dioxide. It is likely that the upward rise of Alberta natural gas will
ultimately be constrained by alternate supplies. Such alternate supplies include: Arctic and Alaska natural gas which can
be delivered to Edmonton for approximately $3.00 to $3.50 per gigajoule; liquid natural gas which can be delivered to the
coastal regions of the United States at a price which would translate into an Alberta price of $4.00 to $6.00 per gigajoule;
and synthetic fuel gas which can be produced from coal at a price which would exceed $4.00 per gigajoule. The volume
of gas available from these alternate supplies is limited only by price. In view of these considerations, it is was decided that
sensitivities for the real price of natural gas should be calculated over the range of $2.00 per gigajoule to $4.00 per
gigajoule. As expected, the lower gas price favours gas even at the higher production levels. At a price of $4.00 per
gigajoule, the CANDU 3 nuclear reactor is competitive at a bitumen production levels of 70 and 123 thousand barrels per
day but not at 35 thousand barrels per day.

Carbon Tax

At this time there is no formal proposal for a tax or ration on carbon dioxide emissions. However, the topic is under serious
political discussion. If such a tax were imposed, the rate of taxation is uncertain. For the purpose of this study, a range of



0.00 to 30.00 Canadian dollars per Tonne was selected for the sensitivity analysis. A carbon tax has no effect on the cost
of generating steam with a CANDU 3 nuclear reactor. However, such a tax would likely lead to higher electrical power
rates. The exact impact on power rates would be difficult to quantify, but it is expected that the impact would be within the
sensitivity range for electrical power indicated above. The impact of a carbon tax on the cost of generating steam with
natural gas is quantified. The impact of a $30 per tonne carbon tax on the steam supply cost with natural gas is not sufficient
to favour the use of the CANDU 3 at the lower production levels.

HYDROGEN SUPPLY COST

Figures 12 and 13 provide the cost of producing hydrogen using electricity and natural gas respectively. It can be seen from
these Figures that electrolysis is competitive only at very low power rates.

The refining or upgrading produced bitumen requires large volumes of hydrogen. For high conversion of bitumen to
synthetic crude oil 2,200 standard cubic feet (SCF) of hydrogen are required for each barrel of bitumen*5'. Currently the
required hydrogen is produced using natural gas. Approximately 1000 SCF of natural gas per barrel of bitumen is required
to provide the necessary hydrogen. The 40 billion barrels of bitumen that can be economically extracted from the Athabasca
Oil Sands will require 88 TSCF of hydrogen. If natural gas is used to produce this hydrogen approximately 40 TSCF or 42.1
EJ will be required. This represents over two thirds of the remaining established natural gas reserves in Alberta reported
by the ERCB(S> as given in Table 1. Combining this requirement with fuel gas requirement for the in situ steam gives a total
gas requirement of 84.1 EJ which is 60 percent of the remaining ultimate potential of natural gas in Alberta'6' and double
the remaining coal reserves in Alberta'78' as shown in Table 2. As the bitumen resource is developed, alternate energy
sources will be required. The only other alternatives which are of sufficient magnitude are fuels derived from bitumen and
nuclear energy.

In Alberta most hydrogen is produced using natural gas with a process called steam methane reforming. Hydrogen can also
be produced indirectly from the CANDU 3 nuclear reactor using the produced electricity in the electrolysis of water.
Electrolyser Corporation Ltd. of Toronto, Ontario, Canada is world leader in this technology. This company has provided
sufficient information to conduct a preliminary economic analysis of this technology'9'.

Electrolyser Technology

In a joint effort with AECL Research, Elcctrolyser has developed a technology package. The package produces four
products:

• Electrolytic Hydrogen

• Electrolytic Oxygen

• Heavy Water

• Energy Management for Grid-Integrated Systems

Large scale water electrolysis can be integrated with the electrical grid to provide load balancing capability. The surplus
power or off peak power can be utilized to produce electrolytic hydrogen and oxygen. A catalytic exchange process is
integrated to produce heavy water as a by-product.

The supply cost of electrolytic hydrogen is calculated in a similar manner as was the supply cost for in situ steam. For the
purposes of this study, it is assumed that oxygen can be sold for $30.00 per tonne and heavy water can be sold for $300.00
per kg and that these credits could be applied to reduce the supply cost of hydrogen. The base case electrical power cost
of $35.00 per MWII is used with sensitivities on the cost of electrical power at $15.00 per MWH and $50.00 per MWH.
The lower price of power could be taken as the cost of using surplus power and the higher cost is near the supply cost of
electrical power from a CANDU 3 nuclear reactor. Figure 12 gives the relationship between power cost and the cost of



supply of hydrogen. It can be seen that as the power cost increased from $15.00 per MWH to $50.00 per MWH the
hydrogen supply cost increases from $1.20 per MSCF to over $5.00 per MSCF.

Steam Methane Reforming

This process uses the high temperature reaction of methane and steam to produce hydrogen, carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide. The water gas shift reacts water and carbon monoxide to produce more hydrogen and carbon dioxide. Pressure
Swing Adsorption (PSA) is used to purify the hydrogen product to over 99 mole percent. The PSA purge which still
contains significant quantities of hydrogen is used as fuel to supplement the natural gas in the reformer furnace. A typical
mass balance for the steam methane reform production'5' of 132 MMSCF of hydrogen per day is shown in Table 3. This
is sufficient for high conversion upgrading of 60,000 barrels per day of bitumen to produce 63,000 barrels per day of
synthetic crude oil.

This is a practical plant design with a trade-off between yield and costs. The product to feed ratio hydrogen to methane is
2.7 for feed and 2.2 for feed and fuel. The energy efficiency based on the total natural gas in and hydrogen out is 71 %. This
increases to 84% when the net coproduction of high pressure steam is included.

The supply cost of hydrogen from natural gas, as seen in Figure 13, varies from $1.30 per MSCF when natural gas is at $2.00
per MSCF to over $2.50 per MSCF when the price of natural gas rises to $5.00 per MSCF. By comparing the supply costs
of hydrogen from natural gas with that from electrolysis it can be seen that electrolytic hydrogen is only competitive when
power costs are low.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the work and analysis completed during this study, a number of conclusions can be drawn.

1. The CANDU 3 nuclear reactor is a viable alternative for supplying steam to in situ oil sand projects based on
SAGD technology for the recovery of bitumen when natural gas prices exceed $2.50 Canadian per gigajoule.

2. Because of the risk associated with high initial capital investment, it is unlikely that the nuclear option will
seriously considered until the following conditions are met.

a) A large existing SAGD bitumen operation (production exceeding 100,000 BPD) based on the use of
natural gas as fuel is in production in an area not exceeding 10,000 ha.

b) The economics of implementing the CANDU 3 option can be justified on the bases of reducing the
operating cost of this large operation.

c) The public is convinced the environmental advantages of using a CANDU 3 nuclear reactor over other
alternatives such as coal and bitumen based fuels which can supply steam at a cost which is comparable
tothatoftheCANDU3.

3. As the development of the Athabasca oil sand resource matures, the energy requirements to produce the in situ
steam and hydrogen for upgrading are so large that the natural gas found in Alberta will not be sufficient to meet
the energy requirement. Uranium, coal and fuel derived from bitumen are the only alternatives with a large enough
resource base to provide viable alternatives.

4. A CANDU 3 nuclear reactor would provide sufficient steam so that the oil sand resource within a reasonable
distance (5-6 km) to transport steam using a surface distribution system would be exploited within 30 to 40 years.

5. The production of electrolytic hydrogen for upgrading of bitumen is a viable option to natural gas at low
electrical power rates (below $ 15/MWH).
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6. Carbon taxes will not be a significant factor in the decision to use a CANDU 3 nuclear reactor. However, if
Alberta is faced with legislated limits on the levels carbon dioxide emissions, the use of nuclear energy to develop
the Athabasca Oil Sands with SAGD technology may be the only alternative.

A number of recommendations can be drawn from this study and its conclusions.

1. Natural gas prices above $2.50 Canadian per gigajoule should not be considered a barrier to in situ steam oil
sand development based on SAGD technology as viable alternatives are available above this price.

2. Long term planning of the SAGD development of the Athabasca oil sands resource should be based on the initial
use of natural gas being replaced with alternatives when bitumen production exceeds 100,000 barrels per day and
the price of natural gas stabilizes above $2.50 Canadian per gigajoule.

3. With an expected useful life of 100 years for the CANDU 3 nuclear reactor, long term planning of oil sands
development should consider scenarios where the nuclear reactor is used for 30 to 40 years to generate in situ steam
and the remainder of its life for the production of electrical power for sale or use in the production of electrolytic
hydrogen.

4. Education of the public on the environmental advantages of various energy alternatives should be pursued
immediately, so that when the time comes to implement such alternatives, decisions can be made rationally.
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Table 1 Alberta Reserves of Marketable Natural Gas
ERCB Estimate Year-end

Reserve Caregory

Initial Established
Cumulative Production
Remaining Established
Yet to be Established

Ultimate Potential

Remaining Ultimate Potential

1991

EJ

128.62
66.16

62.46
80.82

209.44

143.28

Table 2 Alberta Remaining Recoverable Reserves of Coal
Year-end 1985

Source. Coal Mining in Canada: 1986, Report 87-3E, CANMET, September 1987

Class

Subbituminous
Bituminous

Thermal
Metallurgical

Total

EJ

15.800

17.115
5.135

38.050

Natural gas Feed

Natural Gas Fuel

Hydrogen

Carbon Dioxide

Table 3 Steam Methane 1Reforming Mass Balance
Base on 60,000 Barrel per Day Upgrader

Volume MMSCF/Day

48.4

11.6

132

60

Mass Tonne/Day Energy

927

222

319

3155

PJ/Day

51.6

12.3

45.2

nil
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Figure 50il Removal System

Figure 6 Water Treatment System
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CANDU PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Dr Ken R. Hedges

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Advanced CANDU reactor design strategy follows an evolutionary approach, taking manageable steps in the
development of power plants from today's available designs, and in parallel carrying out longer-term studies to
develop future-generation reactor concepts. The major emphasis is on safety, and on reducing cost and schedule.
New features are developed and thoroughly proof-tested before introduction into designs, in order to maximise
owner confidence.

INTRODUCTION

Through their operating record in Canada and around the world, AECL-designed CANDU nuclear power plants
have established themselves as a clean, successful and cost-effective source of electricity in Canada and abroad.
They have proven to be safe, reliable and competitive, consistently achieving high capacity factor rankings year
after year, both on an annual and lifetime basis (see Figure 1). Good operational performance is seen across the
different sizes of CANDU power plants, and for plants with different owners and jurisdictions. Indeed, in Korea,
the Wolsong 1 power plant has achieved exceptional performance. These results are a tribute to the excellence
in operations achieved by the performance CANDU utilities such as KEPCO, but they also show that reliable
CANDU is achieved time after time. A key factor in this success is AECL's strong commitment to
comprehensive research and development programs which support the CANDU design and product development.
CANDU was originally developed by a partnership between research and development, engineering and utility
operation teams, and this partnership approach continues today. Currently, AECL spends a very significant portion
of its own revenue on nuclear R and D, and CANDU owner utilities commit large additional funding to support
R and D activities aimed at improving the performance of operating stations. Many of the programs supported
by these funds are directed jointly by AECL and the utilities — direct involvement of AECL's customers in the
development of technology in support of CANDU products. This is a long-established approach in CANDU
development, to bring together researcher, designer, manufacturer, constructor and operator, as much as possible,
so that AECL's product benefits from experience gained by our partners in the CANDU business.

DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

Development programs presently underway at AECL are intended to meet emerging utility design and
performance requirements, by building on unique CANDU strengths and integrating new technologies.
The development strategy is to follow the evolutionary path updating reactor products by taking advantage of
features and components successfully proven in operation. This maximises confidence that utility, regulator and
other stakeholder expectations can be met.

To this goal, the development strategy is to formulate the requirements and concepts for future-generation
advanced designs, and, in parallel, introduce evolutionary improvements to the current CANDU designs for the
short and intermediate time frames (Figure 2).

In this approach, the proven features of the CANDU reactor design are retained:

• horizontal channels (pressure tubes)
• heavy water moderator
• fuelling flexibility resulting from high neutron economy
• simple, low-cost fuel bundle



• on-power fuelling
• zirconium alloy pressure tubes.

These features have been integral to the CANDU concept since the development of the first prototype reactors;
because the CANDU approach uses a modular pressure tube reactor design, improvements to these features can
be applied equally to all future designs.

At the same time, high-level goals have been established within the program to:

• reduce capital costs (including reductions in project schedule)
• reduce operating costs
• develop and further exploit fuelling flexibility
• further enhance safe operation,

( including reduced frequency/consequence of human error)
• build-in a high level of plant protection. (Including improved operability).

CANDU PRODUCTS

Current CANDU products, based on designs proven in successful operation, are the CANDU 6 (715 MWe), with
four units in operation and eight under construction, and the CANDU 9, originating from the multi-unit Bruce
and Darlington stations, with twelve units in operation by Ontario Hydro. These products represent the state of
the art in today's available designs, based on the evolutionary product development process at AECL over the
last twenty years. The continuing CANDU development program will also generate opportunities for these
products to evolve in the future (see next section).

CANDU 6 nuclear power plants have been operating successfully in Canada, Korea and Argentina for more than
twelve years. Additional units are also under construction at Cernavoda in Romania, with Cemavoda unit 1 due
to come into service later this year. The latest CANDU 6 units are being constructed at the Wolsong site in Korea
and have in-service dates from 1997 - 1999. Figure 3 shows the status of construction at the Wolsong site. These
plants have been updated to the recent regulatory requirements and include detailed design adjustments and
equipment upgrades to respond to feedback from operators, manufacturers, constructors and regulators. The
Wolsong 2,3 and 4 plants represent fully up-to-date CANDU technology.

The CANDU 9 power plant is the single-unit version of the well-established 900 MWe class CANDU reactor,
based on a 480 fuel channel calandria, which has operated successfully at the Bruce and Darlington nuclear power
plants. The reference design for the CANDU 9, which replicates the 480 fuel channel natural uranium-fuelled
Darlington reactor, is termed the CANDU 9 480 NU. Darlington, the latest of the 900 MWe Class CANDU
plants, consists of four integrated units with a total output of approximately 3740 MWe. The four units of the
plant have been put into service successively over the last few years. Last year, the Darlington units achieved
outstanding performance, achieving an average station capacity factor of 86%. Reliable operation is also shown
by the low forced outage rate, less than one per year per unit. The CANDU 9 design offers improved economics
through reduced capital cost, and shorter construction schedule. Improvements to operation and maintenance
support, will enhance performance and safety. The choice of proven design features and components ensures high
confidence that cost and schedule targets will be met in a project. Figure 4 shows a CADDS representation of
the CANDU 9 480/NU station .

The adaptation of the multi-unit Darlington reactor design to a single unit configuration was studied by AECL
for many years, using the same approach which led to the CANDU 6 design adaptation from the earlier Pickering
CANDU design. The emphasis has been on retaining the components and features of the reference plant design
to ensure a fully-proven product. The conceptual and basic design of the CANDU 9 480 NU has been defined,
after an intensive engineering program. This program included a thorough review of design improvement options,



and a detailed comparison of the design with both Canadian and Korean design requirements. This included
overall requirements such as those in the Korean Standard Requirements Document. KSRED, and also today's
applicable regulatory requirements. The remaining design integration will be completed this year, so that the
product is ready for early commitment by any interested utility. In addition to the design integration program,
a two-year Canadian regulatory review of the product commenced in 1995 January . This review will confirm
that the design meets Canadian regulatory requirements in sufficient detail that regulators in any country could
proceed with confidence.

AECL has also carried out a comprehensive design program for the CANDU 3, a smaller unit (480 MWe) to
meet specific grid and utility requirements. The CANDU 3 uses standard CANDU components and features in
a smaller-output design suitable for smaller grid requirements. This Standard Product Design program is in the
detailed design stage. The CANDU 3 program has also developed improved construction methods, advanced
engineering tools and improved safety features, applicable to all sizes of CANDU. Some of these developments
are being applied today on current CANDU construction projects.

DEVELOPMENT DIRECTIONS

The CANDU product development program has been focussed on generic CANDU features, which can be applied
to CANDU designs in general. The program integrates both fundamental and applied research, engineering
development and proof-testing, and product design, generate improvements ready for project application.
Generic developments emerging from the R&D program, encompass:

• Design features to assist operability with a target of 90% capacity factor
• advanced control room features such as plant display system design
• enhanced 37-element fuel-bundle design
• advanced 43-element CANFLEX* fuel-bundle design (extended bumup)
• fuel with tailored void coefficient
• slightly enriched (SEU - 0.9-1.2% U-235 in U) fuel
• extended life pressure tubes
• integrated tritium-removal/ heavy water upgrading system
• simplified emergency coolant injection system
• 60-year life for non-replaceable components
• faster construction using pre-fabrication and open-top techniques
• improved engineering tools such as integrated CADDS/design definition tools

The development approach is to fully establish and proof-test these features, then incorporate them as appropriate
in CANDU products, such as the CANDU 6 or the CANDU 9. For example, improvements in the design of
pressure tubes, generated via R and D at AECL's Chalk River Laboratories, have already been incorporated into
replacement pressure tubes, and into the Wolsong 2, 3, and 4 nuclear power plants. In this way, AECL's
investment in research and development can be applied to today's designs, the CANDU 6 and CANDU 9, as well
as to reactor design concepts under development, in parallel.

AECL, in conjunction with utility partners, has initiated a comprehensive study of further enhancements to the
CANDU 6 reactor which can be implemented with minimum project risk but which potentially offer significant
cost savings and performance improvement. As part of the development process, AECL includes customer-
specific considerations, including technology transfer leading to nuclear infrastructure development, and
localization and partnering.

AECL has studied adding more channels to the basic 480-channcl CANDU 9 reactor and/or slightly enriching
the fuel, to produce stand-alone larger CANDU units with outputs up to 1300 MWe. This approach will retain
the advantage of proven components and features in the overall framework of the CANDU 9 design. A detailed
review of the concept of SEU fuel in CANDU 9 has shown that there are no barriers to the introduction of this



fuel cycle approach to reduce fuelling costs and increase reactor power output.

For the longer term, a major advantage of the CANDU reactor is that the fuel cycle can be customized to meet
the specific requirements of the CANDU owner and operator. Fuel cycle options include SEU, RU ( Recovered
Uranium obtained as a by-product from conventional reprocessing of spent PWR fuel), DUPIC (Direct Use of
spent PWR fuel In CANDU), and various Thorium cycles. Also, there is considerable current international
interest in the CANDU reactor as an efficient burner of ex-weapons plutonium, and in the annihilation of actinides
as part of an integrated waste-management strategy.

Additional longer term design evolution will involve more fundamental research activities, (as shown in Figure
2) while continuing with the basic CANDU features of modular fuel channel, simple fuel design with on-power
fuelling, etc. By the next century, CANDU development will be aimed at a plant which can be constructed with
the reliability and simplicity (and short schedule) of the best conventional thermal power plants; with significant
savings in both capital and operating cost compared to today's nuclear projects; and with the flexibility to operate
economically in a variety of fuel cycles, optimized for economics, resource conservation and waste minimization.
Development by a global team of cooperating researchers, designers, manufacturers, constructors, and utility
operators, will contribute to CANDU excellence in reliable electricity generation.



Figures

1) 1994 World Capacity Factor Rankings

2) D.Torgerson Figure of Evolutionary development

3) Picture of current Wolsong site

4) CADDS representation of the CANDU 9 - 480/NU station currently under development.
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RADIATION: IS RISK REALLY PROPORTIONAL TO DOSE?

R.I'.J. Mitchel
Radiation Biology and Health Physics Branch

AECL Research, Chalk River Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1 JO

The basis for risk estimation and radiation protection practices in the nuclear industry is the assumption that the
carcinogenic effects of radiation are proportional to the dose alone. This hypothesis is based primarily on data
available from high dose and high dose rate exposures but, with a reduction factor of two allowed for low dose
rates, is also assumed to hold, without a threshold, for low doses. This idea forms the basis for the radiation
protection practice of using dose as a surrogate for risk, a practical advantage since dose is much easier to
measure than risk. These assumptions, however, imply that the only variable that contributes to the risk of
cancer in radiation exposed humans is the physical event of energy disposition in cells, and that any biological
processes involved in the subsequent formation of cancer are either not variable or that any variation does not
significantly alter risk.

We know that cancer formation is a multi-step process, and that many of these biological steps occur at times
long after the initial radiation energy deposition. When a cell is exposed to ionizing radiation (or any other
carcinogen) the genetic material of the cell is damaged. For ionizing radiation this damage occurs in a fraction
of a second and represents the end of the physical and physical-chemical events associated with the energy
deposition (i.e., the dose). All subsequent events in the multi-step process of carcinogenesis are biological and
occur on a time scale of minutes to years After a cell's genetic material has been damaged there are only three
possibilities. If the DNA Tepair processes are accurate and fully effective, the damage will be corrected and the
genetic material restored to its original state, in which case there are no subsequent consequences, i.e., no risk of
that cell becoming a cancerous cell as a result of that particular damaging event. If the DNA repair processes
are not fully effective or accurate, the two other possibilities arise. One possibility is that the cell will die,
which also removes any probability of subsequent carcinogenesis. The final possibility is that the cell will
survive but will be genetically altered (mutated). This last possibility is the only one which can contribute to
carcinogenic risk, since some mutations may be of a type which is the first step in carcinogenesis.

We have tested the validity of the assumption that dose is the only significant variable in cancer risk by
examining the first step in carcinogenesis. This event is called "initiation" and represents the formation of a
specific type of genetic alteration (mutation) that allows a formerly normal cell to begin the multi-step process
of cancer formation. Our experiments show that a small radiation exposure causes human cells to adapt to
further radiation. Radiation adapted cells are better able to repair damage to their DNA because they have an
enhanced DNA repair rate and also allow a longer time for their DNA repair systems to complete the repair. In
addition, adapted cells are more likely to trigger a genetic instruction called apoptosis or "programmed cell
death" which forces improperly repaired cells to die As a consequence, such adaption reduces the probability
that further exposures will cause an initiating mutation in those cells and also reduces the probability that a
mutated cell will survive and be transformed into cancer cells These results are not consistent with the
assumption that risk is directly proportional to dose alone and suggest that, at least in some situations, our risk
estimates and radiation protection practices should be re-examined.
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DEVELOPING A BIOLOGICAL DOSIMETER BASED ON MITOCHONDRIAL DNA

S. ADAMS, S.M. CARLISLE, P. UNRAU, and K.V. DEUGAU

Radiation Biology and Health Physics Branch,
AECL, Chalk River Laboratories, Chalk River, Ontario KOJ 1 JO

ABSTRACT

Direct measurement ofdeoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) damage from ionizing radiation may be advantageous
in determining radiation exposures and assessing their effects on atomic radiation workers. The mitochondria! DNA
molecule is one potential cellular DNA target which is: fully defined and sequenced; present in many copies per cell;
not vital to cellular survival; and less subject to DNA repair than nuclear DNA. A method is described to isolate
and analyse normal mitochondrial DNA. We describe the developments needed to determine DNA damage in
mitochondria! DNA. The target is to make a biological dosimeter.

INTRODUCTION

DNA is the blueprint of life and when DNA is damaged by ionizing radiation or by other environmental
agents, it can lead to health effects such as cancer. Genetic factors, encoded in the DNA, determine an individual's
ability to repair DNA damage and, therefore, are important in determining an individual's response to ionizing
radiation.

Because each person is genetically unique, and because this uniqueness is coded in their DNA, the response
of each person to an environmental variable may differ. This idea is summarized by inspection of the biogenetic
equation (1):

P = G + E

This equation says that the characteristics, diseases, and structure we observe in others, which is their phenotype
(P), is the result of interactions between their genes or genotype (G) and the environment (E). Thus, the effects of
a particular environmental agent will differ from one person to another depending upon their exact "G" and their
individual interactions with their individual "E". We are, of course, interested mainly in the effects of the
environmental agent ionizing radiation. By examining DNA molecules directly, the effects of ionizing radiation can
be measured over the pre-existing background of DNA variations.

Radiation monitoring and protection are currently based on instruments or devices that measure exposures
to ionizing radiation. These dosimeters do not take into account the genetic and biological variation within a
population, which may make individuals more or less susceptible to the effects of ionizing radiation. Advances in
molecular biology may enable us to move from this current dose-based radiation protection approach to risk-based
radiation protection, taking account of individual genetic makeup.

The cell nucleus contains DNA with genetic instructions encoded in the 6xlO9 DNA base pairs in each
nucleus. A cell also contains mitochondria, structures that provide energy to the cell. Mitochondria have their own
small DNA molecules, which code for specific parts of the energy system. Each mitochondrial DNA molecule is
16,596 base pairs in length (2) and each cell may have up to 5000 copies of this molecule. The total mitochondrial
DNA in a cell accounts for up to 1% of the total cellular DNA, representing a damage target of up to 60 million



base pairs. At an expected double strand break yield of one per 1.5x10'" base pairs per cGy (3), the mitochondrial
DNA from as few as 200 cells might contain one double strand break after 1 cGy.

The mitochondrial DNA target may provide a way to quantify an individual's cumulative exposure to
ionizing radiation. Because mitochondria are deficient in DNA repair (4), they accumulate lifetime DNA damage.
This raises the possibility that mitochondrial DNA can serve as an integrating DNA damage dosimeter, as well as
an emergency dosimeter. Essentially, mitochondrial DNA may more faithfully reflect the "E" component from
ionizing radiation damage than the nucleus, because the damage may remain unrepaired. If mitochondrial DNA
damage persists, and is a good indicator of initial DNA damage, the effective biological dose may be defined by
comparison with other measures of nuclear DNA damage.

Fragment Indexing by Ligating Ends (FILE) technology is a novel, direct method for the isolation and
analysis of DNA molecules, invented and developed at the Chalk River Laboratories of AECL (5). The core idea
of FILE technology is that DNA fragments can be prepared which have distinct end sequences. The information
in these end sequences can be used to define DNA fragments for isolation and analysis. A complex mixture of DNA
fragments can be broken down into subsets using FILE technology. In Figure 1 we give a brief description of this
new molecular biological methodology. By using synthetic DNA indexing "tags", a particular, defined DNA
fragment can be isolated and amplified. Thus, rather than the random approaches used in gene cloning, FILE
provides a directed approach to DNA isolation and analysis. One advantage is that an entire molecule such as the
mitochondrial genome can be isolated and fully analysed.

A further advantage, which we intend to use in developing a mitochondrial dosimeter, is that the DNA
isolation strategy can be designed so as to eliminate all normal DNA molecules from a pool. If we can selectively
eliminate normal molecules, then only mutant molecules will be left for analysis. Two factors, therefore, will
govern the efficiency of a mitochondrial DNA based dosimeter: the limits to isolation and amplification of abnormal
DNA molecules; and the frequency with which abnormal molecules arise in an individual's cells, both spontaneously
and as a function of radiation dose.

We report here preliminary studies on the isolation of mitochondrial DNA fragments as part of the process
leading to the development of a mitochondrial DNA dosimeter.

RESULTS

Mitochondria from cultured human cells are being used as a model system to develop this dosimeter.
Mitochondrial DNA was cut into discrete fragments and each fragment was isolated using FILE technology. Figure
2 shows a map of the mitochondrial genome, and a gel on which all 23 mitochondrial DNA fragments were
separated. We have shown that these mitochondrial DNA fragments can be sequenced;6 out of 25 fragments have
been sequencedso far. An example of sequencing data is shown in Figure 3. This sequence information represents
the fundamental genetic information in the cell or mitochondrion.

DISCUSSION

When DNA is damaged due to ionizing radiation, it can be repaired either correctly or incorrectly. It is only
the incorrectly repaired DNA molecules that are of concern. We are developing methods to look for aberrant
mitochondrial DNA fragments, either pre-existing or caused by ionizing radiation. In particular, we are developing
strategies to detect deletions and base mutations. Direct assays for double strand breaks and for single strand breaks
depend on advances in analytical methods for single molecules.

To detect deletions, indexers can be used which define molecules in which intervening sites have been lost.
For example, from Figure 2A, using indexers to define the A-C fragment will isolate molecules which have lost the



"B" site. These molecules will be smaller than A-C and can be further analysed by direct sequencing. Suitable
internal controls are being developed to test sensitivity and fidelity.

DNA base damage may be assessed either by direct sequencing, or by searching for molecules in which the
end sequences have mutated. A different indexer is then required to isolate the mutated fragment.

Finally, the development process needs to be validated using mitochondrial DNA from irradiated cells in
tissue culture and extended to whole animal studies.

CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that the mitochondrial fragments can be isolated from very small amounts of blood.
In theory, the mitochondrial DNA isolated from a drop of blood, or even the root of a hair, may be sufficient to
detect very small radiation doses, suggesting that this approach has potential for emergency dosimetry where no
external dosimetry is available.

Whereas an external dosimeter can measure an individual's exposure to ionizing radiation, a biological
dosimeter can be used to measure the initial amount of DNA damage, giving a more direct estimate of potential
health effects. The next phase in development will be to calibrate the assay using DNA with known deletions, and
then to investigate the effects of ionizing radiation on deletions in mitochondrial DNA from cells in tissue culture.
This will be a system in which both "G" and "E" can be measured in assessing risk; currently, we can only measure
the "E" component.
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APPENDIX 1

Materials and Methods

Mitochondria! DNA was extracted from a normal lymphoblastoid cell line ATCC 2184 by the methods described
by Anderson et al. (2). The cells were cultured in RPMl medium supplemented with fetal calf serum (20%). 108

cells were spun down into a pellet at 1800 rpm. The mitochondrial DNA was extracted and resuspended in 20 ul
Tris-EDTA. The mitochondrial DNA was then digested with I unit of S/uNl (NEB) and 10 ug RNase A (Sigma)
at 37°C for 30 min in a total of 60 nl, followed immediately by enzyme inactivation at 65°C for 20 min. The
digested DNA was ligated to the specific indexers using 400 units of T4 DNA ligase (NEB) at 37°C for 60 min in
a volume of 10 ul. The ligase was then inactivated at 65°C for 15 min followed by PCR amplification of the
product. The amplification buffer was 2 mM MgCI,, 15 mM (NHJ2SO4, 60 mM Tris-HCI (pH 9). Amplification
conditions were: 95°C - 5 min, 80°C hot start with AmphTaq (ABI/Perkin Elmer Canada Ltd.), 94°C - 2 min, 94°C
- I min, 55°C - 2 min, 72°C - 3 min; the last three steps were repeated 29 times, followed by 7 min at 72°C. The
amplifed products were loaded onto a 1.5% agarose gel and electrophoresed. Ethidium bromide was used to stain
the DNA, which was then visualized with ultraviolet illumination. The mitochondrial DNA fragments to be
sequenced were purified by extraction from 0.8% polyacrylamide gels using the crush and soak method described
in Maniatis (6). The DNA fragments were sequenced by the Core Facility for Protein and DNA Chemistry at
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario.
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ABSTRACT

AECL-Chalk River Laboratories (CRL) located at Chalk River, Ontario, routinely ships radioisotopes in bulk to
Nordion International Inc. in Kanata, Ontario. On 1994 March 22, an AECL vehicle carrying three packages
containing radioisotopes collided with a tractor trailer carrying steel, approximately 15 km east of the Chalk River
Laboratories. The AECL-CRL emergency response plan was activated. A series of post-accident meetings were
held to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan and to address any identified deficiencies. AECL-CRL is continuing
to work towards addressing the identified deficiencies.
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INTRODUCTION

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) is a crown company incorporated in 1952 under the Companies Act,
pursuant to the Atomic Energy Control Act. There are several branches of the Company, located mainly in eastern
Canada, one of which is Chalk River Laboratories (CRL) located 200 kilometres northwest of Ottawa on the Ottawa
River (Figure 1).

The facilities located at CRL primarily conduct research in support of the CANDU* reactor, but a second major
activity is to produce radioisotopes for use in medical treatments. To this end, a wide variety of radioisotopes are
shipped daily from CRL to Nordion International Inc. (NIT) in Kanata, Ontario

SHIPMENT OF RADIOISOTOPES TO NORDION INTERNATIONAL INC.

The raw radioisotopes produced in the NRU research reactor and separated at CRL (Figure 2) are shipped to Nil,
where they are refined and packaged for shipment to various domestic and international destinations.

Included in the list of radioisotopes produced at CRL and shipped to Nil are molydenum-99, xenon-133 and
samarium-153.

Molybdenum-99 (Mo-99) is shipped to Nil from CRL as a liquid. This radioisotope is the most important one
produced at CRL, being the raw material for technicium-99 (Tc-99m), the worlds most widely used diagnostic
isotope. Tc-99m is used to scan almost every human organ as well as our bones. More than ten million diagnostic
procedures are performed annually using this radioisotope.

Xenon-133 (Xe-133) is shipped to Nil from CRL as a gas. This radioisotopc is used in lung scanning.

Samarium-153 (Sm-153) is shipped to Nil from CRL as a solid powder This radioisotope is used to relieve pain
in terminally ill bone cancer patients.

Packages Used to Ship Radioisotopes

Mo-99 is shipped to Nil from CRL in the "Nordion International Inc., model F279 Shipping Flask, a Type B(M)
package. This flask consists of a cylindrical steel outer container, a removable drawer, a product bottle and a
shipping pallet. The external dimensions of the container are 670 mm diameter by 705 mm high. The flask is
mounted on a 200 mm high shipping pallet. The total mass of the package is 2265 kg.

CANDU: CANada Deuterium Uranium Registered trademark



Xe-133 is shipped to Nil from CRL in the Nordion International Inc. F-278 Flask with F-334 Overpack, together
a Type B(U) package. The F-334 Overpack consists of a fibreglass reinforced plastic shell encasing a honeycomb
filling. Inside the honeycomb is a steel cylinder enclosing thermal insulation and an inner fibreglass liner This
overpack houses an inner F-278 container which is secured between the upper and lower halves of the overpack by
eight tension latches. The F-278 container consists of a stainless steel encased lead cavity which encloses a leaktight
stainless steel cylinder with a two-valve assembly The maximum dimensions of the entire package are 1540 mm
high by 1090 mm diameter. The total mass of the package is 294 kg.

Sm-153 is shipped to Nil from CRL in the Nordion International Inc. F-271 Transport Package, a Type B(U)
package. This flask consists of an inner container and a crush and fire shield outer assembly. The inner container
consists of a lead-filled, stainless steel encased cylinder and removable plug. The outer crush and fire shield consists
of a conical, finned, insulated mild steel shell with a skid attached by bolts. The overall dimensions are 1100 mm
by 1173 mm high. The total mass of the package is 1640 kg.

METHOD AND HISTORY OF SHIPMENTS

CRL has been producing Mo-99 since the early 1970's with the production of Xe-133 and Sm-153 beginning in the
mid 1980's and early 1990's respectively. Production of other radioisotopes has been going on since the 1950's.
Consequently, AECL vehicles have been travelling regularly to Nil (formerly AECL Commercial Products), a
distance of about 200 km for nearly 40 years. Since all of the packages containing radioisotopes are shipped from
CRL to Nil by road, some 110,000 km are logged each year by AECL vehicles making about 275 trips. The
vehicles used vary, from a six-ton truck to a tractor trailer and pup, depending on the number and types of packages
being transported.

During this time, there have been only two accidents. The first accident occurred on 1976 June 2. The AECL
vehicle, a four-ton truck carrying one F-127 package containing irradiated enriched uranium (93% U-235) and one
Type "A" package containing strontium-90, was headed to AECL Commercial Products (now Nil) in Kanata. The
vehicle left the road near Renfrew, Ontario, a town approximately 100 km west of Ottawa, and overturned causing
major damage to the vehicle. Neither the F127 package which remained tied to the vehicle nor the Type "A"
package sustained any appreciable damage, and there was no spill of radioactivity. Both packages were subsequently
transferred to another AECL vehicle, which then transported the packages to Kanata.

The second accident occurred on 1994 March 22. The remainder of this paper describes the accident, the response
to the accident, and actions taken to improve the response.

1994 MARCH 22 ACCIDENT

On 1994 March 22, a shipment of radioisotopes left CRL for Nil. The shipment consisted of three packages. The
first package loaded on the vehicle was an F-334/F-278 which was carrying Xe-133. The second package loaded
was an F-279 which was carrying Mo-99. The third and last package loaded was an F-271 which was carrying
Sm-153. All three packages were tied down to the vehicle bed using specially designed tie-down devices. The
AECL driver left the CRL site at approximately 1915 hours, 1994 March 22.

The vehicle proceeded east along Highway 17 towards Nil in Kanata. Approximately 15 km from the CRL site,
the vehicle was sideswiped by a tractor trailer carrying steel, travelling west along a flat, straight portion of Highway
17, referred to locally as the "Petawawa Plains". The time was approximately 1940 hours. The road was clear, as
was the weather. Temperatures were mild.

After the collision, the AECL vehicle proceeded approximately 50 m before swerving sharply, overturning, finally
coming to rest in the westbound ditch. The vehicle ended up on its side, damaged extensively. The westbound
vehicle remained on the road after the collision, proceeding approximately 1 km before coming to rest.



IMMEDIATE ACTIONS TAKEN

The accident occurred just after the evening shift change at AECL. A passing motorist called the Ontario Provincial
Police (OPP). Several off-duty AECL employees on their way home came upon the accident scene minutes after
it happened. One of those employees immediately secured a cellular phone from another motorist at the scene and
called AECL Protective Services at approximately 1945 hours, who in turn activated the Emergency Response Plan
(ERP).

SUBSEQUENT EVENTS

Emergency Response Plan activated
Ambulance called
Transport Branch called
Radiation Protection (RP) Health Surveyor called
Nil informed
OPP set up roadblock at 2020 hours
Ambulance arrived - transported driver to Deep River Hospital
CANUTEC contacted by OPP
Monitoring equipment arrived at the scene, monitoring was conducted - no spill detected
Senior AECL Officers, Public Affairs called
Radiation Protection and Nuclear Materials Managers arrived on scene
Atomic Energy Control Board informed
Arrangements made to return packages to CRL
Senior Officer, Public Affairs arrived at scene
Photography called
Driver transferred to Ottawa Civic Hospital due to massive head and internal injuries
Heavy equipment operators arrived at CRL - began gathering recovery equipment
Roadblock set up by OPP taken down at approximately 2330 hours, traffic flow resumed
Heavy equipment arrived at scene
Packages transferred to alternate vehicle, damaged truck loaded onto flatbed
Packages, damaged vehicle returned to CRL
Radioisotopes transferred to other packages for shipment to Nil
Accident scene cleaned up - earth that had diesel fuel absorbed into it was replaced by clean earth by CRL personnel

RESULTS OF THE ACCIDENT

Damage to the AECL Vehicle

The AECL vehicle involved was a five-ton, single-axle GM truck, with a rear steel bed with plywood and steel
sides. A steel partition was located just behind the cab of the vehicle. A canvas tarpaulin covered the rear of the
vehicle and its contents when travelling.

The AECL vehicle sustained major damage, some as the result of the impact with the other vehicle, the rest from
when it overturned. The cab of the vehicle was crushed, with the fibreglass and steel body being badly damaged.
The plywood and steel rear was smashed completely, with pieces being scattered along both sides of the highway.
The steel bed was slightly twisted, but otherwise undamaged. The steel partition was badly bent when the vehicle
overturned. One of the two rear tires on the driver side was completely torn off. With the vehicle on its side, a
small amount of diesel fuel leaked out of one of the fuel tanks.

Damage to the Packages

The F-334/F278 carrying Xe-133 was secured at the front of the vehicle. It was the tallest of the packages. The
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F-334 performed as designed. The outer fibreglass shell and honeycomb filler crushed and protected the inner steel
cylinder. There was no damage to the thermal protection, nor was there any damage to the inner, F-278 shielding,
and containment vessel. The F-278 was later transferred to another F-334 overpack and sent to NIL

The F-279 carrying Mo-99, was secured behind the F-334 Overpack. It was the shortest of the three packages. Its
cylindrical steel outer container suffered a minor scrape. The steel skid on which the flask sat, was slightly bent.
The tie-downs kept the package firmly secured to the bed of the vehicle. There was no loss of contents. This
package was transferred to CRL, where its contents were transferred to another, similar flask, which was shipped
to Nil the day after the accident. After repairs, the flask was later returned to service.

The F-271 carrying Sm-153, was secured at the back of the vehicle behind the F-279 package. Its outer crush and
fire shield assembly received minor damage when the vehicle overturned. The tie-downs kept the package firmly
secured to the bed of the vehicle. There was no loss of contents. The package was transferred to CRL where its
contents were transferred to another, similar flask, which was later shipped to Nil the day after the accident. After
repairs, the flask was later returned to service.

Damage to the Other Vehicle Involved

The other vehicle involved, a tractor trailer carrying steel, received some superficial damage along the driver's side
as the result of the collision.

ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE RESPONSE TO THE ACCIDENT

A series of meetings were held after the accident, to assess the effectiveness of the response to the accident. The
focus was to assess what went right, either by design or through fortunate circumstances, as well as what went
wrong due to lack of design or unfortunate circumstances.

What Went Right (by Design)

The packages carrying the material played a very important role in ensuring that the contents carried do not escape.

All three containers carried at the time of the 1994 March 22 accident were licensed Type "B" packages. They were
designed in accordance with IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) Safety Series No. 6. This standard
includes drop and fire tests requirements designed to simulate the accident conditions of transport. It is significant
to note that, with the exception of the F-334 overpack, not only did the packages survive the accident, they were
returned to service a short time later. (The F-334 overpack could not be salvaged. It was designed to be expendable
in the event of a serious accident)

What Went Right (Fortunate Circumstances)

There were a number of fortunate circumstances surrounding the accident.

The accident itself occurred about 15 km from the CRL site. Consequently, there were knowledgeable people close
by who could respond in short order. Equipment was readily available and was on the scene very quickly.

The accident occurred in a rural area. There were no people, houses or business premises needing evacuation.

The temperature was mild, with a little snow on the ground. Many of those who responded to the accident were
on the scene for several hours.

The accident occurred at approximately 1940 hours, which coincided with a shift change at CRL. As a result, many
AECL-CRL personnel arrived on the scene almost immediately. Off-duty firemen provided emergency first aid to



the injured driver. An off duty Radiation Protection Branch Radiation Health surveyor helped assess the situation,
providing valuable information to those people at the scene until the response team members arrived. Another
off-duty person called Protective Services, who initiated the emergency response plan. Still others helped with
traffic control and information transfer.

The tie-down devices did not fail during the accident. Tie-downs are designed to the requirements of ANSI N14.2,
to withstand the loads during normal transport conditions, not accident conditions.

No fire resulted from the accident. While the packages are designed to survive such conditions, had there been a
fire.response actions would have been more complicated and prolonged.

The ambulance staff who responded to the call were returning from a previous call and were on the scene in
minutes. This allowed the injured driver to be transported to hospital very quickly.

The AECL driver was the only casualty. There were no other vehicles in the immediate vicinity, although several
arrived on the scene shortly afterwards.

One of the motorists who came upon the scene, had a cellular phone which was used by others at the scene to make
several crucial calls.

Deficiencies (Current Plan)

During the post-accident meetings, a number of items were identified as being absent from the current emergency
response plan.

In trying to get to the scene, emergency response personnel had to pass long lines of traffic and OPP officers
manning the roadblocks. Had special escorts been pre-arranged, the responding people could have been on the scene
earlier. While not a big problem for this accident, it was felt that had circumstances been different (e.g., different
location, time, etc.), it could have created serious problems.

Related to this was the fact that emergency response personnel did not carry any official identification, and this
hindered access to the accident scene.

There was no cache of radiation monitoring equipment readily available outside the CRL site for use in the event
of an accident.

The emergency response personnel had no dedicated communication equipment or lists of phone numbers available
in the event of an emergency. Fortunately, a passerby did have a cellular phone which was used to make the initial
calls.

There was no dedicated emergency response vehicle available to serve as a base for the response activities.

What Went Wrong (Unforeseen Circumstances)

A number of unexpected occurrences were identified, that could have affected the response efforts.

Unfortunately, the ambulance drivers had not received any training in dealing with accidents involving radioactive
materials and were initially apprehensive when attending to the injured driver. Similarly, hospital staff were unsure.
Fortunately, qualified AECL people at the scene, and later at the hospital, were able to explain and assure medical
staff of the lack of radioactive contamination.

The accident happened in an area where Canadian Forces Base personnel from CFB Petawawa were conducting
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exercises. On this particulai night, military helicopters were in the area. Shortly after the accident, a helicopter
arrived and tried to help those below by hovering above and shining a spot light on the scene. Fortunately there
had been no radioactive release during the accident and therefore no contamination spread resulted from the
helicopter downdraft.

CONCLUSIONS

In considering what went right and what went wrong, as well as the circumstances that night, several conclusions
were drawn:

The response plan was effective, but it did require improvements in several areas.

Judging from the difficulties encountered with non-AECL emergency response personnel the night of the
accident, that there is a need to establish and maintain a permanent liaison with those personnel regarding
radioactive materials shipments in this movement corridor. Training sessions may be needed.

Caches of dedicated response equipment that can be taken to the scene at short notice are required at places off
the CRL site. This equipment should include, among other things, clothing and radiation monitoring equipment.

There is a need to improve methods of getting the response team to the accident scene quickly, safely and in
a coordinated fashion.

Human factors surrounding accidents involving serious injuries need to be considered. This includes counselling
for the victim's family, as well as others who may have been traumatized by the accident.

REMEDIAL ACTIONS

To address the deficiencies, a number of remedial actions have been identified, some of which have already been
addressed, the remainder of which are in the process of being addressed.

Remedial Actions Taken to Date

The emergency response plan in place at the time of the accident has been reviewed and revised to incorporate many
of the changes required. The plan will be reviewed regularly with input being sought from a wide variety of
AECL-CRL staff, including the response team members.

Calls have been made to various groups around the area, including the OPP and the hospitals in an effort to improve
communications and establish or re-establish a liaison with them. This liaison will continue to be developed.

A list of telephone numbers to call in the event of an accident has been provided to response team members.

Remedial Actions Still to be Taken

Identification cards for response team members will be issued shortly.

Counselling for victims and their families and for response personnel, in the event of an accident is being arranged.

A Mobile Command Centre, which will house equipment to be used when responding to an emergency, has been
ordered and will be delivered in early 1995.

FINAL COMMENTS



Hopefully accidents, especially serious ones such as this one, will not happen frequently. Equipment and training
must be provided and plans must be reviewed and updated regularly, to minimize the consequences of such
occurrences. The existing plan worked well although the fortunate circumstances at the time of the accident, and
the role that these played is acknowledged.
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Radioisotopes Produced in NRU and Their Uses

Molybdenum-99

Used for nuclear diagnostic imaging - substance is injected into patient attached to
a compound that will travel to target area, such as the heart, and images are created
by monitoring the activity from outside the patient. Almost every organ in the
human body is scanned using Mo-99's daughter product, Tc-99m (Technicium).
Bone scans are another common use. Physician's use the scans to detect cancer,
infections, abnormalities, to test the function of organs, and many other uses. Mo-
99/Tc-99m is used in more than 2/3 of all nuclear diagnostic procedures, over 10
million tests worldwide annually.

Iodine-131

Used for both diagnosis and therapy of thyroid problems such as hyperthyroidism
and thyroid cancer.

Iodine-125

Used for laboratory (in-vitro) tests of human blood, urine, semen, etc to detect a
wide variety of diseases, drugs and antibodies for cancer detection. Widely used -
an estimated 300 million tests annually worldwide!!

Xenon-133

A radioactive gas used to scan the lungs to detect blood clots, cancer and test their
function.

Samarium-153

A bone palliation agent - injecting the material alleviates the pain associated with
terminal bone cancer.

Co-60

Used for cancer therapy together with a cancer therapy machine that directs and
times the beam. The gamma radiation from the Cobalt-60 is directed at cancerous
tissue to kill the tumour cells. Cobalt therapy is credited with approximately half
of all cancer cures. Approximately half a million people are treated annually
around the world.

FIGURE 2
Radioisotopes Produced in NRU Research Reactor and Separated at AECL-CRL
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this program is to develop methods for providing estimates of radiation
exposure based on changes in the cells/tissues of exposed individuals. This work arises from
the need for independent measures of exposure of workers when standard dose measurements
are unavailable or questionable. The radiation-induced changes that we propose to measure
have been correlated with carcinogenesis. It follows that the methods used should also
provide indications of the likely biological consequences of radiation exposure for an
individual. The consequences of radiation exposure lie in the resolution of the radiation
effects at the cellular level. Accordingly, it is at the cellular level that our attention is
directed. More precisely, since the consequences of most concern, cancer induction and the
induction of inherited diseases, are the result of changes to the genetic material of cells (the
DNA), it is the measurement of effects on DNA that are being investigated as possible dose
meters. Individuals are unique in terms of their DNA and differ in their cellular capacities to
repair the damage from an ionizing radiation dose. Because of these features, not only do
biological dosimetry tools offer us a means of measuring a dose at the individual level but
may also provide us with a measure of the ultimate risk associated with a given exposure.

CELLULAR APOPTOSIS

When peripheral blood lymphocytes are exposed to ionizing radiation, some of them self-
destruct by a process called apoptosis (1). During this process the large DNA molecules
within the cell are cleaved into smaller pieces resulting in the death of the cell. Until
recently, detection of dead lymphocytes within a blood sample was a difficult task. Molecular
techniques are now available that can efficiently identify apoptotic lymphocytes. The purpose
of this work is to determine if radiation-induced apoptosis in lymphocytes can be developed
as a biological dosimeter.

We have used two assays to measure the frequency of apoptosis in irradiated cells. Both are
designed to detect the high level of DNA fragmentation that is one of the defined steps in the
programmed, cell death process. One involves the tagging of the ends of fragmented DNA
within the cell with a fluorescent marker (ApoTAG, ONCOR). Because of the high degree of
DNA fragmentation in apoptotic cells they are readily identifiable on subsequent UV-
microscopy. The second assay, the Fluorescence Assay of DNA Unwinding (FADU),
measures the reduction in binding of a fluorescent dye that accompanies the separation of
DNA strands under defined conditions (2). The greater the degree of DNA fragmentation, the
greater the unwinding that can take place from the broken ends and the greater the change in



fluorescence. Experimental results have shown that the apoptotic process in lymphocytes
irradiated in vitro, is a temporally consistent event. The maximum number of apoptotic cells
is reached 72 hours after exposure to the inducing dose of radiation. After this point the
number of apoptotic cells decreases. This offers an advantage in the application of this end-
point as a tool in biological dosimetry in that, if the induced response disappears quickly in
vivo, the system essentially resets itself to zero a short time after the exposure. This allows
for the measurement of an individual's background response to be completed even after an
over-exposure: the individual can act as his/her own control.

In a concerted effort to test these systems on lymphocytes irradiated in vitro, we conducted a
number of experiments using peripheral blood lymphocytes from several Atomic Radiation
Worker (ARW) donors. Isolated lymphocytes were irradiated in culture with 250 kVp X-rays
or 60Co y-rays, and the level of induced apoptosis, as indicated by the two methods, assessed.
The pooled results for the two assays following y-irradiation showed very large variation
(Figure 1). However, this variability was largely due to individual donor variation and not
experimental error. In repeated experiments over the test period, the results from individuals
were very reproducible (Figure 2). The lowest radiation dose detected was 0.05 Gy. The
comparison of the combined results indicates that there is no difference between 250 kVp X-
rays and y-rays for either of the assays (Figure 3). The results to date have shown that both
assays provide sensitive measurements of induced apoptosis down to relatively low doses and
that samples from different donors may show different levels of induced apoptosis. For any
one donor, however, the induction rate appears to be highly reproducible. In short, this end-
point shows great promise as a biological dosimeter.

THE MICRONUCLEUS ASSAY

When cellular DNA is insulted and damaged by ionizing radiation, the induction of apoptosis
is only one of a number of outcomes possible. In some cases, the induced damage is
effectively and completely repaired by the cell's efficient enzymatic repair systems and the
consequence and ultimately the risk to the exposed individual in terms of biological harm is
zero. Even in the event of apoptosis, the cells that die do not contribute to genetic harm and
so the risk of adverse health effects is also zero. Only when DNA repair is erroneous and/or
incomplete does the possibility of negative health effects exist. Micronuclei are formed
within a cell as a result of damage to the cell's genetic material, the DNA, that has gone
unrepaired. This lack of repair results in a fragment of DNA that is no longer physically
attached to the chromosome where it belongs (3). These broken pieces can be seen as
discrete nuclear bodies within the cellular cytoplasm following division of the original cell
into two daughter cells. As the level of damage increases with dose so too does the amount
of unrepaired damage, and, as a consequence, the measured micronucleus frequency. That
individuals vary in their cellular repair capacities is suggested by the variation in the
spontaneous and induced micronucleus frequencies seen in their cells. To apply this
cytogenetic tool with confidence to the measurement of a biologically relevant dose for a
given individual, following an accidental radiation overexposure, for example, it is important
to understand the variables that may contribute to and influence the overall micronucleus level
measured.



As with the measurement of induced apoptosis the cell system of choice for biological
dosimetry is that of peripheral blood lymphocytes. These cells, although easily obtained
through a simple blood donation, are part of a complex population that is divided into various
subgroups dependent on the role they play and their function within the body. In general,
lymphocytes fall into two broad classes, the B lymphocytes and T lymphocytes. There are
approximately 30% of the B type and 70% of the T type. However, this ratio is somewhat
individual-specific, and since both types have different functions within the body, the levels of
each may vary over time in response to such things as infections or allergenic agents. Each
of the B- and T subgroups are subdivided into function specific categories. Differences in the
relative sensitivities of B- and T-cells have also been reported (4,5).

Two ARW donors, from whom earlier micronucleus data were available, were identified from
our volunteer list. Total peripheral blood lymphocytes were isolated and commercially
available affinity columns were used to separate the T-cells and the more sensitive CD8 T-
lymphocyte subgroup from a total lymphocyte preparation. The identity of the separate cell
populations was confirmed using fluorescent, cell surface markers specific for each cell sub-
type. The cell recovery was estimated to be in the range 70%-90%. Once separated, the cells
were stimulated to divide in order to allow for micronucleus expression. The spontaneous and
induced micronucleus frequencies were evaluated using a previously published method (6).

Comparisons were made between the spontaneous and induced frequencies in the total
populations and in the subsets. With regard to spontaneous frequencies, there was more
variation in the measured frequencies between the two donors tested than was observed
between the different sub-groups analyzed for a given donor (Table 1). This suggests that
there are inherent differences between donors that are evident in all of the lymphocyte cell
populations analyzed. On average, the spontaneous micronucleus frequency measured for
donor 9 was twice that for donor 10. For doses at or below 1 Gy, there does not appear to be
much variation in the expressed micronucleus frequencies for the T-cell sub-populations
measured for each of two donors (Figure 4).

Samples from these same two donors were used in another series of experiments using a
separation procedure, based on the binding of sheep red blood cells, that allowed "pure" B-
cell preparations to be made (7). Spontaneous and induced micronucleus frequencies were
measured in the total cell population and compared to that in the isolated B- and T-cell sub-
populations. The spontaneous micronucleus frequencies for all cell groups tested were not
markedly different, as was the case for the T-cell populations tested (Table 1). However, for
a 1 Gy exposure, the induced micronucleus frequency in the B-cell subgroup was, on average,
twice that of the T-cell subgroup (Table 2). Although they make up a smaller fraction of the
total lymphocyte population than the T-cells, the B-cell micronucleus value was much closer
than the T-cell frequency to that measured in the total cell population. Based on this, it
would seem that the overall radiation-induced micronucleus frequency measured in peripheral
blood lymphocytes is disproportionately influenced by the B cell subset. It is not intuitively
obvious how this can be so. Indeed, this result suggests that there is a preferential loss of
micronucleus-carrying T-lymphocytes in the separation procedure. In light of these findings,
it might be useful to limit the measurement ol~ micronuclei to the more sensitive B



lymphocyte group of cells especially for doses below 1 Gy if this assay is to be used as a tool
in biological dosimetry.

CONCLUSION

We have identified two biological end-points that are readily measured in human peripheral
blood lymphocytes that lend themselves as tools in biological dosimetry. The measurement of
radiation-induced micronuclei has long been suggested as the biological indicator of choice for
the quantification of absorbed dose due to the ease of sample preparation. Also, the sample
from the exposed individual can be collected weeks or even months after the over-exposure
since lymphocytes may persist in the circulatory system for years. However, it becomes
difficult to assign a pre-exposure background frequency value to a given individual since these
induced genetic events persist for so long. The investigation of induced apoptosis as a
dosimetry tool has shown that it might provide a better alternative. It may offer the
advantage of allowing the exposed individual to act as his own control if the system resets to
zero, and because of this, a dose estimate can be arrived at faster. However, sample
collection must proceed soon after the suspected over-exposure since the induction is
maximized within three days.

In all likelihood, a series of biological end-points will need to be evaluated for a specific
individual exposure to radiation to correctly identify those individuals at greater risk in the
population and to predict possible adverse health effects.

This work is supported by the CANDU Owners Group.
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fable 1. Spontaneous micronucleus frequency in lymphocyte sub-groups

Total cells

T cells

T cell (CD8 sub-set)

B cells

Donor A

0.023

0.029

0.027

0.011

Donor B

0.011

0.007

0.012

0.008

Table 2. Induced micronucleus frequency in B and T sub-types using a 1 Gy exposure

Total cells

T cells

B cells

Donor A

0.111

0.058

0.088

Donor B

0.114

0.041

0.104
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Figure 1 Radiation dose response curve of apoptosis in human lymphocytes (pooled data
from several donors), measured using two methods, the commercial ApoTAG
kit and the FADU assay.

Figure 2 Dose response curves of DNA fragmentation, measured by the FADU
technique, in lymphocytes from two donors.
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In anticipation of the existing irradiated fuel bays at Pickering Nuclear Generating Station (PNGS) being filled close
to capacity, several options were considered for additional used fuel storage. A system based on dry storage of fuel
bundles in an inert atmosphere within concrete containers was concluded to be a safe and economical way to store
used fuel from the Pickering site until the end of the station service life.

Following demonstration of the concepts viability by the Concrete Integrated Container (CIO pilot program1, the
final design known as the Dry Storage Container (DSC) was developed. The DSC design, which differs from any
other developed until now in Canada"'4, holds a total of 384 CANDII fuel bundles, in a stack of 4 standardized fuel
storage modules The DSC is rectangular in cross-section, with 53 cm of heavy concrete between inner and outer
13 mm carbon-steel shells. The container has outer dimensions of 2.419 m x 2.120 in x 3.55 m high, and sits above
ground.

The Dry Storage Facility (DSF) is envisaged to accommodate used fuel arising at PNGS until 2025. However it has
been planned in two phases: Phase 1 will house 700 DSCs. and Phase II will have capacity for another 800 DSCs.
The DSCs are arranged in rows separated by f>3 cm access space, with a gap of 23 cm between adjacent containers
in the same row. The walls of the building are made of 20 cm thick ordinary concrete.

Radiation physics analysis has been earned out during various stages of the project: initially, sensitivity studies to
help refine the concept; then detailed engineering calculations to provide required design inputs: and ultimately,
confirmatory analysis to demonstrate that the final shielding design meets all applicable criteria for radiation dose
rates around the DSCs and outside the DSF. Results of the latter are embodied in the DSF Safety Report5, submitted
to the AECB for die purpose of obtaining the operating licence for Phase I of die facility

In order to allow investigation primarily with respect to me cooling time of irradiated fuel to be stored, a reference
fuel bundle was defined, with a standardized irradiation history. For the bundles under consideration, with a
minimum cooling period of 6 years since discharge from the reactor, the radiation properties of the fuel are
determined mainly by the burnup achieved. Hence the irradiation history was specified by a discharge burnup of
209.5 MWh/ka-U. accumulated at a core-average bundle power of 373 kW(fission). This represents a burnup value
somewhat greater than the average discharge bumup. as derived from actual statistics of used fuel at PNGS. and so
provides an upper bound to die radiation source strengths associated with a large sample of fuel bundles, as would
be present in ;my given fuel storage module

The computer code ()RIGENr was used to calculate the inventory of radionuchdes. and hence all other radiation
properties, associated with the reference irradiated fuel bundle as a function of the time elapsed since removal from
die reactor. Inventories of individual fission products were used in the assessment of potential leakage of
radioactivity from die containment. The heat load due to decay of all isotopes present provided input to the thermal
analysis for the DSC. Estimated neutron tluence and gamma dose within die interior cavity were assessed against
the radiation tolerance of DSC materials, to confirm container integrity. As reported here, die photon source
strength and spectrum as a function of fuel age formed the basis for g;unma ray shielding calculations.

Hie shieldins calculations were performed using the point-kernel integration code Q AD-CG1. A three dimensional
model of a siuale DSC was created in order to calculate the dose rates as a function of die distance from die surface
of die cask. The source resnon was modeled as a homogenized mixture ot 1!(), and zirconium lrom die fuel, loueiher



with the steel of Uie storage module, distributed over the volume contained within the inner steel liner of the cask.
The remainder of die cask (inner and outer steels liners, heavy concrete walls and the lid) were modeled individually
as layers of die respective materials specified explicitly. For the purpose of categorizing results, it was always
assumed that all the bundles in one DSC have the same cooling time. The results showed that the operational dose
rate target of 200 |xSv/h (20 mrem/h) at 1 meter away from the container can be achieved for stored bundles with
cooling times of six years or longer.

Further analysis involving arrays of DSCs showed that the concrete wall of the building needed to be 20 cm thick
to maintain d:e dose rate below the limit of 2.5 uSv/h (0.25 mrem/h) on the outer surface of the wall, which
constitutes the storage area boundary. To comply widi that dose rate limit, it is also required that all die DSCs in
die peripheral rows closest to the wall contain fuel with no less than 10 years of cooling time, taking advantage of
self-shielding of inner rows containing younger fuel. Direct penetration as well as skyshine contributions were
considered in evaluating the dose rates at the site boundary, which were found to be well below the dose rate limit
of 0.57 |iSv/h (0.057 mrem/h) for the station exclusion zone boundary.

For purposes of assessing occupational doses associated with operation of the facility, radiation fields inside the
building were also investigated. Scattered radiation via roofshine was considered in addition to doses due to direct
penetration. It was found that at short distances from a row of DSCs, the dose rate is dominated by that from the
nearest DSC, due in part to the rectangular configuration. The contributions from roofshine and hidden rows of
DSCs are negligible in comparison, due to self shielding.

The measurements taken during the CIC demonstration program have shown that the calculations performed for the
CIC were conservative. There is therefore a high degree of confidence that the radiation fields predicted by the
analyses described above will represent an upper bound for the dose rates actually encountered in practice, once the
facility is fully operational.
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ABSTRACT

Detailed measurements on new bundles, and those that caused fretting during in- and out-reactor tests, have
given insight into the factors responsible for fretting at the midplane of the inlet bundle. Bottom fuel elements
that were attached near radial endplate spokes and had inboard bearing pads in the rolled joint cavity
produced a significant portion of the observed fret marks. These elements are influenced by several driving
forces that deflect the centre bearing pads towards the pressure tube surface. The evidence suggests that slight
changes in bundle design may be possible to reduce pressure tube fretting.

1 INTRODUCTION

Fuel bundles can vibrate within the coolant flow region of the fuel channel. Under some conditions, the relative
motion between fuel bundle components and the pressure tube can produce fret marks on the pressure tube
surface. Fret marks compromise the thickness of the pressure tube, and thus raise some concern about locally
elevated stresses. Measurements at the Bruce and Darlington reactors showed that the fret marks are frequently
found at the coolant inlet region of the channel, particularly near the centre bearing pad plane of the most
upstream fuel bundle. The marks are more prominent near the 4 and 8 o'clock positions of the pressure lube
(i.e., about 60 degrees from the bottom of the channel)0'. While fret marks are not new, only recently has there
been a detailed investigation into their cause and control'2'.

Under the premise that fretting will only occur if there is contact between a bearing pad and the pressure tube,
we investigated:

1) the clearances between the centre bearing pads of a bundle and the pressure tube, and
2) the factors that control these clearances.

As part of the continuing investigation into the pressure tube fretting mechanisms, methods of measuring these
clearances were developed at AECL Sheridan Park using new bundles, and those that were responsible for
fretting of the pressure tube during the two test programs.

The first program consisted of a 40 day endurance test in Darlington Unit-3 which subjected fuel bundles to zero
power hot conditions prior to criticality. The test objective was to demonstrate acceptability of the 7-vanc pump



impeller solution to the endplate cracking problem originally observed in Channel N12 in Unit-2(2). As part of
this program, the most upstream bundles were removed from 16 channels to permit inspection of the pressure
tubes for fretting damage. These bundles were shipped to AECL Sheridan Park for detailed mensuration.

The second program included two 5-day fretting tests in the Endurance Test Rig #8 (ETR-X) at the Sheridan
Park Engineering Laboratory (SPEL). These tests were performed at a coolant flow rate of 32 kg/s near
operating temperature and pressure, with none of the acoustic pulses measured at Darlington. The test objective
was to demonstrate acceptability of the long bundles for use in Darlington'2'. Since the inlet bundle in each test
caused pressure tube fretting, they were examined in detail.

The characteristics of new bundles and those which caused fretting provide clues as to how current production
bundles can be modified to alleviate pressure tube fretting.

2 OUTER ELEMENT CLASSIFICATION

Fuel bundles used in the Darlington and Bruce reactors are comprised of 37 individual elements arranged in three
concentric rings. The elements are assembled into bundles by welding each end to a thin cndplate. The
cndplates consist of three concentric rings which are connected to each other by several radial spokes.

Spacing between neighbouring fuel elements is maintained by the endplate welds at the ends of the elements, and
interelemcnt spacers at the element midplane. Since the gaps between neighbouring elements are not all the
same, some of the interelement spacers are "tall" compared to "standard" spacers in order to span the larger
distance (see Figure 1). Spacing between the bundle and the pressure tube is maintained by the three bearing
pads on each outer element (at the midplane and each end of the element). The end bearing pads are 'staggered'
from one element to another, in that one pad is located close to the endplate (known as the "outboard" pad), and
the corresponding pad on the neighbouring element is located further away from the endplate (known as the
"inboard" pad).

Based on the interelement spacer and endplate geometries, the outer elements can be grouped into three sets of
six elements (also shown in Figure 1):

Group I: Elements with endplate welds near radial spokes of the endplate (all have "standard"
spacers),

Group II: Elements with endplate welds away from the radial endplate spokes and with "tall"
spacers,

Group III: Elements with endplate welds away from the radial endplate spokes and will)
"standard" spacers.

Since the elements are only fixed at their ends, factors such as manufacturing processes, coolant How and
turbulence, thermal distribution, and irradiation may promote element bow and vibration.

3 FUEL BUNDLE MEASUREMENT DEVICES

Software programs have been developed in the SPEL Metrology Branch to characterize the geometry of the
bundles using a coordinate measuring machine (CMM). The CMM consists of a remote control probe that can
accurately pinpoint contact points in three dimensional space to an accuracy of about 10 urn. The characteristics
of a horizontally positioned bundle include pitch circle radii of the outer elements, element and endplate profiles,
the heights of the bearing pads, clearances between endcaps and pressure tubes and between bearing pads and
pressure tubes.



The shadowgraph at SPEL was also used for measuring spacings between elements and clearances between the
centre pads and the pressure tube. This device produces a sharply focused shadow on a large screen, from a
light beam directed through the bundle. The distances between two surfaces at the midplane of the bundle can
be accurately measured with an accuracy of about 20 ujn.

4 CLEARANCE MEASUREMENTS

Bench tests were performed at SPEL to characterize the clearances between the centre bearing pads of two new
bundles and the inside surface of a pressure tube test section. The channel inlet region that supports die
upstream bundle was represented by machining a rolled joint cavity and spacer sleeve into the test section.

Figure 2 shows the clearance measurements for a new bundle from each manufacturer. Each curve represents
the centre pad-to-pressure tube clearance for an element at several bundle orientations. The curves show that die
clearances of some elements at the 6 o'clock position diminish when near the 4 and 8 o'clock positions. The
large clearance near the 3 and 9 o'clock positions is due to diametral differences between the bundle and die
inside surface of the pressure tube.

Two sets of clearances were measured using the CMM and shadowgraph with a standard length bundle that
caused fretting at the inlet during the ETR-8 tests. A fret mark was created at 24 degrees from the 6 o'clock
position by the centre pad of element #6 (a Group I element). The bundle orientation in the bench test was the
same as it was in the hot loop test. The measurements (see Figure 3) show a 70 um clearance for the centre pad
that fretted the pressure tube. This was one of the lowest clearances measured on the bundle while in its test
orientation. The clearance is also consistent with the ovality of the test section used in the bench test. The
ovality of the pressure lube in ETR-8 was not measured.

5 FACTORS AFFECTING CENTRE PAD-TO-PRESSURE TUBE CLEARANCES

Pressure tube fretting at the bundle midplane requires interaction, or zero clearance, between the centre bearing
pad and the pressure tube. Some of the factors that affect this clearance are discussed in the following
subsections.

5.1 Fuel Bundle Geometry

For new bundles, the centre pad to pressure tube clearances can be affected by the initial radial profile of the
outer element, the relative heights of bearing pads and interelement spacers, and the local cndplatc geometry. As
shown in Figure 2, the minimum clearances occur among:

Group II elements from Manufacturer A, likely due to the heights of the tall interelement spacers
between the intermediate and outer fuel elements; and

Group I elements from Manufacturer B, likely due to the local endplate characteristics that affect
element sag.

Other geometric characteristics of new bundles from both Canadian fuel manufacturers are summarized in
Table 1. The average clearances measured on new bundles are about the same for each manufacturer. The
reduced height centre bearing pads on bundles from Manufacturer B tend to offset any reduction in clearances
due to the relatively high outward bow on the outer elements.



5.2 Gravity

The element profiles of horizontally positioned bundles are affected by gravity in two ways, depending on the
interaction between the bundle and pressure tube. Gravity can either increase or decrease the centre pad to
pressure lube clearances, as described below.

5.2.1 Element Sag

The weight of individual elements that are supported only at their ends causes them to sag downwards at the
midplane. This results in bottom elements moving towards the pressure tube. This phenomenon is known as
element sag.

Element profiles were measured from several bundles to investigate the magnitude of element sag under gravity.
The radial bow profile was measured in the vertical plane from all outer elements while they were located in the
12 o'clock position. Element profile measurements were repeated, only in the horizontal plane while the element
was in the 3 o'clock position. Figure 4 shows the difference in element bow at the midplane between the two
sets of measurements. The bow of the elements was found to have changed by approximately 200 um to
250 |jm. Elements that were attached near radial spokes were found to experience about 50 nm less sag due to
gravity than their neighbouring elements.

The midplane bow of the outer elements from sixteen inlet bundles from the Darlington-3 test showed that
elements near the 12 o'clock position tend to bow inwards, while elements near the four and eight o'clock
positions tend to bow outwards (see Figure 5). I*he downwards deflection of these elements was attributed to
element sag.

5.2.2 Bundle Droop

The combined weight of all the elements not in contact with the pressure tube is transferred to the bottom
elements primarily through the endplates. The portion of the element extending past the outboard bearing pads
tends to act as a cantilever due to the downwards load applied to the ends of the bottom elements. The net
result is that the element bows inwards, away from the pressure tube. This response is known as bundle droop,
and tends to dominate over element sag for elements near the bottom of the channel. Figure 5 shows that the
elements that were located near the 6 o'clock position of the channel during the I)arlington-3 lest were inwardly
bowed by about 100 \an.

5.3 Coolant Hydraulic Drag

The endplate profile undergoes permanent changes when the bundles are exposed to coolant flow. The hydraulic
drag generated across each bundle displaces the inner elements in the direction of flow, relative to the outer ring
of elements. The resulting change in endplate profiles is referred to as endplate doming(3>. The endplates from
inlet bundles were found to permanently dome by 30 |jm to 100 urn in the direction of flow.

The doming of endplates produces bending moments on all elements attached near endplate radial spokes. The
increase in dish depth of the upstream endplate due to doming tends to bend the elements outwards. Similarly,
the elements are driven inwards at the downstream end by a corresponding decrease in endplate dish depth.
Measurements on the Darlington-3 and ETR-8 test bundles show that the combination of these two factors
produces a net increase in element midplane bow. Figure 6 shows the average change in midplane bow of each
element due to testing. Elements attached near radial endplate spokes experience the largest increase in outward
bow (about 100 pin to 200 urn). This trend was observed on bundles from both manufacturers.



5.4 Channel Inlet Geometry

At the Bruce and Darlington stations, a spacer sleeve is installed at the end of the pressure tube to provide
support for the fuel in the rolled joint region of the pressure tube. The spacer sleeve has an inside diameter
similar to that of the pressure tube. When the fuel is normally supported, the upstream outboard bearing pads are
supported on the spacer sleeve, and the upstream inboard pads are unsupported in the cavity created by the rolled
joint.

Figures 7 and 8 show the centre pad-to-pressure tube clearances for each manufacturer after separating the
elements into groups that have their inboard bearing pad in the rolled joint cavity, or their outboard bearing pad
on the spacer sleeve. Figure 7 shows that, for one manufacturer, elements with inboard bearing pads
unsupported in the rolled joint cavity lend to have very little, if any, clearance at the bundle midplane. However,
elements with outboard pads supported by the spacer sleeve typically had clearances of about 100 |jm at the
bundle niidplane. This suggests that elements that have a bearing pad in the rolled joint cavity sag downwards
more than their neighbouring elements. The trend also suggests that elements that have their outboard bearing
pads supported by the spacer sleeve have more centre pad clearance because of bundle droop.

For both manufacturers, the elements that have the most initial outward bow have the least clearance at the
bundle midplane. As shown in Figure 7, the most outwardly bowed elements for Manufacturer B were those
that were attached near radial endplate spokes. Whereas, the elements that had high spacers on Uie bundle from
the oilier manufacturer (clearances shown in Figure 8) were most outwardly bowed in die new condition.

5.5 Irradiation Creep

Three bundles were sent from Bruce NGS-8 to the hot cells at AECL Whitcshell. Element profiles were
measured from several irradiated elements prior to dismantling the bundles. Preliminary results indicate that
irradiated elements generally exhibit a greater permanent bow, in the direction governed by gravity, compared to
out-reactor tested elements. The results have not been fully assessed.

5.6 Fuel and E;uel Channel Diametral Differences

When a fuel bundle sits at the bottom of a pressure tube, the difference between the bundle diameter and the
inside diameter of the pressure tube produces a clearance that is dependent on angular orientation. Elements near
the 12 o'clock position will have the greatest centre pad clearance, while elements near the 6 o'clock position will
generally have the lowest centre pad clearance.

5.7 Channel Acoustics

In some reactors, the pressure pulses produced by the pump impellers are acoustically amplified within the heat
transport system. The excitation forces within the channel can impart axial vibration of non-outer fuel elements
at the downstream end of the fuel column. In extreme cases where the fuel column vibrates in a resonating
mode, bundles at the inlet can move in the axial direction. This motion can lead to transverse vibration of
individual elements and significant fretting of the pressure tube(4).

Since oilier solutions are currently being considered to address the acoustic vibration problems, the effect of
acoustics on inlet bundle fretting has not been studied in detail.

6 PRESSURE TUBE FRETTING DATA

Twelve of the 16 channels inspected at Darlington-3 had fret marks generated by the centre bearing pads of the
inlet bundles. All bundles were made by Manufacturer A. The two inlet bundles that each caused one pressure



tube fret mark in the ETR-8 tests at SPEL were both made by Manufacturer B. Table 2 summarizes the
available information on all the fret marks from these tests, along with the element numbers responsible for the
marks. This information includes: the angular orientations and the depths of the fret marks determined from
replication mouldings; tlie element identification numbers of the centre pads responsible for the marks; and the
surface appearances of the centre bearing pads observed at AECL. It should be noted that in all tests, the inlet
bundles were "normally supported" where the outboard pad rested on the spacer and the inboard pads resided
within the rolled joint cavity.

By comparing the percentage of element type to the frequency of the elements that caused pressure tube fretting
at the bundle midplane, it is possible to identify the factors that affect fretting. The results of the analysis are
shown in Table 3, and summarized below.

(i) Elements Attached Near Radial Endplale Spokes (Group I) : Of the eighteen elements on the outer ring,
only six (33%) are attached to the endplates near radial spokes. However, these elements were found to
have caused nine out of the fifteen (60%) pressure tube fret marks. This represents about twice the
number of fret marks expected if pressure tube fretting was a random event. I ret marks associated with
these elements were deeper than the average depth of all the fret marks. The initial bow of this group
of elements is much greater for one manufacturer than the other, however, as mentioned previously, this
group of elements tends to bow outwards due to endplate doming.

(ii) Elements With Inboard Bearing Pads in the Rolled Joint Cavity: Half, or 50%, of the outer elements on
each of the test bundles had inboard bearing pads in tlie rolled joint cavity. These elements were
responsible for 11 of the 15 (73%) midplane fret marks, or about 50% more than expected if fretting
was random. These fret marks were also found to be deeper than the population average.

(iii) Elements Attached Near Radial Endplate Spokes (Group I) With Inboard Pads in the Rolled Joint
Cavity: Only 17% of the outer elements on a bundle are attached near endplate radial spokes and have
inboard bearing pads in the rolled joint cavity. However, seven of tlie fifteen (47%) fret marks were
associated with this group of elements. This represents almost three times the number of fret marks
expected if fretting was random. Again, these fret marks were found to be deeper than average.

(iv) Elements With Tall Spacers (Group II): These are the elements thai have tlie most outward bow from
Manufacturer A. These elements were found to be associated with fewer than expected fret marks at
Darlington, suggesting that initial element bow does not play a significant role in pressure tube fretting.

7 DISCUSSION

Detailed mensuration has shown that the bundle becomes permanently deformed during testing at reactor
operating temperature and pressure. Driving forces such as gravity and coolant flow, and the influence of how
die bundle is supported in the channel, alter the profiles of the elements. These changes influence the magnitude
of the gap between the centre bearing pad and the pressure tube, and can affect the likelihood of pressure tube
fretting. Sufficient clearance between the centre bearing pad and the pressure tube will prohibit their interaction,
and any pressure tube fretting. As this clearance decreases, the potential for fretting caused by fuel vibration is
expected to increase.

One particular group of elements experiences several of the factors that reduce the clearance of the centre pad.
These elements cause significantly more fret marks than expected if pressure tube fretting was random. Hie
same elements produced fret marks that were deeper than the population average. In each case, the elements that
produced the fret marks had the same characteristics as the elements that had the lowest centre pad to pressure
tube clearance. This suggests that particular aspects of the current bundle design may be responsible for the
majority of observed fret marks.



The current bundle design can be modified to increase the centre pad clearance, and overcome many of the
factors that are linked to pressure tube fretting. For example, the extent of pressure tube fretting may be reduced
by decreasing the height of the centre bearing pads and by modifying the endplate so that each radial endplate
spoke on the outer ring is an equal distance between two outer elements.

8 CONCLUSIONS

8.1 The radial profiles of the elements permanently change under hot pressurized conditions similar to those
expected in-reactor. Gravitational forces tend to have the largest influence on the direction of the
change, whereas the magnitude of the change is dependent on how the elements are supported.
Elements supported only at the endplates and without bearing pad contact with the pressure tube, deflect
downwards, producing an inward bow for elements near the top of the bundle, and outward bow for
elements near 4 and 8 o'clock. Bottom elements that support most of the bundle weight with outboard
pads generally bow inward due to bundle droop effects, and have a centre pad clearance of about
100 \un. Preliminary findings show that these trends were also present on irradiated bundles from
Bruce B.

8.2 Elements near radial spokes were bowed outward by about 100 urn to 200 um more than neighbouring
elements after the Darlington tests, and had caused about twice the number of pressure tube fret marks
expected if fretting was random. The average depth of the fret marks associated with these elements
was greater than the average depth observed in the Darlington tests. The bowing that occurred in the test
is associated with the endplate profile changes caused by the hydraulic drag forces of the coolant on the
bundle. This "doming" effect of the endplates tends to apply a radial torque on the elements that are
closest to the radial spokes of the endplate. This trend was observed on fuel from both manufacturers.

8.3 Bottom elements of new bundles that have inboard bearing pads in the rolled joint cavity also have
about 100 uin less clearance between the pressure tube and the centre bearing pads than other elements
with outboard pads on the spacer sleeves. The elements with inboard pads in the rolled joint were
found to produce about 50% more fret marks than expected in the Darlington tests. Again, (he average
depth of the fret marks caused by these elements was greater than the average fret mark depth observed.

8.4 Elements that were attached near radial endplate spokes and had inboard bearing pads in the rolled joint
cavity caused almost three times the number of fret marks expected. These elements also produced
deeper fret marks than average.
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TABLE 1: Geometrical Characteristics of New Bundles

Centre Bearing Pad Height
(relative to end pads)

Outward Bow at Bundle Midplane:

Average

Group I
Group II
Group III

Maximum

Dish Depth:
Monogrammed Endpiate
Non-monogrammed Endpiate

Element Number For Each Group:
Group I (elements near
endpiate radial spokes)
Group II (elements with
"tall" spacers)
Group III (elements away from endpiate
spokes with "standard" spacers)

Manufacturer
A

0.00 mm

-0.01 mm

-0.08 mm
0.10 mm
-0.03 mm

0.30 mm

0.30 mm
0.23 mm

1,4,7,10,13,16

2,5,8,11.14,17

3,6,9,12,15,18

B

0.20 mm

0.19 mm

0.41 mm
0.10 mm
0.05 mm

0.90 mm

0.05 mm
0.00 mm

3,6,9,12,15,18

2,5.8.11,14,17

1,4,7,10,13,16



TABLE 2: Summary of Pressure Tube and Centre Pad Fretting
Observed in ETR-8 and Darlington-3 40-day Tests

Channel Serial * Upstream
Endplate

El. #
Inboard

Pad
InR/J

Element
Group

Number"
Angle from
6 O'clock

Fret
Depth (um)

Midplane Pad Wear
(flow from right to left

Fret Marks From Darlington-3 Tests

O20 K38296Z non-mono 10 70 45.9

J21 K079O0Z non-mono 42 45.5

R20 K39535Z non-mono N 42.6

R13 K44820Z non-mono IS 55 34.6

V17 K04780Z non-mono 55 32

M15 K39623Z non-mono 10 75 30

O17 K42148Z mono 60 27.2

Q16 K41925Z mono N 58 25.4

G16 K34587Z non-mono 55 24.5

10 E13 K37555Z non-mono 23.2

11 V17 K04780Z non-mono 10 21

12 F17 K09106Z mono 16 15 17.5
(tttt

13 J22 K12022Z non-mono 1 30

Fret Marks From ETR-8 Tests

14 ETR-8 GE9699C mono 24 47 F* *="

15 ETR-8 XA0012C mono 24 23

All Bundles From Position-13

" Element Groups Defined By:
Group 1: Elements with endplate welds near radial spokes of the endplate
Group 2: Elements with endplate welds away from radial webs with "tall' spacers
Group 3: Elements with endplate welds away from radial endplate spokes with 'standard' spacers



TABLE 3: Distribution of Fret Marks Per Element Group

Fuel Type
Number of Fuel Strings

* of Fret Marks at the midptane of Inlet bundles
Population average fret depth

Element Description
Group 1 - Elements at Radial Spokes:

All Elements

Elements With Inboard Pads In Rolled Joint Cavtty

Group II - Elements With Tall Spacers:

All Elements

Elements With Inboard Pads In Rolled Joint Cavity

Group III - Elements Away From Radtal Spokes
And With Standard Spacers:

All Elements

Elements With Inboard Pads In Rolled Joint Cavity

Element
Population

33%

17%

33%

17%

33%

17%

Observed Fretting Incidence Rates and
Average Fret Depth In Each Category

40-Day
Endurance

Test (DNGS-3)
Manufacturer A

16
13

29.1 um

54%
7/13

30.9 um

38%
5/13

31.5 um

23%
3/13

30.9 um

8%
1/13

24.5 um

23%
3/13

28.3 um

23%
3/13

28.3 um

5-Day SPEL L/B Qualification
standard
bundle

Manufacturer B
1
1

47 um

100%
1/1

47 um

100%
1/1

47 um

0%
0/1

0%
0/1

0%
0/1

0%
0/1

long
bundle

Manufacturer B
1
1

23 um

100%
1/1

23 um

100%
1/1

23 um

0%
0/1

0%
0/1

0%
0/1

0%
0/1

Distribution of
15 Fret Marks

Observed

9

7

3

1

3

3

Predicted'

5

2.5

5

2.5

5

2.5

Ratio

1.8

2.8

0.6

0.4

0.6

1.2

' Assuming random distribution of fret marks: Predicted » 15 x Element Population



Outboard Bearing Pad
Inboard Bearing Pad

Centre Bearing Pad

Manufacturer A Manufacturer B

Group I Elements
(Elements with endplate welds
near radial endplate spokes)

Group II Elements
(Elements with "tall" spacers)

Group III Elements
(Elements with endplate welds

away from radial endplate spokes
and with "standard" spacers)

FIGURE 1: Bruce 37-Element Fuel Bundle
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FIGURE 2: Measurements of Centre Pad-to-Pressure Tube
Clearance From a New Bundle From Each Manufacturer
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FIGURE 3: Centre Pad-to-Pressure Tube Clearance of Bundle Known To Cause a Fret Mark



Effect of Gravity on Midplane Element Bow (L81363C; H21 -13,
DNGS-3 7-Vane Phase IIB)
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FIGURE 4: Sag Measurements of Bundle From Manufacturer B
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FIGURE 5: Average Change in Midplane Bow From Darlington-3 Tested Bundles



Change in Average Element Midplane Bow During Darlington-3
40-Day Test (Manufacturer A)
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FIGURE 6: Change in Midplane Element Bow Due To Testing
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FIGURE 7: Clearance of Elements From Manufacturer B
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THE LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL FOR FUEL PINS

W.S. Liu

Ontario Hydro
Reactor Safety and Operational Analysis Department

700 University Avenue
Toronto, Ontario, M5G-1X6

ABSTRACT

The use of a lumped fuel-pin model in a thermal-hydraulic code is advantageous because of computational simplicity
and efficiency. The model uses an averaging approach over the fuel cross section and makes some simplifying
assumptions to describe the transient equations for the averaged fuel, fuel centerline and sheath temperatures. It is
shown that by introducing a factor in the effective fuel conductivity, the analytical solution of the mean fuel
temperature can be modified to simulate the effects of the flux depression in the heat generation rate and the
variation in fuel thermal conductivity. The simplified analytical method used in the transient equation is presented.
The accuracy of the lumped parameter model has been compared with the results from the finite difference method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Thermal-hydraulic codes are usually designed for reactor operating support analyses and licensing safety analyses.
In both analyses, the maximum fuel and sheath temperatures are the most significant parameters from a thermal-
hydraulic point of view. During normal operations, the fuel temperature is restricted to less than melting to prevent
any fuel motion and the sheath temperature is restricted to a temperature slightly above the boiling temperature of
the coolant to prevent the boiling crisis in the hot channel. In the large LOCA analysis, the safety margin for the
fuel centerline melting in the critical channel must be satisfied.

To have an accurate prediction of the fuel-pin temperature, several physical parameters must be considered. (1) The
thermal conductivity of uranium dioxide is definitely a function of temperature. It is known that the inclusion of the
temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity results in a lower centre temperature if the surface temperature
is below about 1500 °C. This is a consequence of the increased thermal conductivity at the fuel surface and the
resulting reduction in the resistance to heat flow at the fuel surface. (2) The magnitude of the flux depression in the
volumetric heat generation rate in the radial direction of a fuel pin is about 10% for most reactors. The incorporation
of the flux depression in the heat generation rate will complicate the numerical scheme for the heat conduction
equation. (3) The fuel structure undergoes considerable change during burn-up. The fuel initially is a uniform
composition with porosity evenly distributed. When the fuel temperature is above 1500 °C, the fuel is restructured
and the porosity migrates toward the centre of the fuel. Therefore, the porosity of the fuel pellet is a function of the
fuel temperature. (4) The thermal resistance of the gap between the fuel and the sheath is difficult to analyze
analytically since it is of uncertain geometry and is filled with a mixture of helium and gaseous fission products.
During burn-up the gap is reduced by the combined effects of fuel swelling and sheath creeping.

In general, all of these factors must be included in the fuel-pin heat conduction model for an accurate prediction of
the fuel-pin temperature. Finite-difference, variational, and analytical techniques have been applied extensively in
the analysis of fuel element heat conduction in the component fuel channel codes. However, shortcomings are found
with any of these techniques in the system thermal-hydraulic codes. The small time steps required for finite
difference and variational methods, and the evaluation of matrix equations often require long computation times and
large amounts of storage for detailed reactor simulations. Analytical solutions become cumbersome when the effect
of gap resistance is included. In reactor simulations, a detailed mathematical description of the fuel temperature
distribution is usually not required. From a practical point of view, it is sufficient to evaluate the maximum fuel
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centerline temperature and the total heat flux between the coolant and the sheath surface. The simplest possible
solution to the heat conduction equation that can accurately produce these parameters is desirable from the standpoint
of computational simplicity and efficiency, especially for the reactor simulator. For example, it requires 1274 fuel-pin
calculations per time step in a detailed LOCA simulation in the TUF code (7 fuel pins in one bundle, 13 bundles
per zone, 12 zones in the broken loop and 2 zones in the unbroken loop).

The simplest known model for the fuel-pin heat conduction is the lumped parameter model which was suggested by
Tong (Reference 1). This engineering model consumes relatively little computer time and is easily coupled to
thermal-hydraulic models. The main feature of this model is that the exact steady-state solution is satisfied. The
supplemental study of the flux depression inside a fuel pin for the lumped parameter model has been presented by
Selander (Reference 2). The averaged thermal conductivity of the fuel was utilized in their formulation of the
transient equations. Also, both authors have concentrated on the transient of the average fuel temperature. Extensions
of the lumped parameter model to the fuel centerline temperature and to the case with varying fuel thermal
conductivity are necessary for the large LOCA analysis since the fuel centerline temperature is one of the primary
parameters in the reactor safety analysis. The basic assumptions used in the lumped parameter model are that the
energy is conserved in the fuel region and the heat escaping through the fuel region surface is related to the average
fuel temperature and the fuel surface temperature by calculating a thermal resistance from a steady state temperature
profile. It consists of two coupled first-order differential equations for the average fuel and sheath temperatures.

Both the finite difference method and the lumped parameter model are available in the TUF code: the former is
applied to the simple channel modelling while the latter is used in the relatively detailed channel modelling. In this
paper, the lumped fuel-pin model and the simplified analytical approach in solving the transient equations are
described. The lumped parameter model is extended to the general case with non-uniform heat source and varying
thermal conductivity. Comparisons of the steady state and transient results between the lumped parameter and the
finite difference methods are presented. The effects of the flux depression and fuel thermal conductivity on the fuel
temperature are discussed.

2. LUMPED PARAMETER MODEL

For the fuel pins in a reactor channel, thermal conduction in the axial direction can be neglected since the
temperature gradient across the fuel element in the radial direction is several orders of magnitude larger than that
in the axial direction. The temperature distribution within a fuel rod is given by

— [p cp T] = [K r — ] + q ' " [1]

where p is the fuel density, Cp is the specific heat of the fuel, K is the fuel thermal conductivity, q'" is the heat
source density and T is the fuel temperature. The main concerns in solving Equation [1] are the variations of the
thermal conductivity with temperature and heat source density in the radial direction.

Usually, the gap between the fuel and the sheath is several thousandths of a cm in thickness. Therefore, the steady
state heat balance equation can be applied to calculate the temperature drop across the gap. The boundary condition
which satisfies the continuity of heat flux at the fuel surface r = rf, where rf is the radius of fuel, is

-K £ = hfl (T - Tf) [2]

where hg is the gap heat transfer coefficient between the fuel and the sheath and Tg is the gap temperature located
at the inner surface of the sheath.



The average fuel temperature Tf and the average fuel thermal properties are defined as

Tf = i - / (2 n r) T dr

P , - ^ - / ( 2 i r ) p d r

Cp, = - i / (2 n r) cp dr
[3]

K, - j - / (2 n r) K dr

q = j - f (2 * r) q"' dr

where Af is the cross sectional area of fuel (Af = n rf
2). The variations of the fuel density and heat capacity with

temperature are not as significant as that for the fuel thermal conductivity. Therefore, die fuel density and heat
capacity can be assumed constant during die time step and evaluated from the temperature profile of the previous
time step during die transient.

In general, the volumetric heat generation rate is not uniform across the radius of the fuel; it will be the smallest at
the fuel centre. Selander (Reference 2) has considered the following flux depression form:

,-• - 1 ^ £ ,

2

where the dimensionless variable ^ is defined as r/rf, p is a parameter of the flux depression and q represents the
mean spatial power density. The ratio of the power density at the fuel surface to that at the fuel centerline is (1+P).
The fuel thermal conductivity may be expressed as a function of the temperature in the following simple first-order
form:

where die Tfs is the fuel surface temperature, KfS is the diermal conductivity at the fuel surface and a is a constant
coefficient. Relations of this kind may always be used over moderate temperature ranges.

Steady State Temperature Distribution

To obtain the steady state solution for the non-linear heat conduction equation, the temperature distribution is
expressed as a power series in the reduced heat source strength. Substituting die proposed form for the temperature
distribution into the heat conduction equation and equating like powers of heat source strength, a set of ordinary
differential equations is obtained which is solved to obtain the following steady state solution:

T Th

4 (1 + 2 )

where the reduced heat source strength B is defined as

B = iiL

The average fuel temperature is obtained from Equation [6] as

B 1 + ! B
T, = T^ + s. ± [1 + _ 5 J L ] [8]

1 + 2



Lumped Fuel Model

Based on the assumption of the lumped model, the fuel temperature can be written as

T(r,t) = T,(t) * T(t) f(r)

where f(r) is a shape function describing the internal temperature profile which has zero mean value when integrated
over the fuel cross section and ^(t) is a function which satisfies the boundary condition, Equation [2]. The suitable
expression for the temperature distribution function f(r) is generated from Equation [6] as follows:

f(r) = 1 - 2 I2 • | (1 - 3 Ba
4Tfc

(1 -

From the boundary condition, Equation [2], the function 4* is obtained as follows:

\ (T, - T.)

[10]

[11]

where the combined heat transfer coefficient hfg is defined as

h f h
9

The fuel heat transfer coefficient hf is given by

and the effective fuel conductivity Kf* is

[12]

[13]

(1
Ba

[14]

Substituting Equation [9] into Equation [1] and integrating Equation [1] over the fuel cross section, the following
transient equation for the average fuel temperature is obtained by neglecting the high-order heat source strength
terms:

dT,

dt
- TB) [15]

Pi cp* rf Pi cpt

Fuel Average and Centerline Temperature

In practice the sheath thickness is quite small compared to the fuel rod diameter, and hence the simple heat balance
equation can be applied to relate the gap temperature Tg to the average sheath temperature Ts. As a result, the
following relation holds

H* (T, - T.) = h,, (T, - Tg)

The combined heat transfer coefficient hfs is defined as

_ + -L
to * h,J [17]



and the value hs is the sheath conductive heat transfer coefficient which is defined as

[18]h, -

" *(*)

where K,. is the average thermal conductivity of sheath and rs is the outer radius of the sheath.

The final form for the average fuel temperature equation becomes

^ - - 9 H±- (T, - T.)
dt P r Cp, rf P f c^

The temperature at the fuel surface, Tfs, satisfies the following relation

T. - T, - £ (T, - T.) [20]

Using a similar approach, the fuel centerline temperature Tc can be related to the average fuel temperature from the
following equation

£ [ s = _?<=_ 2 h c (T . T )
dt P f Cj, r, Pr c,,, e '

where the values qc and hc are defined as

qc =

rt [22]
(1 + 1 ) i^

"* R B T ~

Lumped Sheath Model

Sheath materials usually have a large thermal conductivity (about 0.01 kW/m K for Zr). Since the sheath thickness
is quite small compared to the fuel rod diameter, there are relatively small temperature drops (less than 80 °C) across
the sheath; the assumption of constant thermal properties for the sheath is justified. The heat balance equation for
the annulus of the sheath is given by

(r.2 - r ^ P . C p . ^ = 2rfhh(T, - T.) - 2r,hM(T, - To) • £ r.h^CT, - T.) • 2r,QMW [23]

where Ts is the average sheath temperature, ps is the sheath density, Cps is the specific heat of the sheath, hs0 is the
combined heat transfer coefficient between the sheath and the coolant, To is the coolant temperature, r; is the pressure
tube radius or effective radius of the neighbouring ring, Ts is the pressure tube temperature or the sheath temperature
of the neighbouring ring, hrad is the radiation heat transfer coefficient, and QMW is the heat generation rate per unit
area of the sheath surface by the metal-water reaction. The combined heat transfer coefficient hso is defined as

[24]
h, r,

where h0 is the coolant convective film heat transfer coefficient.



Discussions on Effective Fuel Conductivity

It has been shown in Equation [14] that the effect of the flux depression on the average fuel temperature can be
incorporated in the effective fuel conductivity. The fuel heat transfer coefficient increases by a factor of
(l+pV2)/(l+p/3) when the flux depression is expressed by Equation [4]. The effect of the temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity on the fuel heat transfer coefficient decreases by a factor of l/[l+Ba/(12Tfs)}.

If the fuel thermal conductivity in Equation [1] is replaced by the average thermal conductivity kf, the effective fuel
conductivity becomes

* - «* d " | f ) [25]

The maximum error is about 7% in the effective fuel conductivity by using the average fuel thermal conductivity
in the fuel thermal resistance under normal operating conditions, or it is about 2% in the calculation of the average
fuel temperature.

If the average fuel temperature is used to calculate the average fuel thermal conductivity, the effective fuel
conductivity becomes

< = ** d " | £ ) [26]

It shows that both approaches produce smaller effective fuel conductivities than that from Equation [14] and hence
conservatively over-predict the fuel average temperature.

3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

The temperature equations for sheath, average fuel and fuel centerline can be written in the following simple forms:

^ = A, * p,(T, - T,)

^ " *c * Pc(T, - Tc) [27]

^ 7 • *.(T0 " T.) * p.(T, - T.) • £ MT, " T.) • qMw
at i

where the constants X and the inverse time constants P are defined in Table 1.

Steady State

The steady state solutions become

T • ! ?!

i

T, > T, • h [28]
' ' Pt



Transient

The transient equations can be solved by an implicit difference method or by an analytical method. A simplified
analytical approach has been adopted in the TUF code as follows: Let T,n, Tf" and Tc

n be the values at time-step
n; the solutions at time-step (n+1) are given by

T,"*1 • Tf
n + 8T,

T,"*1 - T." * «T, [29]
T 0

n O = Te
n + * T 0

where

ft T I ft T ^ ft T i r 1 ** ~ Pf • t«

oT, = [oTf + oT,] [1 - © " ]

TC = {«Tc
n • 6Tf]

h
P

- T,n) + p,(Tf" - T,n) + £ A,(T|" - T,n)

rf- - T ; - T," * ^ [30]

Pi

P. * *,+ E
T, - Te + - ^

where 5t is the time-step size and all the fuel and sheath thermal properties are evaluated at n time step.

4. GENERAL DISCUSSIONS

The important parameters that affect the fuel-pin temperature transient in a channel or bundle are the volumetric heat
generation rate, fuel thermal conductivity, gap heat transfer coefficient, coolant convective heat transfer coefficient,
radiation heat transfer among fuel pins and metal-water reaction. The heat source density depends on the ring position
of the fuel pin and the coolant heat transfer coefficient depends on the flow regime encountered. Some discussions
on the model and the physical parameters are presented below:

Comparison with Fundamental Mode Model

To improve the accuracy of the lumped parameter model, Lewis (Reference 3) has removed the use of the steady-
state thermal resistance based on a fundamental mode approximation to the time-dependent Green's function. The
resulting average fuel temperature equation can be written as

dt p, Cp, r, p,

where

p2 2

( T f -



The fundamental mode eigenvalue E, is defined by

E, = ^ [33]

where a! satisfies Jo(a])=0 and Jo is the Bessel function of zero order. The value 6 is 0.2771 for the case with
constant fuel thermal properties. The lumped parameter model corresponds to the condition where 5=0.

The relative accuracy of the lumped parameter and fundamental mode models has been examined by Lewis
(Reference 3) for three special cases. It has been concluded (Reference 3) that the fundamental mode approximation
is more accurate for the heat source step change and the lumped parameter model is more accurate for the surface
temperature step change. However, from the TUF simulations it is found that the lumped parameter model is more
accurate than the fundamental mode approximation in the large LOCA analysis.

Flux Depression

Figure 1 shows the variations of the fuel pin temperatures with different flux depression parameter [J during normal
operating conditions at Darlington NGS. With a flux depression at the centerline of 50% (or 3=1), the effective
thermal conductivity of the fuel increases by 12.5%, whereas the fuel thermal conductivity decreases by 50% with
the fuel temperature increasing from 400 °C to 1000 °C as shown in Figure 2. The contribution of flux depression
on the fuel temperature distribution is not as significant as the temperature dependency of the fuel thermal
conductivity.

Fuel Thermal Conductivity and Porosity

The variation of the thermal conductivity of uranium dioxide with porosity is given by the Maxwell-Euken
relationship (Reference 4)

0 - [34]
1 - 6e

where Ko is the thermal conductivity of the solid fuel, e is the volume fraction of the porosity and 9 is a shape factor
which is about 0.5 for fuels that are greater than 90% dense and 0.7 for less dense fuels. The fuel thermal
conductivity decreases as the porosity increases. The porosity can be assumed to be constant in time but varying
radially. The correlation for porosity as a function of radial position is usually obtained from experimental data.

Gap Thermal Resistance

The gap heat transfer coefficient between the fuel and the sheath is difficult to estimate due to uncertain geometry.
At the beginning of life, the gap is about 20 to 25 thousandths of a cm, filled with helium. After heat-up, the gap
is reduced due to the differing thermal expansion rates of the fuel and sheath. During burn-up, the gap is further
reduced by the combined effects of fuel swelling and sheath creeping due to the coolant pressure. During irradiation,
the sheath and fuel can come into contact. The contact will not be perfect in that the fuel surface will be very
irregular due to fuel cracking and swelling. In general, the thermal resistance of the gap consists of three components:
gap conductance, radiation heat transfer and heat transfer through the area in contact. There are several correlations
available in the literature for the thermal resistance of the gap.

Metal-Water Reaction

The heat generation rate due to zircalloy-steam reaction, QMW, becomes important when the sheath temperature
reaches above 1200 °C and the fuel pin is exposed to steam for a period of time, especially in the case of an
impaired ECI event. Three correlations (Baker-Just correlation, Urbanic-Heidrick correlation and the FR0M2
correlation in the FACTAR code) for the metal-water reaction have been used in fuel channel codes developed at
Ontario Hydro Nuclear; these are available in the TUF code.



Radiation Heat Transfer Among Fuel Pins

The pin-to-pin radiation model in a fuel bundle has been applied in the TUF code. The rate of radiant heat transfer
from an uncovered inner ring i to an uncovered outer ring j is given by

Q a [T,4(l) - T,4(J)1
' " • • r • [35]

A, e, /

where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, Aj is the outer surface area of the uncovered ring i and e; is the emissivity
of ring i, Aj is the inner surface area of uncovered ring j and ej is the emissivity of ring j . From this equation, the
radiant heat transfer coefficient hrad can be obtained.

Steady State and Transient Results

Table 2 shows the comparison of the steady state results between the finite difference method with five elements
and the lumped fuel-pin model for a typical average fuel pin of Darlington NGS during normal operating conditions.
The error in the average fuel temperature of the finite difference method is about 1%. This error can be reduced by
using more elements in the finite difference method. The main concern about the accuracy of the lumped parameter
model is during the early heat-up period of a large LOCA when the temperature difference between the fuel
centerline and the fuel surface is large. To check its accuracy, a typical stagnation RIH break of the Darlington NGS
is simulated. Figures 3 and 4 show the transients of fuel-pin temperature based on the lumped parameter model and
the finite difference method, respectively. The maximum difference in the results is about 5% for the fuel centerline
temperature. The difference in the sheath temperature transient may result from the different channel modelling used
in the code (a one-pin model is used in the finite difference method and a multi-pin model is used in the lumped
model). An excellent agreement is obtained for the average fuel temperature or fuel stored heat.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The lumped parameter model for fuel pins has been extended to the general case with a non-uniform heat source
and varying fuel thermal conductivity. The effect of flux depression on the fuel temperature is not as significant as
the temperature dependency of the fuel thermal conductivity. The results of the lumped parameter model compare
well with the finite difference results for the steady state and severe transient simulations. Improvements on the
lumped model may be made with the fundamental mode approximation for some special cases. However, the lumped
parameter model is more accurate than the fundamental mode approximation for the LOCA simulations.
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Table 1

The Inverse Time Constants for the Transient Equations
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Table 2

Comparison of the Steady State results Between Finite
Difference and Lumped Methods for an Average Fuel Pin of

Darlington NGS A (103% Full Power)

Node

1

2

3

4

5

Finite Difference Method

Tc [°C]

589.6

964.3

1105.2

1012.5

650.1

Tf [°C]

453.6

671.7

757.2

708.6

504.3

T5 [°C]

285.7

310.1

327.6

333.4

324.2

Lumped Method

Tc [°C]

589.6

964.3

1104.8

1012.2

650.0

Tf [°C]

457.7

680.4

767.5

717.6

508.6

Ts [°C]

285.7

310.1

327.6

333.4

324.2
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ABSTRACT

An experimental program, the CHAN Thermal Chemical Experimental Program, has been setup at WNRE under
COGICANDEV to assess and verify the physical and mathematical models of the CHAN codes. The program has
been progressing from studying separate effects in single-element experiments to a full integrated mode in a CANDU
28-element bundle geometry. The CHAN-II series codes are used in the licensing analysis of CANDU reactors. The
basic code provides an efficient tool to predict the thermal response of a fuel channel during postulated loss-of-
coolant accidents (LOCA) with and without a loss of emergency coolant injection (LOECI) in which the transport
of heat by convection is greatly reduced. The code models the progression of the event including fuel channel
geometry deformation due to severe overheating. It is the main objective of this paper to discuss further verification
of the CHAN-II (MOD 6) computer code against the second full scale 28-element experiment performed at WNRE
under COGICANDEV, designed to represent a Pickering type bundle geometry. The main models and assumptions
used in the code will be briefly described.

The objective of the experiments is to provide data for the assessment of the physical and mathematical models of
the CHAN codes and produce data for code verification under integrated conditions with significant hydrogen
production and flow rates similar to the LOCAILOECI scenario. The issue of whether the Zrlsteam reaction is
sustainable in a full bundle geometry at elevated temperatures is also examined. A comparison between the
predictions of CHAN-II (MOD 6) and the experimental results is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

To assess the physical and mathematical models of the CHAN codes, an ongoing CHAN verification experimental
program has been established at WNRE under COG/CANDEV. This experimental program consists of several series
of experiments ranging from single to seven-element multi-rod geometries. Two series of the experiments employed
single Pickering type fuel elements, one series at low temperature and one at high temperature. The single-element
tests were used to verify the individual models in CHAN for convection, radiation heat transfer (low temperature
series) and the Zircaloy steam reaction (high temperature series) in a simple geometry. In the third series of the
experiments, seven Pickering type fuel rod simulators are used to represent a multi-rod geometry. The seven element
experiments provided data for the verification of the code in integrated conditions resembling the subchannel fuel
geometry. These three series of experiments were carried out using vertically oriented apparatus with electrically
heated single-element (annular) and seven-element (multi-rod) fuel rod simulators, respectively. A vertical
configuration was adopted for two reasons: firstly, in a vertical configuration axial symmetry is maintained during
most of the test and secondly, a suitable heater (graphite rod) was readily available. A fourth series of experiments
used a seven-element multi-rod geometry in a horizontal configuration to study the effect of orientation. The final
series in the CHAN experimental verification program, which is currently under way, is using a full scale horizontal
fuel channel with 28-element fuel bundles to represent the actual geometry in a CANDU reactor.

Earlier versions of CHAN have been used to compare with the CHAN verification series of experiments [1]. CHAN-
II (MOD 6) was previously used to compare with the then available first two experiments of the third series of the



CHAN verification experiments [2]. The last two vertical seven-element experiments were also used for further
verification of CHAN-II (MOD 6) computer code [3]. The first full scale CHAN 28-element experiment was
analyzed and simulated using CHAN-II (MOD 6) as part of the code verification [4]. The same test was also
analyzed with the CATHENA computer code [5], It is the objective of this paper to present and discuss further
verification of CHAN-II (MOD 6) computer code using the experimental data available from the second full scale
28-element fuel bundle geometry experiment.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CHAN-II (MOD 6) CODE

The CHAN-II series of codes is used in the licensing analysis of CANDU reactors. The basic code provides a fast
calculational tool for the prediction of the thermal, chemical and mechanical responses of a CANDU fuel channel
during a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) with loss of emergency coolant injection (LOECI).

The CHAN-II code is based on an approach which replaces the complex pin geometry by an equivalent cylindrical
ring geometry [6]. Figure 1 shows a 28-element bundle modelled with three concentric, cylindrical rings. The fuel
channel is divided into several axial segments. Each of these segments is further subdivided into fuel rings, flow
ring subchannels, pressure tube and calandria tube. Fuel elements on the same pitch circle radius are represented
by a fuel ring, which is subdivided into two annular masses, one inner and one outer, for the purpose of carrying
out the thermal-hydraulic and heat transfer analyses for each flow ring subchannel.

The inlet flows to the subchannel rings (i.e. flow split) may either be input or calculated by the code. No lateral
mixing of the subchannel flows is assumed to take place within a bundle, however, various mixing assumptions at
the bundle end plates are available. Usually, subchannel flows are assumed to be constant during the transient except
when there is a change in the bundle or pressure tube geometry. Various models which focus on determining the
physical, thermal and chemical state of the fuel channel during an accident scenario are used to formulate a set of
ordinary differential equations governing the temperature distribution. Interactions of the various thermal-hydraulic,
thermomechanical and chemical models are also accounted for. The FORSIM code package [7] is used to solve the
resulting set of ordinary differential equations explicitly to obtain the temperature distribution.

The Ontario Hydro version of the CHAN computer code has undergone extensive modification, improving and
adding new models, resulting in CHAN-II (M0D6) for single phase steam flow. (The latest licensing version,
CHAN-II (M0D7), includes two phase cooling).

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION

The test apparatus is shown in Figure 2. Steam, supplied by the steam generator, passed through the steam
superheater to increase the steam temperature at the inlet of the test section to 700°C. The steam flow rate is
monitored by an orifice flow meter upstream of the steam superheater. The steam picks up energy from the hot fuel
element simulators as it passes through the test section. The steam reacts with the fuel element sheaths and the
pressure tube (zirconium alloys) initiating an exothermic reaction from which energy and hydrogen are produced.
The gas mixture (steam and hydrogen) on leaving the test section passes through a heat exchanger where the steam
is condensed and the resulting mixture of condensate and hydrogen produced is then directed to the hydrogen
monitoring facility. This consists of a water trap, where the condensate is collected, water filter, mass flow meters
and an in-line hydrogen analyzer where the rate and total number of moles of hydrogen produced are monitored.
The hydrogen is then vented to the atmosphere.

The test section (Figure 3a) consists of three rings of heaters (fuel element simulators) concentrically located inside
an autoclaved Zr-2.5wt%Nb pressure tube. The pressure tube was partially ballooned prior to the start of the
experiment so that some of the steam flow could bypass the bundle. Each fuel element simulator consisted of a Zr-4
sheath (15.2 mm OD and 14.4 mm ID), within which annular alumina pellets (14.3 mm OD, 6.1 mm ID and 16 mm



long) electrically insulated the cladding from the graphite rod heater. The 6 mm diameter graphite rod heaters, 1800
mm in length, were coated with tungsten carbide to minimize the reaction between the alumina and the graphite at
high temperatures.

Five spacer plates, machined out of 1.7 mm thick Zr-4 (Figure 3b), were symmetrically placed along the heated
length of the test section. The purpose of the spacer plates was to minimize the sag of the fuel element simulators
and simulate the effects of CANDU bundle end plates on the steam flow patterns.

The Zr-2.5 Nb flow tube, representing the pressure tube (2330 mm in length) surrounded the fuel element simulators.
The flow tube is separated by a CO2 gap from a surrounding Zr-2 calandria tube (2020 mm in length). A Zr-Nb-Cu
garter spring was located at the test section centreline in the annulus between the flow tube and the calandria tube.
The calandria tube was surrounded by heated, stirred water in an open tank. The water tank was 1875 mm long,
620 mm wide and 750 mm high. The top surface of the calandria tube was covered by at least 170 mm of water
throughout the experiment.

The fuel element simulators were connected in parallel to a 5000 A D.C. power supply. The radial power distribution
to the individual heater rings was designed to approximate that found in a typical CANDU 28-element bundle. One
of the sixteen outer ring FESs (pin R3-3, Figure 3a) was not powered in the test due to damage sustained during the
pre-test partial ballooning of the pressure tube.

The heated length of the test section was instrumented in various axial segments using a total of 94 thermocouples.
The fuel element simulator temperatures were monitored by 48 C-type thermocouples which were installed through
holes in the alumina pellets inside the FESs. The outer surface temperatures of the pressure tube were monitored
by 26 R-type thermocouples spot welded on the surface of the pressure tube. The steam temperature in the
subchannels was measured by 6 C-type thermocouples and the outlet steam temperature was measured by one R-type
thermocouple. The outer surface temperatures of the calandria tube were monitored by 13 K-type thermocouples
spot welded directly on the surface. The temperature of the water in the tank surrounding the calandria tube were
measured by five resistance temperature detectors (RTDs). Two of these RTDs were located at the test section
centreline and were positioned 25 mm above and below the calandria tube surface.

Relative displacement of the pressure tube with respect to the calandria tube was monitored by top and bottom Linear
Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) located at axial location 1435 mm from the inlet of the test section.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

PRE-TEST BALLOONING OF THE PRESSURE TUBE PROCEDURE

The pressure tube, pressure tube/calandria tube annulus, and the FES assemblies were purged with argon, CO2, and
helium, respectively. The tank surrounding the test section was filled with water. A low level of power (2 kW) was
used to heatup the test section for a warm-up/dry-out period of about 1 hour. The test section power was ramped
to 40 kW to increase the pressure tube temperature. Once the pressure tube temperatures reached 600°C, the power
was reduced to 20 kW. A pre-test simulation indicated that level of power was needed to maintain the pressure tube
temperature near 700°C. Once the temperature reached 700°C, pressure tube was pressurized with argon to 400 kPa
to start the ballooning process. The pressure tube ballooning was monitored by two LVDTs. The pressure tube was
depressurized and electric power to the test section shut off when the two LVTDs indicated a radial pressure tube
deformation of 5 to 6 mm (initial annulus gap width was 8.9 mm). The test section was cooled slowly to avoid
thermal shock of the test section components.

HIGH TEMPERATURE EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE

First, the inside of the end hubs and FESs were purged with helium and a continuous low flow of helium was



maintained through the test. The steam and hydrogen exit lines, including the water trap, were purged with nitrogen.
Once purged, the nitrogen was replaced with hydrogen at a continuous flow for the duration of the test to ensure a
continuously flowing system. The annulus between the pressure and calandria tubes was purged with CO2. The
purge flow was initially high but reduced to 1.6 SLPM just before the start of the test. The steam superheater and
the test section were heated in argon for roughly 160 minutes to warm-up/dry-out the test section. Steam was
introduced into the superheater and the argon flow stopped. The steam flow was 15 g/s which was measured with
an orifice flowmeter. A predetermined power curve was then followed. The power was raised in steps to achieve
steady state as well as various temperature ramp rates on the sheath. The maximum total power applied to the test
section was 130 kW. The power was left at that value until the maximum recorded FES temperatures exceeded
1700°C at which time the electric power to the test section was turned off in order to study the energy released from
the exothermic Zr-steam reaction at elevated temperatures. The bundle power was briefly increased to 147 kW prior
to shutting the electric power off. The test was terminated by shutting off the steam flow once the test section
temperatures decreased below 1400°C. The test section was allowed to cool slowly overnight in stagnant steam to
limit thermal stresses on the various test section components.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The power history curve used in the high temperature part of this experiment is shown in Figure 4. The individual
power supplied to the outer, middle and inner rings are shown in addition to the total bundle power which was the
sum of all the ring powers. Design targets for normalized ring radial powers were 1.111, 0.894 and 0.775 for the
outer, middle and inner fuel element simulator rings, respectively. The steam flow rate through the test was 15 g/s.
The test section gauge pressure recorded varied between 30 KPa in early stages of the experiment to 105 KPa just
before the steam flow to the test section was shut off.

The fuel element simulator temperatures rose at a rate of 2.5°C/s during the early part when the maximum power
was applied to the test section and the rate increased to 4.2°C/s when the temperatures exceeded 155O°C. The
maximum sheath temperature recorded during the experiment was 1860°C in the middle ring of FESs at node 11
(1575 mm into the heated zone). The peak temperature recorded in the non-powered pin was 1490°C. The fuel
element simulator temperatures towards the end of the heated zone continued to increase after the electric power was
turned off. Temperatures continued to increase for up to an additional 50 s at axial locations 1125 mm, 1425 mm,
1575 mm, and 1800 mm. However, the continued escalation at some of these axial locations is questionable due
to somewhat erratic behaviour of the FES thermocouples at these location. The maximum recorded pressure tube
temperature was 1310°C at the bottom of the pressure tube 1525 mm into the test section. The top half of the
pressure tube was typically 50°C to 150°C cooler than the bottom during the maximum power period. This was
likely caused by the eccentricity of the FES bundle in the pressure tube which increased the heat transfer to the
bottom of the pressure tube by conduction and radiation. The offset bundle in the partially ballooned pressure tube
would also allow more steam to bypass the bundle, resulting in additional steam cooling along the top of the pressure
tube. The maximum steam temperature recorded was 135O°C at axial location 1800 mm. Further increase in steam
temperature was questionable due to exothermic oxidation of tantalum in the radiation shields surrounding the
thermocouples.

The hydrogen production rate continued to increase after the electric power to the test section was shut off. This
supports the hypothesis that the Zr/steam reaction was self-sustaining under these experimental conditions. A total
of 24 moles of hydrogen were produced during the powered period of the experiment with an additional 33 moles
produced after the electric power to the test section was shut off. Steam flow to the test section remained at 15 g/s
for more than 1000 seconds after the electric power to the test section was shut off.

The maximum calandria tube temperature recorded was 172°C along the bottom of the calandria tube, 1125 mm into
the heated zone. The average bulk water temperature surrounding the calandria tube reached 36.8°C before the
electric power was shut off.



COMPARISON BETWEEN CHAN-II (MOD 6) PREDICTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

CHAN-II MODIFICATION AND ASSUMPTIONS

The CHAN-II computer code accepts the initial axial and radial temperature distribution in the channel as input and
calculates the channel transient response. The code models both CANDU fuel bundle geometries, i.e., 37- and 28-
element. The normal computational grid consists of 13 axial subdivisions (one per bundle) with three radial fuel
rings and a centre pin for the 37-element bundle, and 12 axial subdivisions with three radial fuel rings for the 28-
element bundle.

The code was modified to accommodate the material properties of the annular alumina pellets and graphite rods.
Light water steam properties were added to the code.

The following assumptions were used in the simulation of the 28-element full scale experiment:

1. The 28 heater elements were modelled by an inner ring (4 elements), a middle ring ( 8 elements) and an
outer ring (16 elements).

2. No flow mixing occurred in the channel between the inner and outer flow subchannels; mixing only
occurred at the end of the axial segment (total mixing). The flow split is input and assumed to be
proportional to the subchannel areas.

3. The thermal capacitances of the graphite rod, alumina pellets, and sheath were lumped together in
simulating the fuel. The thermal resistance between the graphite rod and sheath was mainly due to the
alumina pellet and the air trapped in the alumina.

4. Thermodynamic and transport properties were those for light water.

5. In safety analysis, the convective heat transfer coefficient is obtained using the Hadaller-Banerjee
correlation [8]. The correlation assumes a Nusselt number of 2 in the laminar flow regime. This
correlation is based on flow through tubes. In these simulations a more appropriate correlation based on
flow through annuli [9] was used. A comparison between the results of the two correlations were
discussed in previous CHAN simulations of experiments [2]. The enhancement of heat transfer at the
entrance of the channel due to disruption of the developing hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layer
(thermal entrance effect) [10] is also accounted for.

6. The emissivities of the fuel sheath and inner and outer surfaces of the pressure tube were assumed
constant and equal to 0.8. This value is assumed in the safety analysis and recommended for the oxidized
surface in the temperature range of 1100°C to 1650°C [11]. The emissivity of the inner surface of the
calandria tube was set to 0.2.

7. The ring radiation heat transfer model was used.

8. Axial heat conduction and radiation were neglected.

9. The thermodynamic properties at each axial segment were evaluated at the temperature of the segment's
centre.

10. The temperature of the cooling water in the open tank, which simulated the moderator, was assumed to
be constant at the average of the measured temperatures at the start and end of the test.



11. The Urbanic-Heidrick equation [12] was used to calculate the Zircaloy-steam reaction rate.

12. A flat axial power profile was assumed in the simulations due to the relatively flat variation of the
graphite rod resistance with temperature.

13. The inlet steam temperature used in the simulation of this experiment was 700°C.

14. The total power measured in this experiment was used in the simulation. Power losses were assumed
negligible.

15. The radial power distribution used in this simulation was 0.775, 0.894 and 1.111 for the inner, middle and
outer fuel rings, respectively.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

The following parameters were chosen to show the comparison between the CHAN-II predictions and experimental
results, namely, the temperature of the inner and outer sheath surfaces of the inner, middle and outer rings, pressure
tube temperature, outlet steam temperature, and hydrogen production.

Figures 5 and 6 show the measured and predicted inner and outer sheath surface temperatures, respectively, of the
inner ring at different axial locations. The predicted temperatures on the inner and outer sheath surface of the inner
ring seem to follow the same trend as the measured temperature profile in the experiment. The predicted temperature
profiles are responsive to the change in the applied power which is shown by the change of heating rates over the
transient time of the experiment. Measurements of the sheath inner surface temperatures at axial locations 2, 4 and
12 as shown in Figure 5 show very little spread between the three axial locations until the electric power was shut-
off (with the exception of the erratic behaviour in the thermocouple at axial location 4). The code predictions show
an axial temperature distribution along the length of the test section which is in reasonable agreement with that which
would be expected for a uniform, axial power distribution. The code slightly overpredicted the temperatures at the
different axial locations shown in Figures 5 and 6; however, the agreement between experiment and simulation on
the outer surface (Figure 6) is marginally better than that on the inner surface (Figure 5). Both the experiment and
simulation (Figures 5 and 6) showed that the temperatures continued to increase at various downstream axial
locations after the electric power was turned off at 887 s. The temperatures start to decrease within 20 to 60 seconds
after the electric power was shut off. This indicates that the exothermic Zr/steam reaction was locally self-sustaining.

Figures 7 and 8 show the measured and predicted temperatures of the inner and outer sheath surfaces, respectively,
of the middle ring at different axial locations. The experimental measurements show a more representative axial
temperature distribution. The agreement between predictions and measurements is reasonable; however, the code
is overpredicting the measured temperatures as was the case with the inner ring. Again, the Zr/steam reaction was
locally self-sustained on both surfaces of the this ring at downstream axial locations in the test section. Axial
location 12 in Figure 7 and 8 and 12 in Figure 8 show increases in temperature after the electric power was turned
off.

The temperature profiles of the inner sheath surface of the outer ring and the outer sheath surface of the outer ring
are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. The comparison between predictions and measurements for the inner
sheath surface of the outer ring follows the same trend as the inner and middle sheath ring comparisons. However,
the temperatures of the outer sheath surface of the outer ring are significantly overpredicted by CHAN at all axial
locations. The overprediction is approximately 175°C at axial location 11 when the power was turned off (Figure
10).

Figure 11 shows the comparison between the experimental measurements and the simulation predictions for the
pressure tube temperature at three axial locations. The code predictions significantly overestimated the pressure tube



temperatures at all axial locations with an overestimation of about 200°C at axial location 12. This overprediction
was less at the time the power was shut-off where it was about 100°C. Overprediction of the pressure tube
temperatures was observed previously in the first full-scale CHAN 28-element experiment [4] as well as in one of
the seven-element experiments [3]. The results indicate that the Zr/steam reaction was also self-sustaining on the
pressure tube surface.

The measured and predicted steam temperatures at the exit to the test section are shown in Figure 12. The agreement
is reasonably good between measurements and predictions for the steam inside the inner subchannel (with the
exception of the erratic behaviour of the thermocouple). CHAN's prediction for the outlet steam temperature exceeds
the measured value in the outer subchannel by approximately 100°C but it is significantly higher (~400°C) that the
measured steam temperature in the outlet pipe. This suggests that the steam had cooled significantly between the
exit of the test section and the instrumented location in the outlet pipe.

The measured and simulated rates of production and cumulative amounts of hydrogen for the experiment are
compared in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. Hydrogen production started earlier in the simulation than was
observed in the experiment The criterion for the onset of hydrogen production in the simulation was 827°C. The
rate of hydrogen production increased with increasing temperature with a sharp increase in production rate once the
temperature exceeded 155O°C. A peak hydrogen production rate of 0.34 moles/s was recorded in the experiment
prior to shutting off the electric power to the test section. The rate continued to increase and reached a peak of 0.36
moles/s. The code predicted a peak hydrogen production rate of 0.24 moles/s. The hydrogen production rate was
predicted to decrease after the electric power to the test section was shut-off (Figure 13). The predicted cumulative
hydrogen production was about 80% of that measured in the experiment (Figure 14).

As a sensitivity analysis, the simulation was repeated to study the effect of input power on the results. The
uncertainty in the electrical power measurement was reported to be of the order of 5%. The simulation was repeated
with at 95% of the measured power. This reduced the predicted temperatures of the inner sheath surface of the inner
fuel ring such that the experimental results were slightly underestimated at axial location 12 (Figure 15). The
predictions of the pressure tube temperatures were slightly improved at all axial locations (Figure 16); however, the
peak pressure tube temperature at axial location 12 was still overestimated by approximately 75°C. The reduction
in sheath temperatures resulted in a reduction in the predicted cumulative hydrogen production such that the measured
value at the end of the test was underestimated by about 40%.

DISCUSSION

For this experiment, CHAN predicted the steam temperature at the exit of the test section and the sheath temperatures
of the inner, middle and outer rings reasonably well with the exception of the outer sheath surface of the outer ring
for which there was a large overprediction (Figure 10). The pressure tube temperatures were also significantly
overpredicted. The simulation was shown to be sensitive to the total applied power; however, this sensitivity cannot
explain relative differences between the predictions and measurements in the inner and outer portions of the bundle.
It was assumed lhat the power generation was uniform along the test section; however, the electrical resistivity of
graphite is temperature dependent which would lead to a non-uniform distribution as the experiment progressed. The
resistivity of graphite is roughly proportional to temperature in the temperature range of interest which would
increase the relative power generation in the hotter regions of the test section. This effect would tend to worsen the
comparison between simulation and experiment as a function of axial location.

The large overprediction of the temperature of the pressure tube and the outer sheath surface of the outer ring
remains unexplained. Increased heat conduction between the pressure and calandria tubes would lower the
temperature of the pressure tube and, consequently, lower the temperature of the outer sheath surface of the outer
ring by increasing the radiation heat transfer to the pressure tube from the outer ring. The relatively low flow rate
of CO2 in the annulus between the pressure and calandria tubes, however, would not be expected to yield the
required reduction.



CONCLUSIONS

1. The CHAN-II (MOD 6) computer code was used to model the second 28-element CHAN verification
experiment. Generally, reasonable agreement between predictions and measurements of the sheath
temperatures was obtained in the downstream portion of the test section.

2. The pressure tube temperature was significantly overpredicted which in turn caused the overprediction of
the temperature of the outer sheath surface of the outer ring.

3. The hydrogen production rate and the cumulative hydrogen production were about 70% and 80%,
respectively, of the measured values.

4. The Zr/steam water reaction was locally self-sustaining at various axial location, mainly downstream in
the test section.

5. The overprediction of the temperature on some components of the test section are under investigation.
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Figure 1: Croa-sectional view of hid bundle model in CHAN-II.
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ABSTRACT

The preliminary results reported here support the hypothesis that CANLUB graphite coating reduces the rate at
which oxygen can react with fuel sheathing. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopic (XPS) characterization of
Zircaloy sheathing obtained from extended-burnup Bruce-type elements (BDL-406-XY (555 MW .h/kgU) and
BDL-406-AAH (731 MW.h/kgU)) irradiated in NRU indicates that CANLUB may reduce fuel sheath oxidation,
and hence that fission-liberated oxygen may remain in the fuel. Chemical shifts in the Zr 3d spectra suggest
that a stoichiometric (ZrO2) oxide film was formed only on Zircaloy in direct contact with fuel. Particulate fuel
adhering to the sheath was also determined to be systematically more oxidized on surfaces with CANLUB than
on those without it. The unique association of tin on sheathing specimens with the non-CANLUB-coated
specimens might also suggest that the tin had segregated from the sheathing. It must be emphasized that further
experiments are required to better define the effect of CANLUB on fuel oxidation.

INTRODUCTION

Recent post-irradiation examination (PIE) of fuel elements from 37-element bundles that have high burnups
(300-800 MWJi/kgU) and high powers (up to 59 kW/m), and were irradiated in Bruce NGS-A, indicated fission-
gas releases of up to 26%. The extent of fission gas-release at extended burnups was under predicted by
computer codes calculations (1). This is believed to be due, at least in part, to a reduction in fuel thermal
conductivity, which results in elevated operating temperatures (2). Some evidence of hyperstoichiometry was
observed during PIE (1), but this needed to be further investigated, along with any possible relation to CANLUB
graphite coating behaviour and sheath oxidation (3).

The role of CANLUB in determining local oxygen balance and redistribution on fuel sheathing is not yet fully
understood. This report discusses the possible link between CANLUB coatings and fuel behaviour, and suggests
some mechanisms for the interaction of CANLUB with fission products and fission-liberated oxygen that may
affect fuel performance.



EXPERIMENTAL

Samples

Zircaloy sheathing obtained from extended-burnup Bruce-type elements (BDL-406-XY (555 MWJi/kgU) and
BDL-406-AAH (731 MWJi/kgU)) irradiated in NRU, and having a peak rating of -35 kW/m were characterized
using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Samples were obtained from the fuel sheathing as follows: a
3 cm long segment was cut from the element, about 7 cm from one end of the element, using a high-speed
CON-0-SAW. The cutting was done as slowly as possible with flowing Ar for cooling, to reduce surface
contamination and oxidation. The fuel was then removed by tapping the sheathing gently. Because the fuel
was already quite fragmented, damage to oxide and CANLUB films on the interior sheathing surface during this
process was minor. Finally, two samples were cut from opposite sides of the 3 cm sheathing segment at mid-
length using a slow-speed diamond saw operated with minimum pressure and flowing Ar for cooling. These
samples were -5 mm wide (circumferential direction) by -7 mm long (axial direction). They were fixed to Al
mounts using conductive Ag-based epoxy with the interior sheathing surface facing up. All samples from both
non-CANLUB-coated inner elements (XY-34 and AAH-36) and CANLUB-coated outer elements (XY-11 and
AAH-8) were analyzed by XPS without prior chemical or physical treatments. Any residual deposits or films
appeared to be well bonded to the surface; i.e., there was no visible indication of loose debris falling off during
mounting or handling.

XPS

XPS is a surface analytical technique and an effective method for determining the valence and type of bonding
in oxide films. It has been used to evaluate oxide stoichiometries formed on Zr-Nb alloys (4,5), and to study
the oxidation state of uranium in the UO2tx series (6,7).

XPS spectra were recorded at Whiteshell Laboratories using a modified McPherson ESCA-36 spectrometer
equipped with a position-sensitive detector (PSD) manufactured by Surface Science Laboratories (8).
Photoelectron emission was excited by Mg Kot X-radiation. The spectrometer dispersion and work function
were routinely calibrated using sputter-cleaned gold (Au 4f7/2 = 84.00 eV) and copper (Cu 2p3/2 = 932.67 eV)
standards; i.e., with the binding energy scale referenced to the Fermi level. All quoted binding energies have
been corrected for relativistic effects (9) and compensated for surface charging based on the known position of
the U 5f peak (10). Data were collected not only from the surfaces but also after ion sputtering (for 1 min and
3 min). Ar-ion sputtering was performed with a Kratos Mini Beam I ion gun. A beam of 3 keV Ar* with a
diameter of ~2 mm and a total current of -0.6 uA was rastered over an area of -0.8 cm2 centred on the
sample. The ion beam was incident on the specimen at an angle 45° to the surface normal. During each
sputter-analysis sequence, the Ar-gas flow rate was adjusted slightly to maintain the average current density at
0.7 uA/cm2, measured with a Faraday cup. Under these conditions a sputter rate of 1.03 A/min has been
derived from ion-implanted UO2 standards (11); however, the sputter yield for adsorbed molecules (i.e., surface
contamination) could be as much as an order of magnitude larger than that typical of metal oxides.
Photoelectrons are accepted into the ESCA-36/PSD analyzer from only a narrow strip (-400 urn wide) down the
centre of the sample, which was always oriented so that it corresponded to the axial direction. The length of the
strip was controlled using an electronic PSD aperture, and most of the spectra were recorded with the aperture
set at <6 mm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XPS is very sensitive to defects or impurities in ZrO2; i.e., spectra of ZrO2 obtained from different zirconium
alloys should be identical, as shown in Figure 1. A minor change in Zr oxide stoichiometry has been shown to
have a significant influence on hydrogen ingress of the pressure tube material (5). The most obvious difference
between the spectra on the inner-ring (non-CANLUB-coated) and outer-ring (CANLUB-coated) fuel sheathings
was the relative intensity of the zirconium photoemission peaks. All of the non-CANLUB-coated specimens
exhibited stronger Zr peaks than those that were CANLUB-coated. Evidently, sufficient CANLUB coating was



retained on the outer-ring specimens to obscure the Zircaloy (oxide) surface. The binding energies determined
for the Zr 3dw peak were consistent with ZrO2 (at 182.2 ± 0.2 eV) for both CANLUB and non-CANLUB
elements. Although the Zr 3d signal intensity was low for the CANLUB-coated specimens, these specimens
consistently indicated a broader Zr 3d photoemission than those that were non-CANLUB-coated (Figure 2).
This might imply that the zirconium oxide formed on the CANLUB-coated specimens was more
substoichiometric (ZrO2.x) than that formed on the non-CANLUB-coated specimens.

The valence state of uranium (which was found as UO2 fragments present on all of the sheathing specimens)
was assessed using the chemical shifts that can be derived from the U 4f spectrum. The curve resolution of the
U 4f7/2 peak envelope into U4* and U6* components provided the data listed (as %U**) in Table 1. There
appeared to be a systematic difference in the degree of uranium oxidation between the CANLUB and non-
CANLUB specimens; i.e., 31% U6* versus 15% U6* on average, respectively (Figure 3). Ambient exposure of a
freshly-cleaved irradiated CANDU fuel surface during standard XPS analysis typically yielded only about 10%
V6* by comparison. Although the present results support the hypothesis that CANLUB acts as an inhibitor to
the reaction of fission-liberated oxygen with the Zircaloy sheathing, and hence promotes fuel oxidation at
extended burnup because of the increased oxygen potential in fuel, further confirmation of this mechanism is
required.

A number of other chemical elements were found on the sheathing specimens; they appeared to offer a rich
source of fuel-chemistry information, which is only briefly summarized here. Tin is a minor fission product that
has a low fission yield and has occasionally been detected at fuel grain boundaries. In this study, the
association of tin with the non-CANLUB-coated specimens (probably as tin oxide at -486.5 eV for Sn 3d5/2)
seems to suggest that the tin had segregated from the Zircaloy; however, it is not clear whether CANLUB
reduces this segregation process. Aside from tin, the following elements were obviously fission products that
had diffused to the fuel/sheathing interface: cesium (at -724.2 eV for Cs 3d5/2) was observed in widely varying
amounts on all of the specimens, whereas rubidium was detected on only a few specimens. Oxidized tellurium
(at -576.2 eV for Te 3d5/2) was found on all specimens, but at rather low levels. Barium (probably as barium
oxide at -780.3 eV for Ba 3d5/2) and iodine (probably as iodide at -618.9 eV for I 3d5/2) were mainly associated
with the CANLUB-coated specimens, and their concentration increased with sputtering time. This observation
seems to support the hypothesis that fission-product iodine diffuses through the CANLUB coating and forms
Zr,IyC at the sheathing surfaces (12). Xenon (at -669.6 eV for Xe 3d5/2) was also observed to be uniquely
associated with the CANLUB-coated specimens, but it was completely removed after 1 min of sputtering; hence
it had evidently been trapped within the graphite layers near the surface. Elemental ruthenium (at -280.0 eV
for Ru 3d5/2) was detected at low levels on several specimens, whereas identifications of Mo, Pd and Tc were
rather tenuous.

XPS examination of the zirconium oxide formed on the end-cap indicated that the oxide was more
substoichiometric (i.e., ZrO2l) than that formed on the sheath of the fuel elements (Figure 2). Since the escape
depth for fission fragments is approximately in the range of 6-10 um in carbon, CANLUB is hypothesized to
shield the Zircaloy surface from energetic fission fragments that may be needed to accelerate the Zr-O reaction
at 300°C. The end-cap was far enough separated from UO2 that it would not experience significant fission-
fragment bombardment; therefore, a stoichiometric zirconium oxide layer was not expected. If this hypothesis is
true, then the effect of fission-fragment bombardment (i.e., heavy-ion in MeV range) on the stress-corrosion
cracking (SCC) of Zircaloy (causing the amorphization or damage of Zr(Fe,Cr)2 precipitates in Zircaloy) should
be studied.

It has been suggested that the iodine potential is not sufficient to cause SCC of Zircaloy under normal-operating
conditions in CANDU fuel, but SCC is still occurring (13). The effect of intermetallic particles on local attack
by I2 that could initiate the crack is not well understood. Perhaps SCC of Zircaloy by iodine vapour may be
catalyzed by Fe-rich inhomogeneities in the Zircaloy, which can form Zrl4 (a SCC agent) through the following
reactions:

ZrFe2 + 4I2 -> Zrl4 + 2FeI2
2FeI2 + 2Zr -» Zrl4 + ZrFe2



Furthermore, heavy ion bombardment has been found to induce "damage" on Zr(Fe,Cr)2 precipitates in Zircaloy-
4 (14). Although the effect of this on SCC is unknown, it is possible that this "damage" might enhance local
attack by iodine and promote SCC. Therefore, if CANLUB does shield the sheathing, the degree of "damage"
to the intermetallic particles on the Zircaloy surface would be reduced. A better understanding of the chemistry
of the SCC process in the presence of CANLUB will help to determine the optimum thickness of CANLUB,
and hence to develop an improved coating.

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary results obtained here suggest that CANLUB graphite coating reduces sheathing oxidation, and
hence that fission-liberated oxygen might remain in the fuel. It is also hypothesized that CANLUB graphite
coating might shield the sheathing from energetic fission-fragment bombardment and reduce the degree of
amorphization among the intermetallic particles in Zircaloy.
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TABLE 1: Uranium Valence State at the Surface of Residual Fuel Adhering to Sheathing from Bruce-type
Filler Bundles Irradiated in NRU (BDL-406).

Bundle

AAH

AAH

AAH

AHH

XY

XY

XY

XY

Element

36

36

8

8

34

34

11

11

Sample

Section 1

Section 2

Outer

Inner

Section 1

Section 2

Outer

Inner

%U<»

8

16

26

31

19

17

31

36

A(%U6*)'

7-14

14-19

24-28

28-33

17-21

15-20

27-34

33-39

"Probable lower and upper limits for the %V^ values, based on consideration of the statistical uncertainty,
robustness of the fit and confidence in the surface-charging correction.
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ABSTRACT

The BTF-104 experiment is one of a series of in-reactor tests being performed to measure fuel behaviour and
fission-product release from nuclear fuel subjected to accident conditions. The primary objective of the
BTF-104 experiment was to measure fission-product releases from a CANDU-sized fuel element under combined
Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) and Loss-Of-Emergency-Core-Cooling (LOECC) conditions at an average fuel
temperature of about I550°C. The preliminary results of the BTF-104 experiment are presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the Blowdown Test Facility (BTF) experimental programme is to obtain fission-product release
and transport, and fuel behaviour data from in-reactor, all-effects tests under representative accident conditions
for benchmarking computer codes used in CANDU safety and licensing analyses. The current BTF research
programme consists of 3 experiments, BTF-107, BTF-104 and BTF-105. In the BTF-107 experiment, performed
in 1990, a three-element cluster of CANDU-sized fuel elements was subjected to severely degraded cooling
conditions resulting in a high-temperature transient.1-2 A flow blockage developed during the test and the high-
temperature transient was terminated with a cold water quench. The BTF-104 experiment was conducted in
1993 September under conditions representative of a Loss-Of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) scenario with additional
Loss-Of-Emergency-Core-Cooling (LOECC). The BTF-105 experiment is intended to be similar to the BTF-104
experiment but with a higher target fuel temperature. Preliminary results of the BTF-104 experiment are
presented in this paper.

The primary objective of the BTF-104 experiment was to determine the timing, amount and transport
characteristics of fission products released from a previously irradiated CANDU-sized fuel element subjected to
a high-temperature transient. The target volume-average fuel temperature for the BTF-104 experiment was
1550°C.

The BTF is located in the National Research Universal (NRU) reactor at the Chalk River Laboratories of
AECL.W Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the BTF. Test assemblies in the BTF are cooled with pressurized
water or saturated steam provided by the U-l loop. An accident sequence test in the BTF is initiated by
isolating the BTF in-reactor test section from the U-l loop, and voiding the coolant in the test section through
an instrumented piping system (blowdown line) into a sealed tank (blowdown tank) in the basement of the NRU
reactor building. Steam, inert gas and cold water may be used for post-blowdown cooling in the BTF. The
blowdown line is instrumented to measure coolant thermalhydraulic parameters and fission-product gamma
emissions.

TEST SEQUENCE

The fuel element used in the BTF-104 experiment was previously irradiated to a burnup of about
132 MWh/kg U at an average linear power of about 48 kW/m. After the pre-irradiation period and several years
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of storage, the fuel element was instrumented and installed inside a thermal shroud designed to minimize radial
heat transfer from the fuel during the high-temperature transient (see Figure 2). Thermocouples were installed at
various locations on the test assembly to measure coolant and material temperatures.

The BTF-104 fuel assembly was re-irradiated for 15 days prior to the transient at a fuel element linear power
about 60 kW/m under pressurized water cooling conditions (270°C coolant temperature and 10 MPa pressure) to
reestablish a representative inventory of fission products with short half lives (t1/2 < 8 days). Four hours before
the transient, the coolant was changed to saturated steam (310°C temperature and 10 MPa pressure) to simplify
the thermalhydraulics of the blowdown. The reactor power was maintained at about 75% of full power during
this period to limit the maximum fuel and sheath temperatures. The total fuel burnup was about
152 MWh/kg U prior to the test transient.

The reactor power was reduced to 2% of full power to start the transient (see Figure 3). About 30 minutes after
the power reduction the blowdown (depressurization) sequence was initiated (see Figure 4). When the coolant
pressure reached 0.5 MPa, low flows of steam (6 g/s) and inert gas (0.1 L/s of 1% H2 in He) were established to
maintain a limited amount of cooling of the fuel element during the high-temperature transient. The reactor
power was increased and held at plateaus of 5, 6, 8, 11 and 12% of full power. Fuel element failure was
detected by the gamma monitors on the blowdown line during the plateau at 6% of full reactor power (see
Figure 5). The transient was terminated with a reactor trip from about 12% of full reactor power, because of
high thermal shroud temperatures, and was followed by 20 s of high-rate (12 L/s) inert gas injection 33 minutes
after the blowdown. After the high-rate inert gas injection, the steam purge flow was restored and increased to
20 g/s to cool the fuel more rapidly. After about 10 minutes of steam cooling, the steam flow was terminated.
A slow flow of inert gas was maintained for 48 hours following the transient.

Fission-product measurements were obtained with the gamma-spectrometry systems on the BTF on-line during
the transient and for several days afterward. The BTF-104 fuel assembly was removed from the reactor core
and potted in epoxy about 3 days after the transient. The BTF blowdown line was flushed with cold water after
the fuel assembly was removed from the reactor core. Fission-product deposition data were collected both
before and after the water flush.

THERMALHYDRAULIC DATA

Coolant temperatures measured above and below the fuel element during the BTF-104 transient are shown in
Figure 6. The coolant temperature above the fuel element remained at about 300°C for most of the transient
period. The coolant temperature below the fuel element increased steadily during the transient. Figure 7 shows
the temperatures recorded by the thermocouples at the top and mid-plane of the fuel sheath. The sharp "spikes"
show the effects of a blowdown line coolant sampling system. The slower variations not related to reactor
power changes indicate that the thermocouples may not have been in good contact with the fuel sheath during
the transient. Figure 8 shows the thermal shroud inner liner temperatures recorded during the transient. These
temperatures at first increase steadily, level off or decrease about 500 s before the reactor trip and begin to
increase again about 200 s before the reactor trip.

Measurements of coolant temperatures, thermal shroud inner and outer shell temperatures, pressure tube
temperatures, coolant pressures, neutron flux and blowdown line gamma-radiation fields were obtained during
the test. The thermocouples attached to the fuel sheath and the flowmeters upstream of the fuel element did not
provide reliable data during the high-temperature transient.

FISSION-PRODUCT DATA

Eleven gamma-spectrometers collected data on-line during the BTF-104 transient. Gamma emissions from Xe,
Kr, I, Cs, Te and Rb isotopes were detected. The noble gases (Kr-85m, Kr-87, Kr-88, Xe-133 and Xe-135)
were detected immediately following element failure and during subsequent power ramps in the early portion of
the test (see Figure 9). Later in the test, the noble gases were difficult to detect because of the high background
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from deposited iodine isotopes. A small amount of iodine (1-131, I-132, 1-133, 1-134 and I-135) was detected at
element failure (see Figure 10). The iodine signals increased slowly with time until about 200 s before the
reactor trip when there was a rapid increase. Rb-88 and Cs-138 emission patterns (see Figure 11) were similar
to those of the iodine isotopes.

Iodine (1-131 and 1-133) and cesium (Cs-137) were removed from the blowdown line piping (Type 347 Stainless
Steel) with about 90% efficiency by the water flush. The removal efficiencies were about 50% for tellurium
(Te-132 and 1-132), molybdenum (Mo-99) and lanthanum (La-140). Iodine and cesium appear to form water
soluble deposits under the conditions of the BTF-104 experiment, while the other materials are more strongly
bound to the piping surface.

POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATION

The BTF-104 fuel assembly was gamma scanned in the NRU reactor building before disassembly (see
Figure 12). The gamma scan results show a gap of about 5 mm in the fuel pellet stack about 120 mm down
from the top of the fuel element. La-140, Ru-103 and 1-131 were detected in the debris retainer below the fuel
element indicating the presence of small amounts of fuel material. The epoxied fuel assembly was cut into
several sections of 10 to 50 cm length to facilitate subsequent examination by gamma-spectrometry, gamma-
tomography and metallography.

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary results of the BTF-104 experiment indicate that most of the test objectives were achieved.
While failure of some of the instrumentation during the high-temperature transient has complicated the post-test
analysis of the BTF-104 experiment, the performance of the facility and test assembly indicate that tests under
more severe conditions could be performed successfully.
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Figure 6: Coolant Temperatures Along Fuel Stringer During the BTF-104 Transient
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Figure 7: Fuel Sheath Thermocouple Signals During the BTF-104 Transient
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a versatile test rig developed by AECL for functional testing of safety-critical software used
in the process trip computers of the Wolsong CANDU stations. The description covers the hardware and software
aspects of the test rig, the test language and its interpreter, and other major testing software utilities such as the
test oracle, sampler and profiler. The paper also discusses the application of the rig in the final stages of testing
of the process trip computer software, namely validation and reliability tests. It shows how random test cases
are generated, test scripts prepared and automatically run on the test rig. The versatility of the rig is further
demonstrated in other types of testing such as sub-system tests, verification of the test oracle, testing of newly-
developed test script, self-test and calibration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pre-1990 experiences in testing the CANDU-6 Programmable Digital Comparators (PDCs) indicated that there
is a need for an easy-to-use test tool for safety-critical software. The test tool should be able to verify the software
functionality and demonstrate its reliability (black-box testing), and support unit test and sub-system test (white-
box testing). For post-1990 projects (Wolsong 2,3&4 PDCs), AECL developed and built a generic test rig for
validation and reliability testing of safety shutdown system software. The test rig hardware is based on a PC-
compatible computer and off-the-shelf data-acquisition boards. They are mounted on a single standard 19" wide
moveable rack. The rig has quick-disconnect input-output cables which plug into the target trip computer rack.
The testing software residing in the test rig PC consists of a test language interpreter, a test oracle and a test
display. The test language interpreter is ATLIN, developed by AECL using a popular off-the-shelf graphical
programming language. Running in parallel with ATLIN in the test rig are the test oracle and the test display
software. The oracle is an executable software version of the trip computer functional specification. It is prepared
by the design group which specifies the functional requirements to be met by the safety system (trip) software.
This group is independent from the designers of the trip software. The oracle serves as a test-bed for developing
the validation test scripts and as a reference model for reliability testing. The display software shows, in graphical
and numerical formats, the tester's expected results, the target trip computer status and the oracle status. The
ATLIN interpreter, oracle and display software can run in a local area network environment. The testers who
prepare the validation and reliability test cases, can develop and test the test scripts on their own work-station,
independently of the development of the trip software and trip computer hardware.

2. DEVELOPMENT

AECL has been actively involved in the development of testing tools for validation testing of safety-critical
software since the early 1980's. The development continued on the Wolsong Project and expanded the application
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of the test language and its interpreter to other testing areas such as reliability and sub-system testing. Testing
software utilities were designed, built or enhanced to take advantage of current advances in computer technology.

The traditional approach to black-box testing requires three basic test elements: stimulus-response-reference. The
tester applies stimuli to the black box, measures responses and compares with references. The stimuli and
references are based on the functional requirements specification of the black box. For functional black-box testing
of safety-critical software, two types of test are required:

Validation Test to confirm that the software performs correctly all functions specified in the functional
specification. In this test, the tester devises the test cases and supplies both stimuli and
references for each test case,

Reliability Test to demonstrate that the safety-critical software meets its reliability target in producing
a trip signal when demanded and no trip signal when not called for. This type of test
is to be performed on the software only after it passes the validation test. The software
is subject to input signals representative of its normal usage and the accidents it is
designed for. In this test, the number of test cases is substantial. Tools are generally
required to generate stimuli and references for each test case.

AECL developed the following test tools for validation and reliability tests:

Test Language a general-purpose tool for writing test scripts to apply stimuli, measure responses and
compare references,

Test Interpreter a general-purpose tool to provide an interface between the test script and the black box,
Test Display a tool to monitor stimuli and the corresponding responses,
Test Oracle a tool for automatic generation of references,
Sampler a special tool to determine how random stimuli are obtained for reliability testing,
Profiler a special tool for generation of random stimuli for reliability testing.

A test facility is set-up at AECL for validation and reliability testing of trip computer software. Figure I shows
the set up for testing the PDCs of one channel of a shut-down system of the Wolsong Project. Figures 2 and 3
show typical diagrams for validation and reliability test arrangements. The test interpreter and oracle can be used
independently of the test rig in the internal test mode shown in Figure 4. The following sections describe the
above tools that are currently in use at AECL for functional testing of Wolsong PDC software.

3. SOFTWARE

3.1 Test Language
The test language is a high-level language designed for writing test scripts. AECL developed the test language
and its interpreter (ATLIN) to give the tester an easy-to-use interface for manipulating the trip computer inputs
and measuring its outputs. The test language helps the tester to concentrate on the functionality of the test cases
without being distracted by the details of the trip computer implementation. The tester writes the test cases
directly in the test language as test scripts. For example, if the tester wants to set the Steam Generator #1 Level
input of the trip computer to 2.50 meters, the AECL test language command is simply the test script line "SET
SG1L = 2.50 M". If the tester were to use a language such as BASIC or C, the tester would have to be familiar
with the hardware to find out how to change an analog input, what is the allocation of the analog input for Steam
Generator #1 Level, and how to write and compile the computer code to send the required value to this location.

The AECL test language is simpler to use than standard computer languages. It has self-explanatory statements
directly related to the needs of the tester. Functional designers do not require previous knowledge of software
languages before using the test language. Table 1 shows the summary of the ATLIN instruction set. All validation
and reliability test cases are prepared as test scripts written in the test language.
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3.2 Test Interpreter
The test interpreter is a software program that resides in the testing computer. It transforms the statements written
in the test language into the required testing actions. The test cases, written as test scripts in the test language,
are interpreted line by line by the test interpreter. The target computer can be any 'black box' controllable by
analogue inputs and discrete inputs with outputs in the form of analogue outputs, discrete outputs and a serial or
parallel data link. The test interpreter accesses the inputs and outputs of the target computer via the data-
acquisition hardware of the test rig. The test interpreter can communicate with the target computer via a serial
link to access internal variables of the target computer software during a sub-system test, and with other testing
software utilities to supply the data necessary for their functions.

3.3 Test Script
The test script is a list of statements written in the test language. It is prepared by the functional design group.
The test script comprises of two types of text files, the menu files and the test files. The menu files tell ATLIN
what tests or sub-menus to run. The test files contain detailed test instructions for each test, including calls to
other test files (subroutines). The menu files and the test files can be prepared by using any editor in standard
ASCII text mode. Table 2 shows an example of an ATLIN menu file. ATLIN displays this menu on the screen
shown in Figure 5. Table 3 shows an example of a test file for menu item #1, with comments added to explain
the tester's intentions. Figure 6 shows the test control panel while this test script is running.

3.4 Test Display
The display software shows, in graphical and numerical formats, the tester's expected results, the target computer
and the oracle status such as tripped states and the analog set-points. The tester can select different types of
display, or turn off the display to speed up execution of the test scripts. Figure 7 shows the test display in bar
chart format while the example test file of Table 3 is being performed. Figure 8 is a corresponding display of the
input and output points relevant to the example test file. The upper half of the screen shows the analog inputs
while the lower half shows the discrete outputs.

3.5 Test Oracle
The test oracle is a tool developed by AECL to assist the functional testers in developing and testing the test
scripts. It is an executable software version of the trip computer functional specification. When executed, it
behaves like a software black box whose functions match with those specified in the functional specification for
the trip computer. With the help of a high-level graphical programming language, the conversion of the functional
specification to an executable format is easily reviewable by visual inspection and tested. The simulated
input/output interface of the test oracle is based on the functional specification for the trip computers so that both
the test oracle and the trip computer offer identical input/output interface to the test scripts.

The Executable Functional Specification is useful in these applications:

(a) It can be used for debugging the validation test scripts which are required to be developed independently
of the trip computer software and hardware. By running the newly-developed test scripts along with the
executable functional specification, the tester can correct bugs in the test cases before performing the
actual tests. As a result the testing time is shortened and the confidence on the test results is improved.

(b) The executable functional specification can be used as the test oracle for reliability testing. In this
application the executable functional specification produces the expected outputs for each set of random
inputs applied to the trip computer.

(c) During validation testing, the executable functional specification can be used to determine what the
outputs of the target computer should be. The tester can call the executable functional specification to
obtain the expected values as a cross-check for the values assigned at the time of writing the test scripts.
The benefit of this arrangement is that a second reference is available for the pass/fail judgment of the
test results.
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Both the executable functional specification and the trip computer software are based on the same functional
specification. However they are implemented from different perspectives and by independent design groups. The
executable functional specification is designed from the functional designer's point of view while the actual
implementation of the functional requirements by the trip software design group may be constrained by the
physical limitation of the hardware. Since the oracle is not constrained by the hardware limitation, it can fulfil
the functional requirements with higher precision than the trip computer. For example the trip computer may,
due to limitations, have to implement a power-dependent set-point function as a table of discrete values. The
oracle uses a continuous mathematical function to represent the same power-dependence. In other situations, the
trip computer may be forced to use integer arithmetic while the oracle uses floating-point arithmetic. Thus the
oracle is capable of achieving higher accuracy than the trip computer. It meets with the tester's rule-of-thumb that
"the testing instrument should be more accurate than the device-under-test."

The test oracle runs in conjunction with the interpreter when ATLIN operates in the "Reliability" or "Internal"
mode. In the reliability test mode (see Figure 3), the interpreter sends the same stimuli (ie. input signals derived
from the reliability test profiles) to the test oracle and the trip computer. It receives the responses (output signals)
from both of them. The responses from the oracle are used as references against which the trip computer
responses are compared. The results are written to a log file and a report file. In the internal test mode shown in
Figure 4, the test oracle serves as a software version of the functional specification for test script development.
In the early stage of development, the internal mode is used for testing the test scrips against the executable
functional specification.

3.6 Sampler
The sampler is a stand-alone software utility developed by AECL for reliability testing. It selects random data
from a data domain, based on criteria set by the user. In the Wolsong application, the input data are based on
typical accident scenarios shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6. The random number generator used in making the selection
is of proven type, known to be capable of generating long sequence of random numbers uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1. The user specifies the criteria for the types and the selection probability for the data to be
extracted from the data domain. For a typical reliability test input data generation process, the sampler first makes
random selection of the initial conditions shown in Table 4. Then it selects random initiating events for each
accident case from the ranges of data shown in Table 5. For each selected accident case, it assigns certain physical
plant variables from atypical selection matrix shown in Table 6. Finally it determines the values of plant variables
from the data ranges specified similarly to those of Table 4. The resultant tables produced by the sampler are
used as input data to the CANDU Plant Simulation model called the "Test Profiler".

The sampler reads a specification file containing the seeds for the random number generator, the number of test
cases (or accidents) to be generated, the test probability for the simulated accidents, the ranges and test probability
of the values of the plant variables assigned to the initiation of each accident. It produces tables of sampled values
of the plant initial conditions and the accident initiating events. For each accident to be simulated, the sampler
generates a unique accident identification code. Each code is a string of two-digit random numbers representing
the indices into the tables of sampled values associated with the occurrence of the accident. The profiler uses
these random indices to obtain the data to start its simulation run. This arrangement enables any of the 10,000
simulation runs that were produced for the Wolsong Project, to be re-generated if necessary.

3.7 Profiler
The profiler is based on a CANDU-6 simulation program for analyzing postulated accident scenarios. It was
modified to run on the PC-compatible computer and independently verified. It can continuously generate the
accidents specified by the sampler. From these input data, the profiler determines the plant upset conditions at
the start of each accident. It then calculates the transient signals for the relevant plant parameters such as reactor
power, primary heat transport flows and pressures. For the purposes of reliability testing of shutdown system
computer software, the transient calculation is terminated when a signal to be monitored by the trip computers
has reached its set-point. This signifies the moment that the trip computer should trip. Some slow transients are
terminated before the setpoints are reached, after a set time limit has exceeded. A set of these transient signals
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is called a "test profile". Figure 10 shows the plot of a typical test profile. Mathematical trajectories of substitute
profiles are generated for accidents that are not practical to be simulated by the plant model for reliability test
purposes. For Wolsong project it took approximately two weeks for ten 486-PCs to generate 10,000 test profiles.
During reliability testing, the profiles are stored in compressed format in the test rig. They are un-compressed,
converted to appropriate units and applied simultaneously to the target trip computer and the test oracle.

4. HARDWARE

The validation and reliability test facility for the Wolsong Project is set up for testing two shut-down systems
(SDSI and SDS2) at the same time. There are two standard 19"-racks for each shut-down system. One rack
contains the testing hardware. The other rack contains the hardware for one channel of the shut-down system.
The term "test rig" refers to the rack containing the testing hardware. The test rigs for SDSI or SDS2 are
interchangeable and re-configurable by software. Figure 1 shows the test set-up for one shutdown system channel.

The test rig is designed for flexibility. It makes maximum use of off-the-shelf hardware and software available
at the time. To minimize wiring effort, ribbon cables with mass-terminated connectors are used where possible.
Special emphasis is on the interconnection between the test rig and the target computer rack. Quick-disconnect
terminal blocks with mass-terminated terminals are selected for this purpose.

The testing computer is an IBM-PC compatible computer connected to an extension chassis containing data
acquisition boards. The test rig can apply, generate and read multiple analog voltages and digital signals directly
at the trip computer input and output terminals. Its role has been expanded for sub-system testing to perform
timing measurements, capture transient analog waveforms and communicate with the target computer via the serial
link. The test rig for Wolsong Project has the following features:

Analog Input (AI)

Analog Output (AO)

Discrete Output (DO)

Discrete Input (Dl)

Serial Link

Event Timing

Waveform Capture

The test rig has 16 Als for measuring signals in the 0-10 volt range with a 16-bit
analog-to-digital converter. The tester uses these Als to measure the analog responses
from the target computer. The test rig analog input board also can output a stable
reference voltage which can be used for on-line system calibration.
The test rig has 30 AOs, which can generates output voltages in the 0-10 volt range (or
currents in the 4-20 mA range) with a 12-bit digital-to-analog converter. The tester
applies these outputs to the target computer to simulate field analog signals.
The rig has 16 DOs of relay contact type, capable of switching 48VDC, 0.1 A load. The
tester applies these outputs to the target computer to simulate contact closures or
openings.
The rig has 48 DIs which are optically-isolated and capable of accepting relay contact
or solid-state inputs from the target computer.
There is one RS-232 link, with a data transfer rate of 19.2 kbauds. This link offers the
possibility for the tester to access some of the internal parameters of the target
computer.
Event timing is for measuring the target computer response times. The tester selects one
of the test rig AO or DO as a trigger signal for a timing test. The test rig measures the
timing intervals between the issuing of the trigger signal and any changes of state at
its digital inputs within a timing window specified by the tester. The resolution of the
timing measurement is 0.1% of the timing window duration. The smallest time
resolution is 0.2 ms. Figure 9 shows an ATLIN graphical display of the trip computer
Discrete Output change-of-states captured during a timing test with a 1-s timing
window. Note that change-of-states were detected during the first 100 ms.
The test rig can capture any transient waveforms that appear at its Analog Inputs and
display them in graphical format. The set-up is similar to the timing measurement. The
tester can select one of the test rig AO or DO as a trigger signal to start the transient.
The test rig then samples and captures all of its Als within a timing window specified
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by the tester. The sampling period is 0.1% of the timing window duration.
User Interface The test rig uses a standard off-the-shelf graphical interface for Windows.
Input/Output Interface The inputs and outputs of the test rig connect directly to the outputs and inputs,

respectively, of the target computer via a set of 50-conductor ribbon cables.

5. APPLICATIONS

5.1 Validation Testing
This test is for validating all the required functions of the software against its functional specification. The
validation test cases are written in AECL test language as test scripts in plain text format. From the test script,
the ATLIN interpreter generates automatic test sequences, performs timing functions, detects test successes and
failures, logs the test results and produces the summaries for the test report. For Wolsong Project, the validation
testing follows the traditional process of applying the test stimuli to the target trip computer and comparing its
responses with the values that the tester expects. The test passes if the trip computer discrete outputs are exactly
in the state as expected and the analog outputs are within the specified tolerance limit of the expected values.
The results for Wolsong indicated that the trip software performed successfully all the required functions. Figure
2 shows the basic validation test diagram.

5.2 Reliability Testing
Reliability testing aims at demonstrating that the trip software, when subject to the accident input signals that it
is designed for, will produce a trip signal with a reliability that equals or exceeds the specified target reliability.
Conversely, reliability testing confirms to a certain confidence level that the trip software will not produce a
spurious trip. To meet this requirement, the test rig is called upon to apply 10,000 random and independent test
profiles to the target computer. Each test profile is a time series of the plant variables that the trip software would
"see" at its inputs during a postulated accident. The response of the actual trip software is compared with the
reference model, ie the test oracle, to determine the outcome of each test case. The reliability test is performed
with zero tolerance in the comparison of responses from the trip computer and the test oracle. The tester has to
investigate and resolve all discrepancies encountered. The results of 10,000 test cases are analyzed to confirm
reliability of the trip software meets the target in performing its required functions. Figure 3 show the basic
reliability test diagram.

5.3 Sub-System Testing
These tests are conducted by the trip software designers to ensure that the various trip software modules will work
correctly together and with the hardware they reside on, to carry out a required function. The tester is looking
for errors in the software, hardware and I/O interface. In sub-system testing it is permissible to access the internal
data of the software under test. For Wolsong PDCs, a special software test module is temporarily installed in the
PDC to monitor its internal variables and output them to a serial port. The test rig is well suited for this
monitoring application because of its capability to measure both internal variables (through the serial port) and
external variables of the target computer. The high-resolution timing and analog waveform capturing ability of
the test rig has proved to be invaluable to the sub-system integration testers.

5.4 Oracle Verification
The oracle is verified against the functional specification of the trip computer that it emulates. This is achieved
by applying to the oracle, the validation tests that are intended for the trip computer. The oracle validation test
scripts are the same as those written for the actual trip computer. For the oracle verification, ATLIN is run in
the internal mode on the user's work-station. In this mode ATLIN sees only the oracle as the "target" computer
and there is no external hardware connected to the user's work-station. The oracle is required to pass the same
validation tests that are intended for the trip computer, except for those tests requiring real hardware such as the
hardware watchdog test and the system response timing test.

5.5 Test bed for newly-developed test scripts
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During early stage of testing software development, the oracle is treated as a software version of the functional
specification. The tester can use the oracle to try out the test scripts. By running the ATLIN interpreter and the
oracle in a Local Area Network (LAN) away from the rig, the tester can debug and verify the test scripts against
the software version of the functional specification. This ensures a high degree of independence between the
development of the test cases and the trip software.

5.6 Self-test and Calibration
The test rig contains internal software utilities and references sources for its own self-test and calibration. They
are documented and traceable for quality assurance purposes. In addition the user can connect to the test rig
calibrating devices such as standard voltage or frequency sources, to perform a system calibration before a test
session.

6. CONCLUSION

Our experience with the generic test rig has demonstrated that it is a flexible, cost effective means to develop test
cases to perform validation and reliability testing. Its construction as a single standard width panel allows it to
be brought directly to the target machine to conduct testing. The use of a PC-compatible computer allows the use
of PC-based display software and standard utilities and the ease of communication via a network. The ability of
testers to use their own PC work-stations allows software development independent of a proprietary platform and
in parallel with each other. The use of PC-bus compatible hardware such as data-acquisition boards, means that
the test-bed is readily up-gradable as PC technology evolves.

The use of a commercial high-level programming language for preparing test software utilities greatly helps to
cut down the cost of development of the test rig software. A graphical programming language geared for data-
acquisition is particularly suitable for this purpose by providing an intuitive interface and stable environment for
the testing software. It has proved to be very efficient in allowing new test features to be added to meet requests
from testers to investigate unexpected test results. The ability to make detailed timing measurements and capture
transient analog waveforms enables sub-system testers to resolve complex sequences of events and gain better
understanding of the test results.The use of test scripts allows the tester to repeat the test consistently.

The test rig provides a convenient platform for running automated test sequences. Long test sequences can run
un-attended on the rig, resulting in more efficient use of the testers' time. The automatic generation of test logs
and reports reduces the effort of preparing the final test report.

The successful use of the test oracle in the reliability testing has encouraged the concept of expanding its use in
future validation testing. We plan to develop this approach for future functional testing to simplify the task of
preparing validation test Scripts.
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF ATLIN INSTRUCTION SET AND FUNCTIONS

Functions

1. Identify the test-points by name

2. Identify commonly-used constants by name

3. Apply signals to the inputs of the device-under-test

4. Acquire the outputs of the device-under-test

5. Manipulate test variables

6. View the inputs and outputs of the target computer

7. Evaluate the outcome of a testing action

8. Ignore irrelevant 10 points

9. Control the sequence of testing actions

10. Perform timing measurements

11. Capture analog waveforms

12. Serial link interface

13. Identify the test in progress

14. Show intermediate test status

15. Get external events

16. Get external variables

17. Control the display of information

18. Error handling

Command Keywords

DEFINE

TIME, DATE, VOLT, SECOND,...

SET, RESET, RAMP, POWER

(automatic)

LET

DUMP, WRITE, COMMENT

CHECK, COMPARE

CLEAR

IFERROR DO...ELSE...ENDIF,
LOOPWH1LE... FINISH, WAITUNTIL,
CALL, PAUSE, EXIT.TESTEND,
ABORT

TIMING_ENABLE, TIMING DO,
TIMING_W1NDOW

AO_CAPTURE, TIMING_AO,
TIMINGWINDOW

LINK READ

TITLE

COMMENT

NOTE

READ

PRINT

(automatic)
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TABLE 2 EXAMPLE OF AN ATLIN MENU FILE.

MENU SCRIPT

T Menu lor Channel 1)1 VALIDATION (CNS example)

1. MODERATOR HIGH TEMPERATURE TRIP MODIIT.CNS
2. RANDOM ANALOG INPUT VALUE SELECTION RANDOM DM0
3. STEPPING A S I L I C I I D A/I STEPPING.DMO
4 S1NGI.I-: LOOP TRIP TIMING TEST TRIPTIM.DMO
5. NOP SUSTAINED TRIP TIMING TEST NOPT1M.DMO
6. MAIN SYSTEM MENU MEMEASTER

COMMENTS

T is for Title and numerals arc for menu
items. The files corresponding to the menu
items are at (he end of each item line.

TABLE 3 EXAMPLE OF AN ATLIN TEST FILE.

TEST STEPS

1 Decide which function
to test.

2 Select the input and
output test points,

3 Set up the test signals.

4 Initialize the test-points
to known pre-test states,

5 Determine the pass/fail
criteria for this test ,

6 Send the test stimulus.

7 Evaluate the responses.

8 Test completes.

SCRIPT FILE MODHT.CNS
A test for Moderator High Temperature Trip when the

signal is greater than its set-point by a maximum
allowance (Underlined arc ATLIN keywords)

T ITLE Channel Dl Moderator High Temperature Trip.

CALL DEFINE.ID
DEFINE MDT Al = D1AI17
DEFINE MDT TRIP = DIDO9
DEFINE MDT IRR = DIDO22

CALL INIT.ID
CLEAR
LET NORMAL = 50
LET SETPOINT = 87
LET MAXTOLERANCE = 2

SET MDT Al = NORMAL
CHECK MDT TRIP IS CLOSED

LET MDT TRIP = OPEN
LET MDTJRR = CLOSED

SET MDT_A1 = SETPOINT + MAX_TOLERANCE

COMPARE

TESTEND

COMMENTS
(ATLIN ignores comments started with ;)

Moderator High Temperature sensor A l
Moderator High Temperature trip DO
Moderator High Temperature Irrational
out of range) DO

initialize target computer
set irrelevant I/O to "dont care"
"C
"C
"C

; parameter should be un-tripped initially.

; expect the trip DO to trip (ie.open)
; expect no irrational signal indication.

; this instruction compares ALL the
specified outputs with their expected
values set by the tester. The result is
shown on the screen, the log file and the
report file.
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TABLE 4 TYPICAL INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR RELIABILITY TEST PROFILES

System

Reactor Power

Fuels

Steam Generators

Reactor Control

SG Pressure Control

Turbine

Range

2 to 80%FP
81 to IOO%FP

Equilibrium
Fresh

Clean
Fouled

Normal
Alternate

Hold

Normal

Probability of being selected as an initial condition

0.30
0.70

0.80
0.20

0.40
0.60

0.8
0.2

1.0

1.0

TABLE 5 TYPICAL INITIATING EVENTS FOR RELIABILITY TEST PROFILES

INITIATING KVENTS

1 LARGE LOSS OF COOLANT

2 SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT
(as result of Pressure Tube Rupture, Flow Blockage,
End Fitting Failure, SG Tube Rupture, Pipe Breaks
in Heal Transport Auxiliary Systems

3 LOSS OF CLASS IV POWER
( including PUT Pump Seizure)

4 LOSS OF REACTIVITY CONTROL

5 LOSS OF PUT PRESSURE AND INVENTORY
CONTROL

6 SG FKEDWATER LINE BREAKS

7 LOSS OF SG FEEDWATER PUMPS

8 STEAM MAIN BREAKS
(including Loss of Secondary Pressure Regulation)

9 LOSS OF SERVICE WATER FLOW
(including Failure of Reactor Moderator Flow)

10 RANDOM HARDWARE FAILURES
(EG. Irrational signals, Signal frozen ...)

FREQUENCY
(1 is leBSI frequent)

1

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

3

3

SEVERITY
(1 is least severe)

3

2

2

1

2

3

3

3

1

1

Frequency
X

Severity

3

4

4

3

4

6

6

6

3

3

PERCENTAGE
of total number of

test cases, (based on
frequency x severity)

7.14

9.52

9.52

7.14

9.52

14.29

14.29

14.29

7.14

7.14

Total: 1 0 0 %
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TABLE 6 TYPICAL SELECTION MATRIX FOR ASSIGNING PLANT VARIABLES TO SIMULATED
ACCIDENT SCENARIO (SHADED BOX = NO ASSIGNMENT MADE)

RANDOM PLANT
VARIABLES

10

Accident Scenario #

Initial Reactor Power,FP

Initial Plant State #

Pre-Accident Condition #
Power Manoeuv. Target.dec.
Power Manoeuv. Rate #

Time of Accident, s
Max. Accident Duration, s 8

Pump Mode Handswitch

De-Shading Gain 10
De-Rippling Gain 11

Random Noise Amplitude % 12
Moderator Temperature, oC 13
Greater Than 5% break size 14

Primary Break Location # 15
Secondary Break Size, frac 16

PHT Pump Failure # 17
\ \ **>
• , • " ;

LOR mK Rate, mK/s 18

PHT Feed&Bleed Failure # 19
PRZ Pressure SP, MPa(g) 20
SG Feedline Break Loc. # 21

SG Feed Pump Failuretf 22
SG Steam Line Break Loc.# 23
Moderator Temp. Rate, oC/s 24

f\

Inst.& Cont. Failure # 25
Less Than 5% break size 26

Failed Valve Opening, frac 27
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TITLE

Menu for CHANNEL Dl VALIDATION (CNS example)

1 MODERATOR HIGH TEMPERATURE TRIP
2 RANDOM ANALOG INPUT VALUE SELECTION
3 STEPPING A SELECTED A/I
4 SINGLE LOOP TRIP TIMING TEST
5 NOP SUSTAINED TRIP TIMING TEST
6 MAIN SYSTEM MENU

MODHT.CNS
RANDOM.DMO
STEPPING. DMO
TRIPTIM.DMO
NOPTIM.DMO
MEMASTER

RfNU

0 OTHER TEST FILE MYTEST.TMP

MODHT.CNS COMPLETED.
MODHT.CNS

SELECT TEST>] f j
I I I P • ! I

NOjl RUN THIS TEST? |

FIGURE 5 ATLIN MENU SCREEN

Channel D1 Moderator High Temperature Trip 1TITLE

IMANUAL 1 TITLE Channel D1 Moderator High TemperaMBATCH
2 CALLDEFINE.1D
3 DEFINE MDT_AI-D1AI17
4 DEFINE MDT TRIP-D1D09
5 DEFINE MDT~IRR-D1D022
G CALLINIT.1D
7 CLEAR

14 LET MDT IRR = CLOSED

15 SET MDT_AI = SETPOINT + MAXJOLERANCE
I

16 COMPARE

Irrevious instructions

16.
COMPARE command PASSED at line # 1 6 .

COMMENT!

(ABORT I I DUMPl JLOS ON | [BATCH | | STEPJ JRUN

FIGURE 6 ATLIN TEST CONTROL SCREEN
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Abstract
This paper describes an approach for determining the confidence level

of a sensor output using multi-sensor arrays, sensor fusion and artificial
neural networks. The authors have shown in previous work that sensor
fusion and artificial neural networks can be used to learn the relationships
between the outputs of an array of simulated partially selective sensors
and the individual analyte concentrations in a mixture of analytes [1].
Other researchers have shown that an array of partially selective sensors
can be used to determine the individual gas concentrations in a gaseous
mixture [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]. The research reported in this paper shows
that it is possible to extract confidence level information from an array of
partially selective sensors using artificial neural networks. The confidence
level of a sensor output is defined as a numeric value, ranging from 0% to
100%, that indicates the confidence associated with a output of a given
sensor. A three layer back-propagation neural network was trained on a
subset of the sensor confidence level space, and was tested for its ability to
generalize, where the confidence level space is defined as all possible devi-
ations from the correct sensor output. A learning rate of 0.1 was used and
no momentum terms were used in the neural network. This research has
shown that an artificial neural network can accurately estimate the confi-
dence level of individual sensors in an array of partially selective sensors.
This research has also shown that the neural network's ability to deter-
mine the confidence level is influenced by the complexity of the sensor's
response and that the neural network is able to estimate the confidence
levels even if more than one sensor is in error. The fundamentals behind
this research could be applied to other configurations besides arrays of
partially selective sensors, such as an array of sensors separated spatially.
An example of such a configuration could be an array of temperature sen-
sors in a tank that is not in equilibrium. Hence each sensor represents a
sample which contributes information about the process in the tank.



1 Introduction

The reliability of sensors and the information being given by sensors is im-
portant to the nuclear industry. A shutdown or a system failure due to the
failure of a sensor(s) can be expensive. As a result it is important to be able
to estimate the confidence level of the output of a sensor installed in a nuclear
plant.

This paper discusses the use of artificial neural networks and sensor arrays
using partially selective sensors to determine the confidence level of the output
from a given sensor. Previous research has shown that neural networks can be
used to accurately determine input analyte concentrations for the outputs of an
array of partially selective sensors [7]. This research shows that the information
available from a sensor array can also be used to estimate the confidence level
of each sensor output in an array of partially selective sensors.

2 Modelling Partially Selective Sensors

A partially selective sensor is simply a transducer that responds to more than
one analyte. When modelling a partially selective sensor, it can be modelled at
various levels of complexity.

2.1 Complex Sensors
At a high degree of complexity the sensor model could include the follow-

ing properties: the time dependence of the sensor's output, the dependence
on temperature and the effects of interference between analytes. Analytes are
said to interfere when the sensor output from the combined analytes does not
equal the summed sensor outputs when the sensor is exposed to each analyte
separately. This interference effect is the result of several of the analytes affect-
ing the same physical property that the transducer employs to measure analyte
concentrations. A sensor that has interference shall be referred to as a complex
or nonlinear sensor.

At a lower level of complexity, the sensor could be modelled without any
dependence on time or temperature. Hence the output of the sensor would be
static and would not vary with time or temperature. The output of an analyte
sensor that responds to two analytes that are time and temperature independent
can mathematically be represented as:

O2(x, y) = f(x + i,(j/)) + g(i2(x) + y) (1)

where, in the term f(x + i\(y)), x is the primary analyte and i\(y) is the
interference due to analyte y, and, in the term g(i2(x) + y), y is the primary
analyte and i2(x) is the interference due to analyte x. In the function OT(X, y)
there are two variables, x and y, and the variables may interact with each other
through the terms i\(y) and i-i(x). Figure 1 shows the response of a hypothetical
complex sensor to two analytes.

2.2 Simple Sensors
At the lowest level, a sensor could be modelled without any time or temperature
dependencies, or effects of interferences.
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Figure 1: Response of a complex sensor to two analytes
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Figure 2: Response of a simple sensor to two analytes



This typo of sensor will bo referred to as a simple or non-complex sensor.
At 1 his level of modelling, the output of a sensor that responds to two analytos
could mathematically be represented by the following equation:

O,(x,y) = f{x) + {,(,,) (2)

In the above equation the sensor output, ().\(j\y), is simply tli«> sum of the two
functions f(x) and tj(y).

The response of a hypothetical simple s<'nsor to two analytes is shown in
Figure 2.

3 Modelling Partially Selective Sensor Arrays

When partially selective sensors are used for analyte sensing, mult iplesensors
are necessary in order to determine the individual analyte concentrations. The
minimum number of sensors required in the sensor array must ho equal to the
number of analytes in the mixture. If the sensor responses an1 nonlinear, then
the number of required sensors may bo greater than the number of analytes in
the mixture.

For multiple-analyto sensors, arranged in an array with each sensor respond-
ing to throe different, analytes, the format, for tin* output responses would be:

x . y, :) = / , ( J - + jj [(.'/) + ' I L ' ( O ) + .</i('i:j(-r) + .V

x, y , ; ) = f,,(

Since there ar<> three dilioront analytos in this example and for each analyte t hero
is an interference" term from each of the other aualyt.es, the result is six different
interference terms for each sensor response. This is represented in Kquation 3
by the interference term /<-/[J', ; / , ; ] , whore the subscript k is t ho sensor number
and / is the index of the interference term.

3.1 Sensor Confidence Level Data
The sensor confidence level data is determined by randomly adding noise

to the true output of a given sensor in a sensor array, with the noise have a
magnitude ranging between 0% and 100(X of the sensor's output magnitude.
Hence the data from the sensor array consists of a single sensor's output, with
noise added and the remainder of the sensors in the array have true confidence
level outputs.

4 Neural Network Solution

A feedforward artificial neural network was used to learn the relationships
between the sensor outputs and the confidence level of the selected sensor in



tin- sensor array. The neural network is trained on a subset of tin1 confidence
level space, ami in the process it is able to learn to generalize to all confidence
level space. The term generalize is defined as the ability to produce correct,
output responses, when the neural network is presented with data that it has
not previously seen.

The type of artificial neural network used was a feedforward network with a
sigmoidal activation function for each neuron. There were iV inputs, correspond-
ing to tin1 V sensors, and / output, corresponding to the sensor confidence level.
The two hidden layers each contained 24 neurons (arbitrary number), and the
inputs and outputs of the neural network were continuous variables that ranged
from 0 to 1. (Jiven that both the number of sensors in the sensor array and the
sensor responses were continuously being varied, no attempt was made to opti-
mize the neural network configuration. It should also be noted that at this time
no literature exists that describes how to determine the optimum neural net-
work size. If the neural network size is too small the network may fail to learn.
If the neural network size is too large the network may become over-trained on
the training data and begin to memorize it. Over-training or memorization is
defined as the ability to produce correct results for the training data, but for the
neural network being unable to generalize to data that it has not seen before.
Figure 3 illustrates the neural network architecture used for these investigations.

Sensor #1 Sensor #2 Sensor #N

i _ _ _ _ . . - • - - - - - ; - : - : : - - - - '

Input Layer

Hidden Layer #1

Hidden Layer #2

Output Layer

Confidence Level
Figure ;i: Architecture of a feedforward perceptron network.

When using the artificial neural network technique the number of sensors
used must not be less than the number of analytes in the mixture.



5 Affects of Sensor Complexity
The affects of the sensor complexity on the ability of the neural network

to determine the sensor confidence level were investigated. Two factors related
to the sensor complexity were investigated, sensors with monotonic versus non-
monotonic responses and sensor with and without interferences. All simulations
performed in this section used the same neural network configuration; a three
layer network with 24 neurons in the input and hidden layers and a learning
rate of 0.1. No attempts were made to optimize the neural network size or the
learning rate. If the neural network failed to reach the specified training goal
of a summed squared error of 0.05, after 10,000 training epochs, the training
was terminated. The training goal of 0.05 corresponds to an average deviation
of 5.66% from the true sensor confidence level. This means that on average, for
the 250 testing vectors presented to the neural network, it was able to determine
the sensor confidence level within 5.66% of the correct sensor confidence level.

10000

8000

6000

5.1 Sensors with Monotonic Responses
This research found that the neural network was better able to determine

the confidence level for each sensor in the sensor array of simple sensors with no
interferences. Figures 4 and 6 show the neural networks ability to determine the
the confidence level for sensors in a sensor array without interferences. Figures 5
and 7 show the neural networks ability to determine the the confidence level for
sensors in a sensor array with interferences. As can be seen in the following
figures, the neural network was better able to determine the sensor confidence
levels for sensors without interferences.
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Figure 4: Training epochs and Average deviation vs sensor number, two an-
alytes, no interference.
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Figure 5: Training epochs and Average deviation vs sensor number, two an-
alvtes, interference.
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Figure 6: Training epochs and Average deviation vs sensor number, three
analytes, no interference.
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Figure 7: Training epochs and Average deviation vs sensor number, three
analytes, interference.

The above figures show both the number of training epochs and the average
deviation from the correct sensor confidence level for the neural network. When
the number of training epochs required was 10,000, the neural network was
unable to achieve the specified training goal of a summed squared error of 0.05
over the testing data vectors presented. The average deviation figure shows the
corresponding average deviation of the neural network from the correct sensor
confidence level, for the neural network at its best trained configuration. It
should be noted that if a given sensor did not achieve the specified training
goal, that this does not mean that it was not possible to achieve that level of
certainty in determining the sensor's confidence level. It only indicates that the
given neural network configuration, in conjunction with the specified training
and testing data was unable to achieve the specified training goal. By increasing
the training data set size or optimizing the neural network configuration, it may
be possible to achieve the specified training goal.

5.2 Sensors with Non-Monotonic Responses
This research found that the neural network had more difficulty in determin-

ing the sensor confidence levels when the sensor responses were non-monotonic
in nature than it had for sensor responses that were monotonic in nature. Fig-
ures 8 and 10 show the neural networks ability to determine the the confidence
level for sensors in a sensor array without interferences. Figures 9 and 11 show
the neural networks ability to determine the the confidence level for sensors in
a sensor array with interferences. As can be seen in the following figures, the
neural network was better able to determine the sensor confidence levels for
sensors without interferences.
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Figure 8: Training epochs and Average deviation vs sensor number, two an-
alytes, no interference.
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Figure 9: Training epochs and Average deviation vs sensor number, two an-
alytes, interference.
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Figure 10: Training epochs and Average deviation vs sensor number, three
analvtes, no interference.
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F i g u r e 11: T r a i n i n g e p o c h s a n d A v e r a g e deviation vs sensor number, three
analytes, interference.



6 Testing Results

The ability of the neural network to estimate the sensor confidence level
when another sensor was in error, was also tested. First the neural network was
trained to determine the sensor confidence level for a given sensor in the sensor
array. The neural network was then tested to investigate the affects of having
an additional sensor with added noise.

6.1 Training
The following Figures 12 and 13 show the results of training the artificial

neural network. The neural network was trained to estimate the confidence level,
for a given sensor in the array, using the information supplied by all sensors in
the sensor array. The training and testing data, used by the neural network,
was created by using simulated partially selective sensors. Each sensor's true
output was determined for the given analyte inputs, then, a specified sensor's
output was randomly corrupted by noise, with the noise value have a magnitude
of up to 100% of the sensor output. The neural network was then trained to
estimate this confidence level of the sensor output.
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Figure 12 shows the training results for sensor number 1, as the number
of sensors in the sensor arrav is varied from A sensors to 24 sensors. The neural



network was trained to a summed square error of 0.05 ami the sample size was
250 input /out put vectors. This corresponds to an average deviation of 5.(3 (5%
from the true confidence level. It should he noted that the confidence level is
simply one minus the corruption level.
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Figure 13: Training Kpochs vs Sensor No., 8 Sensor Array

Figure 13 shows the training results for an array of eight, sensors, where
the neural network was trained to estimate the corruption level of each sensor
in the sensor array. The neural was trained on 250 training vector and tested on
250 testing vectors. The summed square error was set at 0.05, which corresponds
to an 5.(56% deviation, on average, from the true confidence level.

6.2 Testing with an additional Sensor in Error

The following Figures 14 and 15 show the results using a trained neural
network is used to estimate the confidence level for a given sensor when another
sensor is also in error.

Figure M shows the testing results for sensor number 1, as the number
of sensors in the sensor array is varied from 4 sensors to 24 sensors. In this test
another sensor was also randomly in error, with a maximum error magnitude
of 25% of the sensor's output . The figure shows the average deviation from the
true confidence level, with the maximum deviation having a value of 23%. As
can be seen, the addition of another sensor in error did not adversely affect the
neural networks ability to estimate the confidence level for sensor number 1.

Figure 15 shows the testing results for an array of eight sensors, where
an additional sensor was also in randomly in error. The range of the error inag-
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nitiule was 0% to 25% of the sensor's output magnitude. The figure shows the
average deviation from the true confidence level, with the maximum deviation
having a value of 33%. This figure shows that the neural network's ability to es-
t imate the confidence level for each sensor in the sensor array, was not adversely
affected by an additional sensor being in error.

6.3 Conclusions
The ability to estimate the confidence level of a sensor's output, is powerful

tool that could be use to enhance the overall reliability of a system, whether it he
a simple system or a complex system. It would allow for the timely replacement
of failed sensors as well as reducing system failures that are the result, of sensor
failures.
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ABSTRACT

PROMO, a prototype computerized PROcess MOnitoring tool, has been designed for the
resolution of perceived complexity under conditions of time constraints and criticality. It is
suggested that this makes it uniquely suitable for applications such as nuclear power plant operator
training and support. This paper describes the tool, the theory underlying its design, and results
from preliminary laboratory experiments. While field tests are necessary prior to the drawing of
conclusions, the results from the laboratory trials are promising. Efforts are currently underway to
extend the research setting to power plant operator training centers.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plant operators operate in an environment characterized by complexity (e.g., with a
large number of interrelated observations to monitor) 17,57^ time constraints (where quick response
times are necessary)^, and criticality (where a wrong decision can have serious impacts)26'27
While a number of training and support tools are available, continuing research is required in order
to improve the quality and usefulness of the support provided.

The current paper reports on recent findings of an ongoing research project investigating the unique
problems raised by such environments. Based on theory and findings from the fields of cognitive
psychology-^'12,15,22,38( cognitive engineering'3,20,19,26,33,56^ anc} decision support
systems 1''45,52 a framework addressing the inherent limitations of human operators in such
environments has been developed, and a computerized support tool designed and built. This
computerized tool is called PROMO. The objective of PROMO is to supplement an operator's
limited attentional and information processing resources-limitations which may lead operators to
unintentionally deviate from their intentions. It recognizes that such failures often stem from



inherent human limitations^,35^ which are particularly tested under conditions of complexity,
time constraints, and criticality. PROMO is currently undergoing extensive laboratory testing.
Current results^,50 indicate that PROMO significantly diminishes the occurrence of errors in the
implementation of a planned strategy, providing for enhanced efficiency and effectiveness.
Moreover, the positive impact of PROMO tends to increase with the complexity of the task to be
accomplished^ and of the task environment^. As we move PROMO from the lab to the field,
these positive results are expected to be replicated.

The proposed implementation of PROMO in CANDU simulators is based on the on-line
computerization and documentation of control procedures. By establishing a direct linkage
between these procedures and the system simulator, up-to-date information regarding the latest
status of the reactor can be made available to the monitor. The "monitor" is the intelligent agent
used to follow the progress of the human operator within the context of the system's status and the
procedure being implemented. The monitor is responsible for bringing any implementation failure
(defined as a discrepancy between the procedure to be implemented and that actually executed) to
the attention of the operator together with the appropriate explanations. When an error results from
an incorrect choice of actions due to a misinterpretation of the system's variables, the monitor is
responsible for explaining the exact nature of the error using current data from the simulator in
order to provide context-sensitive feedback to the operator. As such, PROMO differs from more
traditional implementations in that its emphasis is on monitoring the progress of the operator, as
opposed to the status of the system.

By exploiting its on-line linkage with the CANDU system simulator, PROMO will be able to
provide up-to-date monitoring of an operator's process. Moreover, explanations can be provided
at any moment, either on demand, or following the execution of an inappropriate action on the part
of the operator. Error feedback information is always presented within the context of the system's
status and objectives. As such, PROMO is a teaching assistant, constantly providing the operator
with the support and information necessary to experience continuous, improved learning.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explores complexity in the nuclear
power operator's environment and the kinds of errors that such complexity leads to. Section 3
describes the empirical research that has been conducted using PROMO and the results from these
experiments. Section 4 maps from the description of errors that operators may commit to the kind
of support that PROMO provides. And finally, Section 5 concludes the paper by pointing out
limitations in current knowledge and likely future developments.

2 THE POWER PLANT OPERATOR'S WORK ENVIRONMENT

A review of the history of computerization specifically, and of technology in general, reveals that it
is generally the routine tasks, or the routinized components of complex or unusual tasks, that have
tended to be replaced by technology. Operators today, therefore, have to deal increasingly with
tasks that are non-routine. Thus, with advances in technology, an ever-increasing proportion of
their jobs is focused on problem solving and decision making activities, rather than the
performance of routine tasks^. Further, since the non-routine tasks generally reflect deviations
from the normal order of things, more often than not, they come with time constraints as well as
criticality. Consider, for instance, an example credited to Pew et al.23.

Following the Three Mile Island "incident", the US NRC passed a regulation stipulating that after a
reactor scram, the high head charging pumps or emergency cooling pumps must be left on for at
least 20 minutes. Operators at the nuclear power plant at North Anna had to contend with this
regulation in 1979. The North Anna operators, believing that following this regulation would lead



to a dangerous temperature shut down profile, decided to break the regulation. At the risk of
incurring legal sanctions, they turned off one of the two pumps for 4 minutes 'without knowing
precisely what reduction in total input could be expected, and what the net result on pressure and
level might be, but it was considered to be a step in the right direction'23.

Situations such as the above illustrate key characteristics of a nuclear power plant operator's
environment. Operators have a limited amount of time in which to make a complex decision; the
consequences of which have the potential to be rather serious. Clearly, such problems are not
unique to nuclear power plant operators. Consider, for example, Duncan's7 description of the job
of an operator in a petrochemical plant: "In some petrochemical plants there may be little to do
except perhaps once every six months, but then a difficult diagnosis within the order of three
minutes may be needed and, if the operator does not solve the problem, the plant will be shut
down"7(p. 209).

Recognizing factors such as these, Rasmussen & Lind^S point out that operating complexity under
abnormal conditions should be distinguished from operating complexity under normal conditions.
Under non-routine conditions, which are increasingly coming to represent a larger proportion of
the power plant operator's environment, reducing complexity is key to increasing reliability^^.

2.1 Understanding Complexity in The Power Plant Operator's Work Environment

An operator's task is characterized by a prescribed goal or goals which have to be attained under
prescribed conditions (Leontiev 1972, cited in [17]). Here, the goals can be articulated at the level
of the individual-^O, or at the systemic Ievel26. \n the former case erroneous activities (defined
below) are those which inadvertently deviate from the accomplishment of the goal. The latter case
is characterized by multiple goals and multiple stakeholders. It may, thus, involve goal systems
with goals that are competing (involving goal sacrifices) or mutually constrained (where two or
more goals should be achieved simultaneously)^7. The conditions refer to artifacts such as the
states to be covered, the permitted operations, and the task procedure 1'.

It is unlikely in any situation of reasonable complexity that either the goal or the conditions can be,
or even need to be, completely enumerated. Rather, they consist of implicit as well as explicit
components. The implied part, further, is characterized by shared as well as unshared meta-
assumptions!6>9. Both, the goals and the conditions of the task are, therefore, subject to
reinterpretation. The performed task may, correspondingly, be different, in subtle ways, from the
task as it was actually prescribed^.

In speaking of a task "as performed" it should be noted that an operator does not perform a task per
se. The operator performs activities. Activities are defined in terms of the behavioral and cognitive
processes that the operator puts into operation in order to meet task demands*7. This distinction
may be considered subtle, but in any discussion of task complexity, it is vitally important. The
distinction implies that the complexity of a task as prescribed may well be quite different from the
complexity of the task as performed—which brings up the questions: is there such a thing as the
inherent complexity of a task? and, are some tasks naturally more complex than others? In
common usage the "inherent" complexity of a task generally refers to the complexity of the
prescribed task, viewed from the particular perspective of the task representations of the authority
prescribing it. Various other labels exist. For example, complexity defined with respect to the
prescribed task has also been referred to as "supposed complexity", and, with respect to the
performed task, as "actual complexity" *7.

Much attention has been devoted in the cognitive engineering literature to understanding the nature
of task complexity. The systems approach characterizes task complexity in terms of the number of



elements and the number of interrelationships between these elements. Rasmussen and
insert the caveat that such complexity can not be defined for the system, but only for a given
representation of the system. That is, complexity is dependent not only on characteristics of the
task domain, but also on the problem solving paradigm brought to bear on it' 1.25_ Woods^,
correspondingly, characterizes complexity as arising from the interactions between the actual world
to be acted upon, the problem-solving agent/s acting upon it, and the representation/s of the world
utilized by the problem solving agent.

For the purpose of this research, following Rasmussen24 and Woods^?, complexity is defined as
an emergent property. Complexity is viewed as emerging from the interactions between three
conceptually independent but mutually constraining constituents. These are: (a) the set of
demands placed on the operator by the task domain or problem situation; (b) the repertoire of
internal cognitive agents (skills, rules, schemas, etc.) brought to bear upon the problem situation
by the operator, or operators; and (c) the problem solving approach or the external problem solving
resources available to the operator which may be brought to bear upon the problem.

2.2 Operator Reliability: Complexity and Erroneous Actions

Our interest in task complexity in this paper is limited to an examination of how it impacts operator
performance and reliability during conditions of normal as well as abnormal plant operation.
Whereas operator reliability is emphasized during normal plant operation, accuracy in problem
solving under time constraints is emphasized during abnormal plant operation. Decision criticality
is a factor in either case.

As seen in Section 2.1, complexity arises from the interactions between (a) task demands, (b)
cognitive agents internal to the operator, and (c) external problem solving resources/representations
available to the operator. Known interactions between these factors have been implicated as
conducive to a number of erroneous action categories. Erroneous actions are defined in terms of
the goal directedness of operator activities. PROMO is a prototype tool, based on the principles of
solution process monitoring, designed to aid the operator in coping with such exigencies. To this
end, PROMO consists of task specific components in order to address the unique task demands
placed on an operator working within a given context, as well as task independent components in
order to support an operator's internal cognitive agents or abilities. The design philosophy, and
the actual design, of PROMO are summarized in Section 3. In the current section we categorize the
kinds of errors one has to deal with in coping with complexity. Later, in Section 4, the nature of
the errors is described; the basis of the errors in the operator's environment is pointed out; and the
specific manner in which PROMO supports the operator under such conditions is explicated.

Errors are often seen, in simple terms, as arising from inherent limitations in human operators, the
technologies comprising the task domain, or the external problem solving resources brought to
bear upon the problem. Careful analyses of complex errors, however, indicate that it is more often
the interactions between these that are deserving of careful scrutiny. The categories of interactional
errors are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 is derived from the arguments presented in Section 2.1. As can be seen, four sources of
mismatch are identified. With reference to Figure 1, these are: (1) mismatches between the task
demands and internal cognitive mechanisms; (2) mismatch between the internal cognitive agents
and the external representations; (3) mismatch between the task demands and the external
representations; and, (4) mismatches between the task as prescribed and as performed. The
complex environment of the nuclear power plant operator is conducive to errors in each of these
dimensions. The more important of these errors are discussed in Section 4.
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3. RESEARCH WITH PROMO: A PROCESS MONITORING TOOL

This section provides a brief description of PROMO. A detailed description of the tool, and the
theory underlying its development, can be found in Thomassin Singh48. A brief summary of the
empirical evidence evaluating the effectiveness of PROMO is presented in Section 3.2.

As has been discussed in Section 2, a nuclear power plant operator operates in a fairly complex
decision environment. There is no dearth of research, however, that shows that individuals are
limited in their ability to store and process large quantities of information 1,18,42,44,52 jt \s a\so
commonly agreed (see Section 2.2) that the process of making a decision challenges more than an
operator's limited information storage or model execution capabilities. In particular, an important
dimension which is often overlooked is to provide operators with the understanding and guidance
necessary to make productive use of the information and application tools made available to
them8>34. This presents a serious limitation because the usefulness of models and data is
dependent upon the extent to which operators can use them effectively in order to improve the
process and outcome of their activities. Additionally, feedback is generally provided to the
operator from the perspective of the system (e.g. temperature and pressure readings at various
points in the system) and the onus for translating these signals into meaningful interpretations is on
the operator. We argue that under the conditions of time constraints and criticality operators make
decisions in, the reduction of complexity through the provision of information from the operator's,
as opposed to the system's perspective, would yield dividends. These and other related arguments
are presented in greater detail in Section 4.

We propose that complexity reduction can be effected through providing an operator with feedback
in terms of the internal cognitive agents and abilities utilized in the problem solving, and by using
external problem representations centered around the operator. In order to accomplish this we have
developed a tool, PROMO, based on the concept of solution process monitoring 48,43



3.1 Solution Process Monitoring

The objective of solution process monitoring is to support operators' execution of planned
strategies-or plans of action-through the provision of feedback information regarding the quality
of their strategy execution processes. It is based on the finding that individuals may fail to execute
a decision strategy as intended because of their limited cognitive abilities20,32 Such failures have
a negative impact on efficiency and effectiveness20>37,52 Formally, solution process monitoring
is defined as the on-going provision of feedback information regarding the extent to which an
individual is executing a given solution strategy as originally intended '9 . Solution process
monitoring can be associated with the concepts of cognitive feedback and cognitive control-^
Cognitive feedback defined as the provision of information about an individual's decision making
strategy and the extent to which it is being applied accurately. Cognitive control refers to the
extent of control exercised over one's strategy execution processes. The design of PROMO is
predicated on the assumption that the more an individual can, and does, monitor his/her strategy
execution process, the more likely it is that s/he will be aware of the nature and extent of deviations
from the intended strategy and the higher his/her level of cognitive control will be.

The prototype system has been developed using WingZ™ for Macintosh. A traditional
spreadsheet type interface has been used to establish interrelationships among system/state
variables and for user-interaction with the system. Not only is a spreadsheet interface suitable for
modeling complex interrelationships among a number of variables, but it also minimizes the
learning curve by capitalizing on existing widespread familiarity with its interface. The
presentation of the task variables occupies a specific portion of the screen, referred to as the
spreadsheet window. Two other windows—the strategy window, which provides suggestive
decisional guidance and the information load support window, which provides informative
decisional guidance*—are utilized to provide solution process monitoring support. Both of these
are described below.

3.1.1 Suggestive Decisional Guidance: Procedural Support

Procedural (i.e. strategy) support is provided in the form of a window (referred to as the strategy
window), which contains a graphical representation of the proposed solution strategy. For the
particular task used in our lab experiments (see Section 3.2), this representation took the form of a
procedural flow chart using rectangles to indicate actions, diamonds to represent decision points,
and directed arrows to denote relationships.** The logic of this representation is programmed into
the system in order to allow for the provision of task-specific procedural (or strategy) support. In
particular, procedural support is implemented as a set of utilities that come with the presence of the
strategy window: automated window scrolling, cell positioning, and error messaging.

The function of the window scrolling facility is to follow an operator's progression through the
strategy s/he is currently working on. This utility reduces the effort necessary to follow one's
progression through a procedure by performing the positioning of the window at the correct

Decisional guidance is referred lo as suggestive when specific courses of actions indicative of how one mighl
proceed arc suggested. It is informative when genera! information describing the merits of various alternative
avenues are presented to the user (Silver 1990).

It should be noted that whereas the particular representation used in the strategy window is task specific, the
functionality of the strategy window supports internal cognitive agents. How this works is explained in greater
detail later in this section. The concept ol internal cognitive agents is covered in Section 2.2



portion of the procedure's graphical representation (which, typically, is too large and complex to fit
into one window in its entirety) in lieu of the operator.

The cell positioning function, similarly, reduces effort associated in following one's progression
through the strategy by automatically activating the spreadsheet cell (in the task window)
corresponding to the variable which was the object of the activity to be performed next. This
function provides a logical link between the information contained in the strategy window, and that
contained in the task window.

Finally the error messaging facility is activated upon the detection, by the system, of an action slip-
-that is, of a deviation between the action performed by an individual, and that indicated by the
solution strategy^. Upon activation, a message is automatically sent to the user indicating the
nature of the slip that has been committed. In addition, the area on the procedural flowchart
corresponding to the action that has generated the action slip is highlighted bright red. The
operator, therefore, not only knows that a slip has been committed, but also is informed about the
kind of slip that has been committed and where in the strategy the slip has occurred. This
implementation is consistent with recommendations in HCI design-* which state that when an error
message is made in response to user input, the message should contain an explanation expressed in
terms of its relationship to the alternatives allowed by the system.

Strategy support, thus, performs the monitoring necessary to make sure that users do not deviate
unintentionally from the intended strategy because of a failure to remember and/or recognize which
action to perform next. Moreover, the support provided is quite unobtrusive. Only upon detection
of a deviation is an obtrusive message sent to the user in order to allow him/her to proceed with an
appropriate corrective action. This is consistent with human-computer guidelines26,46 which
stipulate that feedback can potentially detract from the task at hand and should, therefore, be
provided only in such instances when one's behavior is suspected to be in error.

3.1.2 Informational Decision Guidance: Information Load Support

Information load support takes the form of a window which contains a graphical representation*
based on the value of the outcome variable or variables of interest. The presence of this graph
minimizes the need for memorization on the part of the operators. As such, it supports strategy
execution by making sure that the wrong path in a strategy is not taken following an incorrect
decision at a decision node;** an incorrect decision which may itself be due to the operator possibly
manipulating a wrong set of values and, correspondingly, making wrong choices as to what action
to take next.

3.2 Experimental Research with PROMO

PROMO was developed as part of a systematic investigation of the impacts of complexity in work
situations and in order to search for ways and means of coping with it. In order to do a systematic
study, it was judged that lab experiments would be the way to begin. Whereas field studies offer a
richness of context that lab studies cannot duplicate, lab studies offer the opportunity to control
extraneous variances. It is important to realize that while understanding how the components work

In the ease of the task utilized in our lab experiment, the appropriate representation was a bar chart graph—given
the need tor supporting the cognitive function oWomparison (Tockl and Benbasat 1991, Trelcaven 1990).

As will be seen in Section 3.2 such feedback is necessary in order to avoid various forms of errors such as errors
of "intention" and "fixation".



may not be sufficient in predicting exactly how the whole works, it is a necessary precondition.
Given the current state of knowledge in the field, it was judged that a large number of case studies
existed, which had been instrumental in developing a strong theoretical basis^7,26,135 b u t m a t not
enough systematic laboratory research existed. Therefore, a systematic study of complexity was
begun based on the framework provided by2°,57 y w o ja5 experiments have been conducted so
far. The objective of both studies was to take a single aspect of complexity, vary it, and study the
impact of increased complexity along that particular dimension on the operator or decision maker.
Side by side, we examined whether the operator could be supported in a manner so as to cope
more easily with such complexity. Support was provided using the tool PROMO. In the first
experiment, we manipulated the external problem representation (complex vs. simple) and studied
the impact of increased complexity on unsupported groups. We also studied the impact of different
kinds of support for coping with the increased complexity. In the second experiment, we varied
two closely related aspects of the task environment, namely task fragmentation and interruptions.
Once again we studied the impact of increased complexity on unsupported groups. We also
studied the impact of different kinds of support for coping with the increased complexity. These
experiments indicate, in general, that Rasmussen & Lind's28 intuitions regarding complexity as a
correlate of reliability in plant operation are borne out. Coping with increased complexity, is, in
fact, necessary for plant operation. The experiments also indicate that PROMO may be a most
effective tool in that regard. The experiments led to the design of three studies, whose objectives
and conclusions are summarized below.

3.2.1 Study #1: Strategy Complexity

Four levels of monitoring support were contrasted within the context of two strategies of differing
levels of complexity. It was found that (a) strategy complexity has a significant impact on the
number of unintentional deviations generated; (b) the provision of solution process monitoring
significantly decreases the number of unintentional deviations from the intended strategy; and, (c)
the positive impact of monitoring support on the quality of one's strategy execution increases with
the level of support provided and the complexity of the strategy.

The results of this study highlight not only that it is possible to provide computerized strategy
execution support, but also that the provision of such support increases the effectiveness and
efficiency with which an operator uses the system during the execution of his or her solution
process. Moreover, the need, as well as the usefulness, of the computerized support increases
with the level of complexity of the decision strategy.

3.2.2 Study #2: Environmental Complexity

This research study investigated the need for process support in environments where the task is
fragmented and subject to constant interruptions. Four levels of monitoring support were
contrasted within the context of two decision making environments. Task fragmentation and
interruption were created by asking subjects to move repeatedly between a decision making and an
interfering task. The results of this study indicate that it is possible to incorporate tools to support
the execution of the intended solution strategy; that the provision of such support increases the
effectiveness and efficiency with which decision makers use the system; and, that solution process
monitoring support is especially beneficial in decision making environments characterized by
fragmentation and frequent interruptions.

3.2.3 Study # 3: Process Study

The process study investigated the impact of complexity on an individual's efficiency and
effectiveness in the performance of decision making task and the impact of cognitive feedback as a
means to support strategy execution. Both dimensions of complexity (environmental and strategy)



were investigated. Detailed problem solving behavior was recorded in the form of computer logs
and the corresponding protocols were analyzed. It was found that strategy complexity has a
negative impact on an operator's learning curve; that the impact of task interruptions on problem
solving performance is reduced by the presence of cognitive feedback; and, that the positive impact
of cognitive feedback on decision making performance found in previous studies was due, in part,
to the improvement in an individual's ability to resume with the execution of a decision making
strategy once an error has been committed.

As seen in Section 2, task complexity is a multidimensional construct. The above lab studies have
studied two of these dimensions. Additional studies are needed to study the other dimensions. It
has also been noticed that PROMO seems to support the objective of complexity reduction rather
well. Simultaneously with the lab studies, we believe that PROMO should now be tested in the
field. Given the critical nature of the nuclear power plant operator's job, and given the vast
evidence regarding the complexity of this work, as well as the negative impacts of such
complexity, it seems imperative that tools with promise in coping with this complexity and, thus,
with the potential of enhancing operator reliability^ be brought into the field for testing without
undue delay. Specifically, we see two immediate applications for PROMO. The first is in operator
training and the second is in operator support. As illustrated in Section 4, there are, essentially,
two ways of coping with complexity'^: the first is to increase the operator's skill through training;
and, the second is to decrease the perceived complexity of the task through support (i.e. the
introduction of complexity reducing aids). PROMO has applications in both contexts. These are
described in more detail below.

4 COPING WITH COMPLEXITY: SUPPORTING THE POWER PLANT
OPERATOR

In this section we present a selection of actual errors that nuclear power plant operators are prone
to. The error categories have been selected from the well documented literature on operational
failures. The criteria for their selection was that the errors be illustrative of all the categories of
errors in the task complexity framework presented in Section 2. Simultaneously with the
discussion of the errors, the utility of PROMO in resolving these errors is discussed. Note that in
the following paragraphs it is not our intention to be exhaustive in our coverage of errors that
power plant operators are prone to. In fact, due to space limitations, we have chosen to include
only one example under each category. Also, this selection should, by no means, be construed to
cover all the contingencies where we expect the use of process monitoring tools such as PROMO
to be helpful. The purpose of this section is primarily illustrative.

4.1 Information Processing Errors: Mismatch between Task Demands and
Internal Cognitive Agents

The power plant operator works in an environment characterized by multiple interrelated
subsystems involving multiple mutually constrained goals, with a large number of observations to
monitor. During abnormal operation, a disturbance can cascade through interconnections among
parts. Problems in one system may manifest themselves elsewhere. Multiple clues hinting at
remedial actions reach the operator at different times. Under these conditions, the initial
assessments that the operator makes are subject to change. Research has shown that whereas a
majority of initial assessments made by an operator were correct, given the data available at the
time when it was made, many failures occur because this assessment was not modified when new
data became available^' -^5. This gradual decoupling, over time, of an operator's assessment from
the actual situation is referred to as an error of intention. An error of intention occurs due to one of
at least three problems: unexpected developments that go undetected, undetected execution errors



made by the operator (that is, when the intention was correct, but the action was wrong), or
prospective memory lapses (failure to remember to do something, or return to something, in the
future).

Consider the empirical evidence from the lab experiments. As discussed in Sections 3.2.1 &
3.2.2, PROMO is highly effective in the detection of action slips. Moreover, as seen in Section
3.2.3, the error feedback provided by PROMO does aid an operator in recovering from such action
slips. Consequently, it is expected that PROMO should all but eliminate the contingency of
undetected execution errors from occurring. Similarly, the design of PROMO is such that it
virtually eliminates the need tor prospective memory on the part of the operator. The utility of the
tool in this regard is predicated on the fact that at all times PROMO, in lieu of the operator, keeps
track of where in a complex strategy the operator is; what the next recommended action is, and
how it should be performed. Additionally, the information load support facility keeps track of past
values of important state variables that the operator may need in the future. Finally, PROMO is
expected to support the detection of unexpected developments in two ways: one direct and the other
indirect. Directly, since PROMO significantly reduces perceived complexity by providing system
information using a representation that maps directly on to the operator's perspective; and
indirectly, because the operator is freed to think in divergent terms—the convergent, or logico-
deductive, portion of problem solving process being delegated to PROMO.

4.2 Interactional Errors: Mismatch between Internal Agents and External
Representations

Interactional errors occur at two levels: a cognitive level and a meta-cognitive level^S. At the meta-
cognitive level, consider that more often than not, operators, while provided with the information
and application tools to help them perform their job, are not provided with tools that aid in the
understanding and guidance necessary to make productive use of the available information and
application tools8>34 This is a significant problem today as support tools grow increasingly
complex, both in terms of the mathematical and conceptual models utilized, as well as in terms of
the complexity and flexibility of the interface presented to the operator. This presents a serious
limitation in the support tools because the usefulness of models and information is contingent upon
the extent to which an operator can use them effectively in order to improve the process and
outcome of their activities. PROMO is expected to help with this both at the training (through
helping build the appropriate cognitive agents-this aspect is discussed in more detail in Section
4.3) and at the support level. PROMO assists at the latter level by (a) providing support in using
the models, (b) detecting improper use of the models, and (c) providing error feedback from the
perspective of the operator's usage of the model, as opposed to the model itself. Empirical
evidence that this approach helps was presented in Section 3.

Similarly, at the cognitive level, consider the feedback that is generally provided to the operator.
Almost invariably, this feedback is presented from the perspective of the control system (e.g.
temperature and pressure readings at various points in the system) and the onus for translating
these signals into meaningful interpretations is on the operator. We argue, that under the
conditions of time constraints and criticality which nuclear power plant operators make decisions
in, the reduction of complexity through the provision of information from the operator's, as
opposed to the system's, perspective would yield significant dividends. This expectation was
clearly borne out, for example, in the lab experiment reported in Section 3.2.1 where both the
efficiency and the effectiveness of decision makers under conditions of enhanced task complexity
were significantly increased through the introduction of PROMO. Clearly, feedback provided
from the perspective of the machine, or the systems being controlled, imposes added cognitive
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complexity on the operator.* Consider, for instance, the similar research finding6>7 that support in
the form of rules and strategies, when provided to operators of complex systems, enjoys
significantly more success than the kind of support provided by basic vocational education and
training—which focuses on the system being controlled, rather than on the operational procedures.
Similar results have been found in other fields-^6 PROMO aids in such cases through the
complexity reduction achieved by providing the operator with feedback in terms of the internal
cognitive agents and abilities utilized in the problem solving, and with the external problem
representations employed by the operator.

4.3 Representational Errors: Mismatch between Task Demands and External
Representations

Rasmussen's26 skill-rule-task framework indicates that routine tasks are performed by operators at
the skill- and rule- based levels, as opposed to the knowledge-level. Consider again then, the
evidence provided in Section 4.2^.7 that support such as rules and strategies, when provided to
operators of complex systems, enjoys significantly more success than support such as that
provided by basic vocational education and training. In its training function, PROMO has been
designed in order to complement the traditional knowledge-based schooling by providing training
at the skill- and rule- based levels that many of their tasks will demand. To this extent, the use of
PROMO in conjunction with existing CANDU simulators is expected to provide a powerful
training tool. It is expected that such training will help mitigate errors of the kind discussed by
Rasmussen26 and Duncan'.

4.4 Errors of Rationality: Mismatch Between Goals and Activities

Rational activities are defined in terms of their goal-directedness^^. Thus, operator rationality can
be measured as the degree of match between operator activities and task goals. As pointed out in
Section 2, a perfect match is virtually impossible. In this section we explore some of the reasons
why. Errors of rationality (or goal-activity mismatches) can be seen in terms of bounded,
imperfect, or reluctant rationality™. Bounded rationality^^ leads to errors caused by limitations in
the knowledge-base brought to bear upon a problem situation during a given problem solving
episode. Bounded rationality may be caused by limitations in attention™ and results in mistakes—
that is, in the formation of activity or action plans that are at odds with the intended goaP 1.
Imperfect rationality^ focuses on the psychological difficulties with achieving even bounded
rationality. It arises due to over-routinization of schema based judgment and reasoning™. Such
schema-based predispositions may manifest themselves either as mistakes or as slips—that is,
errors in carrying out a plan of activities as intended^. Finally reluctant rationality refers to the
cognitive strain entailed in modifying existing schemas. Because such strain is not sustainable^,
an operator has a tendency to minimize it^. This, again, results in mistakes, or the formation of
inadequate problem solving plans.

As previously mentioned, a power plant operator works in an environment involving multiple,
mutually constrained goals, with a large number of observations to monitor. That is, the power
plant operator's task is high in detail complexity. The operator has to simultaneously cope with a
large number of interrelated elements—where the elements, and the relationships between the
elements, can be complex entities in their own right. Simultaneously, the need for accuracy in

In Sections 3 & 4 we argue that complexity reduction is an important step in reducing errors and enhancing
reliability.
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decision making is high because, while every attempt is made to control for them, the
consequences of erroneous actions in nuclear power plant, have the potential to be non-trivial.
Moreover, especially during abnormal conditions, the operator operates under conditions of
inflexible time constraints. Clearly, an operator works under conditions conducive to bounded,
imperfect, as well as reluctant rationality. For example, if the cognitive strain^ involved in schema
modification is not sustainable^, the situation is ripe for errors such as those of intention
(explained in Section 4.1) with all its consequent problems. Thus, an operator is subject both to
slips as well as mistakes. Whereas PROMO's support for mistakes is only indirect-see Sections
4.2 (through adopting a user's perspective) and 4.3 (through training)—as seen from the empirical
research in Section 3.2, slips can be virtually eliminated through the use of PROMO.

4.5 The Hidden Nature of Erroneous Actions

As pointed out by Reason^^ most erroneous actions are based in basic psychological functions that
are necessary for our day to day activities. It is only in certain complex situations such as in
nuclear power plants that they lose their utility and become, instead, systematic sources of
liabilities. Since these errors occur at a tacit, or hidden, level, their effects are doubly potent—
simply because we do not realize they have occurred. Other examples abound. W o o d s "
describes a category of errors referred to as fixation failures as manifestations of hidden or tacit
processes55,21 Fixation failures are manifested as a failure to adapt. An operator may be so
focused on one task that he/she loses the ability to detect and respond to the next event (in a
dynamic situation) which may, otherwise, have triggered a revision of his/her assessment of the
state of affairs. Such failures, for instance, have been posited to underlie the errors of intention
discussed in Section 4.1. Another typical error in complex systems is when one misses side
effects of actions simply due to the large number of interrelationships that exist^. Such problems
are further compounded by the fact that in complex, interrelated systems, error manifestation is
often distanciated from error source. This indicates that in addition to the psychological sources of
hidden errors mentioned by Reason29? complexity may create its own set of hidden errors. We
have mentioned in Section 2 that many of the instructions that constitute a prescribed task may well
be implicit. Theorists 16,9 a r g U e convincingly that these implicit portions will harbor
intersubjective differences rooted in their prior experiences and prejudices. The presence of such
tacit differences is, perhaps, one of the underlying causes why research^6,7 fmds that rule-based
and process-based approaches yield superior results in the training of operators in complex
environments.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a study of work environments of operators who have to deal with
complexity under conditions of time pressure and criticality of decision outcomes. We have
categorized the kinds of errors that such environments are conducive to, and theorized regarding
the sources of these errors. Based upon an analysis of these sources, we have designed and
developed a research prototype, PROMO, to (a) test the validity of our analysis of the sources of
error, and (b) if possible, to mitigate the difficulties faced by operators in such environments. We
have presented current empirical findings from an ongoing series of laboratory studies designed to
(a) test the utility of PROMO, and (b) unearth utilitarian guidelines for the continued evolution of
the tool. Thus far, the results have been promising. Based upon these results, we are now
proposing that the tool be tested in the field in order to examine whether, and which, of the results
from the lab are replicated in the field. It is proposed that the tool be used, initially, with CANDU
simulators in power plant operator training centers. It is feasible, that if found suitable, the tool
may later be ported to the field and provide actual operator support.
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It must be stressed that the tool at present is a research prototype, designed specifically for
examining whether our analysis regarding the errors that the operators environment was conducive
to, the sources of these errors, and the kind of support needed to mitigate these errors, would be
borne out empirically. Clearly, the tool as currently implemented has a number of limitations.
Some of these are an artifact of explicit choices that we have made, while others are an artifact of
the early stage of evolution that the tool is in. A number of enhancements are currently being
designed—the most significant of which is the incorporation of dynamic complexity into our model.
Problems, problem representations, and as well as operator's cognitive agents evolve with time.
We have combined solution process monitoring with an individualized, flexible, and evolving
modeling technique that allows us to effectively present the operator with a customized, adaptable,
learning tool, fully capable of evolving with dynamic task demands and operator cognitions.

As it stands currently, PROMO seems capable of supporting complexity reduction through training
by aiding in building up an operator's skill (in terms of the appropriate cognitive agents and by
increasing the size of the elementary units employed by the operator in task conceptualization), as
well as through support by changing the external representation presented to the operator from
technology-centered to operator-centered. Feedback provided from the operator's perspective (that
is, in terms of operations strategy) rather than systems perspective (e.g. values of state variables)
seems to help mitigate complexity. A number of meta-cognitive tasks (such as keeping track of
where, in a long, complex, strategy plan one is; prospective memory tasks such as remembering to
do, or return to something in the future; and of memorizing previous states in order to compare
with current state in order to see whether one is performing in the right direction) are simply
eliminated from the operators perspective. The solution process monitoring system is ideally
suited to perform these. Even using simplistic measures of complexity such as the number of
elementary units, this can be seen as a significant reduction in task complexity. Finally, the system
frees the operator for the lateral, creative, problem solving thinking that is essential in abnormal
situations. PROMO accomplishes that because it frees the operator from having to perform the
convergent cognitive task of remembering to consider all possibilities and alternatives that have
been predetermined (the system ensures that). This, too, is significant, because research^ has
shown that convergent and divergent thinking form a dialectic. Yet, simultaneous convergent and
divergent thinking is exactly what is demanded of an operator working to resolve abnormal plant
situations!
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